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Medical practices in Eastern Turkestan consisted of a number of components that are not 
easily identifiable, constituting a highly pluralistic medical field defined by several overlapping 
traditions, of which Graeco-Islamic medicine played one part while the others, including 
Western medicine, also played important and/or complementary roles. It can be defined as a 
diverse but still coherent medical tradition closely related to that of adjacent societies, especially 
Turkic and Muslim, but also shaped by its own specific historical and cultural context. Although 
there is plenty of source material available in the form of locally produced medical manuscripts, 
this field, especially with regard to Turkic sources, remains under-researched. This thesis 
examines how illness and health was understood and managed in Eastern Turkestan in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. In order to reach a wider understanding of the field, it uses an 
interdisciplinary approach based on philological and Turkological tradition, as well as other 
disciplines such as medical anthropology. To obtain a broad interpretation, the research has 
been conducted using a combination of local sources, such as medical manuscripts and oral 
literature, and Western documentation in the form of travelogues and missionary reports. A 
closer examination reveals that the Eastern Turki medical manuscripts researched in this thesis 
are of a heterogeneous character in terms of both scope and content. Some are explicitly devoted 
to medicine, while others are of a more mixed nature, containing elements of poetry and aspects 
we can also find in folklore and local history. Many of the primary sources consulted mention 
personages connected to Greek philosophy and history, alongside famous personages within 
Muslim lore. There are also frequent references to religious matters, leading to the conclusion 
that all of these components constituted important elements of Turki medical lore. Besides 
discussing the characteristics of the texts on a broad level, the thesis contains a large section 
dedicated to materia medica discussing commonly used products in medicines, their preparation 
and usage. The thesis also discusses the wide range of medical professionals present in the area 
and the various types of treatment they offered. The Eastern Turki material demonstrates that 
people in Eastern Turkestan resorted to different strategies in their health-enhancing endeavors. 
A multitude of approaches existed to prevent illness, uncover its cause, and treat it most 
effectively. While some therapies in Eastern Turkestan were largely based on humoral concepts, 
including dietary prescriptions, massage, bloodletting, venesection, diuresis and so forth, great 
emphasis was also placed on the efficacy of the Qur’an, the utilization of different prayers and 
amulets, soothsaying and pilgrimage to holy shrines. 
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Preface 

According to a brief note in one of my travel diaries, my first encounter 
with Uyghur medicine took place on May 30, 2006. This was during my 
first trip to the Uyghur homeland, in China officially called Xinjiang 
Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR), while most Uyghurs prefer the 
name Eastern Turkestan. During that first trip, I had spent two days  
traveling by train from Beijing to the regional capital, Urumchi. Having 
finally arrived, my friends guided me through the bustling city. My note 
from this very first encounter with the Uyghur homeland and its culture 
reads: 

“Vi besöker också en bokaffär och ett annat matställe + lite affärer 
+ medicinaffär där föreståndaren tolkade min hälsa genom att 
känna med ett par fingrar på pulsen (strax om handleden på båda 
händer).* Finns i bok På Obanade Stigar under rubrik “Inhemsk 
läkareverksamhet” s. 245. 

“We also visit a bookstore and another food outlet + some shops + 
a medicine store where the manager interprets my health by placing 
a few fingers on the pulse (right onto the wrist on both hands).* Is 
available in the book På Obanade Stigar under the heading, 
“Inhemsk läkareverksamhet” page 245. 

Another vivid memory from this very first trip to the Uyghur region and 
other subsequent visits is the many market stores containing all kinds of 
medicinal products that one could find everywhere there. Both inside and 
outside the stores there were large sacks containing various dried herbs as 
well as other products such as dried animal parts – starfish, snakes, lizards 
and other creatures – which lay in boxes or hung there on strings, fluttering 
in the wind. 

During these first trips, however, medicine was not my main interest. It 
would take several years until a specific event led me almost by 
coincidence into the fascinating field of Uyghur medical culture. At that 
time, I was instead busy preparing my MA thesis on ‘Muslim pilgrimage 
shrines’, commonly known as mazar. I therefore dedicated most of my 
time to traveling the region, visiting and taking photographs at numerous 
pilgrimage sites. In this endeavor, I received considerable assistance from 
my Uyghur colleagues and friends, Prof. Esed Sulayman, Prof. Rahile 
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Dawut and a number of other people, too many to mention by name, to 
whom I feel deep gratitude and for whom I have great respect. 

In 2012, I defended my MA thesis and received my diploma a year later. 
During the following years, I spent time working with historical archival 
material, both text-based and visual, but mainly focusing on the Uyghurs. 
My knowledge of this material would later benefit my further research 
greatly in that I had the chance to localize some very relevant source 
material from an early stage, some of which I have also used for this study. 

Some years later, in 2015 specifically, I was invited to speak at an 
international conference on traditional Uyghur medicine in the company of 
two other Swedes (Rune Andersson and Margareta Höök), which took 
place in the town of Khotan. Initially, sensing that I did not have any 
background knowledge of this subject, I was somewhat unsure of what to 
speak about at the conference. Thanks to Håkan Wahlquist, the former Asia 
curator at the Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm, I was informed about 
a large collection of Eastern Turki medical products that had been collected 
at the beginning of the 20th century by the Swedish missionary L. E. 
Högberg and were now stored at the museum. Since it appeared that 
nobody had produced any substantial research on this before, I decided that 
it would be a good idea to present information about both this material and 
other collections in Swedish museums and archives that could prove 
important to the topic at hand. Having spent some time at the conference 
in Khotan, I realized that Eastern Turki medicine was a topic not studied 
extensively before, and I started pondering how the topic would fit in to a 
larger study (PhD) combining historical sources – such as Western 
travelogues and missionary reports – with locally produced manuscripts 
written in Eastern Turki (Chagatay). In 2016, Uppsala University 
announced a doctoral position in Turkic languages for which I applied. In 
December that same year, I gladly received news that my proposal had 
been accepted and I could commence my PhD studies there. 

The current humanitarian crisis in Xinjiang/Eastern Turkestan makes 
any sort of fieldwork in the region impossible. I made one ‘last’ trip to 
Xinjiang in May 2017. There was massive police surveillance and 
checkpoints everywhere and the police interrogated me on a few occasions. 
At present, friends and colleagues have disappeared or been sent to 
concentration camps. They, along with millions of Uyghurs, Kazakhs and 
other minorities have been specifically targeted in an unprecedented state 
campaign conducted by the Chinese authorities aiming to destroy local  
ways of life, culture, religion and language from the roots.1 

1 See a recently published report by “Newlines Institute for Strategy and Policy, in 
cooperation with the Raoul Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights”:
https://newlinesinstitute.org/uyghurs/the-uyghur-genocide-an-examination-of-chinas-
breaches-of-the-1948-genocide-convention/ 
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Besides the human suffering, there have been reports of books being 
burnt in an attempt to eradicate Uyghur culture. In this context, the 
importance of Eastern Turki material in archives located outside of China 
has reached a new significance, not only for scholars studying old texts but 
also for humanity at large. The assault on indigenous cultural expressions 
has led to a response from the Uyghur diaspora communities, which are 
working very hard to uphold their culture far from the Uyghur homeland 
by publishing books and teaching the language to generations who have 
never even set foot there. 

While it is difficult to predict what the future may look like for the 
Uyghur community and their threatened language, it is clear that different 
steps can be taken. One such active response has been support for 
preservation of this material by means of digitization. Here, we can 
mention such admirable projects as the collaboration between Lund 
University Library and the Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the Jarring 
Collection Online (ATMO) project, in which significant sections of  the  
Eastern Turki material are presented on both ATMO’s website and the  
online platform Alvin. As we envision a much desired less repressive 
future than today, this material will be preserved for future Uyghurs 
growing up without links to their culture and language. Through these 
documents, those same people may one day have the possibility to 
rediscover and nourish the roots to their history, culture and language. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction to the topic 
Our current knowledge of how illness and health was understood and managed 
in Eastern Turkestan at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries 
is poorly understood and mainly influenced and informed by Western 
literature, such as travelogues and missionary reports (Lundahl, J. E. 1917; 
Forsyth 1875: 534–561; cf. Meserve 1997).  

A wide array of material is available about the region in the form of letters, 
articles and monographs produced by occasional travelers, as well as more 
permanent observers such as Swedish missionaries, who stayed in the area  
from 1892 to 1938. Still, these reports say little about local conceptions 
regarding health and illness in Eastern Turkestan. While Western sources 
about the Turkic-speaking people of Central Asia have tended to emphasize 
the religious dimensions of healing, other popular healing methods described 
in locally produced texts – such as treatment with herbs and humoral health 
philosophy including Graeco-Islamic medicine, unani – have received much 
less attention. 

An important aspect of contemporary Uyghur medicine is humoral health 
philosophy, which in many ways resembles neighboring cultures’ health 
traditions , such as traditional Chinese and Indian medicine (i.e. Ayurvedic). 
Humoral philosophy also constitutes a cornerstone of Arabic, so-called 
Islamic or Graeco-Islamic medicine, which in turn is highly influenced from 
ancient Greek traditions. Similar ideas concerning the workings of the mind 
and body are also reported from neighboring Islamic societies such as 
Afghanistan, India and elsewhere (Shalinsky 1980; Penkala 1980; Said, 2000; 
Sheehan & Hussain 2002). 

As László Károly points out in the A Turkic Medical Treatise from Islamic 
Central Asia (2015), we have very little information about “Muslim medicine 
in Central Asia, especially the role of the Turkic Communities” (Károly 2015: 
5) living there. Thus, to the best of my knowledge we can observe that when 
it comes to Eastern Turkestan (Xinjiang), which is a region highly influenced 
and shaped by an essentially Islamic worldview for centuries (in the Kashgar 
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area at least a millennium), no major in-depth study exists focusing on the 
impact of so-called Graeco-Islamic medicine there.2 

Many observers of Eastern Turki society have noted the syncretism of 
healing practices in the region, assuming that these constitute separate entities 
with little or no mutual relationship. From a superficial point of view, it may 
appear that practices of a more magical character, for example, bear little or 
no relation to theoretical traditions such as unani medicine. I ask, is that really 
the case? 

Some scholarship has sought to establish cultural links between the Chinese 
and the Uyghurs, for example. While it is clear that borrowings have occurred 
in many areas such as language, food and more (Bellér-Hann et al. 2007), it is 
an established fact that the Uyghurs have based their group identity around 
Islam – at least during the past millennium (Cf. DeWeese 2013: 3). The 
borrowings from that environment are far greater, as can be seen in the 
language, customs and many food preferences. When it comes to medicine, 
especially materia medica, I do not rule out that there have been historical 
occurrences of borrowings there too. In fact, both Eastern Turki and modern 
Uyghur contain a number of Chinese words related to agriculture and garden 
plants used for medicine. However, if we look at the fundaments of ‘Uyghur 
medicine’, we see that it is highly shaped by an Islamic framework. 

It can of course be argued that there are similarities in approach when it 
comes to humoral theory, for example. Both traditional Chinese medicine and 
Ayurveda embrace such ideas. However, establishing clear links between 
these three traditions is not possible. If we look at the core of Eastern Turki 
and other Chagatay texts, we see that their overall approach is informed by 
Graeco-Islamic traditions. We can also say that the Graeco-Islamic tradition 
was not born in a vacuum either. It consists of several ideas that are not always 
easily identifiable, of which some even may be inspired by Chinese and 
medical ideas and Ayurveda. Historically there were intense contacts between 
the cultural spheres, not least within international trade, and several medical 
works from both India and China were also translated into Arabic. In addition, 
a large number of drugs previously unknown to the Greeks were incorporated 
into the materia medica of Arabic medicine (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
21–23). Despite such cultural exchanges, Pormann & Savage Smith argue that 
there does not exist a “generic link between them” (Pormann & Savage Smith 
2007: 23).3 

2 Cf. DeWeese, who writes that, “for a time-span ranging from 1200 years to a minimum of 300
years, the engagement of the peoples of Central Asia with Islam, in cultural, intellectual and 
religious terms, has determined the essential frame-work for understanding and managing
health and illness” (DeWeese 2013: 3). 
3 Regarding the exterior influences on Uyghur medicine, Mattohti makes no mention of Chinese 
influence, whereas Greek, Ayurvedic as well as Islamic medicine receive recognition (Mattohti 
2015: 433). In contrast, as a paper on herbal drugs points out, Chinese influence on Islamic 
medicine (Graeco-Arabic) was of major importance with regard to materia medica, something 
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Identifying similarities on the surface may lead to false assumptions. Thus, 
taking this as my vantage point, I aim to situate the Eastern Turki medical 
tradition within its Islamic cultural context while simultaneously recognizing 
that possible links may exist. Such links, however, are difficult to identify. 
One can argue, for example, that Muslims visiting shrines in China use incense 
and that this signifies Chinese influence. However, how do we then explain 
that Muslims in India also use incense when visiting shrines? The origin of 
certain beliefs and practices is thus very hard to establish. Even if similar 
practices occur across space and time, we have to acknowledge that they have 
most likely been transformed in order to be understood within a framework 
shaped by those particular peoples’ beliefs and practices. 

Purpose and research questions 
Despite the fact that a large corpus of medical texts from the region has been 
available for some time, Western research on healing methods and medical 
theories as described in locally produced Chagatay (Eastern Turki) 
manuscripts has been minimal. The current research will discuss two  
interrelated aspects. Firstly, the main features of the Eastern Turki medical 
literature from the period (roughly 1880–1949). Here we have to make enquiry 
into what characterizes this literature, what its main features are and how it 
relates to medical lore from neighboring areas such as Western Turkestan and 
elsewhere. In other words, by utilizing a theoretical perspective guided by 
perspectives taken from medical anthropology and philological principles, the 
study aims to research both the linguistic peculiarities of this lore, especially 
with regard to medical lexica, place this literature in a historical perspective 
and relate it to similar texts from the same tradition.  

Regarding the materia medica, it is an area that has been fairly well 
documented with regard to Arabic and Persian sources. However, the medical 
vocabulary of the Turkic speaking communities in Central Asia has, with a  
few exceptions, been largely overlooked as a field. For example, in terms of 
current and above all future research in the field, it should be noted that there 
exists a vast number of locally employed Turkic medical terms, both 
contemporary and historically used, which need to be organized with their 
corresponding Arabic and Persian vocabulary. While the purpose of the thesis 
is not to create a medical dictionary per se, the findings in the current research 
complemented with materia medica in other Central Asian sources could work 
as a starting point for creating a database on these concepts – something which 

which is evident from remarks on the matter by a number of important medieval scholars in the
Muslim world, such as Tabari, Rhazes, Abbas, Avicenna and Jurjānī (Heydari et al. 2015: 363).  
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would greatly facilitate further research into the field of Central Asian medical 
lore. 

Secondly, the study will explore how the medical concepts and terminology 
relate to actual practice in the region during the period of discussion. In 
Western scholarship on Central Asia as a whole, the material on medicine and 
healing has repeatedly followed a trend of focusing on so-called non-Islamic 
or shamanic magical healing ceremonies and the pre-Islamic past, while the 
impact of Graeco-Islamic medical thought has surprisingly been ignored. For 
example, the system of humoral theory constitutes the backbone of Graeco-
Islamic medicine, but with regard to the Turkic speaking communities in 
Central Asia, its role has hardly been discussed at all. 

While the magical aspect of healing should by no means be understated, 
we must perhaps look into the concept of healing and medicine from other 
perspectives. For example, we may ask ourselves if the healing rituals really 
are as shamanic as previous studies claim. A more interesting question is to 
see how the different components of medical thought, both magical and 
practically oriented, have been integrated into one holistic worldview. This 
entails a discussion of how humoral theories, local healing practices, and 
divine medicine in Eastern Turkestan have been integrated as one worldview, 
albeit involving multiple distinguishable healing methods. 

The Jarring collection at Lund, as well as other archives, contains a number 
of Eastern Turki books specifically devoted to geomancy, the calendar, and 
interpretation of dreams and so on. Since the main subject of this study is 
medical manuscripts, I would have avoided this broad topic if these texts did 
not relate to this subject at all. However, most of the primary sources used for 
this study make repeated references to religious matters. Although it could be 
argued that a number of manuscripts are composite texts not necessarily 
related to one another and that their contents should not be discussed here, I 
believe that this type of material is there for a reason, and is therefore not 
something we should casually ignore.  

While it may be theoretically useful as a scholarly endeavor to separate 
recipes from prayers used in the healing processes when analyzing the 
material, for example, such an approach seldom appears to have made sense 
to the practitioners themselves. Thus, creating such a strict and in essence very 
artificial boundary between supposedly secular and sacred spheres rather puts 
the scholar at risk of distorting or obscuring the meaning of the material. For 
that reason, in an attempt to analyze the Eastern Turki medical pluralism from 
a holistic perspective, I will in chapter three briefly describe and clarify the 
existence of such material in the medical texts at hand. It may then appear that 
I am contradicting what I have just pointed out when separating religion from 
other matters in a separate section.  

The reason for describing religious practice in separate terms at this stage 
is merely for the sake of highlighting, describing and understanding the 
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meaning and usage of different religious concepts interacting in the texts used 
for this study. In other words, while such a separation would make little sense 
to indigenous authors themselves, it is done here with the mere objective of 
illuminating certain commonly occurring traits in the texts.  

In order to reach a comprehensive picture, the research will also explore 
what Eastern Turki medical texts combined with a close reading of other 
sources such as travelogues and missionary material can tell us about local 
conceptions about illness/sickness/misfortune. In this regard, different 
preventive methods, diagnosis and explanatory models will be discussed and 
compared to what the manuscript sources tell us. Thus, the research will 
explore topics such as what defines Eastern Turki medical sources with regard 
to organizational principles, medical language, general content, healing 
principles, and materia medica. The research will also explore how 
transmission of medical knowledge was carried out in the region and who was 
in charge of what when it comes to medical knowledge and practice. Other 
questions that will be addressed are the following:  

1. When did treatment take place in the domestic sphere/popular 
sphere/elsewhere? 

2. Which type of healer was generally consulted in the case of 
illness/sickness/misfortune?  

3. What types of healing methods were employed in the case of 
illness/sickness/misfortune? 

Time period 
I have chosen to focus on the late 19th and early 20th centuries for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, the Eastern Turki manuscript sources examined for the  
present study were written during this period. Similarly, the other sources 
examined here, such as travelogues and missionary reports, were written then. 
In the literature about the area, the period is usually referred to as the Great 
Game, a term referring to the increased competition in Inner Asia between the 
Empires of Russia and Great Britain. In the late 19th century, Russia had 
already conquered vast parts of the area we today know of as the independent 
states of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. 
Meanwhile, Great Britain ruled the Indian Subcontinent. The latter expressed 
both real and imagined fears of an ever-expanding Russia with the potential 
risk of confronting British possessions. Within this climate of rivalry, both 
Russia and Great Britain established consulates in the western oasis city of 
Kashgar. 

With increased mobility, the area also attracted a number of foreign 
explorers. While the presence of some of these had economic and political 
purposes, others were involved in another sort of Great Game. But as Soucek 
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points out, this time the competition mainly concerned archeology and 
manuscripts written in hitherto unknown languages discovered in the Turfan 
depression of Eastern Turkestan, as well as further east at Tunhuang in Kansu 
province.4 In his words, a number of explorers including Albert von Le Coq 
(German), Paul Pelliot (French) and Aurel Stein (British-Hungarian) would 
“haul what could be moved to the museums and libraries of their own  
countries” (Soucek 2000: 268). In addition, an ever-increasing number of 
Western visitors such as Henry Bellew (British), Ferdinand Grenard (French) 
and Sven Hedin (Swedish) resulted in the publication of a large number of so-
called travelogues and accounts of the region concerning a number of fields 
of enquiry. 

Secondly, as Bellér-Hann points out, two important events have to be taken 
into consideration with regard to the time-frame. The first is the fall of Yaʿqub 
Beg in 1877 and the restoration of Qing rule in the region. The other is  the  
establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. As Bellér-Hann 
writes, these “two events stand in structural opposition” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
26). On the one hand there was the rule of Yaʿqub Beg (r.1864–1877). This 
was characterized by his efforts “to implement Islamic law strictly” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 26) by using a number of extreme measures, such as forcing men 
to pray in the mosque and making it obligatory for women to wear a veil in 
public (Bellér-Hann 2008: 26). At the other end of the extreme, we see the 
establishment of Communist rule and its anti-religious and nationalist 
policies, which have affected every foundation of local Uyghur society. While 
we can note that the area was nominally a part of China during the late Qing 
and Republican period, we can also see that the most noteworthy social and 
political shift occurred with the establishment of the PRC (People’s Republic 
of China) in 1949. From then onwards, the area became increasingly 
incorporated into the Chinese state and its Communist ideology. This  
structural change brought with it an unprecedented political, social, economic, 
ideological, cultural, and demographic change that gradually transformed 
society on all levels. While the focus here lies on the period before socialism 
in the region, I will occasionally refer to more recently published material. I 
also find Bellér-Hann’s approach useful here. Regarding her fieldwork in the 
region, she explains how she occasionally refers to her own observations in 
the Uyghur homeland as well as Uyghur contemporary publications 
“interpreting the source materials, or to point out the force of some norms and 
practices, manifested in their very survival of all the political disruptions of 
the second half of the twentieth century” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 26). With regard 
to the above quote, I should add that here it also applies to the developments 
in the region during the first two decades of the 21st century.  

4 The word Tunhuang is frequently written as Dunhuang as well.  
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Sources 
The research is based on a selected corpus of medical manuscripts mainly 
found in the Jarring Collection of Eastern Turki manuscripts at Lund 
University Library in Sweden. Another group of texts such as amulet manuals 
and folkloristic texts are not labeled as medical sources per se. Nevertheless, 
since they too address medical matters from an indigenous perspective they 
are equally relevant for this research. The research has also benefited from 
medical material that consists of sources on medical manuscripts located in 
archives elsewhere. Some of these are located in present day Xinjiang but are 
hard to access. Other sources are located elsewhere in Uzbekistan, Russia and 
elsewhere. With regard to Western Turkestan, the main source has been 
László Károly’s work (2015). 

In order to obtain both the emic and etic perspective on medicine in the 
region, the research has made excessive use of missionary observations and 
travel reports by Westerners visiting the region in the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries. Some of these sources are unpublished manuscripts containing 
substantial terminology in Eastern Turki and can thus to a certain extent also 
be considered to be indigenous texts. 

While some scholarship remains content to rely on solely consulting these 
Western sources, I see a new trend whereby enquiry into original indigenous 
manuscripts broadens our perspective and knowledge. Above all, by exploring 
locally produced materials we may come closer to an emic understanding of 
the state of affairs. We know fairly little about the context in which these 
manuscripts were written, the settings in which they were used, and how the 
information relates to practices conveyed by Western observers. Thus, the 
current research will largely rely on published and unpublished Eastern 
Turki/Chagatay sources for interpreting how ideas of health and medicine 
were reproduced and understood by the Turki-speaking Muslim sedentary 
inhabitants in Eastern Turkestan in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In 
order to compare ideas from adjacent Turkic speaking regions, published 
manuscript sources on medicine from Western Turkestan will also be  
employed. 

However, we should be wary of the fact that ‘foreign’ materials such as 
missionary reports are often biased in nature, as are indigenous sources. Here 
we face the problem of normative descriptions which perhaps should not 
always be viewed uncritically as a ‘real’ reflection of society, but as “the 
author’s efforts to describe normative rather than actual behavior” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 7). While these norms can be seen as the shared cultural values of 
a particular society, there was, as Bellér-Hann points out, plenty of room for 
personal interpretation of those normative rules.  

In short, the indigenous material cannot always be interpreted as a 
‘historical truth’ since it is often influenced by assumptions of how things are 
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supposed to be (normative expectations) rather than what they actually are. 
Thus, when speaking of how to interpret her Eastern Turki source material, 
Ildikó Bellér-Hann reaches the conclusion that “when these texts are 
juxtaposed with corresponding evidence provided by western travel literature, 
the latter often supplies the specific examples to supplement the normative 
rules” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 7). With regard to medicine and health, I will use 
the same approach as her. Thus, by combining the emic view, or the ‘insider’s’ 
view, with the etic perspective, i.e. that of the ‘outsider’, I hope to reach an 
understanding of processes of change and continuity5 in the Eastern Turkestani 
social contexts. 

Although the focus of the research is on the period prior to the 
establishment of the PRC in 1949, the study has also made use of printed 
contemporary Uyghur language material as well as my personal observations 
from visiting the Uyghur homeland on six separate occasions between 2006 
and 2017. In particular, my observations from travels in 2015 and 2017 have 
provided me with abundant and valuable textual material on Uyghur medicine. 
Most of the sources dealing with outsiders’ impressions on the Eastern Turki 
medical traditions are in English, German, French and Swedish. Having 
trained as a Turkologist, I have also made extensive use of material written in 
Turkish, Uzbek, and Uyghur and of course Eastern Turki (Chagatay). 

As explained, in order to reach as comprehensive results as possible, the 
research has an interdisciplinary approach which makes use of methods 
employed in both historical ethnography and the philological tradition. While 
the medical manuscripts provide useful material with regard to the locally 
employed medical terminology, materia medica and healing methods in the 
region, other types of historical material such as travelogues, missionary 
reports as well as other forms of locally produced material such as poetry and 
folklore complement the information in the medical texts by demonstrating 
how things looked like on the ground. I believe that applying this novel 
interdisciplinary approach will lead to new findings and a better understanding 
of the multifaceted field of Central Asian/Eastern Turki/ Uyghur medicine and 
its place in the world. 

For categorization of the historical sources, I find Bellér-Hann’s approach 
useful. Bellér-Hann distinguishes between two categories of sources, the first 
being classified as indigenous and the second as foreigners’ observations. 
Within the first group of indigenous sources, she also includes material 
collected by foreigners but dictated by local informants. As mentioned, many 
European scholars had a keen interest in the local dialect usually referred to 
as Eastern Turki. When carrying out fieldwork in the region they would collect 
local specimens of poetry, oral literature, and accounts on day-to-day life and 

5 Regarding this expression, I have been influenced by the title Cultural change and continuity 
in Central Asia. See, Akiner, Shirin (1991). Cultural change and continuity in Central Asia. 
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later reproduce the Eastern Turki original accounts alongside translations in 
French, English, German, Russian and other European languages. The value 
of these texts cannot be underestimated and, although they were collected by 
Europeans, I will follow Bellér-Hann’s approach and treat them as indigenous 
accounts, since “there is no reason to doubt that these texts provide faithful 
renditions of local narratives, comparable in quality to (and often superseding 
in precision) the field data brought back by modern anthropologists” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 28). 

The second group of indigenous material, which is also at the core of my 
research, consists of Eastern Turki manuscripts. The main difference (and a 
slight one I must admit) between the sources used for the present study and 
those of Bellér-Hann is that the latter author makes extensive use of the 
Eastern Turki texts written by local authors, but under the instigation of the 
Swedish missionary Gustaf Raquette (Jarring 1993: 5). The texts examined 
here were not written with that objective, but instead were purchased directly 
from local book dealers in the region and brought to Sweden. Nevertheless, 
the material that Bellér-Hann refers to is equally ‘authentic’ material produced 
by people from the local community. Telling is Gunnar Jarring’s comment on 
this type of material, with his introduction to the publication Stimulants among 
the Turks of Eastern Turkestan: an Eastern Turki text emphasizing that it was 
the “native mullah” who wrote down “his conception of conditions in Eastern 
Turkestan” (Jarring 1993: 5): 

The idea of having a native mullah writing down his conception of 
conditions in Eastern Turkestan was originally instigated by G. 
Raquette, who in those days was a missionary-surgeon in the Mission 
Covenant Church of Sweden in Kashghar. His intention was to use this 
text and all the other similar texts contained in Prov. 207 for an Eastern 
Turki-English Dictionary which however was never written. (Jarring 
1993: 5) 

A distinction can also be made regarding material written by foreigners, 
usually Europeans, which constitutes the second group of sources mentioned 
by Bellér-Hann. The first category of foreign material can be assigned to 
travelers to the region, such as explorers (also spies), and diplomats. This 
material also includes material of a more scholarly approach dealing with 
matters such as history, linguistics, geography, archeology and ethnography 
undertaken by scholars such as Ferdinand Grenard, T. D. Forsyth, Henry 
Bellew, Albert von Le Coq and others (Bellér-Hann 2008: 29). With some 
exceptions, the travelers would visit the area during a limited duration, then 
return to their country of origin and compile a report. Often, but not always, 
their company belonged to the local elite while their engagement with people 
from less privileged socioeconomically backgrounds was minimal. Of course, 
this does not mean that travelogues are of little use. On the contrary, the 
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curious travelers often made detailed remarks about things not mentioned in 
indigenous texts. The travelogues are also valuable in that they inform us of 
European conceptions of Eastern Turkestani society at the time. 

The second category of foreign literature is the accounts recorded by the 
members of the Eastern Turkestan mission of the Mission Covenant Church 
of Sweden (MCCS), which established mission stations in Kashgar, Yengi-
hessar and Yarkand. The mission was officially one organization, but for all 
practical purposes consisted of two branches. One dealt with the Turkic 
Muslims in the aforementioned cities while the other carried out work among 
the Chinese in Hancheng, a locality close to Kashgar. From these four outposts 
they would carry out missionary work from 1892–1938, a period of 46 years.  

The missionaries realized early on that missionary work alone was not 
sufficient to win the hearts and minds of the people. Therefore, great efforts 
were put into the establishment of hospitals, schools and orphanages. In 
addition, they established a printing office in Kashgar, the purpose of which 
was to publish mainly religious material, but also other subjects, in the Eastern 
Turki language (Cf. Jarring 1979a; Hultvall 1981a, Hultvall 1981b). 

Being far away from Sweden, the missionaries were diligent writers and 
regularly published letters and articles about their own work and impressions 
of Eastern Turkestan in Swedish printed journals and monographs. Many of 
them also became respected specialists in the Eastern Turki language and 
published academic work on this subject. With regard to linguistic work, the 
best-known author is Gustav Raquette, who published one of the first 
comprehensive grammars and dictionaries on the Eastern Turki language. His 
student, Gunnar Jarring, who later in life became an esteemed diplomat, 
established himself as one of the foremost scholars within the field of 
Turkology after having spent a year – 1929–30 – in Kashgar as part of his 
doctoral fieldwork. However, it should also be noted that the legacy of other 
missionaries such as Magnus Bäcklund has hardly received any recognition at 
all. To a large extent, Bäcklund’s unpublished Eastern Turki grammar stands 
as the inspiration to Raquette’s subsequent work but that is another story. 

Although Westerners themselves, the reports from the Swedish 
missionaries in the area cannot be treated in the same way as travel reports 
from foreigners traveling the area for a limited duration. The missionaries may 
have shared the Eurocentric perspective of other Europeans, but with regard 
to Eastern Turki society they can be considered more knowledgeable in many 
fields, especially in terms of medicine since hospital care was one of their 
main occupations in the area. 

For example, their reports provide important statistics about common 
illnesses treated at the missionary hospitals as well as detailed descriptions of 
patient-doctor interactions. While it may appear from the outside that the 
missionaries were typical Westerners traveling to a non-European area to 
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spread the Gospel without interest to engage with local culture, this 
assumption is faulty and historically incorrect. 

As pointed out, it is true that their accounts carry the same judgmental 
perspective as other Europeans. This does not mean that they were 
unknowledgeable, however. On the contrary, with regard to language and 
religion they not only managed to pick up some basic knowledge along the 
way. Instead, education about local culture and language was formalized and 
mandatory for all missionary personnel on the field. Thus, according to 
official requirements, all the missionaries working with the MCCS in Eastern 
Turkestan had to have knowledge in not only language (Eastern Turki or 
Chinese) but also matters relating to local culture, such as religious concepts, 
in order to perform active missionary work.  

The engagement with local culture is reflected in printed curriculums 
published by the MCCS’s printing office in Eastern Turkestan such as 
Studieplan för muhammedanmissionärer i Ostturkestan (Ahlbert, G. et al. 
1921: 1–4).6 It is stated clearly here which subjects missionaries were required 
to study during a period of four semesters. In order to pass such curriculums, 
it was mandatory to learn ‘native’ literature and local languages. The courses 
that missionaries were supposed to complete also included memorization of 
important Muslim prayers, the main tenets of the Qur’an and close readings 
of the main literary works in the region, such as Qisasu’l anbiya [Stories of 
the Prophets]. 

Apart from biblical material in Eastern Turki, they were supposed to 
familiarize themselves with a number of concepts, such as letter writing in 
Eastern Turki, Christian literature in Eastern Turki, geography, local 
administration, history of the region, to write business contracts etc. In 
addition, they studied language on a practical level with local mullahs. With 
regard to Eastern Turki literature and religion, the first term dealt with the 
historical development of Islam and the basic tenets of the religion. During 
the second term, they would become acquainted with local literature using 
Raquette’s publication Eastern Turkestan Dialect as study material. The third 
term consisted of topics such as Christ and the Prophet Muhammad within 
Islamic tradition, as recorded in Qisasu’l anbiya (the Stories of the Prophets) 
and the Qur’an. During the third term, they also studied a selected tadhkira 

7 The fourth and final year of preparation consisted in delving deeper .⟩تذکره⟨ 
into the contents of the Qur’an as well as the aforementioned book, Qisasu’l 

6 Studieplan för muhammedanmissionärer i Ostturkestan was printed in several editions. 
Besides the edition mentioned here, other editions were printed in 1926 and 1928. 
7 Cf. Schluessel who writes, “The term tadhkira ‘memorial’ in Central Asia generally refers to 
narratives of the lives of Islamic  saints […].  They  are often fantastic and strange, blending
legend with sacred history with stories about the origins of peoples” (Schluessel 2018: 133). 
Cf. Raquette 1917c: 202. 
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anbiya that dealt with the life and history of personages such as Idris, Noah, 
Abraham, Khizir, and Hassan Hussein (Ahlbert, G. et al. 1921: 1–4).  

Theoretical inspirations from medical anthropology 
As a theoretical framework for analyzing how people in the region responded 
to notions regarding areas such as ill health, the proposed study is inspired by 
Arthur Kleinman’s “explanatory models (EMs)” put forward in the seminal 
publication Patients and Healers (Kleinman 1980). Through the same lens, it 
is possible to explore how religious belief influenced acceptance or rejection 
of illness. While Kleinman’s material deals with a different geographical area 
(Taiwan) and period (1970s), I still believe that some of his observations on 
healthcare can also be applied here. Kleinman argues that healthcare should 
be analyzed in the same way as other cultural systems such as “political 
systems, religious systems, kinship systems, language” (Kleinman 1980: 33) 
to name a few, since these “[c]ultural settings provide much of the specific 
content that characterize health care systems” (Kleinman 1980: 33).  

I have chosen to explore the term ‘medical pluralism’ (a term first coined 
by the anthropologist Charles Leslie) since it fits well into my endeavor to 
investigate medical ideas in Eastern Turkestan during the proposed time-
period.8 I find the notion of ‘medical pluralism’ attractive since it implies 
“coexistence of different medical traditions (which does not mean that it 
neglects mutual influences)” (personal information, Danuta Penkala-
Gawęcka, 2021; Cf. Hsu (2008).9 In short the term “medical pluralism implies 
that in any one community, patients and their carers may resort to different 
kinds of therapies, even where these have mutually incompatible explanations 
for the disorder” (Hsu 2008: 316). I find the very idea of acknowledging that 
patients and healers are active and pragmatic decision makers in their health-
seeking behaviors useful. When it comes to choice, people are referring to 
different treatment options available in society. My material on Eastern 
Turkestan shows that people resorted to multiple strategies in health-related 
practice. 

According to Kleinman, explanatory models (EMs) “offer explanations of 
sickness and treatment to guide choices among available therapies […] [and] 
interaction between the EMs of patients and practitioners is a central 
component of health care” (Kleinman 1980: 105). Kleinman highlights that 

8 The term medical pluralism was coined by Charles Leslie as early as 1973 but became 
influential with his publication Asian Medical Systems in 1976.  
9 I thank Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka for helping me clarify the concept of medical pluralism and 
some other concepts of medical anthropology. 
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structurally, there are “five major questions that EMs seek to explain for 
illness episodes (ibidem). While finding all the points discussed here relevant 
I will above all focus on 1 and 5: 

1) Etiology 

2) Time and mode of onset of symptoms 

3) Pathophysiology 

4) Course of sickness 

5) Treatment  

Regarding terminology, I find Kleinman’s distinction between illness and 
disease useful. Disease refers to a biological and/or psychological pathology 
as recognized by biomedicine. Illness on the other hand “refers to the 
psychosocial experience and meaning of perceived disease” (Kleinman 1980: 
72). 

The distinction is useful since symptoms are not always identical to disease. 
A person may suffer from symptoms and feel ill when actually not having 
disease in a biomedical sense. The reverse may be noted as well. A person 
may feel just fine but can by means of biomedical testing be diagnosed with 
disease (unrecognized by the sufferer) such as cancer or cardiovascular 
disease to name a few.  

As Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka has informed me, another useful concept of 
medical anthropology is that of “culture bound syndromes” (personal 
information, Penkala-Gawęcka, 2021) which refers to illnesses that do not 
have equivalents in biomedical nosologies.10 

As the literature on the subject demonstrates, there exists a number of 
‘culture-bound syndromes’ throughout the world described in a variety of 
terms. In Eastern Turkestan and adjacent countries such as Afghanistan, one 
comes across terms such as yel in Turkic and bād in Persian both with the 
meaning ‘wind’. 

Instead of referring to one particular sickness, ‘wind’ is a wide category not 
necessarily referring to a specific ailment. Instead, it is used as explanation to 
a number of illnesses of both a physical and/or psychological nature (I will 
present more information about ‘culture-bound syndromes’ such as yel in  
chapter six). 

Since my aim is to provide a holistic view of health and illness in Eastern 
Turkestan during the proposed time period, I find Arthur Kleinman’s approach 
valuable in many ways. One of the main reasons for this is that it recognizes 
that although numerous studies profess to be of a holistic character, they still 

10 The term nosology means a classification or list of diseases. 
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sometimes tend to focus so much on one particular component that linkages 
to “the system as a whole” (Kleinman 1980: 34) are obscured. Referring to 
Freidson (1970), Kleinman goes on to point out that in order to understand the 
different components of a ‘healthcare system’ it has to be located “structurally 
within its social context and show how it functions within that setting” 
(Kleinman 1980: 33). It is common knowledge within anthropology that  
medicine, similar to politics, law etc., is “socially and culturally constructed” 
(Kleinman 1980: 33). The expression used by Kleinman is “social reality” and 
speaks of how individuals internalize culture so that it becomes “their reality”. 
Society consists of written and unwritten agreements or rules. As Kleinman 
points out, 

Social reality is constituted from and in turn constitutes meanings, 
institutions, and relationships sanctioned by society. Social reality is 
constructed or created in the sense that certain meanings, social 
structural configurations, and behaviors are sanctioned (or legitimated) 
while others are not. The individual absorbs (internalizes) social reality 
––– as a system of symbolic meanings and norms governing his 
behavior, his perception of the world, his communication with others, 
and his understanding of both the external, interpersonal environment 
he is situated in and his own intrapsychic space ––– during the process 
of socialization (or enculturation). (Kleinman 1980: 36)  

He points out that this enculturation takes place on many levels, such as 
through schooling, in the family and at work, but also through shared culture 
such as rituals and play (Kleinman 1980: 36). Yet an important point, which 
needs to be addressed, is societal change. 

If we look at Eastern Turkestan, it went through many important societal 
changes in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. These were not as rapid and 
profound as the changes observed during the rule of the PRC, but it would be 
wrong to analyze society in pre-modern Eastern Turkestan as unchanging and 
traditional. Bellér-Hann has aptly addressed this point in her research and 
describes how society in Uyghur language publications, for example, present 
a rather romanticized view of society informed by ‘normative’ behavior. As 
she has demonstrated, we may see that while society did impose communally 
endorsed rules of rules of conduct, there was also room for individual action 
and its interpretation.  

With regard to individual choice, we can see that it applies to medicine as 
well. In his discussion on this topic, Kleinman brings forward yet another 
anthropologist, namely Kunstadter, who argues “that perhaps all medical 
systems are pluralistic, that they contain multiple choice points for deciding 
among often quite different treatment options, and consequently that it is 
wrong to speak of the medical system of any society as if it were single and 
unchanging” (Kleinman 1980: 35). In this context, it should also be added that 
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although ‘shared culture’ can be defined as a “collective view”, differences 
with regard to factors such as social, religious, educational background or 
economic position in society, might influence individual choices when it 
comes to health-seeking solutions (Kleinman 1980: 38). 

Arthur Kleinman describes three sectors of healthcare, which partly 
overlap. These are the popular (i.e. the domestic sphere and lay medicine), the 
folk and the professional sector (Kleinman 1980: 50–70). I will however, 
instead of referring to different sectors as Kleinman does, speak of categories 
or spheres of practices. As Kleinman points out, most healthcare takes place 
in the domestic sphere. In other words, home is the place where most  
sicknesses are first diagnosed and treated without the involvement of folk 
healers or doctors. Within this sphere of healing there is often a “set of beliefs 
about health maintenance” which includes notions of what is “‘correct’ 
behavior for preventing ill-health in oneself, and in others” (Helman 1994: 65) 
and thus has important effects on many aspects of one’s everyday life.  

In the second category, defined by Kleinman as the folk sector, we find 
practices of a wide spectrum of different healers, both ‘secular’ and religious, 
whose activities range between the folk and popular sphere. 

The third category, which he terms the ‘professional group’, is most often 
assigned to practitioners of Western medicine (Helman 1994: 64–67). Since 
the Swedish mission provided the only durable Western healthcare in the 
region during our period of discussion, their services could be applied here. 
The application of the categories is somehow problematic, however, when 
speaking of pre-modern Xinjiang (i.e. Eastern Turkestan), since the services 
of the Swedish mission, for example, were not always officially endorsed or 
accepted by everyone. That being said, a further few points should be made 
with regard to Eastern Turkestan. 

Firstly, speaking of professionalism, we should add that most of the so-
called practitioners of folk medicine – whether healers with a mainly spiritual 
repository or practitioners basing their treatment on herbs, massage and other 
techniques – did make either a partial or full living from it. However, we 
should be wary of that there exist other factors besides making money which 
define whether a person is considered a medical professional or not. One of 
these is transmission of knowledge. In learned medicine such as the Graeco-
Islamic tradition for example, the transmission is quite formalized and partly 
takes place by means of studying written texts. Thus, what constitutes a 
professional or not is hard to assess from the outside.  

Secondly, as Kleinman also points out, it is difficult to categorize all the 
practitioners of indigenous medical system as belonging to the so-called folk 
category. In India and China, medical traditions such as Ayurvedic medicine 
and Chinese medicine have received official status alongside Western 
medicine. This also applies to Unani medicine (described further in chapter 2) 
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in India11 and, until recently, Tibetan, Mongolian and Uyghur medicine in 
China.12 Thus, while the Graeco-Islamic medicine was sometimes described 
by Western observers as belonging to folk medicine, we should be wary to 
categorize it as such. It often significantly differs from folk medicine, since 
transmission of medical knowledge is mainly carried out by means of written 
texts. 

Cecil Helman writes that the majority of so-called “folk healers share the 
basic cultural values, and world view, of the communities in which they live, 
including beliefs about the origin, significance and treatment of ill-health” 
(Helman 1994: 68–69; Cf. Kleinman 1980). We can see that this description 
is also valid with regard to Eastern Turkestan. Groups which did not share the 
cultural values of the Eastern Turki were the Swedish missionaries and other 
Westerners, Chinese doctors and Hindus to name a few.  

The Eastern Turki material is of a heterogeneous character and offers 
multiple explanations for sickness. I find the classification developed by 
George Foster in 1976 (repeated in Foster & Anderson 1978) useful as an 
analytical tool when discussing illness etiologies in Eastern Turkestan. The 
same framework has also been employed in a recent study by Mattohti on 
Uyghur medicine in Khotan, which in turn facilitates comparison with 
contemporary Uyghur medicine and the Eastern Turki medical concepts 
discussed here (Mattohti 2015).  

According to the scheme proposed by George Foster (1976; repeated in 
Foster & Anderson 1978), there is a distinction between personalistic and 
naturalistic illness etiologies. As such, personalistic explanations usually 
adhere to the idea that a spirit, god, ghost or a sorcerer is the agent that has 
made a person sick. Within the other spectrum of the classificatory scheme we 
have naturalistic explanations, which among others include humoral theories. 
Cecil Helman well summarized these ideas, although he wrote about different 
“systems”, while I prefer to use the terms: personalistic and naturalistic 
etiologies, since in the Eastern Turki medicine both kinds of explanations are 
encountered. 

[Foster & Anderson] differentiate between personalistic and 
naturalistic systems. In the former, illness is due to the purposeful 
active intervention of an agent, such as a supernatural being (a god), a 
non-human being (ghost, ancestral spirit, capricious spirits), or human 
being (witch or sorcerer). […] In naturalistic systems, illness is  
explained in impersonal, systemic terms; it can be due to natural forces 
or to conditions such as cold, wind or damp, or to disequilibrium within 

11 Unani, i.e. Graeco-Islamic medicine is also highly popular in Pakistan and Afghanistan.  
12 It is at present difficult to establish the status of Uyghur medicine and corresponding colleges 
such as the one in Khotan. As late as 2017, they were functioning. At present, I have no 
information whether they are open or not. 
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the individual or in his social environment. Included in this 
‘disequil[i]brium’ group are systems of illness explanation such as 
humoral or ‘hot–cold’ systems in Latin America, Ayurvedic medicine 
in India, and the Yin–Yang system of traditional Chinese medicine. 
(Helman 1994: 128)13 

Methodology 
The study has been conducted by reading, transcribing and translating a 
substantial amount of medical manuscripts from Eastern Turkestan together 
with a close reading of travelogues and missionary reports containing 
references to medical matters. The main body of locally compiled Eastern 
Turki texts are found in the Jarring Collection of Eastern Turki manuscripts at 
Lund University Library in Sweden. Most of the transcriptions and 
translations from Eastern Turki, Uyghur, Swedish and so forth are my own. 

In those cases where I have chosen to use transcriptions or translations of 
others, such as the Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the Jarring Collection 
Online (ATMO), the source is clearly indicated by footnotes or by other 
means. While I have benefited greatly from the translations provided by 
ATMO, I want to point out that I have modified the material slightly to fit into 
the format of this thesis. Thus, regarding Prov 351, I here provide a modified 
and simplified translation based on ATMO but without the explanatory parts 
appearing there. At times, the modifications merely concern minor 
adjustments such as including spaces, capitalization or removing explanations 
occurring directly in the translation. In other cases, I have retained the original 
passage without any changes whatsoever. In such cases where the material is 
quoted without modifications, it is clearly stated with the acronym ATMO.  

Similarly, in cases where Gunnar Jarring has published Swedish missionary 
accounts, I have either used his translation or my own. The same goes for 
publications in other languages. If not stated otherwise, translations from 
Uyghur, Turkish, German, French and other languages are mine. I also want 
to add that in 2020 I learned about a publication written in Turkish dealing 
with Prov 24, one of the sources used for this study (See, Uysal, İdris Nebi. 
2020a). For various reasons, (mainly that I had already transcribed and 
translated the manuscript in question at that stage), I have not consulted it for 
this study. Still, I would like to mention that it is available should anyone wish 
to compare my conclusions with that publication. 

13 It should be noted that while humoral theory is mentioned as a naturalistic system, Helman 
does not mention Graeco-Islamic medicine, from which the Latin American humoral medicine 
ultimately derives (Helman 1994: 128). 
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Since the vocabulary of medical texts is very unique – it contains a number 
of concepts not common in other types of Eastern Turki texts, for example – I 
initially made footnotes and brief explanations for every word that I 
transcribed. This was done merely in order to familiarize myself with new 
terminology, vocabulary and concepts. Initially it was a very time-consuming 
endeavor, but in the end, I must say that this approach was not only useful but 
also necessary due to the peculiarities of the medical vocabulary. The reading 
of the manuscripts was at first painstakingly slow, but creating a glossary at 
the very beginning of the project enabled me to become accustomed to 
recurring words and expressions. The second time that I would stumble across 
a hitherto unknown word, I could use my own short glossary instead of 
consulting dictionaries with long entries. 

In order to provide an easy overview of the main topics occurring in the 
manuscripts and to illuminate the general structure of the medical texts, I 
initially planned to include an appendix based on the chapters of the primary 
sources consulted. In the end, however, I abandoned this idea for several 
reasons. For instance, with regard to topical organization, the structure of the 
Eastern Turki texts is rather chaotic. We thus find ourselves in a situation 
where the tendency is to switch from one subject to the other and back again, 
leaving the reader with a number of scattered accounts of information. While 
I wanted to provide the reader with a clear overview of this defining feature 
on the one hand, I also became aware that this organizational peculiarity was 
an obstacle in terms of space. An appendix of more than one hundred pages 
would simply be too long to include here. For this reason, I have instead 
chosen to present a few selected passages to illustrate my point about the 
general structure of the texts.  

Finally, it should be pointed out that the Eastern Turki material does share 
a few organizational features with similar texts. For instance, some  of the  

common feature indicating that a new topic is being discussed is when parts 
of the sentence are highlighted in red or by a line underneath. New passages ⟩ديکر عنو⟨garī-i dʿusually commence with Persian phrases such as nau 

‘if’ (Schluessel ⟩اکر⟨ägär 1919: 668) and the word (Palmer ‘another kind’ 
2015: 6), of which the latter is employed at the beginning of conditional 
sentences. However, it should be noted that while many texts adhere to these 
principles, others make no use of red color, underlining or other methods.  

Finally, it should be noted that some of the names of sources are very long. 
Thus, throughout the thesis I will, if not stated otherwise, use the following 
abbreviations for commonly cited material:   

ATMO - Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the Jarring Collection 
Online. 

‘chapter’ (Schluessel⟩باب⟨bābassuch organized under headings aresources 
would find elsewhere. Another ‘subchapter’ that one ⟩فصل⟨lṣfa2015: 1) and 
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MCCS - Mission Covenant Church of Sweden 

GJHCL - Gunnar Jarring’s handwritten catalogue at Lund’s University 
Library (LUB). 

Limitations 
Although it is tempting to go over the border and discuss neighboring peoples’ 
‘medical systems’, this study is mainly focused on Eastern Turkestan, or the 
region which today has the official designation Xinjiang Autonomous Region 
in Northwestern China. Uyghur medicine, as it is called today, is recognized 
alongside Chinese, Tibetan and Mongolian medicine as a distinct medical  
tradition with its own practitioners, medical institutions and printed manuals. 
Although it may appear at first glance that this medical ‘tradition’ is analogous 
to the Eastern Turki medical tradition, it is unclear where the main similarities 
and differences lie. This stems from the fact that the modern version of Uyghur 
traditional medicine has been developed under Chinese state supervision 
during the rule of the PRC. Thus, it is possible that the former tradition has 
been steeped into a new mold where for example religious references, an 
integral part of the Eastern Turki manuscript tradition, have been omitted in 
favor of medical guidebooks devoid of such information. 

Thus, although the focus on the present study is on Eastern Turki medicine, 
that is, the period before 1949 and the establishment of the PRC, occasional 
references to contemporary sources will be made in order to identify possible 
structural change and continuity with regard to practice and explanatory 
models.  

With regard to manuscripts, I have researched the vocabulary, structure and 
content of a selected corpus of Eastern Turki medical texts in the Gunnar 
Jarring manuscript collection in Lund, Sweden. During the course of my 
research, I have also been introduced to other relevant medical sources from 
the region, which at this stage I will be unable to use or will only be able to 
use to a limited extent. With regard to primary sources, I have therefore chosen 
to limit the scope of this study to the texts found in the Jarring collection.  

I believe that while these texts perhaps do not represent every aspect of 
Eastern Turki medical practice, they are still sufficient in scope to draw some 
conclusions about the general structure, content and peculiarities of the texts 
as well as how this medical knowledge was practically applied and understood 
by practitioners and patients in Eastern Turkestan. There is one exception to 
the rule, though. Among the medical manuscripts in the Jarring collection, we 
find a voluminous copy of The treasure of Khorezm, by Zayn al-Dīn Ismā‘īl 
Jurjānī, labeled by Jarring as ‘Al Djurjanis work in Turki’. It is unclear, 
however, if it is a direct translation or an abbreviated Turkic version, and more 
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research needs to be done in order to reach a correct understanding of the 
relation between the original and the Turkic version. Devin DeWeese for 
instance points out that “Several other Chaghatay medical works were written 
in Khwārazm in the era of the Qonghrat dynasty, in the nineteenth century, 
including a Turkic translation of a celebrated Arabic work from the twelfth  
century, the famous Dhakhīra-yi Khwārazmshāhī, by Zayn al-Dīn Ismā‘īl 
Jurjānī” (DeWeese 2013: 6). Along with the work of Avicenna, Jurjānī’s 
treatise is one of the classical medical texts of Central Asia. However, for 
various reasons, I have not researched that text in such detail as the other 
manuscripts in the Jarring collection.  The exception is chapter three, where I 
provide an outline of the book’s general features as described in Jarring’s 
catalog. It would indeed be interesting to establish what characterizes the 
Eastern Turki version of Jurjānī’s treatise with regard to structure and topics 
discussed. The main reason for not investigating that book here is simply the 
scope of the text, which in itself could warrant months, or even years, of 
meticulous independent study in order to be completed. 

Yet another interesting and quite voluminous manuscript that I will leave 
for future investigation was recently presented to me by Eric Schluessel. It 
bears the shelf number XKKA: 276 and consists of 326 handwritten folios 
which are/were located in an archive in Kashgar. Schluessel had been 
presented with a copy of the text in 2013. Regarding the status of the text now, 
it is as everything else in Xinjiang these days: very hard to assess. This also 
applies to the texts mentioned in a catalogue entitled “Une vue d’ensemle des 
manuscrits tchagatay du Xinjiang” which was prepared by Amina 
Abdurahman and Jin Yu-Ping (Abdurahman & Yu-Ping 2000). In a less 
repressive future in the Uyghur homeland, these texts will perhaps be available 
for research too.14 

Finally, I want to mention that for the purpose of future research on 
medicine in this field, my chapter on materia medica can be looked upon as 
an endeavor to facilitate identification of both obscure and more common 
terms appearing in medical texts. Due to limited space here, I am unable to 
present a full glossary of terms appearing in the texts. It is my expectation, 
however, that it may be possible in the near future to publish a separate 
publication of frequently occurring words and expressions in Western and 
Eastern Turki medical texts. 

Notes on transcription and orthography 
The study makes use of both source material in modern Uyghur and Eastern 
Turki. With regard to both languages, there exist a number of accepted 

14 For a brief description of the manuscripts in question, see the bibliography.  
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transcription forms. In my work, I have made excessive use of Eric 
Schluessel’s annotated version of Raquette’s Eastern Turki dictionary. It 
would seem less than practical to reinvent the wheel and render these words 
with a new transcription system.15 Regarding other sources written in the 
Arabo-Persian style script, I have frequently used sources such as Steingass 
(1892) for Persian and or Siggel (1950) for Arabic. I have also chosen to  
render the words according to the above-described system here. 

character can represent the rounded (labial) vowels u, o, ü, ö (see chart below).
 if depends ⟩ي⟨character As noted by Schluessel, the pronunciation of the 

it is a vowel or consonant. Thus, it can be both i and y. For example, it is a
 the in consonantabut know’, ‘to  bilmäkverb the Turkic vowel in⟩يلماکب⟨ 

Turkic noun yol  ‘road’ (see chart below).⟩ولی⟨ 
As in many other Turkic languages, the vowels are divided into groups of 

back vowels and front vowels. A distinction is also made between unrounded 
and rounded vowels. My transcriptions make use of only i, since a clear 
“distinction between front i and back ï in Eastern Turki” (Schluessel 2015: 2) 
does not appear to exist. When citing other transcriptions directly, such as 
those of László Károly (2015), I render them in their original form if not stated 
otherwise. The vowel system presented below is for illustrative purposes.  

The Chagatay vowel system 

is used both for denoting consonant and⟩و⟨wawIn Eastern Turki, the letter
 the vowel,a As.wto corresponds ⟩و⟨wawconsonant the such, vowel. As 

Back vowels (velar or Front vowels 
post palatal)  (palatal) 

Unrounded (illabial, non-
labial) vowels 

Rounded (labial) 
vowels 

a ä 
*ï e 

i 

o ö 
u ü 

Terms and definitions 
The manuscripts employed for this study are written in Eastern Turki, a 
regional variant of Chagatay, the Turkic literary language of Central Asia 

15 If not stated differently, I will use the above-mentioned system for transcription. Note for 
example, that for the sake of consistency I have modified Katanov’s transcriptions. Thus j
corresponds to Katanov’s ǆ, y corresponds to j, ğ corresponds to ɤ, ḫ corresponds to x and u 
and ü is used instead of ȣ. 
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during the 15–20th centuries. When referring to this classical literary Turkic 
language, linguists and philologists often use Chagatay as a generic term when 
referring to the literary language developed in the Timurid court. However, in 
the 15th–16th centuries, the most common designations by local authors were 
türk tili, türkī tili, türkī lafẓï, türkčä “or simply türkī” (Eckman 1966: 4). 

Persian and Arabic contemporary writers also referred to the language as 
Turki. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the term Chagatay does 
appear in different forms such as chagatay tili and chagatay turkisi. Thus, in 
the work of the famous Timurid poet Alisher Navā’ī, for example, the term 
Chagatay lafẓï does indeed appear. It should however be pointed out that this 
is a rare exception and does not follow the general norm where Turki is the 
commonly used term (Cf. Eckman 1966: 4). 

Language: Chagatay/Eastern Turki  
Chagatay, extinct since the early 20th century, belongs to the East Middle 
Turkic group. During its long history, it was mainly written in the Arabic  
script but also in the ancient Uighur script.16 Historically it was used in the 
area known as Transoxania (excluding Khorezm, the area adjacent to the Aral 
Sea), Semireche and Eastern Turkestan. This vast area roughly corresponds to 
the territory of modern-day Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and the Uyghur 
Autonomous Region of Xinjiang in China. For centuries, Chagatay was 
widely used as a literary medium among the various Turkic speaking peoples 
in Central Asia and Eastern Turkestan. It also served as an officially endorsed 
language in the Chagatay Khanate, Timurid Empire, and by early generations 
of the ruling elite in the Mughal Empire. As a literary language, it also had 
prestige outside the aforementioned region. For example, groups such as the 
non-Oghuz Muslim Turks in the European parts of Imperial Russia also used 
the language (Eckman 1966: 1). 

With regard to vocabulary and grammatical features, modern Uzbek and 
Uyghur are the two languages that most closely resemble Chagatay, but 
Chagatay has also influenced the development of literary Turkmen and 
Kazakh. Due to language reforms in both the Soviet Union and China (PRC), 
the modern Turkic languages of Central Asia have acquired a number of 
features unknown to Chagatay. This is due to many reasons. For example, the 
Turkic languages in the former Soviet Union and China have gone through a 
process of script changes (Latin and Cyrillic script) during the 20th century, 
which has facilitated the intrusion of Russian and Chinese lexical elements on 
the respective languages’ vocabulary. In addition, spelling and orthography 
has not only been affected when using variants of the Latin and Cyrillic 

16 I have used this spelling (Uighur) to distinguish between the modern Uyghurs and the 
Buddhist Uighurs 
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scripts, but also when using the Arabic script, as is the case for Uyghur in 
China using the modern Arabo-Persian script called kona yeziq, ‘old script’.17 

Just like in Persian and Arabic, there was an overrepresentation of 
consonant graphemes in Chagatay. For example the grapheme >t< occurs both 

In contrast, in modern Uyghur many letters common in Chagatay have been 
eliminated altogether to be replaced by one character representing one sound. 
In addition, modern Uyghur has adopted a number of vowel signs that are 
absent in Chagatay, making the kona yeziq very different from its Chagatay 
counterpart, albeit both scripts are based on the Arabo-Persian writing system 
(Hahn & Ibrahim 1991: 93). Nevertheless, despite such differences, it should 
be stated that a speaker of Uzbek or Uyghur with basic knowledge of Persian 
and Arabic, combined with skills in the Chagatay writing system, will 
understand a substantial amount of older texts written in Chagatay with little 
difficulty. 

The Terms Xinjiang and Uyghur 
As mentioned, the texts examined in this study were written in Eastern 
Turkestan, the area today known as Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in 
Northwest China. Both the terms Xinjiang and Uyghur, at least in a modern 
sense, are fairly new concepts. While Xinjiang was given the official status of 
province in 1884, the term had been used by the Qing administration prior to 
this. However, it should be noted that as far as literature is concerned, this 
name only appears sporadically in Western literature during the period of 
discussion, and then most often written as Sinkiang.18 

More common were the designations of Eastern Turkestan (Östturkestan in 
Swedish) and Chinese Turkestan. Moreover, the local population used a 
number of other toponyms when referring to their homeland. Among the most 
common were altishahr, literally meaning ‘the six cities’. The proposed study 
will mainly utilize the toponyms Southern Tarim (referring to the southern 
part of the Tarim basin), Eastern Turkestan, Xinjiang (Sinkiang) and Chinese 
Turkestan, since these are most frequently found in Western literature from 
the period discussed. 

Similarly, reflecting the region’s rich history and multiethnic character, a 
number of names have been used through history to denote its people. The 
modern usage of the term Uyghur, both as an ethnonym and designation of 

17 For more information on language and script development see, Hahn & Ibrahim 1991; Bellér-
Hann 1991. 
18 Sinkiang was the preferred spelling of scholars such as Gunnar Jarring (1975; 1979b) but also
other foreigners residing in the area, such as the Clarmont Percival Skrine, the Consul General
in Kashgar (1922–24) uses this term in the 1920s (Skrine 1986 [1926]). 

, and >z< appears⟩س⟨,⟩ث⟨,⟩ص⟨The grapheme <s> occurs as .⟩ط⟨and⟩ت⟨as 
 as⟩ض⟨,⟩ظ⟨,⟩ز⟨,⟩ذ⟨.
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language, was officially adopted in 1935. This self-designation was inspired 
by a decision taken in 1921 by migrant Uyghurs to the Soviet Union at a 
linguistic conference in Tashkent. There it was decided that the term Uyghur 
was to be adopted for designating the Turkic-speaking sedentary Muslims of 
the Tarim Basin as well as their language (Eckman 1966: 4; Bellér-Hann 2008: 
50). Thus, as Rudelson argues, the ‘new’ designation should not be confused 
with the ancient term since “during the nearly 500 years between 1450 and 
1935, the name [Uyghur] ceased to be used as an ethnic label” (Rudelson 
1997: 5). Cf. Dautcher 2009: 53. As Bellér-Hann points out, before that “they 
had been referred to by a variety of names, none of which had ever been 
exclusively applied to the group identified as the Uyghur today” (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 50). 

Geographical features 
Present-day Xinjiang is roughly the size of Iran and covers 1,646,800 km2, 
constituting one sixth of the territory of the PRC. Large deserts such as the 
Gobi and the Taklimakan and high mountain ranges such as the Tian Shan, 
Karakoram, Pamir, The Hindu Kush, and Kunlun dominate the area (Benson 
& Svanberg 1988: 11). The area is characterized by a continental and very dry 
climate with minimal rainfall. While summer temperatures in some areas such 
as the Turpan basin may reach as scorchingly high as 47 degrees Celsius in 
the summer, winters can be very cold, especially in the area “south of the Altai 
mountains” where icy winds coming in from Siberia may cause drops in 
temperature as low as fifty degrees below zero (Bellér-Hann 2008: 36). 

Up to 200 rivers intersperse the landscape (Bellér-Hann 2008: 35). Among 
these, the most important are the Ili, Yarkand, Aksu, Kashgar, Qaydu, Tiznap 
and the Tarim River (Contemporary China’s longest inland river). The region 
also has a number of important lakes such as Lop Nur and Baghrash Lake, the 
latter also known by the name Bosten Lake (Hällzon et al. 2020. 194; Benson 
& Svanberg 1988: 13). Rain is only frequent in the north, while the southern 
and eastern parts rely on melted snow from adjacent mountains for irrigation. 
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Fig. 1:1. Map of East Turkestan (approx. 1926) produced by the MCCS. Location: 
The Lantern Slide Collection of the Mission Covenant Church of Sweden (Svenska 
Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.19 

Historical background 
Archeological surveys demonstrate that the area has been inhabited since 
ancient times. It appears that some of the desert areas were more fertile than 
today, but due to climatic change the people living there were forced to 
migrate to other areas more suitable for human existence (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
36). While ancient history is indeed a topic worthy of discussion, we will limit 
ourselves here to more recent history, when the name Uyghur first appears on 
the world stage. 

The name Uyghur, which we today associate with the sedentary Turkic 
speaking Muslims of Eastern Turkestan/Xinjiang, was first mentioned in 
conjunction with the Uyghur Empire 744–840 (AD), which was established 
following the demise of the Empire of the Kök Turks (r. 552–744 AD) 
(Soucek 2000: 46, 66). It is from the late Kök Turk period that we have the 
first written documentation of written Turkic texts. These very first recordings 
of written texts in Turkic were written in a runiform-like script and erected on 

19 Note the locations Kaschgar, Hancheng, Jengi-Hessar and Jarkend on the map. These were 
all towns with Swedish missionary stations. 
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large stone steles in the early eighth century. The most important of these 
inscriptions are found close to the Orkhon River in modern-day Mongolia; 
hence the common expression ‘Orkhon inscriptions’ (Soucek 2000: 53). 

Up to the late 19th century, there was wide speculation among scholars 
regarding the possible origin of the inscriptions. Some went as far as wanting 
to demonstrate a relationship between these inscriptions and the Scandinavian 
runes. It would turn out that this theory was not valid at all. In 1893, the Danish 
philologist Vilhelm Thomsen (1842–1927) managed to decipher the content 
of the inscriptions, which aroused considerable attention within scholarly 
circles (Soucek 2000: 53–54). 

It turned out that the script had links to systems used by Semitic languages 
such as Sogdian, and prior to that Aramaic. However, as Soucek writes, the 
script had been adapted perfectly for the specific needs of rendering the 
“Turkic phonetic structure” (Soucek 2000: 53–54). The content of the steles, 
whose authorship belonged to Bilgä Qaghan but was widely referred to “as 
the Kül Tegin Inscription”, deals with the emergence of the Kök Turk Empire 
in the sixth century, how the Tang dynasty subdued it and finally the 
reestablishment of the empire in the early eighth century (Soucek 2000: 54– 
55). 

When the Kök Turk Empire disappeared from the world stage, the 
subsequent Uyghur Empire can in many ways be viewed as its immediate 
successor. Culturally and linguistically, there were only minor differences 
between the two political entities. However, in contrast to the Kök Turks, the 
Uyghur’s relationship with Tang China was of a friendly nature, involving 
“trade and family alliances” (Soucek 2000: 67), for instance. 

In addition, while the Uyghur Empire in Mongolia continued using the 
same runiform-type script as its predecessors – the Kök Turks – important 
differences may be noted with regard to religious worldview and nomadic 
lifestyle. The first shift occurred in 766 (AD) when the Uyghur Qaghan ‘king’ 
Tengri Qaghan (r.759–779 AD) was converted to Manichaeism by Sogdian 
missionaries during a trip to the then-Chinese capital city of Loyang (present 
Xian) (Soucek 2000: 67). As Soucek points out, the Chinese Tang dynasty had 
two capital cities. The first was Changan, which today is known by the name 
Xian. The other capital was Loyang (Soucek 2000: 67). 

Other differences vis-à-vis the Kök Turks and the Uyghurs include the 
establishment of the capital city of Qarabalghasun (later the site of the Mongol 
Karakorum), and that parts of the hitherto nomadic population started to 
engage in agriculture (Soucek 2000: 67). 

The Uyghur Empire was rather short-lived, being overrun by the Kirghiz 
in 840 (AD) due to internal strife. Consequently, considerable portions of the 
Uyghurs fled south towards the area of present-day Turfan and Qomul where 
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they established the kingdom of Qočo (866–1250 AD) (Soucek 2000: 77).20 

Nevertheless, as Soucek points out, this was not unchartered territory to them, 
since earlier the qaghans ‘chiefs’ had exercised a certain degree of influence 
on the area from their capital at Qarabalghasun (Soucek 2000: 78). The 
kingdom of Qočo developed into an important hub along the so-called Silk 
Road and became particularly important as a center of Buddhist culture where 
mainly Buddhist texts were translated into Turkic. A cultural symbiosis may 
be noted as the predominantly nomadic Uyghurs adapted to a sedentary 
lifestyle and embraced the religions already existing there. Among these were 
Manicheism and Nestorian Christianity, but above all Buddhism played an 
important part (Sulayman 2010: 6; Millward 2007: 46–49; Bellér-Hann 2008: 
42–43; Soucek 2000: 77–79). Adaption of local culture was, however, not a 
unilateral process. Instead, we can see that while the Uyghurs adopted the 
lifestyle and religious system of the locals, Turkic gradually replaced the 
Tokharian language and became the lingua franca of the region (Soucek 2000: 
79–81). As Soucek has noted, “‘Tokharian,’ deprived of its official status, 
faded into oblivion as the population adopted the newcomers’ language” 
(Soucek 2000: 79). 

While the eastern part of Eastern Turkestan remained predominantly 
Buddhist in character until the 15th century, the western part of the area of 
discussion became firmly rooted in the Islamic political and cultural realm 
with the conversion of the Qarakhanid prince Sutuq Bughra Khan in the 10th 

century. From that point on, the Qarakhanid khanate (870–1212 AD) started 
the process of Islamizing the area. Svat Soucek has mentioned three important 
change processes occurring in different periods of the region’s history. Among 
these, we can note the change from nomadic to sedentary life (observed in the 
Uyghurs), the process of Turkification of the area (The Turkification of the 
Iranian-speaking Tokharians) and finally Islamization (Soucek 2000: 79). 
Although the latter was a slow process over several centuries, we can see that 
full-scale Islamization of the area was finally accomplished around the 16th 

century (Bellér-Hann 2008: 44). 
However, the process of Islamization was halted with the Mongol invasions 

and successive rule of the whole area during 1227–1260 (AD). After 
Chingghis Khan died, his empire was distributed between his four sons, of 
which the second, Chagatay (d.1242 AD), was given the ulus ‘area’21 roughly 
corresponding to Transoxania and Eastern Turkestan (today’s Central Asian 

20 Some segments of the population migrated to present day Kansu (Gansu) where they would 
be referred to as the ‘yellow Uyghur’ (Soucek 2000: 77). 
21 It should be noted that the original meaning of the word ulus was slightly different. Soucek 
writes that “patrimony was divided up as fiefdoms called ulus (whose original meaning was not 
territorial but military-logistical: a group of tribesmen, 
 with their families, assigned to a leader) among Genghis Khan’s sons and grandsons” (Soucek 
2000: 108). 
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states and Xinjiang) (Bellér-Hann 2008: 43; Millward 2007: 60–61; Sulayman 
2010: 6). 

The Chagatayid ulus broke into two parts, whereby the area in Transoxania 
assumed a Muslim character and the area in “Moghulistan in Eastern 
Turkestan resist[ed] Islamic expansion” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 44). For a few  
generations, the Chagatayid lineage in Eastern Turkestan continued practicing 
the religion of their forefathers. Nevertheless, with the conversion of Tughluq 
Temür Khan (1347–1363 AD), the process of Islamization gained new 
momentum (Soucek 2000: 121; Millward 2007: 67–68, 74, 87; Dawut 2001: 
6; Bellér-Hann 2008: 44; Sulayman 2010: 6). 

The Chagatay area eventually split into a number of smaller kingdoms of 
which the Yarkand Kingdom (1514–1658 AD) ruled by Sultan Said Khan (r. 
1514–1533 AD) was one of the most powerful. The dynasty was short-lived, 
however (Sulayman 2010: 6; Bellér-Hann 2008: 44; Millward 2007: 66–67). 
The religious and political leader Apaq Khoja (d.1694 AD) from Kashgar 
received aid from Dzungarian Kalmyks and managed to defeat the Yarkand 
dynasty (Soucek 2000: 121; Millward 2007: 67–68, 74, 87; Dawut 2001: 6; 
Bellér-Hann 2008: 44; Sulayman 2010: 6). Apaq khoja was the first of a 
succession of so-called khojas, a class of Sufi leaders who claimed to have 
genealogy dating back to the Prophet Muhammad and who would rule the 
region until the mid-18th century, when the area was conquered by the Qing 
Empire in 1759 (AD) (Raquette 1917a: 59. Bellér-Hann 2008: 44; Dawut 
2001: 6. Raquette 1917a: 54–59). 

The period of Qing rule was not stable. The eighteenth century saw a 
number of local uprisings against the Manchu overlords among which the 
most important took place in 1826, 1830, 1846 and 1857 (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
45). 

The Andijani Yaʿqub Beg (r.1820–1877 AD) initiated the most important 
and successful of these revolts.22 Originally hailing from Khokand in Western 
Turkestan (Andijan), he arrived in Eastern Turkestan in 1866 (AD) where he 
established himself as ruler. His governance is characterized by its religious 
fervor that imposed strict sharia rules on the population, among other 
measures. However, the period is also characterized by support in renovating 
and construing religious edifices such as mosques and shrines by means of 
compulsory donations to the waqf foundation. With regard to his rule, he 
worked hard to gain recognition and support by establishing international ties 
with Britain, Russia and the Ottoman Empire (Bellér-Hann: 2008: 45–46. 
Papas 2008: 50). Yaʿqub Beg’s rule was brief though, and in 1877 (AD) it 

22 Andijan was the generic name for Western Turkistan, i.e. not only the town of Andijan but 
also the whole area corresponding to today’s Uzbekistan. Gunnar Jarring writes, “Andijan, a 
city in the present day republic of Uzbekistan, was around the turn of the century and the 
beginning of the 20th century in Eastern Turkestan a generic name for West Turkistan and its 
general influence on Eastern Turki” (Jarring 1998: 21.n10).  
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ended when he was defeated and died. Gustaf Raquette writes that it is unclear 
whether the Qing troops killed Yaʿqub Beg, he committed suicide or died due 
to other reasons. Among possible causes, he mentions that it is possible that 
an individual by the name Saber Akhon killed him or that Yaʿqub Beg’s own 
son poisoned him. Other reasons may have been death from natural causes, 
triggered by a “violent tantrum” (Raquette 1917a: 63; also see Soucek 2000: 
267). With the Qing having regained control of the area, it was officially 
proclaimed a separate province in 1884 (AD) under the name Xinjiang – ‘New 
Dominion’ or New Territory’ (Raquette 1917a: 63–65: Bellér-Hann 2008: 46. 
Soucek 2000: 267; Sulayman 2010: 7). 

With the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911, and the advent of the Republican 
era, a number of Chinese warlords ruled the area. The first of these republican 
governors was Yang Zengxin (r. 1912–1928). In 1928, he was, however, 
replaced by Jin Shuren, who ruled the area for six years (r. 1928–1934). 
Finally, Sheng Shicai came to power in 1933 and ruled until 1944 (Waite 
2007: 167. Bellér-Hann 2008: 47–49). 

The Republican period is categorized by political upheaval and instability. 
Two important events should be noted here. These are the two indigenous 
attempts at self-rule. The first of these events was the proclamation of the 
Turkish Islamic Republic of East Turkestan in 1933. This short-lived republic 
existed for less than a year (1933–34) (Rudelson 1997: 28; Bellér-Hann 2008: 
48; Millward 2007: 201–206; Sulayman 2010: 7). The next attempt for  
independence was made in 1944 when the ‘Three Districts Government’ was 
established in the Ili Valley with the aid of the Soviet Union. This short-lived 
republic managed to live on until the so-called ‘liberation’ of the area by the 
PRC in 1949 (Bellér-Hann 2008: 49; Millward 2007: 231–234; Sulayman 
2010: 7). Although both governments were short-lived, the mere historical 
existence of these has played, and still plays, an important part in the collective 
memory of the Uyghurs vis-à-vis the PRC today. 

Although nominally having formed part of China during the late Qing and 
Republican period, we can see that the most noteworthy social and political 
shift occurred with the establishment of the PRC. From then on, the area  
became increasingly politically, economically, ideologically and culturally 
incorporated into the Chinese state. Moreover, this also implied 
unprecedented demographic change. Before the incorporation of Xinjiang into 
the PRC in 1949 and the establishment of The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous 
Region (XUAR) in 1950 (Sulayman 2010: 7; Bellér-Hann 2008: 49; Millward 
2007: 243), the population census in the region was highly dominated by the 
Uyghur nationality. However, due to officially encouraged migration, the 
increasing inflow of Han Chinese to the region has led to a situation where the 
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Uyghurs – whose population is currently estimated to be 11,300 000 – are at 
heightened risk of becoming a minority in their ancestral homeland.23 

The People 
There are currently 55 officially recognized ethnic groups in China. With 
regard to these groups, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region is home to 
one of the most heterogeneous populations. According to the PRC’s ethnic 
classification, the province is home to thirteen ethnic minorities.24 Before the 
official introduction of the ethnonym Uyghur in the 1930s, the main means of 
identification were ethnonyms indicating the “place of residence” (Svanberg 
1996: 265) such as Kashgarliq ‘a dweller of Kashgar’, Yarkandliq ‘a dweller 
of Yarkand, Turpanliq ‘a person from Turpan’, and so on (Svanberg 1996: 
265). 

The ethnic categorization employed by the PRC more or less follows the 
policies initiated in the 1930s by the warlord Sheng Shicai, who, inspired by 
a Soviet model, supported the idea of creating ‘national identities’. Fourteen 
ethnic groups were consequently recognized during his rule, including 
“Uighurs, Taranchi, Kazak, Kirghiz, Özbek, Tatar, Tajik, Manchu, Xibo, 
Solon, Han, Hui (Dungan), Mongol and Russian” (Svanberg 1996: 261). 

The policies relating to ethnic categorization initiated in the 1930s also 
meant that the term Uyghur was officially adopted in 1935 as both an 
ethnonym and designation of language. This self-designation was inspired by 
a decision taken by migrant Uyghurs to the Soviet Union at a linguistic 
conference in Tashkent in 1921 to adopt the term ‘Uyghur’ for designating the 
Turki-speaking sedentary Muslims of the Tarim Basin (Eckman 1966: 4). 

The classification scheme adopted during the rule of Shen Shicai roughly 
follows what is observable in Xinjiang today. A slight difference with regard 
to the fourteen groups represented in the 1930s is that Daur has now been 
added to the list, whereas ethnonyms such as Taranchi and Solon are not  
included, meaning the total number of officially recognized groups come to 
thirteen in total.  

23 Whereas Uyghurs constituted 2,988,528 and Han Chinese 222,401 (Svanberg 1996: 262) 
according to a list published in 1946, the latest census demonstrates that the ratio has changed
significantly since then. In 1949, the Uyghur constituted 75 percent of the population while six 
percent consisted of Han Chinese (Roberts 2020: 43). Sean Roberts writes  that between the  
years 1953 and 1967, the increase of the Han Chinese was “six-fold from 300,000 to 1,791,000, 
but, by 1982, the Han population had exploded to 5,287,000, almost equaling that of the 
Uyghurs in the region” (Roberts 2020: 49). In the year 2000, the ratio Han and Uyghur was 
“40.6 % and 45.2 % respectively” (Roberts 2020: 57). 
24 Bellér-Hann writes that the following ethnic groups are recognized in Xinjiang today: 
“Uyghur, Han, Tajik, Kirghiz, Kazak, Hui, Sibe, Mongolian, Tatar, Manchu, Daur, Russian and 
Uzbek” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 49).   
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Following the incorporation of Xinjiang into the PRC in 1949 and the 
establishment of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR) in 1950, 
the question of classification became an idea of importance. As Svanberg 
points out, it reflected the policies in other parts of China where ethnologists 
were employed to collect data and compile lists of ethnic groups. By 1953, the 
lists included more than 400 different ethnonyms of which the most 
heterogeneous area was Yunnan, with more than 260 groups listed (Svanberg 
1996: 262–263). 

With regard to Eastern Turkestan/Xinjiang, we may observe that a number 
of ‘sub-groups’ such as Dolans, Lopliks, Abdals and others were lumped 
together with the officially recognized groups of the region. Thus, the Dolans, 
Lopliks and Abdal are treated today in the official classification scheme as 
Uyghurs and do not take into account a number of locally utilized endonyms, 
which partly obscures the emic view of the local Turki-speaking sedentary 
Muslims who often viewed these populations as different from themselves.  

Besides the various Turkic-speaking Muslim communities, the towns were 
also home to Chinese settlers that had come to the area during different periods 
as well as a considerable population of Hui: Chinese-speaking Muslims 
usually referred to in the travel literature as ‘Dungan’ or ‘Tungan’. The 
Chinese usually lived in separate quarters or the ‘new town’ located close to 
the original Turkic settlement (for example the town of Hancheng close to 
Kashgar). 

Apart from these groups, the larger towns hosted considerable numbers of 
Andijani, Afghan and Kashmiri traders (Muslim) as well as Hindus. From the 
late 19th century onwards, there was also a European presence in Eastern 
Turkestan mainly consisting of the members of the Russian and British 
consulates established in Kashgar, as well as the Swedish mission which had 
been established in 1892.  

The adjacent mountain areas were home to a number of Turkic and Iranian-
speaking groups, mainly with a nomadic lifestyle dependent on breeding 
livestock. Among the various nomadic groups mentioned in the travel 
literature, we have the Turkic-speaking Kirghiz and the poorly explored group 
Tağliq, i. e. ‘mountain dwellers’. The Tağliq group is for instance discussed 
in the reports of Nils Ambolt (1935), S. M. Abramzon (1963), C. G.  
Mannerheim (1940) and the Swedish missionary John Törnquist (1926). The 
latter author devotes a whole chapter to the so-called taghlek, which he claims 
are synonymous with the Kirgiz. Törnquist writes that the taghlek lived in the 
valleys separating the Pamir range. Taghlek was in turn the name they used to 
describe themselves, or in other words their locally utilized endonym. In 
Törnquist’s wording they belonged to a tribe of the Mongols. Surprisingly, he 
also attributes their language to the Mongol language. However, he  
simultaneously acknowledges that various circumstances had compelled them 
to utilize the Kashgarian language in day-to-day life (Törnquist 1926: 131– 
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132). Later he proposes that the language was a mix of Mongolian and 
Kashgarian (Törnquist 1926: 138). When discussing the Kashgarian language, 
he naturally makes reference to the Eastern Turki language of the Muslim 
oasis dwellers, e.g. Uyghur (Törnquist 1926: 131–132). 

Among the Iranian-speaking groups we find Tajiks, an ethnonym, which 
according to Svanberg actually serves as an umbrella term that “includes a 
number of ‘high altitude Ismailite Iranian-speaking pastoralists’” (Svanberg 
1996: 265). Thus, just like several Turkic groups such as the Dolans, Lopliks 
and Abdals, who have been lumped together with the Uyghurs, the various 
Iranian-speaking mountain dwellers such as “Wakhani, Sarikoli, Pakhpu, 
Shikhso, and others” (Svanberg 1996: 265) have “in contemporary China” 
(Svanberg 1996: 265) been ethno-categorized as one monolithic group 
(Svanberg 1996: 265). 

Ingvar Svanberg explains that the Sarikoli, numbering roughly 7,000 
people in the early 1930s, used to reside in the same area as Turkic speaking 
groups, in this case the Kirgiz. In many ways, their nomadic lifestyle involving 
sheep breeding resembled that of the Kirgiz, with whom they also shared the 
area of habitation concentrated around Tashkorgan. The Pakhpu, a group 
about which we know very little, lived a semi-nomadic life consisting of 
grazing animals such as “horses, yaks, cattle, donkeys, goats and sheep” 
(Svanberg 1996: 265). Besides this, they were also involved in agriculture and 
cultivated crops such as “rye and barley” (Svanberg 1996: 265). The nomadic 
populations would frequently visit the oasis towns, especially on market days, 
in order to sell off their own goods and buy various provisions such as cereals 
and vegetables that they were unable to grow in the cold mountain areas in  
which they resided.  

Economy – Agriculture and Trade 
As mentioned, the Tarim basin is an extremely dry area with extreme 
fluctuations in temperature between summer and winter. Notwithstanding, 
agriculture has been the dominant livelihood of the sedentary populations 
living there throughout the centuries. In Eastern Turkestan, agriculture was 
possible thanks to an impressive system of larger and smaller canals that 
dotted the landscape. As mentioned earlier, the area also had a number of 
rivers. With regard to occupations such as fishing, it should be noted that while 
the sedentary Turki population was engaged in this activity, it was more 
widely practiced by the Lopliks and the Dolans (Hällzon et al. 2020). 

By taking a quick glance at a map of the area, we may observe that most of 
the major settlements and oasis towns are situated on the rim of the mountains, 
which in turn have provided water, the prerequisite for human existence.  
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Scattered houses, oleaster trees, poplars and fruit trees, as well as 
cultivated plots dominated the landscape alongside irrigation canals and 
small ponds. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 102)25 

In the fields, the farmers cultivated crops such as millet, rice, wheat, corn, 
sorghum, leguminous plants such as peas and beans, tobacco, cotton and a 
variety of melons (Bohlin 1917: 67). Fodder was grown exclusively by the 
extensive cultivation of lucerne, which would yield a harvest 4–6 times a year. 
Other important crops were flax and hemp, which were utilized for extracting 
oil and making ropes respectively. Hemp was also used for preparing hashish, 
a drug extensively used in the region (Bohlin 1917: 67). The farmers also kept 
animals such as cows and oxen. The latter were usually employed to draw the 
plow. Since the calves were never slaughtered and thus fed with milk until 
grown, the supply of milk from each cow was relatively low, seldom 
exceeding four to six liters a day (Bohlin 1917: 68). 

Foreign reports frequently speak of the sedentary population as capable 
farmers who by virtue of the stable climate produced a number of cash crops, 
fruit and vegetables (Svenska Missionsförbundets Yttre Mission 1926: 120; 
Golomb 1959). These reports are not uniform, however, and sometimes 
express negative judgments regarding the way farming was carried out. For 
example, in 1917 the Swedish missionary AD. Bohlin expressed the view that 
agriculture was based on ancient (outdated) and inefficient models. Thus, in 
his opinion, the reason behind the profit yielded was not the methods 
employed. Instead, it could be attributed to the rich soil and the even supply 
of water available by means of irrigation (Bohlin 1917: 66). His negative 
comments regarding farming at large can be juxtaposed with another 
statement in which he acknowledges the local population’s knowledge of the 
art of cultivating and inoculating trees (Bohlin 1917: 67). Just as today, 
different oasis towns had a reputation for specific crops with which they were 
associated (Hällzon, Ötkur, Svanberg 2022). Thus, besides other products, a 
frequent agricultural trade was carried out between the different localities. 

Although most oases were autarkic in theory, there was a brisk inter-
oasis trade, because different oases grew different subspecies or 
different-quality produce. Thus, much of the fruit sold at the Kashgar 
market was imported from other oases: melons, grapes, peaches, 
apricots, dried fruits, jujube, jigdä, and raisins were brought from 
Khotan; walnuts came from Qarghaliq; pears were imported from 
Kucha; dried apricots and raisins came all the way from Andijan. 
Kashgar had the reputation of being the leading fig producer. Although 
Kashgar did not grow its own pomegranates, pears and apples, the 
pomegranates from Qarghaliq were considered better, and Yarkand 

25 For a missionary description of the Kashgarian landscape, see Törnquist 1917a: 25–35. 
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grew a juicy type of apricot which was not cultivated in Kashgar. 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 95–96) 

Furthermore, indigenous descriptions such as those collected by Gustaf  
Raquette but recorded by the two Kashgarian authors Muhammed Ali 
Damollah and Abdu Vali Akhon testify to the wide range of crops grown in 
the region. In these texts there are quite a few references to how various plants 
are used medicinally. For example, a herb called semiz ot or ‘purslane’, also 
known as tu̇ gε tapanї ot, was consumed by both cattle and humans. It was used 
in cooking and as a remedy against fevers (Jarring 1998: 45). Another plant 
often collected in the mountain areas was banafša ’violet’, which was “used 
as a sudorific remedy for fever” (Jarring 1998: 48.n40). The importance of 
farming and its origin also had religious significance as agriculture was said 
to have originated with Adam himself (Jarring 1998: 13). 

Agriculture is the occupation of the Holy Adam, peace be upon him. 
When Lady Eve had herself eaten [of the fruit] of the wheat tree, she 
also gave [of it] to her husband the holy Adam. When, after he had left 
[the path of] obedience and fallen into sin, God the Lord of Glory, said 
to him: thou shalt eat thy bread with hardship having made thy brow 
sweat. In accordance with this [what God has said] it became the 
heritage of all mankind to cultivate the soil and carry out agriculture. 
(Jarring 1998: 13) 

Besides agriculture, people were engaged in different industries such as 
carpet manufacturing (especially those from Khotan), silk breeding, copper 
handicrafts, paper production, felt-making, cotton cloth and limited mining of 
iron, copper and coal (Bohlin 1917: 71–72). In addition, the oasis towns 
hosted a number of professionals engaged in a variety of crafts. Among these 
can be noted carpenters, tailors, blacksmiths, goldsmiths, dyers, artisans, 
vegetable oil makers, weavers, shoemakers, butchers, bakers and many more 
(Bohlin 1917: 74). The extensive list of work manuals, risāle, mentioned by 
Nylander (2017) is an important indication of the variety of professions in the 
area during this era. 

Aside from business in the cities, a voluminous trade was carried out 
between the different oasis towns as well as with adjoining areas such as 
Andijan to the west, the Indian subcontinent to the south and China proper to 
the east. All of this trade, which involved a number of products used 
medicinally, was conducted by means of caravans. Travel was not restricted 
to trade. For instance, Muslim pilgrims setting out for the hajj, the obligatory 
pilgrimage to the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, used the route via India. 
As I will describe later on, it was not uncommon for pilgrims to combine their 
travel with educational purposes in Islamic centers such as Delhi, Tehran and 
Istanbul. While Eastern Turkis would undertake such travels, we can also see 
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the reverse with a number of foreigners visiting and residing in the area. The 
oasis towns can thus be characterized as relatively cosmopolitan. 

Religion 
In Swedish missionary John Törnquist’s descriptions we find the common 
statement made by Europeans that the nomads were less religious than the 
oasis dwellers. This assumption was partly based on the somewhat superficial 
observation that the nomads’ women, in contrast to the sedentary women, 
usually went about their business unveiled. The nomads were described as 
dirty, illiterate and hopelessly uninterested in religious matters. 

According to Törnquist’s description, day-to-day life would pass by as it 
always had. The children would take care of the livestock, women would 
dedicate themselves to domestic duties such as setting up the tent, weaving, 
and making felt mats. The men in turn would engage themselves in tending 
the fields, hunting and participating in various sport activities, such as horse 
games as well as engaging in trade. When informed about Christianity, they 
expressed little interest. For a deeply pious missionary such as Törnquist, all 
this appears to have been exceedingly frustrating and perhaps contributed to 
his negative understanding of their circumstances (Törnquist 1926: 128–142). 

Bellér-Hann offers a contrast to this view vis-à-vis the nomads and writes 
that the German traveler 

Martin Hartmann used the Kirghiz as his yardstick for comparison and 
said that the ‘population of the plain’ –––i.e. the Turki ––– were behind 
the mountain dwellers in every respect. In his opinion, the people of the 
plain were given to drug addiction and gambling and carried on with 
these vices until their last possession was taken to the Chinese 
pawnshop, of which each district had several. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 67) 

As Bellér-Hann has noted, the foreign reports present contradicting 
observations and opinions about the level of religiosity of the sedentary Turks 
as well. 

Over the last hundred years, many foreign observers have commented 
on the superficiality or inadequacy of Islamic observance among the  
settled oasis dwellers in Xinjiang. (Bellér-Hann 2001: 10) 

Although the Qur’an states that prayer should be conducted five times a 
day, not everyone observed this rule. It was the “normative ideal” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 343) but did not reflect actual religious practice, with the 
exception of the period of Yaʿqub Beg’s governance when the male 
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population was forced to do so.26 As to illustrate, Bellér-Hann writes that 
prayer “was conceived as a religious obligation (pärz)” (2008: 343), but also 
points out that what is described in locally authored sources actually reflects 
“normative ideals; in practice, local Muslims stressed the importance of the 
first morning prayer, rather than the fulfilment of the five namaz per day”  
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 343–344). 

The majority of the Eastern Turkis were Sunni Muslims belonging to the 
Hanafi school of Jurisprudence. Their co-religionists, the Chinese-speaking 
Tungan, were also Sunni Muslims but followed the Shafi school (Ahlbert 
1917b: 166). Although sharing the same religion, the two communities did not 
mix extensively. They attended separate mosques and intermarriage occurred 
very rarely. The Tungans did not wear a turban as the Turki did. Instead, they 
wore a small white skullcap (Törnquist 1917b: 143). With reference to this, 
the Chinese would call them “siao-kiao”, ‘the small creed’ (Törnquist 1917b: 
144) while the Muslim Turks were called čantu, literally meaning ‘turban 
heads’ (Törnquist 1917b: 144).27 

In turn, the sedentary Turki speaking Muslims were referred to as sart by 
both their nomadic neighbors and by the Russians (Svanberg 1996: 265). 

Besides the Muslims, oasis towns such as Kashgar also hosted small 
communities of Hindus as well as Chinese communities. The Swedish 
missionary John Törnquist noted that with regard to population, the towns 
hosted quite a few Chinese temples. In the predominantly Turki town of 
Kashgar, there were four Chinese temples and in Hancheng, the Chinese ‘new 
town’, there were as many as fourteen. The latter consisted of three temples 
dedicated to personages especially revered by the Chinese such as important 
military leaders as well as two Confucian temples. The rest were reserved for 
Buddhists. In this context, it should be added that there was no specific temple 
devoted to Taoism (Törnquist 1917b: 140–141). Instead, as Törnquist 
remarks, the Taoists “rented it from the Buddhists” (Törnquist 1917b: 140). 

Festivals and celebrations 
A number of lifecycle rituals and religious holidays marked the year. Among 
life-cycle rituals concerning birth, the most important were the naming of the 
infant, böšük toy ‘the cradle ceremony’, and a bathing ceremony called qiriq 
suyi, literally meaning ‘the forty waters’. Like elsewhere in the Muslim world, 
circumcision of boys carried an important significance. Besides these, rituals 
associated with weddings such as the analik čayi, nikah (Rudelson 1997: 85– 

26 Bellér-Hann writes that “Yaʿqub Beg tried to implement Islamic law strictly, to force men 
into the mosque and make women veil themselves in public” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 26). 
27 Jarring explains that the meaning of this Chinese word is “‘turban-head’; the Chinese name 
for Turki Moslems, nickname for Turk” (Jarring 1964: 65). 
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96) and jinaza ‘funerals’28 were observed as important rituals both from a 
religious and social perspective. As elsewhere in the Muslim world, the main 
religious holidays were the month of Ramadan and the feast of Sacrifice, 
which in local vernacular were referred to as Ramazan and Korban heyt, as 
well as a number of ‘unofficial’ Islamic holidays. 

Formal education and transmission of traditional knowledge  
As in other parts of Muslim Central Asia, the main form of education was 
carried out via the institutions maktab and madrasah. Anyone who was able 
to read and write was given the title mollah. The teaching methods employed 
involved learning a specific curriculum by heart through oral repetition of 
texts. The Swedish missionaries were highly critical of this method, in which 
recitation of Arabic, a language that the locals seldom understood, was 
compulsory. 

The generally expressed missionary opinion was that the students should 
learn to read and write in their own mother tongue and not in a foreign 
language they did not understand. In fact, their view is repeated in the 
indigenous critique epitomized by Muslim attempts at societal reformation 
such as the Jadid movement that had spread through Russian Turkestan. Also 
in Eastern Turkestan, the ideas of Jadisdism had found a public. For example, 
as early as 1885, so-called pänni schools – ‘schools of science’ – had been 
established by members of the movement who had travelled abroad, especially 
the Ottoman Empire. Influenced by these ideas, they went along by 
establishing educational establishments based on Jadid principles in various 
locations including Artush, Kashgar and Turpan in the early 20th century 
(Waite 2007: 166–167).29 

In his study about the Jadid movement, Adeeb Khalid points out that we 
have to analyze the purpose of maktab and madrasah within their cultural 
context. The schools were mainly there for providing religiously important 
knowledge and should not be understood as a counterpart to Western 
educational institutions, in which training involved forming a body of 
professionals for different trades. In Central Asia, the handing down of 
professional knowledge was mainly done within the family and also by means 
of other channels such as apprenticeship and membership in professional 

28 For a thorough account on rituals associated with death, see Bellér-Hann 2008: 284–300. 
29 Due to the limited scope of this paper, there is no room for a deeper discussion about Muslim 
reformism in Central Asia and elsewhere. For more information about Jadidism in  Western  
Central Asia, see Khalid 1998. For information on this topic in Xinjiang, see Waite 2007. For 
information about the aforementioned missionary views on the traditional educational system 
in Eastern Turkestan, see Arell 1917: 236–244. Also see Jarring, where the missionary Raquette 
mentions the Young Turks and education and their influence in Kashgar (Jarring 1975: 31). 
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guilds. Thus, it was within informal institutions and not by means of maktab 
and madrasah education that one would acquire the necessary skills for 
practicing various crafts and trade. 

Although children were introduced to the alphabet, the acquisition of 
functional literacy was not the goal of their maktab experience. In a 
society organized around direct, face-to-face interaction between social 
agents, writing was of limited use and tended to become a specialized 
skill. The ability to read and write (and the two were different skills, 
separately acquired) was necessary for only a few spheres of endeavor, 
whereas vast spheres of life remained untouched by writing. Even in 
trade, large-scale transactions were carried out purely orally, with the 
personal guarantee of special intermediaries (qāsids) taking the place of 
written documents as late as the 1870s. At the same time, culture was 
transmitted largely orally. (Khalid 1998: 24) 

It is hard to give an exact figure regarding the level of literacy among the 
Eastern Turki population during this period. However, if we look at other parts 
of Central Asia, we can assume that it was very low. That said, as I have 
pointed out elsewhere, this does not mean that the population was unaware of 
literature and its contents (Hällzon 2016: 210). On the contrary, the region was 
home to a rich oral tradition expressed in proverbs, songs, stories, poetry and 
epics. Some of this oral literature, quite didactic in nature, also discusses 
themes related to day-to-day life. Perhaps not entirely surprising then is to find 
that references to health and medicine are mentioned in this category of 
literature too. A close reading of this type of literature reveals cultural 
practices, beliefs and local understandings of a multitude of topics. With 
regard to medicine, we for instance learn that walnut was used as a 
medicament for treating burns.  

In the publication The contest of the fruits: an Eastern Turki allegory, 
Gunnar Jarring provides an example of a literary genre popular in Eastern 
Turkestan and other parts of Central Asia called munāẓarah. In the poem, a 
number of fruits appear and describe their properties to one another, in a sort 
of verbal battle. The story begins with a statement made by the üjmä 
‘mulberry’ followed by those of the ürük  < örük ‘apricot’, alma ‘apple’, 
šaftalu ‘peach’, yaŋaq ‘walnut’, anar ‘pomegranate’, čilan ‘jujube’,  biyä 
‘quince’, nāšbāt ‘the pear’, jinästä ‘Chinese plum-cherry’, qoǧun ‘melon’, 
angur ‘grape’, and finally the anjir ‘fig’.  

From a close reading, we see that certain passages in the poem describe 
socio-historical usages and indigenous perceptions of the different fruits. For 
example, in the passage dealing with the fig we learn about trade patterns with 
other countries and that the fruit was used in Eastern Turkestan when 
maintaining the fast; the latter custom was also common in other 
predominantly Islamic societies (Jarring 1936: 33). 
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I am more than all fruits in the world. I am king over all others among 
the fruits. They fetch me from India. They bring me along as a gift from 
China. I became a practice for those keeping the fast. (Jarring 1936: 27) 

Similarly, a close reading can also reveal socio-cultural relations in Eastern 
Turkestan at the time. Thus, in the discourse made by the peach over the 
mulberry’s properties, the fruit states:  

No one buys you for money. The poor, the king and the beggar eat you. 
Your windfalls are the food of asses. They throw you out so that the 
sparrows may eat you. Those forced and compelled by hunger eat you. 
(Jarring 1936: 23) 

If we take other sources into account, we understand that this is a reference 
to the fact that in Eastern Turkestan the mulberry was freely available to 
anyone. In this respect, no differentiation was made between being rich or 
poor. The fruit was free for anyone who wished to pick it from the trees 
planted on the roadsides (Törnquist 1926: 161). With regard to our topic, 
which is medicine and health, the munāẓarah also provides useful 
information. For example, in the passage dealing with the walnut we learn that 
it had several usages, one of which included making a balm or salve for 
wounds, with crushed walnut kernels as an ingredient (Jarring 1936: 27). 

The walnut said, >> I am one that has a heart; boys and girls take me 
and play with me. Everybody says: Excellent walnut, If you hear this, 
break with a stone my fruit. Is there in the world so delicious fruit as I? 
The marrow within me is very delicious. If anyone’s wound should 
smart, they rub it with a salve with crushed walnut in it. (Jarring 1936: 
27)30 

State of the art 
During the last two decades, a number of impressive studies on Xinjiang have 
been published within the field of history, cultural anthropology and religious 
studies. For example, see, Bellér-Hann 2007, 2008; Zarcone 2002; 2007; 
Papas 2008; Thum 2014; Sugawara & Dawut 2016; Dawut 2001, 2007. Some 
of these cultural-historically oriented studies have broadened their field of 

30 Apart from the healing properties of the walnut as a salve, Jarring brings up other interesting 
ethnographic observations relating to medicine occurring in the munāẓarah. For instance, one 
section relating to the aim of becoming pregnant states that, “Young wives when eating unripe 
apricots become pregnant” (Jarring 1936: 4). Another referring to diet states that, “Women with 
child eat the apricot (but not unripe)” (Jarring 1936: 4). Other parts of the poem in question tell 
us that “jujube is used as medicine” (Jarring 1936: 4) and that “Anyone eating Chinese plum-
cherry will become epileptic” (Jarring 1936: 4). 
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enquiry by utilizing a combination of Western and local sources. By not only 
including the testimonies of elite members of society but also the life 
trajectories of the “non-elite and the unprivileged” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 8), 
scholars such as Ildikó Bellér-Hann have ventured into the domain of writing 
history ‘from below’. One study of great importance is Community Matters in 
Xinjiang 1880–1949: Towards a Historical Anthropology of the Uyghur 
(Bellér-Hann 2008). While this study covers many areas, it provides 
considerable and valuable information related to issues of health and ritual 
(Bellér-Hann 2008). 

The work of Rian Thum should also be mentioned. His study is an 
exploration into how Eastern Turki manuscript culture during the early 1900s 
influenced the local conceptual framework for imagining history in the area. 
Although not devoted to the study of medical manuscripts, his findings are 
highly useful since they provide new perspectives on how manuscripts were 
produced, reinvented, transmitted and understood in the region during this 
period (Thum 2014). 

Other scholars such as Eric Schluessel have worked extensively with 
Eastern Turki source material, providing valuable insight into the history of 
the region as informed by local voices. One such example is the book The 
world as seen from Yarkand: Ghulām Muḥmmad Khān’s 1920s Chronicle Mā 
Tīṭayniŋ wāqiʿasi (Schluessel 2014). He has also made valuable contributions 
with regard to availability of Chagatay in the form of edited glossaries 
(Schluessel 2015) and a grammar textbook (2018) focusing to a large extent, 
but not exclusively, on Chagatay texts from Eastern Turkestan. Previous 
influential and comprehensive work on Chagatay such as Eckmann, J. (1966). 
Chagatay Manual, and Bodrogligeti, A. J. E. (2001). A Grammar of Chagatay 
should of course be mentioned here as well.  

While the topic of health and healing has received scholarly attention by 
anthropologists for a long time, little enquiry has been made into this topic 
within the field of linguistics, especially with regard to Turkology. Besides an 
unpublished master thesis based on fieldwork by Lapham (2005) and a few 
scholarly articles such as Abdukadir et al. (2015) and Mattohti (2015), little 
has been published in English about contemporary traditional Uyghur medical 
practice. With regard to materia medica, a short article by Çubukçu (1999) 
providing a short list of 243 commonly used drugs in traditional Uyghur 
medicine with their corresponding Uyghur, Turkish and Latin names should 
also be mentioned. While the article makes no mention of usage or 
classification of the drugs, it provides us with an idea of which types of drugs 
are still used today in Uyghur herbal medicine.  

Regarding studies on ancient medical systems in Eastern Turkestan, some 
important studies focusing on Old Uyghur have been published. 

The Tatar researcher Rachmati, who in the 1930s published a collection of 
Old Uyghur medical terms in the publication Zur Heilkunde der Uiguren, 
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made the most influential contribution on this period. Following Rachmati’s 
example, research within this field was also undertaken by Gabain (1954), 
who focused on the transliteration and translation of Old Uyghur texts found 
in Turfan (Gabain 1954). Important insights from this linguistic period can 
also be found in the work of Zieme who has discussed Sanskrit terms found 
in the Uyghur Siddhasāra tradition (See, Zieme 1999; 2007). 

Medical texts in Chagatay/Eastern Turki 
Considering the considerable corpus of medical manuscripts available in 
Chagatay and their potential for helping us understand Central Asian 
conceptualizations of health and illness during the period of discussion, very 
little research that utilizes this material has been undertaken (DeWeese 2013: 
3). While Uzbek scholars have done some research, it is not readily available 
to those who do not speak Uzbek (Cf. Hasaniy 1993; Hikmatullaev 1994). 

The only comprehensive study in English is László Károly’s recent 
publication (2015), which is based on a seventeenth century Chagatay 
manuscript. His book is a serious attempt at classifying healing methods, 
medical theory and 17th-century Chagatay vocabulary in Western Turkestan. 
Importantly, his work also illustrates that Chagatay authors’ conceptions of 
what was popularly understood as constituting medicine included  a 
combination of humoral theories, treatment with herbs and so-called Islamic 
medicine, such as the reading of specific verses from the Qur’an (Károly 2015: 
353–354). Both contemporary and historical material points to similar 
conceptions among the oasis-dwelling Turki-speaking Muslims in southern 
Tarim. 

If we take a leap forward to the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a number 
of Russian and Western scholars undertook pioneering linguistic research on 
the Eastern Turki dialect. Here we have to mention the work of the Russian 
scholar Nikolai Katanov (Katanov 1976 [1936]), the French traveler 
Ferdinand Grenard (Grenard 1898a.), the British traveler Henry Bellew (1875) 
as well as Gunnar Jarring’s many publications.  

Also, the members of the Swedish mission stationed in the oasis towns of 
Kashgar, Yarkand, Yengissar and Hancheng (1892–1938) devoted themselves 
to linguistic studies. The most prominent personage here is Gustaf Raquette, 
who later became a renowned Turkologist. 

In the 1980s and early 1990s, Swedish Turkologist and student of Raquette, 
Gunnar Jarring, published a series of articles in the journal Scripta Minora 
dealing with unpublished Eastern Turki manuscripts. Here he pointed out the 
texts’ scholarly value in that they illustrate the “considerable difference in 
lexicography and terminology which exists between the northern and southern 
Turkic dialects of Eastern Turkestan” (Jarring 1992: 7). While few of these 
texts explicitly deal with medicine, they do illustrate the value of receiving 
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first-hand information from local authors with their inherent knowledge of the 
terminology used within different trades, names of products, their means of 
manufacture, how these were used and for what purpose (Jarring 1992: 7). 

It should be mentioned, however, that in his early career, Gunnar Jarring 
mentions two Eastern Turki medical sources in his dissertation Studien zu 
einer osttürkischen Lautlehre (1933). Jarring published his doctoral thesis in 
1933, three years after returning from Kashgar to Sweden where he had 
received supervision from his teacher and mentor, Gustaf Raquette. When 
returning home from Eastern Turkestan, Jarring brought with him a number 
of Eastern Turki manuscripts. Considering the scope of Gunnar Jarring’s 
publications, the inclusion of a medical text perhaps does not appear surprising 
at all, but if we take into account that Jarring later on in his long career 
published so little on medicine, the inclusion of two short reading examples 
from an Eastern Turki medical source is illuminating. Jarring simply states 
(without providing more information) that the two examples are extracted 
from an Eastern Turki book containing “the rules and instructions for curing 
illness” (Jarring 1933: 22: II. MATERIALIEN: V 1). Secondly, he states that 
this sort of book was used by a sort of prayer man or healer found in Eastern 

(Jarring 1933: 22: II. ⟩اخوند دعا⟨onχdua: a:Turkestan commonly referred to as 
MATERIALIEN: V 1). 

Folgende zwei Nummern sind Auszüge aus einem ost-türkischen Buch, 
das Regeln und Ratschläge für die Heilung von Krankheiten, für die 
Zurückerlangung gestohlener Sachen und ähnliches enthält. Es ist ein 

 >>der  onχ a: dua: دنوخا اعد Leitfaden in  der  Kunst, die der  
Gebetsmann>> ausübt; mit den arabischen Gebeten und Koranversen, 
die gelesen werden müssen, im Text verstreut. (Jarring 1933: 22: II. 
MATERIALIEN: V 1) 

Aside from the above example, the only text by Gunnar Jarring containing 
considerable information on local medicine in the pre-modern era is a 
compilation of Swedish missionary texts, which he published in the journal 
Scripta Minora in 1979 (Jarring 1979b).There are also occasional references 
to medicine and drugs in two other editions of the aforementioned journal. For 
example, see Jarring 1993; 1998). 

Actually, Jarring’s most extensive mention of local medicine takes place in 
the post-era of the Cultural Revolution and appears as a chapter in the book 
Åter till Kashgar [Return to Kashgar] (Jarring 1979a: 195–201). Here Jarring 
presents important observations that may help us obtain a better picture of how 
the current official Uyghur medical tradition has developed in Xinjiang since 
1956 (Jarring 1979a, 1986). 

Gunnar Jarring explains that during his stay in 1978 at the Institute for 
research on minorities, he was presented a gift of a voluminous book on 
medicine with the title, Uygur täbabätchiligi kullanmisi ‘A Guide to Uyghur 
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Medicine’. The Xinjiang State Press published the book in 1977 (Jarring 
1979a: 195). 

It is interesting to note that Jarring writes that the main research on the 
Uyghur medical tradition during this period was carried out in Kashgar, and 
not Khotan, which has since become the center of research on traditional 
Uyghur medicine. In this context, it should be noted that since 1987, the main 
training of Uyghur medical professionals working with Uyghur medicine has 
taken place at the College of Xinjiang Uyghur Medicine (Lapham 2005: 7). A 
study from 2015 informs us that in “Xinjiang, 40 hospitals specialize in 
Uyghur medicine and about 1,500 students are enrolled each year into various 
colleges that offer training in Uygur (sic) medicine” (Mattohti 2015: 433). 

According to Jarring’s account, the Uyghur medical tradition as we know 
it today had become almost extinct before 1956, when official attempts were 
made to restore the knowledge lost. Jarring’s informants expressed the view 
that Uyghur medicine was a very ancient tradition with a history dating back 
2,500 years (Jarring 1979a: 198). This view is also expressed today among 
Uyghur scholars. The authors of the article “The origins of Uyghur medicine: 
Debates and Perspectives” for example speak of “the two millennial tradition 
of Uyghur Medicine” (Abdukadir et al. 2015: 217). 

While acknowledging the long history of that tradition, they presented the 
somewhat ambiguous argument that before the so-called ‘liberation’ of 
Xinjiang there had existed very few possibilities for the local Uyghur medical 
tradition to develop; something which had now been made possible thanks to 
the new political reality. Jarring’s informants stated that the establishment of 
a cooperative center in 1956 involving six elderly doctors trained in the old 
tradition had been made possible thanks to the support of the Communist 
party. Later on in 1957, the center had developed even further so that a few 
students were included in the project. In 1959, the cooperative center had 
grown to also include a hospital. Sixteen years later, in 1975, one of the 
doctors, Üssup hadji Kashgari, who had formed part of the first group  of  
experts in 1956, wrote a history of Uyghur medicine which was entitled 
Qanuncha ‘According to the prescriptions’. Üssup hadji Kashgari’s Qanucha 
consists of 290 pages written in the Arabic script and published by the 
Xinjiang State Press. Apparently, the author had spent some sixty years 
compiling this work (Jarring 1979a: 199). 

While the above testimony sounds appreciative of the communist regime, 
we have to keep in mind that these local scholars most probably had to stay 
faithful to the official narrative, especially when presenting it to a foreigner 
like Jarring. For example, the old tradition of preparing the medicine by hand 
was discredited.  

By paying lip service to chairman Mao, these doctors expressed that 
“before 1976 we did not have any advanced equipment for our work. 
However, we followed Chairman Mao’s directions to combine Uyghur 
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medicine with Western medicine. That was supposed to provide the best 
result. Now we have modern equipment in our hospital. We can for example 
make an electrocardiogram. Last year we for example started using ultraviolet 
rays for a certain treatment” (Jarring 1979a: 198). 

Published Swedish Missionary material on Eastern Turki 
medicine 
While Jarring’s material is well known among Turkologists, material written 
by Swedish missionaries in the region has been examined less. Without doubt, 
this has to do with accessibility. Swedish is not a language known to a great 
number of researchers working on Central Asia. Although prolific with regard 
to publishing ethnographically valuable material about Eastern Turkestan as 
well as texts about their own health enterprises, such as hospitals, very few of 
the missionary texts deal specifically with indigenous Eastern Turki medicine. 
The published missionary material contains some references to local medical 
traditions but few references discuss religious notions among the populace in 
depth. An exception is found in the detailed article Inhemsk läkarverksamhet 
‘Local Medical Traditions’, by missionary David Gustafsson from 1917 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 245–249). As mentioned earlier, a number of passages 
from that specific text were translated by Jarring in 1979 (Cf. Jarring 1979b). 

Unpublished texts by Swedish missionaries in Eastern Turkestan 
Besides published texts, Swedish archives contain a considerable amount of 
unpublished sources written by members of the Eastern Turkestan mission of 
the MCCS. In contrast to other European travelers who generally stayed in the 
area for limited time periods, the Swedish missionaries stayed longer, 
allowing them to become fluent in the language and well informed about local 
cultures and living conditions. 

One such person was the Swedish missionary Magnus Bäcklund (b. 1866– 
d. 1903), who stayed in the oasis towns of Yarkand and Kashgar. In 1903, he 
suddenly contracted typhoid fever and passed away in Kashgar. His Eastern 
Turki grammar is one of the very first attempts by a Westerner to document 
the Eastern Turki (Uyghur) language, and therefore of great value for 
linguistic research. The two booklets, which he probably wrote during 1902– 
1903, are kept at Riksarkivet ‘The Swedish National Archives’ in Arninge, 
Sweden. They contain 30 chapters distributed over some 102 pages that 
describe the basics of Eastern Turki grammar alongside illustrative reading 
exercises in Eastern Turki.  

The manuscripts, written in Swedish and Eastern Turki, contain several 
chapters about day-to-day life in the region. For our purpose, one chapter 
entirely devoted to medical terms as well as reading exercises containing 
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valuable descriptions of the pharmacies found in the bazaar area at the turn of 
the previous century is of specific value (Bäcklund 1902–1903). 

Taking into account the scarcity of sources dealing with the medicine 
bazaars of Central Asia from this time, one of the chapters dealing with the 
profession of the dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’ in what is presumably a description 
of Yarkand is of particular value for the current research. It describes medical 
terminology used in the region and provides a unique insight into how 
medicine was prepared and stored at local pharmacies. Besides Bäcklund’s 
material, we have a few notes by Eugene Schuyler (1840–90) traveling in 
Khokand, Bukhara and Kuldja (Ghulja). Given that information about the 
pharmacies of Central Asia during the late 18th and early 20th century is scant, 
Schuyler’s brief but detailed account on physicians in Western Turkestan has 
been of value as a complement to Bäcklund’s work (Schuyler 1877). 

Fig. 1:2. Page from Magnus Bäcklund’s Eastern Turki – Swedish grammar. Location: 
Swedish National Archives, Arninge.  

Yet another missionary manuscript that needs mentioning is a manual dealing 
with Kashgarian (i.e. Uyghur) medicine compiled in April 1907 by the 
Swedish missionary Lars Erik Högberg (b. 1854–d. 1924). The manuscript in 
question contains a description of more than a hundred different kinds of 
medicine, including rich information on terminology and utilization. In 
addition to the manuscript itself, it is accompanied by a sample collection 
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containing different types of Turki medicine, stored in bottles, jars and small 
packages currently in the custody of the Museum of Ethnography in 
Stockholm (Högberg 1907a: 57). Most of the samples in the collection 
Missionary L. E. Högberg’s collection of Kashgarian medicine are packed 
together as small envelopes. These paper packages have a sandy-brownish 
color and are tied together with a small piece of string. The names of the 
products are written in Arabic script on each package. It is unclear, however, 
if writing on the packages was common practice in Kashgar during this time. 
Perhaps the writing was put there for the purpose of identification, since these 
samples were intended to be brought to Sweden for display. The collection 
was indeed intended to have been presented during an international 
ethnographic missionary exhibition in Stockholm in 1907, but got stuck in 
Russia due to problems with the custom authorities. It therefore did not arrive 
in Sweden until after the closure of the exhibition. Since then, it has received 
some late recognition by forming part of one of the permanent exhibitions at 
the Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm. The collection contains other  
products than medicine, but the medicine list occupies an important place due 
to the number of products represented.  

The list accompanying the medicine collection begins with a short 
introduction in Swedish about the basic medical theories of Kashgarian, i.e. 
Eastern Turki medicine. It is followed by a brief description of different 
methods of diagnosis present in Kashgar. The remaining part of the text 
contains 125 headings of different sorts of medicine with their Eastern Turki 
names in Arabic script, adjoined by a transcription in Latin letters, information 
about the usage of each drug and indications about whether the medicine is 
hot or cold according to the locally employed system. 

Interestingly, the list also provides a number of acronyms in connection 
with most products, indicating their origin or where they were purchased. As 
such the letter ‘I’ stands for India, ‘A’ for Andijan, ‘Kin’ for Central China 
and the letter ‘K’ for Kashgar, indicating that Kashgar, located in the heart of 
Asia, was at the center of various trade routes.  
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Fig. 1:3. A page from L. E Högberg’s Kashgarian medicine. Location and photo: The 
Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 
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A note on the Eastern Turki medical manuscript sources in the 
Gunnar Jarring Collection 
The primary sources used for this study are found in the Gunnar Jarring 
Collection at Lund, Sweden. On his field trip to Kashgar in 1929–30, the 
Swedish Turkologist Gunnar Jarring collected approximately 150 manuscripts 
dealing with a wide variety of topics. As time passed by, the collection was 
steadily augmented by private contributions, mainly gifts from Swedish 
missionaries who had earlier been working in Eastern Turkestan in the years 
1892–1938. Since many of them knew Gunnar Jarring personally, they also 
felt confident in entrusting their manuscripts to him. Today, the collection at 
Lund is the third largest collection of its kind in the world and contains more 
than 600 manuscripts in different languages. The dominant language in the 
collection is Eastern Turki, the forerunner to modern Uyghur. It cannot be 
overestimated how important the digitization of selected parts of this corpus 
in recent years has been for scholars dealing with Uyghur topics. Today, it is 
not necessary to visit Lund (although it is well worth the effort), but one can 
sit at the office, on the train or at home and read PDF-files containing these 
manuscripts. 

Regarding indigenous sources on medicine in Xinjiang 
Besides the primary sources used for this study, which will be described in 
detail in chapter 3, I would like to highlight a few sources that I have not been 
able to access. According to a survey in French from the year 2000, a number 
of Eastern Turki medical manuscripts are found in different archives in 
Xinjiang. With the exception of one manuscript presented to me by my 
colleague Eric Schluessel in December 2019, I have had little possibility to 
examine manuscripts located in archives in Xinjiang. Since I learned about the 
very existence of the aforementioned manuscript rather late, it has not been 
used as a primary source for this study, but it is my expectation that I one day 
will be able to analyze and present its contents to a wider audience. Dr. Eric 
Schluessel has informed me that a copy of the manuscript was/is located at an 
archive in Kashgar and was given to him in 2013. It bears the number XKKA: 
276 and consists of 326 folios. 

Accessing manuscripts in Xinjiang has never been an easy task, and is even 
less so now with the current deteriorating humanitarian situation in the region. 
Taking into account the current policies, where both book burnings and 
liquidation of Uyghur and other minority-language publications in the book  
stores in Xinjiang have been reported, it is hard to envision that special care 
would be taken to protect valuable manuscripts. One can at best hope that 
these literary treasures will not be subjected to the same treatment as 
contemporary literature in the Uyghur homeland. 
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Other publications such as a recent article on Uyghur medicine lead us to 
conclude that, until recently, a rich corpus of unexplored medical manuscripts 
has existed in archives throughout the region (Abdukadir et al. 2015: 217– 
226.). Having said that, it is important to point out the undertakings of scholars 
such as Amina Abdurahman and Jin Yu-Ping, who have compiled a catalogue 
of Chagatay manuscripts in Xinjiang. While these manuscript sources deal 
with a wide variety of topics, seven of the texts mentioned in the catalogue are 
dedicated to traditional Eastern Turki medicine. Several of the titles appearing 
there indicate a close connection with medical sources found elsewhere in 
Central Asia. These are specifically Ṭibbî Yûsufî, Dastûr al-ʿilâj and Risâla-
yi ḥikmat (Abdurahman & Yu-Ping 2000). Regarding Ṭibbî Yûsufî, Devin 
DeWeese mentions a manuscript with the same or similar title (i.e. Ṭibb-i 
Yūsufī), which was prepared for the Moghul ruler Bābur in India several times 
in his article on Central Asian medical manuscripts (DeWeese 2013: 9). 
Another manuscript with the title Dastūr al-‘ilāj – obviously identical to 
Dastûr al-ʿilâj – is also mentioned by DeWeese, who with regard to Risâla-yi 
ḥikmat writes that “Risāla-yi ḥikmat or Risāla dar bayān-i mu‘ālajāt-i ṭibbī, 
is given in Uzbek translation in Häsäniy (1993, 253–5), with reference to a 
manuscript in Tashkent (Inv. No. 1810) copied in 1724; it is not clear where 
or when the work was written” (DeWeese 2013: 14). 

Other Central Asian manuscript sources on medicine 
As explained in the preceding chapter, the only extensive study of Turkic 
medicine in Central Asia published in English is László Károly’s work (2015). 
Here he utilizes two manuscripts, one kept in Hungary and the other in 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan. The two manuscripts used for his publication are two 
copies of the same treatise. The first is ṭabīblik kitābï, ‘a book of medicine’, 
that was brought to Hungary by the famous Hungarian traveler, Turkologist 
and orientalist Ármin Vámbéry (1832–1913). The other version is stored in 
Tashkent and has the title ḫulāṣat al-ḥukamāʿ, ‘summary of physicians’.  

Yet another manuscript of interest is an unpublished text of 15 folios, which 
is in the process of being edited by László Károly and and a colleague. Its title 
is Risālaʿ-i šifāʿ al-abdān, ‘a treatise on curing the body’, and it is kept in 
Tashkent. The catalogue number is 436/V.  

The present study will make use of yet another manuscript with the title 
ṭibb kitābï, ‘a medical book’. According to available sources, it is estimated 
to have been written during the 17th–18th century. Since the original text was 
lost, today only a transcription and a translation into German is available. It is 
based on a “short medical fragment found during the I. Turfan expedition” 
(Károly 2015: 5). Until recently, only a short article about the manuscript was 
available in Turkish. In that article, the authors had only translated selected 
parts of the manuscript, the longest translation being a section relating to 
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diagnosing illness by the art of taking the pulse, but in 2005 a Turkish PhD 
thesis was published under the title İbn-i Kutluk Molla Toh Niyaz Ahond-ning 
Tibb Kitabı [The Medical book of İbn-i Kutluk Molla Toh Niyaz Ahond] 
(Gürgüz 2005).  

Structure of the thesis 
The thesis consists of eleven main chapters. The first chapter includes 
introduction, purpose and research questions, methodology and general 
theories applied in the research, limitations, notes on transcription and 
orthography, a short section on specific terms and definitions, as well as a 
comprehensive survey of previous research on the topic. Finally, the structure 
of the thesis is explained. 

The second chapter provides an overview of the development of Muslim or 
Graeco-Islamic medical practice and theories and its role in the medical 
literature of Central Asia, specifically the Turkic speaking areas.  

The third chapter will discuss the peculiarities of the selected manuscript 
sources used for this study. Here I will first provide a codicology of the 
manuscripts consulted as primary sources followed by a section dealing with 
the main characteristics of the texts, including common themes and religious 
topics. 

The fourth chapter is devoted to the medical terminology of the Eastern 
Turki medical sources (sickness terms) and how Eastern Turki medical 
sources are structured. It also discusses concepts related to humoral theory 
including diagnosis. In this chapter, I also present and compare selected 
passages of different texts in order to illustrate intertextuality. 

The fifth chapter explores the materia medica occurring in the texts. The 
first section is devoted to classification of drugs while the following discusses 
plants, minerals and products from the animal kingdom used for medical 
purposes. 

The sixth chapter, entitled Sanitary conditions and disease in Eastern 
Turkestan, provides a general background to which illnesses were most 
commonly occurring in the region and some forms of local treatment. 

The seventh, eighth and ninth chapters provide a description of how 
medical healthcare was organized in Eastern Turkestan. Thus, Chapter Seven 
deals with hospitals, poorhouses and local charity.  

In chapter eight and nine, I will present local healers and describe their role 
in providing healthcare services. Chapter Eight explores the role of medical 
professionals such as the ṭabībs, ‘doctors’, dārūfurušt ‘pharmacists’, sunuqči 
‘bonesetters’ and other professional categories, while Chapter Nine is devoted 
to the activities and the role of healers or medicine often referred to in the 
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literature as magicians and shamans, but whose local designations were 
duʿāḫon, baḫši, pir and others.  

The tenth chapter provides a description of local approaches to health 
during different periods in life. The discussion is organized chronologically, 
starting with birth, childhood, adulthood, becoming old and finally death.  

The eleventh chapter, which is also the final chapter of the thesis, consists 
of a broad discussion and analysis of the topics dealt with in the preceding 
chapters. After this appears a bibliography.   
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Chapter Two. The concept of Muslim or 
Graeco-Islamic medicine 

Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the development of Muslim or Graeco-
Islamic medical practice and theories. As the name Graeco-Islamic medicine 
implies, it is a medical system in which a number of concepts from classical 
Greek civilization have been adapted and incorporated into the Islamic world. 
In other contexts it has been called Arabic medicine, and in places such as 
India its origins are commonly referred to by the term unani tibb ‘Greek 
medicine’.31 Nevertheless, despite different labels such as these, we are 
essentially speaking of the same tradition. In the introduction to his milestone 
publication Islamic Medicine, Ullman writes that this medical system did not 
originate in Arabia. Rather it was Arabic-Islamic mediation of ancient Greek 
sources and the subsequent Hellenization of Arabic and Islamic society that 
helped shape “one of the great universal historical movements, whose effects 
are felt to this day” (Ullman 1978: xxi). 

Islamic medicine did not grow on Arab soil. Rather it is the medicine 
of later Greek antiquity which was formulated in the Arabic language 
in the South and West of the Mediterranean from the ninth century A.D. 
The crossing of the language barrier has left the contents almost 
completely unchanged. Medicine, along with philosophy, mathematics, 
astronomy and astrology, not to mention zoology and alchemy, 
geography and technology, belongs to those disciplines which have 
Hellenized the Arab-Islamic world. The hellenization which then took 
place was one of the great universal historical movements, whose 
effects are felt to this day. (Ullman 1978: xxi.)32 

31 Pormann & Savage Smith explain that on the Indian Subcontinent,  “the Islamic medical  
tradition was, for a long time, known by its Arabic name ṭibb ‘medicine’. Only under the late 
Mughal rulers of India did the term ‘Unani Tibb’, or ‘Unani medicine’ come into fashion. The 
new name was a deliberate attempt to give greater prestige to the Islamic medical tradition on 
the subcontinent by linking it to Greek medicine, for yūnānī means ‘Greek’ in Arabic” 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 173). 
32 Similarly, Edward G. Browne argues that the terms ‘Arabian Science’ or ‘Arabian Medicine’ 
signifies “that body of scientific or medical doctrine which is enshrined in books written in the
Arabic language, but which is for the most part Greek in its origin, though with Indian, Persian 
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When discussing Greek medicine, we usually think of Hippocratic 
medicine simultaneously. Hippocrates is still revered as the father of modern 
medicine, as we can observe in the practice of doctors swearing his medical 
oath when becoming professional physicians. Besides this, he is perhaps most 
famous for his doctrine of the four humors. Until the advent of modern 
Western medicine, his idea was widely accepted not only in Asia but also in 
Europe. In the treatise On the Nature of Man, which constitutes a part of the 
collection of medical texts commonly referred to as the Hippocratic Corpus, 
Hippocrates developed these theories. As the name implies, they are attributed 
to Hippocrates (5th century BC), a resident of the Island of Cos. Galen, a Greek 
physician from Pergamum (d. 216), later commented upon these texts 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 9). 

A common narrative is that it was via Arabic mediation that Greek 
philosophical and scientific texts survived the Dark Ages of medieval Europe 
(Browne 1921: 2). The term ‘dark ages’ used by Browne and the notion of this 
being a period of ignorance has been challenged in recent scholarship, 
however. This notion may have been influenced by the era of European 
Renaissance. As Pormann & Savage-Smith argue, the scholars of most eras 
have looked upon their predecessors as old-fashioned while portraying 
themselves as being enlightened. 

A  popular view  of the European Renaissance  is that  of  a period  of 
radical departure, when enlightened scholars and scientists freed 
themselves from the shackles of medieval tradition. On the other hand, 
the Middle Ages, at least in the Latin West, are portrayed as a time of 
scholasticism, idle speculation, and intellectual regression. In this view, 
the Islamic heritage is associated with all things medieval, whereas the 
‘return to the [Greek] sources’ – the rallying cry of many Humanists – 
is interpreted as progress, not regress. This image is in large part due to 
the Renaissance writers themselves, who depicted their own time – like 
people living in most periods – as being the pinnacle of civilisation, 
looking back with contempt on previous ages and on those who still 
cherished ‘the ways of old’. The idea of the Renaissance as the 
beginning of modernity and the great break with the ‘dark’ Middle 
Ages, however, has been challenged on numerous fronts. (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 169)  

The translation process of Greek texts into languages such as Arabic was 
mainly done by non-Arabs by means of Syriac, which acted as an intermediate 
language between the former two. Among medical texts, treatises and 
commentaries on Hippocrates, those of Galen and Dioscorides were some of 

and Syrian accretions, and only in a very  small  degree the product of the Arabian mind” 
(Browne 1921: 2). 
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the most popular (Toll 1985: 165).33 Four or five centuries after these 
achievements, many of the texts that made their way back to Europe were in 
Browne’s words “rehabilitated […] in a Latin dress; and for the first century 
after the discovery of the art of printing the Latin renderings of  Arabic  
philosophical, scientific and medical works constituted a considerable 
proportion of the output of the European Press” (Browne 1921: 2). 

In Europe, the enthusiasm with which these works were treated was 
eventually displaced by mere contempt as European scholars learned to master 
the Greek original texts. In addition, in that very society in which these 
scholars worked, natural sciences had developed in new directions and 
findings. Hence, in Europe, the once cherished ideas were refuted as relics of 
the past (Browne 1921: 2–3). A new interest in these classical texts appeared 
later during the early 20th century. It was perhaps as Browne, he himself a 
scholar from that era notes, a response to a trend, which coincided with a  
renewed interest to study classical texts such as these (Browne 1921: 3). 

In recent years, however, when the interest and importance of what may 
be called the Embryology of Science has obtained recognition, the 
Arabian, together with other ancient and obsolete systems of Medicine, 
has attracted increasing attention, has formed the subject of much 
admirable and ingenious research, and has already produced a fairly 
copious literature. (Browne 1921: 3) 

The origins of Graeco-Islamic medicine 
When Islam spread from Arabia to North Africa, the countries of the Eastern 
Mediterranean, Iran and Central Asia, it also meant that Islam met cultures 
and religious beliefs that had existed there prior to Islam. One of the most 
conspicuous ‘marriages’ of culture was that of Greek medicine and philosophy 
and the Arabo-Islamic culture that took place in Baghdad, home to the 
Abbasid caliphate. Hence, we have the expression Graeco-Islamic medicine 
or Arabic medicine, the first of which I prefer since it recognizes that the 
fundamental ideas developed stem from both Greek and Arabo-Islamic 
civilization. Ullman has demonstrated that while Hellenic ideas were present 
prior to the establishment of the Abbasids, it is with the establishment of that 
empire that Greek medical concepts not only became accepted, but also would 
form the basis of Islamic medical thought (Ullman 1978). Browne attributes 
the Golden Age of Islamic learning to 750–850 AD in Baghdad and attributes 
its demise with the fall of the same city at the hands of the Mongols in 1258 
AD (Browne 1921: 5–6). While acknowledging the progress made during this 

33 Also see https://www.britannica.com/biography/Pedanius-Dioscorides (last accessed 2021-
05-08). 
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period, we must however note that the ‘Golden Age’ is a sort of catch-all term 
which obscures the advances made in subsequent centuries, especially in the 
field of medicine. Graeco-Islamic history would not be complete without 10th 

and 11th century scholars such as Ibn-Sīnā (Avicenna) and others (Ullman 
1978: xi). Before we proceed with our discussion about medicine during the 
Abbasids, a short note about the period prior to that is necessary. 

The early period of Islamic Arabia and medicine 
We know fairly little about what sorts of medical ideas influenced the early 
period of Islamic Arabia. The material at our disposal consists of  poetry,  
historiographies, “archeological remains [and] inscriptions” (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 7). Poetry in particular has served as an important source 
in understanding medical ideas among the Arabs as well as common terms for 
a number of diseases (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 8). An important 
feature here is that women often have an elevated status as healers. Many 
terms related to sickness that were later incorporated into the general Arabic 
scientific medical vocabulary are recorded in such texts. Some of these words, 
such as zukām ‘a cold’, suʿāl ‘cough’ were eventually incorporated into the 
medical lexica of Graeco-Islamic medicine (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
8). 

Secondly, the Greek influence is manifested at this early stage and can be 
seen in a number of words related to medical concepts (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 8). The holy book of Islam, the Qur’an, itself speaks very little 
about medicine. In the centuries following the establishment of Islam as a state 
religion in the newly conquered lands, several authors tried to merge religious 
belief with medicine. A number of hadiths concerning health and medicine 
were also established (Browne 1921: 11–13). According to Lapidus’s 
definition, a hadith is “a report of the sayings or deeds of the Prophet 
transmitted by his companions: collections of hadith are second in authority 
to the Quran as a source of Muslim belief and practice” (Lapidus 1988: 921). 
We will return to this subject later, but first a note on the first Islamic dynasty, 
the Umayyads. 

The Umayyads and medicine 
Although the main development of Graeco-Islamic medicine occurred during 
the Abbasids, the Umayyads are also reported to have encountered Greek 
culture. As Browne argues, theological terminology was influenced by 
mediation of personages such as John of Damascus (also known as 
Chrysorrhoas and his Arabic name Manṣūr) who received the support of 
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Muʿāwiya, the Umayyad Caliph. Muʿāwiya’s grandchild, the prince Yazīd, is 
said to have demonstrated a genuine interest in alchemy and gathered a 
number of Greek philosophers whom he ordered to translate Greek and  
Egyptian texts into Arabic. These are taken to be among the first translations 
of this sort (Browne 1921: 15). 

While chemistry and materia medica is dealt with during this period, little 
is mentioned about what Browne labels ‘medicine proper’ (Browne 1921: 16). 
In fact, Arabic biographies from the period in question only mention a handful 
of physicians, of whom most are Christians. Sporadic notes however deal with 
disease prevention, as can be attested by the historian Ṭabarī, who mentions 
that during the reign of Caliph al-Walīd (88 AH/707 AD) lepers were 
segregated to separate quarters where they were also supplied with provisions 
(Browne 1921: 16–17). 

With regard to Greek language influence, Browne refers to the French 
author Leclerc, who highlights in his Histoire de la Médecine Arabe that as 
early as during the reign of ʿAmr ibnuʾl-ʿĀṣ, who had conquered Egypt and 
was its first Muslim governor, “the process of assimilating Greek learning 
began” (Browne 1921: 17). In connection with this is a certain Yaḥyā an-
Naḥwī, also known as ‘John the Grammarian’, who is said to have received 
the support and favorable position from the aforementioned ʿAmr ibnuʾl-ʿĀṣ 
(Browne 1921: 17). Browne debates Leclerc’s view that the School of 
Medicine of Alexandria “outlived that of Philosophy, and continued, even 
though much fallen from its ancient splendour, until the time of the Arab 
conquest” (Browne 1921: 18–19). 

He concludes that this is a difficult question to answer but that judging from 
the evidence offered, little related to medicine (not only Greek) was recorded 
during this period. He makes a reservation, however, in stating that there is a 
possibility that texts on medicine were written in Egypt during this time, since 
the works written about alchemy for the aforementioned prince Yazīd may 
have “included other subjects, philosophical, medical and the like” (Browne 
1921: 19). Such speculations about Ummayad medicine are however criticized 
in recent scholarship. Pormann & Savage Smith claim that the idea of 
translations having taken place during the Umayyads is only legend and do 
not bear any historical truth (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 24). 

There are some legendary reports about translations from Greek into 
Arabic being produced in Damascus during the reign of the first Islamic 
dynasty, the Umayyads (661–750). It was said, for example, that prince 
Khālid ibn al-Yazīd (d. 704) commissioned the translation of Greek 
medical and alchemical works, but, for the most part, such accounts 
lack any historical foundation. In general we know precious little about 
medical literary activity – let alone medical practice – during the  
Umayyad period. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 24) 
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The Abbasids and medicine 
While there is scant material on medicine during the Umayyads, the situation 
is the reverse with regard to the Abbasid era. In the year 750 AD, the Abbasid 
Caliphate replaced the Umayyads. It also signified a geographical shift in that 
the capital moved away from Damascus, further east to the new city of 
Baghdad. Baghdad in the ninth century AD provided scholars from all over 
the world an opportunity to meet, discuss and develop new ideas, not the least 
within medicine in a highly cosmopolitan milieu consisting of people from 
varied backgrounds. In particular the second and seventh caliphs, al-Manṣūr 
and al-Maʾmūn respectively, have been described as especially devoted 
patrons of learning and are said to have especially cherished the classical 
knowledge of the Greeks (Browne 1921: 3). 

Regarding the scholarly milieu in Baghdad we see that while translation of 
Greek texts did indeed take place in Baghdad two previously existing ideas, 
or rather, established ‘truths’ about these processes, have been scrutinized in 
recent scholarship. The first deals with the so-called Baytuʾl-Ḥikmat ‘House 
of Wisdom’ said to have existed in Baghdad while the second concerns the 
hospital at Gondeshāpūr (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 20–21, 29). 

With regard to the first point, a popular idea has been that the caliphs in 
Baghdad acquired numerous treatises that they kept in the great Royal Library 
in Baghdad, also known by the name Baytuʾl-Ḥikmat ‘House of Wisdom’. 
Earlier scholarship claims that in this milieu, disciplines such as philosophy, 
natural science and medicine were part of the curriculum (Browne 1921: 3). 
While Pormann & Savage Smith acknowledge that there might have existed 
such a library, they challenge the idea of the House of Wisdom as a place where 
translation ever took place. Instead, they write, “it was completely unrelated 
to the Graeco-Arabic translation movement of the ninth century” (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 29). They claim that this is a legend and, if it existed, it 
was merely a place where “translations from Persian into Arabic were stored” 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 29). 

The second point of discussion concerns the medical school at 
Gondeshāpūr. A common narrative in earlier scholarship has been that in the 
ninth century, the caliph al-Maʾmūn, who was son to Hārūn-ar-Rashīd, 
founded the first scientific academy or university in Baghdad which was said 
to be a successor to a previously existing university at Gondeshāpūr (Toll 
1985: 166; Browne 1921: 3). Pormann & Savage-Smith convincingly argue 
that the medical establishment at Gondeshāpūr is little more than a myth based 
on the accounts of the 13th-century “medical historian al-Qifṭī” (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 20). Consequently, this scholarly position proposes that 
there is no evidence that such a medical school ever existed. Instead, there 
may have existed a small establishment where “Galenic medicine was 
practiced” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 20). Pormann & Savage Smith 
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base this conclusion on the fact that if the hospital ever existed in that way, it 
is unlikely that it would be first mentioned in a source recorded much later 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 20). Moreover, they argue that it was the 
influential Buktīshūʿ family, which served and advised the Abbasid court in 
their role as physicians that actually created the ‘myth’ of Gondeshāpūr. In 
this context, Pormann & Savage Smith are of the opinion that the story can be 
understood “in terms of a retrospective hagiography” (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 21). The Christian Nestorian family were originally from 
Gondeshāpūr and had been in the service of the caliphs for generations. The 
creation of a glorious past in Gondeshāpūr was a way to increase their 
influence and position at the court where they worked (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 20). Thus, if we should adhere to this position, it was not 
Gondeshāpūr which was the model for subsequent hospitals in the Muslim 
world (as the narrative claims). Instead, the occurrence and subsequent 
development of bīmāristān – the Persian word for hospitals – should be 
attributed to the influence of the aforementioned hospices and monasteries 
established by the Nestorians (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 21). 

Before the arrival of Islam, Persia was ruled by the Sasanian dynasty, which 
at its largest encompassed the area of modern day Iran as well as Iraq, 
Afghanistan and Pakistan as well as coastal areas of Oman and modern Saudi 
Arabia (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 15). The state religion was 
Zoroastrianism. It has been claimed that it was the weak state of affairs in the 
Sasanian Empire which allowed it to be overrun by Arab forces in 652 AD. 
Prior to that, the main rival to the Sasanian Empire was the Christian 
Byzantine Empire. The two had exhausted one another through a number of 
wars. While fighting a Christian power, a few groups such as the Nestorians 
found refuge in the Sasanian power. As of the council of Chalcedon in 451 
AD, these groups – mainly referred to as Nestorians – had been persecuted 
due to theological conflicts over the nature of Christ (Pormann & Savage  
Smith 2007: 15). Now they had found a refuge in locations such as Nisibis 
(contemporary Nusaybin in Turkey) and the towns Seleucia and Ctesiphon 
(close to Baghdad) (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 16). 

Pormann & Savage Smith present three main factors that influenced the 
development of medicine in the Sasanian Empire. These are Zoroastrian 
religious texts in which medicine is discussed, the Hellenic impact of 
Alexander the great and finally the Nestorian Christians who in their new  
homeland “established monasteries, schools, and hospices” (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 16). 

While the concept of Zoroastrian medical theory will not be discussed at 
length here, it is interesting to see that that tradition also had elements of 
humoral theory resembling the Greek ideas on pathology. Pormann & Savage 
Smith propose that this is not a coincidence since there already existed an 
established tradition of translating “Greek medical texts into Pahlavi” and the 
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aforementioned “presence of a Syriac medical tradition within the Sasanian 
Empire” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 17). 

The two communities expelled from the Byzantine Empire were the 
Nestorians and Jacobites, who spoke the same language. Through various 
processes, the literature of the Syriac language that they both shared was 
influenced by Greek concepts and terminology. While a significant part of this 
literature was of a religious nature, some of it was devoted to medicine. 
Regarding the literature in Syriac, little is preserved. However, they also 
prepared texts in Arabic which have been handed down to us. While Sergius 
of Rēsh ʿAyna was the most important author, his texts were greatly 
influenced by the Alexandrian tradition, and with regard to philosophy he was 
above all influenced by the writings of Aristoteles, which he also translated 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 18). In the field of medicine, Galen was his 
foremost inspiration while Hippocrates took second place (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 18–19). His preference for Galen is illustrated by his translations 
of the Sixteen Books of Galen, which were central in the Alexandrian 
curriculum of late antiquity (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 19). After its  
establishment in 332 (BCE), Alexandria developed into an important hub for 
medical experts who were attracted by its intellectual milieu, not least its 
famous library which was burned down several times (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 12). Although the library no longer existed, intellectual life in 
Alexandria revolved around so-called academies in which medicine and 
philosophy played an important part in the curriculum (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 13). The Sixteen Books of Galen constituted an important 
component of this curriculum, which later would form an integral part of the 
development of early Graeco-Islamic medicine thanks to translations into 
Arabic (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 13–15). 

While Sergius of Rēsh ʿAyna was popular among his contemporaries, little 
of his writings has been preserved. Thus, he is not as well-known as one would 
perhaps believe. Instead, another person rose to prominence. His name was 
Ḥunayn Ibn-isʾḥāq, a Christian physician who died in 873 AD and whose 
translations are of monumental value in terms of the transmission of Hellenic 
thought over to the Arabic language. Christopher Toll writes that the climax 
of the translation enterprise coincides with the work of Ḥunayn. Before that, 
he travelled extensively and collected a number of texts of a similar origin. 
Later, these different texts would form the basis of his translations. His 
methods would stand as a model for later translations and also facilitated the 
development of scientific terminology in the Arabic language (Toll 1985: 
165).34 

34 While written in the Arabic language, Browne states that, “it is not until the eleventh century 
of our era that we begin to meet with what may be called a vernacular scientific literature in 
Muhammadan lands” (Browne 1921: 6). As to exemplify what substitutes this kind of literature, 
Browne brings forward al-Bīrūnī’s 11th century work on astronomy, the Tafhīm and by Zayn 
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The backbone of Arabic medicine was formed by a number of texts, the 
principal examples of which consisted of the works of Hippocrates, Galen and 
Dioscorides (Toll 1985: 165). Sometimes the translations were via Syriac 
translations of Greek literature. Through a process of acculturation, 
Hellenistic ideas were integrated into the Islamic religion (Toll 1985: 166). 

When we speak of the Islamic world, we should therefore point out that 
this mainly refers to the political and cultural milieu shaped by Islamic culture 
and the Arabic language. Many of the great writers and translators working 
with ancient medical texts were neither Muslims nor Arabs themselves, but 
they did live within societies that we can label as Islamic. 

Scholars such as al-Kindī (d. 870) and al-Hamdānī studied Neo-Platonism 
and Aristotelian cosmology. Likewise, the ideas of al-Fārābī (claimed by some 
to be a Turk) became prominent within the field of Islamic logic. The most 
famous, at least in Europe, was the polymath Ibn-Sīnā (Avicenna) (d. 1037 
AD) of Bukhara (contemporary Uzbekistan) (Ullman 1978: xi, 45; Toll 1985: 
166). 

Christoffer Toll defines the first scientific literature of the Abbasids as 
“translation literature” (Toll 1985: 165). This definition makes sense if we 
look at Ullman, who points out that notable authors such as “ar-Rāzī (Rhazes), 
al-Majūsī (Haly Abbas) and Ibn-Sīnā (Avicenna)” (Ullman 1978: xi) all wrote 
significant works in Arabic, but they were of Iranian descent (Ullman 1978: 
xi).35 Similarly, other important physicians such as Maimonides were Jewish 
and others, such as the aforementioned Ḥunayn Ibn-isʾḥāq and Sābūr ibn 
Sahl36, were Christians. 

All of these scholars wrote in Arabic, but the language they used should 
not only be seen as connected with a particular religion. Its status may be 
compared to that of Latin in Europe during the medieval era (Browne 1921: 
6). A common saying recorded by the Swedish missionary surgeon Gustaf 
Raquette states that “Arabic is honey, Persian is sugar and Turkic is art” 
(Raquette 1917b: 127). This short statement illustrates that, with time, other 
languages would assume a greater importance as well. While Arabic 
continued to play the leading role in science and religious matters, other 
languages came to play an important role in a variety of contexts. A popular 
way of putting it is that Arabic was the language of science; Persian was 

al-Dīn Ismā‘īl Jurjānī’s Dhakhīra-yi Khwārazmshāhī (often referred to as Thesaurus of 
Medicine), a 12th century treatise written for the Khwarazmian king (Browne 1921: 6–7). Cf. 
DeWeese 2013: 6; Starr 2013: 438. 
35 Cf. Toll (1985: 165) who presents a similar approach.  
36 Oliver Kahl writes that, “Sābūr ibn Sahl was a Nestorian physician and pharmacologist who
worked at the hospital of Gondēšāpūr in southwestern Iran before he moved to Baghdad, joining
the circle of medical advisers to the Abbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil (reg. 232/847–247/861)” 
(Kahl 2009: 1). 
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preferred for literature while Turkic was widely used as a vernacular, 
especially from the 11th century onwards.37 

Ullman explains that when discussing the subject  of  Arabic or  Islamic 
medicine, their ethnic origins and religious orientation are mostly irrelevant. 
While they all lived within one cultural setting that we can call Islamic culture, 
the scholars from diverse non-Islamic backgrounds also formed an important 
part in the shaping of that very culture itself (Ullman 1978: xi). As Christopher 
Toll explains, the classical Greek heritage had lived on in “the Orient” (Toll 
1985: 165) since the days of Alexander the Great, and its legacy was 
transmitted via a number of educational institutions at localities such as 
Alexandria (Egypt), Antioch and Edessa (Syria38), as well as Nisibis and 
Gondeshāpūr (see earlier remark about its possible origins), both situated in 
Persia (Toll 1985: 165). 

As we have mentioned, the process of transferring Greek knowledge to 
‘local’ languages was initiated before the Arab conquest of these areas. The 
reason for translating so many works from Greek stems from the fact that 
Greek, which earlier had been a lingua franca in the “Near East” (Ullman 
1978: 7), had lost its position when local populations had accepted 
Christianity. Eventually, Greek lost its former importance in favor of local 
vernaculars such as “Aramaic in Syria and Iraq, Coptic in Egypt, and Pahlavi 
in Persia” (Ullman 1978: 7). From then on, translations from Greek to local 
languages were necessary since the intellectual elite in those societies “no 
longer always understood Greek” (Ullman 1978: 7). 

While The Umayyad’s allowed the continuation of the administrative 
system of the conquered lands, they were less concerned “with the 
appropriation of Hellenistic culture because their attention was taken up 
externally by the conquests, and internally with strengthening the empire” 
(Ullman 1978: 8). Nevertheless, with the consolidation of the second great 
Muslim empire, the Abbasid, the process of Hellenistic acculturation 
flourished not only in the field of medicine but also within areas such as 
“philosophy, mathematics, astronomy and astrology, not to mention zoology 
and alchemy, geography and technology” (Ullman 1978: xi). 

This does not mean that the Arabs were newcomers to Hellenic knowledge. 
As Toll demonstrates, Hellenic culture had found its way to the Arabian  
Peninsula prior to Islam by means of various contacts, such as trade routes and 
missionary work carried out by Christians. In addition, various contacts had 
been established with the Byzantine Empire, Persia and Ethiopia. Traces of 
cultural influence are also attested in  the  Holy Qur’an, in  which several 
Aramaic, Greek, Persian and Ethiopian words appear (Toll 1985: 165). 

37 Personal communication with László Károly in 2021.  
38 I refer to the classical definition of Syria here. Today, the town of Antioch is situated within 
the borders of the Republic of Turkey.  
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However, while Hellenic influence had reached the Arabs prior to Islam, the 
establishment of the Abbasids signified the consolidation of Greek medical 
concepts on a larger scale. 

The four humors and their qualities 
A fundamental component of Graeco-Islamic medical tradition is the theory 
of the four humors. Today it may be looked upon as the backbone of Islamic 
medicine or yunani tibb or unani tibb (Greek medicine). As the name implies, 
its origin lies within ancient Greek theories put forward by personages such 
as Hippocrates and Galen. Through various processes, these ideas were 
eventually incorporated into Arabic medical thought. Important Islamic 
medical scholars such as Ibn Sīnā ‘Avicenna’ wrote extensively about these 
matters, and up until the 18th century the humoral theory was widely used in 
Europe. The main idea is that there are four humors in the body: Yellow bile, 
phlegm, blood and black bile. Each of these possess an individual temper, 
which has to be in balance in a healthy body. 

Both historical and contemporary material indicates that by controlling the 
intake of, or exposure to, certain foodstuffs by removing, increasing or 
decreasing them, one can restore physical and psychological balance, mijäz 
(Mattohti 2015; Lapham 2005; Högberg 1907a). In short, ṣafrā ‘yellow bile’ 
is described as hot and dry, bälğäm ‘phlegm’ is wet and cold, qan ‘blood’ is 
hot and wet while  sawdā ‘black bile’ is dry–cold. Illness occurs due to an 
excess or lack of a particular element. When this occurs, the doctor prescribes 
food or medicine in order to counterbalance the elements. Here we may 
observe that different materials categorized as medicine, whether from plants, 
animals or minerals, are categorized as hot and cold (Toll 1985: 166–167; 
Hällzon 2019: 22). The author of Islamic medicine, Manfred Ullman writes, 

It must also be noted that every humour, when it predominates in a 
whole body, or quantitatively or qualitatively in an organ, calls forth an 
illness corresponding to the humour. The absence too of a humour leads 
to a specific illness. If there is a superfluity of a humour present, so that 
it fills the organs, it suffocates the innate heat and so leads to death. 
(Ullman 1978: 69) 

A recent article dealing with unani tibb ‘Greek medicine’ arrives at a 
similar conclusion and presents the following definition: 

Every person is supposed to have a unique humoral constitution which 
represents his healthy state. And to maintain the correct humoral 
balance there is a power of self-preservation or adjustment called 
Quwwat-e-Mudabbira (Vital Force) in the body. If this power weakens, 
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imbalance in the humoral composition is bound to occur. And this 
causes disease.39 

The worldview or cosmology that was brought forward by Islamic science 
demonstrates some similarities with medical thought. Christopher Toll writes, 

The worldview, which is the foundation for the majority of the Arabic 
natural sciences, can be summarized briefly as follows: all substances 
originate from the four elements earth, water, air and fire. Each element 
is characterized by two qualities, just like the bodily fluids: the earth is 
cold and dry, the water cold and moist, the air warm and moist and the 
fire hot and dry. The elements’ creation and corruption is affected by 
the planets, whose influence fluctuates, depending on their position in 
the animal zodiac. It is particularly powerful when the planet is within 
the signs of the animal zodiac, which is called their house. By means of 
the animal zodiac, the seasons and their corresponding qualities, 
elements and bodily fluids are calculated. By means of other factors, an 
intricate yet strictly systematic worldview was created. (Toll 1985: 168) 

Besides the idea of the four humors, another factor played an important role 
in Graeco-Islamic pathology. The inner system of the body, the microcosm, 
had its own working, referred to by Pormann & Savage Smith as “natural”. It 
depended on factors such as age and individual temper. In addition to the 
natural, it was generally agreed that external factors such as climate and diet 
could also influence the well-being and health of an individual in negative or 
positive ways. The workings of the exterior elements, the macrocosm, were 
believed to affect the health of a person but could be partly influenced by 
factors such as a change in diet, modification of exercise and rest, 
psychological mood such as sadness, anger and more. These ‘exterior’ factors 
are described as the “six non-naturals” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 44). 

Reflecting the idea that in a healthy body all four elements need to be in 
balance, different measures were undertaken, such as a change in diet or 
therapies such as venesection or cupping (the latter two were conducted with 
the objective of removing excessive blood). The aforementioned six non-
naturals played an important role, since to some extent these could be 
controlled in contrast to the natural, i.e. “the system of humours, elements, 
qualities, and other properties and forces (such as age) at work within the body 
itself” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 44). 

Health could often be regained by adjustment of the ‘six non-naturals’ 
– that is, factors external to the body over which a person could have 
some control: surrounding air, food, and drink, sleeping and waking, 

39 The Theory of Humors in Unani Traditional Medicine. Available at: 
http://www.unani.com/humours.htm (last accessed 2021-05-08). 
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exercise and rest, retention and evacuation (including bathing and 
coitus), and mental states (anger, sadness, joy, love, and so forth). The 
term ‘non-natural’ was used for those circumstances which a person 
could in part control, while ‘natural’ referred to the system of humours, 
elements, qualities, and other properties and forces (such as age) at 
work within the body itself. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 44) 

Pormann & Savage Smith bring up an interesting example from the 11th-
century writer Ibn Riḍwān (d. 1068), who, when describing Fuṣṭaṭ ‘Old 
Cairo’, emphasizes the climatic impact on health among its residents. It is 
clear that he and other writers had been influenced by the Hippocratic ideas of 
the treatise Airs, Waters, and Places written by the latter, which discussed the 
geographical and meteorological impact on health. 

Hippocrates has shown that low-lying places are hotter than elevated 
ones and that the air in the former is worse because of the accumulation 
of vapours. The higher districts surrounding them hinder the penetration 
of the wind. The alleys and streets of Fuṣṭaṭ are narrow, and their 
buildings are high. […] In Fuṣṭaṭ there are large hearths for the baths, 
from which excessive smoke rises into the air. Moreover, there is a great 
deal of dust because the soil is fine, so that in the summertime the air 
appears dingy. It affects breathing, and clean clothes become dirty in 
one day ... Of all the inhabitants of Egypt, those of Fuṣṭaṭ are the ones 
who most quickly succumb to illnesses. (Pormann & Savage Smith 
2007: 45) 

Adherence to this could be seen in later writings as well. Some Central 
Asian medical authors, such as Subḥān Qulï, bring forward similar ideas, 
albeit expressed in more general terms.  

Physicians agree that four things make the heart happy: to look at green 
meadows, to look at flowing water, to look at beautiful faces and to look 
at beautiful writings. Four things darken the vision: to walk barefoot, to 
see the face of enemies, to be in tears too often and to look at black and 
white things. Four things make the body strong: to wear thin and linen 
clothes, to go to the bath in moderation, to eat fat and sweet food and to 
eat what the heart wishes, whatever it may be. Four things make people 
dishonourable: to tell lies too much, to bear malice against the superiors, 
to do work in a hurry and to go beyond our limits. Four things increase 
honour: to fulfil commands and promises, to be patient, to be generous 
and to live in harmony with others. (Károly 2015: 130) 
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Diagnosis and health therapy 
With regard to diagnosis, considerable attention was made to examining the 
urine and taking the pulse. These two methods, which we will describe further 
later on in chapter four, also had Greek antecedents and were considered core 
practice when a physician wanted to establish a diagnosis. With regard to 
therapy, we have mentioned that diet played an important role. It is probably 
not an understatement to say that adhering to a correct diet was considered the 
most effective preventive treatment of all. In his treatise on dietetics, Avicenna 
writes: 

Most illnesses, even those which lead the sufferer to the specialist, arise 
solely from long-continued errors of diet and regimen. (Gruner 1930: 
214; also quoted in Károly 2015: 29) 

Certain products, such as plants, animal products and minerals, were 
believed to have a temper that could counterbalance the illness. The books 
used for this typically had a section in which special regimens for the elderly 
and for children were recommended. Likewise reflecting the idea of exterior 
forces at work such as climate, some recommendations made direct references 
to which time of the year was most effective. For example, in one of his 
treatises, Provisions for the Traveller and Nourishment for the Sedentary, the 
Cairo-based doctor Ibn al-Jazzār (d. 980) writes that a certain electuary is most 
effective in winter: 

A recipe for a pastille which I have composed that will increase sexual 
desire, refresh the soul, warm the body, expel gas from the stomach, put 
an end to coldness of the kidneys and bladder, and increase memory: 
Taken in the winter, it will warm the limbs. Its uses are many, and it is 
one of the ‘royal electuaries’. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 51) 

With regard to pharmacology, the two treatises On the Powers of Simple 
Drugs and On Medicinal Substances written by Galen and Dioscorides 
respectively would become among the most widely cited sources in Graeco-
Islamic medicine. Dioscorides stood as the model for materia medica. He 
classified materia according to a scheme in which each product was given a 
quality “such as warming, softening, astringent, diuretical, sleep-inducing, or 
emetic” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 51). His five books were organized 
in the following fashion. 

He structured the treatise, as he announced in his introduction, 
‘according to the properties of the individual drugs’, grouping the  
substances into five books: Book I on spices, oils, salves, trees, and 
shrubs; Book II on animal parts and products as well as cereals and 
herbs; Book III on roots, juices, herbs, and seeds; Book IV on herbs and 
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roots not discussed previously; and Book V on wines and minerals. 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 51) 

Galen, however, organized these according to another system, which would 
prove most influential in how subsequent Arabic writers would organize their 
medical compendiums. While Galen’s ideas were novel with regard to health 
philosophy, he was also influential in the field of materia medica. He was 
highly influenced by Discorides but further developed the latter’s 
classification system. In contrast to Discorides, who in the treatise On 
Medicinal Substances organized his writings according to the properties of 
drugs, Galen chose to describe these in alphabetical order instead. Moreover, 
he developed a classification scheme in which each drug was given a specific 
quality that corresponded to the four humors (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
53). 

[H]e fine- tuned the system of classification by assigning to each 
medicament a pair of the primary qualities (dry or moist, warm or cool) 
and grading their intensity on a scale from one (weakest) to four 
(strongest). Acacia, for instance, is drying in the third degree, and 
cooling in the first - or the second, when washed. By recognising and 
employing these properties, a physician could attempt to 
counterbalance the humours and qualities in patients. (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 53) 

The integration of Greek medicine in an Islamic context 
The integration of Greek medicine followed a few important transformational 
processes. One was translation processes, which we shall speak of later, while 
another was accommodation of Hellenic ‘pagan’ concepts within Islam’s strict 
monotheism. The Muslim transformation of the Hippocratic Oath serves as an 
illustrative example of such processes. This oath was utilized and cherished in 
Arabic medicine, too. However, any aspects not compatible with Islamic 
concepts were slightly modified to correspond to religious requirements. 
Thus, as Ullman demonstrates, it was transformed to confirm to Islamic 
dogma. While the original Greek texts make mention of a number of deities, 
these were not accepted within the strict monotheistic framework of Islam 
(Ullman 1978: 30). The first part of the Greek oath is a follows:  

I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepius and Hygieia and Panaceia 
and all the gods and goddesses, making them my witnesses, that I will 
fulfil according to my ability and judgement this oath and this covenant. 
(Ullman 1978: 30) 
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In Arabic, the references to the deities have been replaced by names 
referring to one God only. The God Asclepius still appears in the oath, but his 
status has been changed from God to “discoverer and originator of Medicine” 
(Ullman 1978: 30). 

I swear by God, Lord of life and death, the giver of health and the  
creator of healing and every therapy, and I swear by Asclepius and I 
swear by the saints of God, be they men or women, all together, and I 
appeal to them altogether as witnesses, that I shall stand by this oath 
and contract. (Ullman 1978: 30–31) 

Similarly, those elements of Greek medicine not compatible with Islam,  
such as pork and wine, were rephrased through a creative process to fit into 
an Islamic framework. Ullman highlights a number of examples of such  
processes. For instance, “Oribasius had recommended the sprinkling of an 
umbilical hernia in an infant with the ashes of the bones of a pig” (Ullman 
1978: 31). In response to this, Ibn-al-Jazzār chose to replace the unlawful 
creature with another animal in his work on pediatrics. In the case of Rufus, 
who mentions wine as a dietetic, his book was translated despite the reference 
to wine – something which Ullman attributes to “the liberal and realistic spirit 
of the time” (Ullman 1978: 31). 

While Hippocrates, Galen and Dioscorides were all cherished in this 
tradition, the foremost inspiration came from Galen. As Ullman points out, 
Hippocrates is frequently mentioned in Arabic medical texts. We have for 
instance already discussed the Hippocratic Oath, but he mainly became known 
throughout the Muslim world via commentaries on the Hippocratic Corpus 
prepared by Galen (d. circa 216 AD) (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 10).40 

As Pormann &Savage Smith put it, Galen “reshaped Hippocrates, so to speak, 
in his own image” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 10). 

The same authors proceed to emphasize that Galen’s scholarship is 
exemplified by his “strong eclecticism” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 9) 
where some texts were accepted as genuine while others, which he did not 
agree with, were rejected (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 10). Hippocratic 
medicine can be looked upon against the backdrop of the encounter between 
philosophy and medicine. In one text, Hippocrates had claimed that medicine 
is “a discipline in which one should stick to empirical facts rather than indulge 
in vain and futile philosophical speculations” (Pormann & Savage Smith 
2007: 12). Some of Hippocrates’ texts, such as On Ancient Medicine, which 
did not fit into Galen’s scheme of merging the two disciplines of philosophy 
and medicine, were refuted by him on the basis that Hippocrates was not the 
real author. Pormann & Savage Smith have demonstrated that by doing so, 

40 Galen was from Pergamum, located in modern-day Turkey (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
9). 
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Galen was able to form “Hippocratic doctrine in the light of his own 
understanding and requirements” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 12). 

In other words, Galen successfully developed and refined existing medical 
ideas, especially the system of humoral pathology and made a name for 
himself as the “new Hippocrates” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 10) or 
“model physician” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 10). His ideas were then 
further propagated by means of a literary genre called medical encyclopedia, 
whose theoretical approach essentially was influenced by Galen’s ideas. 
Besides writings of Galen, the medical encyclopedias of late antiquity also 
included writings by other authors approved by Galen. Among these figure 
those of Rufus of Ephesos, Soranos of Ephesos and Dioscorides (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 10). Thus, later on, it was not Hippocrates’ original texts 
that came to be read among the Arabs. Instead, Galen’s commentaries to these 
would prove to become much more influential. Ullman convincingly argues,  

Important works like the great gynaecological writings De morbis 
muliebribus, De natura muliebri, De sterilibus and De septimestri partu 
remained untranslated, and when a minor work like De superfetatione 
was translated into Arabic, it was almost by chance. There are indeed 
Arabic manuscripts of the Aphorisms and of the writings De natura 
hominis, De officina medici and De aere aquis locis, but in the case of 
these texts it is not a question of independently prepared translations 
but of the lemmata of Galen’s commentaries which were excerpted and 
then transmitted in secondary fashion. (Ullman 1978: 11)  

Translation processes 
As we have seen, a considerable number of works of Hippocrates, Galen, 
Dioscorides and others were translated into Arabic during the Abbasid period. 
According to Browne, these translations pose a number of problems for us due 
to the fact that the translators frequently provided literal translations, which 
made the original Greek sentences illegible to the reader. Similarly, some 
renditions of Arabic texts into Latin such as Avicenna’s Qānūn were faulty 
due to frequent misinterpretations of the original text (Browne 1921: 34). 

Despite shortcomings in the translation processes, it was by means of that 
very same process that Arabic became a language of science. To this day, 
Urdu, Persian, Turkic and other languages have been highly influenced by its 
scientific terminology. While creating compound words was not as easily 
achieved in Arabic as in Greek, the writers developed a creative way of turning 
Arabic roots into new derivatives; words well adapted to the new necessities, 
not the least with regard to medical science (Browne 1921: 34–36). Ullman 
explains how three main approaches were used when translating foreign words 
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necessary for creating a new technical vocabulary. The first was to borrow 
words directly into Arabic from Greek, Persian, Syriac and other languages. 
The second was translation into Arabic of foreign terms, and the third, which 
is the most uncommon of the three, was to take existing Arabic words to 
describe new phenomena. While Ullman provides a considerable number of 
examples, which readers of that book can consult, I will restrain myself to 
presenting just a few for illustrative purposes.  

With regard to the first strategy consisting of direct borrowings mainly 
from Greek, Ullman mentions that the Greek word synokhos  (pyretos) for 
‘unintermittent fever’ is translated as sūnūkhus, while hēmitritaios, the word 
for ‘semi-tertian fever’ is rendered as amiṭrīṭawus. Sometimes the transfer of 
words was done by means of another language and not directly. Thus, 
cardamom, which originally in Greek was kardamōmon, was mediated via 
Syriac, where the word was written as qurdamānā. Such examples also exist 
among Persian words. The Arabs did not borrow the Greek word sagapēnon 
for ‘ferula persica’, but instead used the middle-Persian word sakbīnaj which 
had the same meaning as the former. 

The most common way to create new words was by means of loan 
translations (also referred to as calque), of an original meaning into Arabic. In 
other words, new words were created by translating descriptive terms. The 
Greek word for cancer, karkinos ⟨Καρκίνος⟩ also meaning ‘crab’, became 
saraṭān in  Arabic while the Greek words  alōpekia and ophiasis41, meaning 
‘fox sickness’ and ‘snake sickness’ respectively, were named dā ʾath-thaʿlab 
and dāʾ al-ḥayya. The naming of plants followed a similar logic (Ullman 
1978: 28). (Later on in chapter five, we will see that Eastern Turki authors 
employed a similar strategy when translating from Arabic or Persian). 

 Finally, the use of existing Arabic words was used. While Ullman writes 
that this is the most uncommonly employed approach of the three, examples 
can be found. For instance, the Arabic word ramad was originally a general 
term for ‘eye inflammation’. Later, it acquired the more specific meaning of 
ophthalmia, which corresponds to ‘trachoma’ (Ullman 1978: 29). 

As we have seen, a large corpus of texts was translated into Arabic during 
the Abbasid Empire. Many of the Nestorian translators were funded by the 
Caliphs for this work. In this context, Pormann & Savage Smith pose the 
relevant question of why they chose to do so. As one possibility, they argue 
that the reasons are multiple but the most important were perhaps that: firstly, 
the Abbasids, unlike the Umayyad dynasty, were not “from Arab stock, but 
came from the Persian East” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 26). Secondly, 
they wanted to enhance an image of being the heirs of the Sasanians, whose 
medical system also included Hellenic elements. Thirdly, the city of Baghdad 
and other parts of Mesopotamia were already Hellenized due to the influence 

41 Ullman informs that both alōpekia and ophiasis refer to hair loss (Ullman 1978: 27). 
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of the Nestorians. Finally, as Pormann & Savage Smith argue, Greek medical 
ideas were rather in vogue, and therefore it is only natural that the best scholars 
at the time would embrace and develop them (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
26). The process did not stop in Baghdad, however. It gained momentum 
throughout the Islamic world, reaching a second climax with the writings of 
scholars such as ar-Rāzī (b. Persia) and Ibn-Sīnā (b. Bukhara). 

As Byron Good has explained, it is difficult to translate certain cultural 
concepts from one language to the other. In this context, Byron Good’s 
discussion is relevant especially when it comes to explaining how elements 
stemming from Greek thought have been reshaped and molded to fit into an 
Islamic conceptual framework, for example. Here I find the two concepts of 
“polarity and analogy” interesting, which were developed by Lloyd when 
attempting to understand “the social world and the cosmos, and the 
implications of such metaphoric extensions for interpreting a form of medical 
knowledge” (Good 1994: 109). 

In classical Greek medical thought, symbolic categories such as right and 
left, cold and hot, female and male were used in “cosmological writing, 
science, and religion” (Good 1994: 109). Following Lloyd’s findings, Byron 
Good explains that, according to Aristotle, “‘most human things go in pairs’” 
(Good 1994: 109). The Pythagoreans frequently referred to such opposing 
principles as “limited and unlimited, odd and even, one and plurality, right and 
left, male and female, at rest and moving, straight and curved, light and 
darkness, good and evil, square and oblong” (Good 1994: 109). Within this 
context, or rather among the “physiological, psychological, and cosmological 
phenomena” (Good 1994: 109), such oppositions were debated and applied 
within Greek medical thought. For example, one such debate assumed that the 
sex of an unborn child could be explained by “correlation of male, right, and 
hot, in contrast to female, left, and cold” (Good 1994: 109). 

In this discourse, male elements were associated with ‘right’ and 
considered superior to their opposing female, and consequently ‘left’, 
categories. Islamic medicine including other fields of knowledge such as 
“astrology, numerology [and] cosmology” (Good 1994: 109) integrated and 
developed the Greek concept of polarity but adapted it to fit into an Islamic 
framework with corresponding vocabulary (Good 1994: 110). Therefore, we 
can see that in cosmology, Islamic concepts such as heaven and earth and its 
beings were organized across such principles. While heavenly spheres were 
considered to be the abode of angels, for example, humans as well as “jinns 
belonged to the sublunary world” (Good 1994: 110). Also in the field of 
Islamic law, religious concepts such as ‘pure’ and ‘impure’ were integrated 
“into representation of the social order” (Good 1994: 110) with symbolically 
opposing, pairs such as right and left, and male and female and so on (Good 
1994: 110). With regard to this, we see that religious discourse has made its 
way into the medical vocabulary where opposing categories such as halal 
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‘lawful, permitted’ or ṣāf ‘clean’ is used in contrast to words such as haram, 
which has numerous meanings including ‘unlawful, forbidden, unclean’. 
Likewise, we may see that within a Turkestani context, polarization is used in 
words such as ʿājiz and żaʿīf, which both signify ‘weak’ but also refer to 
women as the weaker sex. 

The Prophet’s Medicine 
Other systems existed beyond medicine based on Greek medical thought. We 
have briefly mentioned one of these, which is referred to as Ṭibbuʾn-Nabī ‘the 
Prophet’s Medicine’, or Prophetic medicine largely based on hadiths relating 
to the Prophet’s views on medicine (Browne 1921: 13; Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 7). This medicine can perhaps be seen as reaction to Greek 
medical philosophy, which according to Pormann & Savage Smith’s 
definition can be summarized as follows:  

Its authors were religious scholars rather than physicians, and their aim 
was to produce a guide to medical regimen and therapy that was 
acceptable to pious Muslims. A primary motivation for this genre of 
medical literature may have been an anti-philosophical tradition – that 
is, an opposition to the philosophical practices and methods of earlier 
Greek thinkers – of which the famous Damascene theologian Ibn 
Taymīyah (d. 1318) was the main proponent. (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 71–72) 

These hadiths were collected and systematized in the ninth and tenth 
centuries “according to subjects” (Browne 1921: 12). That is, long after the 
Prophet died. The most famous collection is the Ṣaḥiḥ attributed to al-Bukhārī, 
in whose work we find 80 chapters devoted to medical ideas (Browne 1921: 
12).42 While appearing detailed, Browne concludes that only a small 
proportion of this large corpus concerns “medicine, surgery or therapeutics” 
(Browne 1921: 12; cf. Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 9). Instead, much more 
attention is given to matters such as “visitation, encouragement and spiritual 
consolation of the sick, the evil eye, magic, talismans, amulets and protective 
prayers and formulae” (Browne 1921: 12). 

The Prophet is said to have recommended a few specific healing methods 
as well as a limited number of drugs. Browne summarizes the main points as 

42 Cf. Pormann & Savage Smith who write that, “scholars such as al-Bukhari (d. 860) 
distinguished between genuine traditions, called ‘sound’ (ṣaḥīḥ), and others. The traditions 
collected in the books of Prophetic Medicine were not all considered genuine by medieval 
religious scholars. But even when they were, some ‘sound’ hadiths were later shown to be of 
highly questionable origin, with many being thought not to go back to the Prophet” (Pormann 
& Savage Smith 2007: 7). 
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follows: With regard to therapy, the Prophet recommends only three methods. 
These are utilization of honey, cupping and cauterization, the latter method of 
which he recommends either to be avoided altogether if possible, but if 
employed, it should be done in moderation (Browne 1921: 12). Besides this 
sparse information, the hadiths provide advice about a number of plant and 
animal-based products, i.e. materia medica, that the Prophet is reported to 
have recommended. Brown writes that among these are “camel’s milk, fennel-
flower (Nigella sativa), aloes, antimony (for ophthalmia), manna, and, as a 
styptic, the ashes of burnt matting” (Browne 1921: 12). In a similar vein, the 
diseases mentioned are few in number but include “headache and migraine, 
ophthalmia, leprosy, pleurisy, pestilence and fever, which is characterized as 
‘an exhalation of Hell.’” (Browne 1921: 12). 

Finally, the hadiths provide some sanitary advice stating that the Prophet’s 
followers should refrain from visiting lands where pestilence occurs. If, 
however, they happen to be in such a country, they are advised to stay there 
instead of trying to leave (Browne 1921: 13).43 Another hadith dealing with 
contagious disease states that one should “‘flee from a leper as you would flee 
from a lion’” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 59). 

This limited material on medicine has evolved into forming a tradition that 
today is referred to by the name Ṭibbuʾn-Nabī ‘the Prophet’s Medicine’ or 
Prophetic medicine (Browne 1921: 13; Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 7). In 
the medical tradition, we thus find a number of recipes attributed to the 
Prophet under the generic name of ‘medicine of the Prophet’. Often these 
recipes are panaceas said to cure every sort of possible sickness. Obviously, 
such ideas are not limited to writings on medicine in Arabic, but also occur in 
Chagatay texts such as Subḥān Qulï’s treatise. 

ḥażrat-i payġambar ṣallāʾllāhu ʿalayhi wa sallama üčün ǰabraʾīl 
ʿalayhiʾs-salāmu täŋri taʿālàdïn hadiyya keltürüb bu maʿǰūnnï kim 
bayānsïz wa bolġan ḥukamā wa aṭibbā muttafiq erürlär kim hēč 
nämärsä bu maʿǰūndïn nāfiʿraq wa fāydalïg ermäs anïŋ  üčün kim 
margdïn özgä barča marażlarġa dawā erür 

Gabriel [archangel], peace be upon him, brought a present for the Most 
Honourable Prophet [Muhammad], may God bless him and grant him 
salvation, from God, may He be exalted. An electuary which is 
unexplained, but all wise men and physicians are in agreement that 
nothing is more beneficial and useful than this electuary, because it is a 
remedy for all diseases except death. (Károly 2015: 33) 

43 Cf. Pormann & Savage Smith (2007: 59) who quote the same hadith mentioned by Browne 
(1921) and write, “‘If you hear that plague has broken out in a country, do not go there; if it 
breaks out in a country where you are staying, do not leave it.’” 
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We also come across such recipes in Eastern Turki sources. An interesting 
example can be found in a writing from Qumul, an oasis town situated far 
from Kashgar and Yarkand. 

Häzriti päyğämbär sällällahu äläyhi wäsälläm buyrupturlärki, bu 
dorilarni tamamu kitablarğa pütüngizlär, ta ümmätlirimning 
tändurustliqiğä säwäb bolğay, däp, tewiplar täjribä qiliptur. Här bir 
wujudtiki säwda, bälğämdin köz, tiz, ağriqliri, qan säpra, mäydä ağriqi, 
qorsaq ağriqi, yäl qulunj wä čiš ağriqliriğa, yüräk salğan wä iššiqlarğa 
mänpä’ät qilur. Ištihani ziyadä qilur. Barčä yällärni päs qilur wä 
köngülni rošan qilur. 

The Holy Prophet (Blessed be his Name) ordered that these recipes 
should be written down in all books so that our (Muslim) community 
may stay healthy. The doctors have tried them out. It is beneficial for 
any kind of ailment in the body [such as] pain in the eyes and knees due 
to phlegm and black bile and pain in the stomach and abdomen, colic 
due to wind, toothache, and palpitation, as well as swelling due to 
phlegm and black bile. It increases the appetite. It clears all winds and 
makes (people) happy. (Niyaz 2010: 44–45) 

Prophetic medicine could be seen as a response to Greek medicine. Some 
religious scholars such as Ibn Taymīyah (d. 1318) and his followers opposed 
the Hellenic philosophical and logical ideas and stated that these were contrary 
to Divine law. They based their argument on the notion that adhering to 
principles such as prognosis “suggests a notion of causality which would limit 
the omnipotence of God” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 72). Pormann & 
Savage Smith suggest that “[p]erhaps for these reasons, diagnosis and 
prognosis play little role in this type of literature, the emphasis being on care 
and cure through food and simple medicines, proper conduct, and invocations 
to God” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 72). 

While some scholars were outspoken critics of the Greek tradition, others 
attempted to merge these ideas with ‘The medicine of the Prophet’. As an 
example of this, Pormann & Savage Smith highlight the treatises produced by 
religious scholars such as Ibn Qayyim al-jawzīyah (d. 1350), and Shams at-
Dīn al-Dhahabī (d. 1348). These writings include a number of quotes that are 
essentially “aphoristic in nature” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 73), where 
both authors of Greek antiquity such as Hippocrates, Plato, Galen and others 
are mentioned alongside physicians of Arabic medicine such as ar-Rāzī 
(Rhazes), Ibn-Sīnā (Avicenna) and others. However, while acknowledging 
their contributions, al-Dhahabī noted that ultimately it was God who had 
ultimate knowledge of everything (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 73). 

When discussing the possible origins of medicine, and praising 
Hippocrates and Galen as the two greatest physicians, al-Dhahabī says 
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that the ultimate origin of medical knowledge has to be the revelation 
and inspiration of God, adding the statement: ‘This much is certain: 
experiences (al-tajārib) and analogy (al-qiyās) are insufficient for it 
[the development of medicine].’ (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 73) 

While some circles supported idea of conforming to the ‘the medicine of 
the Prophet’, Browne highlights the fact that it was also criticized by some 
Muslim scholars, such as Ibn Khaldūn. He argued that there is no legal 
argument for doing so [i.e. adhering to this type of medicine] since the mission 
of the Prophet was “‘to make known to us the prescriptions of the Divine Law, 
and not to instruct us in Medicine and the common practices of ordinary life’” 
(Browne 1921: 13). 

However, the same author also added that while Muslims were not under 
obligation to adhere to these rules, even in cases where the traditions had been 
transmitted as authentic, those who wished to make use of the prescriptions 
were free to do so in order to find “Divine Blessing”. As Ibn Khaldūn points 
out, 

It is however true that if one likes to employ these remedies with the 
object of earning the Divine Blessing, and if one takes them with sincere 
faith, one may derive from them great advantage, though they form no 
part of Medicine properly so-called. (Browne 1921: 13–14)44 

44 Cf. Ullman who writes, “Ibn-Khaldun alone has said clearly that essentially this is bedouin 
medicine and can have no claim to be divine revelation and therefore cannot be obligatory under
religious law” (Ullman 1978: 5). 
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Chapter Three. Eastern Turki primary sources 

Introduction 
We have already mentioned that investigation into the vast resources of 
Graeco-Islamic medicine is only just beginning. Besides important 
undertakings such as Károly’s publication on Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 
2015), the majority of Central Asian Turkic sources are awaiting further 
exploration. In the following chapters 3, 4, 5 we will take a closer look at the 
peculiarities of a few such medical documents located in the Gunnar Jarring 
collection of Eastern Turki manuscripts at Lund.    
This chapter will discuss the peculiarities of the selected manuscript sources 
used for this study. Firstly, each primary source is presented and discussed 
separately with regard to provenance, authorship, paper quality etc. Following 
that is a broad discussion regarding main characteristics with regard to themes 
commonly encountered in the texts. Finally, the chapter explores both non-
religious and religious matters appearing in the sources.  

The medical manuscripts that constitute the backbone of this study were 
mainly collected in the oasis towns of Kashgar and Yarkand in the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries. Judging from the information in Jarring’s handwritten 
catalogue (GJHCL), also digitized, we may conclude that the oldest are no  
earlier than mid-19th century. Some of the manuscripts have scribblings 
indicating the date of compilation and name, but often it is very hard to verify 
if this is the original author/copyist, since some manuscripts may have 
belonged to one person first and then later to someone else. 

In fact, most of the primary sources consulted lack information regarding 
authorship. For example, Prov 28, Prov 283, Prov 304, Prov 354, Prov 357 
and Prov 473 are all anonymous treatises where clues regarding their author 
and former ownership are impossible to establish. Among the selected texts, 
only Prov 24, ṭebabčiliq ‘On a physician’s profession’, Prov 248, The treasure 
of Khorezm (al-Jurjānī’s work in Turki) and Prov 351, A Practical Handbook 
of Medicine and the Treatment of Different Diseases, make mention of names 
presumably belonging to an author or copyist. As a rule, the manuscripts at 
large provide more information about the date of compilation than about 
authorship or copyists. 
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General characteristics of the texts 
Having discussed the issue of authorship and date of compilation, we also 
need to point out some more important features of the texts. For example, 
when it comes to volume, the texts differ considerably. Some of the texts do 
not resemble more than scribblings on one or a few loose sheets of paper, 
while other sources consist of several hundred densely written pages. 

While some of the manuscripts in the collection are solely dedicated to 
medicine, others are subchapters in compilations dealing with a number of 
topics not necessarily related to medicine. It should also be noted that while 
some of the texts are mainly dedicated to explanations and cures to various 
illnesses, along with recipes containing vegetable, animal, mineral-based 
decoctions, others tend to emphasize the use of magical formulas and prayers 
to ward off perceived evil elements. As described, the collection contains a 
wide variety in terms of both content and volume. 

The manuscripts labeled as medical texts in GJHCL have nine separate 
headings. It is of course possible that other medical texts exist, but for now, I 
have chosen to rely on what Jarring has written. All of the manuscripts in the 
Jarring collection are named Prov + number, for example Prov 24, and so on.45 

It should also be mentioned that the titles used in GJHCL do not always 
coincide with the headings in the manuscripts when they appear. The title in 
the catalogue for Prov 24, for example, is labeled as On a physician’s 
profession. The Eastern Turki heading is the word ṭebabčiliq, while in modern 
Uyghur; tibabätčilik means ‘medical science’, a word which stems from 
tibabät ‘treatment’. Since it seems obvious that Jarring would know the word 
it is most possible that the naming of the manuscripts solely was made in order 
to facilitate identification of subject matter for those browsing through the 
manuscript catalogue. 

Description of primary sources 
Here follows a short summary in order to illustrate provenance, history, 
authorship and general features of each primary source used for this study. All 
the primary sources are located in the Jarring collection at Lund University 
Library, Sweden. The manuscripts are presented chronologically starting with 
Prov 24 and ending with Prov 473. 

1. Prov 24. Ṭebabčiliq ‘On a physician's profession’. 

45 Prov means sample in Swedish. Therefore, it is easy to conclude that the meaning is sample 
+ number. The reason for Gunnar Jarring naming the manuscripts in this way was that it was a 
provisional way of cataloguing them. Thus, Prov stands for provisional and not sample. 
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2. Prov 28. Prescriptions for curing of different diseases, partly with traces of 
ancient shamanistic rites. 

3. Prov 248. The treasure of Khorezm (al- Jurjānī’s work in Turki).  
4. Prov 283. A Medical Treatise – An Eastern Turki manuscript. 
5. Prov 304. Medical prescriptions in Turki (15b–17a).  
6. Prov 351. A Practical Handbook of Medicine and the Treatment of Different 

Diseases. 
7. Prov 354. A formula for Curing headache (43a), Medical treatise (43b–53b).  
8. Prov 357. A Handbook of Medicine and the Treatment of Different Diseases and 

their Remedies. 
9. Prov 473. Prescriptions against illness. 

Prov 24. Ṭebabčiliq ‘On a physician’s profession’ 
This manuscript is available as a facsimile on the online platform Alvin as 
well as the website of ATMO. According to the limited information provided 
by GJHCL, the manuscript in question was copied for the Swedish missionary 
Gunnar Hermansson who purchased it in Yarkand in 1929. In two locations 
in the treatise, namely folio number 22b and 28a, the year 1347 (AH) 
corresponding to 1928–1929 (AD) appears. It is unclear who the copyist is. It 
seems that the treatise was compiled in the oasis town Yarkand. Regarding 
authorship, there is some information on folio 23a in a chapter entitled The 
Victory Book where the name Khoja Buzujum hur Dana is mentioned but it is 
difficult to assess if this name refers to the actual author of the text. It  is  
possible instead that the name refers to the copyist of the text. 

The booklet, which measures 235 x 150 mm, is written on white paper of 
unspecified type and contains a watermark with the text “Extra Strong Mill 
191” (GJHCL). The book is not bound, has no cover and consists of forty 
numerated folios with numerals in the Arabic script, while sheet numbering 
has been produced by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. European numerals). Folios 1a–1b 
and 29a–40a consist of blank pages, while folios 2a–28a contain text. The  
section devoted to medicine begins right after the text about the Prophet Yusuf 
on page 16 and continues until page 38 (numerals in the Arabic script). This 
corresponds to the sheet numbering (9b–20b) made by Gunnar Jarring’s hand. 

The manuscript is written in the nastaʿlīq script, common across Central 
Asia during this period. As is often the case with many texts from Eastern 
Turkestan, it begins with the basmala. This is followed by the word ṭebabčiliq 
‘medical science’. 

All pages consist of text written across 14 lines except the title page, which 
has 11 lines. Actually, the phrase bismillāh al-raḥmān al-raḥīm and the word 
ṭebabčiliq occupy one line respectively. The consecutive nine lines follow the 
same pattern as the rest of the text. The manuscript does not include 
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catchwords. Some glosses i.e. names and references to physicians are written 
in red ink. 

The manuscript is part of a compilation of texts which in addition to the 
medical texts includes a dream book attributed to the Prophet Yusuf, an 
explanation of the Persian spring festival Nouruz and a text which appears ⟩ ‘the Victory Book’. In GJHCL, the هنام ظفر⟨maāafar nẓwith the title 
manuscript is named On a physician's profession. The original heading in 
Eastern Turki is ṭebabčiliq ‘medical science’. The first part of the text is 
dedicated to the creation of the world and how this relates to medicine. The 
next section is about the four humors, an essential component in Graeco-
Islamic tradition. The rest of the manuscript deals with various illnesses and 
their treatment. 

Prov 28. Prescriptions for curing of different diseases, partly 
with traces of ancient shamanistic rites 
The Swedish missionary Gunnar Hermansson initially acquired this 
manuscript while working in Yarkand in the 1930s. The treatise, which was 
donated to Lund University Library in 1982, is available in a digitized version 
on Alvin and on the website of Annotated Eastern Turki manuscripts from the 
Jarring Collection (ATMO). A full translation of the text is available in Bellér-
Hann 2008: 406–407. Since it was purchased there, it is possible that it was 
prepared there as well. As mentioned before, the manuscript does not indicate 
the date of copying nor the name of the copyist, but according to Gunnar 
Jarring’s notes it was probably copied from a local ‘medicine book’ in the 
1930s. 

The treatise, whose state of preservation is poor according to GJHCL (i.e. 
Alvin), is not bound and has no cover. It is written in the nastaʿlīq script using 
pencil on ruled sand-colored paper of unspecified type, but according to 
Jarring, most probably of a Swedish brand. The MS does not contain 
watermarks. It was foliated and numerated by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. European 
numerals) and consists of four folios containing a total of eight pages that 
measure 360 x 225 mm as 1a–4b. While page 1a–1b is blank, page 2a contains 
25 lines (also vertically written amendments). 2b also contains twenty-five 
lines. 3a consists of twenty-four lines. 3b consists of six lines. 4a consists of 
twenty-three lines. Finally, 4b contains 10 lines. The manuscript does not 
include catchwords. 

No title appears in Eastern Turki but the title provided by Jarring – 
Prescriptions for Curing of Different Diseases, partly with traces of ancient 
shamanistic rites – is an indication that he was not entirely sure where to 
categorize it. On one hand, it contains a number of formulae which could well 
be categorized as magical. However, it is also a medical manuscript in the 
sense of being entirely devoted to a healing ritual. 
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Prov 248. The treasure of Khorezm (al-Jurjānī’s work in Turki) 
This manuscript was donated to Lund University Library in 1982, where it  
forms part of the Jarring collection of manuscripts from Eastern Turkestan. 
The MS appears as a digitized facsimile on the online platform Alvin. As 
Gunnar Jarring points out, The treasure of Khorezm or  Khwarazm Sha’s 
Treasure46 is the Eastern Turki version of the famous medical treatise written 
by Zayn al-Dīn Ismāʿīl Jurjānī (d. 531/1136–1137), a court physician in 
Khwarazm who was inspired in his writing by earlier physicians such as 
Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Razi (Rhazes) and Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna).47 

Frederick Starr argues that al-Jurjānī’s work cannot be considered original. 
Nevertheless, part of the reason for it becoming so influential is most probably 
that it fulfilled a practical need for local practicing physicians (Starr 2013: 
438). 

Jarring bases his conclusion on authorship on a note found on page 2a, 
which according to him with “no doubt should be read as źaḫīrat-i ḫwārazm 

notdoesquestionintext The Khorazm’”. of treasure ‘The ⟩خوارزم ةذخير⟨ 
indicate the exact date of compilation, but according to Jarring’s notes, it 
probably belongs to the early 20th century. A clue with regard to date may be 
a note on folio 353b, where the name of a former owner appears together with 
the year 1341 (AH), corresponding to 1922–1923 (AD).  

Before being incorporated into the collection at Lund, the manuscript 
belonged to the Swedish missionary Rev. Gustaf Ahlbert who purchased it in 

was the local currency.48, which ⟩سر⟨Kashgar in 1930 for the price of 25 sär 
This information appears on folio 2a. Apparently, according to information on 
folio 4a, the production of the book cost 62 1/2 sär. Thus, Rev. Ahlbert bought 
it for less than the original production price. Ahlbert’s name appears on folio 
253a, while on folio 353b there is the name of a former owner together with 
the year 1341/1922–1923. Prov 248 does not indicate the exact date of 
compilation, but according to Jarring’s notes it probably belongs to the early 
20th century. 

The treatise’s state of preservation is good. It has a brown-red leather 
binding containing elaborate decorations and is written in the nastaʿlīq script 
using black ink, while some highlighted glosses are written in red. The paper 
is of a heavy yellowish kind, difficult to categorize; it may have been locally 
produced. If so, it is probably what is known as ‘Khotan paper’, since the main 
paper industry during the era was located there. An exception to the above is 

46 The latter term is used by Starr 2013: 438.  
47 Jarring makes a reference to the Tashkent catalogue No. 5681, 5688, 6427–6432, 6488, 6510 

̱ 

(see GJHCL). 
refer to a monetary unit (silver coin) corresponding to a value of 16 can either ⟩سر⟨sär/sar48 

tangas or a unit of weight equal to 10 misqāl corresponding to 35 grams.  
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the paper on ff. 114–117, which is also locally produced but whose color is 
white. The MS has no watermarks.  

In total, the book contains 400 pages but only 363 of these contain writing. 
The book covers 47 chapters and was foliated and numerated by Gunnar 
Jarring. It should be noted that the treatise is not numerated with numerals in 
the Arabic script but includes sheet numbering made by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. 
European numerals) 1a–363a. The book, which measures 330 mm 
(height/length) x 220 mm (width), consists of 363 folios (365 ff. if binding is 
included). 

Folios with text amount to ff. 1a, 2a, 4a, 4b–124b, 125b–168a, 169a–188b– 
352b and 353b. Pages 1b, 2b, 3a, 125, 168b (contains remark), 188b (contains 
remark), 353a, 354a–363a are blank folios. The main treatise includes a varied 
amount of text normally amounting between 14–16 lines per page but this is 
only a general ‘rule’ since some pages contain considerably less information, 
at times only amounting to a few words. The manuscript includes a number of 
catchwords, but not on every sheet. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the treatise begins without the basmala. The 
treatise begins with a section on the treatment of headache. Other parts of the 
book deal with other sicknesses alongside parts dealing with diagnosis and 
sayings. On the last page of the book, in fact on the inside cover, there is a 
note on how to treat bezgäk ‘malaria’. 

Prov 283. A Medical Treatise – An Eastern Turki manuscript 
The Swedish missionary L.E. Högberg initially acquired this manuscript. 
Later in 1936, Lund University Library bought the medical treatise from L.E. 
Högberg’s widow, Mrs. Sigrid Högberg. It is available in a digitized version 
on Alvin and on the website of Annotated Eastern Turki manuscripts from the 
Jarring Collection. The Swedish word Läkarbok 1904 ‘Medical book 1904’ 
appearing in the MS together with name of the missionary L.E. Högberg 
indicates that the book was acquired in Kashgar that year. As mentioned 
earlier, there is no information about authorship nor date of compilation in the 
main text. The following information about the date of writing appears on the 
inside cover: taʿārīḫqa bir miŋ üč yüz on üč mā-yi šaʿbānniŋ yigirmä yättäsi 
‘[This book was written in] the Islamic year 1313, [which roughly corresponds 
to 11 February 1896] on the 27th day of the Islamic month of šaʿbān.’ (Prov 
283. 1a1–2). Note that the year 1310 in the hijri calendar (i.e. 1892–93 in the 
Christian calendar) appears in GJHCL. This is wrong, however, and 
corresponds to 1313 in the hijri calendar (See, Fig. 3:1). 
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Fig. 3:1. Date of compilation in Prov 283. 1a1–2.  

The treatise, whose state of preservation is poor, has a binding consisting of 
cardboard covered with a flowery patterned grey cloth. It is written in the 
nastaʿlīq script using black ink but does not contain highlighted glosses in 
another color as is common in other manuscripts of this type. The manuscript 
is written on two types of paper. Folios 1, 10–63 and 68 are whitish, rather 
coarse paper, which could be either of European making or produced in India. 
The paper on ff. 2–9 is of a local brand 2–9 with a yellowish-colored and 
polished surface. The manuscript does not contain watermarks. It contains 69 
folios excluding the cover and measures 225 mm x 175 mm. It is not 
numerated by numerals in the Arabic script, but includes sheet numbering 
made by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. European numerals) 1a–68a.  

Most parts of the treatise include a varied amount of text normally 
amounting to between 14–16 lines per page, while some pages contain 
considerably less information only amounting to a few words. The manuscript 
includes a number of catchwords but not on every sheet.  

The treatise does not have a title in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is named 
Prov 283. A Medical Treatise – An Eastern Turki manuscript. It appears to 
have been written by at least two authors. The first part of the text on pp. 2a– 
9b is written on a very different paper and handwriting than the rest of the text, 
which is written on folios 1a, and 10a–69a. The first page also contains some 
information about the owner (and perhaps author of one of the texts). 

The book is written in Eastern Turki but also contains text in the Persian 
language. A number of medical plants are presented in folio 1b author number 
1, which is later interrupted by new paper and writing style. On the next page 
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2a, which is obviously written by another hand (author 2), is a text written in 
Persian. It is followed by prescriptions in Turki on the next page.  

Page 3a is blank but the following page, 3b, contains a table, which Jarring 
claims is for dice throwing. It is interesting to note that different languages 
appear for different categories. From left to right the following categories 
appear in the table: 

1. The names of different planets, the moon and sun in Arabic. 2. The 
twelve-year animal calendar in Persian. 3. Week days in Persian. 4. The four 
elements fire, earth, wind and water in Persian and Turki. 5. The Turki solar 
calendar in Turki. 6. Finally, the months in the Turki language. 

The final pages – 4a–9b by author number two – contain medical 
prescriptions. The rest of the treatise on pages 10a–69a, which mainly contains 
recipes and medical prescriptions, is written by author number one. The “main 
work is inter[r]upted on f. 35b with a basmala” (GJHCL), where the different 
names of medicines are explained.  

Prov 304. Medical prescriptions in Turki 
Gunnar Jarring bought this manuscript in 1930 and suggests that the texts were 
recorded in the late 19th century. Since he acquired the MS in Kashgar, it is 
probable that it was prepared there as well. The manuscript was donated to 
Lund University Library in 1982 as part of the Jarring collection of Eastern 
Turkestan manuscripts. It is available in a digitized version on the Alvin 
digital platform. 

The manuscript does not have a title in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is 
named Prov 304, A composite manuscript in Arabic and Turki. There is no 
information about authorship nor the date of compilation in the main text. Due 
to the fact that the booklet contains a number of different texts, and judging 
from the handwriting, the treatise appears to have been written by several 
authors whose names are unknown. 

The treatise, whose state of preservation is poor, does not have a regular 
binding. Instead, it is sewed together. It is written in the nastaʿlīq script using 
black ink but also contains highlighted glosses mainly in red color. The 
booklet, measuring 180 mm x 120 mm, is written on various types of paper 
and does not contain watermarks. It includes a number of catchwords.  

The first part of the treatise, i.e. ff. 1–3 as well as ff.15–17, is of a white 
unpolished type known as Khotan paper. Likewise, the paper used for ff. 4  
and 7–14 is indigenous but of a coarse unpolished type with a brownish color. 
Folios 5–6 are of unspecified European or Indian manufacture. The treatise 
contains 17 folios and was foliated by Gunnar Jarring. It is not numerated with 
numerals in the Arabic script but includes sheet numbering made by Gunnar 
Jarring (i.e. European numerals) 1–17. Most of the booklet includes a varied 
amount of text normally amounting to between 10–15 lines per page 
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depending on the section, while some pages contain considerably less 
information only amounting to a few words. Moreover, some pages are blank 
while some lack information due to pages having been ripped out. 

The content of this manuscript is dominated by passages in Arabic. The 
different texts are mainly of a religious character, consisting mostly of prayers 
but also medical prescriptions in Turki. The latter is of great value since it 
provides us with an opportunity to compare which prayers are used for various 
illnesses with other medical texts. However, not only illnesses are addressed 
here. Some texts detail which prayer to use when wanting to find love or even 
making old relationships where the spouses have stopped loving one another 
prosper again. 

Jarring’s catalog informs us that the order of contents is as follows: Pages 
1b–2b are an Arabic text, which Jarring does not identify, followed by a 

contains 4Page2b–3a.pagesonArabic inwritten ‘sermon’ ⟩تبهخ⟨utbahḫ 
different prayers in Turki and Arabic. Pages 5a–6b contain the šamāl duʿāsi 

The Wind Prayer . On pages 7a–9b are various incantations in , ‘⟩دعاسی مالش⟨ ’ 
Arabic and Turki. 

On pages 10a–13a is yet another text in Arabic, the qaṣīda ḥażrat’ ‘The Holy Muslim Qaṣīda’. The next section ⟩,مسلمان قصيدء حضرت⟨nāmusulm 
contains prayers in Turki and Arabic followed by incantations written in red 
ink in Turki. Only the last part, namely 15b–17a, deals with medical 
prescriptions. This last section deals with a number of issues such as health, 
love problems and so on. 

Prov 351. A Practical Handbook of Medicine and the Treatment 
of Different Diseases 
Gunnar Jarring bought this medical treatise in 1929 during his stay in Kashgar. 
He was apparently sold it by the somewhat famous book-peddler Roze Akhon, 
whom Jarring also mentions in a number of publications. The manuscript does 
not have a title in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is named Prov 351, A 
Practical Handbook of Medicine and the Treatment of Different Diseases. 

The MS was donated to Lund University Library in 1982 as part of the 
Jarring collection of Eastern Turkestan manuscripts. It is available in a 
digitized version on the Alvin digital platform. A digital facsimile, full 
transliteration of the text and English translation of the full text is provided 
online within the project Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the Jarring 
Collection Online (ATMO). 

Some parts of the material are in Eastern Turki, while several passages are 
in Persian and Arabic. If a distinction is to be made, Arabic is used for prayers, 
Persian for poetry and stories and Eastern Turki for medical prescriptions and 
other narratives. 
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Although it is an anonymous treatise, clues regarding its author and former 
ownership can be established on folio 53b, where a presumably former owner 
by the name of Molla ʿAbd-ul-Hamid appears. Equally, since no date of 
writing is recorded in the book, only clues regarding the year of writing can 
be found. However, a receipt glued onto page 2a bears the year 1331 (AH), 
corresponding to 1912–13 (AD). 

The book, which according to the catalog is in good condition, has a 
cardboard binding with a blue cloth cover containing a flower pattern. It is 
written in the nastaʿlīq script in black ink and contains highlighted glosses 
mainly in red, as is common in texts of this sort. The booklet, measuring 230 
mm x 185 mm, is written on very coarse, thin, unpolished, “primitive Khotan-
paper of bad quality” (GJHCL) without any visible watermarks. The color of 
the paper is yellowish in appearance. The manuscript includes a number of 
catchwords, but not on every sheet. 

The treatise, which contains 54 folios, is not numerated with numerals in 
Arabic script. Instead, it includes sheet numbering made by Gunnar Jarring 
(i.e. European numerals) 1–54. Most sections of the treatise include a varied 
amount of text normally amounting to between 10–13 lines per page 
depending on the section, while some pages contain fewer lines. 

Just like many Eastern Turki manuscripts, this one too contains  a 
combination of medical prescriptions and other related subjects. This text 
contains repeated references to Galen as well as the Muslim sage Luqmān 
ḥakīm, including stories and poetry relating to the latter. The MS begins with 
a prayer in Arabic followed by an explanation of the planets. The next part is 
dedicated to medical prescriptions, but the book also addresses other topics  
such as poetry, methods against thieving and how to deal with thieves. In 
addition, on f. 46b–47a the manuscript contains illustrations of different sorts 
of amulets. 

Prov 354. A formula for Curing headache (43a), Medical treatise 
(43b–53b) 
This is an anonymous treatise that Gunnar Jarring bought in the city  of  
Kashgar in the month of January 1930. The manuscript was donated to Lund 
University Library in 1982 as part of the Jarring collection of Eastern 
Turkestan manuscripts. It is available in a digitized version on the Alvin 
digital platform, as well as within the Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the 
Jarring Collection Online (ATMO) project. 

Clues regarding its author and former ownership are hard to establish. Since 
no date of compilation appears in the manuscript parts, we can only speculate 
on its date of completion. Gunnar Jarring’s catalog proposes that the 
manuscript parts can be attributed to at least three periods, probably in the 
early 20th century. In addition, the different sections 1) ff. 1–42; 2) ff. 43–53; 
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3) ff. 54–70; 4) ff. 71–79 are presumably written at separate times and were 
compiled into one book at a later stage. The manuscript does not have a title 
in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is named Prov 354, A composite volume of 
Eastern Turki manuscripts. The two parts dealing with medicine are discussed 
in two sections. The first one, ff. 43a, is A formula for Curing headache while 
ff. 43a–53b is a Medical treatise. 

According to GJHCL (i.e. Alvin), the state of preservation of the 
manuscript is unusable. It has a dark-brown cover made from canvas and is 
written in the nastaʿlīq script using black ink. It also contains highlighted 
glosses mainly in red, as is common in similar manuscripts. The booklet, 
measuring 185 mm x 115 mm is written on various types of paper and does 
not contain watermarks. Sections ff. 1a–42a are written on coarse, unpolished 
Khotan-paper of a greyish color while the remaining part on ff. 43–53 is 
written on a type of paper whose origin Gunnar Jarring attributes to Indian or 
Russian making (GJHCL). The treatise contains 79 folios and a cover. The 
treatise is not numerated with numerals in Arabic script, but includes sheet 
numbering made by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. European numerals) 1–79. Most of 
the booklet includes a varied amount of text normally amounting to between 
10–13 lines per page depending on section but some pages contain fewer lines. 
The manuscript includes a number of catchwords, but not on every sheet.  

This Eastern Turki MS is a composite manuscript, i.e. a compilation of 
texts dealing with a number of different topics. The first part of the MS, ff. 
1b–40b, contains a section on geomancy including a table explaining dice 
symbols. There follows an explanation of numerical values with relation to 
the Arabic alphabet on ff.40b–42a. 

Chapters in the MS more closely related to health and medicine include a 
formula for curing headache on folio 43a, followed by a medical treatise 
written on 10 folios with the end missing on ff. 43b–53b. The remaining part 
of the manuscript contains incomplete passages containing poetry by Khoja 
Ahmad Yasavi, various texts of a religious character and an incomplete 
moralizing story with passages containing poetry. 

Prov 357. (Old number 29) A Handbook of Medicine and the 
Treatment of Different Diseases and their Remedies 
This is an anonymous treatise which Gunnar Jarring bought in Kashgar in 
February 1930. The MS was donated to Lund University Library in 1982 as 
part of the Jarring collection of Eastern Turkestan manuscripts. It is available 
in a digitized version on the Alvin digital platform as well as within the 
Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the Jarring Collection Online (ATMO) 
project. 

Reliable information regarding its author and former ownership is hard to 
establish. A note on f. 142a suggests that the MS was written in 1299 (AH), 
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which corresponds to the year 1881–1882 (AD). The manuscript does not have 
a title in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is named Prov 357, A handbook of 
medicine and the treatment of different diseases and their remedies. 

Just like many of the other medical texts in the Jarring collection, this 
manuscript also contains a combination of medical texts, magical charms used 
for healing and Turki poetry, but the main part of the book is dedicated to 
medicine. 

According to GJHCL (i.e. Alvin), the state of preservation of the 
manuscript is poor. The book’s cover has a green cardboard binding with a 
decorative pattern in the center. The back cover of the book is made of 
yellowish leather which has been pasted onto the cover. The treatise is written 
in the nastaʿlīq script using black ink. It also contains highlighted glosses 
mainly in red, as is common in similar manuscripts. 

The booklet measures 210 mm x 135 mm. The paper is of a local make and 
does not contain any visible watermarks. Its color fluctuates between white 
and yellowish. Likewise, the paper quality varies from being of a polished to 
an unpolished kind (GJHCL).  

Excluding binding, the treatise contains 148 folios and a cover. Parts of the 
treatise are written on the inside cover. It was foliated by Gunnar Jarring. The 
treatise is not numerated with numerals in Arabic script but includes sheet 
numbering made by Gunnar Jarring (i.e. European numerals) 1–148. Most of 
the booklet includes a varied amount of text normally amounting to 11 lines 
per page depending on the section, but a few pages do not follow this structure. 
The manuscript includes a number of catchwords. 

This Eastern Turki text begins directly on the inside cover without the 
customary basmala. Just like many of the other medical texts in the Jarring 
collection, this MS also contains a combination of medical texts, magical 
charms used for healing and Turki poetry, but the main part of the book is 
dedicated to medicine. Equally, we can see that like many other Eastern Turki 
medical texts, repeated references are made to the Muslim sage Luqmān. For 
example, in Gunnar Jarring’s catalogue it is written that “on pp. 126–141 
[there is an] enumeration of different medicines and other remedies, quoting 
Luqman” (GJHCL). This part is followed by various “charm formulas” 
(GJHCL) that are utilized as part of the “healing process” (GJHCL). 

Interestingly, ff. 142–147 do not explicitly deal with medicine (also evident 
in Prov 351), but rather various examples of Turki poetry. It is illuminating 
that the catalogue contains a cross reference to Prov 351, which is an 
indication that the content is somewhat similar to the latter manuscript. The 
final part of the MS, the cover, contains various scribblings, which Jarring 
categorizes as “writing exercises and notes” (GJHCL). 
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Prov 473. Prescriptions against illness 
This is an anonymous composite work containing small fragments of different 
texts that Gunnar Jarring acquired in 1929–30 when he was in Kashgar. It is 
therefore possible that the texts were copied there as well. The MSS was 
donated to Lund University Library in 1982 as part of the Jarring collection of 
Eastern Turkestan manuscripts. It is available in a digitized version on the 
Alvin digital platform as well as within the Annotated Turki Manuscripts from 
the Jarring Collection Online (ATMO) project. 

Since no date of copying, name of a copyist or place of compilation is 
recorded, it is impossible to establish authorship. The manuscript does not 
have a title in Eastern Turki, but in GJHCL it is named Prov 473, Collection 
of manuscripts (Prescriptions against illness). 

According to GJHCL (i.e. Alvin), the state of preservation of the 
manuscript ranges from good to unusable. The composite work consists of 10 
lose sheets of paper with no binding. While some folios 1–5 and 7 are written 
in the nastaʿlīq script, folio 6 is written in a script with which I am not familiar. 
Finally, folios. 8–10 are written in a lithographed style of writing. All sections 
are written in black ink. It contains no highlighted glosses as is common in 
similar manuscripts.  

With regard to dimensions, the treatise contains a number of different 
manuscript pages of different heights and widths, and no measurements 
appear in GJHCL. Equally, different sorts of paper have been utilized. The 
manuscript does not contain watermarks. This is a compilation of different 
Eastern Turki texts on 10 separate sheets of paper of different sizes and 
content. The treatise is not numerated with numerals in the Arabic script, but 
includes sheet numbering (i.e. European numerals) 1–10. According to the 
information on the digital platform Alvin, the folios were numbered in 2005 
(ALVIN). Since this shelf-number consists of loose sheets, the number of lines 
vary. The longest one consists of 17 lines. The manuscript does not include 
catchwords. 

The first sheet, i.e. 473, is a sheet whose contents are as yet unclear to me 
since I have not had the opportunity to research it properly. 473. 2 is a short 
text of nine lines on one page, containing medical prescriptions against various 
illnesses. Prov 473. 3 is a geomantic text written on one folio with text on both 
sides (See, Fig. 3:10). The remaining texts (473. 4–7) are seven types of so-
called tumar ‘amulets’ and sheets of paper with numerical combinations. 
Three of these (473. 8–10) are in Jarring’s opinion written “in a primitively 
lithographed form” (GJHCL). Thus, the first amulet, Prov 473. 4, is a 
repetition of a number of words while Prov 473. 5 contains two so-called 
abjad squares divided into sixteen sections (See, Fig. 3:11 and 3:12). Prov 
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473. 6 is a folio with undetermined text while 473. 7 is a köz tumari ‘amulet 
against the evil eye’ (See, Fig. 3:7).49 

General content of the primary sources 
As we can see from the above description, the manuscripts for this study are 
of a heterogeneous character and display obvious similarities with regard to 
content. Identical passages appear frequently among the different texts. Some 
characteristics may be discerned. Above all, these books appear to be very 
practically orientated.50 Thus, while theoretical matters are discussed in a 
number of texts, the main corpus is generally concerned with practical medical 
advice concerning a number of illnesses. A typical conditional passage begins 
with the Persian word ägär ‘if’. 

ägär qanini dafʿ bolsun desä ḫuẓaẓ-i hindī alučä bilä šarbat qilib üč 
kün naštädä ičsälär qan ṣāf bolur 

If one wants the blood to be free from illness, one should prepare a 
sherbet from Indian barberry and sour plum. If one drinks for a period 
of three days at breakfast time, the blood will become pure. (Prov 354. 
44a3–6) 

The terminology for describing diseases/illnesses as well as the materia 
medica in the Eastern Turki sources is extensive and the terminology displays 
strong continuities with Károly’s study. Many of the illnesses discussed in 
Subḥān Qulï’s treatise are also mentioned in the Eastern Turki sources. 
Besides the medical terminology which is highly influenced by Persian and 
Arabic, Eastern Turki dominates, but several passages – especially prayers and 
some poetry – are also written in Arabic and Persian. Some sections of the 
medical manuscripts even contain entire passages where Persian and/or Arabic 
is employed instead of Turkic. This is the case in Prov 351, where a poem in 
Persian speaking about Luqmān (who is discussed later on) can be found. (See 
translation of poem in ATMO) 

49 According to Öger, the name tumar, which is the general term applied by Uyghurs for amulet, 
stems from the Arabic word tūmār (Öger 2017: 56). Amulets of this sort appear to have a long 
recorded history among Turkic peoples and one of the first written references is found in 
Mahmud Kashgari’s book Dīwān Lughāt al-Turk (Öger 2017: 57).  
50 Cf. Károly, who writes that Subḥān Qulï’s treatise was not “a theoretical book on medicine, 
but a practical guide for anyone who suffers from different kinds of illnesses” (Károly 2015: 
21). 
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Common themes in the texts 
While humoral theory constitutes an important component in the Eastern 
Turki texts, other sections include topics that demonstrate a close relationship 
with popular lore and learned medicine. For example, frequent references to 
historically important personages within medical history appear in relation to 
practical medical prescriptions for different illnesses. In particular, 
manuscripts Prov 283, Prov 351, Prov 354 and Prov 357 contain a number of 
references to well-known personages related to Greek and Islamic history. 
Here we see that historical figures important to Central Asia as well as Europe 

mentioned. frequentlyareGreat’the‘Alexander ⟩اسکندر⟨Iskandarassuch 
āṭbuqr⟩,بقرات⟨tābuqrincludetorefertextsthephysicians famous Among 

personagesaswellas‘Galen’, ⟩وسلينجا⟨sūnīlǰāand ‘Hippocrates’ ⟩بقراط⟨ 
related to Greek philosophy such as Aristotoles (who appears in the texts with 
different spellings such as Arisṭo, Arisṭoṭālis, Arisṭāṭālis) as well as Suqrāṭ 

nāLuqmsageMuslimthe and Solomon’ Prophet‘The ⟩سليمان⟨nāSulaym 
51 Regarding the words 

 ‘Socrates’ and others. Other personages appearing with frequency are ⟩اطسقر⟨ 
 ⟩لقمان,⟨ mīakḥnāLuqmusually referred to as⟩حکيم نلقما⟨.

the Easternused interchangeably in arethey,⟩حکيم⟨kimḥāand ⟩طبيب⟨bīabṭ 
Turki manuscripts and appear to mean more or less the same thing, i.e. doctor 
or physician. For instance, in the following passage is a reference to buqrāt 

 ‘The physician Hippocrates’: ⟩بقرات حکيم⟨mīakḥ 

buqrāt ḥakīm aytur här kiši kim nāšitāda52 ṭurb čamğur yesä ağzidin su 
kälädurğan iši dafʿ bolur ägär kiši samsaqni ʿādat qilsa bälğämni 
miʿdani yäl wujūdidin pāk qilur 

The physician Hippocrates says that every person who eats (different 
kinds of) turnip for breakfast will be free from saliva running from the 
mouth. If someone makes it a habit to eat garlic, the phlegm and 
stomach will become clean from gases coming from the body. (Prov 
354. 45a1–5) 

Often glosses i.e. names ⟩ماالرحك⟨larāukamḥsuch toreferencesand 
‘physicians’, are highlighted in writings in red ink, as is the case in Prov 24 
where we come across the following didactic remark (See, Fig. 3:2). 

bilgil ḥukamālar ayturlar samsaq yätmiš türlüg ʿillatga dawā turur 
deydurlar 

Let it be known that physicians say that garlic will cure seventy sorts of 
illnesses. (Prov 24. 15a1–3) 

51 For information about Luqmān, see Bosworth et al. 1986. Luqmān is mentioned in Prov 351, 
Prov 354 and Prov 357.  
52 Cf. the more common spelling naštäda. 
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Note that the Arabic word ḥukamā is the plural form of ḥakīm ‘physician, 
doctor’ and has several meanings, including wise men, sages, doctors and 
physicians  (Károly 2015: 257, 264). With regard to Eastern Turki texts, it 
should be noted that although ḥukamā implies the Arabic plural form, the 
Turkic plural suffix -lAr is commonly used in combination with this word as 
is observed in the above quote, where we come across ḥukamālar. 

Fig. 3:2. Example of glosses in red color from Prov 24. 15a. 

Luqmān ḥakīm in the Turkic-speaking world 
Besides the above-mentioned personages, the sources make special mention 
of the Muslim sage Luqmān ḥakīm. He appears in a number of Eastern Turki 
texts. For example, in Gunnar Jarring’s catalogue it is written that “on pp. 
126–141 [there is an] enumeration of different medicines and other remedies, 
quoting Luqman” (GJHCL). 

Luqmān ḥakīm plays a significant role in the Muslim world, but especially 
in the Turkish-speaking world among Azerbaijanis, Kyrgyz and not least the 
Uyghurs. As the Turkish researcher Adem Öger points out, he is mentioned in 
legends, fairy tales, folk poetry, and various expressions, as well as in Uyghur 
oral and written tradition where he manifests himself as a prophet, doctor, 
wisdom personified and almost an immortal person (Öger 2007: 82). In 
addition to his role as a physician, Luqmān ḥakīm is often portrayed 
characteristically, with the gift of performing miracles and immortality, or at 
least one rewarded with an unusually long life (Öger 2007: 83). Some sources 
claim that his very long life was only surpassed by the Prophet Hizir and that 
he lived for as long as 3,500 years (Öger 2007: 80); something also expressed 
in the medical sources at hand.  
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bu bāb ḫāṣ närsälär maʿjūn qilmaqniŋ (niŋ) bayānida juwanini-niŋ 
ḫwaṣiyati bu turur andağ riwāyat kältürüb durlar kim ḥażrat Luqmān 
ḥakīm üč miŋ bäš yüz yil ʿumri kördilär 

This chapter describes the preparation of pastes for special matters. This 
is the miracle of aniseed. It has been narrated that His Holiness Luqmān 
the physician lived for 3,500 years. (Prov 351. 26a7–10. Transcription 
by Patrick Hällzon. Translation based on ATMO) 

As pointed out, it is mainly in his capacity as a doctor that Luqmān ḥakīm 
has become known. This is true in Anatolia, in Central Asia and among the 
Uyghurs. While mentioned frequently in the Eastern Turki sources, the 
following passage from Subḥān Qulï’s treatise reveals that his popularity is 
not restricted to that geographical area. 

Luqmān ʿ alayhiʾs-salāmadïn manqūl erür kim har kim bu maʿǰūndïn bir 
yarïm diram ašasa bī-hōš olġay 

It is narrated by Luqmān, peace be upon him, that if someone eats one 
and a half dirhams of this medicine, he will become unconscious. 
(Károly 2015: 22) 

Among the Uyghurs, Luqmān ḥakīm has received the honorary title pir, the 
saint of the doctors (Öger 2007: 80). According to the sources at hand, he has 
the gift of understanding the language of all living beings, which makes him 
understand the benefits of different medical plants, for example.53 In this way, 
Luqmān is the pir ‘saint’ with the almost magical ability to cure any illness or 
disorder. These notions are also prevalent among practitioners of traditional 
medicine. He has thus been given an elevated position among medical 
professionals, in medical treatises and in popular lore (Öger. 2007: 83). 
Through anecdotes and poetry we can observe that he is quoted as a master 
doctor giving good advice on issues related to health: 

ägär ḫwāhlasanglar hič ʿillatga giriftār bolmayin desäŋ Luqmān 
ḥakīmniŋ buyurağiča ʿamal qilmaq 

If you do not want to get sick or suffer from any complaints, you should 
follow the doctor Luqmān’s order. (Prov 351. 36b12–37a2. 
Transcription by Patrick Hällzon. Translation based on ATMO) 

As pointed out, the themes and personages found in the medical texts also 
appear in the oral literary tradition. A strong continuity can thus be observed 
between the Eastern Turki texts and a multitude of Uyghur stories that relate 

 ‘The Prophet Solomon’, who “is believed ⟩ليمانس⟨nāSulaymRegarding fantastic abilities, cf. 53 

to have been able to understand the language of the animals” (Jarring 1981: 12.n1).  
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to Luqmān’s ability to heal. Some recipes and healing methods in Uyghur 
traditional medicine are also directly dedicated to Luqmān. 

While some anecdotes are more directly related to medical treatment, some 
stories serve as didactic entertainment on a number of topics. While some of 
these are dedicated to the origin and shape of fruit such as the quince, others 
explain why radishes are a good source of food. In a similar fashion as the 
legend where Luqmān is attributed as being the “originator of herbal 
medicine” (Prov 351. 26a6. Translation by ATMO), he is considered the first 
to develop a technique for extracting ailing teeth, as the following story 
illustrates (Öger. 2007: 92): 

During Luqmān ḥakīm’s time, there was a person who had toothache. 
The doctors’ medicine did not help. When this person called for 
Luqmān, he revealed himself to him. While the man was talking to 
Luqmān, the physician stopped at the roadside to perform the minor 
ritual purification (i.e. ablution), so he passed by a quiet place, and sat 
down there [to do it]. The person with toothache waited for quite a long 
time, but Luqmān ḥakīm did not get up from the place. The person in 
question with the toothache could not stand it anymore, looked in 
Luqmān’s direction, and said to him: 

– My tooth hurts. I cannot stand it anymore. Can’t you operate it right 
away? 

According to Muslim religious belief, one should not talk during either 
the minor or the major ritual washing. Without speaking to the man, 
Luqmān picked up a root from a plant that was right next to this person 
and showed it to him. After the person had understood what this meant, 
Luqmān approached him and pulled out his tooth. In this way, the man 
was liberated from his toothache. To extract teeth can thus be traced 
back to this event. (Öger 2007: 92) 

Topics not directly connected to medicine 
Just like some sections of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, which deal with topics 
apparently loosely connected to medicine, the same can be said about the 
Eastern Turki texts. Just like Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, a number of Eastern Turki 
passages are devoted to matters such as how to dye grey hair and beards, 
whitening of the teeth and recipes concerning foul smells coming from the 
body. Other sections deal with how to find a thief. In particular, Prov 351 
includes an extensive part on how to deal with thieving (See, Fig. 3:3). 

These topics may not count as illness per se, but could be attributed to more 
general ideas of cosmetics and well-being. The same may be said about 
sections dealing with thieves and lost property, which are not specifically 
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related to medicine. This suggests that the conception of medicine in both 
Western Turkestan and Eastern Turkestan also included notions of preserving 
good health and preventing calamities perhaps not directly related to 
medicine, but which could indeed influence the general well-being of a person 
or his family in a negative way. 

ägär ḫwāhlasaŋ oğrini maʿlūm qila desäŋ bu šaklini fütüb ṭahārat bir 
yastuq altinğa qoyub yatsa oğrini tüšidä körgäy 

If you would like to know who the thief is, you should write this 
formula, and thereafter perform an ablution, and place it under your 
pillow. Then, you will see the thief in your dreams. 

God is omniscient.... Oh Allah, oh Allah, oh Allah (Prov 351. 46b4–6. 
Transcription by Patrick Hällzon. Incantation with Arabic script 
translated by ATMO. Eastern Turki translation based on ATMO.) 

 سح سح سح سو صالحی هللا یا هللا یا هللا یا باریث یاسنا ههههه اعلم وهللا

Fig. 3:3. Example from Prov 351. 46b4. 
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We can observe that while texts such as Prov 24, 283, 351, 354, and 357 
are more oriented towards healing based on naturalistic principles, these texts 
also contain material reflecting personalistic ideas. Other manuscripts speak 
little of medicine per se but can still be regarded as medical texts. Prov 28, 
Prescriptions for Curing of Different Diseases, partly with traces of ancient 
shamanistic rites illustrates this connection. While we may agree that the MS 
contains a number of formulas that may be categorized as magically 

bir kiši ]ägär[⟩بولسه کسل کشی بر⟨sentencefirstmanuscript’s orientated, the 
kesäl bolsa ‘if a person is/becomes sick’, clearly states that this is considered 
a medical manuscript in the local tradition (See, Fig. 3:4). In addition, 
according to the notes of Gunnar Jarring, the manuscript, which was  
purchased in Yarkand in the 1930s, had probably been copied from a local 
‘medicine book’ (GJHCL). 

Fig. 3:4. A section from Prov 28. 2a. 

Religious matters in healing 
The medical manuscripts in the Jarring collection deal with a wide range of 
subjects. While some sections appear to be entirely devoted to medical 
prescriptions with no references whatsoever to religion, others bear reference 
to religious belief and practice. When analyzing the contents of such texts it 
is thus important to keep in mind the sociocultural contexts in which they were 
written. In medical writings, we see the occurrence of both explanatory 
models based on naturalistic concepts involving humoral theory and so-called 
personalistic ideas. 

Religious references occur in most medical texts from the period of 
discussion. In fact, the majority of handwritten books from the region, 
regardless of whether they deal with religion, include the basmalah (i.e.  
bismillahir-rahmanir-rahim) which means “In the name of God the 
compassionate, the merciful” (Privratsky 2001: 124) and the fatiḥah, which is 
the very first surah of the Qur’an.  

Tewfik Canaan points out that Muslim scholars such as En-Nāzilī wrote  
extensively about “the merits of el-fatiḥah and the basmalah” (Canaan 1937– 
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1938: 73). It also appears in a number of medical texts (See, Fig. 3:5). As to 
illustrate, we may see that while Prov 248 begins without the basmala, other 
texts from the Gunnar Jarring collection such as Prov 24, Prov 354, and Prov 
473. 7, a tumar, all begin with this formula. In other sources, such as Prov 
283, the basmala appears within the main text.54 Even more manuscripts, such 
as Prov 351. 45a2, contain passages where this formula appears as part of a 
ritual involving prayer. In fact, in a Muslim context, the word bismillāh is not 
just a random formula but contains connotations of health. As Westermarck 
noted in his work on religion in Morocco, “[T]he bismillāh is used on all sorts 
of occasions when people are afraid of being hurt by jnūn or as a safeguard 
against the devil” (Westermarck 1926: 205–206. cf. Valdinoci 2008: 215). 

Fig. 3:5. Prov 354. 43a with the customary basmala 

Indigenous explanatory models  
According to indigenous explanatory models, illness and other calamities 
could stem from a number of factors. While some explanatory models were 
based on naturalistic concepts involving humoral theory, where correct diet 
and environment played an important role, others can be categorized as 
personalistic ideas regarding the origin of illness including the belief in the 
evil eye and the jinn ‘evil spirits’, for example. The evil eye, for example, was 
widely feared among people since it not only affected humans, but livestock 
as well (Gustafsson 1917a: 225). 

Since infants were extremely vulnerable to illness, many activities were 
aimed at securing their protection. According to Ella Sykes, the belief in the 
evil eye was very widespread and as protection for children, amulets were 
worn (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 254). In Eastern Turkestan there was a belief in 
avak, a general term “for children possessed by evil spirits” (Jarring 1979b: 
10). This was a type of condition that affected small children, initially making 
them emaciated, ultimately with the risk of dying (Gustafsson 1917a: 230). 

It was common belief that the jinn would appear everywhere. They were 
considered especially dangerous since their objective was to harm humans. In 

54 Regarding Prov 283, Gunnar Jarring writes that “the main work is interrupted on page 35b
with the basmala and […] an explanation of the names of (different) medicines” (GJHCL). 
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addition, they were difficult to detect since they had the ability to appear in 
different forms – both human and animal. 

According to the popular beliefs, the demons, or the “jinns” in the local 
language could sometimes appear in human forms. They were 
recognized by the way their eye slits were vertical, not horizontal as is 
the case with normal human beings. The missionaries also mention 
people who were possessed by evil spirits. (Hultvall 1981b: I. 6: 21) 

In order to secure protection from evil spirits, various formulas would be 
recited in case of “mental derangement” (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 254), a 
condition attributed to spirit possession. One such formula recorded by Ella 
Sykes was supposed to avert the Devil who was “unable to withstand this 
invocation” (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 254). 

Another head has come to the head; another body has come to the body. 
Your master has come; a jade lamp and a blood-red sherbet are here. 
You will soon be like ashes, for I have an iron knife to cut you with, and 
black bullets with which to shoot you. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 254) 

It seems that there were different sorts of jinn. Jarring writes that for 
travelers, in particular when traveling through desert areas, the most feared of 
all jinn was azitğu ‘the bewilderer’. This category of jinn lured travelers from 
the correct path when en route, and the only way to stand against its evil was 
by means of amulets worn by both humans and draught animals (Jarring 
1979a: 139). 

Amulets and healing 
In his writings on amulets in the Muslim world, and more specifically Arabic 
amulets, Tewfik Canaan, points out a number of examples from the holy book 
of the Muslims, the Qur’an, as well as hadiths, sayings and deeds said to have 
been uttered or performed by the Prophet, which theologically justify the use 
of the Qur’an and its verses as a healing method. While some prominent 
Muslim scholars have not approved of this sort of usage throughout history, 
others have (Canaan 1937–1938: 72). Taking this as his vantage point, Canaan 
draws the following conclusion: 

This fact shows how deeply religion and popular medicine are 
dependent on each other. It is nearly impossible to separate one from 
the other without mutilating both. This is why religious leaders play an 
important role in popular medicine, many therapeutic measures are 
nothing but religious ceremonies, and the amulets which a person wears 
and loads upon his children are nothing but his continuous prayer for 
help and protection. (Canaan 1937–1938: 73) 
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Fig. 3:6. Prov 5. 2a. Introduction to tumār nāma ‘amulet book’ in the Gunnar Jarring 
Collection, Lund.  

Amulets may be written on a number of materials such as paper, wood, leather, 
metal and so on (Canaan 1937–1938: 69). They sometimes include whole 
passages from the Qur’an and at times only single words. Other amulets 
consist of sequences of numbers, dots or letters that can be deciphered using 
various techniques based on the principles of letter value, meaning that every 
letter in the Arabic script represents a number or vice versa. Different surahs 
in the Qur’an are considered to have an especially powerful effect against 
certain remedies. For example, Canaan presents a list of verses which are said 
to be especially efficient for curative purposes as well as protection from evil 
forces (Canaan 1937–1938: 73). 

Most of the material in the Jarring collection classified as amulets is written 
on paper consisting of either passages in the medical texts themselves or small 
rolls of paper called tumar in both Eastern Turki and modern Uyghur. One of 
the most common type of amulets that Eastern Turki people would wear were 
small charms written on paper, known as tumar. These were often written on 
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a small roll of paper containing a verse from the Qur’an or some other prayer 
(See, Fig. 3:8). While some tumars were used for achieving economic security 
and love, others were employed for protection against sickness and other 
calamities. A number of tumar, e.g. protective amulets, can be found among 
the medical manuscripts in the Jarring collection at Lund. An example of how 
the contents would appear is presented below. This tumar is presumably used 
against the evil eye, as the word köz tumari ‘eye amulet’ appears in the 
formula.55 It begins with the customary basmala, i.e. bismi-llāhi r-raḥmāni r-
raḥīmi köz tumari ‘In the name of God the compassionate, the merciful, a 
tumar against the evil eye’ (See, Fig. 3:7). 

Fig. 3:7. köz tumāri ‘eye amulet’ from the Gunnar Jarring collection. Prov 473. 7 

55 Regarding scholarship on amulets in Eastern Turkestan, Adem Öger, has written an article 
on Prov 5 in the Jarring Collection at Lund. The manuscript, entitled tumār nāma was collected 
in the oasis town of Yarkand in 1929 by the Swedish missionary Gunnar Hermansson and deals 
with amulets, their usage and function. The book consists of 34 folios and measures 15x12 cm. 
Date of compilation as well as authorship is unknown (Öger 2017: 61; See, Fig. 3:6). 
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Fig. 3:8. A roll of paper (tumar). An amulet for protection against the evil eye. 
Location and photo: Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm 

Categorization of tumars 
With regard to categorization of the different types of amulets for curative  
purposes among the Eastern Turki population, Canaan highlights the 
following scheme: 

I. Those carried on the body; II. those hung upon the bed of the patient 
or placed somewhere else in the house; III. those used in one way or 
another as an internal or external medication. (Canaan 1937–1938: 73) 

The categorization used by Canaan can be compared to Öger’s scheme. 
Also here, tumars are divided into three main categories. In the first of these, 
we have amulets used with the aim of protecting the soul. A second category 
consists of amulets used with the aim of providing the bearer with wealth and 
luck, while the third involves amulets made with the aim of influencing 
people’s relationships (Öger 2017: 58–60). The various indigenous texts 
specify where and how to make use of the amulets. As such, they are  
sometimes sown into garments or headgear such as the Uyghur skullcap 
doppa, while others are placed in the home for the purpose of protecting 
humans and their livestock against illness, misfortune and theft. The 
manuscript sources inform us that one should place an amulet on the door of 
the house or the stable as a protective measure against thieves, for example 
(Öger 2017: 61): 
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If someone carries the [surah] aṣḥab-ul-kahf with him, reads it all the 
time or writes it down and puts it somewhere at home, burglars will 
never enter that home nor will fire burn it and that home will not be 
void of angels. In addition, it expresses that if someone puts the [surah] 
aṣḥab-ul-kahf onto property, it will not be destroyed by either fire or 
water; when cereals and crops are sown in the field, they will not be 
harmed. (Öger 2017: 62) 

Another part of the same section explains that the tumar also protects 
wayfarers when on journeys, as well as serving as a means for extinguishing 
fires. With regard to health, this particular tumar helps women during 
childbirth. The text also has a warning that those who do not believe in the 
power of the recommended surah are considered a kāfir ‘non-believer’, and 
when it is time for Judgment Day his wife’s face will be blackened. Finally, it 
is also explained that a person who writes down the text in question in blood 
shall be successful in his field of work. 

Moreover, people going on a journey who tie this amulet onto their 
right-hand side will not be fatigued. Anyone who sees a fire, winds this 
[surah] aṣḥab-ul-kahf around a clean cloth, and goes into the fire, will 
extinguish it. If someone who has a difficult delivery writes down the 
aṣḥab-ul-kahf and ties it onto her left-hand side, the birth will come 
easily. In addition, [the text] informs that anyone who doubts in this 
[surah]  aṣḥab-ul-kahf, will become a kâfir and on Judgment day, his 
wife’s face will be blackened. Later on, the text explains how anyone 
who writes the aṣḥab-ul-kahf text in blood coming from a person should 
put it inside a product which he wants to sell, and if he uses the tumar, 
he will be successful in milling. (Öger 2017: 62)  

It is clear that amulets were used for all kinds of purposes. Reading of the 
surah aṣḥab-ul-kahf is also recommended in the section dedicated to taʿwīz 
fatḥ-i bāb-ul-qalb. Here we learn that this particular amulet is good for 
receiving knowledge but also effective during childbirth.  

If a person who wants to attain knowledge writes down this amulet and 
eats it during a period of three days, it will fall to his/her lot. If someone 
writes down the names of [the surah] aṣḥab-ul-kahf and hangs it onto 
oneself, delivery [of children] will come easily. Sultan Mahmut Gaznevi 
has narrated this. (Öger 2017: 64) 

As we can see, amulets existed for more or less every imaginable aspect of 
day-to-day life. Some amulets were effective in attaining love, some  in  
making work prosper and others in facilitating childbirth. As we have seen in 
the section entitled aṣḥab-ul-kahf, some tumars also deal with the afterlife. In 
this case, there was a warning about what would happen to those on Judgment 
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Day who did not believe in the powers of the amulet. As explained, there was 
a widespread belief in supernatural beings such as the jinn, but also fear of the 
devil in Eastern Turki society. Since these beings were greatly feared it is not 
surprising to see that some amulets are devoted to protecting the bearer from 
their influence. Ömer provides an example from Prov 5, writing: 

According to the narration of Ibn Abbas, someone who wears the 
amulet in question on his/her person or prays [its prayer], that person 
will find his/her work goes well and he/she will overcome his/her 
enemies, the jinn and Satan. It is also necessary to hang the amulet onto 
his/her child. (Öger 2017: 64) 

Amulets in the domestic sphere 
Protective measures aimed at the domestic sphere (including amulets) often 
dealt with attaining health and protection against malevolent elements such as 
evil spirits. As I write in my MA thesis on mazars, the logic is similar to what 
could be found until recently in Uyghur homes (Hällzon 2012). Here, the 
parents would “place an unsheathed knife in their baby's crib” (Rudelson 
1997: 82) with the purpose of protecting the infant from harm provoked by 
external evil forces. Other practices involved placing a mirror and knife in the 
crib. Various sources such as Justin Rudelson and Jay Dautcher mention “the 
tradition of placing a mirror under the crib of a newborn baby or the knife 
placed under the baby’s pillow” (Hällzon 2012: 55. Rudelson 1997: 83; 
Dautcher 2009: 81. Cf. Westermarck 1926b: 373). 

With regard to Eastern Turkestan, protective amulets were often placed on 
the body or in the home. It was common for instance to place an amulet on the 
door of the house or the stable, which would serve as a protective measure for 
both humans and their livestock (Öger 2017: 61). The comments about 
animals also wearing amulets is quite logical, considering that cattle was 
usually the backbone of the family economy in a predominantly agrarian 
society, and represented the ability to maintain health and well-being within 
the family over the long term. 

There is a common belief in amulets. Therefore, almost everyone, both 
young and old, are seen wearing them. However, not only humans, but 
also the animals receive blessings and protection from them. Therefore, 
one puts amulets to horses, cows and so on. Thus, to remove such a 
“protector” would be considered a great evil. The amulets’ contents 
vary, as is their effect. Anyone who makes himself an amulet from 
wolves’ teeth and hangs it around his neck will always be highly 
honored among the people and his words will carry weight. Wearing an 
amulet of a heart of a hare brings the good benefit of becoming 
invulnerable to bullets and arrows. If an amulet of wolves’ claws is 
attached onto the children, they will find protection from evil spirits of 
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all kinds. Bones from a wolf, used in the same way, will result in that 
enemies will be unable to cause harm to a person. A wolf tail can also 
be used for the same purpose. (Gustafsson 1917a: 226) 

If we compare Gustafsson’s remarks with the information in Prov 24,  
which is essentially classified as a medical manuscript, we can observe that 
advice on amulets and other protective measures in Eastern Turkestan were 
integrated with the medical texts dealing with materia medica, for example. 
The following four examples are from Prov 24. 

1. ṭāwšqanniŋ yüräkini oŋ bazusiğa bağlab oq atsa härgiz ḫaṭā 
kätmägäy 

If someone takes a hare’s heart and ties it onto his right shoulder 
and fires an arrow, then he will never make a mistake [e.g. he 
will never miss]. (Prov 24. 15a14–15b1) 

2. ägär böräniŋ tirnaqini farzandiğa bağlasa dēw parī yeqin 
kälalmagay ägär böräniŋ ošuqini hämrah qilsa düšmän kār 
qilmağay här kim böräniŋ quyruqi birlä ustuḫwānini öziğä 
hämrah qilsa häm düšmän kār qilmağay bir näččä mastkanda 
ičsä härgiz mast bolmağay 

If someone takes the claws of a wolf and ties these onto a child, 
spirits and fairies cannot come. If one always carries the bones of 
a wolf, enemies will not do [their] work. In addition, enemies will 
not hurt anyone who carries the tail of a wolf as well its bones. If 
he drinks a few mastkanda, he will never become intoxicated. 
(Prov 24. 17a12–17b3) 

3. här kim yālliq böräniŋ tišini öziğä hämrah qilsa hämmä ḫalq 
arasida ʿizzatlik wä hörmätlik bolğay yüzi issiğ sözi ötkür bolğay 
ägär maẓlūmniŋ farzandi bolmasa yā bolub turmasa tišini özi 
birlä tutsa farzand bolğay ägär yālliq böriniŋ tišini qutanniŋ 
išikiğä kömsä härgiz börä kälmägäy 

Anyone who carries the teeth  of a wolf  with a long  mane  on  
himself [as an amulet], will become highly honored and 
respected among the people. [Moreover], he will be respected 
and [be able to] speak sharp [e.g. clever] words. If a woman does 
not have a child or has one but it cannot stand up, if she carries 
its tooth [as an amulet], she will have a child. If someone buries 
the tooth of a wolf with long mane by the door of the sheepfold, 
the wolf will never come there. (Prov 24. 18a2–7) 
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4. ägär kišiniŋ tiši ağrisa böräniŋ tišini basib yatsa dafʿ bolur 

If someone suffers from toothache and [sits on the teeth] of a 
wolf, then the ailment will go away. (Prov 24. 20a3–4) 

Love and happiness – Amulets for influencing people’s relationships 
While some sections in the Eastern Turki sources concern medical matters 
afflicting the body itself, other sections are associated matters such as finding 
a partner or improving one’s existing relationship. In the texts, we come across 
several passages dealing with prayers for love and prosperity, sexual 
enhancement and other matters related to day-to-day life. For example, Prov 
3 in the Gunnar Jarring Collection in Lund contains an “Amulet-case” from 
Yarkand entitled “The love of a couple of lovers” and “A description of 
amulets used for attaining the love of other persons” (GJHCL). This 
corresponds to the aforementioned category of amulets used for influencing 
people’s relationships (Öger 2017: 58–60). Here, a noteworthy characteristic 
is that many of the medical manuscripts include at least a few references to 
which ayat ‘specific verses from the Qur’an’, should be employed for 
maintaining a good relationship between the spouses, increasing sexual 
enhancement or providing advice about how the person performing the ritual 
may  make someone fall  in love with him or  her. Many  references  provide 
specific instructions, such as the number of times a certain prayer should be 
performed. 

ägär kimärsäni ʿāšiq qila[y] desä bu āyatni yätmiš martaba oqub dam 
qilib bärsä ʿāšiq tapar bolur 

If someone wishes someone to fall in love with him/her, that person 
should read and blow this verse seventy times. Then he/she will find  
love. (Prov 304. 17a1–2)  

Sections such as the following highlight how it was common practice to 
digest ‘sacred words’ in the healing process. The expression dam qilib ‘to  
blow’ refers to blowing on water and then drinking it. More specifically, a 
piece of paper with a religious incantation is placed in the water. While the 
passage below is taken from a book, it closely resembles one of the commonly 
observed methods when utilizing amulets since these too are “used in one way 
or another as an internal or external medication” (Canaan 1937–1938: 73). 

wä dīgar bu āyatni mihr maḥabbat yoq er ḫatunğa fütüb äzib ičürsä 
maḥabbatlik bolur [::: prayer :::] ägär kimärsäniŋ qosaqi ağrisa bu 
āyatni oqub dam qilib bärsä dafʿ bolur wä fütüb äzib ičürsä šifā tapar 

Here is another one. If a man having no love or companionship [in his 
relation with his wife] writes down this  verse, crushes it  between the 
hands and makes his wife drink it, they will fall in love [::: prayer in 
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Arabic]. If someone has stomach ache and recites this verse, blows [on 
it] and gives it [to the patient], the illness will go away. In addition, if 
one writes down [this verse] and gives it [to the patient] to drink, he/she 
will find health [again]. (Prov 304. 16b1–6) 

Although these topics at first glance could be interpreted as non-medical, 
they were not looked upon as such by authors of classical medical texts. Both 
Greek and Arabo-Islamic authors devoted themselves to exploring this topic. 
According to them, it was more important to find an equilibrium between body 
and mind, and a number of prominent authors such as Al-Rāzī (Rhazes) and 
Ibn Sīnā (Avicenna) discussed the topic.56 As mentioned in chapter two, 
alongside the concept of the humors existed the idea of the six non-naturals. 
While man could not influence the inner workings of the body such as humors 
and age, adjustment of the non-naturals was possible. As such, a person could 
for instance choose to move away from areas where unfavorable climatic 
conditions had a negative effect on health. Similarly, he/she could engage in 
better sleeping patterns or a more balanced diet. Within this concept of non-
naturals also existed the notion that mental stages influenced the body. In this 
context, the medieval sources speak of the need to engage in things that make 
one happy and find ways to distance oneself from negative states of mind 
(Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 48-49).  

The relationship between mind and body had occupied Greek 
physicians and continued to be a subject of speculation amongst Islamic 
medical writers. The issue was of particular importance when defining 
and explaining mental illness, but also had a more general application. 
As we have just seen, one of the six non-naturals is the mental state of 
the patients, and, as such, it affects their health directly. Sadness and 
anxiety are to be avoided, and music, as well as pleasant company, and 
a quiet environment can contribute to the convalescence. (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 48-49) 

It is perhaps not surprising then to see that Eastern Turki texts also deal 
with themes such as attaining a stable love life or protection against calamities, 
since these could potentially affect the mental state of the person, which in 
turn could also influence his/her physical health. An interesting passage in 
Pormann & Savage Smith deals with the use  of talismans.  Here,  the 
relationship between belief and health is raised. As discussed earlier, medieval 

56 i.e. Al-Rāzī’s treatise Fī al-Ṭibb al-rūḥānī ‘On Spiritual Medicine’ and Ibn Sīnā’s Kitāb al-
Shifāʾ ‘The Book of the Cure’ (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 48-49). The relationship
between body and soul in medical writings can also be detected in Ottoman classical sources. 
For instance, in the 15th-century Ottoman medical manuscript Eşref Bin Muhammed 
Hazâʾinü’s- Saâʿdât described by Şehsuvaroğlu (1961) chapter 38b has the heading Ruhanî 
hareket ve sükûndadır. (Yani can hareketinde ve sükûnundadır) ‘Spiritual exercise and rest (in 
other words, spiritual exercises and rest)’ (Şehsuvaroğlu 1961: V). 
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writers emphasized the need to avoid negative thinking and worrying, instead 
offering suggestions for a happier life which in turn could influence health in 
a positive way. From the passage below, we learn that some medieval learned 
physicians approved of the use of talismans, perhaps not because they could 
prove its effectiveness but because they believed in the relationship between 
the body and mind. 

As early as the ninth century, Arabic treatises by learned physicians and 
scholars discussed the efficacy of amuletic remedies hung round the  
neck or bound to some part of the body. A particularly interesting essay 
on the topic was written by the Christian physician Qusṭā ibn Lūqā (d. 
c. 912), who emigrated to Armenia after working, like his contemporary 
al-Rāzī, in Baghdad. In this treatise Qusṭā argues that the strengthening 
of the mind that results from belief in the power of an amulet has much 
to do with its effectiveness. He presented many examples of amuletic 
techniques, citing Greek authorities as well as some Indian sources. He 
allowed for a little scepticism, saying: ‘As for me, I have not tried these 
things, but neither are they to be denied by me, because if we had not 
seen a magnet drawing iron to itself we would not confirm or believe 
it.’ Nonetheless, he believed that the state of the soul affected that of 
the body, and that, since talismanic procedures appear to strengthen the 
mindset of the patient, amulets should be employed where necessary. 
Learned physicians of his day and later seem to have generally agreed 
with this conclusion. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 145-146) 

Amulets for invoking harm on enemies  
While many amulets were used for healing and general protection from the 
evil eye, harmful spirits, enemies and so on, some were used with the specific 
purpose of invoking harm on enemies or breaking up couples. Interestingly, 
we may observe that in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, spells containing ‘black magic’ 
are not written in Arabic but in Turkic. The contrary can be observed in 
incantations wishing a positive outcome in which Arabic is used. Perhaps this 
stems from the fact that Arabic is the language of the holy Qur’an and that 
black magic should not make use of that language. With regard to Eastern 
Turkestan, however, we see that such ‘rules’ are not coherently observed as 
the āyat used there is written in Arabic. 

düšmänni band qilmaqniŋ šakli ägär kišiniŋ qattiq düšmäni bolsa aniŋ 
qašiğa barğanda bu ṭilsim šakl düšmänilärniŋ yüziğä üč martaba oqub 
hürsä wä häm bu āyat šaklni öziğä hamrāh qilsa düšmän tili band 
bolğay ul šakl […āyat…] 

The way to make an enemy comply: If a person has a fierce enemy, 
he/she should approach him with this amulet, recite, and blow at his/her 
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face. If he/she also should carry this sort of āyat on him/herself, the 
enemy’s tongue will be bound up. After that appears the text of the  
amulet […āyat in Arabic…] (Prov 5. 15a1–15b3)57 

As demonstrated by a passage in Prov 351, the use of incantations of this 
sort is not restricted to amulet books and tumars but also appears in medical 
treatises. 

ägär kimärsäniŋ qattiğ düšmäni bolsa bu āyatni bir tutam čigitgä qirq 
bir martaba oqub uyğa bärmäk käräk āyat bu turur 

If someone has a serious enemy, it is necessary that he/she reads this 
āyat forty-one times to a bunch of cottonseeds, and then gives them to 
an ox. The āyat is as follows: ‘And Allah repelled those who 
disbelieved, in their rage, not having obtained any good. And sufficient 
was Allah for the believers in battle, and ever is Allah Powerful and 
Exalted in Might’ (Prov 351. 45b7–11. Translation of Eastern Turki text 
based on ATMO. Translation of āyat by ATMO.) 

Magic numbers 
The Eastern Turki sources, together with material written by Westerners, 
inform us about widely spread notions of numerology among the people of the 
region. Just like in Iran and Central Asia, people would resort to interpreting 
numbers on a range of occasions, such as praying or understanding the 
calendar. Some numbers were considered especially powerful and auspicious. 
For that reason, numbers such as three, seven, forty and seventy appear 
frequently in medical texts and magic formulae. Writing on magic in Iran 
during the 1930s, Donaldson points out that the importance of the number 
seven is manifested in the fact that “there are seven days of the week, seven 
planets, seven heavens, seven hills and seven climes” (Donaldson 1973: 110– 
111). In a similar fashion, twelve is an important number since the year has 
twelve months. This is true for both the Muslim calendar and the ancient Turki 
calendar. 

Among the most frequently employed verses of the Qur’an is the Surah 2: 
255, also known as the kursi. Writing on Iran, Donaldson points out that “if 
one reads the kursi seventy times, then all his needs will be met” (Donaldson 
1973: 111).58 Actually, this number is especially utilized when a person wishes 
to gain merit from reading the Qur’an. On such occasions, one should repeat 
the verse(s) in question seventy times (Donaldson 1973: 111). Other numbers 
that are viewed as favorable within magic rituals are three, twenty-two and 
forty-one (Donaldson 1973: 111). In Persia, in the early 20th century, numbers 

57 Cf. Öger’s Turkish translation of the passage (Öger 2017: 63).  
58 Donaldson wrongly writes that the surah in question is 18: 37 (Cf. Donaldson 1973: 110–
111). However, as mentioned above, it should however, be surah 2: 255. 
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were also frequently employed in healing rituals and medical prescriptions. 
Thus when a doctor prescribed medicine, the patient was often instructed to 
take it for three or seven days (Donaldson 1973: 111–112). According to 
Donaldson, combinations of propitious numbers were also employed in ritual 
as the following example demonstrates.  

On the twenty-second day of the New Year a person should read Suras 
1, 112, 113 and 114, and repeat the kursi verse seventy times, then blow 
his breath upon a bowl of water, and then for seven mornings drink of 
that water, and God will cure any form of illness he may have. 
(Donaldson 1973: 111–112) 

When comparing with Eastern Turki manuscript sources, we see a similar 
underlying logic as well as a mode of implementation. In order to illustrate, I 
present the following example dealing with tämär’ätkü, a general term for 
‘eczema’ which appears in Prov 351. 

ägär kimärsä tämär’ätkü paydā bolğan bolsa bu āyatni toqquz martaba 
oqub üč tükürmäk yättä oqub üč tükümäk üč oqub tükürmäk käräk āyat 
bu turur 

If someone becomes afflicted with eczema, it is necessary for him to 
recite this āyat nine times, spit three times, read seven times, spit three 
times, recite and spit three times. The āyat is as follows: In the name of 
God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. [The angels will say], ‘That 
was because you used to exult upon the earth without right and you used 
to behave insolently’ (Translation of prayer by ATMO) 

Interpretation of dreams 
As elsewhere in the Islamic world, there existed a strong tradition of 
soothsaying through the interpretation of dreams. Of course, this is not 
isolated to Islam as references to the interpretation of dreams and their efficacy 
also appear in the Jewish and Christian religious tradition, as can be seen for 
example in the story of Joseph and Potiphar in the Old Testament. 

Interestingly, although in GJHCL Prov 24 is entitled On a physician’s 
profession, the manuscript, prepared around the late 1920s, is a compilation 
of thematically different texts in which the medical treatise only plays a small 
part. Other parts of the MS include a dream book attributed to the Prophet 
Yusuf, an explanation of the spring festival Nouruz as well as a text with the 
heading ‘The Victory Book’. This leads us to ask whether dream books, the 
spring festival Nouruz and ‘The Victory Book’ were considered to have some 
sort of inherent relationship. 

It is more likely that the manuscript was bound into one volume due to 
practical matters such as shortage of paper. Thus, the first part of Prov 24, 
namely the section dealing with soothsaying, might be said to be part of the 
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local medical tradition in the same way that calendars, number magic, dice 
throwing, geomantic texts, köz tumari ‘amulet against the evil eye’ and other 
types of amulets all appear in the Eastern Turki medical sources consulted for 
this study. 

här kim tüšidä awliyalarni körsä nażar tapğay här kim tüšidä ʿ ālimlarni 
darvišlarni körsä balā qaża wä wafātlardin amānda bolur ul yäl 
kesäldin yiraq bolur. 

Each and every one who in his/her dream sees the saints will find the 
light of God. In addition, he/she who in a dream sees dervishes will be 
saved from catastrophe, disaster and instant death. [Likewise] that 
person will find himself far away from wind and sickness. (Prov 24.  
2a9–11) 

The Calendar and special days 
In addition to the aforementioned methods of predicting the future, the zodiac 
was widely used. The introduction to Prov 283 (folio 3b), for instance, 
contains a trilingual calendar which Jarring claims was used for dice throwing 
(GJHCL). While information is lacking on how the soothsayers employed this 
type of calendar, the pure existence of it in a medical manuscript proves that 
there existed a close connection between astrology and medicine in Eastern 
Turkestan (See, Fig. 3:9). 

The inclusion of a calendar is perhaps not sensational considering that 
utilization of the calendar was looked upon as an integrated part of healing 
practices, not only in Eastern Turkestan but also elsewhere. To illustrate, it 
should be mentioned that medical texts from Western Turkestan also mention 
special days on which healing was considered to be especially effective. 
According to Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, the Persian New year and a period  
stretching from April 7 to May 8 were held to be especially auspicious with 
regard to healing (Károly 2015: 33). 

nīsān suyïnï kim ḥamalnïŋ on säkizinči künidin s̱ awrnïŋ on säkizinči 
yaġsa har kim bu suwdïn alïb bu sūralarnï oqub ošbu suwġa hürüb yeti 
kün ertä kečä ašasa bolġan marażlardïn wa ʿillatlardïn amān olġay 

If someone takes from the rainwater of April which falls down between 
the seventeenth day of Aries and the seventeenth of Taurus, recites 
these suras, blows them to that rainwater and drinks it in the morning 
and in the evening for seven days, he will be protected from all diseases 
and sicknesses. (Károly 2015: 33–34) 

The idea that certain days were considered suitable and auspicious while 
other were ‘unlucky’ days was fairly common in Eastern Turkestan and 
influenced peoples’ choices with regard to day-to-day activities. Similar ideas 
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are reported from other parts of the Muslim World. Writing on folklore in Iran, 
Bess Donaldson noted that a whole cosmos of remedies employed for 
protection against sickness and accidents, attaining good health, as well as 
belief in the efficacy of amulets, casting spells, numerology, the calendar, 
eating and avoiding certain foods and having different days for carrying out 
different tasks existed among the Iranians (Donaldson 1973). The similarities 
with Eastern Turkestan are striking. According to a missionary report, it was 
for instance considered very hazardous to perform any important tasks on a 
number of days. Of three especially inauspicious days, the first day of each 
month was the most important to take notice of, but as we can see, certain 
activities were avoided during certain days of the week (Gustafsson 1917a: 
226. Cf. Jarring 1979b: 15). 

To die on a Friday is considered to be very fortunate. To die on a 
Wednesday is considered to be dangerous, as the gates of hell stand 
open on Wednesdays. If somebody falls ill on a Saturday he will try to 
remain on his feet as it is considered very dangerous to be confined to 
one’s bed on a Saturday. To comb one’s hair on a Saturday or Sunday 
involves great risk. If a woman combs her hair on a Wednesday her 
husband will die before long. (Jarring 1979b: 15. For the original 
Swedish text see, Ahlbert 1920: 42) 

With regard to the calendar in Prov 283, it consists of six different 
categories, presumably all used for divination (See, Fig. 3:9). It begins with 
an elaborate chart describing the animal zodiac. A few characteristics can be 
discerned. The first is that Turki is used alongside Arabic and Persian. Thus, 
we can see that in the chart the planets all appear with their names in Arabic, 

written inareweekdays, aswellaszodiac’, ‘animal ⟩موچل⟨alčmuwhile the ⟩باد⟨dāb‘earth’,⟩خاک⟨kḫāConcerning the four elements 59their Persian form. 
Persian words are ‘fire’ the first three ⟩اوت⟨ot and ‘water’⟩اب⟨bā‘wind’, 

while the latter is Turkic. The final two categories describing the Turki 
calendar and names of the months only contain Turkic words.  

Moving from left to right, we first encounter vertical columns describing 
the names of the planets in Arabic, the 12-year animal calendar in Persian, the 
weekdays mainly in Persian, the four elements described by using Persian and 
Turkic words, the Turki Solar calendar and, finally, the Months in Turkic. 

In the first section appears a description of the planets and their names 
(some of these words occur twice). They are seen vertically in the chart (see 

‘The planet Saturn’ (Steingass 1892: 611), ⟩زحل⟨)alḥzu(lḥzapicture below): 
Moon’ ’The ⟩قمر⟨qamr 759), 1892:(Steingass Sun’‘The ⟩مسش⟨šams 
1892:(Steingass Mars’ planet‘The ⟩مريخ⟨īḫmirr 988), 1892:(Steingass 

named of which is each of 12 years, “a cycle is ⟩موچل⟨alčmuAccording to Schluessel, the 59 

after an animal” (Schluessel 2015: 49).  
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īmuštarplanet Mercury’ (Steingass 1892: 853), ‘The ⟩عطارد⟨ridāutʿ1220), 
 ‘The planet ⟩زهره⟨zuhra ‘The planet Jupiter’ (Steingass 1892: 1244), ⟩مشتری⟨ 

Saturn’ planet‘The ⟩زحل⟨)alḥzu(lḥzaVenus’ (Steingass 1892: 631), 
īḫmirr‘The Sun’ (Steingass 1892: 759), ⟩شمس⟨šams(Steingass 1892: 611), 

planet‘The ⟩زهره⟨zuhraMars’ (Steingass 1892: 1220), ‘The planet ⟩مريخ⟨ 
‘The planet Mercury’ (Steingass⟩عطارد⟨ridāutʿVenus’ (Steingass 1892: 631), 

1892: 853). 
In the second section, there is a description of the animals in the mučal-

zodiac. In this part, the animals appear with their Persian names. They are seen ⟩فلنک⟨ŋäläṗ‘the ox’, ⟩بقر⟨baqr‘the mouse’, ⟩موش⟨šūmvertically in the chart: 
‘the ‘the sea monster, ⟩نکنه⟨ŋnaha ‘the hare’,⟩خرکوش⟨ar-gošḫ‘the leopard’, 

‘the sheep’,⟩کوسفند⟨gosfand‘the horse’, ⟩اسب⟨asb‘the snake’, ⟩مار⟨rāmfish’,
 ‘the⟩سک⟨sag‘the hen, chicken’,⟩مرغ⟨ğmurmonkey’,‘the ⟩نانهمه⟨naāmahn

 ‘the pig, swine’. ⟩وکخ⟨kḫūdog’, 
In the third column, the weekdays go by their Persian names, the exception 

being juma ‘Friday’, which is an Arabic word. They are seen vertically in the 
 ‘Saturday’,⟩شنبه⟨šanbachart (note that some are mentioned twice). These are, ⟩هسشنب⟨sešanba‘Monday’, ⟩دوشنبه⟨dušanba‘Sunday’, ⟩يکشنبه⟨yakšanba ⟩هپنجشنب⟨‘Wednesday’, panjšanba ⟩جهارشنبه⟨‘Tuesday’, čahāršanba ⟩يکشنبه⟨yakšanba ‘Saturday’,⟩شنبه⟨šanba ‘Friday’,⟩جمعه⟨juma‘Thursday’, 

ršanbaāahč‘Tuesday’,⟩سشنبه⟨sešanba‘Monday’, ⟩دوشنبه⟨dušanba‘Sunday’, 
 ’Wednesday’.⟩جهارشنبه⟨ 

In the section on the four elements in the fourth column, both Persian and ⟩خاک⟨kḫā‘fire’ is Turkic whileotthatsee we used. Thus areTurki words 
seenareorigin. Theyof Persian are‘water’⟩اب⟨bā‘wind’, ⟩باد⟨dāb‘earth’, 

vertically in the chart (note that some words appear twice). The words are, ot 
‘fire’,⟩اوت⟨ot ‘water’,⟩اب⟨bā‘wind’,⟩باد⟨dāb‘earth’,⟩خاک⟨kḫā‘fire’,⟩خاک⟨ ⟩اوت⟨kḫā‘fire’,⟩اوت⟨ot ‘water’,⟩اب⟨bā‘wind’,⟩باد⟨dāb‘earth’,⟩خاک⟨kḫā

 ‘water’.⟩اب⟨bā‘wind’,⟩باد⟨dāb‘earth’, 
In the fifth column we see the names of the months according to the Turki 

“the first month in the Turki solar ⟩حمل⟨amalḥsolar year. They are as follows: 
“the second month in the Turki solar year; the constellation ⟩شور⟨awrşyear”, 

nṭāsareyear”, solar Turki the inmonth third“the ⟩جوزا⟨ājawzTaurus”, 
“5th month of the ⟩اسيد⟨äsäd“the 4th month of the Turki solar year”, ⟩انسرط⟨

 “the 6th month of the Turki solar year”, ⟩لهسنب⟨sunbulaTurki solar calendar”, ⟩عقرب⟨aqrabʿmonth of the Turki solar calendar”, “the seventh ⟩ميزان⟨nāzīm 
the month of “the 9th ⟩قوس⟨qawssolar year”, the Turki month of “the 8th 

the Turkimonth in tenth the “Capricorn; ⟩جدی⟨jadicalendar”, Turki solar 
solar year”, the Turki month in“the eleventh ⟩ی) ن(ول دلوی⟨dalwsolar year”, 

solar year” (Appears in Schluessel month in the Turki “the twelfth ⟩حوت⟨tḥū 
2015: 5–50) 

In the sixth and final column appear the names of the twelve months, but 
with a system using the word qalsa in combination with numbers. Thus, the 
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first month is bir qalsa, the second month is ikki qalsa and so on. Thus, 
ikkimonth’, ‘the first⟩قالسه بر⟨ bir qalsahavewe systemthis toaccording 
tört‘the third month’, ⟩سهقال اوچ⟨qalsačü‘the second month’,⟩لسهاق ايکی⟨qalsa 

month’, ‘the fifth ⟩قالسه بش⟨bäš qalsamonth’, ‘the fourth ⟩السهق تورت⟨qalsa 
seventh‘the ⟩قالسه يته⟨yättä qalsamonth’,sixth‘the ⟩قالسه لتها⟨altä qalsa ⟩قالسه توقوز⟨toqquz qalsamonth’,‘the eighth ⟩قالسه سکز⟨säkkiz qalsamonth’, 

on bir qalsamonth’, ‘the tenth ⟩قالسه اون⟨on qalsamonth’, ninth ‘the ⟨ 
⟩  ‘the twelfth month’. ⟩ قالسه اون ايکی⟨on ikki qalsa ‘the eleventh month’, 
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   Fig. 3:9. Prov 283. 3b. Calendar – Gunnar Jarring claims that it is for ‘dice throwing’ 
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Geomantic texts 
Besides tumars, calendars and various passages on dream interpretation, the 
manuscript sources contain a number of geomantic texts. It was common, for 
example, to make use of the abjad system in which certain numbers had 
corresponding letters and words. These were potentially used in a similar way 
as other texts devoted to soothsaying. Prov 473. 3 is a geomantic text written 
on one folio with text on both sides, for instance. The contents inform us that 
the text was used by a rommal ‘magician or soothsayer’, who would – as is 
the case here – provide answers to various issues connected to daily life, such 
as which profession to choose or if it was safe to travel or not. 

Structurally, it consist of the phrase ägär bu šakl bolsa ‘If it is in this shape’, 
followed by various combinations of dots and lines, presumably the dice 
numbers providing the answers, which are provided as well. For example, as 
observed in Fig. 3:10, the text reads ägär bu šakl [≡] bolsa bisyār ḫub dur ‘If 
it is in this shape [≡], it is extremely good’ (Prov 473. 3a11). 

In another section of the MS, one phrase goes like this: 

muqʿayet dur ägär bu šakl [≡] bolsa yā bu šakl [≡] bolsa tömürčilik yā 
āšpazliq ot birlä ʿamal qiladurğan išlärğä muqʿayet dur 

If it is in this shape [≡] or in this shape [≡], then pay attention to 
practicing professions such as blacksmith or cook. (Prov 473. 3a5–6) 

Fig. 3:10. Prov 473. 3a. A geomantic text written on one folio with text on both sides 

The abjad system 
The abjad system is a system whereby letters receive a corresponding 

d-ja-b-astems from the four letters ⟩جداب⟨abjad“numerical value”. The word 
that make up its name. As Donaldson points out in her study on Persia, ⟩د ج با⟨ 

the utilization of the abjad was widely  used within the art of divination.  
Apparently, this was true for Eastern Turkestan as well, where different 
combinations were used in amulets. 
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While various names were used when writing amulets, Donaldson notes that 
 numericala with⟩,کرسی⟨īkurswas write words to common most of the one ⟩ر⟨rcorresponding to 20, ⟩ک⟨kuvalue of 290. This was calculated by adding 

corresponding to⟩ی⟨īand corresponding to 60, ⟩س⟨s200,corresponding to 
the numerical value of 10 (Donaldson 1973: 112. Cf. Canaan 1937–1938: 75).

 totala with  is formed from buūḥnumerical value of 2,468. The name bud⟩ب⟨ ūḥbudname thewascombination popular Another⟩بدوح,⟨ 
corresponding⟩و⟨ūcorresponding to 4, ⟩د⟨dcorresponding to the number 2, 

To illustratecorresponding to the numerical value of  ḥto 6, and the letter⟩ح⟨.8
the overall usage in Persia, Donaldson writes:  

When these four numbers are put upon an addressed envelope the letter 
will reach its destination without fail, because the Imams say that 
Budúh is an angel who will see that it is delivered. He is said to be one 
of the great angels, and there are fantastic stories that connect him with 
the magic square, in which the numerical values of the letters of his 
name are used. His “ sign ” is the five-pointed star. (Donaldson 1973: 
112) 

If we examine the Eastern Turki material, we can observe that, as 
demonstrated below, amulets containing different numbers written within 
sixteen and twenty squares were also used here. In the two examples, the total 
numerical value reaches 5,828. The sum of the number turns out to be the 
same regardless of whether the squares are added together horizontally, 
vertically or diagonally (See, Fig. 3:11 and 3:12). 

١۴۴٩ ١۴۶١ ١۴۵۴ ١۴۶۴ 
[1449] [1461] [1454] [1464] 
١۴۶٣ ١۴۵۵ ١۴۵٨ ١۴۵٢ 
[1463] [1455] [1458] [1452] 
١۴۶٠ ١۴۵٠ ١۴۶۵ ١۴۵٣ 
[1460] [1450] [1465] [1453] 
١۴۵۶ ١۴۶٢ ١۴۵١ ١۴۵٩ 
[1456] [1462] [1451] [1459] 

Fig. 3:11. Prov 473. 5. Number chart 1. 
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١۴۵۶ ١۴۶٠ ١۴۶٣ ١۴۴٩ 
[1456] [1460] [1463] [1449] 
١۴۶٢ ١۴۵٠ ١۴۵۵ ١۴۶١ 
[1462] [1450] [1455] [1461] 
١۴۵١ ١۴۶۵ ١۴۵٨ ١۴۵۴ 
[1451] [1465] [1458] [1454] 
١۴۵٩ ١۴۵٣ ١۴۵٢ ١۴۶۴ 
[1459] [1453] [1452] [1464] 

Fig. 3:12. Prov 473. 5. Number chart 2. 
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Chapter Four. Medical terminology and 
structure of the Eastern Turki texts 

Introduction 
As demonstrated in the preceding chapter, the general themes appearing in 

the Eastern Turki texts very much resemble those mentioned in Subḥān Qulï’s 
treatise. As observed, the medical sources at hand are of a varied scope and 
content, including ideas pertaining to both the personalistic and naturalistic 
spectrum. With regard to themes, we see that there is a strong link between 
Islamic lore and the motifs appearing in the texts. Important personages 
related to Greek medicine such as Hippocrates, Galen and others are often  
mentioned. In addition, the texts contain a number of references to other 
personages such as Luqmān and a range of Islamic prophets including 
Sulaymān, Hizir, Yusuf and the Prophet Muhammad himself. Often such 
passages are presented offering medical advice of different sorts. Besides 
recipes used for consumption or external usage, the sources also detail 
religious concepts, such as which prayers to utilize for specific illnesses and 
when these are considered most effective. Other topics for discussion in this 
chapter have been the wide usage of amulets, belief in special lucky and 
unlucky days, the utilization of the zodiac and other types of religio-magical 
practices considered efficient in the treatment of illness.  

Many of the themes appearing in the Eastern Turki sources bear similarities 
with other Central Asian sources such as Subḥān Qulï’s 17th-century treatise 
(Károly 2015). Yet, as we will see in this chapter, the structure of the texts and 
the emphasis on humoral theoretical concepts differentiate the Eastern Turki 
sources from their Western Turki counterparts.   

The medical terminology in the sources 
Besides Lászlo Károly’s study on 17th-century Chagatay medicine, we have a 
very limited knowledge of the medical terminology used by practitioners and 
patients in Central Asia for describing sickness. The most reliable and 
thorough source in this area is also Károly’s publication (Károly 2015). When 
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looking at the various diseases/illnesses illustrated by the headings in the 
above-mentioned chapters of Subḥān Qulï’s material, we see that most of the 
medical terminology corresponds to the vocabulary appearing in the Eastern 
Turki medical texts as well. The main exceptions are a few mainly Turkic 
words. For example, the Eastern Turki texts tend to prefer the use of the word 
kesäl for describing someone who is sick or a disease, while in Subḥān Qulï’s 
material we mostly come across the word ḫasta, which has the same meaning. 
Continuities can also be observed, at least when employing Arabic lexicon, as 
evidenced in the word ʿillat ‘disease’, which is used in both Subḥān Qulï’s 
material and the Eastern Turki texts.  

With regard to the above words kesäl, ḫasta and illat, all meaning 
‘disease/sickness’, we will discuss a general feature of Turkic medical texts – 
namely the tendency to use descriptive combinations for a single medical 
phenomenon in contrast to Arabic, for example, where we often find one 
single word, i.e. an appellative term, to describe a specific disease or medical 
product (Bodrogligeti 1975: 121). Considering the large distances in both 
geographical and historical terms, both Western Turki and Eastern Turki 
sources display striking similarities to older Turkic medical texts. In the article 
“The medical terminology in the Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ, a fourteenth century 
Mamluk-Kipchak treatise on veterinary medicine” András Bodrogligeti points 
out a few important differences between Turkic, Persian and Arabic 
terminology which are applicable here as well (Bodrogligeti 1975: 115–125). 
The Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ is the only surviving veterinary source in Middle 
Turkic and is of great importance for our understanding of medical concepts 
during this period. As indicated by the title of the article, the book was written 
in the 14th century in Egypt (Bodrogligeti 1975: 115). 

An important observation is the use of appellative terms. While Turkic 
generally makes use of two or more words to describe diseases/illnesses, the 
pervading tendency in Arabic is to make use of appellative terms for medical 
conditions. It should be noted that the Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ contains two 
Turkic appellative terms for disease.60 The rest are descriptive terms 
(Bodrogligeti 1975: 121). 

A quick glance at a few Arabic terms for disease in the Kitāb bayṭarat al-
vāżiḥ reveals that they are mostly of the appellative type. Out of 90 Arabic 
terms for disease discussed there, 80 terms are appellative, i.e. mašaš 
‘swelling’, baraṣ ‘leprosy, yaraqān ‘jaundice’, sirṭān ‘cancer’ and so on 
(Bodrogligeti 1975: 121). 

The next point illustrated by Bodrogligeti is that descriptive terms for 
disease dominate Kipchak Turkic vocabulary. Thus, ‘stomach-ache’ is 

60 These two Turkic appellative terms are sisik ’swellings’ and maŋgqav ’glanders’, the latter 
word corresponding to the Arabic word ḫunān (Bodrogligeti 1975: 122).   
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described by the two words qarїn aġrїġї. A similar structure is applied to other 
diseases such as ‘kidney disease’, which appears as bögräk aġrїġї while 
‘deafness’ is described as qulaqї išitmämäk. Other ailments necessitate even 
more words. Thus, ‘disease of the brain’ is expressed as dimāġї fāsid bolmaq 
and ‘bite of a serpent or scorpion’ as yїlan yā ʿaqrab urġan (Bodrogligeti 
1975: 120). So far, we can see that Bodrogligeti’s observations correspond 
fairly well to Western and Eastern Turki sources as well, where Turkic names 
of diseases often, but not always, consist of a chain of words instead of one 
appellative term.  

An inventory of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise reveals that in contrast to Kipchak 
Turki literature, where Persian and even Turkic play a minor role in the 
medical lexicon compared to Arabic, the impact of Persian is of much greater 
importance in Central Asia. 

While the Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ contains 90 Arabic, 19 Turkic61 and no 
Persian words describing diseases, Subḥān Qulï’s treatise contains 20 words 
of Persian origin, 23 words of Arabic origin and 25 Turki words. In addition, 
there are two combined Persian Turkic words as well as one Mongolian term 
listed. As we will see later on, the occurrence of Persian borrowings in Central 
Asian Turkic medical texts is even higher among words representing items 
relating to materia medica. However, this figure is somewhat misleading since 
a number of descriptive combinations is used in that source for describing 
many diseases. That said, in terms of medical terminology, Subḥān Qulï’s 
treatise and the Eastern Turki sources display close resemblances. Both types 
of sources include appellative words and compound words. 

Among appellative words of Arabic and Persian origin used in both 
sources, they include words such as baraṣ A ‘leprosy’, bawāsīr  A 
‘haemorrhoids, piles’, fāliǰ A ‘paralysis; hemiplegia’,  istisqā A ‘oedema’,  
ǰirāḥat A ‘wound; furuncle, abscess; ulcer’, laqwa A ‘facial paralysis’, niqris, 
niqrīs A ‘gout’, qawlanǰ A ‘colic’, qūlūnǰ A ‘colic’, šaqīqa A ‘pain affecting 
one half of the head, migraine’, ṣarʿ A ‘epilepsy’, waǰaʿl al-mafāṣil A (←

 ‘rheumatism’, yaraqān, yarāqān A ‘jaundice’, zukām A ‘cold (in 
the head)’, dāġ P ‘rash, scar (of small-pox)’, dard P ‘pain, ache’, nā-ḫwāh P 
‘melancholy’, nāṣūr P ‘fistula, callosity’, parda P ‘cataract (on the eye)’ and 
more. 

It should be noted in this context that appellative descriptions are not 
restricted to Arabic and Persian words, but also Turkic words such as the 
following, which appear in both types of sources. Thus we have Turkic words 
such as aġrïġ, aġrïgan, aġrïq T ‘pain, ache’, aq T ‘albugo, leucoma’, baš T 
‘wound’, bezgäk T ‘ague, malaria’, čečäk T ‘small-pox’, čïbqan T ‘abscess’, 

61 Bodrogligeti points out that this number reaches 21 entries if we consider two instances where
“the Arabic terms are given with their Turkic equivalents” (Bodrogligeti (1975: 120).  
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egri T ‘crooked (of face)’, ïsïtma T ‘fever’, qaranġulïk, qaranġulïk, 
qaranġuluġ, qaraŋġulïġ T ‘darkness, nebulosity (of eye)’, qart T ‘wound, 
sore; ulcer; scrofula’, qotur T ‘the itch, scabies’, quruq qotur T ‘dry scabies 
(psoriasis, impetigo)’, qusmak T ‘vomit(ing)’, saġ(ï)raq T ‘deaf’, saw(ï)raq T 
‘deaf(ness)’, šïškan T ‘swollen, puffy; swelling’, šïšuq T ‘swelling, tumour’, 
telbälik T ‘madness, lunacy’, toŋġuz T ‘scrofula’, yel T ‘wind; tympanites, 
flatulence; rheumatism; rheumatic; cramp; disease’, yötäl T ‘a cough’ (Károly 
2015: 217–347). 

While Chagatay sources frequently use appellative terms, we see that many 
of these are Turkic. There is however, a wide usage of compound verbs here 
as well. Thus, in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise come across expressions such as sidük 
tamġanï T ‘urinary incontinence’ (Károly 2015: 351), tört kündä baru dökkän 
ïsïtma T ‘quartan fever’ (Károly 2015: 351), uyqu kelmäs T ‘sleeplessness, 
insomnia’ (Károly 2015: 351), yanbaš aġrïqlar ‘hip ache(s)’ (Károly 2015: 
60) or tïš aġrïqï ‘toothache’ (Károly 2015: 328). Such constructions appear in 
the Eastern Turki material as well. Both appellative words and compound 
words are used at times, perhaps in order to make a distinction between closely 
related symptoms.  

An example of such usage is the word for headache. The Eastern Turki 
designations for headache are constructed in many ways. For specific 
conditions such as migraine, the appellative Arabic word šaqīqa is utilized, 
while the most commonly found expressions consist of compound words such 
as baš ağriqi ‘headache’. Here, the first element baš means ‘head’ and the 
second ağriq, ‘pain’. The final element -i found in ağriq-i is the possessive 
suffix. Another common construction is observed in conditional clauses 
usually commencing with the Persian word ägär ‘if’, for example  ägär 
kimärsäniŋ baši ağrisa ‘if someone has a headache (lit. if someone’s head 
aches)’. Such constructions appear throughout the texts. The following 
passage serves to reveal the relationship. I will restrict myself to this example 
here. As we proceed further in the thesis, terminology with regard to the 
specific diseases/sicknesses will be discussed. 

ägär kiši yilan teräsini sirkā birlä qaynatib ağziga alsa härgiz tiš ağriqi 
kö[r]mägäy ägär kiši ḫorusniŋ ötini közigä čafsa közi rošan bolğay baš 
ağriqi häm bar-ṭaraf bolur ägär kiši ḫorusniŋ qani birlä ötini ḥall qilib 
közigä sürtsä köz (?) kirfik bolğay ägär kiši äčküniŋ öfkäsini šab-körlük 
yüz sürsä dafʿ bolur ägär kiši äčküniŋ ötini ʿasal birlä közigä surma 
qilsa köz ağrimağay ägär kišiniŋ āwāzi tutulğan bolsa qoyniŋ ötini 
ğarğara qilsa üni ačilğay 

If a person boils snakeskin together with vinegar and brings this to the 
mouth, he will never suffer from toothache. If a person smears the 
gallbladder of a rooster onto the eyes, they will become bright and, in 
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addition, it will get rid of headache. If a person dilutes the blood and 
gallbladder of a rooster and smears this onto the eyes, the eyelashes will 
grow (long). If a person smears the lung of a goat on the face of a person 
with night blindness, the ailment will go away. If a person makes surma 
‘antimony’ from the gallbladder of a goat and honey and applies this  
onto the eyes, they will not ache [anymore]. If a person’s voice gets 
hoarse, and [that person] gargles the gallbladder of a sheep, then the 
voice will open up. (Prov 354. 49a1–9) 

The structure of the sources 
With regard to topics discussed and medical vocabulary, we see that most of 
those mentioned by Subḥān Qulï also appear in the manuscripts employed for 
this study. However, the structure of the Eastern Turki manuscripts is very 
different and does not follow the strict order of Subḥān Qulï’s text in any way. 
At first glance, it may appear that the order of topics is haphazard. In contrast 
to the structure employed by Subḥān Qulï, where there is a separate heading 
for each topic, the Eastern Turki texts ‘jump’ between seemingly unrelated 
topics all the time. To illustrate this, a typical passage from an Eastern Turki 
medical texts may look as follows:  

ägär kiši šaftul yağači bilä miswāk qilsa tiši ağriqi körmägäy tišiğä 
qurut tüšmägäy ägär kiši naštädä ṭurb čamğur yesä āwāzi ačilğay wä 
tan-durust bolğay ägär kišiniŋ miʿdasi ağrib bi-ārām bolsa armut 
uruğini biryān qilib yesälär dafʿ bolur ägär kišiniŋ q[u]laqi ağrisa 
wäyā ağrib sağirağu bolsa armut uruğini yağ čiqarib tamizsa ačilğay 
ägär kišiniŋ közidin yaš aqar bolsa äčküniŋ yulunini közigä qoysa dafʿ 
bolur 

If a person makes a miswāk-toothbrush from peach wood, he will not 
suffer from toothache (lit. his tooth/teeth will not see any pain), nor will 
he get (any) cavities in his teeth. If a person eats turnips for breakfast, 
his voice will open up and become strong and vigorous. If a person’s 
stomach is restless, he should roast pear seeds and eat them. Then the 
illness will go away. If a person’s ear aches or if he suffers from 
deafness, then he should extract oil from pear seeds and drip this (into 
the ear). It will then open up. If tears run from someone’s eyes, one 
should apply the spinal cord of a goat onto the eyes and the illness will 
go away. (Prov 354. 46a1–10) 
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The structure of Subḥān Qulï’s text 
If we compare the Eastern Turki texts with Subḥān Qulï’s, we see that the 
latter follows a relatively strict structure with separate chapters each 
discussing a specific theme or ailment. Thus, we may see that this book, 
consisting of 53 chapters and subchapters, starts with two introductory 
chapters followed by a section about going to the bath, as well as another 
section (chapter 3) dedicated to different medicaments (Károly 2015: 23–24). 
After this follow a number of chapters (4–12) discussing different diseases 
reserved for one specific part of the body which follow a general logic of 
starting from the head before proceeding downwards to the abdomen. As a 
result, it should be noted that most of the ailments discussed in the first part 
are related to the head, such as headache, pain in the eyes, earaches, treatments 
for the nose and medicine for teeth, a subdivision on “whitening of the teeth”, 
laqwa ‘facial paralysis’, diseases of the face followed by a section on the 
unpleasant smell of sweat and various treatments for foul smell emanating 
from the mouth (Károly 2015: 24). The next section (chapter 13–22) follows 
the logic of first discussing the head down to the neck before proceeding to 
diseases affecting the stomach and the intestines, liver and spleen disease, 
colic, problems with the anus, urinary problems and so on. Thus, these 
chapters each devoted to a specific topic discuss “medications for cough”, 
“vomiting”, “the stomach”, “pain in the stomach”, “medications for the 
intestines and others”, “medications for the navel, “medication for retention 
of urine”, “medications for liver disease”, kirm-i kadū-dāna ‘intestinal 
parasites’, qawlanǰ ‘colic’, “diseases of the spleen”, “medications for the pain 
of haemorrhoids, on the anus”, “cramps affecting the penis” and “bladder 
graininess” (Károly 2015: 24–25). 

The above section is followed by a number of chapters (23–29) dealing 
with matters such as treating potency, a poor love life and other sexual matters, 
barrenness among women and menstruation. The chapters in this section have 
headings such as “things suitable for virility” followed by a chapter on “how 
a woman is not inclined to a man other than her husband”. This is followed by 
yet another chapter dedicated to sexual matters entitled “on narrowing the 
vagina of women” which is followed by two chapters with the headings “on 
interrupting menstruation” and “on menstruation” and two chapters dealing 
with infertile women. The following section (chapters 30–37), despite having 
a number of topical overlaps, mainly deals with external medical problems 
such as ulcers, wounds, skin eruptions and scab, followed by chapters dealing 
with gout, sciatica, and treatments against callosity, scabies, warts and  
leprosy. Chapter 38–42 speaks of yaraqān ‘jaundice’, “medications for arms 
and legs that have become lame due to paralysis”, “treatment for pain from 
fever” (Károly 2015: 25) and a chapter on insomnia as well as “medications 
for bed-wetting”. 
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After this follow three chapters (43–45) that do not specifically speak of  
disease. These chapters have headings such as “on the benefit of mushrooms”, 
“medications for drinking poison”, and “the driving away of flies”. Two 
topically unrelated chapters (46–47) follow these sections; one entitled 
“medications for epilepsy and madness” and the other “medications for when 
the breast is diseased or gives little milk”. The final part of Subḥān Qulï’s  
treatise (chapter 48–50) discusses diseases caused by parasites, such as 
“driving away worms and moths”, a chapter on how to treat guinea worm, a 
general chapter entitled “on medications for all diseases”, sections (chapter 
51–53) on lost property, finding thieves and “medicines and prayers to aid 
memory”. The last chapter discusses “the benefit of animal [medicines] 
(Károly 2015: 26). 

It is clear that the structure of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise draws considerable 
inspiration from Avicenna’s Qānūn. Prior to that, classical Graeco-Arabic 
medical texts were structured in a number of ways and different authors 
presented various organizational principles of disease. For instance, as 
Pormann & Savage Smith point out, the 10th-century writer Al-Majūsī, the 
author of the Complete Book of the Medical Art, grouped disease into two 
“general categories: internal and external” (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
56). 

The causes and symptoms of internal afflictions were then discussed in 
order from head to toe: headache, epilepsy, and melancholy (all three 
thought to originate in the brain), eye diseases, ear diseases, digestive 
disorders, and so forth. External diseases were subdivided into three  
groups: those with visible external manifestations such as fevers and 
tumours, those occurring superficially (smallpox, leprosy, scabies, 
itching, lice), and those not related to certain parts of the body (wounds 
and lesions, animal and insect bites, poisons). (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 56) 

Later on in his Qānūn of Medicine, Avicenna would organize disease 
according to a two-fold system in which separate illnesses and their 
medications were described from head to toe. The diseases that could not be 
attributed to only one part of the body were classified separately. Like many 
of Avicenna’s ideas, this one would also become influential, not only for his 
contemporaries but also in subsequent centuries (Pormann & Savage Smith 
2007: 56). The organizational principles are not restricted to Central Asia, 
since we see that these ‘rules’ were also followed by a number of 
Anatolian/Ottoman writers.62 

Ibn Sīnā, whose Canon of Medicine soon dominated medical discourse, 
organised the material slightly differently. For him, the major division 

62 See, Altıntaş et al. (2004); Önler, Z. (1990); Şehsuvaroğlu, B N. (1961). 
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was between diseases specific to one part of the body and those not  
specific to any single part. For those  in the first category, the causes, 
symptoms, and treatments were also presented in order from head to  
toe. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 56) 

With regard to the Qānūn, Károly comments upon this relationship, noting 
that in terms of the structure of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise that it is evident that the 
latter was influenced above all by Avicenna, but also to a lesser degree by 
Zayn al-Dīn Ismā‘īl Jurjānī (Károly 2015: 27). 

In an earlier study I divided the treatise of Subḥān Qulï into thematic 
groups according to its resemblance to Ibn Sīnā’s Qānūn (compiled in 
1025) […]. The only significant difference is that while the second book 
of the Qānūn is devoted to materia medica, there is no such part in 
Subḥān Qulï’s work. (Károly 2015: 26–27) 

If we conclude our discussion back where we started, namely by 
demonstrating a typical page from yet another Eastern Turki text, we can see 
that the structure follows neither the Qānūn nor later works such as Subḥān 
Qulï’s treatise. Instead, a number of diseases and their remedies are discussed 
without any apparent order or internal structure. 
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  Fig. 4:1. Page from Prov 283. 52b. 
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A section for illustrating the general structural characteristics of 
Eastern Turki texts 

ägär kiši yerim misqāl surinjānni tört noḫud zaʿfer birlä nahārda yesä 

̱ 

miʿdadaki qurutlarni öltür bälğämni bar-ṭaraf qilur ägär kiši kunjudni 
dāyim nanğa salib yesä šahwatni ziyāda qilur miʿdani ṣāf qilur ä[gär] 
kiši bādyānni zanjabīl birlä qaynatib ičsä miʿdaga yälni yoq qilur közni 
rošan qilur ägär kiši armut uruğini qaynatib ičsä miʿdaga quwwat 
bärürsä yötälni daf 

̱

ʿ qilur peš-ābni rawān qilur ägär kiši kišnīzni gul-i 

̱ 

surḫ banafšani bir misqāldin qand birlä yesä mirrah-i sawdā qulaq ̱ 
ağriğini dafʿ qilur ägär kišini jigäridä żaʿīf bolsa kök raŋ bolsa gulniŋ 

̱ 

suyini zärdäk suyi birlä här kün ičsä šifā bolur ägär kiši här ayda ikki 

̱ 

nöbät farqi yesä raʿša baš ağriqi mirrah-i sawdā bolmas laqwa 

̱ 

qawlanjlarga dawādur ägär maẓlūm kišiniŋ ḥayż bağlangan bolsa 
būstān forušni63 bir kečä issiğ suda yatquzub süzüb suyini ičsä rawān 
bolur ägär maẓlūmniŋ balasi ičidä ölgän qalsa yerim misqāl šakar 
kundur yerim misqāl bu ikkisini šarbat qilur ičürsä balasi tüšür… 

If a person takes half a misqāl of wild saffron, four chickpeas of saffron 
and eats this in the morning for breakfast, it will kill intestinal worms 
and remove the phlegm (in the stomach). If a person always puts sesame 
(seed) on his bread and eats this, it will increase the libido significantly 

̱ 

and purify the stomach. If a person boils fennel and ginger and drinks 
this it will remove wind in the stomach. Moreover it will make the eyes 
bright (i.e. sharpen the vision). If a person boils pear seed and drinks 
this, it will strengthen the stomach and take away the cough. Moreover, 
it will make the urine flow swiftly. If a person eats coriander, red rose 
and violet together with one misqāl of sugar, it will remove black bile 
and earache. If a person’s liver is weak and has a greenish color, then 
one should take rosewater and carrot water, drink this every day and the 
persons’ health will be restored. If a person eats two different things 
every month, it is a remedy for trembling headache and removes black 
bile. (It is also a remedy) for facial paralysis and colic. If a female 
person’s menstruation is obstructed one should take būstān foruš ‘cocks 
comb’, leave it to repose in hot water during one night, filter it and drink 
its juice. Then [the menstrual blood] will flow swiftly. If the child of a 
woman dies in the womb and won’t come out one should take half a 
misqāl of sugar and half a misqāl of frankincense of Boswellia thurifera 
and make a sherbet from and give it [to the woman] to drink. Then the 
child will come out… (Prov 283. 52b) 

’. Celosia cristataP. ‘cock’s comb,⟩افروز بوستان⟨zōn-afrāstōbCf.63 
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Intertextuality in the Eastern Turki sources  
As mentioned earlier, many of the general themes discussed by Subḥān Qulï 
also appear in the Eastern manuscripts employed for this study. An important 
difference between the two categories is how they are structured. As we have 
seen, the structure of the Eastern Turki manuscripts does not appear at first 
glance to follow a specific order of discussion as Subḥān Qulï’s text does. 
Having pointed out this structural difference, it should be noted that even if 
the internal structure appears to be chaotic within separate texts, many of the 
Eastern Turki medical texts employed for this study demonstrate striking 
similarities with regard to content and wording. If we take an intertextual 
approach, we may therefore see that a number of the Eastern Turki texts 
employed for this study resemble one another greatly, despite having been 
written in different locations and separate periods, varying between the late 
1880s and the late 1930s. In some instances the similarities are so obvious that 
one may justifiably speculate whether they actually originate from one and the 
same original source. If that is the case, it is at present extremely difficult to 
determine which original text this would be. 

Two examples are Prov 24 and Prov 351, which both begin with a section 
dedicated to the creation of the world and how it is related to medical science, 
followed by a section about the four humors and a longer part dealing with 
various diseases and their treatment. Prov 351 is more elaborate than Prov 24 
and includes sections of poetry in Persian, as well as parts dealing with 
thieving and loss of property. Similarities with regard to humoral theory also 
appear in Prov 354, but the section about the world’s creation is missing here.  

A comparison of Eastern Turki texts on humoral theory 
The most extensive information on humoral theoretical concepts in the 
manuscripts examined here is in MSS Prov 24, Prov 283, Prov 351, Prov 354, 
and Prov 357, as well as an article by Terzioğlu & Sertkaya from 1981 where 
a supposedly 17th –18th century ‘Uzbek’ manuscript is discussed.64 We  may  
observe two dominant features in the texts at hand. Firstly, several Eastern 
Turki texts display strong similarities, sometimes to the extent that they are 
virtually identical in content and wording. This is an indication that they were 
compiled from some common source. Secondly, in contrast to Subḥān Qulï’s 
treatise, for example, the humoral theory plays a considerable explanatory role 
with regard to the origin of illness. 

64 Here the authors claim that it is an old Uzbek text from the 17th or 18th century. This text is 
also very similar to the texts in the Jarring Collection. For the following reasons, I am not 
overtly convinced about it being an Uzbek text. Firstly, it was discovered in Turpan, far from 
Uzbekistan. Secondly, I have doubts regarding it being as old as Terzioğlu & Sertkaya claim. 
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The sections in Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354 and Prov 357 discussing the 
four elements are very similar in both content and structure. There are minor 
differences with regard to vocabulary which need to be highlighted. The 
general structure involves mentioning the element in particular followed by 
the illnesses with which it is associated. In order to illustrate the relationship 
between the different texts, this section will present the information found in 
the aforementioned manuscripts concerning the respective elements and their 
characteristics.  

Firstly, the structure of each passage will be presented followed by a chart 
representing the concurring medical terms associated with each specific 
illness. Finally, examples from each manuscript source will be presented to 
the reader. Regarding the order of discussion, we will first look at which 
diseases are believed to stem from ṣafrā ‘the yellow bile’ and compare the 
texts. After that, we will proceed in the following sections to examine sawdā 
‘black bile’, bälğäm ‘the phlegm’ and finally qan ‘blood’. In each section we 
will also compare texts containing recipes for ‘cleaning’ each respective 
element.  

Texts dealing with ṣafrā ‘the yellow bile’ (dry and hot) 
The texts dealing with ‘the yellow bile’ all begin with phrases stating that the 
following sicknesses stem from ṣafrā. The first of these to be discussed are 
headache and migraine, followed by a number of ailments associated with the 
yellow bile and dry heat. Such ailments including having a dry mouth, being 
thirsty, having a dry throat, the expression ‘to have a yellow face’ (to turn 
pale), hair loss, experiencing a bitter taste in the mouth, blurry vision, 
whitening of the beard and hair, paroxysms stemming from fever, trembling 
fingers and feet, hip pain and finally digestive problems. 

The first section mentions baš ağrimaq ‘headache’ using the Arabic word 
šaqīqa, a term which in Károly’s text is more specific, referring to migraine 
or a “pain affecting one half of the head” (Károly 2015: 322). Here it appears 
to refer to headache as a general condition. The exception to the ‘rule’ is Prov 
357 where the term šaqīqa bolmaq ‘to have migraine’ appears together with 
yüzniŋ yarimi ağrimaq ‘to have pain in one half of the face/head’, which 
suggests a reference to conditions such as migraine mentioned above.  

Prov 24, baš ağrimaq ani šaqīqa atarlar 

Prov 351, ägär kimärsäniŋ baši tola ağrisa ani šaqīqa derlär 

Prov 354, baš ağriqini šaqīqa derlär 

Prov 357, baš ağriliq šaqīqa bolmaq yüzniŋ yarimi ağrimaq 
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It is noteworthy that while most categories are similar in Prov 24, Prov 351 
and Prov 354, the information found in Prov 357 deviates most from the rest 
in that many of the categories found in the aforementioned texts do not appear 
here. In addition, Prov 357 mentions a number of ailments not raised for 
discussion in the other sources. Prov 357 mentions as many as seven 
conditions that are not mentioned elsewhere. They consist of the following 
categories: 

To have pain in one half of the face – yüzniŋ yarimi ağrimaq 

To have a dry tongue – tili quruğ bolmaq 

The hair and beard have split ends – sač saqaliniŋ uči yarilmaq 

To have weak limbs – aʿżā sust bolmaq 

To have colic – qūlūnj 

To have pain in the spleen – tal [ağrimaq] 

To have urinary retention and a burning (feeling/sting) in the penis – 
peš-āb tutulmaq zäkri köymäk 

With regard to language, we can observe that minor variations occur in the 
different texts. For example, in Prov 24 ‘headache’ is referred to as baš 
ağrimaq, in Prov 351 as ägär kimärsäniŋ baši tola ağrisa ‘if someone has a 
severe headache’, in Prov 354 as baš ağriqi and in Prov 357 as baš ağriliq. 

Prov 24, baš ağrimaq 

Prov 351, ägär kimärsäniŋ baši tola ağrisa 

Prov 354, baš ağriqi 

Prov 357, baš ağriliq 

To express ‘having a dry mouth’, Prov 24 has ağiz qurumaq while Prov 
351 has ağzi qurumaq. In Prov 354, we have ağiz qurumağiliq. The expression 
tili quruğ bolmaq ‘to have a dry tongue’ that appears in Prov 357 most 
possibly carries the same meaning as the aforementioned three sources – Prov 
24, Prov 351 and Prov 354.  

Prov 24, ağiz qurumaq 

Prov 351, ağzi qurumaq 

Prov 354, ağiz qurumağiliq 

Prov 357, tili quruğ bolmaq ‘to have a dry tongue’, possibly the same 
meaning as  ‘to have a dry mouth’ 
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Different variants occur for describing ‘to be thirsty’. Prov 24, Prov 351 
and 354 contain both ussuwmaq and ussamaq. In Prov 357, thirst is described 
with the term susamaq. The notion of ‘excessive’ or ‘a lot of’ is expressed by 
the words tola and köp, both of which mean ‘much; many’, but in this context 
mean ‘very’, as in köp ussuwmaq; tola ussuwmaq; tola susamaq, all having 
the meaning ‘to be very thirsty’. 

Prov 24, köp ussuwmaq 

Prov 351, tola ussuwmaq 

Prov 354, ussamaq 

Prov 357, tola susamaq 

The word throat is boğuz in all the texts examined here. To be dry or 
experience dryness is described in various ways (see below). Most interesting ⟩گال⟨is the occurrence in Prov 24 of the term gal 
expressing ‘throat’.  

Prov 24, boğuz yaki gal qurumaq 

Prov 351, boğuz qurumaq 

Prov 354, boğuz qurumağiliq 

Prov 357, boğuz qurumaq 

‘To turn pale’ is expressed by the expression yüzi sariq/sariğ bolmaq ‘to 
have a yellow face’. It is expressed in almost exactly the same way in Prov 
24, Prov 351 and Prov 354, with the difference that in Prov 24 ‘yellow’ is 
written as sariq while it is sariğ in Prov 351 and Prov 354. In Prov 357, ‘to 
turn pale’ is expressed by the expression bašarat sariğ bolmaq ‘to have the 
skin turn yellow’. 

Prov 24, yüzi sariq bolmaq 

Prov 351, yüzi sariğ bolmaq 

Prov 354, yüzi sariğ bolmaq 

Prov 357, bašarat sariğ bolmaq 

‘To lose hair’ is expressed in exactly the same way in Prov 24 and Prov 
354, with the difference that the latter also mentions loss of facial hair. ‘To 
lose hair’ is not mentioned in the sections devoted to yellow bile in Prov 351 
and Prov 357 discussed here. 

Prov 24, sač tüšmäk 

Prov 354, sač saqal tüšmäk 

 for⟩بوغوز⟨uzğbobesides 
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‘To experience a bitter taste in the mouth’ is expressed in exactly the same 
way in Prov 24 and Prov 354 but is not mentioned in the sections devoted to 
yellow bile in Prov 351 and Prov 357 discussed here. 

Prov 24, ağiz aččiq bolmaq 

Prov 354, ağiz aččiq bolmaq

 ‘To occasionally experience blurry vision’ occurs in Prov 24 and Prov 354 
but is not mentioned in the sections devoted to yellow bile in Prov 351 and 
Prov 357 discussed here.  

Prov 24, baʿżī waqtda köz qaranǧu bolmaq 

Prov 354, köz taruğu bolmaq 

‘Ill-timed whitening of the beard and hair’ occurs in Prov 24 and Prov 354, 
but appears slightly differently in the sections devoted to yellow bile in Prov 
351 and Prov 357 discussed here. 

Prov 24, bī-waqt saqal sač aqarmaq 

Prov 351, sač saqal qat aqarmaq 

Prov 354, bī-waqti sač aqaralmaq 

Prov 357, sač saqaliniŋ uči yarilmaq 

‘To experience the paroxysms of a fever’ is expressed in exactly the same 
way in Prov 24, Prov 351, and Prov 354, but is not mentioned in the section 
devoted to yellow bile in Prov 357. 

Prov 24, tab-larzah bolmaq 

Prov 351, tab-larzah bolmaq 

Prov 354, tab-larzah bolmaq

 ‘To have trembling fingers and feet’ is expressed in similar ways in Prov 
24, Prov 351, and Prov 354. It should be noted that while Prov 24 and Prov 
351 mention the word ilik, this is not mentioned in Prov 354 where the word 
qol ‘hand’ is used. There is no mentioning of ‘trembling fingers and/or feet’ 
in the section in Prov 357 devoted to yellow bile. 

Prov 24, ilik ayağ tözmäk 

Prov 351, ilik titrämä 

Prov 354, qol titrämäklik 

To hurt on the side (the hip), is expressed by the using the word yan and 
yanbaši both with the meaning ‘hip’ in combinations with ağrimaq and 
ağrimağliq ‘to hurt, to have pain’. 
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Prov 24, yan ağrimaq 

Prov 351, yanbaši ağrimaq 

Prov 354, yan ağrimağliq 

Prov 357, yan ağrimaq 

‘To have digestive problems’ is expressed in similar ways in Prov 24, Prov 
351, and Prov 354 by using the Arabic-Turkic combination ṭaʿām siŋ- ‘to  
digest food’, while Prov 357 makes use of a construction in which the Arabic 
words ṭaʿām ‘food’ and hażam ‘digest’ are used in combination with the 
Turkic verb bol- ‘to become’. 

Prov 24, ṭaʿām siŋmaslik 

Prov 351, ṭaʿām siŋmaslik 

Prov 354, ṭaʿām siŋmak 

Prov 357, ṭaʿām hāżimasi bolmasliq 

With regard to vocabulary, the passages describing how the illness stems 
from ṣafrā ‘the yellow bile’ display both similarities and differences. For 
example, the word ʿillat ‘sickness’ appears in all sections. 

Prov 24, bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi ṣafrādin dur 

Prov 351, bular ṣafrādin bolur 

Prov 354, bu ʿillatlar jumläsi ṣafrādin turur 

Prov 357, bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi ṣafrādin paydā bolur 

Section about ṣafrā ‘yellow bile’ in the manuscript sources 

Prov 24. 10a11–10b3. 

ṣafrā dur aniŋ sababidin baš ağrimaq ani šaqīqa atarlar ağiz qurumaq 
köp ussuwmaq wä boğuz yaki gal qurumaq yüzi sariq bolmaq sač 
tüšmäk baʿżī waqtlarda ağiz aččiq bolmaq baʿżī waqtda köz qaranǧu 
bolmaq bī-waqt saqal sač aqarmaq tab-larzah bolmaq ilik ayağ tözmäk 
yan ağrimaq ṭaʿām siŋmaslik bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi ṣafrādin dur 

These troubles of disease/illness are caused by the yellow bile: 
headache is called/referred to as šaqīqa ‘migraine’. To have the mouth 
dry up, to be thirsty and to have the throat, namely the gal, dry up, to 
have a yellow face, to suffer from hair loss, to sometimes have a bitter 
taste in the mouth, to sometimes have blurry vision, ill-timed whitening 
of the beard and hair, to experience paroxysms of a fever, to suffer from 
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pain in the fingers and feet, to hurt on the side (hip) and to be unable to 
digest food; all of these illnesses stem from the yellow bile. (Prov 24. 
10a11–10b3) 

Prov 351. 3b8–12. 

ägär kimärsäniŋ baši tola ağrisa ani šaqīqa derlar ägär ağzi qurumaq 
tola ussuwmaq wä boğuz qurumaq yüzi sariğ bolmaq wä sač saqal qat 
aqarmaq wä ilik titrämäk wä tab-larzah bolmaq wä yanbaši ağrimaq 
ṭaʿām siŋmaslik bular ṣafrādin bolur 

If someone has a severe  headache, it  is called šaqīqa. If the mouth 
becomes dry and if one often becomes thirsty, the throat becomes dry, 
the face turns yellow and the mustache and beard become white or if 
one has hot shivering, becomes feverish, has an aching hip, problems 
with food not being digested, all of these [problems] stem from yellow 
bile. (Prov 351. 3b8–12. Translation based on ATMO) 

Prov 354. 43b. 

zaḥmatniŋ bayāni baš ağriqini šaqīqa derlar ağiz qurumağiliq wä 
ussamaq wä boğuz qurumağiliq yüzi sariğ bolmaq sač saqal tüšmäk 
ağiz aččiq bolmaq köz taruğu65 bolmaq bī-waqti sač aqaralmaq qol 
titrämäklik wä tab-larzah bolmaq yan ağrimağliq wä ṭaʿām siŋmak bu 
ʿillatlar jumläsi ṣafrādin turur 

The explanation of complaints from illness: Headache is called šaqīqa. 
To suffer from dryness in the mouth and thirst as well as having a dry 
throat, paleness of the skin, loss of hair and beard, to have a foul taste 
in the mouth, to be squint eyed, to suffer from untimely whitening of 
the hair, to have trembling hands and suffer from the paroxysm of a 
fever shiver, to have pain in the hip, and loose one’s appetite; all of 
these ailments stem from the yellow bile. (Prov 354. 43b2–8) 

Prov 357. 3b10 – 4a1–9.  

faṣl ul ʿillatlar ṣafrādin dur baš ağriliq šaqīqa bolmaq yüzniŋ yarimi 
ağrimaq tili quruğ bolmaq boğuz qurumaq bašarat sariğ bolmaq sač 
saqaliniŋ  uči yarilmaq aʿżā sust bolmaq qūlūnj bolmaq tal ağrimaq 
peš-āb tutulmaq zäkri köymäk yan ağrimaq ṭaʿām hāżimasi bolmasliq 
tola susamaq bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi ṣafrādin paydā bolur 

Subdivision: These diseases stem from the yellow bile: having 
headache and šaqīqa ‘migraine’, to have pain in one half of the face, to 
have a dry tongue, to have a dry throat, to have the skin turn yellow (to 

the which perhaps is ,⟩تاروغو زکو⟨uğköz taru looks like It read. to difficult This word is 65 

equivalent of tardğu/tartğu ‘crooked, slanting’. It may refer to someone who is ‘cross-eyed’ or 
‘squint-eyed’.  
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become pale), the hair and beard have split ends (trichoptilosis66), to 
have weak limbs, to have colic, to have pain in the spleen, to have 
urinary retention, to have a burning (feeling/sting) in the penis, pain in 
the hip, to not have (good) digestion, to have excessive thirst; all of 
these sicknesses come into being due to excess of yellow bile. (Prov 
357. 3b10–4a1–9) 

Comparison of a recipe for obtaining clean ṣafrā ‘the yellow 
bile’ (hot and dry) 
In the following section I will present a recipe for making the yellow bile 
‘clean’. The main ingredients, means of preparation and number of days 
prescribed for taking the medicine are very similar, which indicates a 
‘common source’ for all the manuscripts in question. The passages described 
are from Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354, as well as Prov 357. The first part of 

 ‘the  šūnāiyḫ-yiāukamḥtoreference awithbegins 24Prov⟩خيانوش یحکمأ⟨ 
physicians of ḫiyānūš’. The last word is perhaps a reference to a place.67 Such 
references are absent in the other texts dealing with yellow bile. 

Prov 24, ḥukamā-yi ḫiyānūš ayturlar bu ʿillatniŋ hämmäsi dafʿ qilğay 

The first part explains that ‘if you want the yellow bile to be calm’ [you 
should do the following]. In Prov 24, the expression sākin qilay desäŋ is used, 
while Prov 351 and Prov 354 both have dafʿ bolsun desä. Prov 357 contains 
ṣafrāni sust qilay desäŋ. 

Prov 24, ṣafrāni sākin qilay desäŋ 

Prov 351, ägär ṣafrā sākin bolsun desä 

Prov 354, faṣl ägär ṣafrāni dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 357, ägär ṣafrāni sust qilay desäŋ 

The next part deals with the different ingredients, such as aččiq anār ‘sour 
pomegranate’, tatliq anār ‘sweet pomegranate’ and gulāb ‘rosewater’ that 
should be used when preparing the medicine. 

66 trichoptilosis ‘splitting of hairs at the end’ Available at: https://medical-
dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/trichoptilosis (accessed 2021-04-05)  

 in the ⟩خيانوش یحکمأ⟨šūnāiyḫ-yiāukamḥThe meaning of this passage is unclear. It looks like 67 

MS but I am not certain whether the word ḫiyānūš refers to a place, such as a country or a town, 
or if it is a strange way of rendering the Greek word xenos, which in that case would change 
the meaning of ḥukamā-yi ḫiyānūš to something like ‘foreign physicians’.  
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Sour and sweet pomegranate 

Prov 24, aččiq anār 

Prov 351, aččiğ anār 

Prov 354, bilä aččiq beraber 

Prov 357, üč aččiğ anārni ikki tatliğ anārni(ŋ) uruğini 

Sweet pomegranate 

Prov 24, tatliq anār 

Prov 351, tatliq anār 

Prov 354, tatliq anār 

Prov 357, üč aččiğ anārni ikki tatliğ anārni(ŋ) uruğini 

Rosewater 

Prov 24, gulāb 

Prov 351, gulāb 

Prov 354, gulāb 

Prov 357, gulāb bilä qošub šarbat qilib 

The next section explains that the mixture should repose overnight. Prov 357 
states that this should be done on the roof [of the house]. 

‘Put it on the roof’ 

Prov 24, bir kečä kündüz äyläb 

Prov 351, bir kečä qoyğil 

Prov 354, bir kečä kündüz qošub toḫtatib azdin keyin 

Prov 357, bir kečä kündüz [ögzedä] [qoyub] 

Camelthorn 

Prov 24, üč mis̱ qāl tar-angubīn birlä ḥall qilib 

Prov 351, andin keyin tar-angubīn birlä ḥall qilib 

Prov 354, üč mis̱ qāl tar-angubīnni ḥall qilib 

Prov 357, bir mis̱ qāl angubīn qo-qošub 

Saffron 

Prov 354, zaʿfarān 

The final part deals with how many days are recommended to consume the 
medication. While Prov 24 simply states that the medication should be taken 
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at naštä ‘breakfast time’ Prov 351, Prov 354 and Prov 357 state that the 
medicine should be taken during a period of up to three days at naštä 
‘breakfast time’.  

Prov 24, naštädä ičsä ṣafrā soḫtasini pāk qilur 

̱ 

Prov 351, üč kün naštädä ičsä ṣafrā dafʿ bolur 

Prov 354, üč küniğičä naštä ičsä aččiq närsälärdin parhīz qilsa ṣafrā 
dafʿ bolur 

Prov 357, üč kün naštäda ičsä ṣafrāni kesär 

Manuscript examples. Recipe for cleaning ṣafrā ‘the yellow bile’ 
Here we will look at the preparation of a medicine for cleaning ṣafrā ‘the  
yellow bile’.  

Prov 24. 10b13–11a3.  

ʿ hämmäsi daf ŋillatniʿbu ayturlar ⟩خيانوش یأمحک⟨šūnāiyḫ-yiāukamḥ 
qilğay ṣafrāni sākin qilay desaŋ aččiq anār birlä tatliq anārni beraber 
qilib beraber gulāb birlä bir kečä kündüz äyläb üč misqāl tar-angubīṉ 
birlä ḥall qilib naštädä ičsä ṣafrā soḫtasini pāk qilur 

The physicians of ḫiyānūš say that all of this illness will go away. If one 
wants the yellow bile to be calm, one should mix equal parts of sour  
pomegranate with sweet pomegranate. One should then prepare this 
with rosewater during one day and one night. If one then dilutes it in 
one misqāl of camelthorn and drinks it at breakfast, it will cleanse the 
disease of the yellow bile. (Prov 24. 10b13–11a3) 

Prov 351. 4a8–4b1.  

ägär ṣafrā sākin bolsun desä aččiğ anārni tatliq anārni beraber qilib 
gulāb häm beraber qilib bir kečä qoyğil andin keyin tar-angubīn birlä 
ḥall qilib üč kün naštädä ičsä ṣafrā dafʿ bolur 

If one wants to suppress bile, then one should mix an equal amount of 
sour and sweet pomegranate together with an equal amount of 
rosewater and leave it for one night. After that, one should dissolve 
camelthorn into this. If one drinks this at breakfast for three days, one’s 
bile will heal. (Prov 351. 4a8–4b1. Translation based on ATMO) 
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Prov 354. 44a6–44b4.  

ägär ṣafrāni dafʿ bolsun desä tatliq anār bilä aččiq beraber qilib 
anārdin gulābni beraber qilib qošub bir kečä kündüz qošub toḫtatib 
azdin keyin üč mis̱ qāl tar-angubīnni ḥall qilib zaʿfarān birlä üč 
küniğičä naštä ičsä aččiq närsälärdin parhīz qilsa ṣafrā dafʿ bolur 

Chapter – If one wants the yellow bile to be free from sickness one  
should take equal amounts of sweet and sour pomegranate. From this, 
one should add equal amounts of pomegranate and rosewater. This 
should be  repose for one day  and  one night.  Shortly  thereafter  one 
should dissolve three mis̱ qāl of camelthorn (into this). If one drinks this 
together with saffron up three days at breakfast time while abstaining 
from sour products, then the disease from the yellow bile will go away. 
(Prov 354. 44a6–44b4) 

Prov 357. 5a5–11.  

faṣl ägär ṣafrāni sust qilay desaŋ üč aččiğ anārni ikki tatliğ anārni(ŋ) 
uruğini bir munčä gulāb bilä qošub šarbat qilib bir kečä kündüz 
[ögzedä] [qoyub] bir mis̱ qāl angubīn qošub üč kün naštäda ičsä 
ṣafrāni kesär 

Chapter. If one wants to suppress the yellow bile one should take three 
sour pomegranates, two sweet pomegranates (seed), mix this with rose 
water and make a sherbet. [Then one] should put this on the roof during 
one night and day. [After that] one should add one mis̱ qāl of angubīn-
honey. If one drinks this for breakfast during three days, the yellow bile 
will go away. (Prov 357. 5a5–11) 

Texts dealing with sawdā ‘the black bile’ (dry and cold) 
The texts dealing with sawdā ‘the black bile’ all begin with phrases stating 
that the following illnesses stem from sawdā ‘the black bile’. With regard to 
vocabulary, Prov 357 deviates the most from the other texts as it contains a 
number of words and expressions that do not appea in the other texts dealing 
with black bile. The initial sentence stating that ‘the [following] diseases stem 
from the black bile’ occur in Prov 24 and Prov 357, but is not mentioned in 
Prov 351 and Prov 354 

Prov 24, ʿillatlar kim sawdādin bolur 

Prov 357, faṣl ul ʿillatlariga sawdādin dur 
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‘To have a salty (feeling in the) mouth’ is expressed in Prov 24 and Prov 
357 by the word šor bol- ‘to become salty’, but this is not mentioned in Prov 
354. Prov 357 contains a combination of words – ağzi aččiğ bad-būy bolmaq 
‘to have a sour mouth and bad breath’ – which differs from the others.  

Prov 24, bī-waqt šor bolmaq 

Prov 351, ağizniŋ šor bolmaqi 

Prov 357, ağzi aččiğ bad-būy bolmaq 

To express ‘fatigue’ or ‘feeling unwell’. Prov 24 and Prov 351 contain the 
Persian word nā-ḫōš in combination with Turkic bol- ‘to become’, while this 
condition does not occur in Prov 354. In Prov 357, the same condition is 
expressed by tola andīša-nak bolmaq ‘to experience a lot of suffering or 
trouble’. 

Prov 24, nā-ḫōš bolmaq 

Prov 351, nā-ḫōšluq (bolmaq) 

Prov 357, tola andīša-nak bolmaq 

To have cloudy eyes or ‘blurry vision’ is expressed in the same way in all 
the sources examined here, namely with the words köz ḫīra bolmaq. It should 
be noted, however, that Prov 357 appears to render the word as tirä instead of 
ḫīra but that the two probably share the same meaning.68 

Prov 24, köz ḫīra bolmaq 

Prov 351, köz ḫīra bolmaq 

Prov 354, köz ḫīra bolmaq 

Prov 357, köz tirä bolmaq 

Night blindness is expressed in the same way in all the sources examined 
here, namely with the words šab kör bolmaq. The condition is not mentioned 
in Prov 357. 

Prov 24, šab kör bolmaq 

Prov 351, šab kör bolmaq 

Prov 354, šab kör bolmaq 

This may ⟩تيره⟨or⟩تبره⟨. be a typo. In the manuscript it looks like 68 
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In the manuscripts, for instance Prov 24, we come across expressions such 
as fikri tola bolmaq ‘to think a lot’. This can most probably be translated as 
excessive thinking or anxiety. Prov 351 and Prov 354 have similar but not 
identical expressions referring to this condition, while it is not mentioned in 
Prov 357. 

Prov 24, fikri tola bolmaq 

Prov 351, fikrilar bolmaq 

Prov 354, fikri andīša tola qilmaq 

The expression iči tärliq qilmaq mentioned in Prov 357 can be translated 
as ‘heavy sweating’. However, it is hard to establish exactly which condition 
is being referred to here. It is not mentioned in the other sources examined 
here. 

Prov 357, iči tärliq qilmaq 

As observed in the table, ‘suffering from nightmares’ is expressed either 
by the words āšufta tüš körmäk in Prov 24, āšfat tüš körmäk in Prov 351, or 
šeftä tüš körmäk in Prov 354, while Prov 357 differs from the rest in having 
perišan tüš körmäk. 

Prov 24, āšufta tüš körmäk 

Prov 351, āšfat tüš körmäk 

Prov 354, šeftä tüš körmäk 

Prov 357, perišan tüš körmäk 

The expression tola sözlämäk literally means ‘to speak a lot’. However, 
here it is possibly referring to someone waffling or speaking nonsense. It is 
not mentioned in Prov 24. 

Prov 351, tola sözlämäk 

Prov 354, tola sözlämäklik 

Prov 357, tola sözlämäk 

In Prov 24 and Prov 351, we come across ʿar ʿar bolmaq and ṣarʻ bolmaq 
respectively referring to madness and/or epilepsy. This condition is not 
mentioned in Prov 354 and Prov 357. 

Prov 24, ʿar ʿar bolmaq 

Prov 351, ṣarʻ bolmaq 
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‘To have pain in the eyes’ [due to phlegm] is only mentioned in one source, 
namely Prov 357. 

Prov 357, köz ağrimaq 

To suffer from a bad memory or to forget things is mentioned in Prov 354 
and Prov 357, but not in Prov 24 and Prov 351. 

Prov 354, unutmağliq 

Prov 357, unutqaq bolmaq 

All of the sources consulted state in different ways that the above-
mentioned medical conditions are due to sawdā ‘black bile’. Here we can see 
that the phrase bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi sawdādin dur appears in both Prov 24 
and Prov 357, while Prov 351 and Prov 354 make use of the phrase bular 
hämmäsi sawdādin [paydā] bolur ‘of these diseases, all stem from the black 
bile’. 

Prov 24, bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi sawdādin dur 

Prov 351, bular hämmäsi sawdādin bolur 

Prov 354, bular hämmäsi sawdādin paydā bolur 

Prov 357, bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi sawdādin dur paydā bolur 

Section about sawdā ‘black bile’ in the manuscript sources 

Prov 24. 10b6–9.  

ʿillatlar kim sawdādin bolur ul bī-waqt šor bolmaq nā-ḫōš bolmaq köz 
ḫīra bolmaq šab kör bolmaq fikri tola bolmaq āšufta tüš körmäk ʿarr 
ʿarr bolmaq bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi sawdādin dur 

Sicknesses that stem from the black bile are untimely salty taste [in the 
mouth], fatigue, felling unwell, having cloudy eyes and night blindness, 
experiencing excessive thinking, nightmares and madness. Of these 
illnesses, all stem from the black bile. (Prov 24. 10b6–9) 

Prov 351. 4a3–6.  

wä yänä ağizniŋ šor bolmaqi nā-ḫōšluq wä köz ḫīra bolmaq wä šab kör 
bolmaq wä fikrilar bolmaq wä āšfat tüš körmäk tola sözlämäk wä ṣarʻ 
bolmaq bular hämmäsi sawdādin bolur 

Moreover, to have a salty mouth, low mood, blurred vision, night 
blindness, a wandering mind, turbulent dreams, logorrhea as well as 
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epilepsy; all of these are due to melancholy. (Prov 351. 4a3–6. 
Translation based on ATMO) 

Prov 354. 43b–44a.  

faṣl köz ḫīra bolmaq wä šab kör bolmaq fikri andīša tola qilmaq šeftä 
tüš körmäk tola sözlämäklik wä unutmağliq bular hämmäsi sawdādin 
paydā bolur 

Chapter – Suffering from darkness in the eye and night blindness, to 
ponder one’s thoughts and to worry excessively, to have mad dreams, 
to speak too much as well as to (suffer from) forgetfulness; all of these 
ailments stem from the black bile. (Prov 354. 43b12–44a1–3) 

Prov 357. 4a9– 4b3. 

faṣl ul ʿillatlarigä sawdādin dur ağzi aččiğ bad-būy bolmaq köz tirä 
bolmaq tola andīša-nak bolmaq perišan tüš körmäk iči tärliq qilmaq 
tola sözlämäk köz ağrimaq [unutqaq] bolmaq bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi 
sawdādin dur paydā bolur 

Subdivision: These diseases stem from the black bile: to have a bitter 
taste and breath in the mouth, to have the eye’s vision “occluded 
(dark)”69, to worry a lot, to experience nightmares, to sweat heavily, to 
speak excessively, to have pain in the eyes, to be forgetful; these 
diseases all stem from (excessive) black bile. (Prov 357. 4a9–4b3) 

Comparison of a recipe for obtaining clean sawdā ‘black bile’ 
(dry and cold) 

In the following, I will present a recipe for making the black bile ‘clean’. 
The main ingredients, means of preparation and number of days prescribed 
are very similar, which indicates a ‘common source’ for all the manuscripts in 
question. The manuscripts described here are Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354, as 
well as Prov 357. There are different ways to express how to make the black 
bile calm. Thus, as we can see below, Prov 24 has sawdāni sākin qilay desäŋ 
while Prov 351 has ägär sawdāni dafʿ bolsun desä and Prov 354 has ägär 
sawdāni sust qilay desäŋ. In Prov 354, there is no information on sawdā. 

Prov 24, sawdāni sākin qilay desäŋ 

Prov 351, ägär sawdāni dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 357, ägär sawdāni sust qilay desäŋ 

69 köz tirä bolmaq can be translated as when the “vision becomes occluded (dark)” (ATMO). 
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The next part deals with the different ingredients such as zaʿfarān ‘saffron’, 
tar-angubīn ‘camelthorn’, angubīn ‘honey’ that one should use when 
preparing the medicine.  

Prov 24, üč mis̱ qāl zaʿfarānni wä aččiğ närsälärni naštädä yesä 

Prov 351, tar-angubīn zaʿfarānini üč kün naštädä ičsä 

Prov 357, zaʿfarān angubīn bilä qošub här kündä naštädä ičsün 

In the final sentence, which states that the black bile will become calm, a 
variation can be observed in the choice of words. Thus, we see that Prov 24 
employs the phrase sawdā sākin bolur, Prov 351 sawdāni dafʿ qilur and Prov 
357 sawdāni bar-ṭaraf qilur. In Prov 354, there is no information on sawdā. 

Prov 24, sawdā sākin bolur 

Prov 351, sawdāni dafʿ qilur 

Prov 357, sawdāni bar-ṭaraf qilur 

In Prov 357 there is a passage devoted to abstaining from sour things, but 
such a reference does not appear in Prov 24, Prov 351 and Prov 354. 

Prov 357, aččiğ nemärsälärdin jimāʿdin parhīz qilmaq käräk 

Manuscript examples. Recipe for obtaining calm sawdā ‘black 
bile’ 
Prov 24. 11a6–11.  

sawdāni sākin qilay desäŋ  üč mis̱ qāl zaʿfarānni wä aččiğ närsälärni 
naštädä yesä sawdā sākin bolur 

If you want the black bile to be calm, then eat three mis̱ qāl of saffron 
and sour things at breakfast and the black bile will become calm. (Prov 
24. 11a6–11) 

Prov 351. 4a3–5.  

ägär sawdāni dafʿ bolsun desä tar-angubīn zaʿfarānini üč kün naštädä 
ičsä sawdāni dafʿ qilur 

If one wants to heal melancholy, one should drink camelthorn with 
saffron at breakfast for three days. Then, his or her melancholy will heal 
(Prov 351. 4a3–5. translation based on ATMO). 

Prov 354. 44a6–44b4 

No information on sawdā 
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Prov 357. 5a5–11.  

ägär sawdāni sust qilay desaŋ zaʿfarān angubīn bilä qošub här kün 
naštäda ičsün sawdāni bar-ṭaraf qilur aččiğ nemärsälärdin jimāʿdin 
parhīz qilmaq käräk 

Chapter. If one wants to suppress the black bile, one should mix saffron 
and honey, and drink this every day for breakfast. Then the [disease 
from the] black bile will go away. It is [also] necessary to abstain from 
spicy things and sexual intercourse. (Prov 357. 5a11–5b4) 

Texts dealing with bälğäm ‘the Phlegm’ (wet and cold) 
With the exception of Prov 351 and Prov 354, the texts dealing with bälğäm 
‘phlegm’, classified as wet and cold, begin with phrases stating that the 
following diseases stem from ‘phlegm’. This brief information is followed by 
a number of ailments associated with bälğäm ‘phlegm’, such as having a bitter 
[taste in] the mouth, having saliva run from the mouth, suffering from 
untimely whitening of the beard and hair, swelling due to oedema, measles, 
colic, pain in the midsection, pain in the knees, heart pain colic and facial 
paralysis, trembling hands and feet, head and stomach-ache, fever, intestinal 
worms, having tears run from the eyes, coughing as well as night blindness.  

A few of these conditions are mentioned in all the sources examined here, 
while others only appear in one source. For example, having a bitter taste in 
the mouth, saliva running from the mouth, suffering from untimely whitening 
of the beard and hair, stomach-ache, oedema and intestinal worms appear in 
all the texts. In contrast, ‘to have a headache’ baš ağrimaq is only mentioned 
once, namely in Prov 354. Most thematic variation is found in Prov 357, which 
mentions as many as 12 conditions that are not mentioned elsewhere. They 
consist of the following: 

To have colic – qūlūnj bolmaq 

To have pain in the midsection – bäl ağriqi 

To have pain in the knees – tiz ağriqi 

To have heart pain – yüräk ağriqi 

To have colic and facial paralysis – qūlūnj wä laqwa-yi bolmaq 

To have trembling hands and feet – qol fut titrämäk 

To have pain in the tongue – til ağir bowalmaq 

To have tears running from the eyes – közdin yaš aqarmaq 
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To have intestinal worms – kadū-dāna bowalmaq 

To have a cough – yötäl bowalmaq 

To have night blindness – šab kör bowalmaq 

To belch – aččiğ kikärmäk 

With regard to similar conditions appearing in multiple sources, they are 
not entirely homogenous but display minor variations with regard to language. 
For example, ‘to have a bitter [taste in] the mouth’ is referred to almost the 
same way in all examined texts. In Prov 24 we find ağiz aččiq bolub, while 
Prov 351 and Prov 354 both have ağiz aččiğ bolmaq for describing the same 
thing. In the section examined in Prov 357, there is no mention of  the  
aforementioned expression.  

Prov 24, ağiz aččiq bolub 

Prov 351, ağiz aččiğ bolmaq 

Prov 354, ağiz aččiq bolmaq 

Small differences may be noted in the next section dealing with ‘saliva 
running from the mouth’. Prov 24 and Prov 351 have ağizdin su kälmäk. Prov 
354 and Prov 357 have ağzidin su barmaq and  ağzidin qara su kälür 
respectively. The most notable deviation within this group is the expression 
qara su for ‘saliva’, occurring in Prov 357. 

Prov 24, ağizdin su kälmäk 

Prov 351, ağizdin su kälmäk 

Prov 354, ağzidin su barmaq 

Prov 357, ağzidin qara su kälür 

To suffer from ‘untimely whitening of the beard and hair’ is expressed in 
similar ways. It is notable that only Prov 24 and Prov 354 make use of the 
word bī-waqt ‘untimely’, while Prov 357 uses the word pat ‘quickly’. 

Prov 351 simply states sač saqal aqarmaq ‘whitening of the hair and 
beard’. Notable is that the condition is also attributed to ṣafrā ‘yellow bile’, 
where the terminology is almost identical to the section discussing bälğäm 
‘phlegm’.70 

70 Cf. the section devoted to ṣafrā ‘yellow bile’ where the following appears: 1. Prov 24, bī-
waqt saqal sač aqarmaq 2. Prov 351, sač saqal qat aqarmaq 3. Prov 354,  bī-waqti sač 
aqaralmaq 4. Prov 357, sač saqaliniŋ uči yarilmaq.  
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Prov 24, sač saqal bī-waqt aqarmaq 

Prov 351, sač saqal aqarmaq 

Prov 354, bī-waqti sač saqal aqarmaq 

Prov 357, sač saqal pat aqarmaq 

In the section concerning stomach-ache, all of the sources use the word 
qorsaq ‘stomach’, while Prov 357 makes use of the Arabic synonym miʿda. 

Prov 24, qorsaq ağrimaq 

Prov 351, qorsaq ağrimaq 

Prov 354, qorsaq ağrimaq 

Prov 357, badan sabab bowalmaq miʿda ağrimaq 

All the manuscript sources discussing istisqā ‘oedema’ use the same 
vocabulary for describing this condition. Prov 351 and Prov 354 also mention 
kadū-dāna ‘intestinal worms’ in the same sentence. It is notable that ATMO 
translates this word as ‘measles’. 

Prov 24, isitma bolmaq 

Prov 351, istisqā wä kirm-i kadū-dāna bolmaq 

Prov 354, istisqā wä kadū-dāna bolmaq 

Prov 357, istisqā bowalmaq 

With regard to vocabulary, the passages describing how the illness stems 
from bälğäm ‘phlegm’ display both similarities and differences. For example 
the word ʿillat ‘sickness’ appears in Prov 24 and Prov 357. For describing the 
word ‘all’, all the sources make use of the word hämmä. 

Prov 24, bu ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi bälğämdin bolur 

Prov 351, bular hämmä bälğämdin paydā bolur 

Prov 354, bu hämmäsi bälğämdin turur 

Prov 357, bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi bälğämdin dur 
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Section about bälğäm ‘phlegm’ in the manuscript sources 

Prov 24. 10b3–6.  

zaḥmatlari kim bälğämdin paydā bolur ağiz aččiq bolub ağizdin su 
kälmäk sač saqal bī-waqt aqarmaq qorsaq ağrimaq isitma bolmaq bu 
ʿillatlarniŋ hämmäsi bälğämdin bolur 

To have a bitter [taste in] the mouth, to have saliva running from the 
mouth, to suffer from untimely whitening of the beard and hair, to have 
stomach ache and to have fever; all of these illnesses stem from the 
phlegm. (Prov 24. 10b3–6) 

Prov 351. 4a1–3.  

wä yänä ağiz aččiğ bolmaq ağizdin su kälmäk71 sač saqal aqarmaq wä 
qorsaq ağrimaq wä istisqā wä kirm-i kadū-dāna bolmaq bular hämmä 
bälğämdin paydā bolur 

Moreover, [if a person’s] mouth tastes bitter, he/she has saliva running 
from the mouth, the mustache and beard turn white, [if one] has 
stomach-ache, swelling [oedema], or measles, all of these are due to 
phlegm. (Prov 351. 4a1–3. Translation based on ATMO) 

Prov 354. 43b8–12.  

faṣl zaḥmat ağiz aččiq bolmaq wä ağzidin su barmaq bī-waqti sač saqal 
aqarmaq baš ağrimaq wä qorsaq ağrimaq wä istisqā wä kadū-dāna 
bolmaq bu hämmäsi bälğämdin turur 

Chapter – trouble of disease. To have a sour taste in the mouth and water 
running from the mouth, to suffer from untimely whitening of one’s 
hair and beard, to have head and stomach-ache, oedema (i.e. swelling), 
and intestinal worms; all of these ailments stem from the phlegm. (Prov 
354. 43b8–12) 

Prov 357. 4b3–11.  

faṣl ul ʿillatlar kä bälğämdin paydā bolur ağzidin qara su kälür sač 
saqal pat aqarmaq badan sabab bowalmaq miʿda ağrimaq qūlūnj 
bolmaq bäl ağriqi tiz ağriqi yüräk ağriqi qūlūnj wä laqwa bolmaq qol 
wä fut titrämäk istisqā bowalmaq til ağir bowalmaq közdin yaš 
aqarmaq kadū-dāna bowalmaq yötäl bowalmaq šab kör bowalmaq 
aččiğ kikärmäk bu ʿillatlar hämmäsi bälğämdin dur 

Subdivision: These illnesses stem from (excess) of phlegm: To have 
black saliva run from the mouth, to have sudden whitening of hair and 

71 Looks like kälmäs ‘does not flow’ in the MS.  
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beard, to have the body choked up, to have stomach ache, to have colic, 
to have pain in the midsection, to have pain in the knees, heart pain colic 
and facial paralysis, trembling hands and feet, to have oedema (i.e. 
swelling), to have pain in the tongue, to have tears running from the 
eyes, to have intestinal worms, to have a cough, to have night blindness, 
to belch; all of these illnesses are due to (excess) of phlegm. (Prov 357. 
4b3–11) 

Comparison of a recipe for obtaining clean bälğäm ‘phlegm’ 
(wet and cold) 
In the following, I will present a recipe for making the phlegm ‘clean’. The 
main ingredients, means of preparation and number of days prescribed are 
very similar, which indicates a ‘common source’ for all of the manuscripts in 
question. The sections described here are from Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354, 
as well as Prov 357. The first part explains that ‘if you want the phlegm to be 
calm’ [you should do the following]. Prov 24 containsthe expression  sākin 
qilay desäŋ, while Prov 351 and Prov 354 both have dafʿ bolsun desä. Prov 
357 has bar-ṭaraf qilay desäŋ. 

Prov 24, bälğämni sākin qilay desäŋ 

Prov 351, bälğäm dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 354, ägär bälğämni dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 357, bälğämdin bar-ṭaraf qilay desäŋ 

The next part deals with the different ingredients, such as zanjabīl ‘ginger’, 
kabāba-i čīnī ‘cubeb’, salīḫa ‘cassia’ and tar-angubīn ‘camelthorn’ that 
should be used when preparing the medicine.  

Prov 24, zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnīni salīḫani bärābär qilib qaynatib bir 
mis̱ qāl yesä tar-angubīn birlä ḥall qilib 

Prov 351, zanjabīl yesä kabāba-i čīnī salīḫalarni ḫam qilib taranjubīn 
bilä ḥall qilib 

Prov 354, zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnī salīḫa bu učini näm qilib tar-angubīn 
bilä ḥall qilib 

Prov 357, zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnī  dār-čīnī salīḫa učini qošub soqub 
ḫämir qilib 

The final part deals with how many days are recommended to consume the 
medication. While Prov 24, Prov 351 and Prov 354 state that one should eat 
one mis̱ qāl every day, Prov 357 simply states that the medicine should be 
taken over ten days at naštä ‘breakfast time’.  
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Prov 24, här kün bir mis̱ qāl yesä 

Prov 351, här kündä bir mis̱ qāl yesä 

Prov 354, här küni bir mis̱ qāl yesälar 

Prov 357, on kün naštäda yesä 

In the final sentence, which states that the phlegm will become calm, 
variation can be observed between the word choices. Thus, we see that Prov 
24 employs the phrase bälğäm sākin bolur, Prov 351 bälğäm dafʿ qilur, Prov 
354 has the somewhat strange spelling bälğäm dafʿ bolar and Prov 357 has 
bälğämni bar-ṭaraf qilur. 

Prov 24, bälğäm sākin bolur 

Prov 351, bälğäm dafʿ bolur 

Prov 354, bälğäm dafʿ bular 

Prov 357, bälğämni bar-ṭaraf qilur 

Manuscript examples. Recipes for obtaining calm bälğäm 
‘phlegm’ 

Prov 24. 11a3–6.  

bälğämni sākin qilay desaŋ zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnīni salīḫani72 bärābär 
qilib qaynatib bir mis̱ qāl yesä tar-angubīn birlä ḥall qilib här kün bir 
mis̱ qāl yesä bälğäm sākin bolur 

If you want the phlegm to be calm, then mix ginger, cubeb, and cassia 
and boil it. If one eats a mis̱ qāl of this, dilutes some camelthorn, and 
eats this every day the phlegm will become calm (Prov 24. 11a3–6). 

Prov 351. 4b1–3.  

bälğäm dafʿ bolsun desä zanjabīl yesä kabāba-i čīnī salīḫa-larni ḫam 
qilib taranjubīn bilä ḥall qilib här kündä bir mis̱ qāl yesä bälğäm dafʿ 
bolur 

If one wants to heal the phlegm, one should eat ginger or take cubeb 
and cinnamon, mix these with camelthorn. If one eats a mis̱ qāl of this 
every day, it will get better. (Prov 351. 4b1–3. Transcription and 
translation by Patrick Hällzon)73 

72 The genitives -niŋ have been crossed out in the manuscript. 
73 Cf. the translation by ATMO, which is slightly different. “To suppress phlegm, ginger, 
prickly ash pepper and cinnamon are mixed with turnajabin ‘?manna’ to make a salve, and if 
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Prov 354. 44a6–44b4.  

faṣl ägär bälğämni dafʿ bolsun74 desä zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnī salīḫa75 bu 
učini näm qilib tar-angubīn bilä ḥall qilib här küni bir misqāl yesälar 
bälğäm dafʿ bolar 

Chapter – If the disease in the phlegm to go away then one should take 
ginger, cubeb and cassia and make them moist (näm), then dilute this 
in camelthorn. If one eats a misqāl a day [of this] the phlegm will 
become well (Prov 354. 44a6–44b4) 

Prov 357. 5b5–11.  

faṣl bälğämdin bar-ṭaraf qilay desäŋ zanjabīl kabāba-i čīnī  dār-čīnī 
salīḫa učini qošub soqub ḫämir qilib on kün naštäda yesä bälğämni 
bar-ṭaraf qilur 

̱ 

Chapter. If one wants the (disease from the) phlegm to go away one 
should take ginger, cubeb, cinnamon and cassia, mix the three, and 
make a dough. If one eats this at breakfast time during (a period of) ten 
days the (disease from the) phlegm will be eliminated. (Prov 357. 5b5– 
11) 

̱ 

Texts dealing with qan ‘blood’ (wet and hot) 
Only two manuscript sources, namely Prov 24 and Prov 357, discuss the 
conditions stemming from an excess of blood. With the exception of earache 
and the final sentence, most conditions are only discussed in either one or the 
other manuscript. Thus, we can see that six medical conditions are mentioned 
in Prov 24 that are not discussed elsewhere. The same goes for Prov 357, in 
which eight medical conditions appear that do not appear elsewhere. 
Conditions that only appear in Prov 24 are: 

If someone has a headache and the mouth is watery – ägär kimärsäniŋ 
baši ağrisa ağzi suluq bolsa 

To become dreary from fever – qizimaqtin ağir bolmaq 

To throw up blood – qan tükürmäk 

To have a sweet taste in the mouth – ağiz tatliq 

one consumes one mithqāl of the paste every day, the phlegm will be healed” (Prov ) لاقسم(
351. 4b1–3).  

 Looks like74⟩لسه نوب⟨ but should perhaps be interpreted as ⟩سهدي سونلوب⟨.

aīḫsalwhich⟩سليخه⟨. should be spelled as ⟩,سيخه⟨aīḫsa[l] Looks like it is a misspelled form of 75 

Cf. salīḫa A ‘cassia, Cinnamomum aromaticum’ (Károly 2015: 312).  
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To have headache – baš ağrimaq 

To have (strong) palpitations – yüräk salmaq 

Conditions that only appear in Prov 357 are: 

Subdivision: these diseases stem from (excess) of blood – faṣl ul 
ʿillatlargä qan ǧālibliqdin paydā bolur 

To have the body dry up – badan [qurutmaq] 

To have a sore throat – boğuz ağrimaq 

To have pain in the nerves – ʿaṣaba ağriqi 

Pain in the (vision) – tüš ağriqi 

Swelling of the teeth – tiš šišmağliqi 

Choking from palpitation – ḫafqān bowalmaq 

To have pain in the forehead – pešāna ağrimaq 

To have pain in the eyes – köz ağriqi 

‘To have earache’ as a result from excessive blood appears in both Prov 24 
and Prov 357. The sentences are identical for describing the ailment. 

Prov 24, to have earache – qulaq ağrimaq 

Prov 357, to have earache – qulaq ağrimaq 

The final sentence indicating that the illness is due to blood is similar but not 
identical. Prov 24 states that ‘all of these [diseases] stem from the blood’,  
while Prov 357 states that ‘these diseases stem from excess of blood’. 

Prov 24, all of these [diseases] stem from the blood – bu jumläsi qandin 
paydā bolur 

Prov 357, these diseases stem from excess of blood – bu ʿillatlar qan 
ğālibliqdin paydā bolur 
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Section about qan ‘blood’ in the manuscript sources  

Here we will look at which diseases are believed to stem from qan ‘blood’ 
and compare the two texts devoted to this topic (qan ‘blood’ is not discussed 
in Prov 351 and Prov 354). 

Prov 24. 10a7–11.  

ägär kimärsäniŋ baši ağrisa ağzi suluq bolsa ziyādati qan dur bilgil 
kimdin qizimaqtin ağir bolmaq qan tükürmäk ağiz tatliq baš ağrimaq 
yüräk salmaq qulaq ağrimaq bu jumläsi qandin paydā bolur 

If someone has a headache and the mouth is watery, there is too much 
blood. Let it be known that to become dreary from fever, to throw up 
blood, to have a sweet taste in the mouth, to have headache, to have  
(strong) palpitations and to have earache; all of these [diseases] stem 
from the blood. (Prov 24. 10a7–11) 

Prov 357. 5a1–5.  

faṣl ul ʿillatlargä qan ǧālibliqdin paydā bolur badan qurutmaq boğuz 
ağrimaq ʿaṣaba ağriqi tüš ağriqi tiš šišmağliqi ḫafqān bowalmaq 
pešāna ağrimaq qulaq ağrimaq köz ağriqi bu ʿillatlar qan ğālibliqdin 
paydā bolur 

Subdivision: these diseases stem from (excess) of blood: to have the 
body dry up, to have pain in the nerves, pain in the vision, swelling of 
the teeth, choking from palpitation, to have pain in the forehead, to have 
earache, to have pain in the eyes; these diseases stem from excess of 
blood. (Prov 357. 5a1–5) 

Comparison of a recipe for obtaining clean qan ‘blood’ (hot and 
moist) 
In the following, I will present a recipe for making the blood ‘clean’ which 
appears in Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354 and Prov 357. The main ingredients, 
means of preparation and number of days prescribed are very similar, which 
indicates a ‘common source’ for all the manuscripts in question. The passages 
described here are from Prov 24, Prov 351, Prov 354, as well as Prov 357. 
Remedies for freeing the blood from disease or cleaning the blood are 
expressed in a number of ways. Thus, as we can see below, Prov 24 has yoq 
bolsun desäŋ, while Prov 351a and Prov 354 have dafʿ bolsun desä. Prov 351b 
and Prov 354 have ṣāf qilay desäŋ 

Prov 24, kim qan[n]iŋ yoq bolsun desäŋ 
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Prov 351a, ägär kimärsä qan dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 351b, ägär qanni ṣāf qilay desäŋ 

Prov 354, ägär qanini dafʿ bolsun desä 

Prov 357, ägär qanni ṣāf qilay desäŋ 

The next part deals with the different ingredients, such as Indian dates, sour 
plum/black apricots, tamarind, jujube etc. that should be used when preparing 
the medicine. Tamarind appears as ḫurmā-yi hindī in Prov 24a and Prov 351c, 
while Prov 24b has ḥindistān ḫurmāsi, Prov 354 has ḫuẓaẓ-i hindī, and Prov 
351a and Prov 351b have ḫurmā and ḥanẓal respectively. Sour plum appears 
as alučä in Prov 24 and Prov 354. Prov 351a, Prov 351b and Prov 357 contain 
qara örük. Jujube appears as čilan in Prov 351b and Prov 357. The fruit is not 
mentioned in Prov 24a, Prov 351a or Prov 354. The words šarbat ‘sherbet’ 
and gulāb ‘rosewater’ are mentioned in all the sources consulted.  

Tamarind 

Prov 24a, ḫurmā-yi hind(ī) 

Prov 24b, ḥindistān ḫurmāsi 

Prov 351a, ḫurmā 

Prov 351b, ḥanẓal 

Prov 351c, ḫurmā-yi hindī 

Prov 354, ḫuẓaẓ-i hindī 

Sour plum 

Prov 24, alučä 

Prov 351a, qara örük 

Prov 351b, qara örük 

Prov 354, alučä 

Prov 357, qara örük 

Jujube 

Prov 351b, čilan 

Prov 357, čilan 

šarbat and gulāb 

Prov 24, gulāb birlä šarbat qilib 

Prov 351, gulāb šarbat qilib 
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Prov 351, bularni gulāb birlä šarbat qilib 

Prov 354, šarbat qilib 

Prov 357, bularni gulāb birlä šarbat qilib 

Instructions for preparation  

In order for the blood to become pure, the instructions either state that the 
mixture should be drunk at dawn or/and during three consecutive days. All of 
the sources with the exception of Prov 357 employ the word ṣāf for ‘clean’. 

Prov 24, saḥarda ičkil qan ṣāf bolğay 

Prov 351, üč kün naštäda ičsä qan ṣāf bolur 

Prov 351, üč kün naštädä ičsä qan ṣāf bolur 

Prov 354, üč kün naštädä ičsälär qan ṣāf bolur 

Prov 357, naštädä ičsä üč kün qanni ṣāf qilur ʿillatlarni bar-ṭaraf bolur 

Manuscript examples. Recipes for cleaning qan ‘the blood’ 
Prov 24. 10b9–13.  

bu aytniŋ dalīlī birlä här kišiga sabab lazim dur Ḫudā-ye taʿālàniŋ 
farmāni birlä bilgil kim qan[n]iŋ yoq bolsun desaŋ ḫurmā-yi hind(ī)ni 
ḥindistān ḫurmāsini alučäni gulāb birlä šarbat qilib saḥarda ičkil qan 
ṣāf bolğay 

This guidance states that there is a necessary cause (of complaint) for 
every person. With the mandate of God, let it be known that anyone 
who wants blood (letting) to cease should take tamarind and sour plum, 
mix it with rosewater, make a sherbet, and drink this at dawn. Then the 
blood will become pure. (Prov 24. 10b9–13) 

Prov 351. 4a6–8.  

ägär kimärsä qan dafʿ bolsun desä ḫurmāni ḥanẓal wä ālūčani gulāb 
šarbat qilib üč kün naštäda ičsä qan ṣāf bolur 

If someone wants to to heal the blood, he or she should prepare a sherbet 
from Indian dates, sour plum and rose water. If this is drunk at breakfast 
for three days, the blood will be healed. (Prov 351. 4a6–8. Translation 
based on ATMO) 
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Prov 351. 15a1–3.  

ägär qanni ṣāf qilay desaŋ ḫurmā-yi hindī wä qara örük tämrä-yi hindī 
čilan bularni gulāb birlä šarbat qilib üč kün naštädä ičsä qan ṣāf bolur 

If you wish to purify the blood, you should use Indian dates, black 
apricots, tamarind and jujube together with rosewater to make a sherbet. 
If this is consumed at breakfast for three days, the blood will become 
pure. (Prov 351. 15a1–3. Translation based on ATMO) 

Prov 354. 44a3–6.  

faṣl ägär qanini dafʿ bolsun desä ḫuẓaẓ-i hindī alučä billä šarbat qilib 
üč kün naštädä ičsälär qan ṣāf bolur 

Chapter – If one wants the blood to be free from disease, one should 
prepare a sherbet from Indian barberry and sour plum. If one drinks for 
a period of three days at breakfast time, the blood will become pure. 
(Prov 354. 44a3–6) 

Prov 357. 5b7–11.  

ägär qanni ṣāf qilay desaŋ ḫurmā-yi hindī qara örük tämrä-yi hindī 
čilan bularni gulāb birlä šarbat qilib naštädä ičsä üč kün qanni ṣāf 
qilur ʿillatlarni bar-ṭaraf bolur 

If someone wants the blood to be pure, he should take tamarind, black 
apricot, tamarind and jujube and make a sherbet from these 
[ingredients] together with rose water. If he/she drinks this at breakfast 
time during three days, the blood will become pure and the disease will 
go away. (Prov 357. 5b7–11) 

Summary of conditions due to the four elements 
The following offers a general summary of the diseases stemming from 

each specific element.  

Yellow bile – ṣafrā (dry and hot) 
Headache and migraine, to have a dry mouth, thirst, to have a dry throat, to 

turn pale (lit. turn yellow), loss of hair, to experience a bitter taste in the mouth, 
blurry vision (bad eyesight), whitening of the beard and hair, paroxysms 
stemming from fever, trembling fingers and feet, hip pain, digestive problems, 
to have pain in one half of the face, to have a dry tongue, when the hair and 
beard have split ends, to have weak limbs, to have colic, to have pain in the 
spleen, to have urinary retention, burning feeling (sting) in the penis. 
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Black bile – sawdā (dry–cold) 
To have a salty (feeling in the) mouth, to express ‘fatigue’ or ‘feeling 

unwell’, to have cloudy eyes or ‘blurry vision’, night blindness, Excessive 
thinking or anxiety, to sweat excessively, nightmares, to speak a lot (waffling 
or speaking nonsense), madness and epilepsy, to have pain in the eyes [due to 
phlegm], to suffer from a bad memory or to forget things. 

The Phlegm – bälğäm (wet and cold) 
To have colic, to have pain in the midsection, to have pain in the knees, to 

have heart pain, to have colic and facial paralysis, to have trembling hands and 
feet, to have pain in the tongue, to have tears running from the eyes, to have 
intestinal worms, to have a cough, to have night blindness, to belch, to have a 
bitter [taste in] the mouth, to have saliva running from the mouth, to suffer 
from untimely whitening of the beard and hair, stomach-ache, oedema, and 
intestinal worms. 

Blood – qan (wet and hot) 
To have a headache, if the mouth is watery, to become dreary from fever, 

to throw up blood –, to have a sweet taste in the mouth, to have headache, to 
have palpitation, to have the body dry up, to have a sore throat, to have pain 
in the nerves, pain in the (vision), swelling of the teeth, to have pain in the 
forehead, to have pain in the eyes, to have earache. 

Methods for establishing diagnosis 
Among the Eastern Turki manuscripts with the most detailed descriptions of 
diagnosis are Prov 283, Prov 357, and Prov 351. It is apparent that similarities 
exist among these sources when comparing them. Let us begin with examining 
what a manuscript source tells us about diagnosis from taking the pulse.  

Taking the pulse 
When examining a patient, the physician was supposed to use the following 
scheme. If we compare three sources, Terzioğlu & Sertkaya (1981), Prov 357, 
and Prov 351, the following generics may be observed. In order to establish 
which illness the patient is suffering from, the doctor must first make a proper 
diagnosis, which involves placing four fingers onto the patient’s vein. In doing 
so, he may establish whether the disease stems from an excess of yellow bile, 
black bile, phlegm or blood. According to the medical system, the yellow bile 
is categorized as dry–hot, the black bile is dry–cold, the phlegm is wet–cold 
and the blood is wet–hot. 
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When taking the pulse, the physician thus makes the following distinction 
in order to detect the cause of disease: If the sick person’s pulse is weak and 
pulsates very quickly, the illness stems from excess of yellow bile, but if the 
patient’s pulse is flat and pulsates very slowly, the illness stems from the black 
bile. If the patient’s pulse is strong and pulsates hard and slowly, then the 
disease stems from the phlegm. Finally, if the patient’s pulse is stout and 
coarse and pulsates quickly, that illness stems from excess of blood. Despite 
the fact these manuscripts were written at different times and in different 
places, the similarities between the texts are striking, ultimately leading us to 
ask if they all stem from a common textual source. For example, the wording 
and content of the diagnosis in all three manuscripts examined here are too  
similar to be explained by mere coincidence.  

For instance, the sentence “If the patient’s pulse is entangled like a snake 
and crawls around like an ant, this indicates death” in the manuscript edited 
by Terzioğlu & Sertkaya (1981) is almost identical to Prov 351 and Prov 357.76 

Thus, according to the manuscript sources, a flat and continual pulsation 
indicated a healthy state while a continual and quick pulsation would indicate 
danger and even death. If the patient’s pulse pulsated quickly but fluctuated 
between weak and strong, it was an indication that the yellow bile and black 
bile had merged, whereas if the pulse of the patient was weak and flat and 
occasionally skipped a beat, or pulsated strongly and occasionally skipped a 
beat, this was understood as an indication that phlegm and blood has merged. 
In the chapter entitled faṣl tomur tutmaqniŋ bayāni ‘A chapter on taking the 
pulse’ in Prov 357, the following information is obtained: 

Prov 357. 6a10–7a3. 
faṣl tomur tutmaqniŋ bayāni tört ilikni bärabär qoyğil ägär bimarniŋ 
tomuri yinčkä bolub tiz tiz salsa ṣafrādin turur ṣafrā quruq issiğdin 
turur ägär bimarniŋ tomuri yalba bolub asta salsa sawdādin turur 
quruq sawuq turur ägär bimarniŋ tomuri durust bolub asta salsa 
bälğämdin ul sawuq turur sawdā tomuri quruq sawuq turur ägär 
bimarniŋ tomuri jiq bolub asta salsa tiz tiz salsa qan ğālibliqdin turur 
ul qan issiğ turur ägär bimarniŋ tomuri yilandek tolğanib čümülädäk 
midräb salsa ʿalāmat margdur ägär bimarniŋ tomuri yalba bolub 
toḫtamay salsa yildam tan-durustluqdur ägär bimarniŋ tomuri yittik 
yittik toḫtab salsa ʿalāmat margdur 

The explanation of how to take the pulse. One must first place four 
fingers together [onto the vein]. If the sick person’s vein is thin and and 
pulsates very quickly, then the illness stems from excess of yellow bile. 

76 I have restricted myself to presenting information from Prov 351, Prov 357 and Terzioğlu & 
Sertkaya 1981: 18–36. It should be noted however, that almost identical information about 
diagnosis and taking the pulse appears in Prov 283. 40a7–11. 
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The yellow bile is dry and hot. If the patient’s pulse is flat and pulsates 
very slowly, that illness stems from the black bile. The black bile is dry– 
cold. If the patient’s pulse is coarse and pulsates slowly, it is cold. The 
black bile’s pulse is dry hot. If the patient’s pulse is fast and beats very 
quickly, it stems from excess of blood. That blood is hot. If the patient’s 
pulse is entangled like a snake and crawls around like an ant, this 
indicates death. If the patients pulse is flat and pulsates continually, [it 
indicates that], the patient is healthy. If the patient’s pulse pulsates very 
quickly and stops, it indicates death. (Prov 357. 6a10–7a3) 

In an article by Terzioğlu & Sertkaya from 1981, a supposedly 17–18th 

century ‘Uzbek’ manuscript is discussed. Both the date and classification are 
doubtful (see my previous comment in footnote 64). Thus, for the time being 
we will leave that question aside and discuss the text’s contents. Here follows 
my translation of the section describing how the pulse is taken (line 18–36). 
Once again, we can see that the texts are very similar in both shape and 
content. 

Terzioğlu & Sertkaya 1981: 18–36  
This chapter discusses how to take the pulse. Before taking the pulse  
one must first place four fingers together onto the vein. If the sick 
person’s pulse is weak and pulsates very quickly, then the illness stems 
from excess of yellow bile. The yellow bile is dry–hot. If the patient’s 
pulse is flat and pulsates very slowly, that illness stems from the black 
bile. The black bile is dry–cold. If the patient’s pulse is strong and 
pulsates hard and slowly then that disease stems from the phlegm. The 
phlegm is wet and cold. If the patient’s pulse is stout and coarse and 
pulsates quickly, that illness stems from excess of blood. The blood is 
wet–hot. If the patient’s pulse is entangled like a snake and crawls 
around like an ant, this indicates death. It is not necessary to give too 
much medicine [to the patient]. If the patient’s pulse is flat and pulsates 
continually, it indicates that the patient is healthy. If the patient’s pulse 
pulsates very quickly and continually, it indicates death. If the patient’s 
pulse pulsates quickly and fluctuates between weak and strong, it is an 
indication that the yellow bile and black bile have merged. If the 
patient’s pulse is weak and flat and occasionally skips a beat, or pulsates 
strongly and occasionally skips a beat, this is an indication that phlegm 
and blood have merged. (Terzioğlu & Sertkaya 1981: 147–148) 

Finally, to emphasize how similar the texts are on this point, i.e. taking the 
pulse, I provide a translation based on Annotated Turki Manuscripts from the 
Jarring Collection Online (ATMO). 
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Prov 351. 15a11–15b11 
This [following] chapter describes taking the pulse. If you want to take 
the pulse, put your four fingers together [on the patient’s wrist]. If the 
patient’s vein is thin and pulses rapidly, it is due to bile. The bile is dry– 
hot. If his/her vein is thin and pulses slowly, it is due to melancholy. 
Melancholy is caused by dry–cold.  If the vein  is thick and  pulses  
slowly, it is due to phlegm. It is wet–cold. If there are many veins and 
they pulse rapidly, it is due to the prominence of blood. Blood is caused 
by wet–hot. If the pulse undulates like a snake and moves like an ant, it 
is a symptom of death. If the vein becomes flat and pulses incessantly, 
it is proof of bodily health. If the vein pulses rapidly, it is also a 
symptom of death. (Prov 351. 15a11–15b11. Translation based on 
ATMO) 

When looking at the procedure of the texts above, the internal similarities 
are striking with regard to content and vocabulary. Furthermore, if we look 
into classical Graeco-Islamic texts describing how to make a diagnosis, we 
see that there is also an apparent continuity with those concepts in Eastern 
Turki texts. The following example taken from Pormann & Savage Smith 
serves to illustrate my argument. They write that examining the pulse 
constituted a fundamental component when establishing a diagnosis and that 
this subject was discussed at length in a number of medical treatises. In 
particular, the Complete Book of the Medical Art, also referred to as The Royal 
Book, was widely consulted. The author of this treatise, al-Majūsī, inspired 
others such as al-Sulamī (d. 1208), a physician working in Egypt and Syria 
who, in his book Experts’ Examination of all Physicians, provides the 
following questions and answers on the topic (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 
55). It seems far-fetched that it would be mere coincidence that the pulse is 
described in terms of ‘worm-like’ and ‘ant-like’ here (cf. the Eastern Turki 
examples). 

Question Sixteen: How is the pulse of someone who suffers from 
anxiety? Answer: This is recorded in The Royal Book. Slight, weak, and 
irregular. If it [the anxiety] continues until it consumes the [vital] 
faculty, the pulse becomes worm-like and then ant-like [increasingly 
faint] while the [vital] faculty declines and disappears. (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 55) 

Examination of the color of the skin, tongue and urine 
In addition to analyzing the beat of the pulse, an important component in 
diagnosis was to examine the color of skin, tongue and in particular urine. It 
was believed that doing so could provide an explanation for illness. We can 
assume that this was a common practice in Eastern Turkestan. Here too, 
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classical Arabic sources show similarities with the Eastern Turki texts. Before 
presenting the Eastern Turki sources, I will provide a quote from a text written 
by the Christian physician Ḥunayn Ibn-isʾḥāq (d. 873 AD), who we presented 
in Chapter Two. 

As Pormann & Savage Smith argue, the examination of urine as a 
diagnostic tool is discussed in the very earliest texts dealing with Graeco-
Islamic medicine (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 55). They write, “The  
major monograph on the subject, cited by most subsequent writers, was the 
Book on Urine by Isḥāq ibn Sulaymān al-Isrāʾīlī (d. c. 932), who came from 
an Egyptian Jewish family that migrated to Kairouan (al-Qayrawān), then 
capital of Ifrīqiyah (modern Tunisia). The subject was basic, however, to the 
earliest Arabic treatises, as well as to the earlier Greek literature” (Pormann 
& Savage Smith 2007: 55). The following passage appears in the 
aforementioned physician Ḥunayn Ibn-isʾḥāq’s treatise Questions on 
Medicine for Beginners. 

When there is blood and pus in the urine, what does it indicate? It 
indicates that without doubt there is an ulcer, although it does not 
localize the ulcer in a specified organ. However, it is either in the 
kidneys, or in the bladder, or in one of the two ureters, or in one of the 
organs above them. (Pormann & Savage Smith 2007: 55) 

Several Central Asian medical manuscripts, such as Dastûr al-ʿilâj, a text 
written by Abd ar-Raḥmân ibn Raḥmat Allâh and Risâla-yi ḥikmat by  Badr  
ad-Dîn Ṣûfî, in particular deal with diagnosis, or at least contain a section on 
it (DeWeese 2013). If we turn to what Högberg writes on Eastern Turkestan, 
we see that diagnostics were accomplished by means of examining the urine, 
but also by looking at the color of the skin and the tongue (cf. Högberg, L. E. 
1907a: 57: ff. 1). Similar methods are also attested in recent studies on Uyghur 
traditional medicine and from adjacent regions, such as the Indian 
subcontinent (Sheehan & Hussain 2002). 

The Kashgarian doctor’s first task is to determine the patient’s 
elements. This is accomplished by feeling the patient’s pulse and 
looking at the tongue, skin color and urine. The cause of illness is in 
most cases, that the patient has eaten cold nutrients instead of hot or 
vice versa. After the patient’s elements and the cause of sickness has 
been explained, the physician prescribes wet–hot, dry–hot, wet–cold, or 
dry–cold medicine of the first, second or third degree, all depending on 
the nature of the disease. (Högberg, L. E. 1907a: 57: ff. 1) 

If we compare this to the procedures taken by contemporary practitioners 
of Uyghur medicine, we can observe a clear continuity with Eastern Turki 
practices. 
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For purpose of brevity, observation, listening, smelling, questioning, 
and palpation can be said to be the five standard methods of diagnosis 
in Uygur medicine, according to my informants among local doctors in 
Khotan. A physician is supposed to also look at a patient’s skin color, 
tongue, nose, eyes, and teeth and even his hands and nails. Listening 
includes the sound of the patient’s breathing and his or her manner of 
speaking or coughing. To smell means to smell odor coming from a 
patient’s mouth or in his or her urine. Questioning tends to focus on the 
patient’s family circumstances, habits of physical exercise, diet and 
details of bodily discomfort. Palpation is to take the patient’s pulse at 
the artery of either forearm by placing four fingers on the artery and 
exerting varying degrees of pressure. Considered to be the most 
complex method of diagnosis, pulse reading is meant to tell not only the 
regularity of the heart beats but also the strong or weak quality of the 
heart beats. In sum, a diagnosis is made through close patient-physician 
interactions. (Mattohti 2015: 435) 

Examples of diagnosis from the manuscript sources 
In the following, I will present the Eastern Turki examples of examination of 
urine. While Högberg mentions the examination of skin and tongue, these are 
not discussed in the Eastern Turki sources used here. As such, the discussion 
will be restricted to diagnosis using urine only. The first section is from Prov 
351. 
Prov 351. 16a10–16b2.  

bu bāb qāṣrah āb yaʾni kesälniŋ feš-ābini šišägä alib bilgil kim feš-āb 
tört qismi bolur awwal aq ikkinči qizil üčünčü qara törtünčü sariğ bolur 
ägär aq bolsa sawuqdin bälğämdin bolur ägär qizil bolsa qa[n]niŋ 
ğalibliqdin bolur ägär qara bolsa sawdādin bolur sariğ bolsa ṣafrādin 
bolur (Prov 351. 16a10–16b2. Transcription by Patrick Hällzon) 

This chapter is about taking ‘minor water’ [i.e. the patient’s urine] in a 
bottle. One should know that the urine consists of four parts: The first 
is white, the second red, the third black, the fourth yellow. [White-
colored urine] is caused by cold, [in other words] by phlegm. If [the 
urine] is red, it is due to the prominence of blood. If [the urine] is black 
then it is due to melancholy [sawdā ‘black bile’]. If [the urine] is yellow, 
it is due to bile. (Prov 351. 16a10–16b2. Translation based on ATMO) 

Similar ideas to those expressed in Prov 351 are also found in other Eastern 
Turki medical sources. For example, the material in Prov 283 also attributes 
the color of the urine to a corresponding humor. Thus, just as in 351, white 
urine is connected to cold and phlegm while red urine has a connection to 
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blood. In addition, black urine is due to black bile. Finally, urine with a yellow 
color stems from the yellow bile. 
Prov 283. 40a16–17.  

peš-āb körmäk tutmaqniŋ bayāni tört qism turur aq qizil qara sariğ 
bolur aq bolsa bälğämdin höl sawuq qizil bolsa qandin qara bolsa 
sawdādin sariğ bolsa ṣafrādin 

The explanation of how to examine the urine. [The urine] consists of 
four types. These are white, red, black and yellow. If [the urine] is 
white, it is due to phlegm [which is] wet–cold. If it is red, it is due to 
blood. If it is black, it is due to black bile. If it is yellow, it is due to 
yellow bile. (Prov 283. 40a15–17) 

As mentioned earlier, a supposedly 17th–18th-century ‘Uzbek’ manuscript 
is discussed in an article by Terzioğlu & Sertkaya from 1981. The same 
manuscript has recently been the object of enquiry in a doctoral dissertation 
by Aysun Gürgüz published in Turkey in 2005 with the title İbn-i Kutluk 
Molla Toh Niyaz Ahond-ning Tibb Kitabı [The Medical book of İbn-i Kutluk 
Molla Toh Niyaz Ahond] (Gürgüz 2005). Note that the transcription I use is 
slightly different from Gürgüz’s transcription system. The translation of the 
passage is my own. The passage in question displays strong continuities with 
the above-mentioned sources. 

bu faṣlida ṗešābni tanumaqniŋ bayāni: ṗešāb tört qismi bolur. ägär 
kesälniŋ ṗešābi aq bolsa, sowuq bälğämdin turur. ägär kesälniŋ ṗešābi 
qizil bolsa, ul kesäl qanniŋ ǧālifliqidin turur. ägär kesälniŋ ṗešābi 
qaram–tulraq bolsa, ul kesäl quruğ sowuq sawdādin turur. ägär 
kesälniŋ ṗešābi sariq bolsa, ul kesäl quruğ issiğ ṣafrādin turur 

In this section is the explanation of diagnosing the urine. Urine consist 
of four parts. If a person’s urine is white, it is die to phlegm. If a 
person’s urine is red, it is due to excess of blood. If a person’s urine is 
slightly blackish, that disease is dry–cold and stems from the black bile. 
If a person’s urine is yellow, that disease is dry–hot and stems from the 
yellow bile. (Transcription based on Gürgüz 2005. Translation by 
Patrick Hällzon)  
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Chapter Five. The materia medica of Central 
Asia 

Introduction 
The rich materia medica of Central Asia is an under-researched field. Our 
knowledge is therefore scarce regarding the various products used as 
medicine, how they were prepared and applied, and for what purpose. Plants, 
minerals and animal parts constitute the backbone of Eastern Turki materia 
medica. Recipes often consist of a number of products that have been 
combined to produce pills, brews and ointments, for both internal and external 
use. 

Basic principles in the preparation of Eastern Turki medicine 
Herbal products used in combination with animal parts, and in some cases 
minerals, accounted for the majority of local medical recipes in Eastern 
Turkestan. Medicaments were usually consumed in the form of brews, 
sherbets or tablets or were added to food. Those used externally included 
various types of ointments and liniments, which were applied to cuts, bruises 
and other types of wounds as well as body parts inflicted by eczema or burns. 
Other therapies included smoking herbs and animal parts such as deer horns. 
Often, the recipes would contain more than one ingredient and production 
entailed a process involving many steps. A variety of methods were employed 
to produce the medications, such as boiling, straining, pulverization, etc.  

Medicaments such as maʿjun ‘electuary’ and šarbat ‘sherbet’ were 
combinations of several products, often containing a sweetener such as honey 
or sugar, which, in addition to providing flavour, were used as a preservative. 
In this context, it should be pointed out that the terms maʿjun and šarbat 
should be understood in a generic sense. In short, both were used for oral 
administration, the difference being that maʿjun was an edible drug to which 
honey, sugar or some other sweetener was added, while šarbat was similar but 
administered as a drink. Högberg defines madjun [maʿǰūn] as an intoxicating 
drug composed of several ingredients, of which opium and näšä ‘cannabis’ 
are the primary components (Högberg 1907. 57.0054). If we compare this 
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definition with that of Károly when writing about Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, it is 
obvious that the latter is much wider in scope. 

Besides the general terms for drugs and curing mixtures, the 
nomenclature of Subḥān Qulï is relatively simple. The most commonly 
used term is maʿǰūn which is a special kind of drug mixed with sugar or 
honey into a pasty mass. (Károly 2015: 39) 

Besides maʿǰūn or electuaries, the manuscripts inform of a number of 
recipes for making šarbat ‘sherbet’, i.e. fruit and vegetable drinks. Just like 
the maʿǰūn, these sherbets often contain many ingredients, but as their names 
frequently indicate, there is often a main ingredient from which the medicine 
takes its name.77 

ägär kiši kišnīzni šakar birlä šarbat qilib ičsä ustuḫwāndaqi isitmani 
zāyil qilib baš ağriqini bar-ṭaraf qilur. 

If a person makes a sherbet with coriander and sugar and drinks it, the 
heat in the skeleton will be destroyed and the headache will disappear. 
(Prov 357. 16b5–8) 

In addition to sources from Kashgar and Yarkand, we see that such recipes 
were equally common further to the East in Turpan. This is demonstrated by 
the headings in Orda Retsepleri, a book based on a medical manuscript by 
Hapiz Niyaz, a polymath and resident of the oasis town of Qumul. The 
properties and preparation of 10 different sherbets are discussed here. These 
include gülsürux shärbiti ‘sherbet made from wrinkled rose, Rosa rugosa’, 
gawziban shärbiti ‘sherbet made from hound’s tongue, Cynoglossum 
officinale’, chilan shärbiti ‘sherbet made from jujube, Zizyphus sativa’, 
binäpshä shärbiti ‘sherbet made from violet, Viola adorata; V. oxycentra’, 
alma shärbiti ‘apple sherbet’, xäshxash shärbiti ‘sherbet made from poppy 
seed ‘opium poppy, Papaver somniferum’, nilupär shärbiti ‘sherbet made 
from the lotus, Nilumbo nucifera’, shärbiti dinari ‘Dinari sherbet’ and chahar 
shärbäti ‘The  Chahar sherbet’ presumably consisting of four different 
ingredients (Niyaz 2010). 

Measurements in Eastern Turki medicine 
The terminology used for describing measurements in eastern Turki recipes is 
a combination of words derived from Arabic and Persian as well as a number 
of terms taken from the local vocabulary but less easily and precisely defined. 
In the following, I present a few examples of units of weight and other 
measurements. In doing so, I want to emphasize that it is important to 
recognize that units of weight can change over time and that the exact value 

77 Not all sherbets are named after the main ingredient, but most are.  
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of units of weight may vary from one region to another. Having pointed this 
out, I will now present a few dictionary sources on the topic. Among units of 

the word mis̱frequently qāl  which  measurement we ⟩ثقالم⟨come across 
Schluessel (2015: 48) describes as “a weight equivalent to 3.5 grams; a silver 
coin”. Other words appearing frequently in the sources are sēr  [sär, sar], 

“acorresponds torēsThe Persian word .⟩پاتمان⟨fatman < patman anddiram 
unit of weight, ca. 68.55 g” (Károly 2015: 314) while the equally Persian term 
diram is “a unit of weight, drachma, ca. 3.2 g” (Károly 2015: 249). With 

toequal it is “a weight ,fatmanasoften rendered ,⟩پاتمان⟨patmanto regard 
573.44 kg” (Schluessel 2015: 14). 

māj,⟩پياله⟨laāpiy<laāfiy,iničassuch words Arabic, Persian and Turkic 
commonmeanings, the severalhave ⟩قزان⟨qazan andqulan,⟩قچا⟨ačqa,⟩جام⟨ 

denominator being that they are all vessels of some sort. However, the sources 
do not specify the size of these containers. Among the words appearing 

ayaqfrequently⟩اياق⟨, in Chagatay medical texts, we can note the Turkic terms 
‘vessel, ⟩قچا⟨ačqa(Károly 2015: 230), which denotes ‘vessel, cup and bowl’ 

bowl’ in Schluessel (2015: 41), qulan ‘a kind of vessel, container’ in Károly 
in Schluessel (2015: 6). Similarly, the ‘cookpot’⟩قزان⟨qazan(2015: 254) and 

word čini is described by Shaw as “china, porcelain: specially a china cup” 
(Shaw 1880: 105) while the word piyāla, often rendered as fiyāla, is a ‘cup’ 

‘deepas⟩جام⟨mājrenders (Schluessel 2015: 16). While Schluessel simply 
bowl’ (Schluessel 2015: 21), the same word has a number of meanings 
attributed to it in Persian, as Steingass highlights when providing a number of 
explanations such as “cup, chalice, goblet, bowl; glass, particularly when 
coloured and used in the windows of baths; a looking-glass, a mirror” 
(Steingass (1892: 350). 

Besides measurements of weight and vessels, other categories, such as the 
, which means ‘a piece of sg.’ (Schluessel 2015: ⟩نهدا⟨danämeasurement term 

27; Raquette 1927: 85), and ilik ‘finger’ which according to Jarring 
corresponds to “roughly to [an] ‘inch’” (Jarring 1964: 140) and tut’am which 
can mean either ‘a handful’ or ‘an armful’ (Jarring 1964: 317), can be found 
in the sources. We have a similar situation regarding pills and their size. 
Frequently the texts solely specify that a ḥabb, Arabic for “pill; seed, berry” 
(Károly 2015: 256) or ğalūla, the Persian word for pellet should be prepared 
or ingested, but say little of the size of the medicament. In other instances, the 
size is easier to identify when likened to an easily recognizable product, such 

 ‘chickpea’. ⟩نخود⟨udḫnoas 

hämmäsini yumšaq soqub ziğirniŋ suyida ḫämir qilib noḫudča ḥabb 
qilib tilniŋ altinda saqlamaq käräk 

Pound all of it soft, and then make a dough in linseed water. After that, 
it is necessary to make a pill in the size of a chickpea and place it under 
the tongue. (Prov 283. 32a2–4) 
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Hot and cold – classification of foodstuffs 
As we will see in the section on animal medicine, it was common to combine 
mineral and animal parts with plant-based ingredients. In this context it should 
be noted that many items among the Eastern Turki ‘drugs’ are common day-
to-day foodstuffs. This is not remarkable since according to local conceptions, 
all foodstuffs (animal-based and plants), had a temper and could be classified 
as hot or cold or along even more specific lines such as wet–cold, wet–hot, 
dry–cold or dry–hot. In addition, some products were classified according to 

̱ 

first, second, third or fourth degree depending on their potency. 
For example, the use of coriander, a dry–cold medicament, is effective for 

sickness stemming from heat (Högberg 1907a: 57 (111) [629]).78 Note that in 

̱ 

; a ⟩سوت يومغاق⟨aq sütğyumother contexts, coriander also goes by the name of 
word appearing with a number of different spellings. The text does not state 
the degree to which coriander is classified.  

ägär kišiniŋ zaḥmati issiğdin bolsa kišnīzni mudāwamat qilsa zaḥmat 
dafʿ bolur 

If a person’s illness complaint stems from heat, then he should utilize 
coriander in an unremitting way. Then the troubles will be removed. 
(Prov 354. 44b12–45a1) 

A similar approach also involving coriander against ‘heat’ in the skeleton 
can be observed in the following passage from Prov 24. 

här kim ikki misqāl kišnīzni šakar birlä püšürüb yesä här nemä 
ustuḫwāndaki issiğni dafʿ qilğay 

Anyone who cooks two misqāl of coriander together with sugar and eats 
this will be free from any sort of heat in the skeleton. (Prov 24. 13b10– 
11)79 

Most products had several usages. Sources such as the following example 
confirm that radishes (and radish seeds) combined with other products were 
recommended for conditions such as skin problems, freckles, chest cough and 
stomach-ache.  

yänä ʿilāj turmani it gošti bilä qaynatib ul goštiğa bärsä dafʿ bolgay 
turma uruğini soğan birlä qaynatib ala bolğan yärgä sürtsä fāyda qilur 
wä yänä här kim turmani qoyniŋ ötini ʿasal birlä qaynatib ičürsä här 
nemä kökräkidäki yötälni dafʿ qilğay ägär turmani sawuq su birlä 
ğarğara qilsa šifā tapğay här kim turmani tarangubīn yančib yesä dafʿ 

78 This corresponds to the information in Prov 283. 26a17, which states, yumğaq sebüt quruq 
sawuq dur [Coriander is dry–cold]. 
79 Cf. example from Prov 357. 16b5–8 appearing in the introduction to this chapter under the 
heading, Basic principles in the preparation of Eastern Turki medicine. 
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bolğay här kim turmani yumšatib säpkillik yüzgä sürtsä dafʿ bolğay 
ägär turmani nahārida yesä qorsaqiğa fāyda qilur kull-i bälğämni pāk 
qilib miʿdani bisyār quwwatlik qilğay 

Yet another remedy is [the following]: Take radish, boil it with dog 
meat, and give it [to the patient]. Then the illness will go away. If one 
takes radish seeds and boils these with onion and then smears this 
[mixture] onto the area afflicted with spots [vitiligo] it will be  
profitable. Moreover, if anyone boils radish, the gallbladder of a sheep, 
honey, and drinks it, any kind of chest cough will be cured. If one  
gargles with radish and cold water, the illness will go away. Anyone 
who takes radish and camelthorn, crushes these [ingredients] and eats it 
will become well. Anyone who softens radish and then applies this onto 
a freckled face will be free from [this] ailment. If one eats radish in the 
daytime, it will be beneficial for the stomach, make the whole phlegm 
clean as well as making the stomach strong. (Prov 24. 14a6–14) 

In a short section of Kashgarian medicine, L. E. Högberg outlines the 
Kashgarian medical system and provides a few examples of foodstuffs 
categorized as either hot or cold. While few Western sources discuss humoral 
theory and usage of specific medicaments, Högberg’s material is rather  
detailed. It is hard to establish whether Högberg received his information from 
local oral sources or from a manuscript when compiling the catalog. The latter 
is highly plausible, since his description fits in quite well with the information 
found in one of the texts used for this study, namely Prov 283 which contains 
a separate section devoted to the classification of animal and plant-based drugs 
(Högberg 1907a: 57, p. 1). 

My hypothesis is that Högberg made use of this book when preparing his 
catalog of medicine. This assumption is in part based on the fact that the 
manuscript in question belonged to him (Högberg’s name and the word 
Läkarebok, ‘Medical book’, is written on the inner cover of the manuscript) 
as well as the fact that the information presented by him corresponds to a large 
extent to what we find in Prov 283. 

Hot products 
In the first part of his description. Högberg writes that the meat of animals 
such as sheep, camel and horse are classified as hot. Eggs also have this 
classification. Regarding eggs, however, we may note that a differentiation is 
made between the egg white, which is classified as cold, and the yolk, which 
is classified as hot. Among plant-based products, he mentions wheat bread, 
brick tea, pepper, ginger, figs, onions, carrots, and turnips. Interestingly, the 
information found in Prov 283 corresponds to this, meaning we have the 
following information at our disposal about ‘hot’ food items. 
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Sheep meat  

qoy gošti fāyda qiladur sağliqniŋ gošti quruq issiğ dur qeri kišigä fāyda 
qiladur  

Sheep meat is beneficial. It is the meat of health. It is dry–hot and 
beneficial for elderly people (Prov 283. 36b11–12). 

Camel’s meat 

tiwä gošti quruq issiğ dur laqwa qawlanǰ fāyda qiladur 

Camel’s meat is dry–hot. It is beneficial against facial paralysis and 
colic (Prov 283. 37a1–2). 

Horse meat 

aṭ gošti höl issiğ dur bälğäm sawdāğa fāyda qiladur  

Horse meat is wet–hot. It is beneficial for phlegm and black bile. (Prov 
283. 37a1–2). 

Eggs 

toḫi toḫum aqi sawuq sariği issiğ dur här kim toḫumni sariğ yağ fūdīna 
kunǰud yaği siyāh dāna zīra zanǰabīl bilän yesä jizān ʿillatga dawā dur 

The white of chicken eggs is cold while the yolk is hot. Anyone who 
eats egg together with butter, mint, sesame oil, black cumin, cumin seed 
and ginger will find remedy against (jizān) sickness (Prov 283. 37a8– 
9). 

With regard to the hot plant-based products mentioned in Kashgarian 
Medicine, they can be compared to the information in Prov 283 which deals 
with the properties of different products. In the section about wheat bread, I 
have included a section solely referring to wheat. Brick tea and pepper are not 
included in Prov 283. There is, however, a short description of carrots and 
turnips. It should be noted that while the section on onions is a reference to 
onion seed, Högberg speaks about onions in general here.80 We should also 
note, however, that Prov 283 mentions onion seed, which, like onion, is 
classified as dry–cold. It is interesting that the author of the indigenous text 
explains the usage of bażr-i baṣal, the Arabo-Persian word for ‘onion seed’, 
noting that it corresponds to the Persian fiyaz, however without mentioning 
uruğ, the Turkic word for seed in this context. In the text he only writes piyaz 
‘onion’. Siggel lists baṣal as ‘Küchenzwiebel, Allium cepa’ (Siggel 1950: 20). 

80 It is interesting to see the reference to onion seed since usually the plants are reproduced by 
planting small onions, not seeds as specified here. 
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bażr-i baṣal deb fiyazni aytur quruq sawuq dur 

bażr-i baṣal ‘onion seed’ is called fiyaz ‘onion’. It is dry–cold (Prov 
283. 36a5). 

In Högberg’s list, cow’s meat is categorized as cold. Here the indigenous 
inäkdistinction between amakes classification system⟩اينک⟨ kalla and⟩ّه  کل⟨,

meaning ‘milk cow’ and ‘cow’ respectively. Goat meat corresponds to 
Högberg’s description, while chicken (poultry) is classified as wet–hot in Prov 
283. According to Prov 283, chicken meat was recommended for treating 
‘pain in the feet and knees, as well as rheumatism (pain in the joints), pain in 
the eyes as well as typhoid’.  

Regarding cereals, the information in Högberg’s description confirms the 
results found in Prov 283. It should be noted, however, that Högberg discusses 
bread made from the different types of cereals and not in its pure form. He 
informs us that wheat is wet–hot to the first degree, while other cereals such 
as barley and maize are cold and rice is dry.  

Yet another interesting point mentioned in the indigenous source is that the 
(excessive) consumption of maize, a cold–wet product, is considered 
dangerous for elderly people. Regarding peas, a cold foodstuff, Högberg does 
not specify whether he refers to the yellow or green pea. Therefore, I have 
chosen to provide information about both legumes here.  

Wheat 

buğday awwalqi däräjädä höl issiğ dur 

Wheat is wet–hot to the first degree. (Prov 283. 36b3) 

“Brick tea” – 

Pepper – 

Carrots, turnips, etc. 

ägär kiši zärdäk čamğurni ḫam yemäk muʻtadil dur qaynatib yemäk höl 
issiğ dur mafāṣilğa żarar qiladur amma peš-ābni rawān qiladur qeri 
kiši yeğäy pay-ni boš qiladur 

If a person eats raw carrots and turnips, this is neutral but when boiled, 
the food is wet–hot. It is harmful for rheumatism but it makes the urine 
flow swiftly. If elderly people eat it, (problems with the nerves are 
removed). (Prov 283. 37b7–8) 

Cold products 
In the second part of his description, Högberg writes that the meat of animals 
such as cow, goat and poultry is classified as cold. He mentions corn and 
barley-bread, rice, peas, milk and green tea among plant-based products 
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classified as cold. In terms of milk, it is hard to establish which type of dairy 
Högberg is referring to. According to Prov 283, the classification depends 
upon which animal we are referring to. Cow’s milk, for example, is described 
as beneficial, but without further classification. Other types of milk are  
classified as both cold and hot depending on the species of animal. The 
attributes given to different types of milk are interesting. While cow’s milk is 
good, sheep’s milk provides strength; horse milk is a remedy against colic and 
facial paralysis while donkey milk mixed with Chinese rhubarb is beneficial 
for the spleen and liver. Regarding the last item classified as cold in Högberg’s 
account – green tea – Prov 283 does not offer an explanation. 

Cow 

kalla (niŋ) gošti ikki yerim yašar tört yašar andin ötsä quruq sawuq dur 
inäk gošti mozaylagunča issiğ dur 

Until the age of two and a half to four years, the meat of the cow is 
[considered] dry–cold. The meat of milk cows is hot until it [the cow] 
has given birth to calves [i.e. the age of calving]. (Prov 283. 36b17–19) 

Goat 

äčkü gošti [///] höl sawuq dur 

Goat meat is [///] wet–cold. (Prov 283. 36b13)  

Poultry (chicken) 

toḫi gošti höl issiğ dur semiz bolsa fut tiz ağriqiğa dawā dur jüjäniŋ 
gošti mafāṣil közi ağriqi keziklarğa fāydasi bar 

Chicken meat is wet–hot. If it is fat, it is a remedy for pain in the feet 
and knees. The meat from chicken is beneficial for pain in the joints, 
aching eyes and typhoid. (Prov 283. 36b16–17).  

Cereals 

arfa qonaq sawuq gurunč quruq dur yağ birlä yesä ğaza-yi laṭīf dur 
tiriğ quruq issiğ dur qonaq höl sawuq dur qeri kišigä żarar yätküzür  

Wheat is wet–hot to the first degree. Barley and maize are cold and rice 
is dry. If one eats it with oil, the food is pleasant. Millet is dry–hot. 
Maize is wet–cold and brings harm (is harmful) to elderly people. (Prov 
283. 36b3–5)  

Peas and other legumes  

kök furčaq sawuq dur sariğ furčaq aṭ layiq (az layiq?) dur żarari tola 
dur yasmuq quruq sawuq dur kuji qonaq sawdāğa żarar(i) tola 
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äränlikni yoq qilur noḫud höl issiğ dur maš höl sawuq dur lobya quruq 
sawuq dur 

The green pea is cold while the yellow pea is not recommendable. It is 
very harmful. Lentils are dry–cold while kuji qonaq ‘corn porridge’81 

is very harmful for the black bile and removes maleness/potency. 
Chickpeas are wet–hot. Mungbeans are wet–cold. Cowpeas are dry– 
cold (Prov 283. 36b5–8).  

Milk 

kalla süti obdan dur qoy süti höl issiğ dur quwwat qiladur āṭ süti laqwa 
qawlanǰğa dawā dur tiwä süti höl issiğ dur išäk sütini rīwan[d]-i čīnī 
birlä čafsa tal jigärgä manfaʻat qiladur 

Cow’s milk is good. Sheep’s milk is wet–hot and provides strength. 
Horse milk is a remedy against colic and facial paralysis. Camel’s milk 
is wet–cold. If one applies donkey milk mixed with Chinese rhubarb, it 
is beneficial for the spleen and liver (Prov 283. 37a6–8).  

Green Tea – 

Different parts – different classification  
In his description, Högberg classifies the meat of different animals as either 
cold or hot, but as we can see, the milk of various animals can sometimes have 
a classification that does not coincide with the meat of the same species. 
Camel’s meat, for instance, is classified as dry–hot while the milk from the 
same animal is considered wet–cold. In a similar vein, sheep meat is dry–hot 
and beneficial for elderly people (Prov 283. 36b11–12) while sheep’s milk is 
wet–hot (Prov 283. 37a6–8). Other products from the animal kingdom, such 

(Hooper 1937: 195) ’Monetaria moneta shell, ‘Cowrie P.,⟩دفص⟨adafṣas 
were cold products which changed classification to hot when burned (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (53) [571]).  

In Eastern Turki medicine, the same logic applies to plants. For instance,
 ‘leaf of P. ⟩پرسياوشان⟨nāwušāsiyīpar-in Högberg’s material we see that both 

 P.  nāwušān-i siyḫūdragon tree, Dracaena cinnabari’ and⟩سياوشان خون⟨ 
‘dragon’s blood, red resin of the dragon tree, Dracaena cinnabari’ appear. 
While Högberg describes ḫūn-i siyāwušān as a cold–dry medicament with 
anti-diarrheal and hemostatic properties used on exterior wounds (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (17) [535]), par-ī siyāwušān is classified as a ‘cold’ medicine used 
for treating a number of conditions including “fever, jaundice, pain in the  
stomach, difficulties when breathing, [and] catarrh of the lungs” (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (9) [527]).  

81 Zulhayat Ötkür has explained to me that kuji qonaq is a sort of porridge made from maize 
which has not ripened yet (personal information 2021). 
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Accordingly, when speaking of a specific plant we can see that its various 
parts can be categorized differently or similarly (cold–dry vs only cold), as is 
the case with ḫūn-i siyāwušān and par-ī siyāwušān. In short, the flower, seed, 
fruit, root, resin or peel of the same plant can be classified as either cold or 
hot, and as such can also be used for different purposes. Contemporary Uyghur 
sources also exemplify this relationship. The oleaster tree, Elaeagnus 
angustifolia, referred to in Eastern Turki and in Uyghur as jigdä, is an 
illustrative example of a plant which can be classified as cold and/or hot 
depending on which part of the tree is used. 

In Uyghur medicine, the oleaster fruit is generally classified as a cold  
medicament and recommended for persons with a hot mijaz ‘temper’. It is 
used to treat a number of ailments deemed to originate from a hot temper, such 
as coughs, but is also considered efficacious for improving sperm quality. 

Jigde derixi miwisining tebi’iti quruq soghuq bolup, töwendikiche 
shipaliq roligha ige. Ich sürüshni toxtitish, meniy tormuzlash, qan 
tazilash, bedenni quwwetlesh, xushallandurush, nérwini 
ténchlandurush, yel tarqitish, süydük heydesh qatarliq shipaliq qimmiti 
bar bolup, issiqtin bolghan yötel, beden ajizliqidin bolghan (qusush) 
ichi sürüsh, köz qarangghulishish, süydük témip qélish qatarliqlargha 
shipa bolidu. Jigde issiq mijezlik kishige yaqidu. (Turdi 2013: 26) 

The natural temperament of the jigdä tree’s fruit is dry–cold. Here 
follows its role within medicine. It has a number of valuable medical 
properties such as stopping diarrhea, improving the quality of the 
semen, cleansing the blood, strengthening the body, increasing well-
being, calming the nerves, removing gas in the stomach, and serving as 
a diuretic. In addition, it is used as a medicine for illnesses such  as  
coughs stemming from a hot temperament, vomiting and diarrhea due 
to a feeble body, depression and dizziness as well as problems with 
dripping urine (incontinence). Jigdä is suitable for people with a hot 
mijäz ‘temperament.’ (Turdi 2013: 26) 

While the fruit of the jigdä tree is classified as having a cold–dry 
temperament suitable for ailments stemming from a hot temperament, its 
flowers’ temperament is classified as hot–dry.  In Uyghur medicine, the  
flowers are used as an aphrodisiac and for treating a variety of conditions. 

Jigde chéchikining tebi’iti quruq issiq. U ademning méngisini 
quwwetlesh, meniyni qozghash, yuqumluq késelliklerdin mudapielinish, 
her xil ménge kiselliklirige, kökrek aghriqigha, dem siqilishqa, öpke 
jarahetlirige, ashqazan, bahni quwwetleshke, jiger, tal tosalghulirini 
échishqa, bezgek késilige, talning buzulishigha shipa bolidu. (Turdi  
2013: 26). 
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The temper of the jigdä flower is dry and hot. [The flowers] increase 
the strength of the semen, improve the function of the brain and prevent 
contagious disease. They are useful against any sort of brain disorder, 
stomachache, breathing problems, and lung and bowel problems. They 
also stimulate sexual appetite. [In addition], they cure kidney and spleen 
disease, malaria and a broken spleen. (Turdi 2013: 26)82 

Plants in the materia medica of Eastern Turki medical 
treatises 
The Eastern Turki manuscript sources contain references to hundreds of 
different plants used for medical purposes. While some only appear 
sporadically in the sources, others are mentioned frequently. Having said that, 
I want to point out that the Eastern Turki materia medica is too extensive to 
describe in its entirety here. The discussion will instead mainly revolve around 
the vocabulary of the materia medica that relates to plants, with a few 
examples intended to show general tendencies instead of the specifics of each 
particular species, which would necessitate a study of its own. L. E. Högberg’s 
list will appear later in the thesis as a guide to the classification and usages of 
some of these drugs. Although not comprehensive in any way, I suggest that 
the products mentioned in that list can be seen as representative of what one 
would find in a pharmacy in Kashgar in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.83 

Persian, Arabic and Turki terminology in the materia 
medica of Turkic medical treatises 
In chapter three, it was mentioned that descriptive terms dominate the Mamluk 
Kipchak vocabulary of disease. With regard to the materia medica in  Kitāb 
bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ, it consists of both appellative terms and combinations 
including Arabic and Turkic words. The book’s section dedicated to materia 
medica contains no less than 315 different ingredients used during this period 
(Bodrogligeti 1975: 118). Here we see that a small proportion of Greek and 
Persian terms is included, though in the latter case, only seven words are 
represented – all of the appellative type. Thus, with relation to quantity, Arabic 
has an overwhelming majority, represented by as many as 234 items relating 

82 This section about the jigde builds upon material that appears in Hällzon, Patrick; Ötkür, 
Zulhayat & Svanberg, Ingvar (forthcoming 2022). 
83 When comparing Çubukçu (1999) with Högberg (1907) it is obvious that a large proportion 
of the drugs used in Eastern Turki medicine are the same as those used today. Although the 
vocabulary has changed, many have similar or equal names to a century ago. 
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to materia medica, while 74 are of Turkic origin. From a Turkological 
perspective, it is illuminating to compare the features of the materia medica 
of the Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ through space and time; that is, from Mamluk 
Kipchak Egypt to early 20th-century Turkestan. While the first source was 
written in medieval Egypt, Subḥān Qulï’s manuscript is from 17th-century 
Central Asia. Finally, there are the Eastern Turki  texts from  19th and 20th-
century Eastern Turkestan.  

With regard to the Kitāb bayṭarat al-vāżiḥ, we may observe that a 
dominating feature is that appellative terms mainly correspond to items 
pertaining to agriculture, plants, body parts, animals and so on (i.e. sarїmsaq 
T. ‘garlic, sїčqan T. ‘mouse’, süt T. ‘milk’). In words relating to materia 
medica, descriptive constructions with either a combination of Arabic and  
Turkic appear (i.e. aq fulful TA. ‘white pepper’), or combinations consisting 
of a number of Turkic words such as aq yüzüm TT. ‘white grapes’ or sarї yaġ 
TT. ‘clarified butter’ (Bodrogligeti 1975: 121–122). 

This also applies to Central Asian texts. However, when speaking of these, 
one significant difference may be noted. While Arabic dominates the medical 
vocabulary of 14th century Kipchak Turkic, the Persian language appears to 
have played a more dominant role in the Turkic medical sources of Central 
Asia. This does not mean that Arabic was insignificant. On the contrary, the 
vocabulary in the Central Asian sources is highly influenced by Arabic, but in 
contrast to Kipchak Turkic medical sources, the Persian language played an 
equally important role in Turkic medical texts from Central Asia. This 
relationship will become even more evident as we continue our discussion of 
the features of the medical lore of that region. 

The medical terminology in Eastern Turki texts 
Although found locally, we can observe in terms of vocabulary that most of 
the plant-based products mentioned in the Eastern Turki sources bear Persian 
and Arabic names. The main exceptions are common garden plants that 
sometimes have Turkic names composed of two elements, such as qara örük 

ğsari‘yellow flower’, T. ⟩چچک سيريق⟨äkčičsariq‘black apricot’, T.⟩اورک اقر⟨
 ‘Japanese dodder’.⟩سريغ اوت⟨ot 

Some drugs have a combination of Persian and Turkic names, in particular 
those indicating a part of the plant, such as leaf, seed, root etc. We see this in 
combinations including the head noun, often in Persian with the Turkic word 

iğpiyaz uru‘water-melon seed’,PT.iğtarbuz uru‘seed’, as in for ⟩اوروغ⟨ğuru 
‘aubergine PT.⟩اوروغی ننکاپت⟨iğn uruāpatang‘onion seed’,PT.⟩اوروغی زپيا⟨

 so and seed’ ‘squash PT.⟩اورغی کوده⟨iğkuda uruseed’ (Károly 2015: 236), 
on. The same goes for describing the color of a product, which also often has 
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the Turkic word for the color in question while the head noun is Persian. For 
example, qizil gül ‘red rose’, aq lāla ‘white tulip’. 

Similarly, a number of plants appear with different names but with the same 
meaning. For example, halīla-i siyāh, the “black (unripe fruit of the) chebylic 
myrobolan, Terminalia chebula” (Károly 2015: 258) makes use of the Arabic 
word siyāh for ‘black’, but in other sources also appears with the Turkic word 
qara ‘black’, i.e. qara halīla; both designations carrying the same meaning. 
This can also be noted in other products where the term used for describing ⟩زلق⟨qizilcolor ‘red’ is color fluctuates between languages. For instance, the 
in Turkic and surḫ in Persian. In the materia medica, realgar and red arsenic 
appear both as qizil zirniḫ and zirniḫ-i surḫ (Károly 2015: 347).84 

Different Persian, Arabic or Turkic terms are frequently used for describing 
the same or similar things. For example, the Arabic word maḥmūda and its 
Persian counterpart saqmūnīya both have the meaning ‘scammony, resin of 
Syrian bindweed, Convolvulus scammonia’ (Károly 2015: 280, 313). Equally, 
the words tamar-i hindī (Laufer 1973: 582) and ḫurmā-i hindī both have the 
meaning ‘tamarind, Tamarindus’ (Károly 2015: 322), while the word for 
‘linseed, Linum usitatissimum’ appears in both its Arabic form kittān as well 
as the Persian equivalent ziǧir ‘flax’. Another product that has an equivalent 
or similar meaning is saffron, Crocus sativus, which appears in the sources as 

and (Károly 2015: 345) nāfarʿza(Berbercan 2012: 44), ⟩گلرزعف⟨)gul(ferʿza 
as surinjān ‘Wild saffron, Merendera persica’ (Hooper 1937: 213, 238). 

While it is commonly observed that one and the same product may be  
described by means of different languages, different terms within the same  
language can also be observed, such as the word for ‘watermelon, Citrullus 
lanatus’, which in the manuscript sources appears as tarbuz and hindūwāna, 
both Persian words (Jarring 1998: 75; Károly 2015: 263). Similarly in Turkic, 
the Eastern Turki word oğritikän and the modern Uyghur word 
čahar puti asmani (the latter most possibly a Persian word) share the same 
meaning and refer to ‘goat’s head; puncture vine, Tribulus terestris’ (Schwarz 
1992: 435, 962; Berbercan 2012: 40). Yet another interesting example is 

(epíthymon) (Jarring 1998: 46). This plant often appears with its Turkic 
‘lit. Yellow grass’ (Schwarz 1992: 498; Jarring ⟩اوت سريغ⟨otğsaridesignation 

1998: 70).85 Jarring writes that he was provided with the following description 
in 1935: 

84 This can be compared to Siggel, who writes, “zarnīḫ ‘Auripigment oder realgar’” (Siggel 
1950: 81).
85 The plant is also “used in Uyghur folk medicine” (Schwarz 1992: 498). For more information 
about the various sources consulted by Jarring see, Jarring 1998: 46.n18). 

Cuscuta‘Japanese dodder, aswhich is described ,⟩افتيمون⟨)nūmīaft(aftimon
 origin of Greek is⟩افتيمون⟨)nūmīaft(aftimon’. Apparently, the word japonica 
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[A] plant without root or without leaves and without flowers and seeds, 
but with stalks like long threads, yellow in colour. It was said to grow 
only in lucerne fields. I understood it as a parasitic plant, which is 
correct. (Jarring 1998: 46.n18) 

Explanation of Persian and Arabic terms in local manuscripts 
It should be pointed out that the Eastern Turki authors’ utilization of medical 
terms from various languages is not random. Often the Arabic and Persian 
words appear to a higher degree than their Turki counterparts do. 
Nevertheless, it appears that the indigenous authors were well acquainted with 
the terminology of respective languages. The following passage from Prov 
357 is illustrative. Although not explicitly, it most probably refers to Persian 
speaking people referring to the oleaster tree sinjid, while the Turks use the 

 jigdäword⟩جيکدە⟨,⟩چکده⟨.

ani sinjid därlär türki tilidä jigdä turur 

They call it sinjid while in the Turki language it is jigdä ‘oleaster.’ (Prov 
357. 22b11) 

A particularly interesting and comprehensive discussion appears in Prov 
283. Here, a long passage is devoted to explaining the terminology of various 
medical products. The subchapter starts with the customary basmala. 
Thereafter, the author enumerates the Persian or Arabic names of the product 
followed by its equivalent in Turki (which is sometimes a Persian or Arabic 
synonym of the first word). The enumeration is followed by a section in which 
the names of medical products and their corresponding properties and 
classification are discussed.  

It should be noted that the author does not make a strict distinction between 
plant-based and animal products. While a few products occur in the ‘wrong’ 
place, this does not happen frequently. Thus, the list devoted to plants contains 
a few words which do not fit within the plant category, such as jundbīdastar 

testicle’ ‘beaver’s meaning both ⟩قيری زقوندو⟨īz qerūndūq and  ⟩جندبيدستر⟨ 
(Steingass 1892: 374, 990). In modern Uyghur, the word qunduz refers to both 
beaver and otter while kämčat only signifies beaver (Schwarz 1992: 657). This 
can be compared to Károly (2015: 262) who mentions the Persian word 
ḫazmiyān ‘beaver’s testicle’.86 While all these words refer to ‘testicle’, it is 
actually a faulty translation. In ancient times it was belived that the product in 
question was obtained from the testicles of the beaver. However, it is the dried 
castor sacs, i.e. Castoreum. For more about the usage of Castoreum in Islamic 
medicine see Buell, Paul D. & Eugene N. Anderson (2021). 

86 For more info on the use of beaver’s testicles in Islamic medicine see, Iranicaonline: 
https://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/beaver-castor-fiber-l. 
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 A., which mean urine⟩قارورة⟨raūrāqP. and ⟩يشابپ⟨bāpeš-Other words are 
(Steingass 1892: 266, 947). Steingass provides the word qārūra (qārūrat), 
noting that it can mean “[a] flask containing wine or anything similar; a glass 
bottle, decanter; a urinal; a glass urinal, in which the urine of a sick person is 
shown to the physician; hence, a name for urine; a urinometer” (Steingass 

̣ 

1892: 947). Obviously, some of Steingass’ explanations refer to diagnosis by 
means of examining urine. 

The section on plants and their corresponding names in Prov 283 is rather 
impressive. It is interesting to see the way the author fluctuates with ease 
between the three languages of Arabic, Persian and Turkic. While some of the 
synonyms are indeed Persian-Turkic or Arabic-Turkic, there is also an 
occurrence of synonyms belonging to the same language. In other words, 
Arabic, Persian or Turkic words are presented with their corresponding 
synonyms. While many more examples occur (the list contains an explanation 
of over 60 terms), I believe these few examples are sufficient to demonstrate 
the inherent relationship between Arabic, Persian and Turkic vocabulary in 
Eastern Turki medical texts.The mixed vocabulary is an indication of the 
authors’ deep knowledge of matters pertaining to materia medica. While the 
occurrence of such a rich medical vocabulary reflects the region’s integration 
with other regions’ medical concepts, the many ‘local’ terms also suggest that 
certain aspects of this knowledge, including the medical terminology, had 
taken on forms of expression and meaning adapted to that specific linguistic 
and cultural environment.  

In chapter two, we mentioned the translation processes taking place 
between Greek and Arabic, for instance, with the latter often producing a 
literal translation from Greek to Arabic (known as a calque). Here we see an 
example of a similar process, but with Arabic and Persian words being  
translated directly into Turkic. We have mentioned earlier that when the Greek 
words alōpekia and ophiasis87, meaning ‘fox sickness’ and ‘snake sickness' 
respectively, were translated to Arabic they were named dā ʾath-thaʿlab and 
dāʾ al-ḥayya, which was a literal translation from the Greek. 

With regard to some Arabic names of drugs, the Eastern Turki writers 
appear to have used a similar approach to that of Arabic authors previously, 
but this time they translated the Arabic words into Turki. An example is the 
plant ḫusā  aż-żaʿlab ‘Orchis’, which in Prov 283 is called called tülkiniŋ 
kakasi, a descriptive construction composed of the two Turkic words tülki 
‘fox’ and kaka ‘scrotum or testicle’ (Prov 283. 35b4) (Cf. Ullman 1978: 28). 

̣ḫusā aż-żaʿlab deb tülkiniŋ kakasini aytur 

̣ḫusā  aż-żaʿlab ‘Orchis’ is called tülkiniŋ kakasi ‘lit. Fox’s testicle.’ 
(Prov 283. 35b4) 

87 According to Ullman (1978: 27), both alōpekia and ophiasis refer to hair loss. 
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Siggel renders the above-mentioned word ḫusā aż-żaʿlab as ḫusā at-taʿlaḅ ̣ ̠ ̠ 

̤ 

and provides two explanations for it. The first explanation is that it refers to 
Tulipa gesneriana, while the second is Orchis, which probably also 
corresponds to the Persian word būzidān mentioned by Hooper (Siggel 1950: 
33; Hooper 1937: 186).88 The meaning of the Greek word ὄρχις is ‘testicle’, 
which stems “from the testicle-like shape of the paired tubers of some species” 
(merriam-webster.com).89 This probably explains the literal translation of 
fox’s testicle in other languages, such as Arabic and Turki. According to 
Hayyim, for instance, the literal meaning of the word salep is “fox’s testicle 
[from the resemblance of the root]” (Hayyim 1934–1936: V1-0518).90 The  
plant was used for increasing the libido. Steingass states for example that 
“saʻlabi miṣrī, [is] Salep; the root of Orchis mascula (considered to be a strong 
restorative and aphrodisiac)” (Steingass 1892: 345).  

Another example provided from Prov 283 concerns the words tuḫm-i bat 
and ördäkniŋ kakasi ‘duck’s egg/testicle’.91 Regarding the type of product this 
refers to, I have not been able to identify whether the word ördäkniŋ kakasi 
should be understood literally as ‘duck’s egg/testicle’ or if it refers to some 
sort of plant. Regarding the Persian word tuḫm, which refers to ‘seed’ (Károly 
2015: 330), it can be understood here as testicle or seed from the testicle (i. e. 
semen). Among other things, Jarring writes that kaka can be ‘testicle, scrotum, 
egg (French oeuf) and/or penis’ (Jarring 1964: 163). 

tuḫm-i bat deb ördäkniŋ kakasini aytur 

tuḫm-i bat ‘duck’s egg/testicle’ is called ördäkniŋ kakasi (Prov 283. 
36a7) 

To elaborate on the discussion of medical terminology by the local authors 
themselves, I will present a few more examples from Prov 283 here. With 

88 David Hooper writes that Withania somnifera is referred to as būzīdān in Teheran and 
Hamadan, as asgandh in Hindi and Guzerati, as sekran in Syrian and as hajarat el dib, ‘wolf’s 
tree’ in Arabic (Hooper 1937: 186). According to his notes, the plant is “an unarmed shrub with 
ovate, woolly leaves, inhabiting the south of Europe, Syria, Arabia, India, and Africa. The roots 
are long, tapering, light brown, with knotty crowns, plump, smooth, white internally, with a 
short, starchy fracture. The taste is mucilaginous and slightly bitter. From observations on the 
nature of this plant and the specific names somnifera and hypnotica given to it by botanists, it 
might be expected to be harmful to human beings. In Hamadan the root is considered a poison 
and in parts of Arabia animals refuse to graze on the plant. In Baluchistan, however, it is said 
to be a vegetable and fodder for goats. Duthie says the shrub is alternative and the root is given 
to horses. F. B. Power and A. H. Salway (Proc. Chem. Soc., London, 1911) found evidence of 
an alkaloid and other crystalline principles in the root; but it contained no mydriatic alkaloid, 
and physiological tests failed to confirm the sedative and hypnotic properties attributed to it” 
(Hooper 1937: 186). 
89 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/orchis (last accessed 2021-11-09).  
90 Cf. Steingass (1892: 345) where the word şaʻlab , Arabic for ‘fox’ appears. ⟩علبث⟨ 

‘duck’ is a Persian word for ⟩بط⟨ṭṭalso written as ba⟩91⟩بت According to Steingass, bat 
(Steingass 1892: 154; 190). 
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regard to the first category of Arabic-Turkic (sometimes Persianized Turkic 
words) synonyms, we come across the word for poppy. The first sentence in 
the section at hand is the heading ulqi bābdārīniŋ aṭiniŋ bayāni ‘In this chapter 
appears the explanation of the names of the medicaments’ (Prov 283. 35b2). 
This is followed by a section about the poppy, papaver rhoeas, which is 
šaqā’iq in Arabic (Siggel 1950: 46), but in Eastern Turki also referred to as 
lāla-yi qazaq ‘Kazakh tulip’. 

There exist a number of meanings of this word, such as läyli-qazaq 
‘hollyhock’ (Schluessel 2015: 48), while another source lists the Uyghur 

word läyliqazaq as the Opium poppy, Papaver somniferum (Schwarz 1992: 
707) which corresponds to the Persian word koknar < kōknār ‘poppy (seed), 
Papaver somniferum’ (Károly 2015: 276).  

šaqā’iq deb lāla-yi qazaqni aytur 

šaqā’iq ‘poppy’ is called lāla-yi qazaq ‘Kazakh tulip.’ (Prov 283. 35b2) 

The section about the poppy is followed by a description of bindweed. 
by Steingass (1892:⟩بالبل⟨bālablBindweed, ivy and pellitory are rendered as 

čyörgümäand 54) (2015:Schluesselby⟩يورکمج⟨čyörgimäand1117) 
The latter word corresponds to‘bindweed’ by Raquette (1927: 11). ⟩يورکوماچ⟨ 

the Uyghur yögimäç, which besides ‘bindweed’ has meanings such as such as 
“field bindweed; possession vine (Convolvulus arvensis)” also called etizliq 
yögiyi in Uyghur (Schwarz 1992: 732). 

lablab deb yörgimäčni aytur 

lablab ‘bindweed’ is called yörgimäč. (Prov 283. 35b2–3) 

The list proceeds to elaborate the different renderings of pomegranate 
which],⟩گلنار⟨rāguln[⟩ارنلج⟨rājulnflower, here denoted by the Persian word 

corresponds to anār guli ‘pomegranate-flower’ (Steingass 1892: 368). 

julnār deb anār gulini aytur 

julnār ‘pomegranate flower’ is called anār guli. (Prov 283. 35b3) 

Inconsistencies appear at times in terms of which specific plant is being 
referred to. Such an example is the word ḥaiy al-ʿālam ,⟩العالم حيی⟨ 
Sempervivum arboreum (Siggel 1950: 30), which according to the list 
corresponds to the word hamīša bahār ⟨ بهار هشيمه ⟩, with the literal meaning 
‘always spring’, referring to the mallow or common mallow (Jarring 1998: 70; 
Schluessel 2015: 51). This should be juxtaposed with Steingass, who  

], Ox-⟩ارہهميشه ب⟨attributes the latter word to oxeye, writing, “hamīsha-bahār [ 
eye, a species of camomile” (Steingass 1892: 1513). 

ḥaiy al-ʿālam deb hamīša bahār aytur 

ḥaiy al-ʿālam ‘mallow’ is called hamīša bahār. (Prov 283. 35b3) 
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denotingorigin used for of Arabic wordaas⟩ابعن⟨bāunnʻSteingass lists 
the ‘jujube-tree and fruit’ (Steingass 1892: 868) whose counterpart is čilan [< 
čēlān], a Persian word for ‘jujube, Ziziphus jujuba’ (Káróly 2015: 245). Čilan 
is the most commonly used word for the fruit in modern Uyghur as well.  

ʻunnāb deb čilanni aytur 

ʻunnāb ‘jujube’ is called čilan. (Prov 283. 35b4) 

Plant terms from Chinese 
In his publication Agriculture and horticulture in Central Asia in the early 
years of the twentieth century with an excursus on fishing, Gunnar Jarring lists 
a number of words of Chinese origin. According to him, it is possible that a 
few plants with Chinese names “do not belong to the original diet ofthe [sic] 
Turk population of this Central Asian area” (Jarring 1998: 8). It should be 
noted that a few of these plants also appear in the Eastern Turki medical 
manuscripts, albeit not always with their Chinese name. These findings can 
be supplemented by other sources in which a few Chinese vegetable names 
also appear. 

In Schluessel’s edited version of Raquette’s Eastern Turki dictionary, we 
find at least eleven names of vegetables of purportedly Chinese origin. These 

‘long ⟩جانکدو⟨doŋja)’,白菜‘Chinese cabbage (< Ch. báicài ⟩سى ىب⟨bäysäyare 
)’, 芹菜‘celery (< Ch. qíncài ⟩سى چىنک⟨säyŋič)’,長豆bean (< Ch. chángdòu 

‘horsebean ⟩دادو⟨dadu)’,黃瓜Ch. huángguā (< ‘cucumber ⟩خونگان⟨ganŋoḫ ⟩سىيو⟨ūsäy-y)’,菜cài‘vegetables, salad (< Ch. ⟩سى⟨säy)’,大豆(< Ch. dàdòu 
lanhua‘cabbage (< Ch. ⟩النکخابىسى⟨a bäysäyŋḫla)’,菜芋càiyù‘potato (< Ch. 

蘭花)’. The latter word, lanhua 蘭花 also may refer to cauliflower or broccoli 
(Personal information with Eric Schluessel, 2021). 

)’, 羅蔔(< Ch. luobu 92long turnip’ ‘a ⟩لوبو⟨lobuareOther Chinese words 
)’洋芋(< Ch. yángyù ‘potato ⟩يانکيو⟨yuŋya ?)’, Ch.(< ‘cowpea⟩لوبيا⟨aloby 

̇ 

(Schluessel 2015: 14–53). 
Gunnar Jarring classifies numerous plants as Chinese in origin. 

Classification of these by means of their Turkicized terms is difficult, and 
Jarring’s footnotes reveal that one name often has several meanings. This is 
especially true with regard to Chinese words whose explanation obviously 
depends on which dictionary source has been consulted. We may observe this 
by taking a look at a few of the words mentioned by Jarring as being Chinese. 

Among words with just one meaning, Jarring lists ga:zir [gāzīr] ‘roasted 
water-melon seeds’ (Jarring 1998: 38.n.20), lojla [loyla] ‘goose foot’ (Jarring 
1998: 46.n.11), laŋxa ot [laŋḫa ot] ‘probably cauliflower (Jarring 1998: 
47.n.31), paza tömu r [paza tömür] < Ch. pázi 耙子 ‘rake, lit. rake iron’ 

92 ‘White radish; daikon’ is more accurate than long turnip (Personal information with Eric 
Schluessel, 2021).  
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(Jarring 1998: 53.n.4), bεjsεj [bäysäy] ‘cabbage’ (Jarring 1998: 54.n.20) (this 
白菜‘Chinese cabbage (< Ch. báicài ⟩سى ىب⟨bäysäyis obviously the same as 

)’ mentioned in Schluessel 2015: 14), bosäy < Ch. bōcài 菠菜 ‘spinach’ 
(Jarring 1998: 55.n.22). 

With regard to spinach, it is interesting to see that in Schluessel, based on 
Raquette’s material, we 

is ‘eggplant’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.25), dʒu̇ 

‘spinach’ for ⟩پالک⟨päläkword the findonly 
(Schluessel 2015: 14). The meaning of the word čizε [čizä] < Chin. qiézi 茄子

sεj [jüsäy] < Chin. jiúcài 韭菜
‘chives’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.26), laŋxar bεjsεj [laŋḫar bäysäy] (perhaps) 
‘cauliflower?’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.30) and xonga [ḫoŋga] has the meaning 
‘cucumber’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.31). ⟩خونگان⟨ganŋoḫascucumber, Schluessel (2015: 26) lists it regard toWith 
‘cucumber (< Ch. huángguā 黃瓜)’. The meaning of the word doŋgu is  
‘pumpkin’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.35), kugu < Ch. kúguā < Ch. kǔguā 苦瓜 ‘bitter 
melon’ which Jarring erroneously lists as a kind of pumkin’ (Jarring 1998: 
55.n.36). Jarring is uncertain about a few more plants such as lanqu (possibly 
pronounced as lankha) and sugu which he lists as indeterminable plants’ 
(Jarring 1998: 55.n.38; 55.n.37). Regarding the latter, he speculates whether 
it may stem from a combination of the two Chinese words sú < Ch. 素 ‘plain; 
white’ and guā < Ch. 瓜 ‘melon’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.37). It is more plausible 
however, that sugu refers  to < Ch. sīguā 絲瓜 ‘luffa’ (Personal information 
with Eric Schluessel, 2021). 

Other terms are also difficult to interpret. For example, da:dur [dadur] 
appears as both ‘horse bean’ and ‘French bean’ (Jarring 1998: 38.n.22). 

)’大豆dàdòu Ch. (<‘horsebean ⟩دادو⟨daduaswordthis lists Schluessel 
(Schluessel 2015: 26). Jarring lists the Chinese loanword čiŋsej [čiŋsäy] both 
as ‘celery, Apium graveolens’ and ‘Chinese cabbage’ (Jarring 1998: 54.n.21)

白báicài  (< Ch. ⟩سى ىب⟨bäysäy‘as‘Chinese cabbage’ while Schluessel lists 
菜)’ (Schluessel 2015: 14).93 

To complicate matters even more, some sources indicate that the latter 
plant, ‘Chinese cabbage’, was known by the aforementioned name  bεjsεj ⟩چىنک سى⟨[čiŋsäy] sejŋič[bäysäy] ‘cabbage’ (Jarring 1998: 54.n.20) and that 
only referred to ‘celery (< Ch. qíncài 芹菜)’ (Schluessel 2015: 24). 

Some terms have even wider range of possible explanations. For 
example, usuŋ  < wosun

an 
< Ch. wōsǔn 萵筍, ‘Chinese lettuce / celtuce / 

asparagus lettuce / celery lettuce / stem lettuce’ is listed by Jarring as, 1. 
‘lettuce: stalk lettuce, 2. the wild cabbage, Brassica oleracea, 3. asparagus 
lettuce’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.23). The word djaŋdu  [jaŋdu] that according to 
Jarring is a leguminous plant, has even more possible explanations and 

93 Eric Schluessel has informed me that ‘Chinese cabbage’ possibly is < Ch. qīngcài 青菜, a 
generic word for ‘green vegetables’ which obviously is different from < Ch. qíncài 芹菜) 
‘celery’ (personal information 2021).  
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appears as, 1. ‘the yard long bean’, 2. ‘a small bean’, 3. ‘haricot’, 4. ‘bean’; 5. 
‘Chinese bean’ (Jarring 1998: 55.n.24). The word djaŋdu [jaŋdu] is obviously, 

)’ (Schluessel長豆Ch. chángdòu ‘long bean (< ⟩جانکدو⟨doŋjaassamethe 
2015: 21). 

Despite the numerous occurrences of Chinese names among the garden 
plants, it should be noted that very few of these names appear in the 
manuscript sources, and when the plants do appear, it is seldom with their 
Chinese name but with words borrowed from Persian, Arabic as well as pure 
Turkic words. While it is possible that some of the plant names discussed 
above were beginning to become popularized in the Eastern Turki language 
in the early 20th century, it is not certain that the name itself is sufficient to 
indicate that they were introduced at that particular time from inner China (i.e. 
outside Eastern Turkestan). 

While terms such as cabbage only appear with Chinese names, 
corresponding Persian, Arabic, Turki and even Russian terms appear in the 
manuscript sources for other vegetables. In Kashgar, for example, the word  

, a word typically used to denote eggplant, was used alongside⟩کانپتن⟨pitängän 
for cucumber (Schluessel 2015: 15).  ⟩خونگان⟨ganŋoḫthe Chinese origin word 

was ‘potato’ (Schluessel 2015: 45) ⟩کارتوشکا⟨kartuškaword The Russian 
(Schluessel 2015:⟩سىيو⟨ūsäy-yalso in use alongside the Chinese counterparts 

 (Schluessel 2015: 53). The sources reveal that the word⟩يانکيو⟨yuŋya33) and 
turnip also had Turki and Chinese names in its various forms. In Schluessel’s ⟩تروب⟨ turupfindweTurki dictionary, edited version of Raquette’s Eastern 

‘turnip’ (Schluessel 2015: ⟩چامغور⟨urǧamč‘red turnip’ (Schluessel 2015: 17), 
‘long turnip’ aasdescribedwhich is ⟩لوبو⟨lobuthe Chinese word and 22) 

(Schluessel 2015: 48). 
‘celery’⟩سى چىنک⟨säyŋičwordChinese the findwe way,same the In 
‘celery,P. ⟩کرفش⟨karafšsynonym(Schluessel 2015: 24), while its Persian 

Apium graveolens’ (Károly 2015: 272) is absent. However, the latter word is 
far more common in the medical sources than the former. 

Similarly, a variety of terms was employed for describing leguminous 
mean ⟩دادو⟨daduand ⟩جانکدو⟨doŋjawords the Chinese origin plants. While 

‘long bean’ and ‘horsebean’ respectively (Schluessel 2015: 21, 26), other 
legumes had Turki, Persian and/or Arabic names. For example, while the 
Arabic word noḫud was the most common term ‘chickpea’ ⟩نخود⟨for 

‘pea’ for general termaas usedwas ⟩پورجاق⟨aqčpur(Schluessel 2015: 50), 
‘mungbean’ (Schluessel 2015: 48), denoted⟩ماش⟨maš(Schluessel 2015: 15), 

describing the ‘broad bean’ used for was ⟩باقال⟨baqlaword and the Arabic 
(Schluessel 2015: 12). 

Baluchi, Punjabi and Hindustani plant names 
While Arabic, Persian and Turkic terminology dominates the materia medica 
of Eastern Turkestan, a few words from other languages such as Baluchi, 
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Punjabi and Hindustani may have entered the medical vocabulary. One of  
these is the word šümšä, which denotes a species of fern or fenugreek, 
Trigonella foenum-graecum. It is used in Uyghur folk medicine where it also 
is known as hilbä (Schwarz 1992: 526, 964), a Uyghur adaption of the Arabic 
word ḥulba ‘fenugreek, Trigonella foenum-graecum’ (Károly 2015: 264). 
Regarding the name šümšä, it is interesting to see the resemblance between 
this word and the terminology used in Baluchistan. Hooper writes that in 
“Baluchistan [šümšä]  is called  shimsh and  is considered a wild lucerne and  
used as a fodder for horses and sheep” (Hooper 1931: 343. Hooper 1937: 107– 
108). 

Another example is the plant jamal got < jamalgota, an interesting but 
perhaps rare case of a Punjabi or Hindustani word making its way into Eastern 
Turki medical terminology, perhaps through trade relations and cultural 
exchange between the southern Tarim and the Indian subcontinent. Hooper 
suggests that jamalgota is a designation for Croton tiglium, a plant which 

̤ 

originates from China from where it spread through other parts of Asia by 
means of the caravan trade (Hooper 1931: 312; Hooper 1937: 107).94 Its seeds 
are also known by a number of other names, such as Habb-el-salatin ‘Sultan's 
seeds’, Habb-el-khatai referring to Cathay ‘China’ and Bidend jireh khata 
‘Castor-oil seeds from China’ (Hooper 1931: 343; Hooper 1937: 107–108). 
Other words referring to the seed of Croton tiglium, are [ḥabb al muluk], 
which Steingass lists as ḥabbu ʼs-salātīn  (ʼl-mulūk), Croton tiglium, a 
purgative seed” (Steingass 1892: 410). This description is confirmed by 
Hooper, who writes that the plant’s “seeds contain a violently purgative oil, 
and are classified by the Persians among the poisons” (Hooper 1931: 312). 

Sogdian and Tocharian words in the sources 
Gunnar Jarring suggests that in addition to quite a few garden plants with 
Chinese names, some terms can also be traced back to ancient Indo-European 
languages such as Tocharian and Sogdian. Many of these also appear in the 
medical manuscripts. Among Tocharian words related to agriculture, he 

1998: 15.n.21; Schluessel 2015: 46), boqusa ‘wooden plough’ (Jarring 1998: 
̇ ̇ seed’‘sesame ⟩کونجيت⟨ud and künjitǰut [appears as kunʒand kund16.n. 45) 

(Jarring 1998: 15.n.32; Károly 2015: 278; Schluessel 2015: 47). It is debated, 
or Sogdianof is‘safflower’ ⟩زرانکزا⟨zaŋzarawordthewhetherhowever, 

Chinese origin (Jarring 1998: 15.n.33). In this context, it should be noted that 
is also a subject of debate. Károly, for example,  ‘sesame seed’ ⟩کونجيت⟨künjit 

lists the word kunǰud ‘sesame, Sesamum indicum’ as a word entering the 
Chagatay vocabulary from Persian (Károly 2015: 278).  

94 Laufer writes that Croton jamalgota is from “Hindustānī jamālgōta” (Laufer 1973: 583). 

‘barley’ (Jarring 1998: 14.n.22;⟩ارفه⟨arfaoften spelled as ⟩ارپا⟨arpamentions 
the hemp plant’ (Jarring ‘hemp, ⟩کندر⟨]kändir[ndirεkSchluessel 2015: 4), 
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Other terms whose origin is uncertain according to Jarring include čusγun 
qonaq [čusğun qonaq] ‘a kind of maize’ (Jarring 1998: 15.n.29), čamγur 

24.n.46; Schluessel 2015: 8). Interestingly, the word tugε tapanї [tögä tapani] 
‘the camel’s sole’, which according to Jarring is the same as semiz ot 
‘purslane’ in Kashgar, but identified elsewhere as ‘Zygophyllum oxianum’, is 
‘a kind of bean caper’ (Jarring 1998: 45.n.3). 

Trans-regional and international travel 
Kashgar, Yarkand, Khotan, Aksu, Turpan and other oasis towns constituted 
important stopover hubs in trans-regional and international trade. While trans-
regional trade between the oases was usually carried out by means of large 
caravans, with the camel serving as the most important beast of burden, 
international travel to places such as the Indian subcontinent and Western 
Turkestan was undertaken via the mountains. The main means of transport in 
this case were horses and yaks. The exports to India included carpets and silk 

̇ 

and drugs such as hashish. When coming back from India, the traders would 
bring different types of cloth, coloring products and spices, many of which 
were used for medicinal purposes. Trade westwards to Russian Turkestan 
consisted of raw materials such as wool, cotton, hides, and carpets. Products 
brought home would include processed cotton fabric, sugar and kerosene, to 
name a few (Bohlin 1917: 74). 

Travel reports from the late 18th and early 20th centuries testify that a large 
variety of products were available in the bazaars and markets of the oasis 
cities. As the British traveler Henry Walter Bellew reports, a number of goods 
were manufactured locally, and a thriving business and border trade with 
surrounding areas also took place. As pointed out, all inter-oasis and foreign 
trade and transport were conducted by means of caravans. While this implied 
a steady trade between the towns of Eastern Turkestan, large-scale caravan 
trade was also conducted with surrounding lands such as over the mountains 
towards Kashmir and the Indian Subcontinent. Trade was also carried out 
westwards, especially with Andijan, and also between inner China and the 
Siberia (Bellew 1875: 7). 

The Swedish missionary Magnus Bäcklund’s material, illustrated by a 
reading exercise found in his Eastern Turki grammar, reveals lively contacts 
with neighboring areas. According to Bäcklund, a trade caravan would often 
consist of a number of beasts of burden. Camels were mainly employed for 
travel through desert areas, while horses, donkeys and yaks were the mostly 
utilized animals for journeys across the mountain passes (See, Fig. 5:2 and  
5:3). Bäcklund reports that during the first years of the 20th century, such a 

onword based awhich Jarring suggests may be ] ‘turnip’, ⟩غورمچا⟨[čamǧur 
15.n.38;15.n.35,1998: (Jarring ‘melon’]⟩قوغون⟨[qoğun unγqoChinese, 

1998:(Jarring‘mulberry’ ]⟩اوجمه⟨üjmä[εmʒüdand44),2015:Schluessel 
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caravan needed eighteen days to travel from Kashgar to Khotan. A trip by 
caravan to India, i.e. Kashmir, took around forty days (Bäcklund 1902–1903). 
Other reports reach similar conclusions but contain more information. A list 
provided by Justin Rudelson illuminates that in 1926 a trip from Khotan to 
India (Kashmir) would take 49 days, while travel from Kashgar to Osh took 5 
days and the route to Andijan between 5–7 days. The long distance to Central 
China is illustrated by the fact that a journey from Kashgar to Beijing would 
take 5 months to complete (Rudelson 1997: 42). Regarding the trade patterns 
of Eastern Turkestan in the last quarter of the 19th century, the British traveler 
Bellew makes the following remark. 

The silk and cotton ̶ fibre  and fabric  ̶ of  Khutan and Turfan  found  
markets in Khocand and the adjoining provinces of China respectively 
; whilst the hemp resin, or bang, of Yarkand formed the principal item 
of export in the direction of Kashmir and the Panjab. For the rest, the 
carpets and felts of Khutan, the boots and furs of Yarkand, and the  
saddlery and harness gear of Acsu, were exchanged between the several 
states of the territory for the more special of their productions, such as 
the cows and mules of Khutan, the walnuts and dried fruits of Yarkand, 
the linseed of Kashghar, the tobacco of Acsu, and sheep of Turfan, &c. 
(Bellew 1875: 7) 

Confirming Bellew’s observations above and providing additional 
information, Bäcklund’s material reveals that imports from India included 
products such as domestics, fine cotton and calico fabric, mole leather and 
woolen cloth, while goods imported from Russian Turkestan, especially the 
town of Andijan, included lamps, sugar and Russian matches. Export products 
from Eastern Turkestan (Khotan) consisted in turn of rugs, coarse white raw 
cotton fabric, felt rugs, grapes and kišmiš, a type of sweet raisin (Bäcklund 
1902–1903). 

The lively trade between the Southern Tarim and surrounding regions 
described by Bellew and Bäcklund in the late 19th and early 20th century bears 
strong continuities with descriptions from an earlier date. For instance, Rian 
Thum explains that among the few sources dealing with trade between the 
Mughal Empire and the Moghul area, one of the most detailed accounts is by 
the Jesuit monk Benedict Goës, who traveled from Lahore via Kashgar and 
finally reached Yarkand in 1603. 

More than sixty years later, Francois Bernier traveled in the other direction, 
that is, from Tarim to India, but this time via Ladakh and Kashmir. With regard 
to medical products, the caravans traded in “musk, ‘China-wood,’ rhubarb and 
a medical herb called ‘mamiron.’” (Thum 2018: 16) (See, Fig 5:1).95 

95 According to Károly (2015: 281), māmīrān corresponds to ‘greater Celandine, Chelidonium 
majus while māmīrān-i čīnī is the ‘bitter coptis root, Coptis teeta’. 
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Bernier mentions mamiran as one of the products brought by the 
Caravans from Tibet. Also according to a modern Mohammedan 
source, mamiran and rhubarb are exported from Tibet.  

Mamīra is a reputed drug for eye-diseases, applied to bitter roots of 
kindred properties but of different origin. By some it is regarded as the 
rhizome of Coptis teeta (tīta being the name of the drug in the Mishmi 
country) ; by others, from Thalictrum foliosum, a tall plant common 
throughout the temperate Himalaya and in the Kasia hills. In another 
passage, however, YULE suggests that this root might be the ginseng 
of the Chinese, which is highly improbable. 

It is most likely that by mamira is understood in general the root of 
Coptis teeta. This is a ranunculaceous plant, and the root has sometimes 
the appearance of a bird’s claw. It is shipped in large quantities from 
China […] via Singapore to India. The Chinese regard it as a panacea 
for a great many ills; among others, for clearing inflamed eyes. 

[…] Abu Mansur discriminates between two kinds  of  rhubarb,  – the 
Chinese (rīwand-i sīnī) and that of Khorasan, adding that the former is 
most employed. (Laufer 1973: 547) 
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Fig. 5:1. Illustration of Coptis teeta, a drug used for eye ailments. Source: Ranchoddas 
Kanhoba Kirtikar & Baman Das Basu. 1918. Indian Medicinal Plants (Plates volume 
1) plate 6.  Bahadurganj, Allahabad: Panini Office 

An important source of information about the trade between the Indian 
subcontinent (i.e. Leh and Kashmir) and Eastern Turkestan (mainly Yarkand) 
is James Edward Tierney Aitchison’s trade manual (Aitchison 1874). Here he 
discusses a number of trade products, many of them used for medicinal 
purposes. A considerable number of the medicinal plants and minerals 
mentioned in Eastern Turki medical sources are also listed. While the manual 
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provides important statistics of quantity and trade routes, it also contains 
considerable useful information about the usage of the products in different 
areas, including Turkestan. While the examples are too many to present here, 
I will limit myself to the two following examples. Regarding the rhizomes of 
ginger, [it was] “brought to Leh from the Simla and Kangra hills, to be 
exported to Yarkand” (Aitchison 1874: 2) where it was used as a condiment.  

It is also brought in the form of preserve and jelly. The preserve 
Morabba-adrak ⟩رکاد هربم⟨[ murabba adrak], the yarkandis call  

call jelly they The].līmurabba zanjab⟩يلزنجب هبرم⟨Zanzabíl [Morabba 
] they use to mix with their early morning tea. Fromadrak دراAdrak [ک 

the fondness of the Yarkandis for this condiment, ginger wine, if 
cautiously named cordial, would no doubt prove a good article for 
commercial speculation. (Aitchison 1874: 2) 

Regarding the second product, he writes,  

toand Kangra Kulluquantity fromsome exported in] is mulaā ه]ملآ 
quruq⟩آمله ققورو⟨[amla Kúrk calledisfruit thewhere Turkistan, 

]. murabbamulaā⟩ربهم هلمآ⟨morabba [and the preserved Amla ],mulaā 
It is used medicinally and as a pickle. (Aitchison 1874: 7–8) 
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Fig. 5:2. A camel caravan in Eastern Turkestan in the early 1920s. Photographer John 
Törnquist. Location: The Lantern Slide Collection of the Mission Covenant Church 
of Sweden (Svenska Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 
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Fig. 5:3. The caravan routes to Western Turkestan and India went across high 
mountain passes often covered with snow. Photographer unknown (possibly John 
Törnquist). Location: The Lantern Slide Collection of the Mission Covenant Church 
of Sweden (Svenska Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 

The trade in drugs in Kashgar 
It is difficult to establish which drugs were the most common in Eastern 
Turkestan during the early 20th century. Although some drugs are mentioned 
in the medical sources at hand, this does not necessarily mean that they were 
common or easy to obtain. Therefore, in the following section I will restrict 
myself to presenting the various products (also minerals) that L. E. Högberg 
listed in his Kashgarian medicine. Since the list is accompanied by products 
presumably collected from a pharmacist in Kasghar (at present stored at the 
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Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm), we can assume that the products are 
somewhat representative of what would be found in a local pharmacy back 
then as well. 

Similar reports about medical substances were compiled in adjacent areas. 
As such, it is interesting to see that almost half of the products mentioned by 
Högberg also appear in the work of Georg Dragendorff, a German pharmacist 
from Dorpat in the Baltic region, who wrote several treatises on medicine, of 
which one dealing with medical samples from Western Turkestan is 
particularly valuable (Dragendorff 1873). In the final part of his report he 
mentions a number of drugs, many of which are compound drugs, and reaches 
the conclusion that together with these, the number of medical substances 
known to him number as many as 336 (Dragendorff 1873: 37-38). I will 
present these here in English translation in the same order as in the publication, 
which contains a reference to a study by Palm:  

Linseed oil, poppy seed oil, nut oil, hemp oil, almond oil (but instead 
of that, according to Palm, the fatty oil of the apricot and peach kernels 
often occurs), cotton oil, sesame oil, tree oil, oil from Sinapis chinensis 
and Capparis herbacca, ricinus oil, wax, unsalted butter96, Mecca balm, 
milk, brandy, wine, grape extract, raisins, cane and rock sugar, rice, tea, 
vinegar, soap, soda, borax, soda and potassium nitrate, iron vitriol, 
pebbles, blood stone and a graphite-like mineral that Palm calls 
tashtaensul. (Dragendorff 1873: 37) 

Just like Högberg’s material, the rendering of local terminology reflects his 
own native tongue – in this case German. Therefore, many terms are difficult 
to establish. It is in fact more difficult than Högberg’s list, since Dragendorff 
does not present the medical terms with the Arabic script. Since the focus is 
on Eastern Turkestan, I have chosen to limit myself to mentioning 
Dragendorff in an adjoining footnote where similar or equivalent terminology 
occurs. Equally, I have retained Dragendorff’s spelling. As we can see from 
Högberg’s list, it contains over one hundred entries. Many of the products are 
homegrown in Kashgar, but a wide range of items were obtained elsewhere 
via trade with adjoining areas such as Andijan, Inner China and above all the 
Indian subcontinent. 

Regarding trade in medical products from Central China, relatively few 
products came from that area to Eastern Turkestan; at least if we take 
Högberg’s list as our foundation. Among the more than 120 products that 
Högberg mentions, he only lists four as exclusively being imported from 
China (i.e. Central China). We must nevertheless take into account that the 
distance from Kashgar to Beijing, for example, was the equivalent of a five-

96 László Károly has informed me that the original reads unge alzene Butter. It is probably a 
printing error of ungesalzene Butter ‘unsalted butter’. 
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month journey and that both northern India and Russian Turkestan were 
significantly closer (Rudelson 1997: 42). 

It is therefore possible that the situation was different with regard to oasis 
cities such as Turpan and Qomul, which were must closer to the Chinese core 
area. Local sources from Turpan, for example, inform us that during the final 
decade of the 19th century, Turkic Muslims in Qomul would also frequently 
obtain their medicines from both the Chinese doctors there (perhaps products 
from Central China) and from indigenous plants that they would harvest 
[themselves] (Katanov 1976: 32–33). 

Among the products listed by Högberg as coming from Inner China, 
(Károly 2015: ’Zingiber officinale‘ginger,[cf. zanǰabīl] A. ⟩يلزنجف⟨līzanjaf 

346) is listed as coming from both China and India, while products listed as 
‘galingale,[cf. ḫūlānǰān] P. ⟩خولنجا⟨ǰālinḫūareorigin exclusively Chinese in 

Alpinia galanga’ Rheum‘rhubarb, P. ⟩ريوند⟨wandīr264),2015:(Károly 
[cf. kabāba-i čīnī]⟩جين کبابه⟨nčība-yiākab(Károly 2015: 309),’rhabarbarum 

, an unidentified ⟩اوپه⟨oppa(Károly 2015: 271) and ’Piper cubeba‘cubeb, A. 
plant from China classified in Högberg’s medicine list as a dry–hot 
haemostatic medicament causing infertility, which was also used for treating 
wounds and burns (Högberg 1907a: 53 (84) [602]). 97 ,⟩اوپه⟨oppaApart from 
which I have not been able to identify, all of these products are labeled with 
Persian or Arabic names.  

This can be compared to the amount of products mentioned originating 
from Andijan i.e. Western Turkestan, which in Högberg’s list accounts for 

, which is⟩سقيش⟨,šīsaqnine different sorts of medical ingredients. Apart from 
Persianapossibly ,⟩يشکمجفرن⟨frinjimišikidentify and toword I yet have a 

form of an Arabic word98, all of these products are labeled with Persian, Arabic 
or a combination of Persian and Arabic.  

Products from India accounted for the main proportion of the imports. Out 
of 125 items mentioned in Högberg’s inventory, 46 plants and minerals are 
listed as being imports from the Indian subcontinent. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
the largest percentage of products mentioned come from Kashgar. It is notable 
that many of these 50 products include common garden plants also used for 
preparing food. As we see, most words found among the trade products are 
Arabic, Persian, Turkic, or combinations of these languages.  

I would like to point out to the reader that in the list below I have used the 
Arabic spelling provided by Högberg instead of standard spellings which 
appear in Arabic or Persian dictionaries (the standard spellings are instead 

97 Gunnar Jarring mentions a cosmetic product called upa, whose name is very similar to oppa. 
He writes describes it as “a face powder, a white powder or paint for cosmetic purposes” 
(Jarring 1964: 323). Perhaps, oppa  [upa] it was a generic name for powders and thus also 
referred to medicines in powder form. 
98 Cf. Hooper, who writes, “Faranj mishk or Biranj mishk (Arabic form of the Persian name)” 
(Hooper 1931: 306–307). 
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indicated within brackets). The same goes for the main term written in bold, 
which is Högberg’s way of transcribing the words written in Arabic script. 
This is followed by a standard spelling. I do this because one of the challenges 
of interpreting Eastern Turki texts is that the spelling of words can at times be 
inconsistent, especially with regard to Arabic and Persian words. The local 
spellings also reflect an interesting transformation, with ‘foreign’ words 
receiving a local touch. 

It is unclear who wrote down the sections in Arabic script. On the one hand, 
it could have been a local mullah; the Swedish missionaries employed a 
number of them to assist in translation works. On the other hand, the Arabic 
script could bear the mark of L. E. Högberg’s hand. Prior to coming to 
Kashgar, he had spent many years in Persia. As such, he was very familiar 
with the almost identical way of writing the Arabic script in the two countries.  

As explained earlier, the list not only provides information about the names 
and origin of medical products, it goes further in that it specifies the temper 
and usage of the drugs. For these reasons, I believe it to be justified to present 
the full list here instead of just referring to it haphazardly. It should be noted 
that some of the products appearing in the list are not plants but minerals, and 
there are a few animal products. Although not belonging to the category of 
plants, I have chosen to present them here as well. Finally, I want to point out 
that a few repetitive parts in the list that provide no substantial information 
have been omitted altogether. For instance, the original list in Swedish has the 
words Kinesiska Turkestan ‘Chinese Turkesten’ written separately after 
stating each medicament. I have omitted that information since I believe it is 
not necessary to write it out after each entry. 

Kaschgarsk medicin ‘Kashgarian medicine’ by L.E. Högberg 

camelthorn, ‘manna; P. nītarangub > A. nītaranjub 1⟩نرنجبيت⟨  [519] Turäntjibin: 
Alhagi maurorum’ (Steingass 1892: 297) [K. = KASHGAR].99 

‘SweetP. šīrīn] bādām-i [cf. ⟩يرنشماداب⟨rinīšm-iādābBadamischirin:[520] 2 

almond’ [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–hot. Strengthening for the heart, lungs, brain and 

memory.  

 (of Gilead).  ‘balm [ʿūd-i balsān] A. nālsād-i bʿū3 [521]⟩عودبالسان⟨  Oud Bälesan: 

Commiphora opobalsamum’ (Károly 2015: 333) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Against 

snake and scorpion bites, stomachic.100 

99 Cf. ad 199. Terenjibin / Schakar Chari (Dragendorff 1873: 33).  
100 Cf. ad 109. Chab i belisan ‘Carpobalsamum’ (Dragendorff 1873: 18).  
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Asarum‘snake root,  P. ⟩وناسار⟨nūrāas<⟩ازريون⟨zaryonā:4 [522] Azäron 

europaeum’ (Hooper 1937: 88). Cf. ‘asarabacca, wild nard, Asarum europeaum’ 

(Károly 2015: 227) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Controls pulse, strengthen tendons, liver, 

kidney and stomach. 

’Sagapenum‘⟩سکبناج⟨,⟩سکنج⟨čsag–binaj; sagin:5 [523] Sägäntj Sägbinadj 
(Steingass 1892: 691; Hooper 1931: 317; Siggel 1950: 42) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. 

Laxative. Worm and fetal expulsive, medicine against dropsy and neoplasms.101 

(Steingass 1892:‘nut resembling the pistachio’ A. ⟩جلغوزه⟨ozağjal6 [524] Djalgosa: 
368) [I. = INDIA]. [–] [–] 

(Hooper’Curcuma zedoaria P. ‘long zedoary, ⟩زرن باد⟨dāzaranb:7 [525] Zäränbad 

1937: 110) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, slightly wet–hot. Against impotence, urinary 

retention, cessation of menstruation. Has a generally invigorating effect.102 

[K.‘Bitter almond’ [cf. bādām-i talḫ] P. ⟩تاخ دامب⟨āḫm-i tādāb:8 [526] Badami täkh 

= KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Against cough, defects in the heart and pericardium 

Dracaena‘leaf of dragon tree,P. ⟩رسياوشانپ⟨nāwušā par-i siy9 [527] Persiavuschan: 
cinnabari’ (Károly 2015: 295, 316). [A[n]. = ANDIJAN]. Cold. Against fever, 

jaundice, pain in the stomach, difficulties when breathing, catarrh of the lungs.103 

wild(pulp of) ‘colocynth, A. ⟩سلحن هحمش⟨alẓanḥm-i ḥša:10 [528] Schame hänsäl 
gourd, Citrullus colocynthis’ (Káróly 2015: 259) [I. = INDIA]. ¼ dry–hot. Against 

migraine, melancholy, stroke, madness.104 

101 Cf. ad 193. Sakbinatsch ‘Sagapen’ (Dragendorff 1873: 31). 
 is ⟩ادب زرن⟨dāzaranbname‘Rhizome’ (Dragendorff 1873:9–10). The Zarnabad ad 40. Cf. 102 

most likely the same plant mentioned by David Hooper. He writes that the zedoary and long 
zedoary is called zurunbad in Teheran, kachura in Hindi and uruk-el-kafur in Arabic. His 
description of the plant is as follows: “Zedoary is imported in quantity from India, most of it to 
be passed on to Turkestan. The root occurs in thin, transverse slices, 2 to 5 cm. in diameter, pale 
brown and wrinkled without, smooth and mealy within, odor camphoraceous, taste pungent and 
bitter. The drug, which is also employed as a condiment, is carminative and stimulant, and an 
ingredient in various alterative medicines. It is recommended for relief of flatulence (H.F.)” 
(Hooper 1937: 110). 
103 Cf. ad 55. Pares uaschan ‘Die Herba Capillorum Veneris’ (Dragendorff 1873: 12).  
104 Cf. ad 93. Chansal / Tarbus i Abujachel (P) / Abujehil ‘Koloquinte’ (Dragendorff 1873: 15).  
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ofbalmtree, Balsamthe of ‘seed⟩بلسان حب⟨nā balsabb-iḥ:Häbielsan[529]11 

Gilead’ [I. = INDIA]. ½ dry–hot. Chronic headache, rheumatism, madness, 

stomachic.  

[Origin not indicated] [UNIDENTIFIED]⟩شاه کل⟨šah gül :12 [530] Schagul 

’Plantago psyllium ‘(seed of) flea-wort,ispağōl] [cf.⟩بکلساي⟨ispigul:13 [531] Isbigul 
(Károly 2015: 269) [Origin not indicated] Wet–hot. Against thirst, fever, dry throat, 

typhoid fever, and gonorrhea.105 

INDIA].=‘cinnabar’ (Károly 2015: 322) [I.P. ⟩کرفنش⟨šangarf:14 [532] Schangeräf 
Dry–hot or cold. It is mixed with butter in order to prepare ointment against syphilitic 

sores. 

 ‘seed ofbaẕr al-banǰ] A.[cf.⟩رالبنجبز⟨ǰbazr al-ban:15 [533] Basrut(l) bändj (säfid) 
henbane, Hyoscyamus niger’ (Károly 2015: 237) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry– cold. Has 

a numbing effect (like opium) used against coughing blood, headache caused by 

hemorrhage, chronic rheumatism. Mixed with barley flour against inflammation; with 

brandy against rheumatic pain.106 

= (Károly 2015: 290) [K.‘starch’nišāsta] P. [cf.⟩تهنشس⟨nišasta:16 [534] Nischästä 

KASHGAR]. Cold–dry. Medicine against bloody stools. Used with women’s milk or 

egg white against inflammation of the eyes (If starch is not available, “dust from a 

mill” is used).  

red ‘dragon’s blood, P. ⟩انسياوش خون⟨nāwušān-i siyḫū:17 [535] Chan Siaveschan 

resin of the dragon tree, Dracaena cinnabari’ (Károly 2015: 264) [K. = KASHGAR]. 

Cold–dry. Anti-diarrheal, hemostatic on exterior wounds.107 

resina‘mastic gum, maṣṣtaká] A. [cf. ⟩طکیصم⟨īakṣṭma:18 [536] Mastiki (harts) 
exuding from the mastic tree, Pistacia lentiscus’ (Károly 2015: 283) [I. = INDIA]. 

Dry–hot, 3rd. Invigorating for stomach and lungs.108 

105 Cf. ad 166. Isfagul ‘Plantago isphagula’ (Dragendorff 1873: 27).  
106 Cf. ad 170. Basrul Bendsch (A) / Bensch Diwana (P) ‘Bilsenkrautsamen’ (Dragendorff 1873: 
27).
107 Cf. ad 198. Aschbawen (aschwen) / Chunes Siaguschen (T) / Kardaschan, Siaguschan (Tat.) 
‘Schellack’ (Dragendorff 1873: 32–33).  
108 Cf. ad 195. Matak i Rumi ‘Mastix’ (Dragendorff 1873: 31).  
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19. [537] Kundur: kundūr of Boswellia ’francincence P.kundur] [cf. ⟩ندورُک⟨ 
thurifera’ (Károly 2015: 278) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine against bleeding, 

asthma, mucus secretion, strengthens the heart and mind. Incense.109 

of resingumaromatic ‘bdellium, A.muql] [cf. ⟩يلمق⟨līmaq:Makil[538]20. 
Commiphora mukul; African bdellium, Balsamodendron africanum’ (Károly 2015: 

286) [An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot. Medicine used for treating cough, hemorrhoids, 

inflammation in the throat, mucus secretion. 

[cf. šiṭaraḥ-i hindī; šitaraḥ-⟩دیحن جترنش⟨īaranj-i hindṭši:21. [539] Schiterändj Hindi 
i ḥindī] A. ‘(Indian) garden cress, Lepidium sativum’ (Károly 2015: 323) [K. = 

KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine used against constipation, ext. eczema. 

Together with other medications used for treating albanes-like skin diseases.  

(Károly 2015:’Crocus sativus‘saffron,zaʿfarān] A.[cf. ⟩زعفر⟨farʿza:[540] Zäfär22. 
345) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 1st. Medicine for treating urinary retention, diarrhea, 

“open heart”, makes those who are downcast glad. 

=1937: 160) [K. (Hooper seed’ ‘quince P.⟩دانه یبح⟨naādībih:[541] Behi dana23. 
KASHGAR]. Cold–wet. Medicine for treatment of asthma, cough, coughing blood, 

urinary retention, unclean breath. 

2012: 46) [K.(Berbercanapricot’ ‘black⟩رکوااقر⟨ örükqara:uruk[542] Kara24. 
= KASHGAR]. 

Tamarix  ‘tamarisk,of) (seed⟩راغیاو نيولغو⟨iğuruunğyul:urogi[543] Jalgond25. 
gallica’ (Berbercan 2012: 50) [K. = KASHGAR]. Cold–dry, 1st. Medicine against 

diarrhea, jaundice, leprosy, enlarged spleen.  

81;1950: (Siggel ‘arsenic’ ]⟩خرنيز⟨zirnīḫ[cf. ⟩زرنخ⟨ḫzärnä:Zärnäch[544] 26. 

Károly 2015: 347) [A[n]. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot, 4th. Against smelly sores, pyogenic 

granulomas [proud flesh], polyps, scabies. Mixed with lime this medicine is used for 

removing hair on undesired places by burning it off. 110 

109 Cf. ad 194. Kundur ‘Weihrauch’ (Dragendorff 1873: 31).  
110 Cf. ad 218. Zanich churtol / Zinich ‘Auripigment’ (Dragendorff 1873: 34).  
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camelthorn’‘manna;P. nītarangub> A.⟩بينجترن⟨nītaranjub:27 [545] Tärändjäfil 
(Steingass 1892: 297) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–hot. Medicine used against cough, 

vomiting, etc. Has a slightly laxative effect.  

28 [546] Zärnäbb  (Hooper’Taxus baccata‘Yew, A.⟩زرنب⟨zarnab:]⟩نفزر⟨[zarnäf 

1937: 176–177). [I. = INDIA]. [Dry–hot, 2nd. Anti-diarrheal, reinvigorating for the 

liver, lungs, “opens the heart”.111 

(Berbercanplant’ ‘A Leguminous ⟩يهيربوشالد⟨r boyaīldāš: Boja29 [547] Schulder  

2012: 45) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Against colic, stomachic and diuretic 

effect. Accelerates menstruation, “open veins”.  

30 [548] Sazidj hindi: sāẕaj-i hindī AP. ‘Indian spikenard, Indian leaf, Nardostachys 

jatamansi’ (Steingass 1892: 639) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Against colic and 

stomachic. Has a sudorific effect.112 

Anacyclus‘pellitory, [cf. ʿāqir-qarḥā] A. ⟩قره عاقر⟨qir-qaraʿā:kara31 [549] Ager 
pyrethrum’ (Károly 2015: 225, 348) [An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Used against 

epilepsy, stroke, tremors, “opens the pulse”.113 

272) (Károly 2015:’chicory seed‘⟩تخم کاسنی⟨mḫtuīsnāk:32 [550] Kaseni Tåham 

[K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–cold. Medicine used for anti-fever and anti-thirst. 

’ nigrumVeratrum‘ siyah] [xärbäq⟩سيا بقخر⟨ärbäq siyaḫ: siah33 [551] Khärbäk  

(Schwarz 1992: 963) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Medicine against drowsiness, 

heavy head. Has a stomachic effect.  

 gossypiumSemenaseed, ‘cotton ⟩ورغیاتيچک⟨iğigit uruč:arugiTjigit[552]34 
herbaceum’ (Schwarz 1992: 963; Jarring 1964: 72) [K. = KASHGAR]. Neutral. 

Against polyps and adenoma. Strengthens the liver, lungs and uterus. Has a diuretic 

effect. 

111 Cf. żarnab ‘orache, Atriplex hortensis’ (Károly 2015: 346).  
112 Cf. 72a.  Sasatsch hendi ‘einer Salvia’ (Dragendorff 1873: 13). Cf. sādaǰ P. ‘Indian 
spikenard, Nardostachys jatamansi’ (Károly 2015: 310). 
113 Cf. ad 11. Akir Kara ‘Pyrethrum’ (Dragendorff 1873: 4–5). 
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(Károly 2015: ’Ruta graveolens‘rue,suẕāb] A. [cf. ⟩ساب سی⟨bāses:35 [553] Sesab 

319) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. An anti-colic, urinary and blood rending medicine. 

Facilitates fetal expulsion.114 

’ galangaAlpinia‘galingale, P. ḫūlānǰān][cf. ⟩خولنجا⟨ǰālinḫū:Holindja[554] 36 
(Károly 2015: 264) [Kin. = CHINA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine against bed-wetting, 

fever and vomiting. Invigorates the stomach and intestinal channels.115 

‘chalk, calcite’ (Károly 2015: 324) [cf. tabāšir] P. ⟩يرطباش⟨rīšāabṭ:37 [555] Tabaschir 

[I. = INDIA]. Dry–Cold, 3rd. Soothing for the heart, removes inflammation of the 

liver.  

Croton‘Punj. seeds [jamal got] Sultan’s ⟩وطجمالغ⟨ṭoğlājam:38 [556] Djamal got 
tiglium’ (Hooper 1931: 312) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 4th. Medicine against cough, 

hoarseness and weak mind. 

Dry–hot, 3rd.ANDIJAN]. =[An.[UNIDENTIFIED].⟩يشقس⟨šī saq:39 [557] Säkisch 

Medicine used against severe cough. 

. orogusupurgucalled] [also⟩شيواق⟨)ot(šiwaq:Schivak[558] 40 ‘Wormwood, 

capillary Artemisia, Artemisia capillaris’ (Schwarz 1992: 531; Jarring 1998: 47 n.29) 

[K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine against constipated spleen and dropsy.  

(Jarringseed’ ‘water-melon PT.⟩اورغی بوزات⟨iğtarbuz uru:oragiTaboz[559]41 

1998: 75) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–Cold, 2nd. Against thirst, blood reducing effect.  

42 [560] Pias orogi: piyāz uruği (fiyāz uruği) ⟨( غیروا زايف ) اورغی پياز ⟩ PT. ‘onion seed’ 

(Károly 2015: 296) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 1st. Against the plague (is eaten with 

fat meat).  

‘melilot, A.al-malik] iklīl[cf. ⟩المالک لاکلي⟨likāl al-mīikl:mulukEklil [561] 43 

Melilotus officinalis’ (Károly 2015: 267) [An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot, 1st. Against 

headaches, vertigo, inability to speak. 

114 Cf. 75c. Katam (A) /Susap (P) / Usta heist (T) ‘eine Isatis’ (Dragendorff 1873: 13).  
115 Cf. Ad 37. Cholindschan ‘die kleine Galanga’ (Dragendorff 1873: 8–9). 
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(Károly 2015: ’’ rhabarbarumRheum‘rhubarb,P. ⟩ريوند⟨wandīr:44 [562] Revänd 

309) [Kin. = CHINA]. Dry–hot, 1st. Against pain in the kidneys, spleen, intestinal 

tract, the uterus and accumulation of gas in the abdomen, invigorates the liver.  

 Anti- Dry–cold.INDIA].= [I. [UNIDENTIFIED].⟩ابلوتش⟨tūblāš:45 [563] Schublot 
diarrheal medicine.  

’Zingiber officinale‘ginger,A.zanǰabīl][cf.⟩فيلجزن⟨līzanjaf:Zendjafil[564]46 

(Károly 2015: 346) [Kin. and I. = CHINA and INDIA]. Dry–hot and wet–hot. 

Strengthening for the mind, liver and pulse. Improves digestion. 

suṃbulu ʼṭ-ṭīb] (Probably PA) ‘a[cf. ⟩اطيب لسنب⟨bṭīasanbul:etib47 [565] Sänbul 

species of spikenard’ (Steingass 1892: 699). [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Invigorates the 

pulse and respiratory organs as well as the stomach. Slightly laxative and facilitates 

menstruation.116 

(or ‘aubergine of) (seedPT.⟩ورغیا ناپتنک⟨iğn uruāpatang:48 [566] Pätanganorogi 
cucumber in Kashgar)’ [K. = KASHGAR].117 

(Schluessel ‘chives or squash’ (seed of)⟩اورغی کوده⟨iğkuda uru:49 [567] Kuda arogi 
2015: 46) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine against back pain, hemorrhoids, 

and abscesses.118 

(Siggel 1950: ’ somniferaWithania‘or’Orchis‘⟩بوزيدان⟨nādīzūb:50 [568] Bazidan 

33; Hooper 1937: 186) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd.  

(Károly’Myristica fragrans‘nutmeg, A.⟩بوا زوج⟨āawz-i buwǰ:51 [569] Djåzi Bava 

2015: 270) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. Medicine used against inebriation. Invigorates 

gastrointestinal liver and spleen.119 

116 Cf. ad  27.  Ssumbul et tîb (Dragendorff 1873: 7). Cf. Károly, who writes that sunbul 
corresponds to ‘Indian spikenard, Valeriana jatamansi’” (Károly 2015: 317).  
117 Cf.  bātingān. P. ‘aubergine, egg-plant, Solanum melongena’ (Károly 2015: 236). Cf. 

 ‘eggplant (in Kashgar, cucumber)’ (Schluessel 2015: 15).  ⟩انپتنک⟨pitängän
118 Cf. kuda < kadū P. ‘squash, Cucurbita’ (Károly 2015: 271). 
119 Cf. basbāsa A. ‘nutmeg, Myristica fragrans’ (Károly 2015: 235). 
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 (Commondaphne, olive spurge or ‘laurel⟩ازريونم⟨nūzariyām:52 [570] Mazrion 

mullein) Verbascum thapsus’ (Hooper 1937: 184)120 [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 3rd. 

Anthelmintic, dropsy and inflammation. 

53 [571] Sädäf: ṣadaf ⟩دفص⟨ P. ‘Cowrie shell, Monetaria moneta’ (Hooper 1937: 

195) [I. = INDIA]. Cold. If it is burned, it turns into hot. Medicine against diarrhea 

and bloody stools. 

(Károly 2015: 290) [K. ’Cicer arietinumA. ‘chickpea,⟩دُنخو⟨dḫūnu:54 [572] Nohot 
= KASHGAR]. Cold–wet. Against dropsy, leprosy, inflammations. Invigorating for 

the liver and heart rate.  

Dolomiaea‘sea costus, AP, a kind of⟩ينيرشطسق⟨nīrī-i šṭqus:55 [573] Kasti schirin 

costus’ [An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot. Has a generally invigorating effect, especially 

for the respiratory organs, tendons and muscles.121 

KASHGAR]. =(Károly 2015: 224) [K. ’Ficus‘fig, P. ⟩يرانج⟨rǰīan:56 [574] Ändjir 

[Wet–hot. Medicine against cough, dropsy, urinary retention, strengthens the lungs 

and spleen.122 

’Piper longum‘long pepper, dār-ū-fīlfīl] P. [cf. ⟩لفلفردا⟨r filfilād:57 [575] Dar filfil 
(Károly 2015: 248) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against accumulation of gas 

(pain), caused by a cold temperament. Strengthens the stomach, spleen, liver and 

heart.123 

‘kamala’ (Schluessel 2015: 42; Bäcklund: chapterA.⟩يلقمب⟨līqamb:58 [576] Kjänbil 
21) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 2nd. Anthelmintic. Externally utilized against ulcers.124 

(Károly’Morusmulberry,‘large[cf. šāh-tūt] P.⟩اطوتش⟨tṭūh-āš:59 [577] Schatot 
2015: 321) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Medicine against throat diseases, thirst and 

diarrhea. 

120 Cf. Siggel, who lists māzariyūn as “Daphne mezereum” (Siggel 1950: 67). 
121 Cf. ad 9. Kusth-i-schirin ‘Costus’ (Dragendorff 1873: 3–4)  
122 Cf. ad 101. Anschir ‘der Feige’ (Dragendorff 1873: 17).  
123 Cf. ad 111. Dari Pelpe/ Pelpel Daraz ‘Der lange Pfeffer’ (Dragendorff 1873: 18–19).  
124 Cf. ad 226. Kambel ‘Eine rothe, an Eisenoxyd reiche Erde‘ (Dragendorff 1873: 35). Cf. the 
Arabic word qinbil-i ṭāyifī, which Károly describes as “kamala (of Ṭāyif), Mallotus 
philippinensis” (Károly 2015: 303).   
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Piper ‘cubeb,kabāba-i čīnī] A.[cf. ⟩جين بهکبا⟨nčība-yiākab:tjin60 [578] Kababi 
cubeba’ (Károly 2015: 271) [Kin. = CHINA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against headaches 

and cough caused by cold temperament. Together with sour milk, it is used as a 

medicine against gonorrhea.125 

KASHGAR].=‘a variety of grape’ (Berbercan 2012: 50) [K. ⟩يخز⟨īḫz:61 [579] Zich 

Cold. Medicine used against thirst, vomiting and dysentery. 

’kakiDiospyros] ‘persimon, ⟩لوه كاه⟨kāh-lūh [cf. ⟩کاحو⟨ūhāk:Kahu[580] 62 

(Berbercan 2012: 47) [K. = KASHGAR]. Cold–wet. Medicine against headaches, 

fever. [Also used as] sleeping pills.126 

(Károly’Polyporus officinalis‘(larch) agaric, P. ⟩ونغاريق⟨nūqīrğā:63 [581] Ghariqon 

2015: 255) [Origin not indicated]. Dry–hot. Medicine against melancholy, cough, 

vomiting, colic and swelling.127 

’Ossimum gratissimum ‘clove basil,⟩کشمي جفرن⟨frinjimišik:64 [582] Frändjimischk 

[An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot, 1st. Medicine against headache, thirst. Regulates the 

pulse.128 

1902–1903: (Bäcklund‘cardamom’⟩نهدا نالجي⟨naāndāčīl:danaLadjin [583] 65 

chapter 21) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 2nd. “Opens the heart”, enlarges the spleen, 

expulses abdominal gas. In the form of snuff powder, it causes sneezing. 

’Aframomum melegueta paradise,of‘grains A.⟩لهقاق⟨qullaāq:Kakolä[584] 66 

(Károly 2015: 298) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. “Opens the heart”, stomachic, improves 

digestion, causes constipation. 

125 Cf. ad 108. Kahâba Dahauwo / Kaboba i tschimi ‘Cassia Absus’ (Dragendorff 1873: 17– 
18). Cassia absus is nowadays referred to as Chmaecrista absus. 

(Berbercan 2012: 47). ’Diospyros kaki ‘Bir tür hurma, persimon, .hūh-lāk وه]له[كا <ūhākCf.126 

127 Cf. ad 1. Garikun (Dragendorff 1873: 2). 
128 Cf. 66a. Farandsch Muschk ‘die Früchte des Ocimum pilosum’ (Dragendorff 1873: 12). Cf. 
Hooper who writes, “Faranj mishk or Biranj mishk (Arabic form of the Persian name)” (Hooper 
1931: 306–307). 
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67 [585] Tähmo tumas: tuḫm-i ṭ-m-ā-s [UNIDENTIFIED] [K. = KASHGAR]. Cold– 

dry. Strengthens the cardiac, gastrointestinal and digestive system. Has a constipating 

effect.129 

=[I. coral’ of) ‘(root PA.⟩مرجان بخی⟩  nǰā mar-iēḫb:68 [586] Behi marjan⟩رجانم⟩

INDIA]. Cold–dry, 1st. “Opens the heart,” against stupidity and insanity. 

(Hayyim 1934–’Artemisia cina‘Wormseed,P. ⟩نهدرم⟨dermana:69 [587] Dermännä 

1936: V1–0810) [An. = ANDIJAN]. Dry–hot. Opens the pulse and facilitates 

vomiting. Used as medicine against worms.  

of‘scammony, resinsaqmūnīya] P.[cf.⟩ومونياسق⟨yaīnūmūsaq:70 [588] Sukomonia 

Syrian bindweed, Convolvulus scammonia’ (Károly 2015: 313) [I. = INDIA]. Dry– 

hot. Strong laxative effect. Used as medicine against worms.130 

‘vitriol (a sulphate of copper, iron, zinc, cobalt)’  [cf. zāg] P.⟩اکز⟨kāz:71 [589] Zak 

(Károly 2015: 345) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Combined with honey it is used as 

medicine against worms.  

72 [590] Da tjinn: dāčīn ⟩داچين⟨ [cf. dār-čīnī] P. ‘cinnamon, Cinnamomum 

zeylanicum’ (Károly 2015: 247) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against melancholy, 

insanity and bad breath. Makes the heart happy and increases potency. It stimulates 

menstruation and fetal expulsions for fifteen years [i.e. as in births or miscarriages].131 

’Matricaria Chamomilla (Possibly P.) ‘camomile,⟩بابونه⟨nahūbāb:73 [591] Babonä 

(Hooper 1937: 85, 139) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 2nd. Medicine against headache and 

pain in tendons. Sudorific, diuretic and stimulative for menstruation. 

(Károly 2015: ’Piper nigrum‘black pepper, [cf. fīlfil] A. ⟩فلفل⟨filfil:74 [592] Filfil 
254) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot, 2nd. Medicine against colic and vomiting. Strengthens 

the stomach, liver and spleen.132 

129 Cf. ad 87. Basri Chammos (A) / At Kulagi (T) / Tuchm i Gumos. It is possible that the latter 
product corresponds to tähmo tumas. Dragendorff writes, “möglicherweise identisch mit 
derjenigen der Rhabarberwurzeln” (Dragendorff 1873: 14–15).  
130 Cf. ad 197, 188. Sukmuli / Sukmunia / Chamarband ‘Scammoniums darthun’ (Dragendorff 
1873: 32).
131 Cf. ad 50. Dar tschini ‘Cassia’ (Dragendorff 1873: 11). 
132 Cf. ad  32.  Filfil Mujah  / Bekh i Chantar  / Bekh i Carbusai Sak ‘die Wurzeln im Bau 
Aehnlichkeit mit dem Piper methysticum besitzen’ (Dragendorff 1873: 7–8). 
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’Polypodium officinale,‘Polypody (fern)AP.⟩يچبسفا⟨čbisefay:Bisefaitj[593]75 

(Hayyim 1934–1936: V1–0265) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against melancholy 

and rheumatism; has a laxative effect.  

gooseberry,myrobalan, Indian ‘emblic[cf. āmula] P. ⟩لهميا⟨laīmā:76 [594] Amilä 

Phyllantus emblica, emblica officinalis’ (Károly 2015: 222) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. 

Medicine against constipation and vomiting. Invigorates the cardiac function and 

sharpens the thought and mind.133 

ندوازر :Seravändmuddahrej [595] 77⟩مدحرج ⟩ [zarāwand-i mudaḥraj] ‘round 

mandrake’ [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against cough, migraines, jaundice, 

malice and stupidity.134 

=[I.] [UNIDENTIFIED]. ⟩رومی هزوپت⟨ rumiptaūz[Supti romi: romi78 [596] Supti 
INDIA]. Dry–hot. Medicine against rheumatism, lameness, pain in the side, swellings.  

272) [I.‘amber’ (Károly 2015: P. ⟩کحربا⟨ā-rubḥka:79 [597] Kähruba = INDIA]. 

Cold–wet. Strengthens the heart, haemostatic. 

(Károly 2015: 331) ’Operculina turpethum‘turpeth, P.⟩تربد⟨turbid:80 [598] Turbot 
[I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Strengthens the respiratory tract and uterus.135 

1992: (Schwarz Senna tora‘sicklepod, (possibly A.)⟩فنوس⟨sūfon:81 [599] Fonus 

959)136 [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot.  Abortive, laxative. Strengthens muscles  and 

tendons.137 

 ‘white safēd] P.bahman-i [cf.⟩سفد بحمن⟨man-i safidḥba:82 [600] Bähmändsäfid 

behen, Centaurea behen’ (Káróly 2015: 232) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Against 

“flatulence” and pain. Leads to obesity and potency and entices lust.138 

133 Cf. ad 94. Amila ‘M. Emblica’ (Dragendorff 1873: 15).  
134 Cf. ad  18.  Zarâwandt i Tawil ‘lang Mandragora’ (Dragendorff 1873: 5); Zarâwandt i 
Mudacheratsch ‘rund Mandragora’ (Dragendorff 1873: 6). 
135 Cf. ad 24. Turbut ‘Turpetwurzel’ (Dragendorff 1873: 6). 
136 Cassia tora which is listed in Schwarz (1992: 959) is today referred to as Senna tora. 
137 Perhaps related to fulūs A. ‘seeds (the coin like seeds of golden showers, Cassia fistula)’ 
(Károly 2015: 255).
138 Cf. Ad 15. Kantebar (P) / Bachman (A) / Baagman-i-sefîd ‘Die Baagman-i-sefîd …ist der 
radix muriacuto aus Angola sehr ähnlich’ (Dragendorff 1873: 5). 
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‘Tamarind’ (Steingass 1892: 324) [I. A. ⟩هيندی رمت⟨ītamri hind:83 [601] Tämri hindi 
= INDIA]. Dry–hot. Against vomiting and constipation. Strengthens the heart and 

stomachic areas.  

[Kin. [UNIDENTIFIED].⟩وپها⟨oppa:[602] Oppa84 = CHINA]. Dry–hot. For 

treating wounds and burns. Haemostatic, causes infertility. 

’Dorema ammoniacum‘gum ammoniac, [cf. uššaq] P. ⟩شاقوا⟨ušaq:85 [603] Oschag 

(Károly 2015: 334) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–hot. Against shriveling, lameness and madness.  

siyāh] PA. ‘black (unripe [cf. halīla-i ⟩سياه لحلي⟨hāla-i siyīalḥ:siyah86 [604] hälila 

fruit of the) chebulic myrobalan, Terminalia chebula’ (Károly 2015: 258) [I. = 

INDIA]. Dry–cold. Improves intellect and memory, purifies the throat, bronchi and 

blood.139 

fruit‘yellow (ripe[cf. halīla-i zard] P. ⟩زرد لهليح⟨la-i zardīalḥ:zärd87 [605] Hälila 
of the) chebulic myrobalan, Terminalia chebula’ (Károly 2015: 258) [I. = INDIA]. 

Dry–cold. Purifies the body’s fluids. Used against insanity.140 

(Károly ’Terminalia bellerica‘belleric myrobalan,P. ⟩يلبل⟨laībal:88 [606] Belila 

2015: 233) [I. = INDIA]. Dry–cold. Dissolvent, improves digestion, expels unhealthy 

humidity.141 

‘oak apple; oak gall’ (Károly 2015: 284) [I.māzū] P. [cf. ⟩زیمو⟨īmoz:89 [607] Mazi 
= INDIA]. Dry–cold. Against diarrhea, ulcers and swellings. Used as odor powder. 

Has a haemostatic effect.  

 ‘sweet of) (root⟩بويا کچوچو⟨)yildizi(ük boyačüč(jildisi): 90 [608] Tjutjuk boya 

quince or liquorice’ (Berbercan 2012: 43; Károly 2015: 246) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry– 

hot. Strengthens the breast [chest]. Accelerates the ripening of abscesses.  

91 [609] Arpa badjan: arpa bādyān  (arfa bādyān) ⟨ باديان هفرا ; باديان هپرا ⟩ ‘anise,  

Anisum sativum’ (Berbercan 2012: 39) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot, 1st. Strengthens 

139 Cf. ad 94. Chaliletsch Kara ‘M. Chebula’ (Dragendorff 1873: 15).  
140 Cf. ad 94. Chalilai sart / Chaliletsch asfar ‘M. Chebula’ (Dragendorff 1873: 15).  
141 Cf. ad 94. Baliladsch / Balila ‘M. Bellerica’ (Dragendorff 1873: 15).  
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the gastrointestinal organs, liver, spleen, and kidneys. Used externally as eye 

medication. 

(Berbercan‘A Leguminous plant’⟩يهديربولشا⟨rla boyaīldāš:92 [610] Schaldirlä boja 

2012: 45) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Against colic. Strengthens the stomach and 

heart. 

‘yellow flower’ [UNIDENTIFIED]⟩چچک يريقس⟨äkčičsariq:93 [611] Sarig tjitjek 

[K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. [Improves] mucus secretion. Strengthens the stomach 

and heart.  

(Károly 2015: ’Tulipa‘tulip, (white)aq lāla] TP. [cf.⟩يلهلقا⟨aq läylä:94 [612] Ag lale 

280) [K. = KASHGAR]. Cold. Against wounds and swellings. 

Cuscutadodder,‘Japanese ⟩يمونافت⟨)otğsari(aftimon (saregåt):95 [613] Aftimon 

japonica’ (Jarring 1998: 46.n18) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Good for people with 

heavy and cold blood.  

Carthamus ‘safflower, ⟩رانکزاز⟨)qurtumcalled(alsozaŋzara:Zarangza[614]96 

tinctorius’ (Jarring 1998: 15.n.33; Schwarz 1992: 966) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–hot. 

Laxative. For people with light blood, stopping [sic] (Blood stopping = 

Haemostatic?).  

‘ferngreek’ of) (seed⟩رغیوا مشهشو⟨iğ urušumeša:orogiSchumescha [615] 97 
(Berbercan 2012: 45) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–hot. Stomachic, slightly laxative.  

Pimpinella ‘Aniseed, ⟩ياندبا مرو⟨nā badyrum-i (arrisum):bodiyärRum[616] 98 

Anisum’ (Hooper 1931: 330) [Origin not indicated]. Dry–hot. Against colic. Laxative, 

sudorific and diuretic.142 

‘goat’s of) (seedT. ⟩اورغی تيكان اوغري⟨iğ ururitikänğo:orogi99 [617] Ogri tikan 
head; puncture vine, Tribulus terestris’ also called čahar puti asmani in Uyghur 

(Berbercan 2012: 40; Schwarz 1992: 435, 962) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Provides 

beautiful skin. Mildly laxative.  

142 Cf. ad 135. Badian i Rumi ‘Conium maculatum’ (Dragendorff 1873: 21).  
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2012:(Berbercan ’ harmalaPeganum‘⟩دراسمانا⟨nāsmādrā:100 [618] Adi räsmän 

39) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Enhances intestinal function. [Facilitates] expulsion 

of milk, urine and blood. 

Nigella cumin,‘blackP.siyāh-dāna][cf. ⟩نهاد ايس⟨naā-dāsiy:danäSia[619]101 
sativa’ (Károly 2015: 316) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Initiates mucous secretion, 

[Facilitates] expulsion of milk, urine and blood.143 

102 [620] Gaosaban: gāosabān starflower,‘borage,P.gaosaban][cf.⟩انکاوزب⟨ 
Borago officinalis’ (Siggel 1950: 61; Hooper 1931: 316) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet– 

hot. “Opens the heart”, strengthens the respiratory system, calms nervousness, fetal 

expulsion (regardless whether the fetus is dead or alive).144 

(Károly 2015: 289) [K.’Nymphea‘water lily, P. ⟩وفرلني⟨farūlīn:färr103 [621] Nilo 

= KASHGAR]. Wet–cold. Good for the heart and respiratory organs.145 

Papaver (seed),‘poppy A.⟩خشخاش⟨šḫāašḫ:(käkuar)Haschhasch, [622]104 
somniferum’ (Károly 2015: 261) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–cold. Intoxicating, 

haemostatic. Medicine for the [people] with the warmest blood. 

 P.⟩يهبونجردبا⟨yahūd-i-ranjah-bā> bāyū-i bǰnūdrāb:bojaBaderändj [623]105 
‘madworth, the herb, Asperugo procumbens’ (Hooper 1937: 89; Siggel 1950: 18) [K. 

= KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Medicine against madness, melancholy, heart and liver 

disease.146 

143 Cf. ad 163. Siadona / Schaunitz ‘Zwiebelsame’ (Dragendorff 1873: 26).  
144 Cf. ad 79. Gâusaban / Lisan el sour ‘Hundszunge’ (Dragendorff 1873: 14). Cf. Siggel, who 

(Siggel 1950: 61). aurṭ-ṭn aāliscorresponds to that namea,⟩کاوزبان⟨,⟩کاوزوان⟨nāwzawāklists 
David Hooper writes that this is Echium plantagineum. According to him, the plant is called 
gul-i-gao-zaban in Teheran, a name that in Persian signifies ‘flowers of cow’s tongue’ or 
‘flowers of Bugloss’. According to Hooper’s information, it appears that “gul-i-gao- zaban is a 
generic name for the blue flowers of the Borage family. The above species of Echium occurs 
in Asia Minor, Transcaucasia, and North Africa. The blue corollas from Teheran belong to this 
species ; they are 3 cm. long, 12 mm. wide at the throat, funnel-shaped, almost bilabiate, and 
slightly hairy. The flowers are considered a very good cardiac, tonic, demulcent, and laxative” 
(Hooper 1931: 316). 
145 Cf. ad 72. Nei lufar ‘Das Kraut der Nymphaea’ (Dragendorff 1873: 13).  
146 Cf. ad 66. Badranesch Buja / Jalpusi sefîd ‘Herba Ziziphorae tenuioris’ (Dragendorff 1873: 
12). Cf. 1. bādrīnǰ. P. ‘sweet basil, Ocimum basilicum’ (Károly 2015: 232). 2. boya. T. ‘madder, 
Rubia tinctorum’ (Károly 2015: 242). According to Siggel, bādrang būya is lemon balm, 
Melissa officinalis (Siggel 1950: 18). As can be observed here, different Latin names occur. 
This ‘confusion’ perhaps makes more sense when one reads what Hooper writes: “This is a 
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‘mugwort,(seed of)⟩اورغی امن⟨)iğuru(ämän;ärmän>aman:106 [624] Ämän orugi 
Artemisia vulgaris; A. Leucophylla’ (Schwarz 1992: 961) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry– 

hot. Against cough, heart disease, rheumatism.147 

=(Károly 2015: 331) [K.’Raphanus sativus‘radish, P.⟩ترب⟨turb:107 [625] Turup 

KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Against hot and burning pain. Has a diuretic effect and  

expulses blood, laxative. 

(KárolyPT. (root of) ‘lily, Lilium’⟩زیيلد سنسو⟨san yildiziūs:108 [626] Saosan jildisi 
2015: 318) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–hot. Strengthens the lungs, liver, spleen, uterus, 

glands, etc.148 

1931: 311) (Hooper’Cordia myxa‘borage, P. ⟩ستانسپ⟨nāsipest:109 [627] Sepystan 

[An. = ANDIJAN]. Neutral. Medicine against dry cough, asthma, hoarseness, 

secretion of pus. Gonorrhea, which stems from the warm-blooded temperament, is 

healed with this medicine.  

of) (flower Gül-i banafša] P. [cf. ⟩شرکلبنف⟨Gül-banafšar:110 [628] Gulbänäfschär 

‘violet, Viola odorata’ (Káróly 2015: 233) [K. = KASHGAR]. Wet–cold. Against 

cough, thirst and fever.149 ⟩تسبو يومغاق ⟨yumğaq sebüt[cf. aq⟩سوت قاومغي⟨.1 sütğyum:syt111 [629] Jumgag 

’ sativumCoriandrum‘Coriander,T.]⟩بوتهس مغاقيو⟨säbütäyumğaq2. (Berbercan 

2012: 49–50; Károly 2015: 275; Schwarz 1992: 806) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–cold. 

Against headaches and external injuries. With women’s milk against eye diseases.150 

prostrate herb in Arabia, Iran, Europe, and North Africa. It is common in cultivated fields and 
gardens. The fruiting calyx is reticulate-veined, with acute, ciliate lobes. The substitution of 
this plant for the well-known, fragrant drug, Badrandj-boia, a remedy for asthma, persists in 
Iran. Schlimmer writing about Asperugo says, "This plant, dried, is sold by the druggists of 
Tehran under the false name of Badrendj-bou-yeh, which is the true name of Melissa 
cedronella. I have never been able to understand the reason of this sophistication, to which Dr. 
Haussknecht was the first to call attention, because the true Melissa is largely cultivated in the 
gardens about Tehran” (Hooper 1937: 89). 
147 Cf. 75a. Afsantin / Irman ‘Artemisia Absynthium’ (Dragendorff 1873: 13).  

 “Bir tür zambak süsen. A species of Iris” (Berbercan 2012: 45).  ⟩سوسن گل⟨sen gülūsCf.148 

149 Cf. ad 31. Daschen bu nauscha (Bunaptscha) ‘ein Violarinenrhizom‘ (Dragendorff 1873: 
7). Cf. 1. gülbinäpşä; binäpşäj [gülbinäpšä; binäpšäy] > ‘violet, Viola adorata; V. Oxycentra’ 

Mallow’ofspeciesAebegümeci. tür‘Bir ⟩نفشه لگ⟨nefşe gülcf.2.972).1992:(Schwarz 
(Berbercan 2012: 48).  
150 Cf. ad 131. Kaschnees / Kusbura ‘Coriander’ (Dragendorff 1873: 21).  
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112 [630] Vang: wāñ [–] ‘blackthorn; sloe, Prunus spinosa’ (Schwarz 1992: 966). 

[Origin not indicated]   

1892:thorn-apple’ (Steingass ‘The ⟩اتولهت کناو⟨laūtātāŋw:tatolä113 [631] Vang 
272; Hooper 1931: 314–315) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–cold. Intoxicating, soporific, 

mucus secreting.  

(Károly 2015: 272) ’Apium graveolens‘celery,P. ⟩فشرک⟨karafš:114 [632] Käräfsch 

[K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Against headaches, breathlessness, hiccups, cold gases 

in the intestines.151 

(Károly 2015: 345) ’Linum usittatissimum‘linseed, P. ⟩يرزغ⟨rğīza:115 [633] Zigir 

[K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Laxative. Strengthens the head and muscles. Used 

combined with cold water to prevent swelling of the head. 

’macrophylla Rosarose, ‘The⟩کل ليزق⟨qizil gül:116 [634] Kjisil gul (Berbercan 

2012: 47) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Gives strength to the spirit and “opens the 

heart”. Dries mucus.  

(Schwarz’Acorus gramineus‘calamus; slender sweetflag, ⟩يرايک⟨igir:117 [635] Igir 

1992: 970) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Antidote for a number of poisonings. Against 

rheumatism. Has an expectorant effect.152 

v.‘S.A. mulūk]ḥabb-al[cf.⟩الملک حب⟨ mulukabb-alḥ:Hebelmuluk[636]118 
Euphorbia nereifolia’ (Siggel 1950: 28) [K. = KASHGAR]. Dry–hot. Is cooked with 

rooster meat. A medicine against stiffness of the limbs, against hemorrhoids and 

constipation.153 

119 [637] Stramanis: stramanis [–] [Origin not indicated]154 

151 Cf. ad 46. Asl el Karafesch / Bekh Karafesch ‘Selleriwurzel’ (Dragendorff 1873: 21). Cf. ad 
130. Basr-ul-karafesch / Tuhm i Karafesch ‘Früchte des Apium graveolens’ (Dragendorff 1873: 
21).
152 Cf. ad 35. Igir / Natsch ‘Kalmus’ (Dragendorff 1873: 8). 
153 Cf. ad 154. Chab el Malek / Dent / Bid aendschir Kitai / Gertschek hindi ‘Der Crotonsame’ 
(Dragendorff 1873: 23–24).  
154 Regarding stramanis,Högberg’s list contains no information about the local name. Possibly 

 itlistswho Hayyim,by mentioned],هروتات[tatoorehisit as “Bot. Datura,  thorn-apple, 
stramonium, stramony” (Hayyim 1934–1936: V1–0394). 
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120 [638] Schohle: šūḫlā, šoḫla ⟨ وخلهش ;شوخال ⟩ ‘A species of Night-shade, Solanum 

nigrum’ (Berbercan 2012: 45. Cf. Schwarz 1992: 970; Shaw 1878: 217) [I. = INDIA]. 

Medicine against cough, worms and phlegm. Strengthens the heart.  

’Strychnos nux-vomicatree, ‘Strychnine ⟩کوچيله⟨laūčīk:Kutjula[639]121 (cf. 

Bäcklund: chapter 21; Hooper 1931: 339) [K. = KASHGAR].155 

 ‘alum’ (Schluessel 2015: 30) [Origin not indicated].⟩زمچى⟨ičzam:122 [640] Zämtji 

123 [641] [–] 

124 [642] [–] Tobacco pipe. Prepared by Kashgarian doctor. The shaft is missing. 

125 [643–644] [–] Medicine which is smoked. When No. 1 is well lit, a couple of 
pills (No. 2) are added. Used against toothache and bone necrosis 

Fig. 5:4. Oud Bälesan  [ʿūd-i balsān. A. ‘balm (of Gilead) Commiphora 
opobalsamum’] Dry–Hot Medicine. Against snake and scorpion bites and 
strengthening for the stomach. Location and photo. Museum of Ethnography, 
Stockholm. 

155 Cf. ad 168. Kutschila (P) /  Asarak (A) /  Azaraghi / (A)  Gargemorit (Kauk.) ‘von den 
Brechnüssen bemerkt’ (Dragendorff 1873: 27).  
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Fig. 5:5. Medicine in glass vessel. Schohle [šūḫlā, šoḫla] ‘A species of Night-shade 
used against cough, worms, phlegm as well as for strengthening the heart’. Location 
and photo: Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 

Minerals, metals and precious stones 
Besides plant-based products and a few medicaments from the animal 
kingdom, the Eastern Turki materia medica made use of several minerals. 
While Högberg’s list mainly contains plant-based medicaments, it also 
mentions products such as alum, vitriol, arsenic, cinnabar, chalk and amber. 

A number of medieval treatises written in Arabic and Persian deal 
specifically with minerals and gems.156 The most well-known Arabic treatise 
is the 11th-century book Ketāb al-jamāher fi maʿrefat al-jawāher, written by 
Abu Rayḥān Biruni (b. 973–d. 1048). With respect to terminology, it should 
be noted that classical texts also include products such as “pearls, coral, 

156 Persian books on minerals and precious stones are usually referred to by the term Jawāher-
nāma. 
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amber, bezoars” (Porter 2018)157 although these are not minerals but belong to 
the animal kingdom. However, in medieval texts these were simply referred 
to as stones (Porter 2018).158 The topic is not only discussed in Arabic and 
Persian works but also in Chagatay texts such as Subḥān Qulï, who mentions 
minerals under a separate heading (Károly 2015: 143).  

With regard to minerals and other types of materia medica, we see that in 
medieval times a special kind of Islamic literature known as khawaṣṣ was 
devoted to the use of “plants, animals, and minerals” (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 148), such as stones in magic ritual. The designs used in these 
manuals were later popularized as engravings in gemstones embedded in 
rings, which were used for auspicious and protective purposes (Pormann & 
Savage Smith 2007: 149). While minerals could be used for curative purposes, 
their usage was not restricted to this. As DeWeese points out, an anonymous 
Persian medical treatise from Central Asia entitled Tadāruk al-sumūm deals 
with “the preparation of poisons […] obtained from minerals, plants and 
animals)” (DeWeese 2013: 8). 

The use of stones and minerals for curative and magical purposes was not 
reserved for the medieval period but also frequent in the early 20th century. In 
the book The Wild Rue, Bess Donaldson provides an extensive enumeration 
of the religio-magical and therapeutic uses of stones, metals and minerals in 
Iran during the early 1900s. In Iran, people would touch and kiss sacred stones 
in order to find protection or avert malice and sickness. Regarding a famous 
shrine, Donaldson writes that the pilgrims would “insist on stopping at 
Ķadamgáh long enough to climb up to the little shrine and worship before the 
sacred stone” (Donaldson 1973: 148–149).159 

It has been kissed and rubbed by so many thousands that it has become 
smooth and polished. A similar stone is enshrined in a niche in the wall 
on one of the narrow streets in Meshed, which bears marks like the 
imprint of a hand, with five digits. Some say that it was made by Ạli’s 
hand, and others say that it is from the hand of the Imam Riḍa. Barren 
women, and those who have lost all their children, burn candles or  
grease lamps in this niche in fulfilment of vows they have made there 
previously. People in pain will place their hands upon this stone and 
then rub upon the place affected. (Donaldson 1973: 148–149) 

Historical material on Eastern Turkestan also mentions special stones 
found at mazar – Muslim  pilgrimage sites. A Swedish  missionary,  for  

157 Porter, Yves. 2018. Jawāher-nāma. https://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/jawaher-nama 
158 Porter, Yves. 2018. Jawāher-nāma. https://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/jawaher-nama 
159 Cf. Afanasyeva (2013: 163) who, writing on Kazakh medicine in the 18th–early 20th 

century, mentions an observation reported by the Russian doctor I. Kolbasenko, who had seen 
“an “idol” at Issygatinskoe Gorge (now Issyk-Ata in Kyrgyzstan), to which Qazaqs came to 
ask for children, greasing the block with fat and bathing in the hot springs nearby.” 
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instance, commented upon the stones found at the shrine of Apaq Khoja, close 
to Kashgar, which were used for determining whether the pilgrims’ prayers 
had been answered or not. 

For these wretched people there are many places where they can go to 
find remedy. At some of these sites it is possible for them to find out 
instantly whether their prayers have been heard. The proof of this is that 
they are able to lift quite heavy stones which are found at the site. 
(Gustafsson 1917: 227) (This translation also appears in Hällzon 2012. 
Cf. Jarring 1979b: 16) 

In Eastern Turkestan, stones were also employed in soothsaying practices 
(Cf. Gustafsson 1917a: 228–229; Jarring 1979b: 12). If we turn to Persia, we 
see that precious stones such as agate, turquoise, serpentine, jade, alexandrite, 
onyx, ruby, crystal, coral (not a stone mineral in a scientific sense) and milky 
quartz were used as amulets for averting the evil eye, jinn, and evil spirits. 
Such stones were also utilized for protection against the bites of poisonous 
insects, scorpions and serpents, toothache, insufficient supply of breastmilk 
and more. Besides gems, stones of a particular color were considered 
especially powerful. In Persia, blue stones found inside a chicken were 
believed to cure mental disorders, protect against the evil eye and were used 
for calming children who would not sleep. The use of stones was also  
condoned by the religious establishment that recognized their healing 
properties (Donaldson 1973: 152–154). 

According to the ụlamá, or “ learned ones, ” there are stones to make 
fat and stones to make lean ; stones to stop bleeding and those to reduce 
swelling ; stones to cure tuberculosis and those to cure leprosy ; stones 
to cure blindness and also insanity ; stones to dissolve and break those 
in the bladder; stones to produce pregnancy and to insure easy delivery 
; stones to make the hair grow and stones to produce rain ; stones to 
help one keep awake and those to produce sleep ; stones to keep thieves 
at a distance and stones to rid the house of mice and rats––and there are 
other stones to remove the power of all these that have been mentioned. 
(Donaldson 1973: 154) 

Similarly, sources on Eastern Turkestan make mention of stones. Here, 
several reports mention the so-called yada stone, which was used in weather 
magic by the yadači, a sort of ‘rain maker’. The yada stone was in fact not a 
real stone but the stone of an animal. 

The Yada stone is made of the gall of various animals, such as cows, 
horse, etc. The stone is first removed from the dead animal, then 
washed. Then the “ yadachi ” places the stone in his arm-pit to keep it 
warm. In order to produce rain, the stone is dipped in a mixture of the 
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blood of seven kinds of “ harām ” animal. And seven kinds of “ halāl ” 
animal. Soon after this dipping, a cloud should appear in the sky. The 
process is sometimes accompanied by the reading of weird spells. 

After some use these stones are said to “ die ” ; and in order to bring a 
stone to life again, they put it into the food of some animal, and await 
its discharge by that animal. If at the end of three days it does not 
appear, they sacrifice the animal in order to remove the stone. (Ross & 
Wingate 1934: 6) 

Indigenous sources such as those collected by Gunnar Jarring also mention 
the yada-stone. Used in combination with prayer, it would procure the right 
kind of weather.  

1. There are no rain-makers in Guma. 2. There are some in a village 
called Zonglang, belonging to (the) Qarghaliq(-district). 3. From time 
immemorial many rain-makers come from this place. 4. As far as I have 
heard they put the yada-stone into water 5. and if they read the prayers 
(appropriate for) it 6. it is said that it will rain. 7. If they put the yada-
stone in a warm place 8. and read the (appropriate) prayers 9. the sun is 
said to appear. 10. (Now comes) a description of how to find the yada-
stone. 11. It is believed that the yada-stone falls down from Heaven in 
the autumn. 12. It falls on a lucernefield or in a green field or on such 
places which are green. 13. If, having got it with grass, 14. an ox eats it 
15. Such an ox, when he is bellowing, will do it ten to fifteen times and 
(then) stop. 16. From such an ox some people have found a yada-stone. 
17. Of course 18. there are people in the Six Cities 17. who have killed 
such an ox 18. and taken the yada-stone. (Jarring 1951b: 168–169) 

Minerals and stones are also present in folklore. An Eastern Turki legend 
regarding the origin of qaš taš ‘jade’, for example, is recounted in a story by 
Jarring in the 1930s. 

The holy Adam – peace be upon him – and mother Eve were separated 
from each other for seven years. 2. One day the holy Adam – peace be 
upon him – and mother Eve met each other on a glacier. 3. They wished 
to coite on this place. 4. They had coition at this place. 5. The seminal 
fluid flowed out on the glacier. 6. The seminal fluid froze. 7. From this 
the jade-stone has its origin. 8. That is the miracle of the holy Adam – 
peace be upon him. 9. That women feel cold on their rump and men on 
their knees has remained from this time. (Jarring 1951a: 64) 
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Minerals and metals in the materia medica 
Besides their magical properties, minerals and metals also had a place in 

pharmacology. Subḥān Qulï’s 17th-century manuscript mentions a mineral 
medicine, for instance, a short section of which I present here: 

If the trouble of the eyes is serious, put a large amount into the eyes; if 
it is mild, put as you wish. It will have much benefit. In case of increased 
blood flow in the eye: one dirham of Basra stone, [21v] one dirham of 
pearl. Bring them into proper consistency with coriander juice. If  
someone rubs it into the eyes, it will be beneficial. (Károly 2015: 143) 

The terminology used by Subḥān Qulï is similar to that of Eastern Turki 
texts. Also here, minerals were often combined with plants and animal 
substances. 

wä digär andāmi sust bolsa ʿilāji bolmasa qizil guli yasmuq nawšādir 
zaʿfarān küčiläni jamʿ qilib sürgil darḥāl šifā bolur 

Yet another recipe: if the limbs are drowsy and there is no remedy one 
should mix red rose, lentils, ammonium chloride, saffron and strychnine 
and apply it. It will heal immediately. (Prov 24. 13a5–7) 

Many of the mineral substances mentioned in Eastern Turki texts also  
appear in the lists compiled by Swedish missionaries Högberg and Bäcklund. 
Among such products mentioned by the latter we find salmiac, copper vitriol 
(copper sulfate), copperas; ferrous sulfate, iron vitriol, sulfuric acid, slaked 
lime, quicklime, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid as well as salt[s], etc. Note that 
since Bäcklund’s material mainly deals with the preparation of such products 
and not their usage, they will appear in Chapter 8 under the heading “Magnus 
Bäcklund’s material on the drug-bazaars”. 

As is the case with plant-based medicaments, minerals were also assigned 
a temper. While most mineral products in Högberg’s list are assigned either a 
hot or cold temper, there are exceptions to the rule. One such product is ⟩زمچى⟨ičzam Another is 160’cinnabar’ (Károly 2015: 322). P. ⟩شنکرف⟨šangarf 
‘alum’ (Schluessel 2015: 30) for which the list does not provide any 
explanation regarding origin, usage or classification (Högberg 1907a: 57 
(122) [640]). 

zinc, copper, iron, of sulphate ‘vitriol (a [cf. zāg] P. ⟩زاک⟨kāzRegarding 
cobalt)’ (Károly 2015: 345), Högberg writes that it is a dry–hot medicament 
locally produced (Kashgar) which, when combined with honey, was used  
against worms. Although not stated explicitly, it is possible that intestinal 

160 According to an online source so-called Kushta of Shangarf is commonly used in both 
Ayurvedic and Graeco-Islamic (i.e. unani) medicine. It is a product with which special care 
should be taken since it contains mercury. Available at: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6142886/ (last accessed 2021-12-12). 
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worms are referred to here (Högberg 1907a: 57 (71) [589]). Another substance 
used for medical purposes was arsenic, a product imported to Kashgar from ⟩زرنخ⟨ḫzärnäAndijan. In Eastern Turki, the generic term for the product was 

161(26) [544]).571907a:(Högberg‘arsenic’]⟩زرنيخ⟨zirnīḫ [cf.  Arsenic is  
known to be highly poisonous, and extreme care should therefore be  taken  
when handling it. This is also reflected in the temper assigned to arsenic in 

‘Sultan’s[jamal got] ⟩جمالغوط⟨ṭoğlājamalongside which list, Högberg’s 
seeds’, is the only product in the catalog classified as dry–hot to the 4th degree. 
It is clear that its usage was varied, and as such it was used for treating “smelly 
sores, pyogenic granulomas [proud flesh], polyps, [and] scabies” (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (26) [544]). Moreover, it was used for cosmetic purposes. Mixed 
with lime (stone), it was used for removing undesired hair (Högberg 1907a: 
57 (26) [544]). Regarding the remaining two products mentioned by Högberg, 

‘chalk, calcite’ (Károly 2015: 324) is a product [cf. tabāšir] P. ⟩طباشير⟨rīšāabṭ 
imported from India classified as dry–cold to the 3rd degree (Högberg 1907a: 

was272) 2015:(Károly‘amber’ P. ⟩کحربا⟨ā-rubḥkawhile (37) [555])57 
classified as cold–wet (Högberg 1907a: 57 (79) [597]). Both medicaments 
were considered beneficial for treating heart conditions, but also had other 
properties. As such, we can observe that chalk or calcite was considered useful 
for calming the heart but also against inflammation in the liver (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (37) [555]). Amber, on the other hand, was used for ‘strengthening 
the heart’ but was also considered to possess haemostatic properties (Högberg 
1907a: 57 (79) [597]). 

Animal products In Eastern Turkestani medical sources 
Besides plant-based medicaments and minerals, animals play an important 
role in the materia medica in Turkic Central Asia. In Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, 
for instance, a whole chapter is dedicated to discussing animal-based 
medicines (Károly 2015: 26). This information can be juxtaposed with 
Afanasyeva’s findings from healing practices on the Kazakh steppe in the 
18th–early 20th century. Afanasyeva argues that 

In the healing of the sick, animal products prevailed. These could easily 
be obtained by the nomads, whose economy was based on breeding 
sheep and horses. These remedies included guts, fat, blood, bile, lard, 
milk, skins of wild and domestic animals as well as of birds and reptiles, 

161 Cf. Siggel, who writes “zarnīḫ ‘Auripigment oder realgar’” (Siggel 1950: 81). Regarding 
terminology, Subḥān Qulï’s treatise makes mention of zirniḫ-i surḫ. P. ‘realgar, red arsenic’ 
(Károly 2015: 347).  
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that were applied to the sore parts of the body and given by mouth in 
various forms. (Afanasyeva 2013: 167) 

Often, plant-based products were not used alone but mixed with animal-
based ingredients. This is true with regard to both Subḥān Qulï’s treatise and 
the Eastern Turkic sources, where entire sections are devoted to the subject. 
Many of the products appearing in the materia medica of both regions are 
similar, but small differences can also be observed regarding medical 
terminology. When discussing the role of animals in Graeco-Islamic 
medicine, we should also mention neighboring areas such as the Indian 
subcontinent, where an apparent continuity of animal-based medicine within 
so-called unani medicine can be observed by the occurrence of detailed 
publications devoted to this issue (Vohora S.B. & S.Y. Khan 1979). 

Animal medicine in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise  
If we turn to Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, we see that animal products occupy an 
important place. The general terms for animals in that source are the Persian 
words ǰānwar ‘animal’ (Károly 2015: 270), ǰunbanda ‘living creature’ (Károly 
2015: 271) and the corresponding Arabic terms ḥaywān ‘animal’ and 
ḥaywānāt ‘animals’ (Károly 2015: 262). A more specific word for land-living 
animals is also the Turkic word yïlqï ‘a quadruped animal’ (Károly 2015: 342). 

An inventory of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise reveals that of the words denoting 
animals, we find 2 combined Turkic-Arabic words, 2 combined Turkic-
Persian words, 2 combined Arabic-Persian words, 27 Persian words, 6 Arabic 
words and one Mongolian word. The Turkic vocabulary amounts to 46 entries, 
which is more than half of the words in the list that contains a total of 86 
different entries. It should be noted, however, that a few of these do not 
represent independent items but instead reflect different spellings found in that 
manuscript. Nevertheless, Turkic words constitute an overwhelming majority 
when it comes to representations of animals. 

We can observe that these borrowings are to some extent quite logical. The 
animals that have reached the vocabulary by means of Persian and Arabic are 
often, but certainly not always, species not commonly found in the fauna of 
Central Asia. For example, items from the sea (not fish) such as aq marǰān 
TA ‘white coral’ and qïzïl marǰān TA ‘red coral’ and aq ṣadaf TP ‘white pearl’ 
are represented by a combination of Turkic words for color, but Arabic and 
Persian words for species. Other cases include water-inhabiting creatures, 
such as ḫar-čang P ‘crab’, marwārīd P ‘pearl’, sang-pušt P ‘tortoise, turtle’ 
and zēlūča P ‘leech’. 

In addition, it is perhaps not unexpected to find non-Turkic words relating 
to certain land-inhabiting animals not encountered in the region, such as fīl A. 
‘elephant’. Notwithstanding, it should be stated that many of the species with 
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Persian, Arabic and Mongolian names also occur in Central Asia with their 
corresponding Turkic names. The tendency to use Persian and Arabic is not a 
marker indicating the occurrence or non-occurrence of a species, but rather 
reflects the preference of the author(s). 

The preparation of animal products for medicine in Eastern 
Turkestan 
If we compare the Eastern Turki sources with Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, we also 
see here that animals played an important part in medications. Among one of 
the most commonly used products was ʿasal ‘honey’, produced by bees 
(Károly 2015: 226). Another word apparently meaning the same thing is the 
Persian angubīn ‘honey’ (Károly 2015: 223). 

In the preparation of medicine, it was common to use the flesh and fat of 
various animals as well their skin, organs such as the heart, kidney, gallbladder 
and brain, along with reproductive organs. In addition, milk and other dairy 
products such as yoghurt as and birds’ eggs were used extensively. Urine and 
faeces were used both for consumption and for external use on wounds. In the 
healing process, it was common to fumigate excrements as well as different 
parts of animals such as the gall bladder, bones and the horns of deer. As 
Károly’s work has demonstrated, such practices were at times made with 
references to authorities within the medical tradition, such as Buqrāṭ ḥakīm 
‘Hippocrates’ in the passage below: 

Buqrāṭ ḥakīm aytïb-tur agar suġunnuŋ tezäkini har üydä kim tütün 
qïlsalar bolġan quš wa qurt ïlan wa čïyan olsa üydin qačïb özgä sarï 
barġay 

Hippocrates the physician says that if someone smokes deer excrement 
in a house, all moths and parasites, or snakes and scorpions will leave 
the house and go to other places. (Károly 2015: 40) 

Some of the animals were considered haram ‘ritually unclean’ and 
normally not consumed as food, but as the sources illuminate, such animals 
were indeed used as medicine. In addition to such animal products, human 
urine, hair and milk were also considered potent medicaments. For example, 
women’s milk was used mainly as a medication for inflammation of the eyes 
(Högberg 1907a: 57 (16) [534]; Högberg 1907a: 57 (111) [629]). It should be 
noted that the inclusion of human substances is by no means restricted to 
Eastern Turki texts. In Oliver Kahl’s book Sābūr ibn Sahl’s Dispensatory in 
the Recension of the ʿAḍudī Hospital, we learn that Sābūr ibn Sahl’s (d. 869) 
treatise written in the ninth century mentions the use of products such as 
“breastmilk, bone, hair, saliva, urine, faeces” (Kahl 2009: 10n.40). 
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Domestic and wild mammals in the medicine of Eastern 
Turkestan 
Many of the Eastern Turki prescriptions make use of the local fauna. Thus, 
the following section will discuss these animals’ properties with regard to 
medicine. For organizational purposes, we will first mention domestic 
mammals, followed by their wild counterparts. Thereafter we will mention the 
role of birds in medicine. Finally, one section is devoted to reptiles, 
amphibians and fish. The final part will mention the use of invertebrates. 

In the section devoted to trade in medical products, we have mentioned the 
importance of beasts of burden such as camels, yaks, mules and horses. The 
flesh and other body parts, as well as their hooves and droppings, were used 
for a variety of ailments. Regarding horses, Eastern Turki texts make a 
distinction between different types. The most common is the generic word aṭ 

be canwhich Western Turkestan), (also in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise from ,⟩آط⟨ 
used for both horses and ponies (Schluessel 2015: 5; Károly 2015: 226) while 

(Schluessel 2015: 19). The words ponies to only refers ⟩توطى⟨iṭtuthe word 
arğir aṭ and arğamaq at, described by Jarring as ‘a special kind of horse’ 
(Jarring 1964: 26) and ayğir ‘stallion’ mentioned by Schwarz, are probably 
different representations of the same word (Schwarz 1992: 37). The region 
was also home to the very rare “Przevaljskij’s horse (equus przewaljskii), but 
in the sources consulted here there is no mention of this horse being used as a 
medicament. 

Przevaljskij’s horse (equus przewaljskii) is still found in the deserts 
between the Tianshan and Altai, but since it is timid to the extreme, 
seeing one is reserved for very few people who have the grace of 
catching no more than a glance of an occasional specimen. (Törnquist 
1926: 148) 

Besides horses, donkeys are mentioned in the literature. In Eastern 
Its cousin, the .⟩ايشاک⟨išäkTurkestan, the tame donkey was commonly called 

In this context it should be noted that .⟩قچير⟨irčqäcalledwas hinny, or mule 
various spellings of this word can be found in the medical manuscripts. The 
sources also indicate linguistic similarities between Eastern Turkestan and 
Western Turkestan. Linguistic similarities are striking between the sources 
from Eastern Turkestan and Western Turkestan. While Subḥān Qulï’s treatise 
mentions ḫačïr T. ‘hinny’ (Károly 2015: 257), contemporary Uyghur sources ⟩قاچير⟨irčqa<⟩خچير⟨irčeḫ‘mule’ (Schwarz 1992: 1049); cf.xeçir,at xeçirlist 
‘mule’ (Schluessel 2015: 40; also see, Jarring 1964: 243). 

According to Törnquist, the mule was utilized in caravans between India 
and Kashgar. They were especially popular among wealthy Chinese, in 
particular the mandarins, who would “exclusively utilize mules as beast of ⟩قوالن⟨qulanthewas counterpartwildIts146).1926: (Törnquist burden” 
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Equus hemionus hemionus, ‘a wild ass; a foal’ (Schluessel 2015: 44) whose 
name is equivalent to that found in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 2015: 306). 
An equally or even more important animal for transport was the camel. The 

 ‘camel’⟩وەتي⟨tiwäand ⟩کهتو⟨tögägeneric word for camel in Eastern Turki was 
(Schluessel 2015: 19–20), corresponding to tewä ‘camel’ in Károly (2015: 
328). With regard to Eastern Turkestan, we are most likely referring to the 
Bactrian camel, Camelus bactrianus, today a highly threatened species, and 
the only species of camel still found in the wild.162 The wild camel was 
encountered close to lake Lop Nor, while the wild yak as well as the wild 
donkey lived in the mountains bordering Tibet (Törnquist 1926: 148). The 

theinanimal important anwas 43)2015:(Schluessel‘yak’⟩قوتاز⟨qutaz 
caravan trade. There appeared to exist a domesticated variant as well as a wild 
counterpart, which was found in the mountains close to Tibet (Törnquist 1926: 
145, 148): 

Another helper to man is the yak or (grunting ox). It is found in the 
mountain areas, not feeling at home down on the plain in the heat. In 
the mountains, he climbs with his burden or rider with the ease of  a  
mountain buck and traverses passes where the horse will fail to do so. 
In addition, he provides man with milk, meat, hair, and ornamental 
horse tufts. (Törnquist 1926: 145)163 

Besides beasts of burden such as those mentioned above, cows, sheep and 
goats all played an important role in terms of nutrition and providing hides 

 are the  words used for  inäkEastern Turki, and fur. In⟩اينک⟨and kalla⟩ ّهکل⟨ 
describing the cow. The linguistic evidence seems to indicate that there is a 
slight difference between the two term and that inäk is a ‘milking cow’, while 
kalla just means any sort of cow (Schluessel 2015: 41; Schluessel 2015: 46). 
These words can be compared to the Turkic term sïġïr ‘cow’ appearing in 

steer’ ’bullock; ox; mean öküz and⟩بوقا⟨buqa terms TheKároly (2015: 315). 
‘ox, bullock’ (Schluessel 2015: 10, 13;is the word used for ⟩وىا⟨while uy ُ 

Schwarz 1992: 448; Jarring 1964: 218). With regard to sheep, the generic 
corresponds towhich (Schluessel 2015: 44)⟩قوى⟨qoyisEastern Turki term 

the vocabulary of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 2015: 305) that also lists the 
Turkic word qoyun ‘sheep’ (Károly 2015: 306). The fat-tailed sheep was 

162 Source: https://www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/b/bactrian-camel/ (last 
accessed 2021-05-09) 
163 In the Swedish text, Törnquist refers to the Swedish word tassel. For some reason, however, 
it is not listed in SAOB ‘Svenska Akademiens Ordbok’ https://www.saob.se/ (last accessed 
2021-12-17). In English, however, the word tassel has the meaning “a dangling ornament made 
by laying parallel a bunch of cords or threads of even length and fastening them at one end” 
(Merriem-Webster) which explains my translation above. Available at: https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/tassel (last accessed 2021-12-17) 
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found in great swaths of Central Asia. It is possible that the type to which 
Törnquist refers, is the so-called Altay sheep, also common among the 
Kazakhs. As Törnquist points out, its flesh and fat are considered a great 
delicacy (Törnquist 1926: 145). It is also widely used as a medicament in 
traditional Uyghur medicine, and appears in the Eastern Turki medical sources 
where it constitutes and important ingredient in many recipes. 

With regard to goats, the Eastern Turki sources use the generic term äčkü 
Among the sources. dictionaryin of forms number aappears in that⟩اچکو⟨ 

renderings of this word, I have come across äčkü  ~ ečkü  ~ öčkü T ‘goat’  
(Jarring 1964: 39; Károly 2015: 250, 293) while kid goat commonly is called 

‘kid’ (Károly 2015: 290). Tlaqġo(Schluessel 2015: 9). Cf. ⟩اوغالق⟨laqǧo 
Gunnar Jarring refers to its cousin, the wild goat or the mountain goat, as tekä, 
taka or tağ takasi (Jarring 1964: 292, 306). 

Among the wild ruminating animals found in Eastern Turkestan and used 
Ovissheep, the ‘wild ⟩ياواقوچقار⟨ ‘ram’ qarčyawa qoaremedical purposes for 

polii’ (Ovis ammon polii) (Jarring 1964: 250; Schluessel 2015: 53) and keyik 
‘gazelle’ (Károly 2015: Tkäyik‘antelope’ (Schluessel 2015: 47), cf. ⟩کيک⟨ 

273). These animals were sought after, not the least for European explorers 
who valued their horns as trophies and the Chinese who appreciated their 
medical properties (Törnquist 1926: 147). C. P. Skrine, for example, reported 
that “ibex and stag horns are used by the Chinese in the concoction of certain 
medicines and dopes” (Skrine 1986: 154–155). Törnquist writes that the main 
deer habitat was in the Tian Shan Mountains, while antelopes grazed 
throughout the country (Törnquist 1926: 147). The species of deer to which 
he refers  is perhaps the endemic species  Cervus yarkandensis recorded by 
Nazaroff. According to his report, the animal was in high demand, in 
particular by the Chinese, who held the horns in high esteem.  

I  saw  local deer  in the garden  of the amban or  magistrate of  Maral 
Bashi, a stag, a hind, and  a  fawn.  This was  probably  Cervus 
yarkandensis […]. They have a reddish-brown spot on the rump and in 
the structure of the body and form of the antlers are nearer to the red 
deer of Europe than to the true maral or wapiti of Siberia, which occurs 
in Semirechie and Kuldja. The Chinese value the horns when in velvet 
just as highly as those of the true maral. (Nazaroff 1935: 108–109) 

With regard to the above quote, we see that the Chinese appreciated the 
horns of deer for medicine. Likewise, with regard to domestic animals, we 
have seen that a few – such as the mule – were especially appreciated by the 
wealthy segments of the Chinese population as a means of transport 
(Törnquist 1926: 146). Regarding some animals, cultural and religious 
differences between the Chinese and the Turki Muslims were heightened 
when speaking of species considered as haram ‘unlawful’ for consumption, 
such as pigs, dogs and cats. With regard to the former, the Chinese valued the 
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uzŋ tuyawaThe word .⟩تونکوز⟨guzŋtoswine goes by the generic termorpig 
is the ⟩قوان⟨qawan‘boar’ (Schluessel 2015: 53) while means wild ⟩ياواتونکوز⟨ meat highly  while the Eastern Turks despised the animal. In  Eastern Turki, 

term used for ‘male wild boar’ (Schluessel 2015: 43). Cf. toŋuz T ‘pig, swine’ 
(Károly 2015: 330) and ḫūk P ‘pig, swine’ (Károly 2015: 264). According to 
Törnquist, the wild boar was “a true pest for the settlers” (Törnquist 1926: 
147). In Islam, the pig is haram, a ‘ritually unclean’ animal, which the people 
of Eastern Turkestan would not only avoid eating at any cost, but would if 
possible even avoid looking towards as it was so associated with 
uncleanliness: 

Pigs and mules are Chinese specialties, which actually do not belong to 
the country. They are found where the Chinese construct (dwellings) 
and reside. If he can avoid it, a Muhammedan cannot even look in the 
direction of a pig, and regarding pork, he can hardly get accustomed to 
it, even  if he  in other aspects would be  exempt from  the  bias  of 
Muhammedanism. – But the Chinese person cannot do without the 
<<great meat>> which is what he terms the pork. It is his festive food. 
(Törnquist 1926: 146) 

Although haram, it was nevertheless frequently mentioned as a 
medicament in the sources, such as in the treatment of malaria: 

ägär kiši bezgäk bolsa toŋguzniŋ söŋäkini özigä hämrah qilib tutsalar 
dafʿ bolur 

If someone has malaria and keeps the bones of a pig as a companion, 
the illness will go away. (Prov 354. 51a2–3)164 

With regard to the use of pig, other Eastern Turki sources resemble the 
aforementioned passage. 

ägär kimärsä bezgäk bolsa toŋguzniŋ ustuḫwānini öziğä hämrah qilsa 
dafʿ bolğay 

If someone has malaria and keeps the skeleton of a pig with himself as 
a [travel] companion, the illness will disappear. (Prov 24. 18b2–3) 

Yet another animal that often bore negative connotations among Muslims 
 ṭiwas the dog. In Eastern Turki, the generic word for dog is⟩ايط⟨itand⟩ايت⟨,

corresponding to the vocabulary of Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 2015: 269). 
When speaking about the dog within Islamic societies, it has often simply been 
described as an ‘unclean’ animal without specifying its social meaning. 

164 For more mentioning of the utilization of pig as an ingredient in Eastern Turki 
medicaments see Prov 24. 18b2–3.; Prov 283. 11a1.; Prov 283. 63a15–16.; Prov 354. 51a2–3. 
The pig is also mention in medical sources from Western Turkestan. Cf. Károly 2015: 179, 
190, 191, 209.  
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Travelers in Islamic societies have therefore tended to assume that the local 
population only has negative views of this animal. While this view applies to 
ritual uncleanliness, our sources provide us with a multifaceted view of dogs. 
Törnquist noted that dogs were very common in Eastern Turkestan. They were 
mainly used for guarding property, but the Chinese also used them for 
companionship and display (Törnquist 1926: 143). Other reports speak of 
dogs used as companions in long trade caravans (See, Fig. 5:2). Thus, we can 
see that both the use and perceptions of the dog were highly heterogeneous. 

Eastern Turki medical manuscripts mention parts of the dog’s body as well 
as its milk as an ingredient in various recipes. The dog also took a central place 
in healing rituals that leaned more towards the magical, such as exorcism. Its 
usage was not restricted to magic, however.165 The manuscript sources inform 
us that the dog was considered to have many healing properties in Eastern 
Turkestan: 

sögälgä iṭniŋ qanini čafsa dafʿ bolur ägär iṭ tilini kičik balaniŋ boyni-
ğa bağlasa qara basmağay166 yiğlamağay iṭniŋ tilini qurutub soqub 
qulaq ağriqiğä salsa dafʿ bolğay ǰirāḥatgä salsa dafʿ bolur ägär 
maẓlūmniŋ balasi ičidä ölsä iṭniŋ sütini ʿasal birlä ičsä darḥāl tüšür 
ägärkiši sawdā bolsa 

Against warts: if one smears dog’s blood onto [the wart], it will go 
away. If one ties a dog’s tongue onto the neck of a small child, he/she 
will not suffer from nightmares nor cry. If one dries the tongue of a dog 
and applies this to the ear, the ailment will go away. If one applies this 
to a wound, it will heal. If the child of a woman dies inside [the womb]) 
and she then drinks the milk of a dog mixed with honey, the child will 
be delivered immediately. (Prov 283. 11b11–13) 

Although the cat has a more elevated status in Islamic societies than the 
dog, it is not considered lawful to eat it. In Eastern Turki, the general term for 

Qulï’s Subḥān  in ‘cat’Ppušakcf. ,⟩موشوک⟨müšükis catdomesticated a 
treatise (Károly 2015: 297). According to Törnquist, the species found in 
Eastern Turkestan resembled its Swedish counterpart and was used for the 
same purposes (Törnquist 1926: 143). The cat was also used as a medicament. 
According to an Eastern Turki source, the following procedure involving the 
usage of a cat’s heart would make a person respected in the company of 
nobles: 

165 Parts of the above section about the role of the dog in in Eastern Turkestan is based on 
Hällzon, Patrick, Károly, László and Ingvar Svanberg (forthcoming 2022).  
166 qara basmaq ‘nightmare’ (Personal communication with Zulhayat Ötkür 2020). 
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ägär qara müšükniŋ yüräkini keyik teräsiğä yörgäb özi billä tutsa jamʿ 
düšmän kār qilmağay hämmä pādišāhlar wä beglar aldida yüzi issiğ 
sözi ötkür bolğay 

If someone takes the heart of a cat and wraps it in the skin of an antelope 
and carries this with him, then all [of his] enemies will not [be able to] 
do their deeds. [Moreover], he will become respected in the presence of 
kings and lords and [be able to] speak sharp [i.e. clever] words. (Prov 
24. 19a3–6)167 

We have already mentioned a few wild animals in connection with their  
domesticated cousins. With regard to predatory animals in Eastern Turkestan, 
they were 

in ‘leopard’Tirbiz Cf. ‘leopard’. ⟩نکپل⟨ŋpälä Károly 2015: 332), in T ‘fox’ 
Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 2015: 268)168 

‘wolf’)⟩بورە⟨börä spelled (Also⟩بورى⟨börirepresented by 
tülkü‘fox’ (cf. ⟩توکلى⟨tülkiin Károly 2015: 242), ‘wolf’ böri(corresponding to 

 ,ayiq⟩آيق⟨spelled (Also ⟩آييق⟨(
‘tiger’.⟩يولبارس⟨yolbars’wildcat’ and ⟩مولون⟨molun‘bear’, 

The wolf was very common at high altitude, especially in areas where the 
Kirgiz grazed their cattle. In the same area, it was also possible to encounter 
the leopard on rare occasions. The fox, on the other hand, preferred to live 
close to settlements where poultry was reared. Törnquist only briefly 
comments on the occurrence of tigers and wildcats. Considering that his report 
was written in 1926, we might perhaps conclude that it was around this time 
that the tiger started to become extinct in the Maralbashi area (Törnquist 1926: 
146–147). His observations correspond to those of Nazaroff, who reports that 
earlier there were many tigers roaming the area around the banks of the 
Yarkand River. He writes, “The Kashgar Daryá forms extensive floods at 
Maral Bashi, the refuge of duck and geese. They reach the Yarkand Daryá, 
which flows from the south. The banks of the latter are covered with tugai, 
that is, grass and thickets with trees. Formerly there were plenty of deer here, 
and tiger too” (Nazaroff 1935: 108). 

Bears also occurred, but these were often migratory species coming from 
Siberia (Törnquist 1926: 146). Although not very common in the medical 
sources examined here, a few recipes make reference to bear-related products; 
in this case represented by bear’s blood which is used for treating warts. 

ägär kišigä sögäl čiqsä ayiqniŋ qanini sürtsä dafʿ bolur 

167 I want to express my gratitude to Abdushukur Muhammet for helping me clarify parts of 
this passage. 
168 The word irbiz probably refers to the snow leopard (personal information with Ingvar 
Svanberg in 2021).  
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If a wart appears on a person’s body, one should smear it with bear’s 
blood. Then, [the wart] will go away. (Prov 351. 16b5–6. Transcription 
by Patrick Hällzon, translation based on ATMO 

Besides large predatory animals such as those mentioned above, smaller 
species such as hares, marmots, rats, mice, and bats were common. In Eastern 

of Persian origin. Theya word,⟩کّپر بش⟨šab-parrakcalledTurki, the bat is 
were apparently very common during the summer months 

During the months of summer, the bats flutter around the heads of the 
wanderer in gardens and groves. It is a species which is specific to 
Kashgar whose name is unknown to me. (Törnquist 1926: 148) 

Very few recipes contain bat as an active ingredient, but an exception is 
found in Prov 351, which mentions that the blood of the animal was used for 
treating favus.169 

‘bat’. 
kū the word⟩شفروک⟨ šab-parrakwith⟩کّپر بش⟨  šafar Cf.  

ägär kimärsä tāz bolsa šafarūk qanni čafsa dafʿ bolur 

If someone has favus and smears bat’s blood on it, it will go away. (Prov 
351. 44a4–5) 

Regarding rodents, Törnquist claims that the ‘ship rat’ was not found in 
Eastern Turkestan, but smaller species belonging to the same family were 
abundant. One of these was the desert rat, mainly subsisting on thistle roots 
(Törnquist 1926: 148). The generic word for mouse and rat appears to be the 
same in Eastern Turki. The word used for denoting these animals was sičqan 

qančsï(Schluessel 2015: 31). Cf. ⟩قانچسا⟨qančsasometimes written as⟩سچقان⟨ 
T ‘mouse’ in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Károly 2015: 315). Besides such rodents, 
large flocks of the marmot, for example, were found on “the slopes of the 
Tianshan and in some areas of the Pamir” (Törnquist 1926: 148). While the 
medical sources at hand make no mention of marmots, they frequently 
mention the hares, which were equally plentiful and considered “a pest” 
(Törnquist 1926: 148). 

The hare is multitudinous at the outskirts of the oases, where it can be 
a pest for the farmers, and in the mountain valleys with adjacent deserts 
where he in a state of wild freedom rushes forth between the tufts, 
hunted solely by hawks and eagles. (Törnquist 1926: 148) 

sometimes,⟩تاوشقان⟨wšqanāttermgenericthe that notedbeshould It 
many dictionaries asrabbit and not harerefers to ,⟩طاوشقان⟨wšqanṭāspelled 

state. The Swedish ethnobiologist Ingvar Svanberg explains that hares (Lepus 

169 Cf. ATMO’s translation which states, “to smear a bat’s (شفروک ) blood on head, will help to 
grow hair. (Prov 351. 44a4–5. ATMO) 
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sp.) “were another kind of game for the Dolan hunters. Those animals were 
mostly despised by other Turkic Muslims in Xinjiang” (Svanberg 1996: 275). 

Despised or not, many Eastern Turki medicaments against malaria do  
mention, and recommend using, parts of the hare. Noteworthy in the following 
example is the reference to Arisṭoṭālis ḥakīm, ‘The physician Aristoteles’, who 
recommends utilizing the brain of the animal for treating severe wounds and 
malaria. Note that bezgäk, the word for malaria, has a slightly different 
spelling in Prov 354. 

Arisṭoṭālis ḥakīm aytur här kiši tāwšqan meŋäsini yaman ǰirāḥatgä 
čafsa dafʿ bolur besgäk balağä bärsä häm dafʿ bolur 

The physician Aristoteles says that every person who smears the brain 
of a hare onto a bad wound will be relieved from the illness. Likewise, 
if one gives this [treatment] to a child with malaria, the illness will go 
away. (Prov 354. 47a8–10) 

With regard to the hare, the aforementioned passage mentions the use of its 
gallbladder for treating malaria.  

amma kičik bala be[s]gäk bolsa tāwšqan ötini bärsä dafʿ bolur 

But if a small child has malaria and one gives the gallbladder of a hare 
to it, the illness will go away. (Prov 354. 53a10–11) ⟩کيرپه⟨kirpäanother one, aforementioned animals, yet the to addition In 

‘the hedgehog’, must be mentioned. Törnquist does not list it, but it appears 
in many Eastern Turki medical recipes (Törnquist 1926). Historically the 
hedgehog has been used in Central Asian Turkic medicine for a number of 
purposes. In medical manuscripts from both the western part of Turkestan, i.e. 
contemporary Uzbekistan, as well as Eastern Turki manuscripts from the 
southern Tarim area, we encounter a number of references to hedgehog as a 
medicament. In Eastern Turki, the generic name for the mammal is kirpä 

from Western Turkestan employ the Persian term ḫār-pūšt (Károly 2015: 
260). It appears that the hedgehogs occurring in Central Asia showed more 
affinity for humans than the European hedgehog. In Central Asia, the animal 
often became domesticated, and as such we may suggest that it was an easy 
task to hunt these creatures (Nazaroff 1935: 96–97). 

Everybody knows the sulky character of the common European 
hedgehog, how it rolls itself into a ball on the approach of a man, how 
difficult it is to persuade it to unroll, how viciously it snorts at its 
supposed enemy, and tries to prick with its bristles anyone who tries to 
touch it. Our little Asiatic hedgehog behaves like this only towards 
animals, but at the sight of a human being it not only does not roll itself 

see‘hedgehog’ (Schluessel 2015: 45). Also ⟩کرپىى⟨kirpi,kirfä,kirfi,⟩کيرپه⟨ 
-century sources th(Schluessel 2015: 45) while 17⟩گردە⟨and girdä ⟩گيردە⟨rdäīg 
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into a ball, but does not make any attempt to escape; it will allow itself 
to be picked up like a kitten. If one of these little creatures is attacked 
by dogs, which set up a terrific barking, it rolls itself up in self-defence, 
but  directly a  man appears  it  runs to  him  as though to  its natural 
protector. If you pick one up and put it on your lap it will lie there like 
a kitten and be quite pleased to have its neck tickled, or if you stroke its 
little velvety tummy it will lower its spines flat so to have its back 
stroked. But that is not all. If you put it down on the table it will readily 
feed out of your hand, taking a sip of milk or a tiny piece of meat. It is 
really an extraordinary thing, for it is an entirely wild little animal, that 
has probably never seen a man before, much less been handled by one, 
yet when captured it will behave just like a kitten that has been civilized, 
so to speak, from time immemorial. I have found these little hedgehogs 
in the Kirghiz steppes, in gardens in Tashkend, in the mountains of Tian 
Shan, and in the deserts and gardens of Kashgar, and everywhere they 
have been perfectly tame, coming up to me freely to be fed or caressed. 
(Nazaroff 1935: 96–97) 

As the following examples from medical manuscripts from the 17th–20th 

centuries illustrate, the hedgehog was prepared as a remedy for a number of 
ailments. Often the meat was ingested as food after boiling, frying or drying 
the animal. In other cases, body parts such as the gallbladder would be applied 
onto the body of a patient externally. For example, a source from Western 
Turkestan indicates that eating the meat of a hedgehog after roasting would 
prevent bed-wetting. 

[I]f someone roasts and eats a hedgehog, he will not wet the bed another 
time. (Károly 2015: 107, 191) 

Other sources from both Western and Eastern Turkestan provide examples 
where eating the meat or other parts of the animal would provide a cure for 
eye disease. Subḥān Qulï states the following. 

agar ḫār-pūšt öti-ni quruq etib közgä sürtsä-lär aq-lïġïnï ketärgäy 

If someone dries the gallbladder of a hedgehog and rubs it on the eyes, 
it will remove the leucoma. (Károly 2015: 65, 141) 

Similarly, it was used as a medicament for problems relating to the liver  
and lungs in Eastern Turkestan. 

ägär kišiniŋ jigäridä öfkäsidä zaḥmat bolsa kirfini fušurub yesä dafʿ 
bolur kirfi ötini tämär’ätkügä čafsa dafʿ bolur közgä čafsa rošan qilur 

If someone suffers from complications in the liver and lungs, boils a 
hedgehog, and eats it, the illness will go away. If one daubs the 
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gallbladder of a hedgehog onto eczema, it will go away. In addition, if 
one smears it onto the eyes, they will turn bright. (Prov 283. 11b12–13) 

The Eastern Turki sources also illustrate that eating the meat, including the 
animal’s heart, was considered to have other uses, such as making people 
brave and removing/providing unwanted body hair. In addition to ingesting 
parts of the hedgehog, it is interesting to see that as a medicament applied 
externally, it was mainly used for treating eye ailments and skin problems. 
The gallbladder was considered particularly beneficial when treating eye 
conditions such as night blindness and skin problems such as eczema would 
frequently consist of smearing or daubing the afflicted body parts with 
hedgehog gallbladder or hedgehog fat. 

ägär kirpäni qazanda qaynatib yesä köz rošan bolğay köŋül ṣāf bolğay 
barča ʿillatdin zaḥmatdin īmīn bolğay ägär kiši kirpäniŋ yüräkini yesä 
bisyār yüräklig bolğay ägär kirpäniŋ ötini här yärgä sürsä moy 
ünmägäy 

If one boils a hedgehog in a cooking pot and eats it, the eyes will 
become clear and the heart will turn pure. [The person] will be free from 
every trouble and disease and if the person eats the heart of a hedgehog, 
he will become very brave. If one smears the gallbladder of a hedgehog 
all over [the body], hair will not grow [there]. (Prov 24. 15b12–16a1) 

While all the animals mentioned so far constitute the fauna of Central Asia, 
the manuscript sources mention other species not found in the wild. Such an 
example is the monkey. The common name for monkey in Eastern Turki is ⟩مهنانه⟨naāmahnword 283 (folio 3b) the Prov However, in .⟩ميمون⟨nūmaym 
‘monkey’ appears in relation to the animal zodiac. The animal is not 
mentioned by Törnquist (1926) but appears in some Eastern Turki medical 
recipes. The utilization of monkey as a medicament is also mentioned in 
missionary reports (Gustavsson 1917b: 247). 

Birds in the medicine of Eastern Turkestan  
Poultry is frequently described as an ingredient in the recipes. In Eastern 

 in Károly ‘hen’nākiyām (Cf.⟩مکيان⟨makiyanTurki, the generic term for hen is ⟩ازخر⟨orasḫand ⟩خروس⟨orusḫarerooster words for the while 2015: 281) 
(Schluessel 2015: 25). The sources mention the use of both its meat and eggs 
as a medicament. In Eastern Turkestan, it was counted as one of the less  
expensive food items (Törnquist 1926: 146). 

Wild birds were also employed as medicaments. They are represented by 
awulğqir ‘sparrow’, ⟩قوچقاچ⟨čqačqu‘snow-cock’, ⟩والىا⟨ulayspecies such as ⟩قرغاول⟨(qirğul) ‘pheasant’ (Schluessel 2015: 41), cf. qïrġawul M ‘pheasant’ 

(Károly 2015: 302) and taẕarw P ‘a pheasant cock’ (Károly 2015: 327). Other 
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 Taġqar cf. ‘crow’,⟩رغهاق⟨aǧqarthe weremedicinal purposes birds used for 
hudhudand falcon’‘peregrine ⟩الچين⟨inčla299). 2015: (Károly ‘crow’ 

‘hoopoe’, cf. hudhud P ‘hoopoe’ (Károly 2015: 264). Many different names 
appear in the sources for common species such as the swallow and pigeon. 

becanswallow’, which ‘a ⟩قارلوغاچ⟨čaǧqarlufind weEastern Turki Thus in 
compared to Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, which lists čončuq T ‘swallow’ (Károly 
2015: 246) and qarlïwač T ‘swallow’ (Károly 2015: 299). 

<täkḫfawhiledenote ‘pigeon, dove’ ⟩کپتر⟨käptär andtarūkabThe words 
 P ‘ringdove’ (Károly 2015: 253). taāḫfis ‘ring-dove’, cf.⟩تکپاخ⟨täkḫpa 

The vocabulary of bird species is rather similar to that of Subḥān Qulï’s 
treatise, which lists kabūtar P ‘pigeon, dove’ (Károly 2015: 271), kögärčin T 
‘dove, pigeon’ (Károly 2015: 276) and körgäčin T ‘dove, pigeon’ (Károly 
2015: 277). The missionary Törnquist (1926: 149–150) mentions many more 
species. However, it is unclear to what extent all of these were used in 
medicine. Apparently, some birds we considered ‘sacred’ and therefore 
protected. Törnquist speaks of this when he mentiones the Läglek Masar 
[mazar] at Sirim, a small village close to Kashgar. He is of course talking of 

mentioned by Károly‘stork’, also⟩لققل⟨lak-lak < laq-laqword the Arabic 
(2015: 280). 

At Sirim’s small village bazaar which is located 8 km outside Kashgar’s 
Chinese city there is a holy shrine called Läglek Masar. Läglek is the 
word for stork and the masar or holy shrine has received its name from 
a stork nest which is located in a big poplar tree which stands at the side 
of the road. The large birds with their imposing costume are treated with 
superstitious reverence by the inhabitants. And nobody bothers them. 
(Hällzon 2016: 198. The original Swedish text appears in Törnquist 
1926: 70) 

The observation of the stork as a sacred animal in Eastern Turkestan is 
interesting. I have not found stork as an ingredient in Eastern Turki sources. 
However, information from Western Turkestan contradicts this view. The 
17th-century author Subḥān Qulï, for instance, states that: 

If someone roasts the giblets of a stork in cow fat and eats it with 
vinegar, the poison will have no effect on him. If someone buries the 
egg  of a stork  under a horse’s dung for  forty days, then  takes  it out, 
grinds it and gives it to a man who has drunk poison or has been bitten 
by a snake, the poison will have no effect and he will become better. 
(Károly 2015: 193) 
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Fish, amphibians and reptiles in the medicine of Eastern 
Turkestan 
Animal medicine was not restricted to mammals and birds. The recipes inform 
us that reptiles, amphibians and fish were common ingredients widely used. 
Equally, invertebrates such as insects, spiders and worms were used in the 
materia medica. Most of these ingredients constituted the local fauna, but 
some marine products were imported from faraway lands. Some products 

nǰā-i marēḫbmentioned be candirectly from⟩ یبخ India. Among these came 
adafṣand ‘coral’of) (root PA. ⟩مرجان Monetariashell,‘CowrieP. ⟩دفص⟨ 

moneta’ (Hooper 1937: 195). This can be compared to the two variants of 
white and red coral mentioned by Károly, who lists marǰān-i safēd as ‘white 
coral’ (Károly 2015: 283) and marǰān-i surḫ as ‘red coral’ (Károly 2015: 283). 

Eastern Turkestan was and is an extremely dry area. However, water 
resources existed in the form of a number of large lakes, rivers as well 
numerous irrigation canals and water ponds. Contradicting the general idea of 

in Károly 2015: 233) being T ‘fish’ balïq ,ġbalï‘fish’ (cf. ⟩باليق⟨ and ⟩بليق⟨baliq 
an unpopular source of food in Eastern Turkestan, we may observe that it was 
used as a main ingredient in many Eastern Turki medical recipes. Different 
parts of aquatic animals were used for various purposes and either ingested or 
used externally. The medical prescriptions contain references to fish meat that 
is dried, smoked and roasted, the suet of fish, fish oil, fish glue, fish bones and 
more. Fish was used for treating eye ailments, breathing problems, wind from 
the stomach and fistula disease. It was also employed as a medicament for 
sexual purposes. Fish products were employed for problems that would 
perhaps be classified as psychological nowadays, such as sleeplessness due to 
depression. Positive outcomes such as becoming clever were also attributed 
to eating fish. While not directly falling into the criteria of illness, some 
products were used for cosmetic purposes, providing us with clues regarding 
locally enhanced ideals of beauty. Fish products were widely used for 
stimulating hair growth and the coloring of hair (blackening of white hair),  
including facial hair, for example.170 

The sources generally provide very scant information about the species of 
fish used in Eastern Turkestan. One passage, Prov 283. 20b11–13, however, 
makes a distinction between fish that are found in aq su ‘white water’ and 
qara su ‘black water’, since the former is categorized as issiq ‘hot’ while the 
latter is sawuq ‘cold’, reflecting local ideas about humoral theory. According 
to indigenous conceptions among the Turki population, the following 
explanation of qara su ‘black water’ and aq su ‘white water is put forward: 
“River water was known as black water (qara su), which was supposed to 

170 The above section about utilization of fish in Eastern Turkestan is based on material that 
appears in: Hällzon, Patrick; Ötkür, Zulhayat & Svanberg, Ingvar (2020). 
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have a fertilizing effect, while spring water was called white water (aq su)” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 109). 

With regard to other water-inhabiting creatures such as amphibians, 
Törnquist claims that only one species of frog existed in the oasis areas. In 

‘frog’ (Schluessel 2015: 44) while the words that appear in Subḥān Qulï’s 
treatise are qurbaqa and qurbaqġa T ‘frog’ (Károly 2015: 306). Although 
Törnquist was unsure about which species the frog in Kashgar belonged to, he 
states that frogs were common in the oases during the warm season. 

Regarding frogs, only one species exists, as far as I know, but of which 
this is the more numerous. It is a churning frog that with its 
<<chirping>> in all water bodies from early spring to late fall to early 
spring provides a distinct tone to the entire cultivated landscape. 
(Törnquist 1926: 148) 

In Eastern Turkestanian medicine, the frog is not used extensively but is 
found in a few manuscript passages devoted to the prevention of hair growth 
and as a medicament for extracting poison when someone has been stung by 
a scorpion or bitten by venomous snakes (Prov 351. 17a8–11). The generic 

, without specifying which type ⟩يالن⟨yilanEastern Turki is snake in term for 
of snake we are dealing with (Schluessel 2015: 53). This corresponds to the 
terminology employed by Subḥān Qulï, who lists ïlan and  yïlan for ‘snake’ 
(Károly 2015: 265, 342). Törnquist writes that poisonous snakes were not very 
common except in the mountain areas where vipers could be found (Törnquist 
1926: 148): 

The family of snakes is almost without exception represented by the  
harmless grass-snake. Only in the mountain areas has one been able to 
observe the occurrence of vipers. (Törnquist 1926: 148) 

Törnquist’s observations correspond to those of Clarmont Percival Skrine, 
the Consul General in Kashgar (1922–24), who writes that the snakes in 
Kashgar were of a non-poisonous kind (Skrine 1986: 189). While Törnquist 
and Skrine claim that the snakes were not very poisonous, a number of recipes 
deal with cures against snake bites and scorpion stings.171 The aforementioned 
observations are contested by Forsyth’s material, in which we learn that snake 
bites were frequent among the Loplik people where there existed a snake 

171 Cures for snake bites and scorpion stings are found in Gustavsson (1917: 247) and in MSs 
Prov 24. 18a1–2.; Prov 24. 20a5–6.; Prov 24. 18a9–10.; Prov 24. 19b6–7. Some Eastern Turki 
recipes mention snakeskin as an ingredient for treating toothache (Cf. Prov 24. 15b5–6). The 
use of snakes also appears in recipes from Western Turkestan. Cf. Károly 2015: 168, 186, 
193, 209.  

 and⟩پاقا⟨paqaEastern Turki, the generic term for the amphibian in question is 
‘frog’ where the /p/ is often pronounced as /f/ (Schluessel  .(aqčqumufind alsowe sources, dictionaryTurkiEastern In15⟩قوموچاق⟨ faqa⟩پقا⟨,14 :2015
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called dúr whose bite was fatal and very much dreaded. I have not been able 
to establish the scientific name of dúr; it may be a type of viper. 

Snake bites are very common, and the people have an efficient remedy 
for it ; they catch a frog, rip open its belly, and tie it over the wound ; 
this affords immediate relief. Another remedy is a sort of gum or fungus 
found at the stumps and on the boughs of the toghrác or “ poplar” tree 
; there are two kinds called cará and ác or “ black“ and “ white” 
toghráho respectively ; the black is the kind used; it is powdered and 
mixed into a paste with water or spittle and so applied to the wound ; it 
affords immediate relief. There is one kind of snake called dúr ; its bite 
is immediately fatal ; nothing cures it. People say that if the Mullá 
repeats the Kalima and breathes dam upon the wound, a cure is certain. 
God only knows ; but in Lob he never arrives till the snake-bitten is 
dead. (Forsyth 1875: 53) 

A number of healing practices existed, but if we are to believe what Forsyth 
says, little or no remedy was available for those bitten by the venomous snake. 
The section about pasting a frog onto the wound – something Forsyth perhaps 
believed was a folk remedy reserved for the Loplik people – is especially 
interesting since it also partly corresponds to information found in written 
sources (cf. Forsyth 1875: 53). 

ägär kimärsä faqaniŋ qanini här här yärgä sürtsä tük čiqmağay ägär 
kimärsäni čiyan wä gazandalar čaqqan bolsa faqani pāra qilib taŋsa 
iṣlāḥ zahri qalmağay 

If one smears the blood of a frog everywhere, hair will not grow there. 
If someone is stung by a scorpion or [bitten by] a snake, cuts a frog into 
pieces and smears its blood onto the [wound] it is good and the poison 
will not remain there. (Prov 351. 17a8–11)172 

Besides snakes, the most common reptiles were different types of lizards. 
Törnquist writes,  

Among lizards exist many species belonging to the average sized 
salamander to the ordinary sand lizard and the stout desert lizard, which 
with a raised tail scurries from one place to the other under the horse’ 
hooves during horse-riding in the desert. (Törnquist 1926: 148) 

The Eastern Turki terms appearing in Schluessel’s dictionary (following 
almaṣ‘sand lizard’,⟩پاتموچوق⟨uqčpatmuare Raquette) to describe the reptile 

big lizard’ (Schluessel 2015: 14, 35, ‘a ⟩کيله⟨kiläsmall lizard’, and ‘a ⟩صالما⟨ 
172 Cf. translation by ATMO: “Rubbing frog blood anywhere [on the skin] will prevent hair 
growth [there]. For scorpion and lice bites, slicing apart a frog and pasting it [to the afflicted 
area], then no poison will be left.” (Prov 351. 17a8–11. ATMO). 
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54). Ingvar Svanberg, however, has informed me that the term ‘sand lizard’ 
used by Raquette for denoting patmučuq is wrong. Instead, it corresponds to 
the Toadhead Agama, Phrynocephalus. The small lizard ṣalma,  is a gecko  
whose name, according to Ingvar Svanberg, stems from the Turkic verb stem 
sal- ‘to fall down’. Most probable is that ṣalma referes to the Tokay Gecko, 
Gecko gecko (a species frequently found in contemporary Chinese pharmacies 

monitor’,  is a ‘Desert ⟩لهکي⟨kilämarkets). The large lizard with the name and 
with the scientific name Varanus griseus. This can be compared to the various 
terms which appear in Károly, such as sūsmār P ‘a species of green lizard’ 
(Károly 2015: 318) and saqanqūr A ‘sandfish skink’ (Károly 2015: 312). 

Invertebrates in the medicine of Eastern Turkestan 
Among the invertebrates mentioned by Törnquist, quite a few appear in 

while⟩چيبين⟨ibinčisinsects for termgenericThemanuscripts. medical 
forterm“collectiveaas⟩قونکغار قورت⟨arŋǧqurut-qodescribes Schluessel 

wingless insects” (Schluessel 2015: 43). Cf. qumursqa T ‘ant’ (Károly 2015: 
306). 

and⟩ارى⟨ariTwo similar words for ‘wasp’ appear in Schluessel. They are 
manuscriptsTurkiEasterntheIn 51).4, 2015:(Schluessel ⟩هرە⟨herä 

‘butterflies’ (Schluessel ⟩کپيله⟨kepilämention of noconsulted here, there is 
2015: 45) nor grasshoppers used as medicaments. Gnats and mosquitos are 

(Schluessel 2015: 15). This ⟩پشه⟨pašanamelyword, same described by the 
can be compared to Károly’s material, which distinguishes between pašša P 
‘gnat’ (Károly 2015: 295) and čïbïn T ‘a gnat, a mosquito’ (Károly 2015: 245). 

Moreover, upon close consideration, perhaps the malaria mosquito is 
the most dangerous pest animal in Kashgaria, [at least] with concern to 
humans. Even though mortality is not as high as in the tropics, the  
harrowing nature of malaria and its related diseases are terrible. 
(Törnquist 1926: 150) 

, a generic word for flea ⟩پيت⟨pitThe wood louse mentioned by Törnquist is 
or louse (Schluessel 2015: 16). Besides snakes and scorpions, the people are 
said to have feared even more an insect called kök-jut [kök yut] (Högberg, L. 
E 1917b: 297). Perhaps this is the same species briefly mentioned as kök pit 
’doglouse’ in one of Jarring’s publications. Little is written about remedies for 
the bite of these creatures but a short passage in the article A Description of a 

‘madder-wort’ nāurad⟩اورادان⟨colorred of rootathat statesDyer’s Trade 
(Jarring 1992: 71) was used by “people who have been bitten by a doglouse” 
(Jarring 1992: 71). Among eight-legged arthropods (Arachnida), Törnquist 
mentions ticks, spiders and scorpions (Törnquist 1926: 150). Sources from 
Western Turkestan mention bašaq T ‘tick, a parasitical insect’ (Károly 2015: 

ukčurmu or⟩چوک اورمه⟨,ükčürmä236). In Eastern Turki the word for spider is 
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ofmakes use while Subḥān Qulï’s treatise 173(Schluessel 2015: 8)⟩اورموچوک⟨ 
the Arabic word ʿankabūt for ‘spider’ (Károly 2015: 224). Scorpions (čiyan) 

the Reports from texts.medical thementioned frequently in also are ⟩ايشاک 
early 20th century reveal that they were plentiful in the oasis areas. According 

išäkǧsari‘scorpion’ (Károly(⟩ غيرس 2015: 245), also called (Tïyanč, cf. ⟩چيان⟨ 
to local medical knowledge, it was beneficial to apply hare’s brain if stung by 
its venom. 

ägär ṭāwšqanniŋ miyäsini yilan čiyan zähr salğan yärgä salsa dafʿ 
bolğay 

If one smears the brain of a hare onto the place where a scorpion has 
stung his venom, the ailment will go away. (Prov 24. 18a9–10) 

We have seen that different invertebrates such as insects, spiders and 
scorpions were used for various purposes. Finally, we will mention the use of 
different types of worms as a medicament. A general Turkic term was the 
word qurut ‘worm’, but some sources such as Prov 357 mention the Persian 
word ḫarāṭīn ‘earthworm’ (Prov 357. 50a.4). The latter animal was dried and 
used as an aphrodisiac. According to ATMO’s translation of Prov 351, it was 
used as follows: “If someone washes Earth-worms well, and dries [them], and 
[mixes] with sesame oil, then rubs on his penis [a] few times, the penis will 
become huge and long.” 

Additional remarks 
This chapter has explored the rich materia medica of Central Asian medical 
lore. While the sources inform us of a number of products that I have not 
discussed here, I believe that the examples presented here are sufficient to 
obtain an overall idea of some of the most common medicaments, as well as 
their general methods of preparation and usage. As demonstrated, there was 
extensive trade with adjoining lands as well as domestic trade involving the 
import and export of various articles, including medicine. While some trade 
manuals such as Aitchison and Högberg indicate a lively trade between the 
Indian Subcontinent and Southern Tarim (Kashgar and Yarkand), it is possible 
that more trade was going on between China proper and the oasis towns 
situated further east. This is especially likely with regard to Turpan and 
Qomul, situated far from India but close to China proper. With regard to 
materia medica,  we can for example only  speculate whether the same  
ingredients were used in Turpan and Qomul as in Yarkand and Kashgar. Since 
I do not have any trade list referring to Turfan or Qomul at my disposal, I leave 
that question for future research. The various efforts to digitize material from 

in⟩وچوکاورم⟨ukčurmuin Prov 351 but as⟩اورمه چوک⟨ükčürmä This is a word spelled as 173 

Schluessel (2015: 8).  
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the Jarring collection is laudable. However, we need to gain access to other 
sources than those collected in Kashgar and Yarkand by Swedish missionaries 
and Gunnar Jarring in order to provide answers about both differences and 
continuities between these two areas. With regard to vocabulary, we see a 
striking similarity to Subḥān Qulï’s 17th-century treatise from Western 
Turkestan. As we now continue over the following five chapters into the 
domain of travel reports and missionary observations in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries, we will see that this continuity in language not only applies to 
materia medica but to the nomenclature of sicknesses and local forms of 
treatment too. 

In the following five chapters, we will increasingly turn to Western 
observations of health-related issues in the area and how people dealt with 
these on the ground. The first of these, chapter six, deals with Western 
observations of common ailments in the region. After that, we will turn in 
chapters seven, eight and nine to medical institutions and the activities of 
various categories of local healers. Finally, chapter ten discusses indigenous 
conceptions about illness from cradle to grave. 
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Chapter Six. Sanitary conditions and disease in 
Eastern Turkestan 

Introduction 
As a complement to the information found in medical manuscripts, material 
found in the reports of travelers to the region can help provide clues to which 
illnesses they observed as well as the local medical terminology. While 
acknowledging that the travelogues are often of a biased nature, they are still 
valuable as source material. The anthropologist Ruth Meserve labels this type 
of literature as “The Medical Lexicon” (Meserve 1997: 190). For instance, in 
the 18th century, Johann Friedrich Erdmann (b. 1778– d. 1846) published a 
work describing various ailments found among the Tatars and Chuvash 
populations living in the Kazan area, as well as among non-Turkic-speaking 
peoples such as the “Cheremis, Vordvin and Votyak” (Meserve 1997: 190). 
Other travelers such as Jean Guillame Capus (b. 1857– d. 1931) travelled 
across large stretches of Asia and visited several locations in the “Urals,  
Siberia, Central Asia, The Caucasus, Afghanistan and the Indian Frontier” 
(Meserve 1997: 109). In connection with these travels, Capus wrote a short 
piece about medicine in Central Asia which he records a number of ailments 
such as “syphilis, skin ailments, typhoid, cholera, scrofula, dysentery, eye 
problems, goitre, leprosy, anthrax, the rischte [cf. rištä in Eastern Turki] worm 
(Filaria medinensis. Gm)” (Meserve 1997: 109). With regard to Eastern 
Turkestan, travelers and diplomatic personnel such as Henry Walter Bellew 
(b. 1834 – d. 1892), Ferdinand Grenard (b. 1866 – d. 1945), Nikolai Katanov 
(b. 1862 – d. 1922) and others gathered similar accounts. In the book Chinese 
Central Asia: an account of travels in Northern Kashmir and Chinese 
Turkestan, the British Consul General Skrine noted that Kashgaria was among 
“the healthiest countries in Asia” (Skrine 1986: 72) and went on to say that 

[I]t is a remarkable fact that cholera, typhus and plague are alike 
unknown, though they appear regularly in Ferghana and Bokhara 
immediately to the west. (Skrine 1986: 72) 

However, his observations highly contradict those of other travelers such 
as Bellew and Grenard, as well as missionaries from the MCCS working in 
the area. Actually, with the exception of a few reports, medical topics were 
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mostly addressed by Westerners in sweeping remarks providing very scant 
information. Even less attention was paid to discussing the local medical 
terminology and etiologies, i.e. explanations of the reasons for falling ill. 
When such matters were discussed, it was often so-called ‘magical’ rituals 
such as exorcism and shamanism that caught the attention of the westerners. 
Notable exceptions to this situation are the reports compiled by Ferdinand 
Grenard (1898a) and Nikolai Katanov (1976 [1936]), as well as a few others 
that provide useful lists of locally employed medical terminology. In the case 
of these authors, especially Katanov, whose main interest was in language, 
they consulted local informants when gathering the material, suggesting that 
perhaps these sources provide more reliable data than the reports written by 
many others. 
By combining these scant fragments of information collected by Westerners 
at the turn of the previous century concerning medical terminology, etiologies, 
and treatment, we may be able to build a picture of which ailments were the 
most common in the region. From Katanov’s material, for example, we may 
learn that in 1892 a man called Abdullā-Ka from Qomul reported that there 
were many different ağriqlar ‘sicknesses’ in the area. According to his 
testimony, headache was common everywhere, as were various chest troubles. 
Without elaborating further on the specific illness in question, he stated that 
one would die from chest disease; thus, he must have been referring to quite 
serious medical conditions. It could have been heart failure, but due to the 
brevity of the report we can only speculate. Other sicknesses discussed by 
Abdullā-Ka concern tooth-related ailments as well as epidemics, malaria, eye 
disease, venereal disease and abdominal pain (Katanov 1976: 32–33).  

Ferdinand Grenard’s observations in Eastern Turkestan 
While some travelers made occasional notes on the living conditions and 
general ailments of the population, few paid attention to locally used 
vocabulary for describing medical products and illnesses. A few exceptions 
to this general rule can be seen here, too. The French traveler Grenard 
collected one of the most comprehensive such records. In 1898, he published 
a list of the most commonly employed medical terms for a number of ailments 
in the region. It is a valuable document in terms of local terminology since it 
provides us with an idea of which sicknesses were encountered with most 
frequency and what they were called locally. According to his list, the 
following diseases took a leading role (Grenard 1898a: 110–111).  

maraż ‘syphilis’ 

čičäk ‘smallpox’ 
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qizil ‘measles’ 

qičišqaq ‘scabies’ 

koutour ‘flea-ridden (person)’ 

qan yel ‘eczema’ 

bezgäk ‘malaria fever’ 

wajʻi mafāṣil ‘rheumatism’ 

fālij ‘paralysis’ 

istisqā ‘hydropsy or dropsy’ 

baraṣ ‘black leprosy (elephant leg)’ 

ṣafra ‘jaundice (icterus)’, 

bawāsīr ‘hemorrhoids’ 

čipqan [sic. čiqan] ‘boil; furuncle’174 

kök yötäl ‘whooping cough’ 

sill ‘pulmonary phthisis, (tuberculosis)’ 

wabāʼ ‘cholera morbus (possibly ‘gastroenteritis’) 

A discussion of terminology in Grenard’s list 
With regard to the medical terms mentioned by Grenard, I will first remark 
upon the words of Arabic origin followed by the Turkic words in the list. 

thenotetointeresting it is ,⟩مرض⟨ẓmaranamely Regarding the first word, 
many meanings attributed to it in dictionary sources. In Steingass’s Persian 
Dictionary, for instance, we see that the word maraẓ has multiple meanings 
and can, in addition to referring to someone being struck by sickness or being 
“pained at heart”, signify “a disease in the heart; doubt; darkness; loss, 
detriment; hypocrisy, deceit; debility, languor, lukewarmness, disease, 
sickness, indisposition, distemper; hypocrisy, doubt, unbelief, loss, detriment, 
darkness, languor and debility. In Persian a number of compound words 
containing maraẓ exist, such as maraẓi ashadd ‘a severe illness’, maraẓu ʼl-
maut ‘the last illness’, maraẓi jibillī ‘a disease from nature’, maraẓi zahra 
‘jaundice’, maraẓi sāqiṭ ‘The falling sickness’ and ‘epilepsy’. Other 
explanations offered by Steingass include maraẓi ṣaʻb ‘an obstinate disease’ 

174 Grenard provides no translation of the word čipqan. Most likely it is a misspelling of the 
word čiqan ‘boil; furuncle’ mentioned in Schwarz (1992: 1010). My thanks go to Zulhayat 
Ötkür for pointing this out.  
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or ‘a troublesome or painful complaint’, maraẓi ʻārīẓ ‘an accidental 
indisposition’, maraẓi lāḥiqa ‘disease, illness’ and maraẓi muhlik, which is  
described as ‘a dangerous or fatal illness’ (Steingass 1892: 1215). 

While the original meaning of maraẓ is ‘disease’, we can see that in 
Grenard’s account it refers to syphilis. Although not certain, it is possible that 
such a severe disease as syphilis was not called by its proper name by 

when illness’‘the ⟩مرض⟨ẓmaraused simplywho informant,Grenard’s 
referring to syphilis (Grenard 1898a: 110–111). One possible explanation for 
this is that it may have been taboo to mention the fatal disease by its ‘real’ 

175name. 
With regard to Grenard’s list, we have so far discussed the Arabic word 

ilāṣi mafʻwajAmong other Arabic words we find terms such as .⟩مرض⟨ẓmara 
,‘hydropsy’⟩استسقا⟨ā, istisq‘paralysis’⟩فالج⟨lijā, f‘rheumatism’⟩صفره⟨ ⟩صلافم وجع⟨afraṣ,‘black leprosy (elephant leg)’⟩برص⟨ṣbara ‘jaundice (icterus)’, 

‘pulmonary ⟩ّسل⟨sill236),2015: (Károly‘hemorrhoids’ ⟩بواسير⟨rīsābaw 
‘cholera morbus’. ⟩وبا⟨āʼwabphthisis, (tuberculosis)’ and finally 

According to Steingass’s explanation, wajʻi mafāṣil refers to ‘pain in the 
joints’ (Steingass 1892: 1283), whereas Károly translates wajaʿl al-mafāṣil as ⟩,فالج⟨lijāfnext term in Grenard’s list,(Károly 2015: 336). The ‘rheumatism’ 
refers to ‘paralysis or hemiplegia’. Steingass (1892: 905) describes the 
condition as “[a] paralytic affection of one side of the body, hemiplegia” 
(Steingass 1892: 905). This should however not be confused with the  
commonly appearing term laqwa, which according to Károly refers to ‘facial 
paralysis’ (Károly 2015: 280) but which Steingass renders as ‘disease or 
distortion of the mouth’ and/or ‘paralysis’ (Steingass 1892: 1127). This 
explanation can be compared to šall bol-, which according to Károly (2015: 
322) has the meaning ‘to be or become paralysed’. Regarding the word istisqā 

tocorresponds l´hydropisieFrenchintermGrenard’s ‘dropsy’, ⟩استسقاء⟨ 
English ‘hydropsy’ or ‘oedema’ (Cf. Károly 2015: 269).  

Whileestablish.todifficultmore is⟩,برص⟨ṣbaraterm,followingThe 
“Being leprous; leprosy,as⟩برص⟨ṣbaradescribes175) Steingass (1892: 

especially the malignant white species”, Grenard writes that it is La lépre ou 
éléphantias ‘i.e. black leprosy (elephant leg)’. According to a dictionary from 
1844, there are two sorts of disease referred to by this name. The source states 
that they are, “so named, from the supposed resemblance of the skin of leprous 
persons to that of the elephant ; or from the mis-shapen leg in the Arabian  
leprosy being supposed to resemble that of the elephant” (Hoblyn 1844: 106). 
This can be compared to the information presented by Online Medical 

175 My gratitude goes to Birsel Karakoç who brought this theory up for discussion when I had 
a presentation at a Turkological seminar at the Department of Linguistics and Philology in 
Uppsala in 2020.  
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Dictionary, which with regard to elephantiasis describes the following 
symptoms: 

Hypertrophy and thickening of tissues from causes other than filarial 
infection176 

The rest of the Arabic terms occurring in Grenard’s list are ṣafra, bawāsīr, 
sill, and wabāʼ. While the first of these, namely ṣafra, refers to jaundice, the 
second word, bawāsīr, means hemorrhoids (Károly 2015: 236) and sill is  
‘pulmonary phthisis, (tuberculosis)’. This can be compared with Steingass 
who writes that sill is “Ulceration of the lungs; consumption; a hectic fever” 
(Steingass 1892: 691). 

The final Arabic word in Grenard’s list is wabāʼ, a word that he describes 
as ‘cholera morbus’ (possibly ‘gastroenteritis’). Steingass, however, lists 
several more explanations such as ‘[p]lague, pestilence; cholera; any epidemic 
disease” (Steingass 1892: 1454). Cholera morbus appears to be an outdated 
term. According to Online Medical Dictionary, it is “no longer used in the 
scientific literature. Cholera morbus refers to acute GASTROENTERITIS 
occurring in summer or autumn; characterized by severe cramps, diarrhea, and 
vomiting.”177 

foundterm the generic is‘smallpox’ ⟩چيچيك⟨äkčičterms, Among Turkic 
also is⟩,يلقيز⟨qizilmeasles, forword The sources. most insmallpox for 

Turkic. The literal meaning ‘red’ is probably referring to the red rashes that 
‘scabies’, this is ⟩اققيچيشق⟨išqaq čqiappear when the person is sick. Regarding 

quite a logical term considering how it is formed from the stem of the verb 
qičišmaq, which means ‘to scratch’.  

‘flea-ridden (person)’,⟩قوتور⟨koutouraswhich Grenard writes The word, 
also refers to scabies or an itching ailment. This word is also found in older 
Turkic texts such as Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, where its meaning is the same  
(Károly 2015: 305). 

bezgäk‘eczema’,⟩يلي قان⟨qan yelwords include Other obviously Turkic 
kök yötälfuruncle’ and or] ‘boil iqanč[sic. ’ipqanč‘malaria fever’,⟩بيزکاك⟨ 

‘whooping cough’. While Grenard attributes qan yel with the meaning 
‘eczema’, it is not a word frequently encountered in the Eastern Turki 
manuscripts consulted for this study. A far more common word is rather  
tämär’ätkü, described by Jarring (1964: 302). A less common word for the 
same condition is čil, which also appears in Prov 24. This word also appears 
in contemporary Uyghur sources where the meaning is ‘eczema’ (Schwarz 
1992: 1010). 

176 Source: https://www.online-medical-dictionary.org/definitions-e/elephantiasis.html (last 
accessed 2021-04-03) 
177 (Source: https://www.online-medical-dictionary.org/definitions-c/cholera-morbus.html 
(Last accessed 2021-04-01). 
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The Turkic term bezgäk, sometimes written as besgäk (Cf. Prov 354), for 
malaria and ague provided by Grenard occurs frequently in the indigenous 
medical sources, as well as in older texts such as Subḥān Qulï’s treatise (Cf. 
Károly 2015: 238). It also appears in travel reports. Forsyth, for example, 
writes the word as bazgak in a section about the Loplik people at ‘Lob’ 
(Forsyth (1875: 53). 

no provides Grenardaslistthein out stands ⟩چيپقان⟨ipqančwordThe 
translation here. The term is most likely a misspelling of the word čiqan ‘boil; 
furuncle’ mentioned in Schwarz Uyghur dictionary (Schwarz 1992: 1010). 
Finally, among the Turkic words we find kök yötäl, which Grenard describes 
as ‘whooping cough’. While the literal meaning of the first word, kök, is 

has the meaning ‘to cough’ (Schluessel 2015: 53). 

Culture-bound illnesses 
As we can see, Grenard’s list mentions venereal disease, epidemics, skin 
disease, chronic disease such as inflammations, whooping cough and 
rheumatism as well as disease spread by parasites such as malaria and more. 
The terminology closely resembles the information found in indigenous 
medical texts. With regard to labelling in Grenard’s list, an interesting aspect 
is the reference  to the word  yel ‘wind’  in  qan yel.  Across the world,  
anthropologists have identified a number of culture-bound illnesses which do 
not fit into the category of biomedical disease. These illnesses are most often 
referred to in anthropological literature as ‘folk illnesses’ or ‘culture-bound 
syndromes’. As such, we have susto in  Latin America,  amok in Malaysia, 
windigo in Northeastern America, narahatiye galb ‘heart distress’ in Iran, dil 
ghirda hai ‘sinking heart’ in the Punjab in India, koro in China, high blood in 
USA, crise de foie in France and many more (Helman 1994: 113). As Helman 
writes, “[e]ach of these is a ‘culture-bound syndrome’, in the sense that it is a 
unique disorder, recognized mainly by members of a particular culture, and 
treated by them in a culturally specific way” (Helman 1994: 113–114).  

In Eastern Turkestan and other parts of Central Asia, this kind of culture-
bound syndrome was/is yel ‘wind’. While it can on the one hand refer to a 
number of not easily identifiable physical disorders, it also applies to problems 
of a psychological character. The manuscript sources, as well as contemporary 
indigenous material and foreign reports, make mention of these. Besides qan 

is used for labelling a number yel‘eczema’ mentioned by Grenard, ⟩ييل قان⟨yel 
of ailments. (Grenard 1898a: 110–111). 

Yel is mentioned as a category itself in some medical texts. For instance, a 
section in Hapiz Niyas’s book Orta retsepleri contains a heading with the title 

occurs(Károly 2015: 293) cough’ ‘a ⟩يوتل⟨,yötälthe second word, ‘green’, 
which,⟩يوتالماک⟨yötälmäkthe verbthe texts. It is formed from frequently in 
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Shamal kesäl ‘wind sickness’ (Niyaz 2010: 89). An indigenous source from 
the early 20th century informs us that if one makes it a habit to use garlic, 
he/she will become well from all gases (wind) coming from phlegm. In 
addition, earache and malaria will be cured (Prov 24. 11b2–4). Yel ‘wind’ is 
often mentioned in relation to swollen intestinal organs and such like, but local 
sources show that the term has a wider meaning. As mentioned, it is something 
that can strike people down physically or mentally. In one of the sources used 
for this thesis, the term yel is mentioned alongside the word for smallpox, 
čičäkniŋ yäli (Prov 354. 52b1–3). Another example is Katanov, who presents 
a passage explaining what a woman should do if she has ‘wind’ in the uterus. 
(Katanov 1976: 34–35). The same topic is discussed in an indigenous text 
relating to reasons for not being able to become pregnant (Prov 351. 41b5– 
42a3). That specific passage illuminates that a possible relation between 
beliefs in that yel involves the risk of closing the vagina and therefore making 
it impossible to become pregnant (Prov 351. 41b5–42a3). Among Katanov’s 
examples of illnesses is wind coming from the nose, here referring to dizziness 
(Katanov 1976: 36–37). A contemporary Uyghur source dealing with the 
properties of the jigdä ‘oleaster tree’ uses the term yel tarqitish for removal of 
gas/wind from the stomach (Turdi 2013: 26). Yel is also included in local 
terminology for a range of other ailments. As mentioned, wajaʻi mafāṣil refers 
to ‘pain in the joints’ (Steingass 1892: 1283) or wajaʿl al-mafāṣil 
‘rheumatism’ (Károly 2015: 336). It seems that the Turkic word for describing 
the same ailment was yel ‘wind’ but its usage was not restricted to this. Károly 
writes that it has “a wider semantic field, [where] Turkic yel also denotes 
rheumatism as the Arabic word waǰaʿl al-mafāṣil” (Károly 2015: 40). 
Moreover, compound words referring to rheumatism are formed with yel, such 
as yel arqa that “most likely means ‘rheumatic back, back affected by 
rheumatism’” (Károly 2015: 169). 

Yet another interesting example is brought up by Gunnar Jarring, who 
mentions the two expressions yel or sowaq yel, the first word meaning ‘wind’ 
and the second ‘cold wind’. According to Jarring, these were local expressions 
used for denoting syphilis, and he speculates whether this name perhaps 
stemmed from the common belief that the disease was spread by means of the 
wind – hence this name (Jarring 1979a: 138). His observation of yel ‘wind’ as 
an explanation for illness corresponds to notions about wind elsewhere in 
Central Asia. Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka, for instance, has informed me that 
when doing research in Afghanistan, she encountered illnesses described as 
bād ‘windy’. In Afghanistan, “wind was perceived as a cause of headache, 
rheumatic ailments or eye troubles” (personal information in 2021). As 
mentioned, similar notions exist among the Uyghurs where wind  (yel or  
shamal) is used as an explanation for a wide range of illnesses, physical or 
mental disorders, but also misfortune. That such concepts also appear in 
popular culture is an indication of how strongly rooted these ideas still are 
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among some Uyghurs. An interesting reference to such winds is mentioned in 
the film Qirliq Istakan ‘The Crystal Glass’, a comedy movie based on the 
novel by the famous Uyghur author Memtimin Hoshur. 

The film relates to what happens after a group of friends gather to drink 
heavily. After the drinking party, one of the characters develops a sort of 
dancing mania while the other person experiences a personality change, 
leading him to speak nonsense repetitively. Finally, the family decide to send 
for a baḫši ‘exorcist’, who, despite using his full repertoire of magical rituals, 
fails to cure his patient.178 When leaving the patient’s home, the exorcist 
explains to the ill person’s friends (who have not become sick) that their friend 
has most probably “slept at some random place” where a wind has caught him. 
Eventually, the patient is taken to a modern hospital where the doctors 
establish that he has not gone insane, but instead has been poisoned by alcohol 
(i.e. naturalistic etiology).179 

Henry Walter Bellew’s observations in Eastern 
Turkestan 
Grenard’s observations partly coincide with those of Henry Walter Bellew, a 
British national and doctor who traveled to the region in 1873–74. His 
accounts were published a year later in 1875 in the book Kashmir and 
Kashgar: a Narrative of the Journey of the Embassy to Kashgar in 1873–74. 
Here he relates that during his time in Kashgar and Yarkand he opened a small 
clinic (charitable dispensary) offering Western medical care to the population 
(Bellew 1875: 9). Among the illnesses mentioned by Bellew are 
“inflammatory affections of the respiratory organs and glands of the organs 
and glands of the throat”, which were “common enough, as were the rheumatic 
affections” (Bellew 1875: 9). According to his observations, fevers were less 
common. He also mentions “typhoids and remittents” (Bellew 1875: 9), which 
he states were much more frequent than so-called “intermittents” (Bellew 
1875: 9). Other commonly occurring conditions that, in his own words, 
“appeared with a frequency of recurrence attractive of attention” (Bellew 
1875: 9) included “scrofula and pulmonary consumption, cancers and 
melanotic tumours” (Bellew 1875: 9). In addition to these, diseases of the eye 
and goiter, attributed to climatic conditions and the type of water respectively, 
are discussed at length (Bellew 1875: 9–10). 

Bellew also made a linguistic contribution by compiling a list of medical 
terms in English, Yarkandi, Kirghiz and Kalmyk (spelled as Kalmác in the 

178 Later in chapter nine we will further discuss the activities of the baḫši ‘exorcist’. 
179 The film is available with full English subtitles by Kurban Niyaz on YouTube. Available at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy6edxdxuSw (last accessed 2021-08-16) 
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list), entitled “Comparative vocabulary of some dialects spoken in the territory 
of Kashghar” (Meserve 1997: 190–193). Among the terms mentioned in  
Bellew’s word list are words for different parts of the body, as well ‘diseases’ 
and their corresponding terminology. Since the list was made in cooperation 
with a local informant by the name of Asmat Ali, we can assume that the 
words rendered are somewhat representative of the language used during this 
period (Meserve 1997: 190–191). Regarding Turkic terms, there is an obvious 
overlap between the Yarkand (Eastern Turki) dialect and its Kirghiz 
equivalents, but similarities are also observed between Kalmyk (a Mongolic 
language) and the Turkic languages in the word chichak for ‘smallpox’. 

As we can see, several obviously similar or equal Yarkandi and Kirghiz 
terms also appear in Grenard (Grenard 1898a: 110–111), such as bezgäk 
‘malaria fever’, čipqan’ [sic. čiqan] ‘boil; furuncle’, koutour ‘flea-ridden 
(person)’ and kök yötäl ‘whooping cough’ (Grenard 1898a: 110–111). It 
appears that Bellew recorded the words as he heard them and therefore his 
rendering may seem a bit awkward at times. While Bellew’s list is useful, an 
obvious advantage to Grenard’s list in comparison is that the latter includes 
spelling using the Arabic script. 

Henry Walter Bellew’s Altaic Vocabulary for Ailments / Diseases (List  

reproduced from Bellew (1873: 537–538) and Meserve (1997: 193). 

English Yarkandi Kirghiz Kalmác 

pain aghri agric öbduá 
pus chiring yiring kölsun 
gall  ót ót thosun 
fever tap  tepma  chichir 
ague bazgik bazgik chichir 
smallpox chichak chichak chichak 
cough yútil yútal khanyána 
catarrh zukám phutupti thomo 
palsy shal shal khachudwá 
madness saranglik  saranglik karikta 
jaundice  sárghiyip  sárígh kasal sharla-öbduá 
wound  zakhm zakhm sharkha 
ulcer yará yará – 
pustule yará yará butsuruc 
ringworm tâz táz khojúgúr 
itch cichish kotur khámo 
abcess chibán chícán tsakáchí 
goitre  bucác pucác bolzú bolzúr 
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Public baths and sanitation 
In Grenard’s opinion, one of the main obstacles to health in the oasis town of 
Khotan was the lack of hygiene and crowded living conditions; it was not 
uncommon to have 10 people living under the same roof. Therefore, in the 
summer the climate had a favorable impact since people would spend the days 
outside instead of staying indoors, thus highly reducing the negative impact 
of the damp, crowded, dirty dwellings they had to endure at night (Grenard 
1898a: 109). 

Or les quelques feutres qui servent de lit garantissent mal de la moiteur 
du sol; gardes toujours a' l'intérieur, il sont piques de taches de 
moisissure ainsi que les couvertures; l'espace est étroit pour le grand 
nombre de personnes logeant sous la même toit: a Khotan un compte 
une dizaine d'individus par maison. (Grenard 1898a: 109) 

Hultvall (1981b: III. 2: 8) writes that various types of skin disease were 
common in Eastern Turkestan. Thus, a number of reports refer to ailments that 
can be classified as belonging to the category of skin diseases. As mentioned, 

ailmentan (person)’; ‘flea-riddenaas⟩قوتور⟨koutourdescribes Grenard 
“characterized by patches of a reddish color, appearing on the skin causing 
violent itchiness” (Grenard 1898a: 110).  

While it is possible that bedbugs or lice caused these (skin) ailments, the 
report does not provide sufficient information to provide a certain answer. 
Although not a disease, the Western literature emphasizes the prevalence of 
lice and bedbugs and unsanitary conditions as often directly or indirectly 
leading to people becoming ill. Grenard notes that while public baths were  
found in Kashgar, it was common in places devoid of such institutions to 
install a sort of simple shower device. According to the French traveler’s 
description, buckets and boilers hung from the ceiling would be filled with 
water. Operated by a string, these devices served as showers for the 
population, who would make use of them on public holidays: 

S’il n’y a pas de bains publics convenables ailleurs qu’á Kashgar il y a 
partout des cuveaux de boix et des seaux qu’on suspend pleins l’eau au 
plafond et qu’on fait basculer avec une ficelle. Trop de gens cependant 
recourent à cet appareil a douches, primitif bien qu’efficaces les jours 
de grande fête seulement et se contentent en temps ordinaire de se  
passer à l’eau le bout du nez et des doigts. (Grenard 1898a: 109) 

Regarding general concepts of hygiene, Grenard observed that the tenets of 
Islam played an important part in upholding cleanliness performed in the form 
of ablutions. 
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L’islamisme a introduit ou fortifie certaines habitudes de propreté 
corporelle. Les gens respectables procèdent souvent à des ablutions 
complètes. (Grenard 1898a: 109) 

It is hard to assess how his comment on ablutions performed by so-called 
respectable men, perhaps the religiously educated, should be interpreted. If 
Grenard implies that this excludes the rest of the population from performing 
these complete ablutions, it is a highly unlikely statement as a number of 
reports on the region emphasize the upholding of this religiously important 
element prior to entering the mosque for daily prayers. Bearing in mind the 
elevated position of Islam in Eastern Turkestani society, his comments 
perhaps either reflect a Eurocentric bias or stem from a lack of understanding 
associated with superficial observations (Grenard 1898a: 110). Grenard’s 
observations can be compared to those of Russian doctors working on the 
Kazakh steppe. Afanasyeva (2013: 161), for instance, highlights interesting 
examples of how the Russian doctors describe the living habits of the Kazakh. 
Just like Grenard, they attributed the occurrence and spread of disease to 
unsanitary living conditions and the habit of sharing utensils for drinking and 
eating. Quoting the Russian doctors S. Iarotskii, I.V. Strakhovich, A.L. 
Polenov Afanasyeva writes: 

On the whole, however, doctors attributed the spread of diseases among 
Qazaqs not to their religious traditions but to their living habits and the 
conditions of nomadic life. The most noticeable of these for the authors 
was “uncleanliness and untidiness”.180 “While complying with the ritual 
of washing some parts of the body,” the doctors wrote, “a Kirghiz 
avoids washing the rest; bathing is non-existent among them; changing 
of underwear occurs rarely and irregularly, then it is poorly washed, 
often without any soap, the homes are kept in the same grimy manner… 
lice and fleas are abundant in the underclothing and felts of a 
Kirghiz”181 Everyone eating from one bowl, using the hands and wiping 
hands and lips after the meal with a shared towel – all this was listed 
among the unhygienic habits that contributed to the spread of disease. 
(Afanasyeva 2013: 161) 

180 Here Afanasyeva (2013: 161) is quoting S. Iarotskii, “Narodnaia kirgizskaia meditsina,” 
Drug zdraviia 10 (1836): 73; SPbF AR-AN, f. 317, op. 1, d. 44, l. 6, 6ob; M. Shchensnovich, 
“Epidemicheskaia cholera v Ka-mysh-Samarskoi chasti Vnutrennei Kirgizskoi ordy v 1866 g.”, 
Arkhiv sudebnoi meditsiny i obshchestvennoi gigieny 2 (1867): 79; Stratilatov, “Vopros,
trebuiushchii resheniia. Ospa i ospoprivivanie”, Turkestanskie vedomosti 31 (1877): 142–143; 
S.V. Konstansov, “Chumnaia epidemiia”, 1497; R. Karuts, Sredi kirgizov i turkmenov, 34–37; 
A. Kruzhilin, “Vtoroi Primorskii okrug”, 140. 48 I.V. Strakhovich, A.L. Polenov et al. 
181 Here Afanasyeva (2013: 161) is quoting I.V. Strakhovich, A.L. Polenov et al., Chuma 
Astrakhanskogo kraia, Part II, 30. 
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While acknowledging that the Western reports often have a biased tone, the 
critique of sanitation was not reserved to foreigners. While the latter would 
usually emphasize that Turkestani society was a backwater with a population 
opposed to change, this was not all true. Societal change occurred there as 
well in a number of other areas. As we have seen, an exchange of information 
was obtained through long-distance travel, which in turn brought new ideas to 
the region. 

As in Western Turkestan, Muslim reformism was mainly undertaken by the 
Jadid movement. With regard to medicine, its counterpart in Western or 
Russian Turkestan had displayed fierce criticism of many aspects of 
Turkestani society, including the position of medical knowledge. In the view 
of these modernists, their society had lagged behind the West and this was 
most clearly visible in the field of medicine. This is vividly expressed by one 
of the foremost voices of Jadidism in Western Turkestan, the author Abdurrauf 
Fitrat, who in his novel bayānāt-i sayyāh-i hindi ‘The Tales of an Indian 
Traveler’, (first published in 1911 in Istanbul) highlights the situation in his 
homeland. His harsh criticism of default sanitation and the low standard of  
public health in Central Asia is illustrated by statements such as the one 
appearing in the Jadid journal Āyina ‘The Mirror’ in 1914 (Khalid 1998: 140): 

Our tabibs are ignorant of the science of medicine and have no skills 
other than that of worsening the disease and sending off the patient to 
the other world speedily. (Khalid 1998: 142) 

Due to the scant material available, it is difficult to assess the degree to 
which these ideas, especially in terms of medicine, had reached the overall 
population. We can however see that while many adhered to local practitioners 
of medicine, there was an increasing awareness that certain illnesses were 
treated more efficiently using Western medicine. This is attested by the fact 
that many travelers in the area were approached by locals asking if they had 
‘Western medicine’ to sell. This relationship has also been discussed by 
Bellér-Hann, who writes that foreigners such as “[t]ravelers and missionaries 
often acted as medicine men, not only because the drugs of the West were 
overrated, but also because of the perceived gap between local and Western 
healthcare” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 56). 

For instance, the book Åter till Kashgar (Return to Kashgar) has a chapter 
dealing with a visit to the Ordam Padishah mazar in 1929, in which Gunnar 
Jarring relates how villagers in the little village of Achiq approached him and 
his fellow traveler John Törnquist to take a closer look at them. Jarring 
suggests that the main reason for this was that they were pärängi, i.e. 
Europeans. Apparently, they were not the first Europeans to have traveled 
these areas, since one of the villagers testified that he had met one when he 
was a child.  
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Jarring speculates whether this may have been the British traveler Aurel 
Stein, who had traversed the area twenty-five years earlier. While discussing 
the matter of pawnbrokers with the villagers, the question of medicine came 
up for discussion and the villagers presented a little girl affected by scabies, 
which had affected her head. They enquired as to whether the two travelers 
had any medicine to sell and if they were knowledgeable in medical matters. 
Since the two were en route, they had no medicine to offer but the villagers 
were recommended to bring the girl to the missionary hospital in Kashgar for 
treatment (Jarring 1979a: 130–131). 

Perhaps, but uncertain, other segments of society, especially those with 
financial resources, resorted to travel to neighboring countries such as India 
in order to receive eye surgery. For most of the population, however, there 
existed few alternatives to traditional forms of treatment, and as we will see, 
patients receiving care at the Swedish mission, for example, would also at 
times be skeptical as the treatment of doctors there did not conform to local 
notions of what was proper treatment. Moreover, as we shall see later on, some 
people were directly persuaded not to visit the hospitals of the pärängi 
‘foreigners’, since there was a perceived risk of being subject to religiously 
‘improper’ treatment at these establishments represented by the Christians. 

Skin problems 
Skin problems were common in the region and treatment consisted of cures 
based on both personalistic and naturalistic principles. We have already 
mentioned qičišqaq and qotur, both referring to scabies, and qan yel, 
apparently a common name for ‘eczema’ (Grenard 1898a: 110–111). 
Regarding local forms of treatment for scabies, Högberg writes that a locally 
employed method was to use zirnīḫ ‘realgar’, a product classified as dry–hot 
to the fourth degree. In addition to treatment of scabies, the drug was used 
“against smelly sores, pyogenic granulomas [proud flesh] [and] polyps” 
(Högberg 1907a: 57 (26) [544]). In addition, mixed with lime [the mineral], 
the medicament was used for removing [undesired] hair by means of “burning 
it off” (Högberg 1907a: 57 (26) [544]).  

Besides qičišqaq, qotur and qan yel, other local names may be noted such 
which,,⟩تاز⟨zātand198)1979a: ‘vitiligo’ (Jarring aq kessälterms theas 

according to Schluessel, indicates “the fungal disease favus’, or someone 
affected by it, often an object of ridicule in Eastern Turki stories” (Schluessel 
2015: 16).182 As mentioned, another common term for eczema is tämär’ätkü 
(Jarring 1964: 302), which appears in many Eastern Turki medical texts. For 

 ,araāṭšdrug called athat mentions 283passage in Prov ainstance⟩شاطره⟨>

“European translators in the early 20 c. often rendered , Schluessel writes,⟩ازت⟨zātRegarding 182 

the word as “scald-head” (Schluessel 2015: 16).  
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also skin diseaseseczema, but of for treatment effective was ⟩شيطره⟨araṭšai 
such as scabies: 

ägär kiši här küni qirq misqāl šāṭarani ičsä qotur tämär’ätküni 
qičišqaqni yoq qilur 

If a person drinks forty misqāl of fumitory every day, it will remove 
scabies and eczema. (Prov 283. 64b5–6) 

The word tämär’ätkü ‘eczema’ also appears in texts not devoted 
specifically to medicine such as Prov 271, labeled by Gunnar Jarring as A 
composite manuscript in Eastern Turki (see Prov 271. 1a.1–10). The 
manuscript in question contains a section (one page) devoted to this topic in 

̱ 

the form of a prayer that should be read for curing the ailment. Note that the 

̱ 

find in we what slightly different to MS is the in ⟩تمرتکو⟨tämärätkü spelling 
Jarring’s dictionary (cf. Jarring 1964: 302): 

tämärätkügä duʿāsi bu turur bu duʿāni qirq bir marātaba oqub 
tämärätkügä dam qilsa šifā tabğay duʿā bu turur [PRAYER] 

This is the prayer for eczema. If one reads this prayer forty-one times 
and moistens the eczema one will obtain health. This is the prayer: 
[PRAYER]. (Prov 271. 1a.1–10) 

Another common skin ailment was vitiligo. From his observations at  a  
Uyghur hospital in 1978, Gunnar Jarring writes that the illness commonly 
called aq kessäl ‘the white disease’, had previously been considered incurable 
but the doctors had now found a way to cure it. Earlier in history, the condition 
had been very common in the region. Purportedly, the disease used to carry a 
stigma since it caused afflicted people to have a terrible appearance that made 
others shy away and avoid them. A second consequence, which led to even 
more suffering for the patient, was that he/she often fell into a mood of despair 
at having the condition. Although deemed incurable, there was one remedy 
with the power to heal, according to local conceptions; this was the sun, but 
its impact was only deemed effective during the hot summer months when 
there was an abundance of strong sunlight (Jarring 1979a: 198). 

Another skin disease appearing in the indigenous sources is tāz ‘fungal 
disease or scald-head.’ Just like other commonly visible ailments such as 
goiter and vitiligo, this disease carried a stigma that is evident from local lore, 
where it frequently appears as “an object of ridicule” (Schluessel 2015: 16). 
This is also evident from Eastern Turki manuscript sources in the Jarring 
collection at Lund, which contains a number of texts on scald-heads.183 

Gunnar Jarring provides a number of examples of descriptions of favus or 

183 On scald-heads, see, Prov 158: f. 31. Cf. Prov 461: 2. 
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scald-heads in his book Materials to the knowledge of Eastern Turki II, in 
which a long section of poetry and stories is devoted to this topic (Jarring 
1948: 45). 

The scald-head said, “Kiss me once!” he said. The woman said, “Yes! 
But if I say that I will kiss you your head is rotten and stinking. In my 
pocket I have a remedy for a scald-head. To-morrow morning when I 
have washed your head. I will smear on the remedy,” she said. The 
scald-head said, “Alright!” In the morning she washed his head, 
stripped the scald-head to the skin and buried him to his throat and 
scalped his head with a knife. She put (some of) her own hair onto his 
(head) and put the scald-head’s head (scalp) on her own and entered the 
town. (Jarring 1948: 45. Cf. Jarring 1946: 105–120). 

The stigma attributed to favus was apparently not restricted to Eastern 
Turkestan. It also carried a stigma in Iran, although it was very common, 
especially for women who were in the process of getting married. In the book, 
The wild rue: a study of Muhammadan magic and folklore in Iran, Bess 
Donaldson puts the blame for the disease on reportedly careless mothers. 

One of the most cutting remarks that can be made of a young woman, 
especially if she is considered as a bride for some acquaintance, is to 
say that probably she has had favus. Since there is this attitude one 
wonders why the disease has been so prevalent, but it appears to have 
been largely due to widespread carelessness on the part of the mothers. 
(Donaldson, Bess Allen. 1973: 187) 

Infectious diseases 
Just as Grenard attributed the prevalence of some commonly occurring skin 
problems such as qičišqaq ‘scabies’ in the region to lack of cleanliness, he 
highlighted bad sanitation as the main factor behind the propagation of 
infections. The common habits of the economically marginalized of 
purchasing second-hand, old clothes, a general practice of sharing pipes when 
smoking, using the same cups when drinking water and the tendency of 
barbers to use the same towels for several clients were provided as an 
explanation of the spread of contagious disease (Grenard 1898a: 110). 

A cette insuffisance d’ablutions l’habitude des individus pauvres 
d’acheter de vieux habits, la consume générale de boire à la tasse et de 
fumer à la pipe de son voisin la pratique des barbiers de faire servir la 
même serviette a tous leurs clients pendant plusieurs jours se joignent 
pour aider à la propagation des affections contagieuses. (Grenard 
1898a: 110) 
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 ّپس⟨
Among the infectious diseases reported by travelers in the area were sill 

pässä110–111), 1898a: ‘pulmonary⟩ه phthisis, (tuberculosis) (Grenard 
‘leprosy; leucoderma; a leper’ (Schluessel 2015: 15) and kezik ‘typhoid fever’, 
which in contemporary sources is also known as tif kesili (Schwarz 1992: 
722). The locally employed name for tuberculosis was sill. According to a 
missionary’s observation, it appears that tuberculosis was very uncommon on 
the plains, i.e. in sedentary areas, whereas among the Kirgiz the disease 
ravaged the population along with low birth rates and frequent miscarriages. 
A common medicament for every sort of illness was the consumption of 
kumiss, a beverage made from fermented mare’s milk (Törnquist 1928: 53). 

The harsh climate and the generally grim living conditions makes a long 
life span impossible. The Kirgiz age rapidly. Even diseases that are 
fairly unheard of on the plain ravage here. In particular, this can be said 
about tuberculosis. In addition, the birth rate is low. Miscarriage is more 
common than among other peoples. Against all this suffering they have 
a cure which is frequently used, but which appears to offer little relief. 
From mares milk a beverage is prepared by means of adding yeast, 
which then is shaken occasionally during a few days in a container 
made from goat’s skin. In finished condition, the beverage is called 

content alcoholic Its milk]. mare’s fermented ,⟩ميزق⟨qimiz[kumiss 
reaches 2 % and is also used as an intoxicating drink. According to the 
Kirgiz the beverage is effective against fever, serves to increase birth 
rates and long life etc. (Törnquist 1928: 53)184 

Besides tuberculosis, kezik ‘typhoid fever’ (Schwarz 1992: 722) was a 
highly dreaded disease occurring with frequency in the region. It often had 
severe consequences leading to death. Not only local people but also  
Westerners such as the Swedish missionaries Magnus Bäcklund (d. 1903) and 
Hanna Alfrida (Frida) Lundell (d. 1934) died from the disease (Raquette 
1917d: 540; Nyström 1942a: 162; Rydén 1942: 167).185 In 1929 Gunnar 
Jarring fell ill from typhoid fever and almost succumbed to the disease, 
something which he devotes a whole chapter to in his memoirs (Jarring 1979a: 
140–147). 

Indigenous methods for treating the disease included utilization of ispağōl 
P. ‘(seed of) flea-wort, Plantago psyllium’ (Károly 2015: 269), a plant 
classified in L. E. Högberg’s catalogue as wet–hot. As observed in Högberg’s 
medicine list, plants often had multiple usages within the locally employed 
medical system. As an example, besides treating typhoid fever, ispağōl was 

184 Interestingly, according to Afanasyeva, the consumption of “kumys, or fermented mare’s 
milk, always received the highest praise” from Russian doctors working among the Kazakhs in 
the 18th–early 20th century (Afanasyeva (2013: 169),   
185 For a description of Magnus Bäcklund and other missionaries that passed away in service 
until 1917 see Raquette 1917d: 538–541.  
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also used against thirst, fever, dry throat […] and gonorrhea (Högberg 1907a: 
57 (13) [531]). 

Leprosy is another disease mentioned in the literature (Hultvall 1981b: III. 
 pässäwas for describing it 2: 8). The local term⟩ه

In his list of Kashgarian medicine, Högberg mentions two locally obtained 
medicaments used for treating leprosy. These two ingredients are yulǧun uruği 

54;2015:(Schluessel’Tamarix gallica‘tamarisk, of) (seed ⟩یغاورا نيولغو⟨ 
Jarring 1964: 160; Berbercan 2012: 50; Hooper 1931: 340) and nuḫūd 
‘chickpea, Cicer arietinum’ (Károly 2015: 290). 

Högberg’s inclassified seed’, ‘tamarisk ⟩اوراغی نيولغو⟨iğun uruǧYul 
catalogue as cold–dry to the first degree, was, in addition to treating leprosy, 
a medicament employed against diarrhea, jaundice, leprosy and enlarged 
spleen (Högberg 1907a: 57 (25) [543]). Nuḫūd ‘chickpea’, is classified in L. 
E. Högberg’s catalogue as cold–wet. Besides leprosy, it was used as a 
medicament for treating dropsy and inflammations and described as 
strengthening for the liver and pulse (Högberg 1907a: 57 (54) [572]). Leprosy 
greatly affects the outer appearance of an individual. In terms of other diseases 
that negatively affected the general appearance of people, various skin 
problems can be mentioned, along with goiter and syphilis. 

Venereal disease 
Foreign observers frequently mentioned the prevalence of the venereal disease 
maraż ‘syphilis’, as well as other venereal diseases. Jarring writes that in the 
1930s syphilis was widely spread in East Turkestan and was one of the 
diseases with which the missionaries were often confronted in their day-to-
day contact with patients (Jarring 1979a: 138). 

Many people had venereal diseases and especially syphilis was widely 
spread. During their medical training in England those missionaries 
engaged in medical work followed special courses concerning care of 
venereal diseases. (Hultvall. 1981b: III. 2: 8) 

While maraż, yel ‘wind’ or sowaq yel ‘cold wind’ were reported from the 
Southern Tarim (Grenard 1898a: 110–111; Jarring 1979a: 138), it is clear that 
‘the disease’ had other local names as well. In his work from the eastern oasis 
town of Turpan, Katanov reports that the terms used to describe syphilis there 
were issiq and učuq. Regarding učuq, it is an unclear general term for 
describing diseases occurring in women’s buttocks and genitals. Katanov 
attributes učuq to either syphilis or acute condyloma (Katanov 1976: 32– 
33).186 

186 In Chagatay uçuğ / uçuk means ‘fever spots’ (Clauson 1972: 22). 

(Schluessel 2015: 15). ⟩ّپس 
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Venereal disease is something that missionaries in particular attributed to 
promiscuity. This association is vividly illustrated in a text by a missionary  
discussing patients coming for treatment at one of the MCCS’s hospitals. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, the text reveals a critical moralizing attitude about 
illness and health, and concludes that it is through a sinful lifestyle that the 
woman has become afflicted with syphilis. However, the most interesting 
observation is probably the one on local perceptions on the disease, which we 
could interpret as an indication that venereal disease such as syphilis did not 
always involve stigma: 

Next in line is a woman who is terribly badly afflicted from syphilis, a 
disease she has probably acquired by means of a bad lifestyle. She does 
not seem to be embarrassed at all about her ill condition and says, “God 
has given me this.” (Palmberg, Ingeborg 1917: 414) 

Despite the fact that syphilis is mentioned so frequently in the travel 
literature of the region, L. E. Högberg only mentions the disease once in his 
list of Kashgarian medicine. According to him, the Kashgarian method for 
treating syphilis was to prepare an ointment for “syphilitic sores” by mixing 

Steingass‘cinnabar’ (Károly 2015: 322; Cf. P. ⟩شنکرف⟨šangarf butter with 
1892: 763); a mineral imported classified as dry–hot and also cold within the 
local Eastern Turkestani medical system (Högberg 1907a: 57 (14) [532]). 

Another product mentioned in the manuscript sources (cf. Bäcklund 1902) ⟩, 
pronounced tamur dārosi’; a drug known as ‘sarsaparilla’ belonging to “the 
genus Smilax” (Nielsen 1984. 27–28). According to Nielsen, the plant 
originates in Central and South America. The name Sarsaparilla stems from 
the two Spanish words zarza ‘a thorny bush’ and parilla, the diminutive of 
parra, ‘a grapevine’ (Nielsen 1984. 27–28). Perhaps this corresponds to  
Chinese Sarsaparilla, which David Hooper mentions in the article “Some 
Persian Drugs” (Hooper 1931: 338). Hooper writes that its root was “a famous 
remedy for the treatment of Morbus americanus (Syphilis) and was first 
introduced into Europe by the returning sailors of Columbus, and into India 
by the sailors of Vasco da Gama. It is mentioned by Indian writers of the I6th 
century” (Hooper 1931: 339). 

Besides syphilis, Katanov provides information about a number of venereal 
diseases and other conditions affecting the genitals. In Qomul, ädäm tuqmesi 
‘the male genitals’ was named taš ‘stone’, while swelling of the genitals was 
called böräk ağriği ‘kidney disease’. The word bädän ağriği was used to 
describe dull pain or general dullness of the body.  

Through local informants from Qomul we learn that many young people 
would suffer from čočaq ağriği ‘diseases of the penis’. According to Abdullā-
Ka’s testimony, the local people there would call the flow of pus, sōq ‘the cold 
disease’, while a flow of blood was named issiq ‘the hot disease’ (sōq < soǧaq 

rosiāthat was possibly⟩یوسدار تامور also used to treat syphilis was damur d 
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referred to gonorrhea Thus, the ‘cold disease’‘cold’). ⟩ساوق⟨sawuq;⟩وغاقس⟨ 
while the ‘hot disease’ was a synonym for syphilis (Katanov 1976: 32–33). ⟩سوزاک⟨süzäkOther commonly used Eastern Turki words for gonorrhea were 

.)Schluessel 2015: 32⟩ (سوزناک⟨süzänäkand 187 As shown in Eastern Turki 
manuscript sources, the word was the same there. For example, Prov 283 
devotes a whole chapter to the disease, which according to the manuscript 
source was the equivalent of the Arabic word ḥirqata al-baul. A section from 
Prov 357. 12b1, for instance, reads ḥirqata al-baul yaʿnī süzäkniŋ bayāni, 
which can be translated as ‘blennorrhea’, in other words, ‘the explanation of 

inappears ⟩سوزاک⟨süzäktermmentioned previouslythe while gonorrhea’ 
Prov 283: 

faṣl süzäk bolğanğa 

Subdivision: (remedy) against gonorrhea. (Prov 283. 41b7) 

In his list  of Kashgarian medicine, L.  E. Högberg mentions three 
medicaments used in treating gonorrhea. These are the seeds of flea-wort as 
well as cubeb, and borage. The plant ispağōl ‘(seed of) flea-wort’, Plantago 
psyllium' (Károly 2015: 269), classified in L. E. Högberg’s catalogue as wet– 
hot, was in addition to treating gonorrhea used for typhoid fever, thirst, fever 
and dry throat (Högberg 1907a: 57 (13) [531]). In addition, kabāba-i čīnī. 
‘cubeb, Piper cubeba’ (Károly 2015: 271), a dry–hot medicament, was used 
for the same purpose but also against headaches and coughs stemming from a 
cold temperament. However, when cubeb was used for treating gonorrhea it 
was mixed together with sour milk (Högberg 1907a: 57 (60) [578]). Yet 
another plant mentioned by Högberg as a medicament for gonorrhea was 

‘borage’, classified as a ‘neutral’ medicament. According to ⟩سپستان⟨nāsipest 
local medical theories, the drug was used for treating gonorrhea when it was 
diagnosed as stemming from a warm-blooded temperament. Besides treating 
gonorrhea, sipestān was utilized “against dry cough, asthma, hoarseness and 
secretion of pus” (Högberg 1907a: 57 (109) [627]). It is possible that the 
mentioning of secretions such as pus in Högberg’s manuscript actually refers 
to common side effects stemming from gonorrhea (Högberg 1907a: 57 (109) 
[627]).  

tocorresponds ailments cough for ⟩سپستان⟨nāsipestofutilizationThe 
Hooper’s material on drugs in Persia. According to David Hooper, the drug 
corresponds to ‘borage, Cordia Myxa’. In Teheran, the fruits are called 
sepestan, sebestan or sapistan, a word that is derived from the Persian words 
Sagpistan ‘Dog’s dugs’. The fruits are also called Sebestan plums (Hooper 
1931: 311): 

187 Cf. Katanov’s description on gonorrhea, which in Turfan was called sözäk (Katanov 1976: 
38–41). 
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Cordia Myxa, the Arbor glutinosa of Rumphius, is a common shrub or 
small tree frequently cultivated, and found in regions extending from 
Egypt to Cochin-China and Tropical Africa. The Sapistan is a well-
known drug in the orient, introduced by the Arabians. It is a drupe of 
the size of a cherry with mucilaginous properties, and is sometimes used 
in making birdlime. Aitchison says the fruits are chiefly imported from 
Southern Persia to be employed in medicine, and are forwarded in 
quantity to Turkestan. On account of their demulcent properties they  
are useful for coughs and chest complaints. (Hooper 1931: 311) 

Goiter (struma) 
Besides venereal disease, the most commonly discussed ailment by 

“struma⟩پوخاق⟨aqḫWesterners residing or traveling in the area was po 
(swelling in the neck from an enlarged thyroid gland)” (Schluessel 2015: 15). 
Interestingly the medical manuscripts make little mention of this common 
condition. The inhabitants of Yarkand in particular appear to have suffered 
immensely from this disease. Despite being so prevalent, having goiter carried 
a stigma. Thus, some patients visiting the missionary hospital would not 
mention the illness by its name. Instead, they would only point with their hand 
towards the afflicted place: 

A woman, who has goiter, points towards her throat and asks for 
medicine against the suffering. She does not want to mention the 
disease by its name. It is a peculiar perception among the people, that, 
although goiter is so common, it is considered a shame to be afflicted 
with it. (Palmberg, Ingeborg 1917: 414) 

One source suggests that as many as eighty percent of the population in 
Yarkand had goiter. Raquette writes: 

As is well known, Yarkand has for several hundred years been 
notorious for its goitre. (See Marco Polo). Of the native population there 
are very few who have not a larger or smaller lump in the throat. They 
seem in general to be very little incommoded by it, but cretin 
degeneration is nevertheless very apparent. Idiocy and deaf and 
dumbness with or without any great deformity are very common indeed 
among the Yarkand population. (Raquette 1909: 33) 

We also find references in local lore that reflect this stereotype. In a chapter 
dedicated to different oasis populations’ perceptions of one another, 
sometimes expressed in “mocking gender stereotypes” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
90), Ildikó Bellér-Hann presents the following poem which clearly illustrates 
the common perception of people from Yarkand afflicted with goitre: 
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Straight and slender-waisted are the maids of Kashgar.  

Short, with sack-like figures, are the maids of Yangi-Hissar. 

A goitre above, fat below, [such] are the maids of Yarkand. 

Arranging apples on saucers are the maids of Khotan-Ilchi.  

Eating many currants and grapes are the maids of Ujat. 

Wearing felt caps, with foreheads wide [or high], are the maids of 
Sariqol.  

Snub-nosed, [but] sweet-tongued are the maids of the Kirghiz. (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 90) 

It appears that the Yarkand locals themselves also acknowledged the  
above-mentioned description. T depiction of the Yarkandis appears to occur 
quite frequently in indigenous oral literary tradition. For example, in a love 
song recorded by Raquette we find references to goiter in the following 
stanzas dealing with neighborhoods of that town:  

“In Kargalek it has snowed, see in Poskam it is cold. The hashish-
smokers have monopolized Charso (Raquette 1909: 17) [“name of a 
district (mähälä) in Yarkand.” (Raquette 1909: 33)] and the goitre 
Ghadegarlek” (Raquette 1909: 17) [“name of a district (mähälä) in 
Yarkand.” (Raquette 1909: 33) 

Foreigners traveling in the area also noticed this local stereotype. Colonel 
Mannerheim, for example, noted that in Yarkand it was often said in a joking 
manner that if a person was not afflicted with the disease he was not 
considered a real yarkandliq ‘person from Yarkand’ (Mannerheim 1940: 66). 
Other descriptions like those of Henry Bellew, who visited the area in 1873– 
74, testify to how widely spread this ailment was. 

The most interesting result of this visit to the city is the new aspect in 
which it has shown the people to us in their ordinary every-day-life, and 
we are pleased to perceive that the unfavourable impression produced 
by the concentrated ugliness and inferiority of the crowd, which so 
excited our curiosity and attention on the day of our arrival, loses very 
much of the repulsive character it then presented by dispersion and 
intermixture with the softer faces of women, and more attractive 
features of youth, but it is by no means removed, for the hideous goitre 
meets us in every street and alley, the huge worm-like mass of its 
tortuous vessels dragging down the features, and drawing the eyes 
forward almost on to the cheeks of a naturally unattractive countenance 
; or, in less exaggerated development, marring by its distorted swellings 
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the comeliness of some fair feminine face ; or, even in its incipient 
growth, destroying the charms of infantile beauty. (Bellew 1875: 280) 

According to local explanations, the prevalence of goiter was due to evil 
spirits that would attack people in their sleep. Other explanations claim that 
the “stagnant basin water” caused the illness. The Swedish missionary Gustaf 
Raquette stated that goiter depended on whether people drank so-called ‘white 
water’ from white clay sources, common in Yarkand, or ‘red water’ from red 
mud sources, which was found in Kashgar. This conclusion stemmed from the 
observation that the Chinese, who were seemingly not affected with goiter, 
never drank the water before boiling it. Raquette writes, “Among the Chinese 
population the disease is extremely rare even in Yarkand, which is indubitably 
to be explained by the fact that the Chinese never drink water that has not been 
boiled” (Raquette 1909: 33). 

In Jarkend [Yarkand] a surprisingly large number of people suffered 
from goitre. Approximately 80% of the population had this disease and 
outgrowths often the size of a child’s head were hanging from their 
necks. Also some missionaries contracted this disease, among others 
Arell and Ellen Söderberg. The population explained the presence of 
this illness by evil spirits attacking people when asleep. Others saw the 
stagnant basin water as the “culprit”. This theory was confirmed by the 
fact the Chinese, who only drank the water after having boiled it, never 
had goitre. Raquette points out that goitre existed in areas with “white” 
water, i.e. river water with a grey clay mixture, for example in Jarkend. 
Kashgar on the other hand had “red water”, i.e. water from a river with 
red clay, and there was no goitre. At the mission hospital, the goitre 
growths were operated on and removed, but in cases where that was not 
possible, there was no other medication but iodine. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 
2: 8) 

Trade patterns reveal that besides the above-mentioned explanatory 
models, the Yarkandis were most certainly aware that iodine, or at least 
products from the sea, were beneficial in treating struma. This is evident from 
the local name of a product brought in via India called ‘pókak darú’ [poḫaq 
dārū] , evidently a corruption of the two words poḫaq ‘struma’ and ⟩رودا اقپوخ⟨ 
dārū ‘medicine’. While the handbook compiled by Aitchison merely mentions 
that Pókak darú is “The Turki term for a seaweed” (Aitchison 1874: 205), 
there is a reference to the Gilar-patr (possibly a Bhote term). According to the 
trade manual, the latter word refers to ‘seaweed’, or more specifically “The 
fried fronds of Laminaria saccharina, called by the Yarkandis ‘Pókak-darú’” 
(Aitchison 1874: 93). We can see that Aitchison, the author of the trade 
manual, noticed the potential of selling this product in Central Asia, for he 
points out: “Of this now-a-days a very little is imported through Yarkand to 
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Leh. In sending goods to Central Asia from England it would certainly pay to 
pack some of them with this sea-weed” (Aitchison 1874: 93). 

Bad water as a source of disease 
As we have seen, Grenard attributed many other common ailments such as 
stomach-ache to bad water quality and lack of sanitation. He was of the 
opinion that the excessive use of flour-based foods and undercooked dough in 
the region led to a chronic state of stomach-ache. Another reason for ill-health 
and obesity, especially among the wealthier classes in the region, was 
attributed to the general reluctance to carry out physical exercise; even the 
poor would travel by means of donkey (Grenard 1898a: 109). However, the 
main culprit in this context was the bad quality of the water. In a report from 
Khotan in 1898, he writes that the rivers and canals are full of “soil, plant 
detritus, animalcules and sometimes soda. In addition, it is the stagnant water 
drawn from the reservoirs, which is used for domestic consumption” (Grenard 
1898a: 111). Noteworthy in this context is Grenard’s point that this is also the 
indigenous explanation for general “digestive disorders, swelling of the limbs 
and puffiness of the flesh” (Grenard 1898a: 111). 

Dans les rivières et les canaux elle est chargée de terre, de détritus 
végétaux, d’animalcules, parfois de soude, de plus elle est croupissante 
dans les réservoirs où on la puise ordinairement pour les besoins 
domestiques. C’est à cela que les indigènes attribuent non seulement 
troubles de la digestion et les maux de ventre, mais aussi le gens 
l’enflure des membres, la bouffissure des chairs qui défigurent 
d’individus. (Grenard 1898a: 111) 

Local sources from Qomul also speak of stomach-ache. Indigenous sources 
such as Katanov’s informant Abdullā-Ka inform us that when abdominal pain 
(qurseq ağriği) of children and adults would appear, it was also common to 
experience diarrhea. While Abdullā-Ka’s testimony does not provide 
substantial information about how it is treated, other sources complement the 
picture (Katanov 1976: 32–33). The British consul in Kashgar, Sykes, for 
example, reported that a common method for so-called ‘women’s disease’ and 
stomach-ache was to put candles onto the abdomen. Although the consul’s 
report does not provide more information beyond the passage below, Hultvall 
suggests that he is speaking of a ritual carried out by a magician – possibly the 
duʿāḫon ‘healer’. 

Abdominal pain and women’s diseases were cured by putting several 
burning candles into a piece of bread that had been put on the stomach 
of the patient. Sykes points out that the doctors of the country were not 
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, rištä ⟩کرم⟨na, kirmā-dūkadtypes of intestinal worms commonly referred to as 
(Károly 2015: 271; Palmer 1919: 486; Schluessel 2015:  qurutand⟩ورتق⟨ .(43

held in high esteem. And as they gave no help, people often turned to 
magicians and fortune-tellers. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 5) 

The stagnant water was also the main culprit when it comes to diseases
 ‘malaria, ague or intermittent fever’ (Schluessel 2015: ⟩بزگک⟨bäzgäksuch as 

12). The term bäzgäk was employed in Kashgar as well as further east in the 
oasis town of Qomul.188 The water also transmitted parasites such as various 

Grenard writes that the prevalence of malaria was due to the many artificial 
ponds, canals and rice fields that cut through the landscape, which according 
to him were quite peculiar and unexpected for a landscape at such a high  
altitude (Grenard 1898a: 109–110). Other reports, such as those of  Mrs.  
Lattimore, also testify to the occurrence of malaria in the region. 

Mosquitoes were a real nuisance. Roads were ‘a perfect hell because of 
the heat and the mosquitoes,’ says Mrs. Lattimore. The insects also 
spread malaria, a disease contracted by several missionaries. (Hultvall 
1981b: I. 1: 2) 

Regarding treatment of malaria, local remedies included the utilization of 
both plants and animal products as well as special prayers. The utilization of 
prayer for this purpose was not restricted to Eastern Turkestan. László 
Károly’s book based on a 17th-century medical text by Subḥān Qulï, for 
instance, mentions a number of special prayers used against malaria (Károly 
2015: 105, 190). (The topic will be further discussed in chapter 9). 

The guinea worm (Filaria medinensis) 
Regarding other waterborne diseases, a few appear to have been less prevalent 
in Eastern Turkestan as in Western Turkestan. In his report from Russian 
Turkestan, Eugene Schuyler speaks about a few ‘diseases’ he considers 
“peculiar to the country” (Schuyler 1877: 147). One is the guinea worm 
(Filaria medinensis), whose common name is rištä in Turki while another is 
referred to as the ‘Afghan sore’, whose local names were Yarra-Afghani and 
Pasha-harda. Schuyler attributed both of these ailments to the bad water. 
Unfortunately, material discussing these particular ailments is lacking in the 
sources examined here, although this of course does not rule out the possibility 
that they also exist in Eastern Turkestan. It is possible that rištä occurred in 
Eastern Turkestan as well, since the name appears in Eastern Turki glossaries 
(cf. Schlyter, Birgit N. (ed.), and the forthcoming An Eastern Turki–English 

188 In Katanov’s texts from Qomul and Turpan the local informant Abdullā-Ka, also informs us 
that bäzgäk ‘malaria’, occurred in Qomul (Katanov 1976: 32–33). Cf. Hultvall 1981b: I. 1: 2. ; 
III. 2: 8. ; III. 5: 17. 
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Dialect Dictionary, 2nd edition, compiled by Gunnar Jarring (1907–2002). 
Regarding the Afghan sore, however, I have not been able to localize the 
words Yarra-Afghani and Pasha-harda in any of my sources.  

An interesting point is that in contrast to many other Western observers, 
Schuyler acknowledged the skills of the native physicians and treatment of 
some endemic conditions, such as rištä ‘the guinea worm (Filaria 
medinensis)’, and the Afghan sore. In fact, their knowledge appeared to be 
greater than that of the Russian physicians working in the area. Regarding 
treatment of the that rištä worm, Schuyler describes how the local doctors in 
Western Turkestan would make an incision and wind the worm around a stick; 
a procedure observed in other parts of the world with hot climates. 

The Sarts are not only attacked by the usual maladies to which our 
frame is heir, but they have besides two or three which are peculiar to 
the country, or at all events very common there. One of these is the 
reshta, or ‘Guinea-worm’ (Filaria medinensis), which is known also in 
several other parts of the world where the climate is hot and the water 
bad. It is probably produced by infusoria, from bad water being taken 
into the system, which in about a year develop[s] into a white worm that 
passes through the body and makes its appearance usually in one of the 
legs. The part affected begins to swell, and the native physicians, to 
whom the symptoms are well known, immediately make an incision, 
and dexterously catching hold of the worm, slowly wind it off on a stick. 
This is an operation which has to be done with great care, as should the 
worm be broken each part would become a separate worm and, would 
be the cause of innumerable ulcers. There are often many such worms 
at the same time. The disease is accompanied by severe pains in the  
bones and internal heat and thirst. It is rarely met with in Tashkent, but 
is very common in Jizakh, Bukhara and Karshi. In Samarkand it is less 
common, and at the time I was there I was unable to meet with a case. 
At the three places first named the rivers and canals come to an end, 
and most of the water for drinking is taken from the large pools and 
tanks, where it has remained in a stagnant state for many months. 
(Schuyler 1877: 147) 

As Ruth Meserve points out, diseases were at times wrongly diagnosed. An 
example is the so-called Afghan sore. According to Schuyler, the Afghan sore 
was a skin ailment which affected children and left large scars on the body. 
Meserve remarks that since the symptoms were similar to leprosy, it was often 
“mistaken for other serious skin diseases which ate deep into the tissue” 
(Meserve 1997: 189). This conclusion regarding diagnosis may well be 
correct, but still it must be noted that Shuyler makes no such statement in his 
report: 
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The constant ablutions performed by the Mussulmans in the water of  
the canals and ponds no doubt contribute greatly to spread diseases of 
various kinds, especially those of the skin. One of these, which is known 
in Tashkent among the Russians by the name of the ‘Sart disease,’ is 
clearly traceable to the use of water ; for if a person use boiled water, 
or water from a well for washing, he is not liable to have this malady. 
On the contrary, those who live nearest to the native towns, and who 
use the water from the canals for washing purposes, are nearly always 
attacked with it. It is known by the natives as Yarra-Afghani, ‘ Afghan 
sore,’ or Pasha-harda, literally ‘ worm eaten,’ and is especially 
common among children. It is a very disagreeable ulcer, which breaks 
out on the face or hands, spreading constantly, and easting deeper and 
deeper. The native physicians are very skillful in curing it, though the 
Russian physicians have only of late been able to do so. A child of an 
acquaintance of mine, a chemist, was cured by an application of acetate 
of lead, and no trace was left, though usually ugly indelible scars 
remain. (Schuyler 1877: 147–148) 

Maggot worms 
Besides intestinal worms, reports speak of the high occurrence of sores 

containing worms laid by insects. A missionary report states that when a 
foreign visitor, Otto von Hentig, visited the area he could not believe what the 
missionaries told him and wanted to see for himself whether it was true. This 
is not an isolated example. Other reports speak of the same high occurrence 
of maggots having found a home in the peoples’ wounds (cf. Högberg 1917e: 
381–382): 

During the hot season, those with sores were exposed to flies, and [as a 
result] there were often worms in the sores. Frequently one would 
remove worms from the wounds and sometimes flush them out of both 
the eyes and ears of children as well as the elderly. When the German 
envoy Otto von Hentig visited Jarkend [Yarkand] in the summer of 
1916, he one day asked about our patients, and thus the difficulties with 
flies and worms also came up [for discussion]. He could hardly believe 
what he heard but asked that, if given the opportunity, he would [be able 
to] observe it [for himself]. The opportunity came along; he saw it and 
was amazed. 

In the summer of 1923, we had a terrible case. It was a poor man, who 
said that he had crawled a large part of the road from Goma to Jarkend, 
a road stretch of road [amounting to] 5–6 days. His face was in essence 
a large wound and there were countless worms crawling [in the flesh]. 
The largest [of these] were removed – were pulled out of holes, where 
they sat [as having been] drilled into the swollen flesh. At first, someone 
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counted one hundred and thirty-six worms as well as many small 
insects. Eventually, his face healed, but still his upper lip was missing. 
If he were to go back to Goma? No, he did not want [to do] that. He 
wished to be close to the mission station so that he could regularly come 
and see the “people of mercy.” By profession he was a baker, and after 
first having worked with a bit of this and that, he received help to start 
a small bakery in the city. Later, he married. (Nyström 1942a: 157–158) 

Eye disease 
Just as Grenard attributed a number of diseases to the water, Bellew was of 
the opinion that other common diseases, such as those concerning the eyes, 
were due to atmospheric conditions. He writes that  

̶diseases of the eye its membranes and humours, and blindness cataract ̶ 
and amaurosis, were met at every turn, the result of atmospheric and 
terrestrial influences combined. 

These last with bronchocele, which, in every form and variety, are of 
almost universal prevalence in the city and suburbs of Yarkand more 
than elsewhere, are attributed to local agencies originating in the nature 
of the soil, and afflict the people to a hideous degree. The frequency of 
blindness is attributable to the intense glare from the snow-white salines 
that almost everywhere encrust the light sandy soil of the country. 
(Bellew 1875: 9) 

Missionary statistics, as the list discussed earlier, show that different eye 
diseases was a serious and common problem. The first part of the list thus 
speaks of 242 patients visiting the hospital for problems related to the eyes, 
ears and teeth. The second records a total of six patients receiving operations 
for cataracts. The third group lists two patients receiving operations on the eye 
membrane. Finally, one eye operation is listed where the eye supposedly 
weighed 470 g. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 9). Foreign reports and indigenous 
sources alike testify to the frequency of various eye diseases in the region  :pärdämentioned Among these should be 8). (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2⟩پردە⟨ 
“curtain; cataract of the eye” (Schluessel 2015: 15) and aq ‘albugo; leucoma’ 
(Károly 2015: 225). The Swedish missionary L. E. Högberg mentions the two-
fold meaning of pärdä in a missionary publication mainly intended to be read 
by children in Sweden. While not mentioning the Eastern Turki word, he 
clearly refers to it. In this section dealing with the MCCS hospital, he writes 
that the local people refer to this condition as förhänge (Sw), which 
corresponds to the Eastern Turki word pärdä ‘curtain’, but in this case has the 
meaning ‘cataract of the eye’ (Högberg, L. E. 1917f: 26): 
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Yes. This old woman will probably get her eye sight back again just as 
long as >> the curtain << – as they call it here – is removed from the 
eye. (Högberg, L. E. 1917f: 26)189 

Among the people there existed many methods to treat eye ailments. 
Widely employed ingredients included the utilization of products such as 
hedgehog bile (cf. Prov 24. 15b12–16a1.; Prov 283. 11b12–13), fish, the 
spinal cord of a goat190, goat bile, goat tongue and goat fur.191 Another product 
mentioned by missionaries and indigenous sources alike is human breastmilk. 
Local manuscripts inform us that if milk was taken from a woman who had 
recently given birth, it was considered to have especially beneficial properties 
when treating eye diseases such as aq ‘glaucoma’ (Prov 283. 11b15). Just as 
in older texts such as Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, the verb construction for having 
‘albugo; leucoma’ was aq tüš- ‘to have albugo, leucoma’ (Károly 2015: 225): 

ägär kišiniŋ közigä aq tüšsä daslab tuğqan maẓlūmniŋ sütini šakar birlä 
ḥall qilib näččä marātaba tartsa dafʿ bolur 

If a person suffers from glaucoma one should apply the breast milk of 
a woman who has recently given birth together with sugar. If one 
applies this a few times, the ailment will go away. (Prov 283. 11b15) 

The information in the manuscript sources corresponds to what we find in 
other sources, such as L. E. Högberg’s list of Kashgarian medicine. Here 
Högberg points out in two sections that women’s milk was used for treating 
eye ailments. For example, one could either take nišāsta ’starch’ (Károly 
2015: 290), classified in the local theoretical system as cold and dry, and 
combine it with women’s milk, or use egg white together with starch for the 
same purpose. If starch was not available the people would use “dust from a 
mill” (Högberg 1907a: 57 (16) [534]).  

Another method for eye disease was to combine mothers’ milk with 
(Berbercan’Coriandrum sativum‘Coriander, ⟩وتسب قيومغا⟨aq sebütğyum 

2012: 49–50), a plant classified as dry and cold [and apply it onto the afflicted 
area] (Högberg 1907a: 57 (111) [629]). 

As we can observe, Högberg lists a number of medicinal plants in his 
catalogue of Kashgarian medicine that are used for disease of the eye. 
However, Högberg does not mention a number of medicinal plants that are 

189 Högberg writes, “Ja, den här gumman får nog synen igen, bara >> förhänget << – så säga 
de här – blir borttaget ur ögat” (Högberg L. E. 1917f: 26). 
190 “If tears run from someone’s eyes, one should apply the spinal cord of a goat onto the eyes 
and the disease will go away” (Prov 354. 46a1–10). My transcription and translation. 
191 Gustavsson 1917b: 246. Cf. an almost identical instruction in Prov 24. 13b2–4. While 
Gustavsson writes that one should apply a mixture of goat bile and goat tongue to runny eyes, 
manuscript sources such as the one presented above recommend the usage of goat fur for the 
same purpose. 
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listed in reports collected elsewhere as ingredients for treating eye disease. 
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that he does mention the product by 
name at times but references other properties. Such a product is balīla. P. 
‘belleric myrobalan, Terminalia bellerica’ (Károly 2015: 233), that he 
describes as a dry–cold product whose properties are “dissolvent, improve 
digestion, [and] expel unhealthy humidity” (Högberg 1907a: 57 (88) [606]).  
While he makes no mention of it as a drug for eye disease, David Hooper in 
contrast points out that the balīla fruits “are astringent, and are made into a 
lotion for sore eyes” (Hooper 1931: 340–341).  

appearing in drug mentioned rarely but a,⟩شياف⟨fāšiyway, similaraIn  
Prov 283. 4a7, is according to Steingass used as “[a] fine collyrium or 
medicament for the eye” (Steingass 1892: 771). Yet another drug is māmīrān, 
‘greater Celandine, Chelidonium majus’ (Károly 2015: 281) which is often 
cited in medical literature, especially with regard to its properties for treating 
eye disease. The Chinese reportedly used it frequently in treating eye ailments, 
particularly inflammations (Laufer 1973: 547). It is also mentioned in the 
Eastern Turki medical manuscripts: 

māmīrān tuḫm-i ḫašḫāšni yumšaq soqub nabāt birlä ḫämir qilib közgä 
sürtsä ṣiḥḥat bolur muǰarrabdur 

Pound greater celandine and poppy seed until soft then make a paste 
with sugar. If this is applied to the eyes, it will heal. It has been proven 
effective. (Prov 283. 32a12–13) 

Chronic disease 
Regarding the reference to rheumatism by Grenard and others, such chronic 
ailments and inflammations are also frequently mentioned in Eastern Turki 
medical literature. They are commonly described by words such as wajaʻi 
mafāṣil (Steingass 1892: 1283; Károly 2015: 336).  

Local healing methods for rheumatism included the utilization of a number 
of drugs. For example, Högberg lists a number of plants such as baẕr al-banǰ. 
A. ‘seed of henbane, Hyoscyamus niger’ (Károly 2015: 237), ḥabb al-lussān. 
A. ‘seed of lussān (a kind of herb)’ (Károly 2015: 257), Igir ‘calamus’; 
sweetflag, Acorus gramineus’ (Schwarz 1992: 970), basfayaj AP. ‘Polypody 
(fern)’ (Hayyim 1934–1936: V1–0265) and ämän uruği ‘mugwort, Artemisia 
vulgaris; A. Leucophylla’ (Schwarz 1992: 961). 

In addition to the medicaments used for rheumatism above, local methods 
for treating different inflammations also existed. If we turn once again to 
Högberg’s list of Kashgarian medicine, we see that a plant called māzaryūn 

that employed for was 1937: 184) (Hooper ’Verbascum Thapsus‘⟩ونمازري⟨ 
purpose. It was a plant imported from India and classified as dry–hot to the 
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third degree. It was used against “anthelmintic, dropsy and inflammation” 
(Högberg 1907a: 57 (52) [570]).  

The observations in Western reports regarding the curing of wajaʻi mafāṣil 
‘arthritis (rheumatism)’ are similar to those I have encountered among 
Uyghurs today. For example, both sand therapy and the use of sheepskins are 
widely utilized methods among Uyghurs today. In his travelogue from the 
early 1980s, From Heaven Lake, the Indian author Vikram Seth (1993: 8–9) 
mentions sand therapy as a treatment for arthritism as well as other ailments 
in the Turpan oasis: 

We drive to a conical dune of dark sand. Umbrellas and tents protrude 
from its slopes, and people sit below, with their legs and sometimes 
their entire bodies submerged. They do not look unduly uncomfortable; 
some, indeed, appear relaxed, calm heads rising limbless like 
mushrooms from the sand. I take off my shoes for a better grip, and  
walk a few steps up the slope, only to run yelping down. As I nurse my 
scorched soles, I am told that the sand is not yet at its hottest. The best 
effect comes around two o’clock in the afternoon. (Seth 1993: 8) 

Western reports from the early 1900s speak of the use of similar methods for 
curing rheumatism, dropsy and other ailments: 

Consul-General Sykes also confirms the observations made by the 
missionaries. Among other things he speaks about the “doctors” of 
Kashgar trying to cure rheumatism and hydropsy by burying the patient 
in hot sand or else by wrapping him up in the hide of a newly 
slaughtered sheep. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 5) 

This statement can be compared to a remark by Ella C. Sykes who writes that 

rheumatism and dropsy are cured by burying the patient in hot sand or 
wrapping him in the skin of a newly killed sheep. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 
253) 

Similar methods for treating rheumatism were employed by the Kazakhs. 
Afanasyeva, for instance, writes that, “One of the most popular ways of curing 
diseases was wrapping a patient in the skin of a freshly killed cow (“an animal 
bath”) – a technique that was considered particularly effective in the treatment 
of fevers and rheumatism” (Afanasyeva 2013: 167). 

Epidemics 
While all the diseases discussed here were serious and often life threating, few 
were as dreaded as the various epidemics. Most noteworthy are the ravaging 

children, small toregard with ‘smallpox’ especially ⟩چيچيك⟨äkčičeffects of 
but epidemics also frequently affected the adult population. 
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Among the Loplik people, the disease was referred to as ‘the evil’ disease, 
and they adhered to a kind of self-imposed quarantine lasting forty days 
(Forsyth 1875: 53): 

They have a great horror of small-pox, which they call yamán = ‘ the 
evil.’ If the disease should appear amongst them, the whole community 
immediately abandon the locality and leave the afflicted with only one 
attendant and a supply of food. If the patient recovers, he is not admitted 
to society till the expiry of forty days. When the Amír conquered the 
country he summoned the Chief of Lob to Káshghar ; the old man had 
never seen the disease and got it there ; and he was so frightened that 
he set out to return home, but died on the road ; and when his attendants 
returned with the intelligence the people all ran away from them till the 
forty days were passed. (Forsyth 1875: 53) 

A number of epidemics occurred alongside smallpox. An outbreak of flu in 
1892 was the reason behind a high number of fatalities in the region (Grenard 
1898a: 110–111). In his work on Western Turkestan, Schuyler reports 
‘cholera’ epidemics that erupted on a regular basis, as well as reports of  
outbreaks of plague (Schuyler 1877: 148). Regarding the occurrence of 
cholera in Eastern Turkestan, I have only come across information provided 
by Grenard, who reports an epidemic of flu in the winter of 1892 that was 
remembered (among the people) as an epidemic of cholera-morbus, and was 
said to have erupted under (the time of) Habibboullah Hàdji (Grenard 1898a: 
111).192 It is, however, not clear here whether Grenard refers to outbreaks of 
actual cholera or the condition ‘gastroenteritis’, which historically used to be 
described by the name cholera morbus. 

Foreign reports and indigenous material alike mention wabāʼ ‘plague’193, 
and suggest that outbreaks of such epidemics were fairly frequent and feared 
among the population (cf. Prov 400. 20b–21a. “The prayer against the 
plague”). Among the foreign reports can be mentioned a clipping from the 
German newspaper Berlin-Lokal Auzeiger from February 12, 1903, which 
confirms that a great plague epidemic had broken out in the Pamirs and that 
this caused great concern among Russian officials, who feared that the 
epidemic would spread across the border to Russian Turkestan. According to 
the report, the Chinese authorities had been contacted to burn down a 

192 My thanks go to Vanessa Frangville who has helped me clarify the passage in question.
Regarding the name Habibboullah Hàdji, I have unfortunately not been able to establish who 
he was.  

with the “Being infected 1. ⟩باو⟨ٔ āʼ193 Steingass provides the following explanations of wab 
plague (a country)”, 2. “Plague, pestilence; cholera; any epidemic disease” (Steingass 1892: 
1454). In Ottoman sources describing the plague, the terms veba (Ar.  wabāʾ) and taun (Ar.  
ṭāʿūn) are also found. In modern Turkish, the commonly used terms for plague are kıran and 
yumurcak. The corresponding term in Turkmen is gırgın, while in Azeri the word väba is used 
(Sahin 2011: 57).  
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settlement ravaged by the epidemic but had not responded to the Russian call 
for immediate action.  

Plague epidemics in Central Asia are causing intense anxiety, and have 
rendered special measures necessary on the part of the Russian 
Government. A private telegram reports the following: “St. Petersburg, 
February 11, 7.23 p. m. Mr. Petrowski, the Russian consul-general in 
Kashgar, has forwarded a communication to the governor-general of 
Turkestan containing confirmation of the reports regarding plague in 
Kandshut and Barumsal. The outbreak dates back as far as August last, 
the time of the great earthquake in Kashgar. The Chinese officials were 
advised to burn down the settlement at Barumsal, but the advice was  
not followed. A petition in this sense forwarded direct[ly] to Pekin was 
also unavailing. (Germany: Report from Berlin. Plague and Cholera in 
Various Countries 1903: 334–337) 

Since the Russians feared that the epidemic would spread to Russian 
Turkestan, a number of medical personnel were sent to the that place. It is 
clear from the report that a considerable financial contribution was made in 
combination with other measures, such as quarantine.  

In order to prevent the further spread of the plague over the Russian 
frontier four physicians and eight army surgeons have set out for the 
district above mentioned, and a special credit of 25,000 rubles has been 
granted for this purpose. Reports received from Badaschan, on the 
southwest slope of the Pamirs, confirm the rumors of plague at that 
place. Schaschpal, a settlement of 50 farms, in the course of a few days 
lost 300 of its inhabitants. In view of the indifference and of the poverty 
of the population of Chinese Turkestan it is feared that the epidemic 
will continue to spread. At the moment its spread is only prevented by 
the deep snow. Quarantine measures are to be put in force on the 
Bukharian-Afghan frontier. Without doubt the plague has already 
crossed the water ledge of the Karakoram and the Hindu Kush. 
The SURGEON-GENERAL. (Germany: Report from Berlin. Plague 
and Cholera in Various Countries 1903: 334–337) 

Similar efforts to curb the plague as those mentioned above are documented 
in Swedish missionary sources. In the book Kvinnan som red över Himalaya 
[The Woman who rode across the Himalayas], one passage relates how in June 
1935 the plague broke out in Eastern Turkestan. The outbreak started in a 
village in the mountains but spread to other parts of the area. In order to 
investigate the matter, the Russian consulate doctor Dr. Ossipov went to the 
mountains with a number of soldiers. A decision was taken that the population 
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would be quarantined and that all the houses in the village should be burned 
down together with the livestock. However, one person carrying the disease 
managed to escape to Kashgar where he also infected a number of people. The 
plague outbreak also led to increased tension between Britain and Russia, as 
the latter accused the English of having introduced the infection in order for it 
to spread to Russia. However, the outbreak of 1935 did not last very long. At 
the end of July of the same year, it was reported that the infection was abating 
(Höök Wennfors 2017: 114–116). 

While the manuscript sources provide scant information about locally 
employed methods against the plague, the Swedish missionary L. E. Högberg 
writes that one was supposed to eat fat meat with piyāz uruği ‘onion seed’; a 
plant classified as dry–hot to the first degree. The text provides no information 
regarding which kind of meat was utilized for this purpose, but it is an 
indication that epidemics such as the plague occurred in the region and that 
the local medical system had developed methods against it (Högberg 1907a: 
57 (42) [560]). However, the lack of medical prescriptions for the plague is an 
indication that there were few remedies. In most cases, being afflicted with 
plague also meant that death was lurking around the corner. In fact, in the 
medieval age, both of the terms wabāʾ and ṭāʿūn were used for describing 
incurable, “deadly and contagious diseases” (Sahin 2011: 57). The seriousness 
of the diseases, often with a fatal outcome, may explain why prayer seems to 
have been the most commonly utilized measure for combating the disease. 
According to Sahin, the plague was considered a “divine punishment on men” 
(Sahin 2011: 57). In this context, it was simply the will of God which dictated 
whether one would survive or not. Some even looked upon it as a gift 
bestowed by God upon believers, since being afflicted by the mortal disease 
would precipitate the passage to heaven (Sahin 2011: 57). The belief that 
ultimately there was little man could do since he was dependent on fate is most 
aptly described in the following Turkmen proverb. 

Let there be plague for forty years; only those fated should die. (Sahin 
(2011: 57) quoting Hudaynazarov (1989: 51)) 

Other indirect accounts attest that wabāʼ ‘plague’ was a recurring and 
serious matter in Eastern Turkestan; including an Eastern Turk’s observation 
of Chinese theater in Kashgar in the early 1920s. According to the indigenous 
account, the Chinese believed that certain rituals involving circumambulating 
the city in procession with an idol would keep away the disease away: 

Sometimes they will carry the idol out into the streets of the city, and, 
when it has been passed through (all) the passages and circulated around 
the city, it will be beneficial (to the city). There will be no pestilence or 
sickness. There will be no fire in the city. Thus they say and have wrong 
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(godless) thoughts. They bring their sick people to the idol temples 
saying “Give help!” Thus they pray for help. (Jarring 1991a: 12) 

Among the Eastern Turki texts examined for this study, only one makes 
specific mention of wabāʾ. Just like Arabic classical medical texts, we see that 
direct references to wabāʾ and ṭāʿūn are relatively scarce in Eastern Turki 
material as well. As in the Turkmen proverb mentioned earlier, this text has 
religious connotations implying that the only cure for the disease is prayer. 
The following is a short summary of The Prayer against the Plague (Prov 
400). 

In the city of Tabarmān occurred an event where during a month one 
hundred thousand people perished. In the same city, there was a scholar 
(of medicine) from whose home no one had died. The people asked the 
esteemed scholar why he had not been afflicted by harm and injury. He 
answered that he used to perform a great prayer seven times every day 
after performing his ritual morning prayer (namāz-i bāmdād) and his 
ritual ablutions (ṭahārat). With the blessings of the Lord Almighty he 
found salvation [and said that] if this prayer would be (known and 
prayed) in every home, [the people], God willing, would never be 
touched by grief. This is the prayer in question: inšā allāh rabb al-

friend of dervishes and khojas. This is the prayer of the town of 
Tabarmān. (Prov 400. 20b–21a) 

[pray it 222 times]. The ٢٢٢ nīmīam al-rahḥarāmat ki yḥlamin ba-raʿā 
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Chapter Seven. Hospitals, poorhouses and 
local forms of charity 

Introduction 
In the preceding chapter we examined Western travelers’ observations on 
medical matters, such as commonly observed diseases in the region. In this 
chapter, we will look more closely at medical institutions such as hospitals, 
poorhouses and locally endorsed forms of charity. Public institutions such as 
bathhouses could be included here as well, but since they have already been 
mentioned in the preceding chapter they will not be discussed as a separate 
category here. I have chosen to include the Swedish hospital as one of the local 
healthcare institutions. While it is true that Europeans were responsible for its 
operation, it cannot be considered solely a foreign enterprise. In addition to 
providing medical care for people from all segments of society, it also made 
it possible for some Eastern Turkestanis to receive training in Western 
medicine for the first time. 

Regarding Western medical care, the Swedes were not the first in Eastern 
Turkestan. We have already mentioned Henry Bellew’s small clinic 
(charitable dispensary), for example, which he operated “at the Dispensary of 
the Káshghar Embassy from the 1st November 1873, at Sánjú, to the 24th May 
1874, at Kokyar” (Meserve 1997: 186). While Bellew’s documentation is of 
importance, his stay in Eastern Turkestan can however be understood as very 
short and temporary, especially in comparison with the Swedish hospitals 
established in the region. 

Another less documented case connected to the Swedish mission is Lovisa 
Engvall (b.1865–d.1935). She arrived at Kashgar in 1900 and initially worked 
with the MCCS there. Some years later, however, she was dismissed from her 
work. The reason for this was accusations that she had an intimate affair with 
her Muslim servant, Tokhta Akhun. This was something the Swedish 
missionary board in Kashgar would not accept, and they decided that she had 
to leave her work and return to Sweden. Nevertheless, “she followed the voice 
of her heart” (Svanberg 2008: 27) and in 1913, instead of going back to  
Sweden, set off across the mountains to Osh in Western Turkestan with 
Tokhta Akhun. According to the German traveler Albert von Le Coq, the two 
also got married there. After this, they returned to Eastern Turkestan and 
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eventually settled in the town of Kucha. Lovisa spent many years tending to 
the sick there and the Kashgar mission would not receive news of her until 
1921. A few years later in 1924, she worked briefly together with the MCCS 
again but soon returned to Kucha (Svanberg 2008: 27–29). In 1935, 
missionaries Georg and Elin Roberntz accompanied her back to Sweden, but 
by this stage she was already of adult age. She never saw her homeland again, 
for on the journey home she passed away on the train to Moscow, which is 
where she was buried (Svanberg 2008: 30). 

The hospitals of the Mission Covenant Church of 
Sweden (MCCS) in Southern Tarim  
The Mission Covenant Church of Sweden’s mission in Eastern Turkestan was 
established in the oasis town of Kashgar in the year 1892 and continued its 
work for 46 years until 1938. During this time, four missionary stations were 
established. These included a printing office in Kashgar, schools, orphanages, 
and hospitals in the oasis towns of Kashgar, Yengi Hessar and Yarkand. There 
was also a station established in the town of Hancheng, close to Kashgar, that 
focused on providing services to the Chinese-speaking population there. 

The medical care organized by the MCCS in Eastern Turkestan was born 
out of necessity. While the original purpose of the mission was to evangelize, 
the missionaries soon realized that it was by means of medical care that they 
could reach the hearts and minds of the people. During its initial years, the 
healthcare provided by the mission was very rudimentary. At this time, many 
of the missionaries had little or no education regarding medical matters and 
were ill-prepared for the situation on the ground. In a way, it could be said that 
they were compelled to learn by ‘trial and error’. L. E. Högberg, for instance, 
relates the time he and Magnus Bäcklund made a trip to the oasis town of 
Khotan. There, some locals asked them to help with a severe case. Since the 
two missionaries were out travelling, they did not have any operating 
instruments other than a small switchblade. Nevertheless, since they were 
already there, they had no choice but to engage in the task of operating. They 
were shown a hideous wound a man had received by falling from a roof and 
landing on a stump of wood. Thus, on Easter Day, they made their way into 
town in an attempt to ask a local goldsmith to make the necessary tools for the 
operation (Hultvall 1981b: II. 3: 15). Högberg recalls this in his memoirs En 
Missionärs Minnen that I here present in Hultvall’s English translation (cf. 
Högberg 1924: 76–77). 

Six days ago the man had fallen from a roof on to a wooden stump and 
hurt his genitals in such a way that they were now presenting 
themselves as a bloody half-rotten mess. Unfortunately we had no 
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instruments whatsoever. What to do? On Easter Day I went to a 
goldsmith, and there with his help, I could make catheters and trocars, 
the instruments most urgently needed. … All attempts to use the 
catheters on the sick man proved unsuccessful and thus we (Bäcklund 
was also present) had to empty the bladder through the abdominal wall. 
Then we sharpened our clasp-knives with which we cut off a good 
portion of the rotten tissue. Beyond all expectations the man recovered. 
(Hultvall 1981b: II. 3: 15) 

A telling example of the difficulties the Swedes faced during the initial 
years is illustrated by the following anecdote concerning Gottfrid Palmberg. 
Like many other missionaries, he was of a modest background. Before 
arriving in Eastern Turkestan he had worked in Sweden as a carpenter, where 
he would often assist local farmers building their barns. It was a profession 
that came in handy when constructing missionary stations or building 
churches but was far less practical when it came to working with medical care. 
Out in the field he became acquainted with medical concepts by observing and 
assisting Högberg. When the latter left Eastern Turkestan in 1916 and returned 
to Sweden, Gottfrid Palmberg was left alone and inexperienced, yet still 
expected to take care of serious cases. For instance, eye operations were 
something he had never done before. One day he resorted to going to a local 
butcher in the city to buy a number of sheep heads which he later dissected for 
practice [presumably the eyes of the animal]. For as the people continued to 
approach him, he found it difficult to resist their pleas. He finally attempted 
to perform a cataract surgery – and was successful. After that, he  was  
confident enough to continue performing such operations. It was clear, 
however, that more formal medical training was necessary. Thus, missionaries 
such as Raquette and Magnus Bäcklund spent their furloughs in Sweden 
studying medicine (Hultvall 1981b: II. 3: 15). Raquette later went to England 
where he would receive a doctor’s diploma in tropical medicine from Victoria 
University of Liverpool in 1903 (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 6). While some of the 
male missionaries became qualified, Hultvall notes that it was often the 
women who had the best medical education. 

The majority of the women missionaries had a complete nurse and/or 
midwife training. Several of the men missionaries also had medical 
training. They had received this training at different hospitals in 
Sweden. Added to that were complementary courses for example at the 
Livingstone College in London, at Kingsmead College or the [sic.] The 
Mothers Hospital of Salvation Army in London. 28 missionaries had 
complete or abridged medical training. One of them was a dental 
technician and another one was a trained pharmacist. (Hultvall 1981b: 
III. 1: 2) 
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In time, the medical care became institutionalized. In 1896, Doctor Mässrur 
established the first hospital in Yarkand. He was a Persian from Iran who had 
converted to Christianity and married a Swedish woman named Anna 
Nyström. Another hospital was built in Kashgar in 1900. L. E. Högberg, who 
could be described as a sort of jack of all trades, was the architect behind this 
hospital that was later destroyed in 1907 by a devastating earthquake. A new 
hospital replaced the old one and was named Betesda. Högberg was once 
again responsible for the project. Shortly after this, in 1910, Gustaf Raquette 
built a new hospital in Yarkand, which would eventually replace the old one. 
Regarding Yengi-Hessar, the town situated between Kashgar and Yarkand, 
the MCCS began offering medical care there in 1912 headed by the 
aforementioned Lovisa Engvall. Shortly thereafter, the two missionaries G.A. 
Arell and Gottfrid Palmberg constructed a hospital there as well. The fourth 
location where missionary activities were conducted was the Chinese town of 
Hancheng. The latter never received a real hospital, but basic medical care 
was provided there (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 7). 

It should be added that the MCCS was not entirely a Swedish enterprise. 
Just as some of the Eastern Turki Christian converts received training in the 
field of printing at the printing office of the MCCS, some worked alongside 
the medical staff and can therefore be considered the first generation of 
Uyghurs to receive education in Western medicine. Although it experienced 
issues, especially during its initial years, the Swedish medical care eventually 
became a renowned institution in Eastern Turkestan and, as such, cannot be 
judged as merely a foreign element. It was extensively devoted to providing 
Western-style healthcare among the local population and tens of thousands of 
people were in direct contact with the medical facilities each year (Cf. Hultvall 
1981). 

The literature on the matter shows that relations between the MCCS’s head 
office in Stockholm and the mission in Kashgar was not always one of mutual 
understanding. Despite treating so many people, the staff did not always 
receive full support from Sweden. For instance, John Törnquist complains in 
a letter that although the Eastern Turkestan mission had pleaded for more than 
twenty years that a ‘real’ doctor be sent to Eastern Turkestan, in 1928 they 
were still waiting for this wish to be fulfilled (Hultvall 1981a: 159). 

Missionary observations of sanitation and disease 
The missionaries’ observations of sanitation and disease correspond fairly 
well to those of Grenard and Bellew, whom we have mentioned earlier.  

The diseases ravaging the population can mostly be attributed more to 
the poor sanitary conditions and the moral decadence of the people than 
[the influence of] the climate. Among the diseases frequently 
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encountered can be mentioned smallpox, typhoid, dysentery, malaria as 
well as venereal diseases. In some locations goiter has also acquired a 
particularly great dispersion, probably due to the water. (Svenska 
Missionsförbundets Yttre Mission. 1926: 119) 

In a survey concerning the activities of the Swedish hospital in Kashgar 
compiled by missionary L. E. Högberg in 1905, we can observe that a total of 
2,440 patients received medical care in 1904. The most common illnesses, at 
least documented by the MCCS’s statistics, were different types of fever and 
illness in the digestive organs, problems with heart and blood circulation as 
well as the respiratory organs, diseases of the urinary system, genitals, and 
venereal diseases, different types of inflammations, rheumatism, skin 
diseases, various external injuries such as wounds and eye, ear and tooth 
diseases. Poisoning attributed to the use of narcotics such as opium should 
also be noted in the list below (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 9). 

Statistical list from the MCCS’s hospital in Kashgar in 1904 (List 
reproduced from Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 9) 

Different kinds of fever……………………………………422 patients 

Diseases of the digestive organs…………………………293 patients 

Diseases of the breathing organs…………………………161 patients 

Diseases in urinary system and genitals……………………77 patients 

Diseases of the heart and blood circulation………………56 patients 

Venereal diseases…………………………………………183 patients 

Inflammations, rheumatism, skin diseases, 

external injuries …………………………………………..447 patients 

Wounds……………………………………………………483 patients 

Eye, ear and tooth diseases………………………………242 patients 

Dislocations and fractures……………………………………5 patients 

Paralysis and falling sickness………………………………13 patients 

Opium patients, poisoning…………………………………8 patients 

Cataract operations…………………………………………6 patients 

Eye membrane operations……………………………………2 patients 

Harelip operation……………………………………………1 patient 

Tumours in the face operations………………………………4 patients 
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Tumours on the tongue operations…………………………2 patients 

Tonsil operation………………………………………………1 patient 

Haemorrhoids operation………………………………………1 patient 

Operation of an “eye” weighing 470 grammes………………1 patient 

Operation of a varicose tumour weighing 637 grammes……1 patient 

Opening of a mouth…………………………………………2 patients 

Opening of rectum…………………………………………2 patients 

Making of a truss for hernia…………………………….…11 patients 

Making of mother slings (?)…………………………………8 patients 

Making of a wooden leg……………………………………2 patients 

Missionary statistics show that various eye diseases were a serious and 
common problem. The first part of the list thus speaks of 242 patients visiting 
the hospital for problems related to the eyes, ears and teeth. The second 
records a total of six patients receiving operations for cataracts. The third 
group lists two patients receiving operations on the eye membrane. Finally, 
one eye operation is listed where the eye supposedly weighed 470 g (Hultvall 
1981b: III. 2: 9). A letter written in Kashgar by the missionary John Anderson, 
dated November 30, 1929, explains how busy work could be at the hospital: 

There has not been enough time. In the hospital, we have tried only to 
admit the more severe cases but the people have been onto us begging 
for medicine and help so that we have been forced to accommodate 
them as far as our strength has permitted. We have also had to take upon 
us a few major operations; actually the operations have been undertaken 
by our comrade Kristian Hermanrud, but Judith and I have assisted him. 
We urgently had to take care of an intrusive hernia as well as 
undertaking an amputation right beneath the hip, as well as yet another 
amputation of ten fingers and six toes belonging to a Hindu who had 
gotten his hands and feet destroyed by frostbite on his travels here from 
India etc. As you can understand, it is very enjoyable working at present 
now that we have received a Swedish doctor here; it is possible to tackle 
almost all the severe cases. Some of the town’s notables have also been 
here for examination. We have also had a few house visits in town. 
(Anderson 2011: 103) 

A year later, a letter by the same author dated January 31, 1930 explains 
that due to the cold winter the hospital had received patients with both frostbite 
and burns. The latter injury, which mostly befell children, was often caused 
when they accidentally fell into the fire at home. 
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Since it has been an incredibly cold winter, many travelers have 
suffered frostbite in their hands and feet. We have had an unusually 
high number of such frostbite injuries, which we have been more or less 
forced to amputate. In addition, when it is cold outside there are not 
only frostbite injuries but burns as well. The only warm spot in the 
homes is in front of the open fire. There, the parents leave their children 
alone who then easily fall into the fire. We have also had such injuries 
from burns. A small child thus arrives every day [to us] for daily 
bandaging of its head of which half has been burnt while another child 
who fell into the fire with its right arm was entirely scorched all the way 
up to the elbow. Yet another child got its padded clothes set on fire and 
had the stomach, thighs and part of the chest burned. I have only 
mentioned a few cases. (Anderson 2011: 103–104) 

Besides providing practical healthcare at the hospitals, the MCCS also 
printed health recommendations (pamphlets) in Eastern Turki.194 One of these, 
mentioned by Jarring, is an undated leaflet labeled Remedy for frozen limbs, 
which examines what to do if afflicted by frost-bite (Jarring 1991b: 75).195 

If someone’s feet or hands get frost-bitten, it will under no 
circumstances do to warm them up at the fire or let the person thus 
affected enter a warm room. If somebody, with the intention to make 
them warm, brings the frost-bitten limbs close to the fire or wraps them 
in something warm, he makes the situation worse by doing so. When 
somebody understands that he has got frost-bitten, he should 
immediately and without delay rub the frozen part with snow until it 
gets soft. If there is no snow available, he should soak a rag in very cold 
water and rub (the frozen part) with it. In this way the frozen part will 
get soft. After it has got nicely soft it may be rubbed with a dry soft rag 
until it gets warm. If this procedure is followed the frozen part will not 
become swollen or suppurate. (Jarring 1991b: 75) 

We find syphilis among the ailments often discussed in missionary reports. 
Anderson’s letter informs that the missionaries treated syphilis with a type of 
ointment. Apparently, there existed serious plans to distribute this medication 
free of charge by applying for funds at the famous Rockefeller Institute. It is 
unclear, however, if the mission ever received such funds: 

Besides these, the majority of the cases concern syphilis. We have 
started treatment with ointments. We have allocated two days a week 
for this and those who have received this treatment have been 

194 For detailed information about the activities at the MCCS’s printing office see Jarring, 
Gunnar. 1991b. Prints from Kashghar: The Printing-office of the Swedish Mission in Eastern 
Turkestan: History and Production with an Attempt at a Bibliography. 
195 The leaflet contains no date but was probably published in 1928 (Jarring 1991b: 74). 
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overjoyed. We hope to be able to increase this treatment and give it to 
the poor, but in order to do so we need additional funding. We are 
considering asking the famous Rockefeller institute for help. (Anderson 
2011: 104) 

The letter also brings up the issue of having a ‘real’ doctor at the mission. 
Previously, the missionaries had been forced to learn by themselves. While 
some of the staff were educated as nurses and midwifes, few were qualified 
as doctors in the purest sense. Particularly during the initial years in Kashgar, 
healthcare had been very rudimental: 

As you can understand, it is a very good time for me to learn since we 
now have a doctor here. I did have some knowledge before, but 
compared to what a doctor knows it is not much. I do feel far more 
qualified now to establish a diagnosis than was the case during the  
previous interlude. We also get along perfectly well with Doctor 
Hermanrud, who is a splendid man not only interested in his profession 
but also the spiritual activities. (Anderson 2011: 104)  

Descriptions of society and health in missionary reports: 
an example of patient-doctor interaction 
As evidenced from many reports, the missionaries worked hard to provide 
Western healthcare to the region. The reports they wrote testify that there was 
a great demand for medical services. However, a topic necessary to address is 
the view of local customs. Like other Westerners during this time, they shared 
a Eurocentric worldview that implied the West was superior to the East. A 
lack of progress, as they understood it, was often attributed to Islam as a 
religion. 

In missionary publications, we often see the authors comparing the Muslim 
world and the Christian West, drawing the conclusion that the illness, poverty 
and ignorance they saw could be attributed to Islam itself. The derogatory tone 
was of course not constricted to Eastern Turkestan. In fact, the disparaging 
tone, which involved ridicule of local customs, medical practices and beliefs 
about the causes of and remedies for illness, was not reserved to the 
missionaries but is a frequently occurring topic in the supposedly non-
religious travel literature produced by Europeans. In this type of literature, it 
is seldom mentioned that Europe too had poor and ‘ignorant’ people. Some of 
the local customs and beliefs described as exotic in one context were spoken 
of differently or not mentioned at all when referring to Europe. In a passage 
in the book Mission and Revolution in Central Asia, John Hultvall relates how 
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the missionary doctor Raquette met a woman who believed that a lizard had 
entered into her head. 

From those early years Raquette also told the story of the “Lady with 
the lizard”. This woman came to see him one day. She was sure she had 
a lizard in her head and she wanted it removed. Raquette’s attempts to 
make her listen to reason were useless. She was then asked to come 
back. When she came back, Raquette had captured a lizard that he kept 
in his pocket. The woman was anaesthetized and Raquette made a very 
shallow incision on her forehead. When she woke up she realized she 
had been bandaged but when Raquette showed her the lizard she 
exclaimed: “It was a good thing it was taken out, but the worst part of 
it is that she had time to breed before she was taken out”. (Hultvall 
1981b: II. 15–16)196 

While we have no reason to doubt that the story is true and that Raquette’s 
intention in fooling the woman was to help, it appears that the very  
propagation of anecdotes such as these were made in order to point out how 
superstitious the Eastern Turkestani people were. Clearly, passages such as 
the one above were intended to suggest that such ideas were specific to Eastern 
Turkestan or other areas deemed underdeveloped by the missionaries. 
Ethnobiologist Ingvar Svanberg brought to my attention that, when speaking 
of how ‘exotic customs’ among ‘the other’ were described by Westerners, we 
have to take into account that there existed folk beliefs in Europe too. Thus, 
many of the missionaries and other Europeans recording exotic foreign 
practices must themselves have belonged to a generation familiar with popular 
medicine as the only resort when there was no ‘real’ doctor at hand. 

In a text on Congolese material culture in Swedish museums, Lotten 
Reinius Gustavsson highlights an interesting perspective on the role of 
missionaries in advocating and popularizing the idea of an underdeveloped 
continent in need of assistance from Europe (Reinius Gustavsson 2005). 
Although they concern Africa, her observations are also relevant with regard 
to other non-European contexts such as Asia. She argues that in Sweden, this 
idea of portraying ‘the Other’ as undeveloped was dependent on a rewriting 
of history and actively ‘forgetting’ or ignoring certain elements of Sweden’s 
own culture (i.e. magic and folk medicine) that did not fit in with the modernist 
idea and propagation of Europe as different from the rest of the world. Thus, 
Swedish magical artefacts were not represented in the ethnographic 
missionary exhibition that took place in Stockholm in 1907. Interestingly, 
during the very same period, artefacts belonging to the last vestiges of 

196 Hultvall writes that this was “[r]elated on July 17th, 1968 by senior master Per-Erik 
Gustafsson from a student meeting in Lund where Raquette had told this episode” (Hultvall 
1981b: II. 16). For the Swedish original text see Hultvall 1981a: 61. 
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Swedish peasant society, including books about black magic, were collected 
throughout Sweden. The similarities between these and magically related 
artefacts from Congo [and elsewhere] were never recognized, however, since 
they were classified differently. The non-European artefacts were placed in 
ethnographic collections while the Swedish material was presented in other 
contexts. Gustavsson Reinius suggests that perhaps this separation was not 
only spatial, but that it also signified how a cognitive boundary was 
established between the old traditions of Sweden and the European colonies 
in Africa (i.e. an idea of they and we) (Gustafsson Reinius 2005. 31–32). 

A similar discourse of they and we was maintained in missionary 
publications about Eastern Turkestan as well. In journals and books, Sweden 
(and Christianity) was repeatedly portrayed as bringing modernity to an 
underdeveloped area ruled by superstition and backwardness. What was not 
mentioned in these publications was that Sweden (at least in the previous 
generation) had been a society of poor roads, no electricity, very poor 
sanitation and limited medical resources. Thus, when Gustaf Raquette (b. 
1871– d. 1945) mentions the story about the Lady with the lizard, we should 
be aware that he belongs to the very same generation described by the Swedish 
folklorist Carl Herman Tillhagen in the book Folklig läkekonst [The  Art  of  
Folk Medicine]. Here, Tillhagen provides a telling example of deeply rooted 
belief in Sweden of snakes and frogs entering people’s stomachs through the 
mouth when they were asleep. Wide ranges of remedies were employed to 
expel the reptile from the body. Among these were drinking urine from a mare 
or ingesting tobacco oil or vodka mixed with snuff, since this would provoke 
the person to throw up. According to common belief, it was important to 
remove the animal before it had had time to breed (Tillhagen 1958: 176–177). 
An obvious similarity can be observed here with regard to Raquette’s anecdote 
about the Lady with the lizard who expressed her concern that the reptile had 
had time to breed before being removed from her head (Hultvall 1981b: II. 
15–16). While my point is not to establish a link between popular ideas about 
health and sickness in Sweden and Eastern Turkestan, we can see that there 
were similarly exotic notions in both areas.  

Finally, if we turn to ideas about reptiles entering the body, these are not 
reserved to oral traditions or folk beliefs. For instance, in Prov 24, an Eastern 
Turki text, the following remedy was to be used in case of a snake entering 
the body. 

här kimniŋ  ičiğä yilan kirib qalsa qäčirniŋ  ağziğa esib tutub tursa 
darḥāl tüšgäy 

If a snake enters into anyone and stays there, one should blow into the 
mouth of a mule. Then it [the snake] will come out right away. (Prov 
24. 19b6–7) 
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Fig. 7:1. Health, sickness and Western medicine. Swedish missionaries, patient and 
locally employed Eastern Turki co-workers in Yarkand. Photographer unknown. 
Location: The archive of the Covenant Mission Church of Sweden (Svenska 
missionsförbundets arkiv, Stockholm).   
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Fig. 7:2. Eastern Turki Patients visiting one of the MCCS’s hospitals. L. E. Högberg 
attending the sick. Photographer unknown. Location: The archive of the Covenant 
Mission Church of Sweden (Svenska missionsförbundets arkiv, Stockholm). 

Fig. 7:3. Kvinna med struma ‘Woman with goiter’ (Photographer: John Törnquist). 
Location: Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. Archive number: 0036.0012) 
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Local hospitals in Eastern Turkestan 
Aside from Swedish welfare projects such as orphanages, schools and  
hospitals, certain forms of locally endorsed institutionalized charity and 
healthcare existed in Eastern Turkestan in the early 1900s. Material relating 
to hospitals run by the local population is scarce and consists merely of 
scattered accounts, but in one travel report there is mention of a hospital close 
to the town of Aqsu, known as the “Hospital of Bedaulat” (Skrine 1986: 234– 
235). 

Another interesting source is from the turbulent year of 1933, when the 
short-lived Turkish Islamic republic of Eastern Turkestan was established. It 
is mentioned in a brief passage in Gunnar Jarring’s book Prints from 
Kashghar. Here we learn that that there existed a hospital in Kashgar for a 
short period in 1933. In Jarring’s words, the source in question is “[a]n account 
of the Muslim hospital in Kashghar run by the Red Cross Society ̶ here with 
its Islamic equivalent the Red Crescent” (Jarring 1991b: 89).197 

Unfortunately, there is little information with regard to the medical 
activities carried out there. Perhaps the Red Crescent Cross Society provided 
healthcare for wounded soldiers (the missionary accounts provide rich 
information regarding the healthcare activities directed at wounded soldiers 
organized by the MCCS’s hospitals in Eastern Turkestan). All we know from 
this brief information is that the Red Crescent Society of Kashgar carried out 
medical care for a period of three months (or more).  

While we have very little substantial information about the Red Crescent 
hospital’s activities, one thing becomes clear: during different periods, 
organized medical care was not only carried out by the MCCS hospital and 
local doctors, but also at establishments such as those mentioned here. Until 
we have information that is more concise about local hospitals, we can only 
speculate about what sort of medical care such institutions provided to the 
people. 

Charity and care for the poor (Chinese institutions) 
Since the Swedish missionaries themselves were so actively involved with 
healthcare, orphanages and education for the poor, it is perhaps not surprising 
to find writings dedicated to this subject. The general attitude towards local 
forms of healthcare or social welfare is depicted in harsh terms and rather 
controversial with regard to Chinese and especially Muslim society. 

We have to remember though, that the harsh tone may reflect the fact that 
these texts were partly written to justify the Swedish missionary presence to 

197 The publication is dated 1353 (AH) 1933 (AD) (Jarring 1991b: 89). 
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Swedish readers back at home. Nevertheless, the information is detailed and 
provides us with important clues about general conditions of the poor during 
the early 1900s. From these scattered reports, we learn that there existed 
indigenous forms of help for the poor; something we would perhaps label as 
a charity organization nowadays. It was by no means a comprehensive system, 
but it appears that it was available to quite a few. 

Even the Chinese here have a sort of charity for the poor. In every major 
city, there is a saray, intended for those who lack a home of their own, 
although the rooms are extremely miserable. Furthermore, types of 
wooden trays are provided [to the people], which entitle the holder to 
receive a certain amount of kilograms of flour annually.198 Furthermore, 
at the beginning of the cold season, the mandarins purchase some 
ragged clothes in the bazaar and hand this out to the naked. Yes, the 
Chinese mercy extends so far that they at times have “free food” for the 
hungry street dogs. Compared to the prevailing needs, however, these 
dispensations of either flour or clothing are so petty that they vanish 
like drops in the sea. Furthermore, it is generally the professional 
beggars and the gamblers who violently usurp the items that rightly 
should belong to the weak and the sick. (Högberg 1907b: 29) 

Charity and care for the poor (Muslim institutions and 
society) 
The existence of poorhouses in Kashgar is also mentioned in indigenous 
‘Uyghur’ sources. An article from 1934 bearing the title ‘Putting an end to 
qalandarism’, for example, reveals that a poorhouse existed in Kashgar. 

[A] poorhouse (dār al-‘ājizīn) had been built in Kashgar to take care of 
lame and disabled people; but one of the tasks of the hospice was to find 
the poor people out in the streets; then, it was necessary to remove their 
habit of laziness and force them to work. (Papas 2017: 170) 

Perhaps it is these people – the outcasts in society – that Bellew speaks 
about in a travel report where he mentions that the sick were dependent on the 
alms of passers-by. 

And then, the procession diverging from our route, we go on our way, 
and passing a nest of beggars, veritable outcasts, and the most 
disgusting specimens of mankind I have seen–blind, leprous, and 

198 Cf. Bellér-Hann who mentions the usage of the ‘grain board’ as well as the establishment 
by Chinese authorities of almshouses called qäländärxana, ajizlar üçün olturğali yurt (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 159). 
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goitrous, who grovel in the filth of some low hovels built against the 
base of a high wall near the gate at which we entered, and live and breed 
on the charity of wayfarers [.] (Bellew 1875: 282) 

If we take a look at the situation in Russian Turkestan described by 
Schuyler, those afflicted with leprosy were forced to reside in separate 
quarters. In addition, these individuals would have to do their day-to-day 
shopping at their own bazaars. Other activities, such as the preparation of 
food, also took place at such small enclaves; often located in the proximity of 
the city, but only for lepers (Schuyler 1877: 147–148). 

Leprosy is common throughout the whole of Central Asia, and the 
lepers are obliged to live in separate quarters of the towns, where they 
have their own bazaars and prepare their own food, and are as far as 
possible cut off from intercourse with others, though in Samarkand 
numbers of these hideously disfigured beings were near the gates, and 
especially near the Mosque of Shah-Zindah, seeking alms from the 
passers-by. (Schuyler 1877: 147–148) 

With regard to Eastern Turkestan, I have not come across sources 
mentioning conditions similar to those described by Schuyler, although is it 
of course possible that such a system was employed there as well. L. E. 
Högberg not only again mentions charitable institutions among the Chinese, 
but also explains how institutionalized charity worked among the Muslim 
population. 

Most probably there are very few Europeans who are aware of the fact 
that the heathen Chinese exercise such a comprehensive charity, as is in 
fact the case. In all cities here, they have established poorhouses or 
sarays, where those without means are allowed to stay without paying 
rent. In addition, housing shortage does not play such a big role as in 
Europe, because here, most people, even the poorest, are homeowners. 
No man here would even come up with the idea of denying a beggar the 
same right as the wild animals of the desert have. They actually get to 
settle wherever they find appropriate. The beggar builds a shed at the 
city wall, at the roadside, on an uncultivated hill, a cliff or a similar 
location, and no one mentions anything whatsoever about it. At a large 
number of mazars, sanctuaries, there are also houses that are open to all 
the homeless. Finally, we have the actual domes [erected] over some 
graves, which also constitutes housing. […] It is true that from time to 
time also the Muslims throw a penny to an occasional beggar. However, 
there is no established charity existing among them. Sometimes, 
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however, a wealthy man under the pretext of giving a tenth199 may  
distribute small grain and food to the poor. (Högberg 1917d: 375; 
Högberg 1917d: 379) 

When discussing Muslim charity, we should be aware of the existence of 
two different types in Eastern Turkestan. The first, zakat, constituted a pillar 
of Islam and was mandatory. In the early 20th century, its meaning had 
broadened to include commercial transactions. In addition, there also existed 
a voluntary system, sädiqä, whose meaning implied “both voluntary and 
mandatory alms” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 160). In the same publication as the 
aforementioned Högberg, the missionary Gustaf Ahlbert speaks about the vaqf 
[waqf] system. He criticizes the current state of affairs and emphasizes that it 
does not resemble the original intention of establishing waqf, which was 
instituted for charitable purposes and for the promotion of religion. 

Finally, a few words have to be said about the purpose of the vaqf 
occurring in this country. Its original purpose was charity and the spread 
of religion. Of such vaqf, little is left here. Where obtainable, the 
income is used for an annual feast, namely on the Prophet's birthday, at 
which occasion, the Qur’an is read for everyone assembled. The 
population of the entire district, rich as well as poor, will then most 
often be present. Everyone is offered food. The rich get it served on a 
plate while the poor mostly get it served on the edge of their coat. The 
lecturers also receive some money for their work. This is the charity 
practiced, and thus all righteousness is fulfilled. In some places, such 
feasts are held during the two great [communal] feasts, the Festival of 
fasting [Ramadan] and the Festival of offering [The Korban festival]. 
(Ahlbert 1917c: 234) 

A report from the 1930s explains that during Ramadan, people would 
celebrate the whole night through. The celebration would commence when 
someone was able to vow that he had observed the new moon. Then, at noon, 
the kazi, or ‘Muslim judge’ would order the drums to play from the festival 
minaret. This was the signal alerting people that the festival and fasting had 
begun, and accordingly people hurriedly set out to buy all the necessities for 
the night-time meal. Throughout the festival, the drums would start beating 
every night between twelve and one o’clock in order to wake everyone up. It 
was morning when one “could differentiate between a black and white thread” 
(Ahlbert 2009: 21–22), and fasting would then begin (Ahlbert 2009: 21–22). 
The next major religious festival, Korban heyt, was observed seventy days 

199 Here Högberg is using Christian terminology to convey his message about the Muslim zakat 
system to the Lutheran Swedish readership ,where it was customary to donate a tenth of one’s 
belongings or salary to the church. Giving zakat to charitable purposes constitutes one of the 
five pillars of Islam and is set at 2,5 % of one’s annual surplus.  
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after the month of Ramazan. It appears that some parts of the celebration bore 
resemblance to those of the Ramazan and involved “drums, reading of the 
mass prayer, visits, and for those who could afford it, new clothes” (Ahlbert 
2009: 27). This festival was celebrated during three consecutive days and, as 
the name implies, a great deal of sacrifice took place. Gustaf Ahlbert claims 
that during this period as many as “tens of thousand of animals” (Ahlbert 
2009: 26–27) were sacrificed in Kashgar (Ahlbert 2009: 26–27). 

Among other holidays, the people paid strict observance to the so-called 
Islamic New Year, commonly called Ašura, that was celebrated during the 
Islamic month of Muharram (Bellér-Hann 2008: 373–377). Another festival 
marking the year was Noruz, locally called noruz toyi, which took place during 
the spring equinox (Bellér-Hann 2008: 371). The sources inform that people 
in Eastern Turkestan did not accord as much importance to Mävlud, ‘the  
Prophet’s birthday’, as in Western Turkestan. Instead, Bellér-Hann has 
demonstrated that Barat, a festival which took place on the fourteenth night 
of the month of Šäʾban, “was the most important religious celebration outside 
the two ‘official’ Islamic holidays” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 361). During this 
event, people commemorated dead relatives and prayed for their souls. On the 
consecutive evening, a vigil was kept in order to commemorate the night 
“when Muhammad received his prophetic revelation” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
359). Festivals such as these involved different types of charity, such as the 
distribution of fried cakes to the poor. According to a missionary account 
recorded on February 14, 1927 in the town of Yengi Hissar, people generally 
stayed indoors after sunset. An exception was during festivals like the night 
of ayim, during which people would gather at the graves of their relatives and 
pray for their souls.200 

Tonight there is great commotion outside, which is something rarely 
seen in the country since as soon as it gets dark everyone wishes to stay 
indoors. But tonight hardly anyone sleeps since it is ayim-night, and on 
this occasion everyone gathers to pray in the proximity of one’s closest 
kin’s graves and pray for their souls. The graves are cleaned from dust 
and dirt and on top of the grave itself one places a sacrifice made from 
bread fried in fat. This sacrifice is left there for the poor, who frequent 
the graveyards in great numbers. It is also a custom to light torches 
which are carried around whilst calling out ‘Now it is ayim, listen, 
listen, serve fried bread, listen, listen. (Anderson 2011: 82) 

Outside the officially organized forms of charity, customary law implied 
that the poor should be provided for. Begging in particular should be 

200 This clearly has the same meaning as the Uyghur word ayäm, a term used to describe all 
sorts  of festivals with a religious significance. The meaning  of ayäm is the same as the 
commonly used word heyt (‘id in Arabic) (Zarcone 2002: 142–143). 
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understood within this context. In Eastern Turkestan, begging was an 
institutionalized practice (Bellér-Hann 2008: 156).201 Indigenous literature 
reflects the commonly held perception that poor people were more pious than 
others, and that it was favorable to provide them with food so that they may 
bless the almsgiver. Citing the German traveler Le Coq’s specimen of Eastern 
Turki oral tradition, Bellér-Hann provides an example of such sentiments. 

The heart of the thin [poor] is light, (That  is, only  the  poor are truly  
pious.) 

The food of the poor [given as alms] is medicine for the tooth. (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 153) 

Since Islamic law prescribed almsgiving, the poor were given small 
contributions wherever they went. It was often not much, but by visiting 
different sellers of alimentary products, for example, the beggars were able to 
make ends meet. In the story about Bakhta Khan, a poor girl whose father 
becomes blind, begging becomes the last resort for survival for the two of  
them (Ahlbert 2013: 40–41).  

Market Day reaped an excellent harvest for the blind. After most people 
had passed by on their way to market, with Bakhta’s help he gathered 
up his ‘crop’. He put bread and other items given to him into his 
waistband which made it bulge out significantly and he carried the 
firewood under one arm. With the other hand he held one end of his 
stick while Bakhta walked ahead of him holding the other end. They 
returned home with their ‘harvest’ and put it in their room. Once they 
had finished eating the gifts they went to the market place where they 
continued their day’s work. First of all they would visit each of the 
butchers in turn from whom they demanded a piece of meat. They were 
never refused since giving alms is the duty of all Mohammedans but 
were never given more than a fingernail sliver from any of them. 
(Ahlbert 2013: 40–41) 

As observed, it was commonly believed among the people that giving to 
the poor led to good merit. In addition, those that gave alms were often 
provided with reciprocal prayers by the beggars, which would ensure that the 
household would prosper and be saved from calamities of different sorts. In 
Gustaf Ahlbert’s book Habil there is a telling section that illuminates the 
reciprocal relationship between the beggar community and others in society.  

201 Bellér-Hann writes that “Beggars in Yarkand formed a guild-like professional body 
recognized by the local authorities; they were a group large enough to reproduce itself both 
biologically and socially, and many of them owned some property, or at least horses” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 156). 
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One day, when Mohammed came from school he found a big crowd of 
people, most of them beggars, gathered outside the saray gate under the 
owner’s balcony. On the balcony the saray owner stood  beside  some  
baskets filled to the top with bread. He was giving out bread and even 
money to the people on the street. The baskets were soon empty and the 
people were quarrelling for the last pieces of bread thrown into the 
crowd. Before the beggars left the place they raised their hands to 
prayer. Some mumbled a prayer, but some just said “Amen”, even that 
was counted as a prayer. With “God give the child a long life” they 
bowed and went to their places. Mohammed understood then that 
Sekina Han, the saray-owner’s daughter who had been ill had taken a 
turn for the worse. Therefore he was giving alms to the poor, so that 
they would pray for her healing. (Ahlbert 2009: 27) 

While beggars’ prayers were considered effective as a cure, it was also 
widely understood that the consequences could be dire for those who refused 
to help a beggar (Bellér-Hann 2008: 160). 

In addition to the government’s feeble attempts to care for the poor,  
other mechanisms in local society enabled a periodic redistribution of 
resources that was rooted in religious and local understandings of  
morality and reciprocity. These expressions of charity were embedded 
in local institutions. The presence of the poor and destitute could be a 
nuisance––and threatening––but they were also credited with bringing 
good luck and blessing to a house. It was commonly held that if no 
beggar entered a courtyard for more  than seven  days, then  some  
calamity would befall members of the household. The underlying logic 
was that of reciprocity; the donation of alms gave an opportunity to the 
family to fulfil their religious obligation, for which they would receive 
blessings in exchange. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 160) 
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Chapter Eight. Doctors, pharmacists, 
bonesetters and other medical professionals 

Introduction 
This chapter will deal with the various professionals dedicated to healthcare 
in Eastern Turkestan. Besides hospitals and charity, most professional 
healthcare was undertaken by a spectrum of local healers appearing under a 
variety of names. The common name for doctor was ṭabīb and ḥākim 
‘physician’, while sellers of medicaments were known by the term dārūfurušt 
‘pharmacist’. Like in most traditional societies, these medical professionals 
would complement or compete with one another in one way or another. The 
chapter will also highlight the activities of other groups who could be 
considered professionals within the field of medicine. Within these categories 
we will discuss the role of barbers and others in the fields of surgery, dentistry 
and circumcision. We will also examine Chinese doctors specialized in 
providing services to the Eastern Turki population, as well as bonesetters.  

Charlatans and others 
Like most places, Eastern Turkestan was also home to both serious healers 
and charlatans. In printed sources, the Swedish missionaries often emphasized 
the role of “charlatans” while downplaying more serious aspects of local 
medical knowledge:202 

In this country, medical science does not hold an elevated position. 
However, there exists a myriad of different doctors who claim to be real 
professionals and to whom people often turn. But after learning a bit  
about these “doctors”, their miraculous cures and medicines, one can 
only feel pity for these people, who for the most part are allotted to such 
charlatans. A common feature for them all is the ability to charge [their 
patients] well. A native may pay 10–20 rubles for a mixture made from 

202 Regarding missionaries and a discussion about local (Turki) healthcare, see Hultvall 1981a: 
73–81; for English, see Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 4–10.  
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vinegar, which among many things is alleged to be an excellent 
medication against liver disease. (Gustavsson 1917b: 245) 

Such negative sentiments about the local doctors’ general abilities are 
expressed elsewhere in the missionary literature. Regarding a man who is 
losing his eyesight, for example, Gustaf Ahlbert writes that “[t]heir prices 
were exorbitant and not only did the treatments make the wretched man even 
poorer but had no effect on his blindness at all, in fact it got worse” (Ahlbert 
2013: 22). David Gustavsson has a similarly critical stance while not delving 
deeply into the diagnosis aspect:  

Especially noteworthy is the doctors’ understanding of how the pulse 
works. With respect to this they are the foremost in [their profession]. 
Therefore, when a patient visits the doctor, he does not start off with a 
long jeremiad of real and imagined agonies. Instead, he resolutely 
stretches out his hand, not as a greeting, but to let the doctor take his 
pulse. Moreover, the more mystically the doctor acts, the better it is, 
since then he is naturally a master of his craft. As an example of  the  
trust the people put in the doctors who “take the pulse”, it should be 
mentioned that many people avoid visiting the Swedish hospitals, since 
this sort of examination is not given significant importance there. 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 245–246) 

When the Swedes spoke of ‘charlatans’, they were not only referring to 
native doctors. One example discussed by Hultvall recounts an incident of a 
Kashmiri doctor working in Yarkend whose medical book was in fact a 
missionary publication. 

Arell tells us about one of these “doctors” who worked in Jarkend where 
Arell met him. He was one among many “doctors” from Kashmir, 
working in the country. In his pharmacy there were many spices, most 
of them imported from India. He proudly announced to Arell that he  
had got hold of an excellent “medical book” that gave him priceless 
help. This book turned out to be a bound annual volume of the MCCS 
children’s’ magazine the Barnavännen (Children’s friend) from 1905, 
and in Swedish, of course. At that time, this paper had a vignette of 
Jesus blessing the children. This vignette was deleted in every copy. 
The “Doctor” was greatly satisfied with his “medical book”, without 
which he said he could not get along. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 4–5) 

Since missionary publications were intended to be read by a critical church 
audience in Sweden who shared little knowledge of conditions in the “Orient”, 
the tone is harsh, cynical and disparaging. Notwithstanding, despite the biased 
tone it should be pointed out that Swedish missionary reports provide some of 
the most valuable descriptions of local Eastern Turkestanian medical lore 
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collected by Westerners. In addition, when discussing the missionary view on 
local medicine, one must perhaps distinguish between printed material such 
as På Obanade Stigar [On Untrodden Paths] and manuscripts, where an 
important difference can be noted. In the printed publications, there are many 
judgements and condemnations, while some manuscripts consist of dry  
observations on local life, be it Islamic Law, trade or medical science. An 
illustrative example of the latter is the aforementioned catalogue on 
Kashgarian medicine collected by L.E. Högberg, where the author adopts a 
neutral tone when speaking of the medical material and humoral theories. 

As we have discussed in chapter two, humoral theory proposes that disease 
occurs due to either an excess or lack of a particular element, which  also  
inherit certain qualities. The mentioning of humoral concepts in relation to 
diet is in fact a topic rarely discussed in travelogues written by foreigners, and 
when mentioned it is mostly in passing remarks. Exceptions to the ‘rule’ exist, 
however. For instance, in his writings on medical conditions in the area, the 
French traveler Grenard makes mention of the role of a ‘correct’ diet 
prescribed by local doctors, and suggests that humoral theory forms the 
backbone of the medicine’s theoretical system. While expressing his doubts 
about the efficacy of these methods, he also points out that local experts would 
sometimes not fully agree upon which foodstuffs were to be considered hot 
and cold. In the examples provided by Grenard, we learn that duck’s meat was 
considered hot and that persons suffering from an ailment stemming from cold 
should eat this ‘hot product’ to regain their balance. Following that logic, if 
suffering from illness due to heat, one should instead consume foodstuffs 
considered cold, such as mutton (Grenard 1898: 111). 

The above statement contradicts the observations of missionary Högberg, 
who claims that mutton is a food item that should be characterized as 
warm/hot (Högberg 1907a: 57, p. 1). Perhaps this is an indication that there 
existed local variations of products considered to be of a hot or cold 
disposition. On the other hand, it may also be that either the missionary or the 
traveler had misunderstood their Eastern Turki informants. Considering that 
L. E. Högberg had spent many years in the region and spoke the Turki 
language while Grenard was a sporadic traveler, it appears more plausible that 
Högberg’s observations are correct. 

Transmission of knowledge and training of the ṭabīb 
and ḥākim 
Very few Western sources discuss how medical knowledge was transferred in 
Eastern Turkestan before 1949 and the establishment of the PRC. If we 
assume that being trained as a physician in Eastern Turkestan followed rules 
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similar  to those  of other crafts,  all  of which had their own patron saints, 
methods of apprenticeship, manuals, guilds and so on, it is perhaps viable that 
their profession followed a similar pattern to these. However, other channels 
of mediation were also possible. 

Regarding the formal education of medical practitioners, it has been 
reported that in the pre-modern period a number of Eastern Turki doctors 
received education abroad as part of their general training. This would often 
be combined with travel to other Islamic lands and pilgrimage to the holy sites 
of Medina and Mecca in Arabia. This meant that the obligatory pilgrimage, 
hajj, could be fulfilled while acquiring knowledge through studies at Islamic 
centers abroad such as Tehran, Delhi and so on. In some ways, it is similar to 
the type of travel carried out by Renaissance elites throughout Europe. In 
Islam, this type of travel – a quest for knowledge – is often referred to as rihla 
(Dankoff 2009: 247). Robert Dankoff writes that this “term designates both a 
journey motivated by the hajj (pilgrimage to Mecca) as well as a genre of 
literature devoted to recording such a journey” (Dankoff 2009: 247). 

Indigenous sources provide detailed information regarding travel patterns 
when setting out on pilgrimage to Mecca. While one trade route was via 
Western Turkestan (Osh) (Jarring 1975: 10–11), yet another was across the 
mountains to Srinagar ‘i.e. Kashmir’ (a 15-day journey from the locality of 
Guma in Eastern Turkestan) (Jarring 1951b: 102.n.7).203 From there, the 
pilgrims would head towards either Karachi or Bombay from where they took 
a boat to Arabia. After having completed the pilgrimage to the holy sites at 
Mecca and Medina, they would make the long journey back home again. As 
the text below illustrates, gift-giving constituted an important component of 
the pilgrimage (Jarring 1951b: 106–107). 

That hadji will reach Kashmir in ten to fifteen days time. Having sold 
his goods in Kashmir at a cheap or expensive (price) he will hurry up 
and start for the pilgrimage. Having stayed away on the pilgrimage for 
three or four months and gone to the Holy Medina and done (seen) 
Medina he will return. Five or ten days later it is time for (Mount) 
Arafat. He goes to Arafat. Having come back from Arafat and entered 
the sacred place and having bought dates and zemzem-water and having 
stayed for five or six days in the sacred place he will return to Jeddah. 
From Jeddah he will go by steam-ship. On the twelfth day he will leave 
the ship. Having bought five or ten dozens of knives and three or four 
dozens of locks and three or four pieces of cloth as presents from 
Karachi he will return to Guma. Having met the people who have come 
outside Guma he goes to his house. He places a piece of cloth in front 

203 Apparently, Srinagar was synonymous with Kashmir for the Turks. Interestingly, Jarring’s 
translation of the Eastern Turki text reads that “the hadjis are supposed to arrive in Srinagar, 
which usually is called ‘Kashmir’ by the Turks” (Jarring 1951b: 102.n.7). 
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of the people who have come to ask about his state of health and when 
they leave a knife and a lock each. Those people who have come in 
order to ask about his state of health return home. When that hadji has 
entered the inside (of his house) and met his wife and child(ren) he will 
spread a dasturkhan for some days for the guests who have come to see 
him and offer a tea-party and bring the dates and the zemzem-water. 
Having seen the guests off he then goes to the quarters of his relatives, 
his friends and brothers and (there) reads the Fatihah and comes back. 
Then,  if he  is a farmer  himself, or  has  some other  profession,  he 
practices (this) profession. (Jarring 1951b: 106–107) 

Seyid Huseyinkhan Tejelli – the story of an Eastern Turkestani 
ṭabīb ‘doctor’ 
One person who can be considered to have undertaken such a journey was the 
poet and physician Seyid Huseyinkhan Tejelli (b.1848–d.1927), who was born 
into a family of doctors who lived in the village Aykent in the Qaghiliq 
(Qargiliq) area of Southern Tarim (Exmet 1990: 295).204 In Eastern Turkestan 
many professions passed from father to son. Thus, we can see that Tejelli’s 
father Se’id Qutbdin Shah, who was a well known ṭabīb ‘doctor’ within 
traditional Eastern Turki medical tradition, also taught his son that craft 
(Exmet 1990: 295). Through conversations with Uyghur experts in the field, I 
have learned that in the pre-modern era it was relatively common to travel to 
India for formal education. It also appears that many Uyghur doctors learned 
Urdu or Hindustani when abroad, thus perhaps influencing the local Uyghur 
medical vocabulary. 

Besides the system of apprenticeship and formal training in families 
especially devoted to this profession, it appears that this type of travel 
constituted an important component of doctors’ training in the region. The 
medical schools of today did not exist. Rather, this knowledge was acquired 
via the local madrasas and extended stays abroad. Thus, like others who could 
afford it, Tejelli combined the hajj ‘pilgrimage to Mecca’ and Medina with 
educational purposes.  

The pattern of Tejelli being trained as a Muslim clerk, versed in poetry and 
working as a physician may well have been the general rule rather than the 
exception during this period. Along the journey, he and his father stopped at 
many important Islamic centers such as Istanbul, Teheran, Kabul and Delhi. 
Tejelli received his first formal education at the Delhi Daril’ulum Madrasa, 
India, where he conducted studies in poetry, Arabic, Persian and Hindustani. 
Besides the study of languages, he also received education in subjects such as 
medical science and chemistry. These studies were followed by training at 

204 The town is called Yecheng in Chinese.  
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both the Isfahan Darilfunun in Iran and Kabul Daril’funun in Afghanistan. He 
finally returned to his homeland in the year 1860 (Exmet 1990: 295–296; 
Radio Free Asia 2012-02-25).205 

Alongside writing poetry in various languages, Tejelli’s role as a doctor 
becomes clear from his appearance in several articles discussing Uyghur 
medicine. For example, he is the author of an important medical treatise with 
the title Tajally Nushiliri ‘Tajally’s Prescriptions’, which he wrote in 
Chagatay (Eastern Turki) and contains information on such matters as 
“medical prescriptions, dosages, preparation methods, characteristics, effects, 
nature, usage and reactions with other substances” (Abdukadir, Amir et al. 
2015: 225). Tejelli’s importance as a cultural and scientifically important 
figure among Uyghurs is exemplified by the appearance of his name in a 
number of Uyghur language publications, which I have unfortunately been 
unable to obtain. Abdukadir et al., for example, mentions an article written by 
Mamut Muhtar with the English title Selected Papers on Uyghur Scholar 
Tajalliy (2011) as well as a publication on medicine by authors Rahmat Sidik 
and Mamut Muhammidi Muhtar titled Famous Uyghur Doctors (1997) 
(Abdukadir et al. 2015: 226). Unfortunately, the original Uyghur titles of these 
works are not mentioned in the aforementioned article (cf. Abdukadir et al. 
2015). 

Guilds and apprenticeship 
As observed, Seyid Huseyinkhan Tejelli learnt his craft from his father. In 
Eastern Turkestan, this was indeed the common pattern for acquiring practical 
knowledge in most crafts. As Bellér-Hann has demonstrated, the children of 
different craftsmen “were typically ‘socialized into’ the trade  from early 
childhood, although specialized knowledge of a craft could also be transmitted 
through apprenticeship” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 326) or guild-like systems. 
Several missionary authors mention such institutions. The most detailed 
account is provided by missionary AD. Bohlin, who refers to these guilds as 
the ‘pir-system’ (Bohlin 1917: 66–82):206 

An interesting phenomenon in the guilds is the so-called pir-system. 
Each guild has a patron saint, which in the country’s language is 
referred to as “pir”. [As their personal] “pir” or guardian saint, the 

205 Some Eastern Turkistanis travelled as far as Istanbul and Budapest to not only study but 
work. Cf. Bellér-Hann who writes, “Sporadic references suggest that at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, a number of Kashgarians were living and practicing medicine in Istanbul, 
mainly specializing in repairing veins and blood vessels. Some Eastern Turkestanis got as far 
as Europe, among them Mahmod Rähim, a Yarkandi man whose visit to Budapest in the early 
twentieth century was recorded by a Hungarian Turcologist” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 65). 
206 Cf. mentioning of the pir-system by missionaries in: Ahlbert 1917a: 117; Gustafsson 
1917a: 229; Högberg L. E. 1917a: 87; Högberg, L. E 1907b: 52–53; Palmberg 1917a: 192. 
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farmers have Adam, the carpenters Noah, the blacksmiths David, the 
weavers Seth, the color workers Jesus, the masons, cooks and cap 
makers Abraham, the bakers Archangel Gabriel, the diviners Daniel, 
while the [pir of] mollahs and merchants  is  Muhammad’s  grandson  
Imom Hessan [Imam Hassan]. These patron saints are considered to 
possess great powers, and people are particularly anxious not to offend 
them, which according to Mohammedan conception can occur via 
contamination of their shops or workshops, by demonstrating disrespect 
for bread or other numerous ways. If any crime has been committed 
against the pir or if there exist other reasons to believe that one is not 
on good terms with him, reconciliation must be made. This is usually 
done by inviting one’s guild or at least its principal organizers for a  
meal during which certain ceremonies, such as prayer and reading the 
Koran takes place. When accidents occur at work, such as when the 
blacksmith accidentally is burned or the carpenter cuts himself, one 
invokes the pir. The sooner one does this, the more certain it is, that the 
wounds soon shall be healed and that [the person will not suffer] harm 
later in life. The expressions employed on such occasions are either: 
“Woe, my patron saint!”, or “Oh, my patron saint!” (Bohlin 1917: 81– 
82) 

Each profession had a secret work manual called risāle, in which rules of 
the specific craft were codified. The occurrence of similar craft manuals are 
recorded from adjacent areas such as Afghanistan, where for instance spiritual 
healers such as the baḫši had a risāla that codified the general outlines of that 
profession (Centlivres et al. 1971: 162). With regard to Eastern Turkestan, the 
Jarring manuscript collection at Lund has a number of such books. Nylander 
(2017) writes that these books, reflecting a distant era, are very important 
sources for understanding local life in Eastern Turkestan a century ago. 

Among the risāle in the Jarring collection we find books such as the risāle-
yi-tomurčilik ‘risāle of the blacksmiths’, boyaqčilärniŋ bayāni ‘the manual of 
the dyers’, risāle-yi dehqānčiliq ‘the manual of the farmers’, risāle-yi tiwā 
čarwādūrčiliq ‘the risāle of the camel-drivers’, risāle-yi kāsīb ‘the risāle of 
the artisans’, risāle-yi roğan-käš ‘manual of the (vegetable) oil makers’, 
bāfkārlīqniŋ bayāni ‘manual of the weavers’, muzudozniŋ bayāni ‘the  
shoemakers’ manual, risāle-yi sodāgarčilik ‘the  risāle of the merchants’, 
risāle-yi qaṣṣābliq ‘the risāle of the butchers’, risāle-yi nānwayliq ‘the risāle 
of the bakers’, and jadači-risāle ‘the risāle of the rainmakers’.  

Besides the above professions, begging was also institutionalized. Bellér-
Hann writes that, “Beggars were bound into a larger, imagined community by 
their inclusion into the recognized ‘professions’: like shepherds, farmers and 
craftsmen, they also had a ‘code of conduct’ or religious-moral prescriptions 
compiled especially for them (risalä-i diwanä)” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 157). 
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Noteworthy is that neither Luqmān ḥakīm nor medical practitioners appear in 
Bohlin’s list or among the various risāle at Lund. As mentioned, Luqmān 
ḥakīm is mentioned repeatedly in the manuscript sources. However, although 
the texts concerned with guilds do not mention him, it is perhaps not too far-
fetched to believe that during the period of discussion the patron saint of 
doctors was indeed Luqmān ḥakīm. 

The role of folk literature in research 
As mentioned earlier, there is scant information regarding transmission of 
knowledge among doctors in Eastern Turkestan. A close reading of folk 
literature may complement the available material here and illuminate socio-
historically relevant issues not discussed elsewhere. As indigenous folklore 
reflects local understandings of the society of which they form a part, analysis 
of this type of lore should also be taken into consideration when searching for 
clues to other aspects not discussed extensively in the literature.  

A few decades before Jarring set out to explore Eastern Turki language and 
literature, the missionary surgeon Gustaf Raquette in 1909 published ten 
examples of popular Eastern Turki literature consisting of short stories and 
folk songs (Raquette 1909).  One of these texts deals with the work of a ṭabīb 
‘doctor’ and is entitled The Clever Physician. The story has a number of 
didactic elements. On the one hand, the tale may increase our understanding 
of local patterns of transmission of knowledge, but it also informs us of 
indigenous perceptions about the local doctors and their general abilities.  

For  example, the story informs us  that doctors were  fairly mobile and 
performed home visits. Yet another interesting point is that the issue of 
education is in part clarified by the passages discussing apprenticeships. These 
short passages serve to shed light on indigenous traditions of passing on 
professional knowledge to the next generation, be it the medical sphere or any 
other job. In other words, the transmission of professional knowledge was 
sometimes conducted within the family, but also via means of apprenticeship, 
as we learn from the story. 

Since we are dealing with an indigenous text, we are also provided with 
valuable pieces of information regarding certain concepts, such as local 
terminology within this particular professional sphere. With regard to the 
latter, we see that the doctor is referred to as ṭabīb and his apprentice šāgird. 
Equally, in this particular story, we see a continuity in the vocabulary of local 
medical texts, where the word for paralysis is the Arabic word laqwa. 
Interesting Turkic constructions and vocabulary also exist in sentences such 
as bir bay laqwa maŋalmaydurğan kesäl bolup “A rich man had become 
paralysed (that is to say) unable to walk” (Raquette 1909: 8). Interestingy, 
Raquette uses the word laqwa to describe ‘lameness’, while Károly’s 
description is restricted to describe ‘facial paralysis’ (cf. Károly 2015: 280). 
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Once upon a time there was a physician. When this physician entered 
the room where the sick person was, he looked all about the room, and 
whatever met his eyes in the shape of an eatable, he looked at that thing 
and said “You have eaten such and such a thing. That is what has done 
you harm.” The physician had a pupil. Wherever the physician went, 
there went his pupil with him. 

A rich man had become paralysed (that is to say) unable to walk. Many 
physicians had treated (him, but) his disease did not abate. […] At last, 
having heard that the aforesaid physician’s pupil was a wonderful 
medical adept, he summoned him to his house. 

When the physician’s pupil (in question) having entered the room, had 
made a careful survey of it, he perceived that there was nothing at all in 
the shape of an eatable in it. In one corner of the room an old donkey-
saddle had been thrown down. When he saw this he exclaimed “O rich 
man ! you have eaten an old donkey-saddle, (through which) your 
disease has grown worse, and you have become paralysed.” When he 
said (this) the rich man was very angry with the physician and saying 
“Does one who is called a human being eat donkey-saddles ?” he sprang 
up in his rage in order to strike (him and)  ̶ walked ! 

The physician, poor fellow, was terrified and had fled away. The rich 
man was struck with wonder, (and) saying “This is a great man, (for) 
my leg, which grew no better for any physician’s medicine, has now got 
quite well through this person,” caused that physician’s pupil to be 
summoned, apologized to him, and sent him away with many valuable 
gifts. (Raquette 1909: 8) 

Raquette provides some interesting interpretations of the story, which may 
illuminate how he, a Swedish missionary, understood this type of literature 
and its contents. In his first remark, he proposes that the text represents general 
mockery of the indigenous medical system, its doctors and their form of 
diagnosis and medical care: 

This story is in its substance noteworthy in two respects. With regard to 
the first, there lies in the representation of the two physicians’ methods 
of examination and diagnosis, a sharp and cutting irony, directed 
against the native-born physicians of the country. It is simply their usual 
method a little coloured. (Raquette 1909: 23) 

While the general observation of ‘mockery’ may be true, it should be noted 
that in local literature the mocking aspect of people engaging in different 
occupations is not isolated to doctors. In Eastern Turkestani lore, ridicule is a 
common feature. Even mollas and other religious dignitaries are ridiculed, 
along with non-native Turki speakers, people afflicted with various medical 
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conditions such as goiter or favus, and more (the latter conditions will be 
discussed later). It is of course possible that the services provided by some 
local doctors were not always appreciated, but this should perhaps not be 
literally understood as a general indigenous critique of all doctors.  

After this initial interpretive remark, Raquette proceeds with his next 
observation of the story. This is an interesting passage, since it actually gives 
some rare credit to the indigenous author by providing a ‘scientific’ 
explanation, which implies that Raquette recognized that not only in Europe, 
but also in Eastern Turkestan, there were people who were acquainted with 
what Raquette labels “the phenomena in the group of so called functional 
diseases” (Raquette 1909: 23): 

As regards the other, one sees that the author is no stranger to the 
phenomena in the group of so called functional diseases, which are well 
known, if not fully explained, in modern Western medical science 
when, for instance, a person who has for many years lain paralysed in 
bed, jumps up and saves himself from a burning house or, in 
consequence of some other violent  mental shock,  as in  this case, 
recovers all at once the use of his limbs. (Raquette 1909: 23) 

Indigenous medicine in missionary reports 
Being involved so much in healthcare themselves, it is perhaps not surprising 
that the topic of local medicine is discussed in missionary reports. On the 
contrary, it is more surprising to see how scarce the observations of local 
medical lore actually are. With regard to the literature of the ṭabībs ‘doctors’, 
we can see that it involves a separate category of literature dealing with a wide 
spectrum of topics. While the content of medical manuscripts has been 
discussed at length in earlier chapters, it is interesting to see how the Swedish 
missionary ‘doctors’ describe such indigenous texts. Most of the missionary 
reports on healthcare discuss events at the Swedish hospitals, but there are a 
few sources containing detailed descriptions of Eastern Turki medical lore. 
Perhaps the most elaborate account of the Eastern Turki medical literature is 
provided by Swedish missionary David Gustavsson, who records his 
observations in the book På Obanade Stigar [On Untrodden Paths] 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 245–249). 
It should be noted that many of the Swedish examples, which appear here (in 
my translation), are also found in Jarring 1979b. Although an important 
publication, it should be pointed out that, for various unknown reasons, Jarring 
avoided publishing the missionary’s views. He only provided details of what 
he considered ethnographically relevant. Therefore, I have chosen to present 
my own translations in the text. In cases where my translations coincide with 
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those appearing in Jarring’s publication, I will provide these in a separate 
footnote. 

When reading the Swedish text, I became curious to see if – and how – the 
Swedish descriptions corresponded to the material on Eastern Turki medicine 
found in the Gunnar Jarring manuscript collection. As observed in other 
missionary texts, the tone regarding local Islamic literary activity is quite 
harsh and damning, and it is difficult not to interpret the tone as somewhat 
cynical. Indeed, this style is by no means restricted to Gustavsson but is quite 
illustrative of the discourse employed in other missionary publications.207 If 
we now turn to what Gustavsson has to say, we will see that he presents 
material that largely agrees with the information we find in the Eastern Turki 
medical manuscripts: 

It would be less than fair to our native doctors if we were not to admit 
that they possess quite a rich corpus of literature concerning almost 
every kind of imaginable disease. In addition, as it would be duly unjust 
to keep this science a total secret to our honored readers, we hereby 
inform them of a few recipes. They are taken from books frequently 
utilized and highly cherished by the people. The introduction to one 
such book reads: “Praise and glory to Allah, the very highest, who has 

 ridāutʻ[atarodstarsseven thecreated⟩اردطع⟨,zuhra[zuhrä ]⟩هرهز⟨,[
īmuštar[moschtäri ],⟩مريخ⟨īḫmirr[marigh ],⟩شمس⟨šams[schäms 

earth, tofromman who has created ],⟩حلز⟨alḥzu[zuhär ˗ ˗,],⟩ریشتم⟨ 
whom he has given ten different gifts; who also within the twelve-sided 
image of these seven stars protects humans in all of their four different 
elements, and who, with the same seven stars teaches humans what the 
destiny of each and every one of them is in their time; and who reveals 
to every man  his  warm  and  cold character and  so  on. (Gustavsson  
1917b: 246)208 

The Swedish missionary sources do not provide extensive information 
about the medical sources used by local doctors, but it should be noted that 
two of the manuscripts in the Jarring collection (Prov 24 and Prov 351) have 
similar introductions about the planets to the above passage. Following the 
section on cosmology, the chapter proceeds to examine a number of conditions 
and their cures. Among the ailments we find eye disease, deafness, cough and 
hoarseness, dog bites, melancholy and mucus, nose-bleeds, chest disease, 

207 Even the distinguished missionary doctor and Turkologist Gustaf Raquette displayed such 
sentiments towards the literature in the region. For more info see Raquette 1917b: 131–132. 
Also see Svenska Missionsförbundets Yttre Mission. 1926: 128. 

‘The planet Mercury (whose orbit is in the second heaven)’ (Steingass 1892: ⟩اردطع⟨ridāutʻ208 

‘the sun’ (Steingass ⟩شمس⟨šams‘The planet Venus’ (Steingass 1892: 631); ⟩رههز⟨zuhra853); 
‘the planet⟩شتریم⟨īmuštar‘The planet Mars’ (Steingass 1892: 1220); ⟩مريخ⟨īḫmirr1892: 759); 

 ‘the planet Saturn’ (Steingass 1892: 611). ⟩زحل⟨alḥzuJupiter’ (Steingass 1892: 1244); 
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hysteria, snake and scorpion-bites and cures against toothache. The first  
passage in Gustavsson’s report deals with eye disease. Apparently, hedgehog 
bile was a popular medicament in Eastern Turkestan. It is not specified which 
species was utilized, but it may well have been the long-eared hedgehog 
(Hemiechinus auritus), which is a species found in Central Asia as well as the 
Middle East.209 

Eye diseases are very widespread in the country, but the cures are also 
well known. An old proven medicine against blindness in the left eye, 
and a cure against weak eyes in general, is hedgehog bile. (Gustavsson 
1917b: 246)210 

The following examples taken from Prov 24 illustrate that hedgehog was 
used for eye disease, but also for other things such as obtaining a pure heart, 
becoming brave and for avoiding the growth of hair in unwanted places; an 
indication that, like today, earlier generations were preoccupied with their 
external appearance and aesthetics. As described earlier (see Chapter Five on 
animal products in materia medica), a number of recipes mentioned in Eastern 
Turki manuscripts discuss what to do when the ‘first!’ grey hairs appear, and 
which substances should be used to make the hair black again. 

ägär kirpäni qazanda qaynatib yesä köz rošan bolğay köŋül ṣāf bolğay 
barča ʿillatdin zaḥmatdin īmīn bolğay ägär kiši kirpäniŋ yüräkini yesä 
bisyār yüräklig bolğay ägär kirpäniŋ ötini här yärgä sürsä moy 
ünmägäy 

If one boils a hedgehog in a cookpot and eats it, the eyes will become 
clear and the heart will turn pure. [The person] will be free from every 
complaint and disease and if the person eats the heart of a hedgehog, he 
will become very brave. If one smears the gallbladder of a hedgehog all 
over [the body], hair will not grow [there]. (Prov 24. 15b12–16a1) 

yā kirpäni qaynatib yesä häm dafʿ bolğay här kimniŋ közi ḫīra bolsa 
kirpäniŋ ötini sürsä dafʿ bolğay šab kör bolsa häm dafʿ bolğay 

On the other hand, if one boils a hedgehog and eats it he will become 
well. If someone [suffers from] eye weakness and smears gallbladder 
of a hedgehog onto the eyes, [the illness] will disappear, and if the 
person has night blindness, it will disappear as well. (Prov 24. 19a8– 
10) 

209 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-eared_hedgehog (last accessed 2018–07–26). 
210 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads, “A remedy against blindness in the left eye and against 
weak eyes in general is the bile of a hedgehog. Another remedy with almost as good effect is a 
mixture of the bile of a goat and the tongue of a goat. This mixture is anointed on the eyes” 
(Jarring 1979b: 5). 
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The missionary text continues with a recipe containing goat bile and goat 
tongue. Apparently, this was just as effective as hedgehog bile for curing eye 
disease. Gustavsson writes, “Another medication with almost as effective 
results is a mixture of goat bile and goat tongue, which of course is applied to 
the eyes” (Gustavsson 1917b: 246). These observations can be compared to 
the Eastern Turki sources, which recommend that one should apply goat fur, 
goat bile or goat liver onto the eyes. 

här kimniŋ közidin yaš aqib toḫtamasa äčküniŋ yuŋini közğä yabsa dafʿ 
bolğay 

If tears run from someone’s eyes and cannot be stopped, one should 
apply goat fur onto the eyes. Then the illness will disappear. (Prov 24. 
13b2–4) 

wä äčkniŋ ötini ʿasal birlä qaynatib surma qilib közgä tartsa köz ağriqi 
dafʿ bolğay 

If one takes goat bile, boils it together with honey, and makes surma 
(makeup), then the pain in the eyes will go away. (Prov 24. 15b9–10) 

här kim qizil äčküniŋ bağrini yumšatib közgä yabsa köz rošan bolğay 

If anyone softens the liver of a red goat and applies it onto the eyes, 
they will become bright. (Prov 24. 17a2–3) 

Evil/bad eyes are also mentioned in the Swedish text. Since the plural of 
the Swedish word ond(a) ‘evil’ can also signify ‘pain’, it is difficult to know 
whether missionary David Gustavsson is referring to the Evil Eye (magic) or 
physical pain in the eyes. Apparently, rat blood dried in the sun was a recipe 
used in the region to protect people against this. Gustavsson writes, “Rat blood 
dried in the sun is proven very potent against ‘evil eyes’; for the same purpose 
one can also use goat marrow ˗ the result from this is instantaneous” 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 246).211 When comparing Gustavsson’s text with the 
Eastern Turki original sources, the similarities between the two are obvious: 

här kim sičqanniŋ ötini aftābda qurutub köziğä filtä qilib qoysa köziniŋ 
aqini yoqatur 

If anyone dries the [blood and] gallbladder of a rat in the sun and then 
applies this onto the eyes, the leucoma in the eyes will go away. (Prov 
24. 15b2–4) 

In the next passage dealing with deafness, Gustavsson informs that bile was 
used in combination with vinegar and fruit products. Here the recipes partly 

211 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “The blood of rats, dried in the sun, is an effective 
protection against the evil eye. For the same purpose the marrow of a goat can be used – its 
effect is said to be instantaneous” (Jarring 1979b: 9). 
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correspond to the Eastern Turki texts, the difference being that in Prov 24 oil 
from pear seed is used instead of pear juice. This is mentioned in the Swedish 
source, which states: “There are numerous medications against deafness. 
Among the infallible options should be mentioned sheep and ox bile, mixed 
with vinegar and pear juice. This mixture should be dripped into the ear and 
helps if everything else fails” (Gustavsson 1917b: 246–247):212 

ägär kiši sağir (gas) bolsa heč ʿilāj bolmasa armut uruğiniŋ yağini 
qulaqiğa tamizsa bir näččä yaman sağir bolsa ačilğay 

If a person is deaf and no remedy is available, and he drips oil made 
from pear seeds into the ears, (even) severe deafness will be cured. 
(Prov 24. 13a14–13b2) 

David Gustavsson explains that “cough is cured by a decoction made from 
sheep tails” while “hoarseness is easily cured by gurgling with sheep bile” 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 247).213 As observed, the information corresponds to two 
passages in Prov 24. However, the original source, which in addition to sheep 
bile mentions the utilization of figs, also makes us aware that the missionary 
text has been abbreviated for its Swedish readers: 

här kim yötälgä giriftār bolsa heč dawā tapalmasa anjirni ḫub qaynatib 
suyidin judā qilib üč kečä kündüzdin keyin yesä dafʿ bolğay ägär aniŋ 
bilä dafʿ bolmasa qoyniŋ quyruqi [birlä-ni] süti birlä pišurub sirkā 
birlä ičsä dafʿ bolur 

Anyone who suffers from cough and cannot find any remedy should 
boil figs well and reduce the water in the decoction. If one eats this for 
three days and nights, the ailment will go away. If this does not help 
then one should boil the tail of a black sheep together with milk and 
drink with vinegar. Then the problem will go away. (Prov 24. 13b11– 
14a1) 

It is interesting to see that figs are mentioned as a medicament against 
cough. According to Swedish missionary L. E Högberg’s observations, anjīr. 
P. ‘fig, Ficus’ is situated within the category of wet–hot medications. It is a 
medicament used against cough, dropsy, urinary retention and it strengthens 
the lungs and spleen (Högberg 1907a. 53 (56) [574]): 

212 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “There  is a rich  assortment of remedies against 
deafness. The most reliable ones are the bile of sheep or oxen, mixed with vinegar and the juice 
of pears. This mixture should be dropped into the ear and will help if everything else fails” 
(Jarring 1979b: 5).
213 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “Cough is cured by a decoction of sheep’s tail. 
Hoarseness is easily cured by gargling one’s throat with the bile of sheep” (Jarring 1979b: 4). 
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här kimniŋ üni tutulsa qoyniŋ ötini ğarğara qilsa üni ačilğay 

Anyone who suffers from huskiness and gargles with sheep bile will 
experience relief in the voice. (Prov 24. 15b11–12) 

The next section concerning dog bites also shows that the original sources 
are more detailed than the abbreviated missionary sources. The reference to 
dog bites is quite frequent in Eastern Turki medical literature. Considering that 
rabies and other diseases may have been common in the area, it is 
understandable that people would become worried when bitten by the animal. 
The following information is provided by the missionary: “Against dog bites 
one uses a tincture made from human hair and vinegar. Against the mentioned 
evils, one may also read a chapter from the Qur’an, then blow on a bowl of 
water, which thereafter is drunk by the bitten person” (Gustavsson 1917b: 
247).214 As mentioned, almost the same information appears in the manuscript 
as in the ‘abbreviated’ Swedish text, but the Eastern Turki manuscript source 
provides us with useful additional information about the specific Quran verse 
that should be read in such instances. The usage of the Nād-i ʿAlī that we see 
in the Eastern Turki source is also mentioned elsewhere. As İdris Nebi Uysal 
points out, it is a verse widely employed in the Alevi-Bektaşi tradition, where 
it is recognized as beneficial for the purpose of asking for help or when 
practicing the reading of the zikr [Ar. dhikr] (Uysal 2020b: 384). Apparently, 
the same verse appears to be common in Iran as well:215 

wä yänä bir kimärsäni it talasa ādamniŋ sačini sirkā birlä qaynatib här 
kün ul it tišlagan yärgä taŋsa dafʿ bolur [wä] yänä ʿilāj sūra-yi fātiḥani 
yättä martaba duʿā-yi nād-i ʿalīni qirq martaba oqub suğa dam qilib 
ičsä šifā tabğay 

Moreover, if a dog bites someone, one should boil human hair together 
with vinegar. If someone on a daily basis ties this [mixture] onto the 
area where the dog has bitten, the illness will disappear. Yet another 
remedy is to pray the Sura Fātiḥa seven times and to read the [prayer] 
Nād-i ʿAlī forty times. If one then blows on some water and drinks it, 
he will find recovery. (Prov 24. 14a1–4) 

While dogs were common in the region, references to other animals such 
as monkeys are even more astonishing. Gustavsson writes, “Melancholy is 
cured if one eats monkey meat together with sugar” (Gustavsson 1917b: 

214 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “A remedy against dog-bite is a tincture of human hair 
and vinegar. Another method is to recite a chapter of the Quran and thereafter blow on a bowl 
of water which has to be drunk by the person bitten” (Jarring 1979b: 5). 

 see, ⟩دعای ناد علی⟨īAlʿd-iāN For a full version of the prayer of 215 

http://www.asemooni.com/religion/prayer/nad-ali  
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247).216 This is also useful against mucus and provides much strength” 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 247).217 This is an interesting passage, since monkeys do 
not constitute the natural fauna of Southern Tarim. It is therefore plausible that 
these animals were imported from other parts of China or India, but due to the 
scant information on the topic, it is difficult to assess the specific country from 
which they were imported or their specific species: 

här kim maymūn goštini šakar birlä aftābda qurutub yesä köŋlidä heč 
ğam ğäṣä qalmağay bälğäm körmägäy wä yänä miʿdaga bisyār quwwat 
bärgäy 

Anyone who eats monkey meat mixed with sugar, which has been dried 
in the sun, will never again suffer from sorrow. [The person] will not 
experience phlegm and the stomach will become very [healthy and] 
strong. (Prov 24. 13b6–8) 

As we can see, Prov 354 provides very similar information about the usage 
of monkey; also in combination with sugar here. There are obvious similarities 
between the two texts in both wording and content. However, Prov 354 
contains yet another interesting detail missing in Prov 24. It is a reference to 
Buqrāt ḥakīm ‘The Physician Hippocrates’: 

Buqrāt ḥakīm aytur här kiši yilan bilä maymūnniŋ goš[t]ini qurutub 
šakar birlä qošub yesälär u kišiniŋ köŋlidä ğam ğäṣä qalmağay 
bälğämni dafʿ qilib miʿdaga quwwat bärgäy 

The physician Hippocrates says that any person who dries snake and 
monkey meat, then adds sugar and eats it – that person’s heart will never 
experience sorrow or grief. The (person) will be free from mucus (and 
the monkey meat) will provide the stomach with strength. (Prov 354. 
48b6–9) 

Besides the reference to animal flesh as in the above example, the sources 
point out that animal dung (different types are mentioned) was used as a 
medicament in the region. For example, Gustavsson writes that, “Nose-
bleeding is best stopped using ox dung” (Gustavsson 1917b: 247).218 

216 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “Melancholy is cured if the affected person eats the 
meat of a monkey together with sugar” (Jarring 1979b: 6). 
217 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “A remedy against mucus is the meat of a monkey to 
be eaten together with sugar by the afflicted person. It is in addition considered to have a tonic 
effect” (Jarring 1979b: 6). 
218 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “Nose-bleeding is stopped by applying droppings of 
oxen” (Jarring 1979b: 6). 
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ägär kišiniŋ burniniŋ qani toḫtamasa uyniŋ tezäkini yumšaq qilib ḥall 
qilsa darḥāl toḫtağay 

If someone’s nose bleeding does not stop, then take some ox dung and 
soften it and dilute it and immediately the nose bleeding will be stopped. 
(Prov 24. 16a14–16b2) 

According to Gustavsson’s text, camel lung was appreciated in the region 
as an efficient treatment for chest disease. It is difficult to understand fully 
what is meant by ‘chest disease’, however. Camel lung is also mentioned as a 
type of medication in Prov 24, but the use here is not limited to chest diseases. 

Camel lung is the universal cure for all sorts of chest disease. 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 247)219 

Considering that the book På Obanade Stigar was written more than a 
century ago, the language does not always correspond to modern terminology. 
An example is ‘hysteria’, a term not commonly used anymore. It is unclear 
what Gustavsson means by this. Perhaps it refers to women who were 
considered to have a nervous temper. According to a medical online resource, 
the condition is a 

Historical term for a chronic, but fluctuating, disorder beginning in 
early life and characterized by recurrent and multiple somatic 
complaints not apparently due to physical illness. This diagnosis is not 
used in contemporary practice.220 

Nevertheless, according to Gustavsson, “Hysteria among women can be 
cured from a decoction made from the tail of a black sheep. But when boiling 
it, only rain water may be used” (Gustavsson 1917b: 247).221 Regarding the 
ingredients mentioned in the Swedish publication (POS), rainwater is 
recommended. When examining Prov 24, čamğur suyi ‘turnip water’ appears. 
This may indicate a misreading of the manuscript source, since yamğur suyi 
‘rainwater’ is spelled almost the same way as čamğur suyi ‘turnip water’, the 
exception being the initial letter in each word. While the quote refers to the 
animal in question, we should also note the specific instructions in the text. 
The sheep should be a black one. It is also specified that the product should 
be eaten at a specific time and on three occasions: 

219 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “The cure–all of chest-diseases of all kinds is camel’s 
lung” (Jarring 1979b: 4). 
220 https://www.online-medical-dictionary.org/definitions-h/hysteria.html (last accessed 2021-
04-07).
221 Cf. Jarring’s translation, which reads: “Hysteria in women is cured by a decoction of the tail 
of a black sheep. But when preparing it only rain-water may be used” (Jarring 1979b: 5). 
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ägär ẓaʻīfa yamanlasa köŋli bolmasa qara qoyniŋ quyruqi birlä čamğur 
suyiğa salib qaynatib üč martaba nahārda yesä ul zaḥmatdin ḫalāṣ 
bolğay 

If a woman’s illness gets worse and energy runs low, she should take 
the tail of a black sheep, put it into turnip water and boil it. If one eats 
this three times in the morning, one will be saved from those troubles. 
(Prov 24. 16b8–11) 

We have so far mentioned different cures recommended for eye disease, 
deafness, cough and hoarseness, dog bites, melancholy and mucus, nose 
bleeding, chest disease and hysteria. The next passage will look at what to do 
in the event of a snake and scorpion bite. While snake bites are not frequently 
mentioned in the hospital statistics of the Swedish Covenant Church or in the 
travel literature, many Eastern Turkestanian recipes deal with what one should 
do when being bitten by a snake or stung by a scorpion. In addition, as we will 
see later on, a number of recipes in the sources contain parts of a snake which 
were used, among many things, for treating toothache (i.e. Prov 24. 15b5–6). 

In the section on materia medica, we have already mentioned that John 
Törnquist and Clarmont Percival Skrine claimed that the snakes in Kashgar 
were non-poisonous and that it was only in the mountains that one would find 
vipers (Skrine 1986: 189; Törnquist 1926: 148). 

This information was contested by Forsyth, however, who mentions the 
frequency of fatal snake bites among the Loplik people (Forsyth 1875: 53). 
While it is debated whether snakes were frequently occurring or not, it is 
established that scorpions (čiyan), also called (sariǧ išäk), were plentiful in 
the oasis areas. In Eastern Turkestan, these animals were found in most mud 
houses where they appear to have found a preferred dwelling but, for obvious 
reasons, humans did not appreciate the ‘insect’ very much (Törnquist 1926: 
150). The missionary writes: “The row of insects may be initiated with the  
scorpion, which thrives particularly well in the dry mud walls. It  is a guest  
which is as unwelcome as it is unpleasant” (Törnquist 1926: 150). Assuming 
that encounters with snakes and scorpions were quite frequent, it is therefore 
not surprising to find various cures against these animals’ venom. David 
Gustavsson writes, “Against snake- and scorpion-bite there is no better cure 
than meat from a kid” (Gustavsson 1917b: 247)222, a passage which very much 
resembles the information in Eastern Turki manuscripts:  

222 Cf. Jarring’s  translation  that reads, “The  best remedy  for  snake- and scorpion-bites is the 
meat of a kid” (Jarring 1979b: 6). 
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ägär kimärsäni yilan čiyan čaqsa oğlaqniŋ goštini taŋsa dafʿ bolğay 

If someone is bitten [or stung] by a snake or scorpion and ties the meat 
of a kid (goat) [onto the wound] the illness will go away. (Prov 24. 
17a1–2) 

Jurgen Wasim Frembgen writes that in order to prevent the bad luck of 
scorpions entering their homes, the Uyghurs call the scorpion by the name 
sariǧ išäk instead of using the word čiyan (Frembgen 2004: 101–102).223 

Various sources demonstrate that this ‘taboo’ name is not new in any way:224 

Out of fear of the poisonous animal, the Uighurs in Eastern Turkestan 
(Sinkiang) avoid pronouncing its name chayan and, instead, refer to it 
obliquely as the “yellow donkey” (sirik eshek); in Kashgar and Turfan 
the people simply call it “donkey.”’ This is based on the belief that if 
they say chayan too often, the dangerous insect would enter the house. 
Chayan is used in vernacular Uighur as a swear word for somebody 
who pesters others through “biting them with his sting (nashtar),” 
thereby causing a lot of trouble. (Frembgen 2004: 101–102)225 

Besides animal medicine, the sources illustrate that a variety of drugs were 
used. Some of these were plant-based materials such as balm of Gilead and 
garlic. The missionary L. E. Högberg writes in his Kashgarian medicine that 
ʿūd-i balsān ‘balm (of Gilead) Commiphora opobalsamum’ (Károly 2015: 
333) is a dry–hot medicine used against snake and scorpion bites and [is] 
strengthening for the stomach (See, Fig 5.4). Similarly, garlic was considered 
efficacious against scorpion bites. 

As in numerous other instances, we come across references of important 
historical personages, sages and prophets. In a section in Prov 351, the Prophet 
Muhammad himself is mentioned. The story speaks of an incident where the 
Prophet was undertaking his prayers and a scorpion suddenly stung him in the 
finger. Having abruptly been forced to interrupt his prayers, the Prophet 
recited a verse from the Qur’an, saying “[May] God curse the scorpion” (Prov 
351. 37b11–38a. ATMO). He then told his helper Bilal to bring him “a clove 
of garlic” (Prov 351. 38a. ATMO), which was mixed with salt:  

223 Jurgen Wasim Fremgen writes, “In Central Asia, people also try to protect themselves with 
traditional felt carpets spread on the floor, because it is said that scorpions and tarantulas 
would not step on that fabric” (Fremgen 2004: 97–98). 
224 Cf. Katanov 1976: 36–37. 
225 It should be noted that while both Wasim Frembgen and Törnquist list the scorpion as an 
‘insect’, scorpions belong to a class of eight legged arthropods called Arachnida. Cf. Törnquist 
1926: 150. 
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His Holiness the Prophet, May the Peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him, mixed the garlic with salt and bound it to the place bitten by the 
scorpion. (Prov 351. 38a. ATMO) 

After that, the holy Prophet “recited the Mu'awwidzatain” (Prov 351. 38a. 
ATMO)226 and blew on his finger227 (Prov 351. 38a. ATMO) and, by doing 
this, was instantly healed from the scorpion’s poison.228 The reference to the 
Prophet Muhammad is interesting, since a similar theme appears in a hadith 
where the Prophet advised that the ‘sinful’ scorpion should be killed “within 
the holy area (haram) of Mecca” (Fremgen 2004: 98).  

While some recipes explain what to do are being bitten by scorpions and 
snakes, such animals were also used as medicaments. In Gustavsson’s passage 
on toothache, a few local recipes against that issue are presented. The first 
recipe includes mustard and vinegar, while others include ingredients such as 
the fox heart, snake skin and more. In the first example, Gustavsson writes, 
“But besides breaking teeth there exist a number of other splendid cures 
against toothache. Thus, crushed mustard seeds mixed with vinegar is a highly 
recommended medication” (Gustavsson 1917b: 248). If we compare that 
quote with the Eastern Turki prescriptions, we see that vinegar mixed with 
mustard seed is mentioned in the book På Obanade Stigar while hazār-i isfand 
uruği ‘wild rue’ mixed with other ingredients such as ṣadaf ‘mother of pearl’ 
and armut uruği ‘pear seed’ are mentioned in Prov 24. 

Note that this is a problematic passage with regard to the translation of the 
word hazār-i isfand uruği. In Steingass’s Persian dictionary, hazār-i isfand 
means ‘wild rue’ (i.e. Peganum harmala) while Gustavsson refers to mustard. 
It is therefore possible, but not evident (since we do not have his source 
material at our disposal), that Gustavsson misread the word as isfand-i isfed, 
which means ‘white mustard-seed’ (Steingass 1892: 58). It is clear, however, 
that in Prov 24 isfand uruği refers to (seed of) ‘wild rue’ (i.e. Peganum 
harmala). According to Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka, Peganum harmala “has  
been widely used (burned) in Central Asia for “purification” and expelling 
evil spirits. It is called adrasman in Kyrgyzstan, adïraspan in Kazakhstan, 
isvant or issrik, isiriq in Uzbekistan [and] espand or ispand/isfand in 
Afghanistan. Its seeds are also used against rheumatism and abdominal pains” 
(Personal information with Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka in 2021). 

226 Prov 351. 38a. ATMO writes, “The two last chapters of the Qur'an are the chapter 113: Surāh 
Mu'awwidzatain is نيتوذعم forscript Latin An-Nas. Surāh 114chapter the and Al-Falaq 

[Mu'awwidzatain]” (ATMO).  
227 This expression may mean either to take a rest or to blow on something. I have chosen the 

.qildilar (9)dam [38b]  .latter here. Cf. Prov 351. 38b8–9⟩قيلديالر دم⟨ […] (8)
228 Prov 351. 38b8–9. [38b] (8) […] dam (9) qildilar darḥāl šifā taftilar. 
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här kim ṣadaf birlä armut uruğini hazār-i isfand uruğini tišgä sürsä 
dafʿ bolur häm tišläri aq bolur 

Anyone who smears mother of pearl together with pear seed and (seed 
of) ‘wild rue’ (Peganum harmala) onto the teeth will be cured, and in 
addition, the teeth will become white. (Prov 24. 20a4–6) 

Yet another procedure for teeth is mentioned in the Swedish source, which 
states, “Yet another infallible cure is fox heart, which first is dried [and]  
thereafter applied onto the teeth. If fox heart isn’t available, swine’s heart may 
be used, however it must first be put in a place where snakes and scorpions 
hide out” (Gustavsson 1917b: 248). A passage from Prov 24 is similar, but 
instead of heart, which is mentioned in the Swedish publication, bağir ‘liver’ 
is used. It is worth noting that organs from the pig, an animal considered 
haram ‘unclean’ in Islam, is used frequently in Eastern Turkestanian 
medicine. In addition, the medicament in question is used against snake or 
scorpion bites and not where they hide out. Cf. Gustavsson above: 

ägär kišiniŋ tiši ağrisa tülkiniŋ bağrini qurutub tišgä sürtsä dafʿ bolğay 
hämmä ʿumrida tiš ağriqi körmägäy här kim toŋguzniŋ bağrini yilan 
čiyan čaqqan yärgä salsa dafʿ bolğay 

If a person suffers from toothache, one should dry fox liver and smear 
it onto the teeth. Then the sickness will go away and the person will 
never again (in his life) experience toothache. In addition, if anyone 
takes the liver of a pig and smears it onto the wound inflicted [lit. on 
the place where the snake or scorpion has bitten/stung] by a snake or 
scorpion, the illness will go away. (Prov 24. 17b12–18a1) 

Clarmont Percival Skrine, the Consul General in Kashgar (1922–24), 
provides an interesting anecdote on the use of snakes. According to him, there 
existed a belief among the Kashgarians that it was bad luck to kill a snake 
since its friend would follow and haunt that person wherever he went. Skrine 
writes, 

The snakes found in the Kashgar oasis are not poisonous, but the people 
have a certain superstitious dread of them for which it is difficult to 
account. It is said that if you kill a snake, its mate will follow you about 
everywhere-haunt you, in fact, like an Indian ‘ sending.’ (Skrine 1986: 
189) 

Despite the possible negative consequences associated with killing snakes, 
it is nevertheless clear that they must have been sought after as a medicament. 
As a recipe from Prov 24 demonstrates, snake skin combined with vinegar 
was used as an ingredient for treating toothache. The similarities between the 
manuscript source above and Gustavsson’s reference to how to keep one’s 
teeth healthy is striking. Gustavsson writes: “For those who always want to 
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keep their teeth healthy, a tincture made from vinegar and snake skin is 
prescribed” (Gustavsson 1917b: 248).  

ägär yilanniŋ teräsini sirkā birlä qaynatib tišiğä yabsa tiš ağriqi dafʿ 
bolğay 

If one boils snake skin and vinegar and applies it on the teeth, the 
toothache will disappear. (Prov 24. 15b5–6) 

The dārūfurušt  (pharmacist) in Eastern Turkestan  
The druggist, besides dispensing his drugs, prescribes their use, if the 
purchaser so desire, for in this country medical science has no professed 
practitioners, and everybody is his own doctor. (Bellew 1875: 272) 

The aforementioned quote can be seen as illustrative of the negative 
Western view of local medical tradition in the area. However, as a professional 
category, the dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’ or seller of medicine played an 
important role in the Eastern Turki healthcare system. As observed in the 
preceding chapters, the materia medica in Eastern Turkestan is extensive and 
includes animal products, minerals and a wide range of medicinal plants 
procured domestically and through import via neighboring countries. While 
we have relatively detailed information about which products were used in  
Turkestan for treating various diseases, only rudimentary and fragmentary 
information exists regarding the expert pharmacists whose profession was to 
prepare and sell these products. Reports by a few Western travelers to the 
region mention the local pharmacists, but the most comprehensive material 
was collected by Swedish missionaries working in the area during the years 
1892–1938. It consists of photographs and notes in diaries, publications, and 
manuscripts. In terms of photos, I have so far only been able to locate one 
photograph depicting a dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’. It is of course possible that 
there might exist additional visual material in other archives. Russia or the 
United Kingdom had consulates in the city of Kashgar during the period of 
discussion, for example, and it is not impossible that members of their staff 
collected material about medicine and documented it visually. 
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Fig. 8:1. Bazaar life in Eastern Turkestan. Photographer unknown (possibly John 
Törnquist). Location: The Lantern Slide Collection of the Mission Covenant Church 
of Sweden (Svenska Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 

Magnus Bäcklund’s material on the drug-bazaars 
Useful material may sometimes be found in the most unexpected ways. For 
example, we have the Swedish missionary Magnus Bäcklund, who passed 
away prematurely from typhoid fever in 1903 at the mere age of 37. Just a 
year before his passing away, he had completed a voluminous work on Eastern 
Turki grammar. The same handwritten grammar later served as inspiration for 
the famous Swedish scholar Gustaf Raquette, a close friend and missionary 
colleague who had also set out on the arduous journey to Kashgar in the 
company of Bäcklund. 

Bäcklund’s work is structured in such a way that each chapter contains 
some basic grammar combined with reading exercises. Most of these reading 
exercises deal with day-to-day matters in Kashgar, Yarkand and adjoining 
areas in southern Tarim. In one such reading exercise relevant to our 
discussion, the topic relates to the dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’s occupation. 
Bäcklund’s observation is important since the available material on the 
pharmacists is scarce. Although written as an exercise for learning the 
language, its first-hand information is valuable and provides us with a small 
but detailed building block for understanding the pharmacist’s profession. For 
example, parts of the information passed on by Bäcklund consist of topics not 
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mentioned in local medical manuscript sources. One can only speculate as to 
why such information is absent in the Eastern Turki medical texts. 

One possible explanation may be that it was deemed too obvious to explain 
to local people what types of bottles were used for which purpose, or when 
one should avoid packing certain products in paper. Most Eastern Turki people 
would be well acquainted with the bazaar and what was on offer there. In 
addition, the medical books where supposedly used by people with medical 
training. They would certainly not need to have these things explained, but 
today, over one hundred years later, it is important to gather every possible 
clue on different aspects of how medicine was practiced in the region. 

In Bäcklund’s text we discover the local name of the dārūfurušt 
‘pharmacist’, what his workshop looked like, where it was located, what 
products were sold there on a daily basis, the products’ names, how the 
products were stored in order to be preserved, and how different medicines 
were prepared. We know that Bäcklund wrote his manuscript sometime in 
1902–1903. Therefore, on the basis of his information and other accounts, 
such as those of Bellew, it is possible to understand, albeit only partially, how 
the pharmacist’s profession was structured in Eastern Turkestan: 

bu dūkān dārūḫāna dur anda olturadurǧan kišini dārūfurušt  ayturlar 
här ḫil lazim boladurǧan dārū munda alalinur wä yänä šu dūkānda 
bolmasa dūkāndār bašqa yärdin tapib beralur siz ičkäri kiralmasaŋiz 
män kirib körsätib beralurmän 

The shop here is the pharmacy. The person sitting there is called a 
dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’. Here one can buy all sorts of medicine that 
one may need. And if something is not available in that shop, the 
shopkeeper will help you find it somewhere else. Won’t you (please) 
step inside  so that  I  may  show  you [what is available]. (Magnus 
Bäcklund’s Eastern Turki Grammar. Lesson XXI) 

Interestingly, many of the products mentioned by Bäcklund are mineral 
]zankiya[zänkiä‘salmiac’, ⟩نشودير⟨[nawšūdīr]naschudirassuch substances ⟩تاش کوک⟨]köktaš[köktasch‘cinnabar’,⟩سير⟨]sirr[sir‘arsenic’,⟩زنکيه⟨ 

sulfate, ‘copperas; ferrous ⟩زک⟨]zak[zack‘copper vitriol (copper sulfate)’, 
zämtji] ‘sulfuric acid’, araqiʿgurdūg[⟩عراقی کوکورد⟨gugurd arakiiron vitriol’, ⟩قچ⟨]čqi[ghitjlime’, ‘slaked⟩آهک⟨]ahak[âhäck ‘alum’,⟩زمچى⟨]ičzam[ 

nitric acid‘hydrochloric acid, ⟩تيزاب⟨]bāzīt[<]bātäz[täz ab‘quicklime’, 
‘salt’ and other essences.tuz‘mercury’ as well as ⟩ابميس⟨]bāmīs[simabetc.’, 

Magnus Bäcklund also mentions a number of plant-based medicaments 
 [rūmīromibädjânand ‘fennel’⟩بجان هارپ⟨[arpabadyān]arpabädjânassuch 

‘various types of cumin’., a plant translated by Bäcklund as ⟩بجان مرو⟨badyān] 
With regard to the latter, it should be pointed out that other sources such as 
Hooper render the word as ‘aniseed’; something that seems more plausible 
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, both ⟩باديان⟨nādyābandn-i rumi ādyābconsidering that other sources mention 
with the meaning ‘aniseed’. 

Other products mentioned by Bäcklund include a supposedly purgative 
medicine called dinkar229 ⟩ّاسن ⟨)]āsannâ [senna (san ‘aloe’,⟩سبر⟨]abrṣ[sabr, 
‘senna or senna latjindäna‘ginger’,⟩زنچبل⟨]zanjabil[zantjibilleaves’, 

buds’, ‘poppy⟩کوکنار⟨]rāknōk[köknar‘cardamom’,⟩لچيندانه⟨]naāndčīla[ 
‘cortex⟩اقبسکو⟨]qobzaq[kåbsâck‘gallnuts’, ⟩موزه⟨]ūzām<mozä[måzä 

(unspecified tree/plant)’, kabsak-dartjin  [qobsaq dārčin] ⟨  ⟨ نیدرچ کبساق
sūs][rūb-i råbesas‘opium’, ,⟩اوفيوم⟨)]n(mūafy) [n(afiumbark’, ‘cinnamon 

]ǧir yaǧzi<ǧir yaǧsi[seghir jagh‘camphor’, rūfāk‘licorice’, ⟩وسروبس⟨ 
and‘almond oil’⟩ياغی مدابا⟨]iǧm yaādāb[badam jaghioil’, ‘linseed ⟩سغرياغ⟨

 ‘syrup’.⟩شينه⟨]šinä[schinä 
Besides the aforementioned plant-based products, Bäcklund’s explanatory 

text also contains a few animal based products such as dumba jagh [dumba 
‘honey’. In terms of storage, ⟩عسل⟨ [ʿasal]assal-fat’ and dumba‘⟩ياغ دمبه⟨yaǧ] 

it was common for the drug dispenser to store medicines in paper packages, 
but also in large sacks. Thanks to Bäcklund’s text, as well as real samples at 
the Ethnographic museum in Stockholm, we have a fairly good idea of how 
the storage process for some products might have worked in those days, as 
well as what the small packages look like:230 

bu kāǧaźlarda arpäbäjan romibajan jubenä dinkar našudir zänkiä sabr 
sir wä bašqa dārūlar saqlanur wä šu čoŋ teǧarlarda kök taš zāk 
gugurdpoqi sanā zančibil lačindänä zämči ahak qič köknar mozä 
kobsaq dārčin wä böläk andaǧ dārūlar turadurlar yänä bu ḫaltälarni 
köralurmusiz? ularda zankiyā wä baʿżī jäwhärlär salalinur 

In these papers, they store fennel, various types of cumin, dinkar, 
salmiac, arsenic, aloe, cinnabar and other types of medicine. In addition, 
in these large sacks they keep copper vitriol, copperas, sulfur, senna 
leaves, ginger, cardamom, alum, slaked lime, quicklime, poppy buds, 
gallnuts, cortex, cinnamon and these kinds of medicine. Moreover, can 
you see these large sacks? That is where arsenic as well as some 
minerals and essences are stored. (Magnus  Bäcklund’s Eastern Turki 
Grammar. Lesson XXI) 

While some ingredients were kept in paper packages and sacks, opium, 
licorice, honey, wax, syrup, decoctions and camphor were stored in bowls. 
Camphor, however, would turn bad if stored in paper. With the exception of 

229 This word does not appear in Bäcklund’s glossary– Underlined in the manuscript. Could it 
possibly be Raquette who has marked the word due to not finding its meaning? According to a 
Uyghur colleague the word deŋar > Uyghur dinkar, is a type of purgative medicine/drug 
(personal contact ).
230 Cf. For more information, see chapter one under the heading, Unpublished texts by Swedish 
missionaries in Eastern Turkestan. 
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fat procured from the tail of sheep, the use of bottles was also common for 
liquids and oil. Tail fat also served as an ingredient when making ointment. 
Licorice was primarily used for the pill-making process. If that product was 
not available, other substances such as honey and syrup were employed for 
that purpose. Finally, the text provides an explanation of how to make use of 
leaves, roots and bark through the process of pounding, pulverizing and 
sifting: 

qačalar afyūn robesos ʿasal mum šinä šärbät wä kāfūr qoyalurmiz 
kāfūr kāǧaź(d)a qoyilsa yetib ketadur lekin bir obdan kačada bir yil 
ham tursa ḫarāb bolalmas su yaǧi seǧir yaǧi wä badam yaǧini šišä 
kutilarda saqlarmiz lekin dumba yaǧi bolsa häm bir tawaqda ḫarāb 
bolmas dumba yaǧi birlä märrḥäm qilinur kumulalar robesos birlä 
yazarmiz lekin bolmasa ʿasal ya šinä birlä häm yazalinur yupurmaq 
yildiz ya kobsaq bolsa ṭabīʿatdin čiqǧandek (kabulga) beralinmas lekin 
ulardin šärbät qilmaq ya ularni yumšaq soqǧač galwar ya algak birlä 
ani tosub (tasǧab) bermak boladur tīzāb häm bar bolǧandek ičalinmas 
lekin ani tola su birlä aralašmaq keräk 

We keep opium, licorice, honey, wax, syrup, decoctions and camphor 
in bowls. If camphor is stored in paper, it will turn bad. However, if it 
is stored in a good vessel it will not be spoiled even after a year. Liquid 
oil, linseed oil and almond oil are kept in bottles. However, if it is tail 
fat from sheep, it will not be ruined even if it is stored in a bowl.  
Ointment is made from tail fat from sheep. We make pills from licorice, 
but if there is none in stock, we use honey as well as syrup. If leaves, 
roots and cortex are available, they are not used in their natural form, 
but syrup is made from these products by pounding it until soft, and 
then sifting it by using (different) sieves. There is also hydrochloric 
acid, but one cannot drink it; it should be mixed with plenty of water. 
(Magnus Bäcklund’s Eastern Turki Grammar. Lesson XXI) 

Bellew’s observations from marketplaces in Eastern Turkestan 
Bäcklunds’s material on the dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’s’ occupation can be 
juxtaposed with the British traveler Henry Bellew’s observations from 
marketplaces in southern Tarim. Judging from his report, the scales and 
measurements found in the bazaars of Eastern Turkestan were mainly of 
Chinese origin: 

His scales and weights are of Chinese origin and names. The latter 
consist of neat little brass cubes with a Chinese stamp of their values, 
and the former of the ordinary double scale balance. But he uses more 
frequently for the less bulky substances another form of weighing 
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machine also of Chinese make. It consists  of a single  scale, and 
horizontal beam balance. It is poised by a cord a little on one side of the 
attachment of  the  pan, and the weight  slides backwards and  forwards 
on a graduated scale marked on the beam. (Bellew 1875: 272) 

While scales were imported from China, Bellew’s material suggests that 
many of the commonly used drugs and spices found at bazaars in Eastern 
Turkestan consisted of locally produced items and imports from India (Bellew 
1875: 271–272). As an example of locally produced products, he mentions the 
flower buds of an Artemisia used for washing the hair, which he notes is called 
tukhm [tuḫm]. Here it appears that Bellew had misunderstood the word tuḫm, 
a Persian word, which is most often simply the generic word for seeds of 
different kinds (Károly 2015: 330).231 

Bellew also mentions toğrağu, a fungus decay of the bark of the balsam 
poplar found in the desert (Jarring 1964: 309). Apparently, some of the usages 
of this product were as a fermentation ingredient in baking and making 
cataplasms for wounds and infected skin swellings (Bellew 1875: 272).  
However, its usage was not restricted to this. Jarring (1964: 309) for instance, 
writes that toğrağu is the ‘gum from the balsam-poplar used as leaven in some 
bakings’ (Jarring 1964: 309). In addition to local products such as these, 
Bellew also mentions imports from the Indian subcontinent such as ‘caraway’ 

,‘cinnamon īnčīr-ād(Bäcklund 1902), ‘cardamom’ ⟩دانه نالجي⟨naāindčlaand 
Cinnamomum zeylanicum’ (Károly 2015: 247), zanjafīl < zanjabīl A. ‘ginger, 

:senna(Károly 2015 [sanā]⟩ّا 346), ’Zingiber officinale
1902), dār-filfil P. ‘long pepper, Piper longum’ (Károly 2015: 247), the nuts 
of the halīla emblic described by Károly (2015: 257) as ‘a kind of myrobalan, 
a generic name for chebulic, emblic and belleric myrobalans’, nīlūfar P. ‘water 
lily, Nymphea’ (Károly 2015: 289) as well as kūčīla ‘Strychnos nux vomica’. 
It appears that the latter product was widely used to alleviate the problems of 
acid reflux often caused by prolonged opium and hashish consumption, which 
was reported to be very widely spread in the region (Bellew 1875: 271–272). 
Sources from other areas indicate that it was used for other purposes as well.232 

We have already mentioned Högberg’s list of Kashgarian medicine several 
times. The collection is not limited to medicine, however, as it includes a 

231 Cf. The Turkic equivalent uruğ ‘seed’. 
’.Strychnos nux-vomica tree,‘strychnine corresponds to the⟩کوچيله⟨laūčī232 The word  k 

According to David Hooper, the name used for the seeds is kachola in Persian (kuchula in  
Teheran). Hooper writes that the seeds of the strychnine tree “are frequently referred to in 
ancient Persian works. In the Makhzan el adwiya they are said to have been used from very 
early times for paralysis. They are called Azaraki by Indian Mohammedans and are given for 
debility. The seeds are imported from India, and in Teheran, as in other parts of Persia, they are 
classified as a poison. Aitchison says, ‘The seed of the Nux-vomica is imported freely into these 
parts (N.E. of Persia) as a valuable tonic, but it is chiefly employed by the nomad tribes for 
poisoning wolves and dogs, these animals frequently proving destructive to their flocks’” 
(Hooper 1931: 339). 

(Bäcklund⟩سن⟨,⟩سنا 
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number of items related to clothing, games, literature, tools and a significant 
number of seed samples, minerals and drugs not mentioned specifically in the 
medicine list. While many of the products in the list are not provided with 
much more information than their origin and name in Swedish (the Eastern 
Turki definition is occasionally available), a few sections in the list provide 
interesting notes about their usage in Eastern Turkestan. 

The drug trade was extensive during the era of Yaʿqub Beg (r.1864–1877) 
(Cf. Aitchison 1874: 3). As a way to make a higher profit, the drugs were often 
diluted or mixed with other substances. Apparently, one such method was to 
boil sheep tendons together with barley and hooves of [some animal?] in order 
to make forged opium (Högberg 1907.57.0051). The rife utilization of drugs 
such as hashish and opium is reflected in trade manuals from the late 19th 

century. They provide quite detailed information about the busy trade in the 
region, as well as the frequent adulteration of drugs: 

the inspissated juice of Papaver Opium, –– ].⟩ونافي⟨nūAfyun [afy 
some to imported is ],kātiry⟩اکتري⟨Thariaák [ Turki, L., ,somniferum 

extent through Leh to Yarkand, but not in the quantities it used to be 
during the Chinese rule. That which is most sought after in Yarkand is 
the produce of Kishtwar and Doda, nextly that of Rampúr and Simla. 
The Kullu opium, owing to its extreme adulteration, is held least in 
value. None from Benares or Patna ever reaches the Leh market. The 
Kishtwar and Doda opium is in packages the size the size of of a Pa-i, 
and passes on direct through Leh ; whereas that of Rampúr, Basabir, 
Simla, &., consists of small parcels carried on donkeys ; these are  
remade in Leh for further transport. In Yarkand the opium is purchased 
by Chinese dealers, who keep houses where it is smoked. The smokers 

eaten. (Aitchison 1874: 3) 

As Bellér-Hann has noted, the smoking of hashish was not reserved for 
men; women also used the drug. She writes: 

Among drug addicts, the smoking of çaras (derivative of cannabis) was 
also prevalent; it was also enjoyed by some women. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
155) 

In a detailed report about the trade between Leh and Yarkand, Edward 
Tierney Aitchison writes that charras [čarras] is: 

[t]he resin obtained from Cannabis sativa, L., Var indica, Indian hemp 
[…] [which is,] a very large import article into Leh from Yarkand, 
where it is produced. During the past six years there has been imported 
no less than 9,134 maunds, valued at Rs. 4,32368. The present ruler of 

eat it Afyun-those who ],⟩کش نوياف⟨n kaš ūafycalled Afyun-kash [are 
––rarelysmoked, chieflyhowever,is, It].⟩خور ونافي⟨orḫnūafy[hor 
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Yarkand has prohibited the cultivation of the plant which used to be 
grown in regular fields ; but now only single rows of plants are raised 
round fields of other crops, so as, if possible, to avoid observation, and 
prevent what would otherwise be considered a gross breach of the law. 
The plant grows from eight to ten feet high, is called Kandir [kändir 

], and is an annual crop requiring to be freely watered. The extract⟩کندر⟨ 
or charras in Turki is called Nasha [näša], the best is produced from the 
flower of the plant. The produce of each farm is but little, and is put up 
in the shape of small balls. These balls are collected from the several 
farms by middle-men. The best charras in the original ball, the inferior 
kinds made up into bundles or parcels called Pai, being largely 
adulterated, chiefly with the mealy covering of the seed of the wild and 

]. The very⟩جيکدە⟨,⟩دهچک⟨jigdäcultivated Eleagnus, called there Jigdah [ 
finest charras is produced at Karmak, near Yang Hissar. This all goes 
in the shape of balls to Bukhara and Kokan. It is also produced at  
Postgraum and Kurgilik, the last place possesses the worst reputation 
for the quality of its charras as well as for its adulteration. None of the 
really good quality ever comes to Leh. (Aitchison 1874: 51–52) 

Fig. 8:2. From L. E. Högberg’s collection from Kashgar, 1907.57.0051. A sample of 
sheep tendons used for forging opium and making horse saddles. Location and photo. 
Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm. 

Reports from Western Turkestan on the dārūfurušt 
The information on the pharmacist profession collected by Bäcklund and 
Bellew can be juxtaposed with reports from Western Turkestan. For example, 
an American traveler and diplomat, Eugene Schuyler (b.1840–d.1890), 
traveling in Khokand, Bukhara as well as Kulja (Ghulja), provides a brief 
account of medicine in Western Turkestan (Schuyler 1877: 147–150). Many 
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of his observations correspond to those provided by Magnus Bäcklund, L. E. 
Högberg and other Western observers, while structural differences can also be 
noted between the two geographical areas.  

Fig. 8:3. “Muhammedan [Muslim] doctor with his supply of medicine”. 
Östturkestansamlingen, Hanna Anderssons samling. Box 145. Sheet 53. Swedish  
National Archives, Stockholm. 

Druggist and doctor – the same job? 
The workshop full of different medicaments described by Bäcklund somewhat 
contradicts Schuyler’s description of the local itinerant ‘mobile’ pharmacists 
who would carry whatever was deemed necessary with them, thus not making 
use of permanent workshops. Schuyler’s account from Bukhara suggests that 
the druggists would act as both sellers of medicaments and physicians. In 
effect, some druggists were only engaged in trading medicaments, while 
others acted as both doctors and salespersons. In this sense, although difficult 
to assess, it is possible that the medical system was more organized in Eastern 
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Turkestan than in Bukhara, where the druggists would be itinerant instead of 
doing business in permanent workshops. 

An important observation from Western Turkestan is the tendency of the 
local doctors to provide each ingredient separately to his patients instead of 
mixing them himself, since this could provoke suspicion of poisoning if 
someone happened to fall sick after treatment. In turn, there were other 
benefits to having this approach for the doctor. Since he did not have to 
perform the task of mixing the medicine himself, it saved him some additional 
work (Schuyler 1877: 149). Regarding the mixing of drugs, Devin DeWeese 
mentions a copy of a pharmacopia called ʿAmal-i Ṣāliḥ (also referred to as 
ʿAmal al-ṣāliḥīn) that was written by a scholar from Herat named Ṣāliḥ b. 
Muḥammad b. Muḥammad Ṣāliḥ Qandahārī Qā’inī in 1180/1766–7. In this 
treatise, the author expresses that “physicians should themselves study 
medicines rather than leaving their preparation to sellers of drugs and 
perfumes” (DeWeese 2013: 7). 

The boundaries between the different categories of professional sectors do 
not always appear to have been consistent. The last passage of Schuyler’s 
report illuminates this relationship, for example. The dārūfurušt was both a 
seller of drugs and provider of medical advice, such as assessing the patient’s 
temperament, dosage of medicine and proper diet. From that perspective, 
besides being a dārūfurušt ‘pharmacist’ he may perhaps also have qualified 
as a ṭabīb or ḥākim ‘doctor’. 

Western reports concerning diagnosis in Central Asia 
According to Eugene Schuyler, the first thing a Sart doctor (i.e. local Turki-
speaking city dweller) would enquire about would be his patient’s 
temperament. A book called Tukhpatul Muminin appears to have been the 
most commonly used medical manual on that western side of the Tien Shan 
Mountains. In the book, general theories about the human temperament were 
explained: 

When he has combined your symptoms with your temperament he will 
pull a bag out of his pocket, or untie the scarf which serves him for a 
girdle, and open an assortment of drugs in twisted bits of paper, perhaps 
tasting and smelling to find the right ones, and having chosen the proper 
medicine, will give you the usual directions about doses and diet. 
(Schuyler 1877: 149) 

The aforementioned book is obviously a reference to the Tuḥfat-ul-
Mu’manín, which is mentioned in detail by Cyril Elgood in his extensive study 
on Persian medicine from 1951. Elgood writes that the Tuḥfat-ul-Mu’manín 
or ‘The Gift of the Two Mu’mans’ is the work of two authors and dedicated 
to Sháh Suláyman Ṣafaví. Mír Muḥammad Zamán Tankábuní began writing 
the treatise. After he died, his son, Muḥammad Mu’man Ḥusayní, also known 
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by the name Ṭabíb Mu’mana, finished his father’s work in 1669 (Elgood 1951: 
368–369).233 What is clear is that the Tuḥfat-ul-Mu’manín must have been an 
important work in Central Asia. Judging from Schuyler’s account as well as 
the many copies found in the Tashkent archives alone, it is fair to conclude 
that it was used extensively in Western Turkestan (according to the Tashkent 
catalog (p. 205 section 621) there exist a number of versions of this treatise in 
the archive).234 However, further investigation is necessary to determine how 
many of these copies are written in Persian and if there are any samples in 
Chagatay. It is unclear if the Tukhpatul Muminin was used to the same extent 
in Eastern Turkestan as in Bukhara. In this context, it should be mentioned 
that a Uyghur translation of the work was recently published in two  
volumes.235 While this is an indication that the treatise may have been in 
circulation in Eastern Turkestan as well, it is also possible that it was included 
in the medical curriculum of the region quite recently. Until we find an Eastern 
Turki version of the work, this question remains unresolved. 

The tendency to “combine […] the symptoms with the temperament” 
(Schuyler 1877: 149) as Schuyler put it in his reporting on Western Turkestan, 
corresponds to the observations by Swedish missionaries in Eastern 
Turkestan. As mentioned earlier, L. E. Högberg briefly explains the process 
of diagnosis in Eastern Turki medicine, which besides controlling the pulse 
also consisted of examining the color of the patient’s skin, tongue and urine 
as well as dietary prescriptions (Högberg, L. E. 1907a: 57: ff. 1).  
Contemporary Uyghur material points in the same direction and implies that 
the medical system accommodates multiple notions of how to stay healthy, 
such as keeping a proper diet (Lapham 2005). 

The information about diagnosis found in L. E. Högberg’s report (see 
quotation in chapter 4) corresponds to the observations by other Swedish 

233 Elgood writes, “At the same time that Fr. Angelus was writing his pharmacopoeia, another 
famous monograph on drugs was being composed by the two Mu’mans, father and son. Their 
combined work is known as the Tuḥfat-ul-Mu’manín or ‘The Gift of the Two Mu’mans’. The 
work was begun by Mír Muḥammad Zamán Tankábuní; it was completed by his son 
Muḥammad Mu’man Ḥusayní, usually known as Ṭabíb Mu’mana. The book was finished in 
the year 1669 and is dedicated to Sháh Suláyman Ṣafaví. It is a pharmacological treatise based 
upon earlier works of Arabic and Indian authorship. It draws its main inspiration from the 
Ikhtiyárát-i-Badí‘í. Leclerc, in his Histoire de la Médecin Arabe, makes a mistake when he 
states that the book is dedicated to an Indian prince. It is on the contrary entirely Persian. It is 
written in Persian, in Persia and for a Persian. Like so many other popular works it was 
lithographed in India before it was printed in Persia. It is easily obtainable now both in 
manuscript and in cheap printed editions. It was one of the main sources from which Schlimmer 
drew the information contained in his Terminologie” (Elgood 1951: 368–369).  
234 Devin DeWeese mentions a copy of “the seventeenth-century Tuḥfat al-mu’minīn, copied 
in 1225/1810 in ‘Yanghī Qūrghān’ by Mullā Mīr Ni‘mat-jān b. Dāmullā Mullā Mīr ‘Abd-i 
Muḥammad [sic] Tāshkandī” (DeWeese 2013: 15), which is kept at the Institute of Oriental 
Studies in Dushanbe (DeWeese 2013: 11, 15). 
235 Elawi, Hekim Muhemmet Hüseyyin (2012). 
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missionaries such as Sigrid Högberg, David Gustavsson and Ingeborg 
Palmberg. Like most of the missionaries, they were in daily contact with local 
people afflicted by different diseases, which also may explain the abundance 
of material related to healthcare at the Swedish establishments. The reports 
written by the missionaries reveal that that the issue of translating indigenous 
medical concepts was not always something that attracted their interest. 
Despite this, even sources that denigrate local knowledge can be informative. 
In other words, what the Swedes presented to their readers was perhaps written 
with the intention of receiving support in Sweden for ‘the cause’ in Eastern 
Turkestan. In that endeavor, there was no room for whitewashing or providing 
explanations about local notions of diagnosis and correct diet. Nevertheless, 
since these are examples taken from ‘real life’ we can assume that they 
happened. How the encounters were understood by the Europeans and 
presented to a Western readership is another story.  

While fairly little missionary material is devoted to local practitioners of 
medicine, interaction between patients and the Swedes at the Swedish 
institutions illuminate some features about local Turki peoples’ perceptions of 
diagnosis. When meeting the Swedish hospital staff, these patients would 
often behave in the same way as when meeting a local doctor. As pointed out, 
this involved notions about diagnosis that did not conform to Western 
understanding. This appeared to be something that some of the missionaries 
found hard to accept or understand. The following example taken from a 
report dealing with a female missionary’s visit to an Eastern Turkistani home 
illustrates this confrontation between worldviews: 

Rather brutally, she stretched out her hand to us requesting that we 
should examine her pulse; Then she stretched out the other [hand] 
requesting the same thing. Then, after we had taken her pulse, she 
wanted us to inform her about all of her secret and apparent ailments. 
As she had visited us several times (before), we already knew of her 
condition. She also seemed satisfied with the diagnosis. We told them, 
however, that we don’t pretend to understand all kinds of illnesses from 
which a patient may suffer by merely taking the pulse like their [native] 
doctors do. (Högberg, Sigrid 1917b: 420–421)236 

236 The elevated status of taking the pulse as a diagnostic tool was not reserved to sedentary 
Eastern Turkestan. Historical material from adjacent regions, such as the Kazakh steppe for 
instance, show that among the nomad populations the main indicator of a doctor’s skill was his 
ability to establish a diagnosis by taking the pulse. Afanasyeva demonstrates that Russian 
physicians working in the Kazakh steppe in the 18th–early 20th century “frequently noted that 
the ability to make a diagnosis merely by examining a patient’s pulse was seen by Qazaqs as 
the main indicator of the doctor’s skill; this was the reason for the remarkable popularity of the 
practice in the steppe” (Afanasyeva 2013: 166). 
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Through a close reading, we can on the one hand see how the missionary 
texts are written soas to justify their presence in the region by reinforcing the 
image of Eastern Turkestan as an undeveloped society in dire need of Western 
medical knowledge. On the other hand, a close reading of the very same texts 
also illustrates how deeply rooted some aspects of the local medical system 
were among ‘ordinary’ people. As we have seen, this involves perceptions of 
diagnosis but also people’s perceptions of foodstuffs and diet and how 
strongly connected this seems to have been with medical theories dealing with 
cold and hot foods. Albeit informed by a missionary’s observations, the 
following reference to diet and the issue of hot and cold is an important 
statement since it is one of just a few scattered missionary accounts referring 
to local people’s perceptions of this issue: 

Here we have another woman. As she reaches out one hand, she says in 
a commanding tone: “Feel the pulse and tell me what kind of illness I 
have!” When one asks her where she hurts and how her illness 
manifests itself, she looks at you with distrust and says: “Well, that is 
something you are supposed to know if you do as I tell you.”  

Then she goes on [to say]: “Our doctors usually first take the pulse of 
the sick, and then they explain to them what illness they suffer from and 
if they ought to eat cold or hot food and what kind of diet they should 
follow.” Then we ask: “Well, so why don’t you go to such a [a doctor 
instead and] let him treat you?” Then she frankly replies that all the 
medicine that she has bought from them has been of no use and that 
from the strict diet, she has only gotten worse. She has heard that many 
who have used our medicine have been cured, and therefore she has 
(degraded herself) to coming to us. After having talked to her for a 
while, we finally get to know that she is suffering from some kind of 
skin rash on one leg. After that, it takes a long time before she is 
convinced that we must see the sick leg to be able to provide her with 
some medicine for treating it. Then – what an amount of objections and 
questions [we receive], when we hand over the medicine to her while 
prescribing its use, and even more when she has to pay the amount 
requested. It is certainly a good thing that not everyone tests one’s 
patience as she has done. (Palmberg, Ingeborg 1917: 414–415) 

Chinese doctors 
In addition to the indigenous medical system, Eastern Turkestan was also 
home to Chinese doctors. Travel accounts illustrate that the relationship 
between the Chinese and Turki populations could at times be one dominated 
by aversion and mistrust. However, the sources also inform us that at other 
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times there was also cooperation, and the Turki-speaking Muslims would feel 
confident consulting Chinese doctors too. During his stay in Turpan, Katanov 
gathered information about the local living conditions, including illness. His 
material provides interesting insights into the situation during the late 1900s. 
One example concerns the frequently occurring smallpox epidemics. 
Apparently, the governor in Turpan ordered in the 1880s that Chinese doctors 
should come “all the way from Beijing to inoculate Chinese, Tungan and 
Turki children” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 81–82) (This is discussed in more detail 
in chapter 10). 

Regarding interaction between the Chinese and Turki, a local 
advertisement in the Eastern Turki language produced by a Chinese doctor 
originally from Tianjin but living in Turpan is illuminating in many ways. 
Firstly, it shows that Turks visited Chinese doctors in the late 19th century, and 
secondly demonstrates that the Chinese doctors were willing to make use of 
the local Turki language (at least in Turpan). It is also interesting to examine 
the categories listed. They bear a strong resemblance to the descriptions in the 
Eastern Turki medical texts, while also displaying some aspect of the local 
dialect spoken in Turpan. 

It is unclear what the healing methods consisted of, but if we look at 
Katanov’s material, we see that some of the categories listed by the ‘Chinese’ 
doctor also appear as recipes, which in turn share many similarities with the 
treatment prescribed in treatises written further south in Kashgar and Yarkand. 
Katanov collected the text tebīpniŋ ḫeti ‘an advertisement  of a doctor’ in  
Turpan in 1892 from an informant by the name of Náj-Xan from Logučen 
(Katanov 1976: 36–37). The first part of the text provides a short background 
to who the doctor is. It reads that he is a great master of his craft and heals all 
kinds of sicknesses: 

Tän-čindin kälgän tebīp nāyättä ustā. Här qaydaq ağriqqa dagā qilur-
äkän. Baš ağriqi, köz ağriqi, burun ağriqi, burunğa yäl tüškän, här 
qaydaq otuz yil bolğan, märäz kisälgä, qol ağriqiğa. mürä ağriqiğa, 
uča ağriqiğa, yütäl, put ağriqi, qursaq ağriqi, it tišlägän, burundin qan 
kälgän, ağzidin qan kälgän, qoŋidin qan kälgän, tiš ağriqi, qulaq 
ağriqi, boğuz ağriqi, gärdän ağriqi, här qisma ağriq bolsa, dagā 
qiladu. 

A doctor coming from Tianjin [China] is without doubt a real master. 
He cures any kind of disease. He heals headache, eye pain, nose pain, 
wind coming from the nose (dizziness). Whatever the disease, he cures 
any kind, even suffering from diseases lasting 30 years, such as arm 
pain, shoulder pain, back pain, cough, pain in the leg, stomach-ache, 
dog bites, nose bleeding, blood running from the mouth, blood coming 
from the anus, toothache, earache, pain in the throat and neck. Whatever 
the disease may be, he heals it. (Katanov 1976: 36–37) 
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The next part of the text deals with children’s diseases such as smallpox, 
mammary gland, when the small child has a cough, ringworms or pain from 
different kinds of sores, children who lose weight and who suffer from 
diarrhea. This is followed by a number of conditions perhaps not related to the 
category of children’s disease, such as ‘morbid sickness’ and pain combined 
with extreme thirst, heart pain, pain in the liver, lung pain, inflated 
belly/hernia, heartache, pain in the spleen, wounds caused by burns, jaundice, 
migraine and different sorts of tumors. With regard to this passage, it is 
interesting to see that instead of listing the condition ‘children who won’t 
speak’ among children’s diseases, it occurs alongside an enumeration of other 
illnesses such as ‘diseases where blood is tapped’ and ‘blood flowing from the 
head’: 

Kičik baleniŋ  ağriqiğa häm dagā qiladu. Čäčäk čiqqanğa, süt kiseli 
bolğanğa, ağriq kičik balağa, kičik bala yütälsä, taz bolsa, yänä böläk 
yara ağriq bolsa, oruğdap-qalğan balağa, iči sürüp-qalğan balağa, 
ussap tola täšni bolğan ağriqqa, yüräk ağriqiğa, beğir ağriqqa, öpkä 
ağriqqa, üčöy ağriğiğa, yüräk ağriqqa, tal ağriqqa, pōrdaqqa237, ot 
köygän yarağa, öt töšüp-kätkäŋgä, yaraqaŋğa, istisqāğa, yänä böläk 
ušuqqa, sözi čiqmağan balağa, qan aladurğan kisällärgä dagā qiladu; 
baštin qan aladu, qirpāldin qan aladu, häjāmät qoyadu, surul ham 
qoyadu.  

He also cures the illnesses of small children. [He heals] smallpox, milk 
congestion occurring among mothers, illnesses of small children, when 
the small child has a cough, favus or other pain from wounds/sores), 
children becoming meager, children who have diarrhea. [He also heals] 
sickness and pain with extreme thirst, heart pain, pain in the liver, lung 
pain, intestinal disorder, heartache, pain in the spleen and the hernia, 
wounds caused by burns (from fire), gall bladder perforation, jaundice, 
oedema, and different types of tumors, children who won’t speak. He 
[also] cures diseases where bloodletting is necessary; he performs 
bloodletting from the head [as well as] from the elbow. [He also] 
performs cupping as well as purging [the bowels]. (Katanov 1976: 36– 
37) 

In the next section, the advertisement states that the doctor has knowledge 
of so-called ‘women’s diseases’, which he claims to have the ability to cure. 
Among these, he mentions some that clearly relate to physical health problems 
such as sickness in the breasts, pain during childbirth and advice on what to 
do when the baby will not come out during delivery. However, it is also 
difficult to place the categories here as he speaks simultaneously of other types 

237 Cf. podaq ‘hernia’ (Schwarz 1992: 127).  
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of problems, such as love and spirit possession but also beauty problems, 
which he attributes to the category of ‘female illnesses’.  

After this discussion about ailments specifically pertaining to women, the 
advertisement proceeds to mention chest problems such as heat and swelling 
and skin conditions such as eczema. This is followed by a section on what to 
do when bitten by wild animals. This last part is interesting, since in addition 
to common ailments it provides us with information about the fauna of the 
region. While dogs, scorpions and donkeys were quite common, the references 
to other animals such as wolves and especially tigers are quite astonishing. 
While such animals existed in Eastern Turkestan (wolves in the mountains and 
tigers in the jungles of Maralbashi), it cannot have been regarded as ‘common’ 
to have been attacked by them: 

Mäzlim kišiniŋ kiselini häm bilädi Ämčäk ağriği, bir kišigä āšiq bolsa, 
bir birisigä köyüp saraŋ bolup mäjnun bolup-qalsa, yā jiŋ učurasa, yā 
čašqan tišläsä, sač qara boladurğanğa, mäzlim kiši baš aqarmasqa, 
tuğut ağriqiğa, tuğup eši tüšmägäŋgä, köksi iššiğanğa, köksi iššip 
tešilgäŋgä, demi tutulğanğa, čillä kisälgä, är kiši ordada tayaq yägän 
kisalgä, it tišlägän, yolbars tišlägän, börä tišlägän, čayan čaqqaŋğa, 
išäk čaqqaŋğa, put, qol, bäl siŋğaŋğa, käkäškä, jemī  ağriqqa dagā 
qiladu. 

He also knows the female illnesses. He heals sickness in the breasts, or 
if a woman falls in love with a person, if [a woman] has become 
completely crazy in love with someone, or if she has become possessed 
by demon spirits, or if a mouse bites her. He makes the hair become 
black and makes sure that a female person’s head (hair) does not whiten, 
he [also heals] pain during childbirth and [helps] when the baby will not 
come out during birth. He heals when there is heat in the chest, swelling 
in the chest and breathing [problems]. [He heals] persons with eczema, 
when a man has received a beating with a stick by the authorities, when 
a dog has bitten [someone], when a tiger has bitten [someone], when a 
wolf has bitten [someone], when a scorpion has stung [someone], when 
a Camel spider has bitten [someone], and he [also] heals broken legs, 
arms and ribs, and [cures] stammer. He cures every disease. (Katanov 
1976: 36–37) 

The final section of the text proceeds to name a few more ailments that this 
‘master doctor’ can heal, followed by a description of his genealogy which 
claims that he is the fourth in his generation to practice this craft. The final 
sentence ‘he himself is a Chinese doctor’ from Tianjin (Tän-čillik) erases all 
doubt with regard to who he is: 

Bu hükämāniŋ törtünči atedin hükämä kälgän-äkän. Bu kiši-ma özi 
nāyättä usta tebīp äkän. Här qaydaq uluq otuz qiriq yil bolğan kisäbgä 
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dāri qiladurğan äkän. Hīč kisäl qečip-qutulmaydu. Özi Tän-čillik 
hükämä ikän. 

This doctor comes from a fourth generation of doctors that have 
practiced medicine. This person is a real master doctor. He can 
prescribe every kind of medicine for difficult suffering of 30–40 years. 
There is not a single disease that can pass him by [that he cannot cure]. 
He himself is a doctor from Tianjin [China]. (Katanov 1976: 36–37) 

The recipes in Turpan 
While the advertisement of the Chinese doctor provides an outline of the 
commonly occurring health problems in Turpan, the means to combat these 
are also described in Katanov’s collection of indigenous material. It is 
interesting to note that the local informant here is again Náj-Xan of Logučen. 
Six different local recipes are presented in Katanov’s publication.  

It is hard to establish if these come from a written source or were 
transmitted orally. Much of Katanov’s material was transmitted via 
informants. It is equally unclear if the recipes he refers to are those used by 
the aforementioned Chinese doctor. In this context, it should be added that 
most of the recipes do coincide with the disease categories mentioned in 
tebīpniŋ xeti ‘an advertisement of a doctor’. Whether Katanov is referring to 
the Chinese doctor’s healing methods or methods employed by other doctors, 
it is astonishing to see how much the recipes resemble those found in Eastern 
Turki medical texts. Thus, we can either suppose that the Chinese doctor used 
Eastern Turki healing methods when treating the Turks or that the recipes have 
no connection to the aforementioned doctor’s advertisement, instead 
belonging to local medical lore. Still, the informant (Náj-Xan) is the same and 
the categories do overlap with corresponding treatments (Katanov 1976: 34– 
35). This is most obvious in the sections dealing with headache, dislocation of 
the chin and ‘disease’ of the liver and heart. The remainder of the recipes deal 
with diarrhea, so-called ‘female persons’ illnesses’ and a section entitled 
ḫotunniŋ küčsüzligi ‘The woman’s debility’. I will here restrict myself to 
comparing the first three categories, while the other topics (recipe 4, 5, 6) will 
be mentioned later on in chapter 10. The first section in Katanov deals with 
headache. I have here juxtaposed the information with some texts collected in 
Kashgar and Yarkand, but a comparison is also made with older texts such as 
Subḥān Qulï’s treatise. In this context, it should be noted the discussion of this 
topic is more comprehensive than the following examples, which deal with 
‘The explanation of dislocation of the chin’ and ‘The explanation to disease 
of the liver and heart’. The objective is not to present every source on each 
ailment, but to provide an insight into the world of written texts during the late 
19th century. 
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The first recipe from Turpan (on headache) 
The first text from Turpan states: 

Baš agriqiniŋ bayāni. Baš issiq säbäptin ağrisa, qizil gülni nīlpär-birlä 
yusa, yā ezip üčürsä, yā ezip bešiğa čapsa, yā burniğa tarssa, baš ağriqi 
yoqap-kätädü 

The explanation of headache. If the head aches due to heat, the headache 
will go away [instantly] if one washes the face with red rose and water 
lily or crushes [these ingredients] and drinks it or rubs it onto the head 
or applies it to the nose. (Katanov 1976: 34–35) 

While red rose is mentioned in the Turpan material, it is substituted in Prov 
354 by waŋniŋ uruği ‘seeds of thorn apple’. Nevertheless, the utilization of 
nīlūfar ‘water lily’ appears in Eastern Turki sources collected in the southern 
Tarim as well, pointing to a continuity of tradition with regard to that plant. 
The mode of application is similar: 

ägär kišiniŋ baši ağrisa waŋniŋ uruğini nīlūfar birlä bašiğa čafsa 
ṣiḥḥat tapar 

If someone’s head aches, and they then take seeds of thorn apple and 
water lily and rub this onto the face, that person will find recovery from 
illness. (Prov 354. 44b4–6) 

This can be juxtaposed with a section in Prov 24 that states that if people 
wish to get rid of migraine, or any kind of headache, they should wash their 
head with water, and it will go away (Prov 24. 14b8–9). 

ägär šaqīqa ağriqliq kišilar suyi birlä bašini yusa här türlüg baš ağriqi 
dafʿ bolğay 

If people who have migraine wash their head with water, any kind of 
headache will go away. (Prov 24. 14b8–9) 

However, one recipe alone is not sufficient to establish a continuity of 
tradition between the Eastern Turki texts and the observations from the Turpan 
area. As will be demonstrated, other sources display a variety of methods and 
products not mentioned in Katanov’s material. A categorical statement 
directed specifically at women in Prov 24 says that ‘if a female person eats 
onion, she will never experience headache’ (Prov 24. 14b13–14): 

ägär maẓlūm kiši soğan yesä härgiz baš ağriqi körmägäy 

If a female person eats onion, she will never experience headache. (Prov 
24. 14b13–14) 
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The final reference to headache in Prov 24 points out that if no remedy 
against headache is to be found, the illness will go away if one drinks 
lukewarm water at bedtime (Prov 24. 20b12–13). Other sources such as Prov 
354 recommend the burning of human hair and smearing the gallbladder of a 
rooster onto the eyes as a way to combat headache (Prov 354. 49a2–4): 

ägär kiši ḫorusniŋ ötini közigä čafsa közi rošan bolğay baš ağriqi häm 
bar-ṭaraf bolur 

If a person smears the gallbladder of a rooster onto the eyes, they will 
become bright, and in addition, it will get rid of headache. (Prov 354. 
49a2–4) 

If we look at treatments mentioned in the chapter ‘medication for 
headaches’ in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise, we see that some therapies mentioned 
there bear similarities with Eastern Turki lore. For instance, sources from both 
regions mention ingredients such as onion and water lily and the 
recommendation to drink warm water.238 An important difference is that 
Subḥān Qulï recommends the dripping of various substances into the nose; 
something which is not mentioned in the Eastern Turki sources from the 
Jarring collection, where the various ingredients are applied onto the head. 
One section of Subḥān Qulï’s text thus states that, “If someone drips some of 
this mixture into the nose or rubs in the aching place, migraine pain will 
disappear” (Károly 2015: 139). Interestingly, the mode of application onto the 
nose is mentioned in Katanov’s example. Besides therapies such as these, 
specific prayers were also used in the healing process. It is unclear if the same 
prayers mentioned in Subḥān Qulï’s section about headache were utilized in 
Eastern Turkestan as well. As can be seen from the Eastern Turki material, for 
instance Prov 354. 43a entitled ‘formula against headache’ in Jarring’s 
catalog, it is clear that a range of prayers were used as a healing method for 
headache there as well.  

In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate. And shave not 
your heads, till the offering reaches its place of sacrifice. If any of you 
is sick, or iǌured in his head, then redemption by fast, or freewill 
offering, or ritual sacrifice. (Károly 2015: 140)239 

238 Minor differences do occur. While Prov 24 recommends ‘luke-warm water’, Subḥān Qulï’s 
mentions warm water (Károly 2015: 144). Interestingly there is a reference to Galen here. 
“Galen the physician says that if someone drinks a bit of warm water when going to sleep, he 
will never have headache” (Károly 2015: 144). 
239 Regarding the prayer, Károly writes: “Qur’ān 2: 196, partly cited” (Károly 2015: 140). Note 
that in the section devoted to headache there are more prayers than the one appearing here. See, 
Károly 2015: 140–141. 
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The second recipe from Turpan (on the dislocation of the chin) 
With regard to the second recipe from Turpan, similarities can also be 
observed between materials from the Gunnar Jarring collection and sources 
from Turpan. For the utilization of footcloth and human urine in healing, we 
can compare Prov 351, which in ATMO’s translation reads: “If one becomes 
ill, one boils human urine and foot cloth […], wrings it out and gives this 
liquid (to the patient) it heals” (Prov 351. ATMO): 

Iŋäk tüskänniŋ bayāni. Gülniŋ süyi-birlä ğarğara qilsa, iŋegi orniğa 
kälgäy. 2. Här kim ağu bärgän bolsa, adämniŋ süydügini üčürsä, där-
hāl šipā tapur. 3. Yā adämniŋ pāytāmesini suğa čilap siqip ücürsä, šipā 
tapqay. 

The explanation of dislocation of the chin. If one gargles with 
rosewater, the chin will fall into its place. Anyone who has been given 
poison and then drinks human urine will find immediate recovery of  
health. Moreover, if one squeezes out the water of a man’s foot wraps 
and drinks it, he will find health. (Katanov 1976: 34–35) 

The third recipe from Turpan (on disease of the liver and heart) 
The third example presented by Katanov also partly corresponds to the 
recommendations found in the manuscript sources collected further south. 
Katanov’s Turpan text thus reads: 

Beğir yüräkniŋ  ağriğeni. Här kimniŋ bağri, yüreki sus bolsa, täāmğa 
ištihāsi bolmasa, suni tola ičküsi kälsä, usseliği qanmasa, ol kišiniŋ tili 
yirik bop-qaladu, üzi seriq boladu, Aŋa üjmä ğoresiniŋ süyini üčürsä, 
aččiq anār süyi bärsä, saqayadu. 
The explanation of disease of the liver and heart. Anyone whose liver 
and heart are weak, who does not have any appetite and asks for water 
all the time but cannot quench his thirst, this person’s tongue is cracked 
and his face is yellow. If one makes him drink the juice of unripe 
mulberries and sour pomegranate, he will be healthy. (Katanov 1976: 
34–35) 

As stated earlier, the ‘recipe’ from Turpan above shares some features with 
other Eastern Turki texts. A number of conditions are related to the excess of 
this humor in the texts speaking of ṣafrā ‘the yellow bile’. A few of these 
include having a dry mouth, being thirsty, having a dry throat, the expression 
‘to have a yellow face’ (perhaps a reference to jaundice), and digestive 
problems. While the sources dealt with in Chapter Four of this thesis do not 
mention pomegranate in connection with disease of the liver and heart, as does 
the source from Turpan, they do mention jaundice, which is connected to liver 
disease. This points to similar but not equal healing methods and explanatory 
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notions. In a few recipes mentioned earlier in chapter four, the use of 
pomegranate (both sweet and sour variants) is recommended for making the 
yellow bile calm. For the sake of comparison, I present the example from Prov 
24 once again. 

ṣafrāni sākin qilay desaŋ aččiq anār birlä tatliq anārni beraber qilib 
beraber gulāb birlä bir kečä kündüz äyläb üč mis̱ qāl tar-angubīn birlä 
ḥall qilib naštädä ičsä ṣafrā soḫtasini pāk qilur 

If one wants the yellow bile to be calm, one should mix equal parts of 
sour pomegranate with sweet pomegranate. Then, [one should] prepare 
this with rosewater during one day and one night. If one then dilutes it 
in one mis̱ qāl camelthorn and drinks it at breakfast it will cleanse the 
disease of the yellow bile. (Prov 24. 10b13–11a3) 

Professionals in the fields of surgery, dentistry, 
circumcision, massage and bonesetting 
As a complement to the services offered by the ṭabīb, ḥākim, büwi and 
dārūfurušt (pharmacist), other sectors of the local healthcare system were 
involved in different forms of therapies, such as surgery, dentistry, 
circumcision, massage and bonesetting.  

In a paper dealing with the Unani Tibb tradition in Southeast Asia, Sheehan 
& Hussain highlight a number of therapies which can be said to constitute the 
main body of Graeco-Islamic medicine in that area. The terminology is similar 
to that found in Central Asian sources. Among the most common practices 
mentioned by Sheehan & Hussain are the following therapies, which appear 
in the same order as in their paper (see list below) (Sheehan & Hussain 2002: 
126–128). 

1. Cauterization – kai 
2. Counter irritation – imala 
3. Cupping – mohajim 
4. Diaphoresis – tareeq 
5. Diuresis – idrar baol 
6. Exercise riyazat 
7. Leeching – taaleeq 
8. Massage – dalak 
9. Other treatment options include diet therapy – ilaaj bil ghiza 
10. Pharmaceutical or drug therapy – ilaaj bidawa 
11. Purging – ishaal 
12. Regimental therapy – ilaj bitadir 
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13. Turkish bath – hammam 
14. Venesection – fasad 
15. Vomiting – qai 

With regard to the first word in the list, Steingass writes that the Arabic 
aburning; by producedmark asignifies “cauterizing; […] ⟩کی⟨kaiword 

cautery” (Steingass 1892: 1067).240 The second word, imala signifies ‘counter 
 .’jimḥāmaSteingass provides a number of explanations to 241irritation⟩محاجم⟨,

“certainatorefers ⟩حاجمم⟨jimḥāmaWhilecupping. torefermost which of 
antidote” and is the plural of the word mihjam ‘cupping glasses’, mahjamat is 
the word used for “parts to which the cupping-glass is applied” (Steingass 
1892: 1180). 

mentioned by Sheehan & ,⟩تيرك⟨rakītareeq < t asThe therapy referred to 
Hussain (2002), is diaphoresis or steam bath,242 while idrar baol < idrār A 

urine”of [or] dischargeflowurinemake“to ordiuresis torefers⟩ادرار⟨ 
, clearly refers to physical⟩رياضات⟨tāẓāriy(Steingass 1892: 28). The next term 

therapyais ⟩دلك⟨dalkwhile600),1892:therapy (Steingass aas exercise 
involving massage and rubbing different parts of the body (Hayyim 1934– 
1936: V1–0847); something attested to by the related word dallak . 
According to Hayyim, this has several meanings, such as, “A rubber, a Turkish 
bath’s attendant, a waiter at baths, a massagist, a masseur or masseuse” 
(Hayyim 1934–1936: V1–0842). Among treatments we also see references to 
ilaaj bil ghiza ‘diet therapy’ and ilaaj bidawa ‘pharmaceutical or drug 
therapy’, which, as we have mentioned in chapter two, probably constitute two 
of the most common and important pillars of therapy in Graeco–Islamic. 

Finally, the list mentions purging, regimental therapy, Turkish bath,  
venesection and vomiting as common therapies in the unani tradition. The 
commonly used terms for these therapies are ishāl < es-hal A ⟩الاسھ⟨ ‘purging’ 
(Hayyim 1934–1936: V1–0093), ilaj bitadir ‘regimental therapy, ḥamām ‘a  
bath or bathhouse’ (Károly 2015: 258), fasad ‘venesection’ and finally the 

(Károly 2015: 301;, which signifies ‘vomit(ing)’ ⟩قی⟨qayy<kaiArabic word 
Hayyim 1934–1936: V2–0579). Although the main corpus of the Eastern 
Turki texts deal with regimental therapy (food and drink and external 

240 According to Online medical dictionary, the term cautery signifies “application of a caustic 
substance, a hot instrument, an electric current, or other agent to control bleeding while 
removing or destroying tissue.” Source: https://www.online-medical-
dictionary.org/definitions-c/cautery.html (last accessed 2021-04-01). 
241 According to Online medical dictionary, counterirritants are “Drugs that act locally on 
cutaneous or mucosal surfaces to produce inflammation; those that cause redness due to  
hyperemia are rubefacients; those that raise blisters are vesicants and those that penetrate 
sebaceous glands and cause abscesses are pustulants; tear gases and mustard gases are also 
irritants.” Source: https://www.online-medical-dictionary.org/definitions-i/irritants.html (last 
accessed 2021-04-01). 
242 See Fatima, Sabiha et al. 2017. 
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medication such as liniments), a few of the methods discussed by Sheehan & 
Hussain (2002: 126–128), such as the mentioning of ḥajāmat ‘cupping’, 
appear in Eastern Turki texts too: 

ägär qan oŋ ṭarafidin kälsä bağirniŋ ustidin ḥajāmat qilmaq käräk ägär 
čap ṭarafidin kälsä talniŋ ustidin ḥajāmat qilmaq käräk dafʿ bolğay 
ägär ikki ṭarafidin kälsä ikki aṭrāfidin ḥajāmat qilmaq käräk dafʿ bolur 

If the blood flows from the right side, one has to perform cupping from 
the upper side of the liver [but] if it comes from the left side, one has to 
perform cupping from the upper side of the spleen and it will go away. 
[But] if it [the blood] comes from both sides, one has to perform 
cupping on both sides and it will go away. (Prov 357: 37b. 5–11) 

Fig. 8:4. Section dealing with cupping in Prov 357: 37b. 5–11. 
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In chapter two we discussed ‘non-naturals’, which in contrast to the 
naturals (the four elements) could be controlled by the individual. Among 
these were rest, diet, physical exercise, mental state etc. Such ideas are also 
expressed in the Eastern Turki texts. Prov 357, for instance, mentions that such 
factors could have an effect on the physical and mental state of the person:243 

jamʿ asbāb tan-durustluq bilä ağriq bolmaqğa al-batta nemärsä 
sababdur awwal su ikkinji ğaźā  üčünji ḥarikat qilmaq törtünji uyqu 
bäšinji istifrāğ yaʿnī nemärsä badandin bawl ğāʿaṭ -dek nemärsä 
čiqmaq altinji ḫošḫālliq wä [bi-dimagh-liq] wa allāh(u) aʿlam 

There are absolutely a number of reasons/causes for every state of  
health and disease. The first is water, the second food, the third is to 
make exercise, the fourth is sleep, the fifth is cleansing the body from 
[such things as] urine or excrement (by vomiting or evacuating the 
stomach), and the sixth is happiness and melancholy. But Allah knows 
best. (Prov 357: 3a. 1–10) 

Regarding other therapies such as surgery, the Turki manuscript sources 
provide scant information. For example, the only place in Subḥān Qulï’s 
Ṭabīblik kitābï where surgery is mentioned is the following statement:  

If someone pounds aloe of Socotra with poppy seed and puts it on the 
scrofula, [48r] it will become better. In any case, it must be cupped 
repeatedly; cutting the scrofula with a lancet will not make it better. 
(Károly 2015: 181) 

Another section in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise deals with bloodletting and 
purging the bowels: 

When someone has [this] disease: blood must be let without fail once 
every month, the bowels must be purged and the temper must constantly 
be kept calm. After that it must be treated with medicine. (Károly 2015: 
180) 

While several of the methods mentioned by Sheehan & Hussain (2002: 
126–128) are not mentioned in Subḥān Qulï’s Ṭabīblik kitābï and the Eastern 
Turki sources, this does not mean that they did not exist.244 Instead, 

243 The emphasis on obtaining a healthy balance between physical exercise and rest, for 
instance, is a theme also found in texts from other parts of the Muslim world. For instance, in a
15th-century Ottoman medical manuscript described by Şehsuvaroğlu (1961), one of the 
subchapters (36a) has a heading (36a) which reads, Hareket ve sükûn  (Burada hazmin 
fizyolojisinden de bahsedilmektedir) ‘Exercises and rest (In this section, the physiology of 
digestion is discussed)’ (Şehsuvaroğlu 1961: V). 
244 Some of the therapies were also employed in adjacent areas such as the Kazakh steppe. Cf. 
Afanasyeva, who writes that the “empirical tradition of Islamic medicine was manifested in the 
Qazaq steppe in the range of methods, which included bloodletting, diet, cautery and the art of 
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investigation of other sources is necessary to complement the picture. When 
evidence from the written sources is scarce, so-called material culture can be 
beneficial in finding clues as to whether a certain method has been employed 
or not. For example, a section of a catalogue based on Gustaf Mannerheim’s 
collections from Western and Eastern Turkestan presents tools used for 
medical purposes (Vilkuna & Mannerheim 1940).  

The tools for cupping, venesection, bloodletting, surgery and dentistry that 
appear in the collection suggest that therapies described from elsewhere, such 
as India, were also employed in Turkestan. The collection presented on plate 
XXI. includes a [l]eather sheath and bone pin for picking teeth” from Uzkent 
in Western Turkestan and a “[common] Turkestan auger” from Yarkand, 
Eastern Turkestan. From Kashgar in Eastern Turkestan we find a surgeon’s 
knife used for lancing swellings, a “[d]ouble bladed instrument” used “for 
opening veins”, a pair of “[p]incers, with which a barber extracts aching 
teeth”, a “[c]upping >>axe<<, with which incisions are made for blood-
letting” and an “[e]ar spoon for cleaning the ears and pincers for plucking hair 
from the skin” (Vilkuna & Mannerheim 1940: 11). 

This material can be complemented by collections elsewhere, such as L. E. 
Högberg’s collection at the Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm, which  
contains a number of artifacts from Eastern Turkestan with corresponding 
visual material.  

reading a patient’s pulse – one of the principal diagnostic tools of Muslim ṭabībs (doctors)” 
(Afanasyeva 2013: 166). 
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Fig. 8:5. Tooth-plier from Eastern Turkestan made of iron. Location and photo: The 
Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.245 

Fig. 8:6. Tool from Eastern Turkestan used for bloodletting. Location and photo: The 
Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.246 

245 See L. E. Högberg’s catalog number 1907.57.0214. Source: 
http://collections.smvk.se/carlotta-em/web/object/1301721 
246 See L. E. Högberg’s catalog number 1907.57.0217. Source: 
http://collections.smvk.se/carlotta-em/web/object/1066629 
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Fig. 8:7. Tool from Eastern Turkestan used for bloodletting and vaccination. Location 
and photo: The Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.247 

The barbers acting as surgeons and dentists 
Artefacts alone cannot explain questions such as who was responsible for 
carrying out certain therapies, but by analyzing Mannerheim’s material we 
may conclude that a range of ‘unani’ therapies existed in Eastern Turkestan. 
In attempting to obtain a comprehensive idea about various therapies available 
in Eastern Turkestan during this period, the utilization of multiple sources may 
help us broaden our scope of knowledge.  

According to missionary Gustavsson’s critical report, most of the Eastern 
Turkestani surgeons’ ‘real’ profession was to be a barber. The word used for 

If examine 31).2015:(Schluessel ⟩سرتراش⟨barber was särtäraš we 
Mannerheim’s collection closely, we see that the description explicitly 
confirms that the pincers used for extracting teeth had belonged to a barber. 
Thus, while the missionary text does not explain why barbers had been allotted 
the task of surgery, a feasible explanation is that they had the necessary tools 
at their disposal. Still, if we should believe the missionary, their “knowledge 
about the human body [was] absolutely minimal” (Gustavsson 1917b: 247). 

Surgery is equally developed, and the number of surgeons is high; 
however, most probably one is unlikely to find any distinguished 
“professors”. The most plausible reason ought to be that in general 
terms, most of these surgeons are made-up of the lowly barbers on street 
corners, whose knowledge about the human body is absolutely minimal. 
Consequently, they fail in their operations just as often as they try. Still, 
they are indeed ‘specialists’. (Gustavsson 1917b: 247–248)  

247 See L. E. Högberg’s catalog number 1907.57.0219. Source: 
http://collections.smvk.se/carlotta-em/web/object/1609609  
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Eye surgeons 
We have to resort to missionary observations when speaking of eye surgery. 
According to David Gustavsson, the surgeon would first charge the patient 
considerable sums of money and then perform an often very painful surgery, 
whose outcome often led to blindness. It seems quite extraordinary that the 
surgeons would have been permitted to continue their work within this field 
considering how unsuccessful they were at their job, at least if we are to rely 
on our missionary sources. 

The eye surgeons are the most eminent. They are also the ones who best 
know how to get paid for their work. A cataract operation can thus cost 
around 125 kronor.248 The outcome of such surgery is most often that 
the eye ends up totally destroyed. The procedure of the operation 
consists of an attempt to position the lens of the eye into the vitreous 
body using a needle. It goes without saying that no anesthetic is used, 
instead the patient has to abide and endure the pain. One can 
comprehend that sterility is not a priority merely by observing that  
neither disinfection of the instruments nor the operator’s hands ever 
occurs. (Gustavsson 1917b: 248) 

Dentistry 
Besides surgery, the barbers were also responsible for dentistry among the 
people. The missionary comments are less than praiseworthy here too. 
Gustavsson claims that the dentist would often do a terrible job that inevitably 
led to infections. In addition, the missionary points out that the patients were 
charged substantial amounts. Ten Swedish kronor (sing. krona) converted to 
today’s currency would be a considerable sum of money. 

Dentistry has not reached an elevated development either, and the 
general requirements of the practitioners, which are most often 
composed of the aforementioned barbers, are minimal. They hardly 
make an effort or seem to care either and are often fully content with 
merely snapping off the top of the tooth. One can understand that it does 
not end here merely by the frequent visits we receive from people 
infected by these dentists, and who now come to us for help with tooth 
fistulas and abscesses. Also their tools are primitive ˗ a clumsy pair of 
pliers, that’s all. However, even here one cannot get something for  
nothing. The price for removing a tooth is about 10 kronor. (Gustavsson 
1917b: 248) 

248 Kronor is the plural of krona (sing.), the Swedish monetary unit.  
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Teeth and Galen 
While missionary accounts should be read critically, it is apparent from other 
sources that the Westerners were sought after and that at times their  
knowledge was acknowledged and greatly valued.249 Skrine relates a story 
about the Swedish missionary Dr. Nyström, who was well known for his 
medical skills, especially with regard to dentistry. Chinese official and locals 
alike would enquire for his services and get their teeth fixed (Skrine 1986: 
126): 

While at Yarkand I seized the opportunity of having my teeth seen to 
by Dr. Nyström of the Mission, who is an experienced dentist. His 
services are very much in request throughout Kashgaria, for he has an 
absolute monopoly of Western dental skill. High Chinese officials at 
Kashgar were always asking me when he would next come to the 
capital. He did visit Kashgar in January 1923 on Mission duty, when in 
response to the universal request he took his dental chair and appliances 
with him and spent a busy fortnight fitting toothless mandarins with 
dentures. From what Dr. Nystrom told me and I heard from other 
sources I can confidently assert that any enterprising dentist who found 
his way to Sinkiang with a few instruments and a couple of camel-loads 
of false teeth would make a small fortune ; moreover, he would have 
experiences with his clients seldom vouchsafed to practitioners in more 
sophisticated lands. (Skrine 1986: 126) 

His reputation grew and a rich landowner wrote to him asking for a set of 
new teeth. 

Dr. Nystrom once told me of a wealthy old landowner of Yangi Hissar 
district who wrote to him asking for a set of teeth, to be sent by post. 
The exact wording of the following extracts from correspondence is not 
vouched for, but the facts are as related to me. (Skrine 1986: 127)250 

Although Skrine himself only relates the incident, the wording of the letter 
from the rich Turki landowner is interesting in many ways. Not only does it 
demonstrate that the missionaries were sought after by a wide range of people, 
but the wording itself reflects local custom with regard to letter writing and 
cultural norms. Firstly, the highest medical knowledge is assigned to Galen 
himself. In a subsequent letter in the correspondence between the two, the 
landowner makes a reference to Hippocrates, expressing his wishes with: 
“send them to me without delay so that I may once more eat the flesh of sheep 
and goats to the glory of Allah and in thankfulness for your more-than-

249 Cf. Bellér-Hann, who speaks of how foreigners in the region (not only missionaries) were 
approached for medical matters (Bellér-Hann 2008: 56). 
250 The correspondence is related at greater length in Skrine 1986: 127–128.  
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Hippocratic learning” (Skrine 1986: 127). These two references are important 
since they illustrate that local conceptions about medicine were imbued with 
notions about such personages. Firstly, as we have seen with regard to oral 
literature, the inclusion of historically important characters – often of Hellenic 
origin such as Alexander the Great, Aristoteles and others – was not an 
uncommon theme. Here it is an obvious indication that such lore was  
widespread among the people. Secondly, we see the requirement of the rich 
landowner that the ‘new’ teeth should neither have belonged to a person who 
had eaten haram products (presumably pork) nor an unbeliever. This passage 
illuminates the importance that people placed on not consuming haram 
products, which potentially could put the person at risk of committing a great 
sin. The landowner also requested that the teeth had not belonged to a non-
Muslim (Skrine 1986: 126–127): 

Letter from Ibrahim Beg Haji of Yangi Hissar to Dr. Nyström, 
Yarkand. 

(After usual compliments). . . . May it  be known  to Your  Excellency 
that from  many years  of chewing the  stale bread  of  adversity and 
gnawing the hard bone of poverty the teeth which Allah bestowed on 
this slave have been worn away, until but one remains. Being well 
aware of Your Excellency’s Galen-surpassing erudition and surgical 
skill, I pray you to send me by the hand of my messenger a set of teeth 
such as the Franks use, only they must be teeth that have come from no 
infidel jaw nor bitten the flesh of any unclean animal… (Skrine 1986: 
127) 

The above statement concerning haram animals as a source of pollution is also 
relevant today. Bellér-Hann, for example, notes an interesting discussion 
concerning why Uyghurs never visit Han establishments to eat, nor accept 
foodstuffs that may have been processed or harvested by non-Muslims. One 
could imagine that it was only because the Han, being non-Muslims, consume 
pork products. While the ban on pork products is the most significant, another 
feature needs to be mentioned. This is the general idea of temperament, or 
mijäz ‘temperament that every human being possesses. Among the Uyghur 
ideas about humoral concepts, some imply that all people are born with a  
temper, which is either issiq ‘hot’ or soghaq ‘cold’. The ideal is to keep the 
body in ‘balance’ (Uygh. mötidil), which implies that it is neither too hot nor 
too cold. Depending on which natural disposition people may have, they also 
react differently to various food products. Therefore, adjusting the diet is 
essential for attaining well-being and health. While pork consumption is one 
factor for rejection, Bellér-Hann notes that “[t]he diet of the Han is viewed 
with considerable suspicion by the Uyghur, not only because of their inclusion 
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of pork but also because of their ignorance of this required balance” (Bellér-
Hann 2015: 187). As Bellér-hann argues: 

[T]here are other, more complex, hidden dimensions in the suspicion 
surrounding the Han, whose disregard of the rules governing hot and  
cold temperament produces people with uncontrolled dispositions. Han 
mijäz can appear as the sum of out-of-control bodily processes. Fear of 
pollution may focus on pork consumption and on the consumption of 
foods which may possibly have been in contact with pork, but beneath 
this rationalisation for shunning Han hospitality there is a more general 
anxiety of contamination of organisms which are not controlled 
according to the main organising principles of hot and cold.  

One extreme illustration of this point was provided by an elderly lady 
whom I visited in her village with her grandchild. As a small gift, I gave 
her a packet of tea which I had bought in a local shop. It was brick tea, 
widely consumed by the Uyghur, but the lady refused to accept it, 
saying with evident disgust that it was only suitable for Han. Since she 
was illiterate, she could not read the Uyghur text (in Arabic script) on 
the packet which assured the consumer that it was suitable for Muslim 
consumption. It was clear that it was my own anomalous position, 
neither Uyghur nor Han, but definitely a stranger (and the first foreigner 
she had ever met) which bothered her, but she articulated her anxiety in 
the more familiar terms of anti-Han sentiments. Her granddaughter’s 
efforts to convince her of the appropriateness of my gift failed to 
persuade her, and she insisted that the tea was likely to be contaminated 
by the touch of the Han Chinese harvesters. Back in town my young 
Uyghur friends were very pleased to take the tea home to their families. 
Fear of contamination and also of potential hostilities, not just between 
patients but also their visitors, lies behind Uyghur informants’ 
disapproval of the inclusion of Han and Uyghur patients in the same 
wards of the town’s modern biomedical hospital. Similar ideas may also 
lurk behind references to Uyghur villages or neighborhoods without any 
Han residents as ‘clean’ (pakiz). (Bellér-Hann 2015: 187–188) 

Circumcision 
In addition to performing different types of surgery and dentistry, the barbers 

, the circumcision⟩ختنه⟨atnaḫwere also employed for lifecycle rituals such as 
of boys (Hultvall 1981b: I. 6: 21; Schluessel 2015: 25), a ritual that in some 
parts of Eastern Turkestan was looked upon as constituting one of the five 
pillars of Islam (Bellér-Hann 2008: 233). Among the Uyghurs, it usually takes 
place when the child turns seven years old, an age that corresponds to 
historical accounts (Rudelson 1997: 48; Bellér-Hann 2008: 233). 
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In the southern oasis-towns such as Kashgar, it was often the barbers who 
were in charge of making the circumcision, but some families would also 
bring their children to the mission hospital where it was possible to obtain 
anesthetics and minimize the risk of common inflammations. Hultvall 
expresses surprise that Muslims would let “infidel Christians” carry out this 
rite, which constituted such an important religious element, and that the 
missionaries were open-minded to do so. As Hultvall writes, it is an important 
indication that trust and friendship existed on many levels between the 
missionaries and the local Muslim population (Hultvall 1981b: I. 6: 21). 

It was usually the barber who was asked to perform the circumcision. It 
did happen, though, that parents came to the Mission clinics to have this 
operation done. Raquette mentions that he performed this operation on 
several occasions. The reason why parents turned to the missionaries in 
such an important and holy matter was according to Raquette, that the 
operation at the Mission would be done in a painless way and that the 
subsequent very common inflammation could be avoided. The very fact 
that Muslims contacted the missionaries in this important matter proves 
that the contact between them was very good. It was, of course, 
surprising that a Muslim could allow this rite to be handed over to “an 
infidel” and, moreover, a Christian missionary. It also gives evidence 
of freedom from prejudice among the missionaries. The circumcision 
was a ritual celebration within a religion that the missionaries had come 
to abolish. But in this particular matter they met people half way, 
although it took a lot of will-power to do it. (Hultvall 1981b: I. 6: 21) 

In Bellér-Hann’s book Community Matters in Xinjiang, there is a relevant 
passage taken from the linguist and ethnographer Nikolai Katanov’s 
observations about how the operation was carried out. However, the ‘operator’ 
is only referred to as “circumciser”, which provides little information as to 
whether he was a molla, barber or from some other profession. Nevertheless, 
the information provided is illustrative and detailed, and speaks of how the 
ritual was carried out and how the wound emanating from the operation was 
treated. 

After the person who was to perform the operation had been called, in 
the presence of many guests, some money was passed over the head of 
the boy and given to the circumciser. The boy was undressed and laid 
on a new felt rug spread on the table in the middle of the room. His arms 
and legs were held tight, and while the circumciser got his instruments 
ready, members of the mosque community stood around and recited the 
täkbir seven times.251 The man performing the operation grabbed the 
child’s penis and repeated the formula ‘God is great’ three times; upon 

251 täkbir is “the pronunciation of the formula ‘God is great!’” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 470).  
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uttering it for the fourth time he performed the cut. The child was  
carried back to his bed and hot ashes of burnt cotton were put on the 
wound. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 233. Cf. Katanov 1936: 1,210–1)xxx 
According to legend, these people were cursed because of their 
involvement in the death of Imam Husayn. In Abdal villages, the act of 
begging became ritualized and served as an important marker of group 
solidarity and identity. Once a year, usually in the autumn, men, 
including rich peasants, went begging with their sacks on their backs to 
faraway places where no one knew them. This ritualized begging was 
self-imposed action which served as a symbolic attempt to gain 
expiation from the sins attributed to one’s ancestors. (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 156) 

The Abdal – a marginalized group dealing with circumcision and 
massage 
Besides the aforementioned mollas and barbers, other more recent reports 
suggest that minorities such as the Abdal were called upon for the 
circumcision of boys. The Abdals, belonging to the Shia denomination of 
Islam, were marginalized in Eastern Turki society and, according, to Justin 
Rudelson this was also the case in the 1980s when he visited the area for 
fieldwork (Rudelson 1997: 48). Thus, the Abdal, “a pariah group within Sunni 
Muslim Turkic territory” (Rudelson 1997: 48) would traditionally be excluded 
from mainstream society and principally engaged in professions such as 
itinerant peddling, working as musicians, making handicraft, begging and 
circumcision. 

According to legend, these people were cursed because of their 
involvement in the death of Imam Husayn. In Abdal villages, the act of 
begging became ritualized and served as an important marker of group 
solidarity and identity. Once a year, usually in the autumn, men, 
including rich peasants, went begging with their sacks on their backs to 
faraway places where no one knew them. This ritualized begging was 
self-imposed action which served as a symbolic attempt to gain 
expiation from the sins attributed to one’s ancestors. (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 156) 

In the literature on the region, it is stated that abdal was used as a generic 
word for describing a beggar. As such, we can only speculate as to whether 
their sphere of economic activity also included massage. If we take the few 
observations on massage in the region into account, we see that it was the 
beggar community that carried out massages; a therapy also common in unani 
medicine. In unani medicine, dalak ‘massage’ is considered one of the 
available treatments, within ilaj bitadir “regimental therapy” (Sheehan & 
Hussain 2002: 126), which consists of three types of massage (Sheehan & 
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Hussain 2002: 126). The first of these is a soft relaxing type, the second type 
is hard in order to make the blood flow, while the third often is performed 
using oils with the aim of relaxing the muscles and making the skin soft 
(Sheehan & Hussain 2002: 127). The beggars, a professional class of their 
own, were engaged in offering massage to both those who appealed to them 
and to those who did not. This is a most interesting passage since it is possible 
to see that the beggars were historically responsible for this kind of activity in 
Eastern Turkestan.252 

Since ancient times massage is a well-known method of treatment. It 
has many practitioners, who in the majority of cases have begging as 
their main or secondary occupation. These masseurs are skillful as well 
as persistent. They receive their customers anytime and anywhere. At 
the roadsides, the weary traveler may stop to receive an invigorating 
treatment, and at the festival sites, in the midst of thousands of people, 
one can often observe masseurs treating people from head to foot. 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 248–249) 

Festivities such as the ones mentioned by the missionary Gustavsson are 
most likely mazar säylisi ‘pilgrimage festivals’, which in those days attracted 
thousands of people at a time. Mazar is the common name in Central Asia for 
a Muslim holy shrine. Here the visitors would engage in religious ritual but 
would also be offered entertainment such as maddah ‘storytellers’, animal 
fights, music and food (Dawut 2007: 150–154. Cf. Harris, Rachel and Rahilä 
Dawut 2002). It is not entirely improbable that the wandering dervishes or  
Abdals would try to make an extra penny or two by offering services such as 
these: 

On the street, he pursues the wanderer, most often against his will, 
eagerly squeezing the shoulders, arms and back. To get rid of such well-
intentioned masseurs is not an easy task. They hug and knead until the 
person affected is forced to dismiss the party of masseurs by means of 
a donation. Nevertheless, for their stubbornness, they should not be 
judged too hard; one knows, there is a high degree of competition. 
Normally, when the aforementioned people do not make one pay their 
fees, they are satisfied receiving a very modest honorarium. Thus, for 
only a few pennies one’s entire body may be mercilessly squeezed. 
However, despite the masseurs’ social position not being very 
favorable, the work they carry out is far more valuable than that of the 
so-called doctors. (Gustavsson 1917b: 248–249) 

252 Cf. Gustavsson 1917c: 250–254; See Jarring (1987: 7) who mentions Gordon, who writes: 
“Beggars are a recognized and regular institution in Yarkand, forming quite a professional 
body. Beggars marry there, and the children grow up to follow their parents’ example” (Gordon 
1971: 43). 
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Bonesetters 
Yet another professional group with little mention in the literature is the 
bonesetters. This group also constituted a professional class of its own. A few 
years ago, while recounting his childhood memories in Turpan, a Uyghur 
friend of mine informed me that until quite recently bonesetters had been quite 
common there. After receiving that information, I did not come across any 
substantial historical or contemporary sources on bonesetters in the area. It 
was not until summer 2020 that I learned from my friend and colleague Dr. 
Eric Schluessel that bonesetting in Eastern Turkestan is also documented in 
historical indigenous sources collected around 1909 by the Russian traveler 
Sergei Oldenburg. The source in question was collected in Qarakhoja, a small 
town close to Turpan, and deals with a number of socially related topics such 

̣ 

as family, economy and such. For my endeavor, however, I will solely focus 
on the section dealing with bonesetting. Eric Schluessel has kindly agreed to 
share this material (including his transcription and translation) with me  for  
which I am grateful. Regarding the manuscript source, he writes: 

I ran across this short (21-folio) manuscript in the Institute for Oriental 
Manuscripts (Institut Vostochnix Rukopisiei, IVR) in St. Petersburg in 
the summer of 2014. It is a memoir or autobiography of a literate but 
not wealthy man from Turpan named Abū ‘l-Mahdī (Abulmahdī), 
recounting his life from the 1870s through the first decade of the 
twentieth century. (Schluessel, Eric. 2020) 

The short section illuminates a number of interesting details. Firstly, that 
just like other professions, bonesetting was often passed down from father to 
son; in this case, the profession had been going on for as much as six 
generations: 

Atam mullā kiši erdi. Yänä ḫat kä m.ḥ.h nihāyati [4] usta kiši idi. Čoŋ 
aǧamni ṗaḫta atadurǧanǧa, kičik aǧamni [5] ötükčilükkä šāgirdǧa 
bärdi. Atam özi sunuqči kiši [6] idi. Ṭurfānǧa tābāʿa här kišiniŋ bir 
aʿżāsi sünip [7] qalsa, andaǧ išniŋ sababini atamǧa kelip taŋdurup, [8] 
bir närsä alip kelip, duʿāsini aladurǧan idi. Taŋǧan hamāna [9] aǧriǧi 
dafiʿ boludurǧan idi. Šubu sabab bilän bizni [3a, 1] yaqadurǧan idi. Bu

 qelipdur. ] دهجول MS[öldäč bizgä [2] aǧiluq hunar baladin balačsunuq 
Bu hunarni qilip atamniŋ aldida [3] altä ata ötüpdur. 

My father was a mullah. That is, he was really good with letters. My 
biggest brother was apprenticed to a cotton-teaser, and my big brother 
to a boot-maker. My father was himself a bonesetter. Whenever the 
limb of anyone living anywhere in Turpan happened to break, they 
would come to my father to bind it. They would bring a little something 
to give him in gratitude. As soon as it was bound, their pains would be 
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cured. For this reason, they would [3a] visit us. This craft of bonesetting 
is passed from son to son, and it was passed on to us. Six generations 
had practiced this craft before my father. (Schluessel 2020: 2b, 3–3a, 3) 

The sections in the text concerning payment are also enlightening since 
they show that bonesetting was a trade worth engaging in to make a living: 

Bu künlärdä atamniŋ [8] sunuqčiluq hunari bizgä qaldi. Ḥeli šubu [9] 
kündä bolsa, här qaysi yurtda bir kišiniŋ [13a, 1] qoli ṗuti ušulup qalsa, 
bizni eytip alip berip [2] taŋdurtup, bir sär, bir munčäsi ikki üč sär ṗul 
qoyup [3]  duʿā qildurdur. Šubu hunar bilän faraǧan kün alip [4]  
turupdurmiz. 

At this time, our father’s trade of bonesetting fell to us. Once again, 
wherever, whenever someone’s [13a] arm or leg broke, they would 
bring them to us to set it. They’d give one sär, or some of them two or 
three sär in gratitude. We made a good living by this trade. (Schluessel 
2020: 12b, 7–13a, 4) 
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Chapter Nine. In health and illness: prayer 
readers and experts on magic 

Introduction 
As we have seen in the preceding chapter, therapies largely based on humoral 
concepts, including dietary prescriptions, massage, bloodletting, venesection 
diuresis and so forth, played an important role in Eastern Turki medical 
practice. Alongside such methods, great emphasis was also placed on the 
efficacy of the Qur’an, the utilization of different prayers and charms, 
soothsaying and pilgrimage to holy shrines. We may observe that healing 
based on religious premises also included consultations with various local 
medical experts. As in the case of healers such as ṭabībs, ḥākims, büwis and 
dārūfurušt s ‘pharmacists’, barbers, masseurs and bonesetters, other sectors of 
the local healthcare system included a spectrum of spiritual healers. 

The šayḫs ‘caretakers’ at mazars ‘Muslim shrines’ 
We have already shown that, as in other places in Central Asia and other parts 
of the Muslim world, it was common for people to set out on pilgrimages to 
local shrines, mazar. These pilgrimages were like those of most religious 
traditions – often of an instrumental nature, although a festive and socially 
important element also existed at annual pilgrimage gatherings or festivals, 
known as mazar säylisi. 

The generic name for caretakers at the mazars was, and remains, šayḫ. The 
šayḫs, who could be both men and women (although men dominated), not 
only provided spiritual advice to the people but also performed healing rituals. 
Although men and women alike paid visits to shrines, it appears that it played 
a particularly important social role for women. Women would engage in 
healing rituals together and find a venue for socializing outside the home. 
However, the rituals enacted were often directed at issues affecting the 
domestic sphere. Eastern Turkestani women were not allowed to visit the 
mosque. Instead, they would pray at home and make regular visits to the many 
mazars ‘Muslim shrines’ dotting the landscape. At the shrines, women would 
pray for matters such as fertility, a happy love-life and marriage: 
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 (B)y performing the prescribed prayers at home, since women are not 
allowed to enter into the mosque, and by praying and weeping at the  
saintly shrines, they believe that they are gaining good merit in the 
presence of God. (Cf. Hällzon 2010: 89, which is slightly revised here. 
For the original Swedish text see, Högberg, Sigrid 1917a: 221) 

As observed from the above quote, visiting the mosque was reserved for 
men (Hällzon 2010: 90; Bellér-Hann 2001: 15; Bellér-Hann 2007: 135). This 
not only applies to pre-socialist society but is observed today as well. This can 
be compared to other Muslim areas such as Turkey, where women, albeit in 
especially designated areas, regularly participate in prayer at the mosque. On 
one occasion, during a 2008 visit to Imam Asim maziri located close to 
Khotan, I saw a sign outside the mosque which signaled that it was not 
permissible for women to enter there (Hällzon 2010: 90). However, as Bellér-
Hann points out, exceptions to the ‘rule’ did exist in Eastern Turkestan as well. 
For instance, during the celebrations taking place during the month of Barat, 
women in the north were permitted to enter the mosque. This stands in contrast 
to the traditions observed in the south, where women were excluded from 
visitation. During these occasions, the women would pray.  

Mother of Good Luck, Mother of Good Luck, give me blessing and good 
luck! 

If you are not giving me blessing and good luck, then give me patience! 

Mother of Good Luck, Mother of Good Luck, give me blessing and good 
luck! 

If you are not giving me blessing and good luck, then give me good 
honour! 

Mother of Good Luck, Mother of Good Luck, blessing and good luck! 

If you are not giving me blessing and good luck, give me happiness! 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 358)253 

While exceptions to ‘the rule’ did exist, as confirmed above, the most 
common religious venues for women were the domestic sphere, khanekas 
‘Sufi lodges’ for women, and mazars. While shrines played an important role 
in everyday life and offered physical and mental relief, a visit implied 
conversion from a state of impurity to purity, as represented by the site itself. 
Here, the pilgrim could arrive with questions burdening the soul and return 
home with a lighter state of mind. In other words, the changing realities of 
everyday life were addressed in the unchanging milieu of the shrine.  

253 The section of poetry in English translation appears in Bellér-Hann (2008: 358) with a 
reference to the original recorded by Pantusov (1890: 63) which is a quote from Änsari (1925: 
142). 
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As I write in my MA thesis, shrine pilgrimage is “a temporal detachment 
from every day’s harsh and dirty ever changing reality to the purity and 
welcoming unchanging atmosphere of the shrine” (Hällzon 2012: 40. Cf. 
Valdinoci 2008: 221 fn. 45; 2008: 228; Morinis 1992: 4). As such, mazars 
were also considered spiritually potent places where one would seek guidance 
by means of saints, who would hopefully enter one’s dreams to give advice 
on how to deal with problems occurring in day-to-day life.  

The therapeutic aspect of mazars 
Foreign travelers and missionaries often commented upon the therapeutic 
aspect of shrine pilgrimage. One of the most common procedures for barren 
women, for instance, was to make a visit to a holy shrine, mazar, and pray for 
offspring. Numerous reports written by Western travelers as well as 
missionaries in the region reflect that this practice was very common. 
Contemporary material on mazars also reveals that, until recently, this had 
also been one of the main objectives for women performing pilgrimages. We 
should point out, however, that many other reasons exist for visiting shrines. 
The Swedish missionaries’ critical view of the practice of praying at these 
sites is expressed in a number of publications: 

Every week people make a pilgrimage to these graves. The sick go there 
in order to crawl under a log or the root of a tree, hoping in this way 
that they will be freed of their ailments by doing this, while childless 
wives go there and cry for hours in the expectation that they later on 
will be able to give birth to babies. If this does not help, a sheep or 
sometimes a horse is offered, slaughtered and prepared by the grave and 
distributed to the poor. The supervisor at the grave is usually also a so-
called prayer man and sometimes people pay considerable amounts of 
money for his intercession. (Palmberg 1915: 377)254 

Although by no means reserved for women, these sites were – at least 
according to foreign reports such as those of the Consul General in Kashgar 
(1922–24), Clarmont Percival Skrine – mainly frequented by women. By 
making a visit there, they increased their chances of becoming pregnant or 
finding a cure for different ailments. In this respect, some mazars were 
especially popular among women and considered especially efficient for the 
former purpose: 

Like the Italian peasant, the Turki is a great believer in the efficacy of 
local saints, and there are innumerable shrines all  over  the  country 
dedicated not only to the “ Imams ” but to later saints and heroes. These 

254 This English translation of Palmberg’s original Swedish text also appears in Hällzon 2016: 
202. Cf. Jarring 1979b: 16. 
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sanctuaries almost always have some superstitious observance attached 
to them, connected either with the curing of diseases or with the bearing 
of children. At shrines where the belief is of the latter type the majority 
of the pilgrims are, of course, women, and the mullas have therefore 
been obliged in each case, for the sake of propriety, to invent a female 
saint, complete with legend, in order to bring the cult into line with 
Islam. (Skrine 1986: 182) 

From a therapeutic perspective, mazar pilgrimage was not limited to 
finding a remedy for childlessness. While many shrines were indeed visited 
for this purpose, some were considered especially effective in curing specific 
illnesses of a specific sort, such as skin problems or rheumatism. Just as 
certain mazars were efficient in treating childlessness or rheumatism, 
according to Ella Sykes there was a shrine commonly called the mud-shrine, 
which was visited for the purpose of alleviating various skin problems. Her 
observations correspond to methods that I have observed myself. For instance, 
I have visited the Sögäl Khojam maziri in Turpan on several occasions. That 
shrine also uses ‘sacred’ mud to alleviate a variety of skin problems (Hällzon 
2012): 

For skin diseases the Sigm or Mud shrine was frequented, the procedure 
being very simple. The patient, taking a lump of wet mud from the river 
close by, would hurl it at the façade of the shrine, and, if it stuck,  a  
speedy cure would result. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 250) 

Besides shrines frequented for curing skin problems, mazar visitation was 
a highly recommended healing method for rheumatism. Apparently, there was 
a mazar (perhaps close to Kashgar) renowned to be efficient in curing such 
ailments: 

One shrine that we visited was supposed to cure rheumatism, an ancient 
willow bent nearly to the ground being the instrument. The patient had 
to stoop very low in order to creep under the tree, rubbing his back 
against the bark, and if this were done seven times in a believing spirit 
a cure was certain. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 250) 
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The büwi, a female healer 
As mentioned, shrine visitation involved a multitude of purposes, of which 
some had a therapeutic character. There was a social element to visiting 
mazars, which involved engaging collectively in religious rituals, including 
elements of recitation of sacred texts as well as components of music and  
poetry. A few years ago, during my research on mazars, I observed a group of 
women assembled at the Kuhmarim mazar, close to Khotan. They had come 
there to pray and sat in a circle singing religious hymns referred to in Uyghur 
as hekmät, hälqä and mäwlut. One of the women led the recitation. In Uyghur, 
this religious expert is commonly referred to as a büwi. The role and societal 
position of the büwi roughly corresponds to the female religious expert otin, 
found among the Uzbeks. Her work is multifaceted and involves, in addition 
to leading participants in religious rituals, funerary and healing rituals and 
singing at shrine festivals (Harris and Yasin Muhpul (2002); Harris & Dawut 
(2002: 108–9).  

During the short period of time we had been at the Kuhmarim Maziri 
more and more pilgrims arrived. Outside the cave a number of women 
had gathered. Among them there was a büwi woman with whom  we  
talked. She kindly agreed that they would sing some religious songs for 
us. 

The büwi woman sat down with some other women and started by 
performing a hekmät. A hekmät is a recitation of Dīvān-i-hikmat, which 
is poetry that usually is attributed to the Sufi master Ahmad Yasavi. 
After having recited the hekmät she proceeded with a hälqä. The hälqä 
is recitation of various kinds of poetry including Dīvān-i-hikmat, which 
are performed in different musical styles. Although it was the month of 
Ramadan when we visited the mazar, the büwi woman made  an  
exception and sang the mäwlut for  us. The  Mäwlut Näbi is normally 
sung to celebrate the Prophet Muhammad’s birthday (mäwlut), which 
is celebrated on the twelfth day of the third month of the Islamic 
calendar (personal communication 2009). The other women joined her 
with their voices in  what to  me appeared  to be  a  very advanced  
rhythmical cooperation and at moments they got very emotional and 
started to weep. (Hällzon 2010: 114–115) 

The communal nature of the ritual above bears similarities with other types 
of religious engagement with women only. Historical materials speak of 
meetings consisting of only women at a so-called khaneka ‘sufi lodge’. Here, 
a female religious leader referred to as bua or ayem (the name bua and ayem 
clearly refers to büwi) would lead the assembled women in prayer.  

Rituals associated with Sufism, such as performing the zikr, constituted an 
important element alongside those associated with healing. For example, the 
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custom of drinking blessed water which a molla or other religious figure had 
blown upon was customary, and parallels can be drawn to medical texts  
explaining which sūrah should be read for procuring the most effective 
healing possible.  

One of the younger leading ladies now began to read passages from the 
so called “Book of Wisdom” and thereafter a confession of sins in verse 
in which all those present joined her. The crying and howling on this 
occasion became almost deafening. Then the ayem recited verses of the 
Quran in Arabic. 

Now the women had somewhat calmed down and swaying their bodies 
in time with the recital they repeated the quranic verses over again to 
their best ability. In spite of the crying their devotion did not appear to 
be very great. Some of the women joined the movements as though half 
asleep and in a mechanical way. Others were chatting and giggling. 
Now five clay vessels, filled with “blessed water” were brought out  
there. By “blessed water” is meant that a mullah has recited prayers 
over it and then blown on it. All present had a drink of this water. After 
this ceremony there was a collection of money. Most of those present 
threw a few copper coins in front of the ayem. 

Then the puffing and grunting started again. The eldest woman 
withdrew and a middle-aged heavy-limbed woman rose and with her 
seven or eight other women. And now began a jumping, stamping, 
dancing, puffing, blowing and grunting which was just incredible. 
(Jarring 1979b: 19) 

The above example refers to the performance of zikr [Ar. dhikr], which is 
a main component of various Sufi rituals. While many types of performance 
exist, it can be summarized as a “continuous and rhythmic repetition of the 
name of God” (Lapidus 1988: 920). Among Uyghurs, religious rituals such as 
performing the zikr are considered beneficial to health and longevity. An 
interesting example is mentioned by Harris and Dawut, who refer to  an  
informant who told them that the reason for his grandfather reaching the 
exceptional age of 120 was that he had engaged in zikr on a weekly basis 
throughout his life (Harris and Dawut 2002: 108). It appears that engaging in 
such rituals not only provided people with a religious experience, but also 
contained a social and therapeutic dimension too. It provided an arena in 
which the grief and tension of everyday life could be dealt with. In other 
words, by ‘letting go’ for a while, people could find a channel to release the 
mental stress and pressure they experienced in their daily affairs.255 

255 For more information about healing in present-day and historical Islamic societies, see 
Hermansen (2005); Rowe (2001); Lawrence (1980). 
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Besides female religious experts such as the büwi, the French traveler 
Grenard mentions a professional category of elderly women engaged in 
similar work to the ṭabībs. These women would attend to the female part of 
the population and make use of the same books and treatment methods as the 
male doctors. With regard to ‘sorcery’, Grenard concludes that women would 
use the same methods as their male counterparts here too. Grenard does not 
provide the general name of these medical practitioners. Thus, it is possible 
that he is speaking about the büwi here. Nevertheless, it illustrates that female 
professionals, just as their male counterparts, were engaged in both religiously 
oriented healing and medicine based on naturalistic concepts. 

 [e]n qualité de sorciéres, concurrence aux sorciers de l’autre sexe, qui 
son plus appréciés du public comme guérisseurs que les médecins 
véritables; mais ce n’est pas ici le lieu d’en parler. (Grenard 1898: 110– 
111) 

Indigenous sources also speak of female medical experts. One of Jarring’s 
Turkestani informants in Srinagar, Maqsud Hadji, details the existance of 
female medical professionals who were called upon when children became 
sick, for example. The text illustrates that these female healers would pay 
house visits. Moreover, they provided people with medical advice, such as 
how to mix the medicine by themselves at home. Thus, we may observe that 
the knowledge from the professional sphere was transferred to the domestic 
sphere. In these instances, we can also see that it was the woman who was in 
charge of nurturing and caring for the sick child. 

If their children should become ill she will send for a certain woman  
who understands the illnesses of small children or some women who 
could help and having called her (there) she will show their child. If the 
medicine which the woman who understands the illness has ordered is 
available in the house she will prepare it herself and give it (to the 
child). If it is not in the house she will say to her husband, “Please have 
medicine of a certain colour brought from the bazar for (the cure of our) 
child’s illness!” Having had the medicine fetched she will make the  
medicine ready herself and give it to her (their) child. If her husband 
has sold something belonging to the house and brings the money along. 
His wife will spend it for a necessary purpose without asking her 
husband. Her husband will not ask, “What have you done with the 
money?” (Jarring 1951b: 88–89) 

The passage also suggests that it was the husband who was in charge of 
purchasing the medicine at the bazaar, thus implying that women were not 
allowed to visit these places by themselves. Although this appears convincing, 
a more plausible explanation is that the woman did not instruct her husband 
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to make the purchases due to restrictions of movement, but rather due to 
needing to stay at home and nurse the sick child.  

Instead, several sources indicate that women during this era had 
considerable freedom outside the house and would keep their husbands 
company whenever they pleased. In addition, the text suggests that women 
exercised some autonomy with regard to finances in such cases and could 
spend it any way they pleased (Jarring 1951b: 88–89. Cf. Bellér-Hann 2015: 
55). Other sources also confirm that the majority of purchases at the bazaars 
were carried out by women, something that also has been pointed out by 
European travelers in the region (Bellér-Hann 2008: 273).256 

Fig. 9:1. Pilgrims, praying at a mazar (Apaq Khoja). Photographer: unknown. 
Number: ÖT: 604. Location: The archive of the Covenant Mission Church of Sweden 
(Svenska missionsförbundets arkiv, Stockholm).  

256 Bellér-Hann writes: “Women had considerable authority in marketing agricultural produce 
and in purchasing household items. It was reported that there were ten women to every man in 
the bazaar. Among women, absolute financial independence was said to characterize many 
widows and divorcees” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 273–274). 
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Fig. 9:2. Apaq Khoja Mazar, Kashgar in the 1920s. Photographer: John Törnquist. 
Location: The Lantern Slide Collection of the Mission Covenant Church of Sweden 
(Svenska Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of Ethnography, Stockholm.  
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Mazar and bazaar and the role of folk literature 
Mazars and marketplaces functioned both as an arena for entertainment and a 
place to obtain knowledge by means of itinerant readers of poetry. At times, 
various forms of popular literature dealt with how to cope with illness and stay 
healthy. Just like in Western Turkestan, reading in Eastern Turkestan had a 
communal character. Besides readings at mazars, stories were read aloud at 
marketplaces and bazaars, as well as informal settings such as mäšräp.257 

Central Asia, of course, boasted a vibrant tradition of oral poetry, but 
oral transmission also extended to texts that could be read aloud in 
various formal and informal settings. Itinerant reciters and storytellers 
(maddāhs, qissakhwāns) were a common phenomenon in Central Asia, 
as were evenings (mashrab) devoted to reading aloud from manuscript 
texts. (Khalid 1998: 24) 

Generally speaking, it can be said that the term mäšräp refers to communal 
gatherings that often took place in the evenings, but as Ildikó Bellér-Hann 
points out, it is difficult to find a general definition of this term since it holds 
a number of meanings. Bellér-Hann writes as follows:  

The Swedish missionary-surgeon Gustaf Raquette defined the mäşräp 
as a ‘banquet guild’ organized on a neighbourhood basis, the members 
of which invited each other by turns. This suggests a pattern of regular, 
rotating hospitality among professionals. This uncertain definition of 
the term, which ranged from male socializing to religious assemblies 
including Sufi and healing rituals, suggests that all these forms of 
sociability shared a number of features and that the religious function 
did not necessarily dominate. The term was so versatile because it  
indicated communal occasions of all sorts which remained outside the 
realm of ‘mainstream’ life-cycle and religious celebrations. (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 214) 

This can be compared to Western Turkestan. Laude-Cirtautas informs us 
that in the early 20th century it was popular at gatherings in western Central 
Asia (Uzbekistan) referred to as gap ‘conversation’ (Laude-Cirtautas 1980: 
34–38). At the gap, guests were offered food and “good thought” (Laude-
Cirtautas 1980: 38). For Uzbek men, these events constituted an important 
form of socializing. The gatherings, which often took place on Friday 
evenings throughout the winter months, had a rotating system so that the 
participants would take “turns in hosting [the event] in their homes” (Laude-
Cirtautas 1980: 38–39). Literature played an important part of these 
gatherings. It was customary to recite dostonlar ‘recorded epics’ such as the 

257 Cf. Jarring, who spells the word as mashraf (Jarring 1975: 15–18). 
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forty cycles around the hero Gürüghli, the romantic tale of Farhad and Shirin, 
and the romantic epos of Tohir va Zuhra (Laude-Cirtautas 1980: 36–39). 
Other important works included the Buston and the Guliston  (Gulistan) of 
Sa’diy (Sa’di), Chor Devon by Navaí, Baburnama by Zahir-ud-din 
Muhammad Babur, the works of Hofiz (Hafiz) as well as the Azeri poet 
Fusuliy’s version of the Arabic love story Layli and Majnun (Laude Cirtautas 
1980: 40–44).258 

The rich oral literature was often of a didactic nature. Religion was 
discussed at times, but day-to-day advice was also offered to people through 
this channel (Jarring 1979a: 215, 216. Also, see, Hällzon 2016: 196, 211). The 
following passage is illustrative in this context, where the activities of a street 
preacher in the bazaar are described. Noteworthy in the section is the advice 
on avoiding cold water, rats and scorpions. The reference here must surely be 
to the book  Qisasu’l anbiya ‘Stories of the Prophets’, which according to 
Gunnar Jarring was the most popular book in Eastern Turkestan (Jarring 
1979a: 215, 216. Also, see, Hällzon 2016: 196, 211). 

We continue our way out to the open merchant site, where a bustling 
trading is going on. The baker sits on the ground with his bread basket, 
the water salesman promotes the sale of fruit syrup and water with ice 
cubes in it and the fruit vendor cuts slices from a large melon. But our 
attention is drawn to a group of people sitting on the ground, who 
despite the surrounding commotion, sit in reverence and listen to 
someone speaking. It is a street-preacher, who tells wonderful stories 
from the lives of the prophets. [The preacher] also teaches his audience 
how to manage various life circumstances, such as how they should 
avoid swimming in cold water, and how they ought to exterminate rats 
and scorpions, and many more things. When the sermon is over, the 
audience is encouraged to engage in prayer. This is performed in such 
a fashion that the person raises his hands approximately on a level with 
his chin, says amen, and strokes his beard or, if it is not yet perceptible, 
the chin, where it should be. And then [having performed this 
procedure], the prayer is complete. Finally, an offertory takes place. 
(Cf. Hällzon 2016: 211, which is slightly revised here. For the original 
Swedish text see, Ahlbert 1917a: 117–118) 

Regarding local literature, the British traveler Henry Bellew noted that it 
was difficult to obtain such literature since, according to him, “many [books] 
were sacredly guarded in the monasteries attached to the many shrines of the 

258 For information about some of the aforementioned literature in Eastern Turkestan, see, 
Raquette (1930), Täji bilä Zohra: Eine osttürkische Variante der Sage von Tahir und Zohra. 
Also, see, Jarring 1975: 23 n.2. For information about Gulistan ‘The Rose Garden’, see Jarring 
1975: 24 n.5; 1987: 24 n.4.  
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country, or are concealed in the possession of private individuals” (Bellew 
1875: 278). He was of the opinion that most of the literature found at bazaars 
were lithographed books written in Persian and imported from India. The 
literature to which he refers, including medicine books, was all imported from 
India. 

[W]e turn off out of the bazar, to work our way homewards, after an 
inspection of one of its book-shops. The volumes are mostly Turki 
manuscripts on religious subjects, but amongst them there are some 
lithographed books on medicine, history, and theology, and all in 
Persian from India. (Bellew 1875: 278) 

A possible explanation to the scarcity of such literature at bookshops was 
perhaps that a large corpus of literature, such as the risāle, was guarded from 
outside readership and reserved only for professionals belonging to that 
specific trade. It is possible that medical books were treated in a similar 
fashion by their authors; they were intended to be used only for internal 
consumption and not by outsiders, and as such they were certainly not sold in 
public places such as bazaars. While there exists the possibility that some of 
the books Bellew mentions are risāle, it appears more likely that he is speaking 

, dealing with the history of⟩تذکره⟨tadhkiraof the category of literature called 
mazars ‘holy shrines of pilgrimage’. One such tadhkira recorded by Gunnar 
Jarring refers to the first Muslim ruler of Eastern Turkestan, the Qarakhanid 
king Sutuq Bughra Khan, whose mazar close to the town of Artush is a popular 
place of pilgrimage. 

Young Satuq Bughra Khan, who was already the ruler of the land since 
his father had died six years earlier, was on a hunting expedition 
somewhere outside Kashgar. A hare jumped out before him from a 
thorny bush. Satuq Bughra Khan left his forty companions and took off 
alone after the hare. Just when he was about to shoot it, the hare stopped 
and turned into a man, who told him to approach and listen. “Why don’t 
you follow the way of the prophet?” the man wanted to know. A long 
conversation ensued between them, and finally the man said: “Oh, my 
son! Blessed boy! I do not wish to see your young body in hell. Just  
thinking about it makes me suffer!” Satuq Bughra Khan, who had never 
heard about hell, asked cautiously, “Oh, venerable wise man! What sort 
of place is this hell?” And the wise man answered: “My child! Hell is a 
place where a constant fire burns, it is full of scorpions, a place to which 
all sinners and all unfaithful are banished, and where they are tortured 
in every possible way!” Satuq Bughra Khan, scared asked what he 
should do in order to avoid going to that place, and the wise man 
answered that he should say after him the declaration of the Islamic 
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faith. Satuq Bughra Khan did so, and thereby became the first 
Mohammedan ruler of East Turkestan. (Jarring 1986: 117–118) 

While the above passage relates to local phenomena, in this case the first 
Muslim ruler of the region, a common feature of locally produced literature 
genres such as tadhkira are references to personages historically hailing from 
outside the region intertwined with references to local phenomena. As we have 
seen, this also applies to medical texts in which well-known prophets, sages, 
historical figures such as Greek philosophers and doctors, historically famous 
personages such as Alexander the Great and vairous Muslim prophets and 
sages such as Luqmān appear alongside medical prescriptions and prayers for 
healing. 

It is noteworthy that such literary devices are equally common in other 
types of oral literature from the region. Here, well–known prophets, sages and 
historical figures constitute an important element in linking local elements of 
popular lore and ways of life with the wider world in an easily comprehensible 
way. The stories also serve a didactic purpose. In riwayat ‘popular legends’ 
and tadhkira related to mazars for example, we find references to the holy 
places of Islam such as Mecca and Medina. The tadhkira belonging to the 
famous Čiltän mazar in the town of Yarkand, for example, refers to the 
Prophet Muhammad, his family members and companions. As for locations, 
the story in question also makes mention of the holy cities Mecca and Medina. 
Besides these aspects universally recognized by Muslims, the stories related 
to mazars also contain a local flavor through a number of references to 
historical personages, towns and villages in Central Asia at large, but also 
Yarkand and its vicinity. Considering this logic, local lore incorporated both 
universal and local ingredients with which people could identify in their day-
to-day life. However, this feature is not something isolated to riwayat ‘popular 
legends’ and tadhkira related to mazars. 

Bearing in mind the reciprocal relationship of historically prominent 
personages in Eastern Turki and Uyghur folklore, I would like to present an 
illustrative example of how medical ideas were expressed in folklore. In 1935, 
Gunnar Jarring conducted interviews with caravan-men and traders from 
southern Tarim who were visiting Kashmir. Due to political instability in 
Eastern Turkestan at the time, Jarring did not attempt to make it there. The 
material that Jarring collected from a number of informants is very valuable 
from a linguistic point of view, since the recordings display the spoken 
variants of different Eastern Turki dialects. In addition, the texts are highly 
useful in their diversity of topics when exploring different aspects of day-to-
day life in the region during this period. 

The texts contain various types of material such as riddles, poetry and 
popular stories, which when properly analyzed may provide us with many 
important clues for understanding the sociocultural landscape of the Eastern 
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Turki people. Some of the material collected can be deemed to be what we 
would call ethnographic material in its purest sense – that is, testimonies of 
living conditions and common shared knowledge in the region during the early 
20th century. 

One of the stories collected by Gunnar Jarring details the preparation of 
polo, a rice dish cherished throughout Asia and found in a number of 
variations. The main ingredients tend to be rice, onions, carrots and mutton. 
According to the text, Alexander the Great orders “the seven doctors”259 to  
prepare a powerful medicine for use as both a medicament and food. Bearing 
in mind that we are dealing with literature from one of the most landlocked 
regions in the world, another interesting point is that the story emphasizes the 
use of pilaw (polo) as a remedy while at sea. Polo is a staple and luxury dish 
above all others in Eastern Turkestan and other parts of inner Asia.  

This dish appeared to be perceived in local lore as the most nourishing food 
of all – potent enough to cure all sicknesses. The story may originally have 
been taken from a cultural environment connected to the sea, incorporating 
local culinary preferences at a later stage on its way to Central Asia. While it 
is essentially a story designed to entertain, a didactic aspect can also  be  
discerned in which we learn about local perceptions of how to maintain good 
digestion. After a recipe for the dish is presented, the text also informs us 
which drinks should be taken both during and after the meal. Moreover, melon 
is recommended to be eaten; all of this in order to ensure a good digestion of 
the pilaw (Jarring 1951b: 145–147). 

When His Majesty (King) Alexander ̶ peace be upon Him ̶ had sailed 
off in order to make his sea-voyage of three years, all people became ill 
some time later. His Majesty (King) Alexander  ̶  peace be upon Him,  ̶ 
gave order to his doctors, “Prepare a medicine! That medicine must be 
a remedy for all the sick people! It should also be food to eat and drink!” 
When he gave this order to the doctors, Aristotle, Socrates, Hippocrates 
and Plato together with the advice of the other seven doctors prepared 
pilaw and brought it to His Majesty (King) Alexander. Alexander said, 
“Distribute this medicine yourself in equal parts to all the people!” Thus 
he ordered the doctors. The doctors having brought the food gave it to 
all the sick people. Everybody recovered from (their) illness. After this 
they always gave this food to eat on the sea. The doctors had invented 

259 Perhaps the number seven should not be taken literally here since it is possible that it just 
refers to ‘many’ of something. As Annemarie Schimmel notes, due to “its wide use, 7 could 
become an indefinite round number meaning ‘many’ […] [and] that is why one finds frequent
use of the 7 winds, the 7 seas, the 7 climata, the 7 eras, or, in the Oriental tradition, the 7 deserts, 
and 7 wisest men” (Schimmel 1993: 154). Cf. Bess Donaldson, who, concerning numbers in 
Iran, writes that “[n]umbers are often employed in the conversations of Iranians for the sake of
emphasis” (Donaldson 1973: 110). In the section at hand she specifically refers to hazār ‘a  
thousand’, but it is possible that this goes for the number seven as well (Donaldson 1973: 110).  
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this pilaw in His Majesty (King) Alexander’s time on the sea. From that 
time and until now all people know the name of pilaw. But (only) 
certain people know how to prepare it well. (Jarring 1951b: 145–146) 

Soothsaying in practice 
As demonstrated, mazars and marketplaces functioned as important avenues 
of entertainment but visitation also had therapeutic purposes. Besides the 
sellers of medicine, barbers, masseurs and street preachers, consultation with 
the diviners constituted an important element for determining one’s health, 
economic situation and happiness. Observations by Westerners residing in the 
area illustrate that on market-days, soothsayers and their clients, which 
consisted of both men and women, were a frequently encountered 
phenomenon on the streets of Kashgar and elsewhere. Alongside day-to-day 
matters, the clients would visit the diviner in order to establish different types 
of diagnosis. Various expressions were used for diviners, such as pälči, rämči 
and rommal. The latter term, for instance, is used in an indigenous manuscript 
in the Gunnar Jarring collection (See, Prov 473: 3). 

Fig. 9:3. “Soothsayer (to the left) with knucklebones. Customer to the right”. 
Östturkestansamlingen, vol. 120. Sheet 10. Swedish National Archives, Stockholm. 
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Fig. 9:4. Knucklebones from Eastern Turkestan. Location and photo: The Museum of 
Ethnography in Stockholm.260 

From the reports we learn that the main components of the diviners’ 
paraphernalia were a cloth, stones of different colors, occasionally dice made 
from sheep’s knucklebones as well as a book from which the diviner would 
read. Bellér-Hann speaks of a book used by diviners in Turpan in the early 
1800s called falnamä ‘The book of divination’ (Bellér-Hann 2008: 400). 
Besides such texts, including the Qur’an, the calendar and special 
combinations of numbers and letters were used for the purpose of soothsaying 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 400). For instance, the zodiac appears to have been widely 
used for predicting the future. As mentioned in chapter 3, the introduction to 
Prov 283 (folio 3b) contains a trilingual calendar which Jarring claims is for 
dice-throwing (Gunnar Jarring’s handwritten catalogue at Lund’s University 
Library). While information is lacking on how the soothsayers employed this 
type of calendar, the mere existence of it in a medical manuscript proves that 
there existed a close connection between astrology and medicine in Eastern 
Turkestan: 

Soothsaying is performed by both men and women. The clients ask 
about their fate in life, whether a husband or a wife is faithful, when a 
husband will return from a long journey, whether a journey will bring 
success etc. etc. The most common procedure in soothsaying is to throw 
a few stones on a cloth from which the answer to the questions will be 
interpreted, or the answers are taken from some special book. The 

260 The information at The Museum of Ethnography in Stockholm reads as follows in my  
translation: “Dice. Three astragals bound together with a string. They are taken from the sheep’s 
astragal, the anklebone. In this particular case, they are very small and as such probably taken 
from a lamb. They are considered to be the precursor to the contemporary six-sided dice. The 
astragal falls with one of its four sides upwards when thrown onto a surface. The usage of 
astragals  is seen in many  cultures. Astragals have also been utilized for divination.” 
http://collections.smvk.se/carlotta-em/web/object/1064784 
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patron of the soothsayers is the prophet Daniel. (Jarring 1979: 12. For 
the original text in Swedish see, Gustafsson 1917a: 228–229) 

The information above about Daniel being the pir ‘saint’ of the diviners in 
Eastern Turkestan is confirmed in multiple missionary sources but contradicts 
indigenous manuscript sources where dream interpretation was attributed to 
Joseph (Högberg, L. E. 1907b: 52–53; Bohlin 1917: 81–82; Gustafsson 1917a: 
228–229). As illustrated by the following passage from Prov 24, entitled taʿbir 
nāma, we see that dream interpretation was also used for predetermining a 
person’s health. 

bu taʿbir nāmani ḥażrat yūsuf ʿalayhi s-salām on ikki bāb birlä šarḥ 
qilibdurlar emdi bayān qilinur andağ kim ägär kiši farištalari 
payǧambarlari ay kün wä yulduzlarni namāz iqāmatlari pādišāhlarni 
qur’ān oqumaq wä örgänmäkni tüšida körsä ušbularniŋ bayāni wä här 
kiši tüšidä payǧambarlarni körsä dozaḫ otidin ḫalāṣ bolğay här kim 
tüšidä farištalarni körsä Ḫudā-ye taʿālàniŋ raḥmatiga mušarraf bolğay 
här kim tüšidä āwlīyālarni körsä nażar tapğay här kim tüšidä ʿ ālimlarni 
darvišlarni körsä balā qaża wä wafātlardin amānda bolur ul yäl 
kessäldin yiraq bolur 

Joseph, honored be his name, has prepared this dream book, which he 
has divided into twelve chapters in which he provides an explanation of 
[the dreams]. If anyone in his dream sees angels and prophets as well 
as the moon, the sun and the stars, the second calls for prayer, kings 
reading and reciting the Qur’an, the dream’s explanation follows here. 
Anyone who sees the prophets in their dreams will be saved from the 
torment and fire of hell. Anyone who in his dream sees angels will be 
rewarded with the glory of God. Glory to his name! Anyone who in his 
dream sees the saints will encounter the light of God and the person 
who in his dream sees people and dervishes will be spared from disaster, 
misfortune and evil sudden death. In addition, the person will be far 
from ailments and illness. (Prov 24. 2a1–11) 

Other popular forms of divination involved the art of scapulimancy using 
a sheep’s shoulder blade, while another was carried out by examining “seven 
pieces of cotton [that were placed] in a bowl of water” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
401). While the former ritual’s origin was attributed to Plato himself, the latter 
involving cotton had structural elements observed elsewhere, such as blowing 
on water. 

The diviner blew these and said, ‘Your fate looks good. If four of these 
cotton pieces touch one another, the thief [who stole your property] will 
be caught.’ After this he drank some of the water, and the rest was  
poured into the salt container. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 401) 
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Besides these, a number of other methods were used for divination. As in 
domestically centered rituals, the paraphernalia often consisted of day-to-day 
objects such as candles, mirrors, fruit, and incense and so on (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 401–402). 

asalso known locally’,Peganum harmala‘,⟩ادراسمان⟨nāsmādrāAs in Iran, 
rituals the preferred plant in was (Berbercan 2012:  nāsmāgül⟩اسمان گل⟨ (39

undertaken with the purpose of cleansing the mind and warding off evil spirits 
and the jinn. For divination, it was used for obtaining “an intoxicating effect” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 402) by burning its seeds.261 For example, a Russian 
source presented by Bellér-Hann explains that in Kashgar a female healer used 
the burned seeds to reach a trance-like state in which she would “find 
criminals, stolen property and other lost goods” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 402). 
Parallels may be drawn to medical manuscripts where the ability to find lost 
property is given considerable importance. In particular, Prov 351 contains a 
number of references to lost property and how to uncover thieves.  

oğrini tapay desaŋ bu šakilni kāǧazğa fitib aq ḫorāzniŋ boyniğä bağlab 
gumānliq kišilarni yiğib arasiğä qoya bärgil kimgä oğri yedur ḫorāz 
šul kišigä qonğay šakl bu turur 

 ل سھ عرسھ داپی داپی هه ااا حرلھ برالھ ههحدحی لیک اللھ معراج بمھ عارس نھدو

If you want to find out [who the thief is], then write the formula like 
this and hang it around the neck of a white rooster. After that, gather 
the people you suspect [of theft] and put [the white rooster] among 
them. The rooster will land on the one who is the thief. The verse is as 
follows. (Section with Arabic characters by ATMO. Translation based 
on ATMO) 

The healers: baḫši, päriḫun, jinkäš aḫun and duʿāḫon 
Much has been written in Western travel literature about the shaman in Central 
Asia. As a healer, they were of great importance to the community. Two terms 
which frequently appear in the travel literature are the terms baḫši and  
duʿāḫon. The first term, baḫši, is found among the Uzbeks, Kazakhs and 
Kyrgyz, with Turkic-speaking communities in Afghanistan also using the 
same term. According to the classification in Centlivres et al. (1971), the word 
baḫši has a twofold meaning, either denoting a singer of epics or a healer. 
Among the Kazakhs, the title is mostly given to healers, whereas the Kyrgyz 
use it for both singers of epics and healers and the Turkmens mainly use it as 

261 Bellér-Hann renders the word as peganum hormole, but it is clear that she refers to Peganum 
harmala (Bellér-Hann 2008: 402). 
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a title for singers. Related terms are periḫān and falbin, which are both used 
among the Uzbeks in Khwarazm (Centlivres et al. 1971: 160–161). The 
explanation listed in Gunnar Jarring’s Eastern Turki dictionary illuminates its 
twofold meaning, with baḫši having several meanings, such as “conjurer, 
magician, witch-doctor, (who reads away sickness), a man keeping eagles and 
falcons for sale, a strolling minstrel, an inspired bard, pretending to receive 
inspiration from supernatural beings, shaman” (Jarring 1964: 46). As 
mentioned, music played an important role in exorcism rituals in Eastern 
Turkestan (and elsewhere). Although many healing practices were 
accompanied by music, “it is not necessary, however, to distinguish sharply 
the baxši as a magician and the baxši as a minstrel” (Centlivres et al. 1971: 
161). 

The two terms baḫši and duʿāḫon have often not been differentiated, 
suggesting that they are the same thing. This observation may stem from the 
fact that structural similarities exist between these healers’ mode of 
performance and paraphernalia. Nevertheless, Bellér-Hann has pointed out 
that while similarities exist with regard to their function, namely “dislocating 
harmful spirits by summoning benevolent supernatural beings for help”  
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 412), in Eastern Turkestan their functions differed (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 412). While the baḫši performed a ritual in which the spirits were 
made to dance, the duʿāḫon’s job consisted of writing “prayers and exorcism 
formulae” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 412). 

The duʿāḫon 
It appears that the duʿāḫon’s main tasks were to assist in writing magical 
incantations, instructing how various rituals should be carried out as well as 
providing people with a tumar ‘protective amulet’, which would sometimes 
be sewn into the clothes. He was also a prayer reader and would read passages 
from the Qur’an as a protective measure. His profession was aimed at 
protecting people from malevolent elements such as dew ‘demons’ (Jarring 
1979b: 11), jinn ‘evil spirits’ (Jarring 1979b: 11), alwasta ‘ghosts’ (Jarring 
1979b: 10) and the evil eye (Jarring 1979b: 8–9). Moreover, the duʿāḫon also 
treated physical problems such as headache by performing various rituals (Cf. 
Jarring 1979b: 5. For the original text, see Högberg 1907c: 379). 

The suffering person sends for six ells of cotton cloth and twentyone 
loaves.  A  duakhon is  sent for.  He brings  with  him fortyone small 
wooden pegs, wrapped in cotton threads and furthermore the head of a 
yellow dog. The dog’s head is placed on the throat of the suffering 
person and the duakhon reads prayers that remove the headache and 
thereafter he blows the headache into the dog's head, which then is 
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buried at a crossroad. The cloth and the loaves remain with the duakhon. 
(Jarring 1979b: 19) 

It is also telling that the name appears in the information of the catalogue 
for Jarring’s manuscript collection. For example, two manuscripts in that 
collection, Prov 399 and Prov 406, are presumed to have belonged to a 
duʿāḫon before being acquired by Gunnar Jarring during his stay in Kashgar 
in 1929–1930.  

Prayers utilized by the duʿāḫon involved the recitation of “the ‘azayim 
arbaq, the yättä daʾwat, and the çümkäş prayer” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 411). 
Also here, a number of tools were utilized such as willow branches, wool, 
bread, candles and incense. Besides the ingredients, an important element was 
the specific instruction of how many items should be collected. Here, 
preferred numbers were forty-one and seven.  

[F]orty-one willow branches had to be collected and forty-one pieces of 
wool had to be obtained from forty-one houses. The wool was tied on 
the willow-branches, representing stylized dolls. Further preparation 
required the baking of forty-one pieces of bread decorated with candles, 
and an additional seven pair of candles. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 411) 

The recited prayers aimed to exorcize spirits dwelling in the sick person. 
Actually, as Bellér-Hann points out, it was commonly held that the spirits 
should not only be exorcized but also relocated. It was believed that if a spirit 
was not provided with a new home (in this case a doll), it could prove itself a 
threat to the whole community. Therefore, as the prayer recited during the 
ritual suggests, they had to be “controlled” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 411). 

When all was ready, reciting the formula ‘If you are made of fire, 
transfer; if you are one of the jinn, move; if you are a diw, move and 
settle in an old mud cottage or by a lonely tree’, the bad spirits were 
transferred to the dolls. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 411) 

The power of the duʿāḫon is also mentioned in reports by foreigners. 
British Consul General Clarmont Percival Skrine claims that especially 
women would make frequent visits to duʿāḫon when feeling unwell. In his 
opinion, the most common explanation for feeling sick was having been struck 
by an evil spirit that required the services of the duʿāḫon. The account notes 
that within marriages where the man had more than one spouse, there existed 
the risk of internal competition and mistrust between the women, which at 
times was resolved by casting spells on one another (Skrine 1986: 187). 

The belief in the evil eye is very strong, especially among the fair sex. 
If a woman feels liverish, she at once concludes that she has been 
bewitched, and goes to the duʾa-khwan [duʿāḫon]. Even D.’s excellent 
maid, Aisha Khan, who had been much with Europeans and was 
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distinctly intelligent, was by no means free from this weakness. Once 
when she had been feeling seedy for some days she came to D. and 
informed her rather sheepishly ashamed to admit belief, but evidently 
believing ̶ that her friends all said it was her husband’s other wife who 
was casting the evil eye upon her. The trouble, she explained, was that 
the other lady’s brother was a professional duʾa-khwan, which gave her 
an unfair advantage. There are several death-spells in use. If a woman 
wishes her husband to die, she washes her head on seven successive 
Wednesday mornings ; another method is to wear two caps, one on top 
of the other, for seven weeks. Similarly, a man puts a death-spell on his 
wife by combing his beard with two combs. (Skrine 1986: 187) 

Skrine writes that there were as many as 25–30 professional ‘witch-
doctors’ in Yarkand in 1924. Apparently, the majority of their customers were 
women (Skrine 1986: 186). These‘witch-doctors’, appearing under various 
names such as bakhshi [baḫši] in Yarkand and duʾa-khwan [duʿāḫon] or 
jadugar in Kashgar, were according to Skrine’s account far more successful 
than the ṭabīb and/or ḥākim ‘physician’, who based their treatment on Graeco-
Islamic principles (Skrine 1986: 186). At least with regard to financial matters, 
this statement may be true since the latter group earned a mere £400 annually 
compared to the 175,000 local taels or roughly £2,300 that a bakhshi, duʾa-
khwans or jadugar would earn during a year. The consul attributed this 
success on the part of the ‘witch-doctors’ to the fact that they were better than 
the ‘real’ doctors at advertising their trade by relating stories of successful 
healing at public locations such as teahouses, and therefore enhancing their 
overall reputation (Skrine 1986: 186). 

While Skrine emphasizes the popularity of religious healers compared with 
the ṭabīb and/or  ḥākim ‘physician’, it is difficult to establish reliable 
conclusions about the hierarchies between various healers based on just one 
report. Skrine’s evaluation can, for example, be set against the information 
provided in Jarring’s publication of Gustav Raquette and Qasim Akhun’s 
letter to Kamil Efendi, which informs us that when ill, the people would first 
turn to doctors whose methods we may suppose corresponded to the ones 
discussed in Eastern Turki medical texts. If unsuccessful, the doctors’ services 
would be complemented by other types of spiritual healers such as magicians 
and prayer readers. We should be aware, however, that the original text was 
written by Gustaf Raquette, a missionary. It is perhaps not surprising, 
therefore, that in the story recounting the illness and subsequent death of 
Supurga Bai, the Swedish missionary doctor is called for as a last resort. While 
not providing a certain answer to the question of hierarchy between the 
different healers, the text does however show us that house visits were a 
feature common to all the different kinds of healing professionals. 
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SUPURGA BAI suddenly became ill and the same day one of our 
native doctors was called to his home. For every day his illness 
continued a new doctor was called in. All of them prescribed different 
medicines which were piled up on a shelf which was hollowed out in 
the wall over the sick man’s bed. Only when one of the doctors was 
present would he taste a little of his special medicine. In the end  
different kinds of prayer-readers and exorcists were called in. As  the  
sick man suffered from difficulty in breathing and stitches in the chest 
they reached the conclusion that he was possessed by some evil spirit. 
Finally the Swedish missionary doctor was called in. He established 
pneumonia at a critical stage. Already the following night a Quran-
reader was called in. And the whole time, until there was no life left in 
the sick man, the Quran-reader in a loud and singing voice read chapter 
after chapter of the Quran and from time to time shouted in the ears of 
the dying man: There is no God except Allah and Muhammad is his 
Prophet”. Although my uncle was the one who best understood the 
hopeless condition of the sick man he consoled those present during his 
death-struggle with words like these: ‘He is just about to sleep now. If 
only he can sleep a little he soon will be well again’. But when all was 
over he took a piece of thread and tied together the big toes of both feet 
and with a cloth he tied up the chin. after this he got up and setting up 
a loud plaintative outcry he said: ‘Our friend is no more!’ (Jarring 1975: 
20–21) 

‘Dancing’ for the pir - exorcism by twirling around a 
rope 
Several travelers to Eastern Turkestan mentioned a certain exorcism ritual 
performed by means of having the patient twirl, accompanied by music, 
around a tuğ ‘rope’ set into the ground until they fell into a trance. Swedish 
missionaries, for instance, usually referred to it as dancing for the pir. This 
twirling around a rope accompanied by music perhaps bore connotations of a 
dance, hence this designation. While these foreign accounts do provide 
information regarding the purpose of the ritual, none provides a full account. 
In one of the medical manuscripts in the Jarring collection, namely Prov 28, 
there is an elaborate description of this ritual. Gunnar Jarring has provided the 
MS with the title ‘Prescriptions for curing different diseases, partly with traces 
of ancient shamanistic rites’, which partly informs us of how he and others 
classified this type of healing. As Bellér-Hann has provided an analysis and 
free translation of this text in the book Community Matters in Xinjiang in 
1880–1949, there is no need for me to provide a translation of my own.  
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While divination was often done individually with patient and duʿāḫon 
‘diviner’, the exorcism carried out by the baḫši or päriḫun was a communal 
enterprise involving the whole community. According to Centlivres et al. 
(1971: 162), the social position of the baḫši has historically been weak in 
Islamic countries and his services were mainly requested by women. Based 
on the material available on Eastern Turkestan, this does not seem to be the 
case; the baḫši appears to have enjoyed an elevated status here. In addition, 
while many customers may have been women, the engagement of a baḫši was 
a communal affair involving entire kinship communities, which also included 
men.262 As Bellér-Hann has noted, the patient would first act individually by 
trying to transfer the spirits. If things did not get better after this, he/she would 
consult a duʿāḫon ‘diviner’ who would make a diagnosis to establish what sort 
of spirit was causing the illness and which day it was appropriate for the 
päriḫun ‘professional healer’ to arrive to the ill person’s house for the 
exorcism ritual: 

Special attention was paid to the transfer of the spirits, which could be 
used as a first attempt to get rid of evil spirits without requiring the help 
of specialists. On Tuesday night, at sunset, some reed or weed was 
placed and lit in a bowl to be circled above the patient’s head. This had 
to be repeated seven times with the patient sitting in seven different 
places. After this, he had to spit into the fire and return to his house 
without looking back. The fire was placed by the road, at the base of a 
wall. It was held that at this point the spirits causing the illness left his 
body, bringing about the patient’s rapid recovery. For three or four  
days, people passing the spot where the burning incense had been 
extinguished spat repeatedly, making sure that the bad spirits did not 
rise. If the patient did not get better, it was time to visit the diviner, who 
announced that the culprit was a Muslim or a Jewish spirit. A ‘white’ 
spirit could be exorcised with white magic, but black magic was 
recommended against black spirits. A cheap alternative was for the 
patient to perform the ritual ablution in a place with horse manure, or 
by a lake, and recite special prayers. Then the person looking after the 
patient had to collect seven pieces of wool or rags cut of old clothes, 
each of which was to be circled above the patient’s head. (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 405) 

262 Centlivres et al. (1971: 162) write “That the baxši and his activities represent a residual, 
underground, and marginal activity in Islamic countries is supported by such facts as the 
following: (1) the mistrust of the orthodox mullahs, sometimes expressed in verbal 
condemnation, toward the baxši and his practice; (2) the mockery commonly exhibited by the 
male population toward such practices (Radloff 1893: 63; Findeisen 1951: 1), at least to 
strangers, even though they may secretly have recourse to them when the need arises; and (3) 
the fact that the clientele of the baxši is mainly female (Skrine 1926: 186; Snesarev 1958: 9).” 
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Following the čišnä ‘public announcement of the healer’s arrival’, the 
pirdä ‘healing ritual’ would commence by means of music followed by 
prayers for the patient and preparation of the tuğ ‘rope’ as and the čalča qazan 
‘cauldron’ used in the healing ritual. This part of the ritual also involved the 
utilization of a number of objects, many of which were foodstuffs, the 
preparation of incense and incantations to summon the spirits (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 405–406). As with many healing rituals, Muslim prayers played an 
integral role. Thus, we can see that uttering verses from the Qur’an for specific 
curative purposes was a universally acknowledged curing method among 
Muslims and present in almost all of the medical material sources in one way 
or the other.263 

On the day fixed by the diviner, the healer was summoned. In the 
village, word was sent around that a healing ritual (pirdä) was about to 
be held. Most villagers came to the sick person’s house towards 
evening. Gongs and drums were circled above the patients head and 
later hung on a pole by a grave. The healer stood by the gate of the 
house, beating his or her drums, which was the public announcement of 
the event (çişnä). In the house, the following objects were placed in 
front of the healer: the branch of an apple tree, a woolen rag, two coins, 
a needle, a pinch of bran, a pinch of ashes, some spice, and seven pieces 
of unleavened bread with candles stuck in them. The patient was seated 
by the rope, and a prayer was recited. The healer recited a Koranic verse 
and tied the rags to the apple branch. While the healer was busy doing 
this, his apprentices decorated the tuğ. A cauldron (çalxa qazan) was 
placed on adobe bricks, and incense was prepared from juniper wood, 
pine tree gum, dried apples, a bit of bran and some sheep fat. The patient 
seated by the tuğ had to hold the cauldron between his or her feet. The 
drums were also placed nearby, and prayers were recited. To the sound 
of music, the healer recited incantations to summon the spirits: ‘Black 
horsemen, the ones with whips, the ones in golden carriages, those with 
pearl-like teeth, coral eyes, black-haired ones, those flying from 
mountain to mountain, those who have been to the rivers, come, come, 
come, come with the order of Sulayman (peace be upon him), and Asif 
ibn Birxaya, wherever you are, come here and cure this sick person.’ 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 405–406) 

During the ritual, the healer made sure that no one present would be 
allowed to climb up on the roof. We also see that each oyam ‘circling of the 
rope’ was repeated seven times, followed by ideas akin to sympathetic magic 
in that hens of a specific color were used to exorcize spirits of that same color. 

263 The reading of sacred words as a cure is observed in most major religions (Cf. Tillhagen 
1958: 101–106). 
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Devices similar to these are not limited to exorcism rituals, but also appear 
frequently in medical texts where number and color ‘magic’ plays a 
considerable role. 

The healer ordered that no person should go up to the roof of the house 
during the summoning of the spirits, because it could adversely affect 
the ceremony. He then stood up, playing his stringed instrument and 
reciting prayers while circling the rope with the patient. This lasted for 
two to twelve minutes, after which they sat down. Having prayed for 
five minutes with his apprentices, the healer got up again and, with the 
patient, began circling the tuğ once again. This was repeated seven 
times. Each session of circling and sitting down was called an oyam. 
After seven oyam had been completed, the healer made the patient lie 
down in another room. Following the diviner’s instructions, the healer 
took a white hen to drive out a white spirit, or a black hen to exorcise a 
black spirit, tied its feet together, and placed it in front of the  sick  
person. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 406) 

The following part of the healing ritual included recitation of prayers and 
blowing over a dagger, which the healer would use to touch the patient 
symbolically. At a later stage of the ritual, the illness was transferred to a 
chicken by means of rubbing the dagger onto the animal.264 Missionary 
accounts from the early 20th century attest that transferring from humans to a 
live animal was a fairly common procedure within healing rituals throughout 
the region.265 

The woman’s husband had started believing that his wife was being 
tormented by an evil spirit. Now this (spirit) had to be driven out of her 
body by means of a magic dance that would lead it to dwell inside a dog 
that was tied up outside the house. Inside she was lying on the middle 
of the floor senseless. She had been forced to dance around the music 
faster and faster, until all her vigor was gone. She never regained 
consciousness, but walked into eternity in that same state she was. The 
tomb hid her dust that same day, and another woman took her place. 
(Andersson, Elsa 1917: 450) 

264 Cf. Centlivres et al. (1971: 161) who state when writing on Afghanistan that, “During a 
trance, brought about by playing the qobuz, he [the baḫši] first transfers the evil spirit and then 
expels it. The transfer may be into himself, into an organ (e.g., the lungs, liver, or heart) of a 
sacrificed animal (e.g., a goat, sheep, or chicken), or into an inanimate object such as a torch 
(alas) which is then gotten rid of.”  
265 Cf. Afanasyeva, who regarding healing practices among the Kazakhs during the 18th–early 
20th century writes: “One of the most widely spread methods of healing in the steppe was the 
symbolic transfer of an illness to another living creature, normally to an animal (a hare, a dog
or a frog) – an ancient practice, fairly common around the world” (Afanasyeva 2013: 163). 
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Besides the transmission of illness, we may note yet another element here; 
namely blowing.266 It is apparent that the practice of blowing was an integral 
part of healing practices in Eastern Turkestan. It can be observed in the 
medical sources consulted for this study, for example, such as the ones dealing 
with tumars ‘amulets’ as well as in other healing practices. For instance, in  
rituals performed at mazars it has been common for the sheikhs to use blowing 
as a component of healing. It is therefore not surprising to see that blowing 
also constituted an important component in various exorcism rituals.  

In a bowl, seven types of dried fruits, including dried apricots, oleaster, 
raisin, were placed. The healer took small amounts of the fruit in his 
hands and, praying and blowing on the patient, touched various parts of 
the patient’s body with them, starting at the head and finishing at the 
feet. Then he transferred the fruit into another bowl. When the fruit was 
all used up this way, the healer recited prayers over a dagger and, having 
blown over it, started touching the patient’s various body parts with it. 
Then he started rubbing the dagger against the chicken to transfer the 
patient’s illness and continued until the prayer was over. (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 406) 

The healing ritual involved an overtly communal aspect, including 
entertainment. As Bellér-Hann points out, “the spectators amused themselves, 
dancing and reciting poetry” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 406). Group solidarity was 
further expressed by the participants stating: “We have scattered the päri” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 406). While the exorcism was conducted in the domestic 
sphere, other parts of the ritual included the preparation of special foods (a 
sherbet) and two symbolic dolls (one female and one male). After the patient 
had been ‘interrogated’, these products were brought to a three-way junction 
and disposed of. Finally, the patient was kept away from the house at which 
the healing ceremony had taken place.  

After this, the spectators amused themselves, dancing and reciting 
poetry. By the time the ritual was finished, dawn was breaking. Early 
in the morning, people said, ‘We have scattered the päri’, and 
preparations were made for the completion of the ritual. Two dolls, 
male and female, were made, and a bowl was filled with sweet things, 
usually the squeezed juice of the oleaster fruit, which was called fresh 
sherbet. Using a chipped spoon, it was ladled into the bowl containing 
the dried fruit, over which prayers had been recited. This was taken to 
a junction of three roads with incense and a handful of reed, and upon 
arrival the reed was lit. The pot was held in front of the patient, who 

266 Blowing is a healing method observed in many cultures. It is for instance observed in 
scriptures such as the Bible. Adam was for example given life by the breath of God. Blowing 
is also an element in various Catholic rituals (Tillhagen 1958: 120). 
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had to promise not to commit sins. He had to answer questions such as 
‘Will you commit a sin?’, ‘Will you look at namähräm?’ and ‘Will you 
look at other people with an evil eye?’ All these had to be answered in 
the negative, which was tantamount to repentance. Then the incense 
was turned around his head, and he was made to spit into the fire, which 
was then discarded by a wall or a tree. The dolls were placed next to it, 
the dried fruit was scattered and the sherbet was spilled on the same 
spot. The bowl and the spoon used for the ritual were also left there.  
Following this ceremony of ‘scattering the spirits’, care was taken that 
for three days the patient should not return to the house where the  
exorcism ceremony had been conducted; instead he was looked after in 
another house. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 406–407) 

Interestingly, the final part of Prov 28 shows that the healing ceremony also 
implied that the patient had to adhere to a prescribed diet in which salty food 
as well as onions and hot peppers were not permitted. As Bellér-Hann has 
pointed out, the ritual was mainly directed at ‘spirit possession’ but also 
involved curing other conditions (Bellér-Hann 2008: 407). Thus, while the 
work of spiritual healers was centered on religious healing, we can note that 
it also contained elements stemming from humoral notions on diet as well as 
other ‘non-religious’ healing methods. This can be compared to historical 
material about the Kazakhs, where the baḫši not only employed spiritual 
healing such as exorcism but also engaged in a number of ‘non-religious’ 
therapies such as cupping, bloodletting and dietary prescriptions (cf. Castagne 
1930: 143). 

In accordance with the healer’s instructions, the patient had to follow a 
strict diet, which involved refraining  from the consumption of  salty 
food, onions and red chilli. Although this complex ceremony was 
performed in severe cases of spirit possession, elements of the 
ceremony were used to cure other minor ailments, the causes of which 
were considered to be bad spirits. For example, if someone’s arms or 
legs showed a tendency to frequently go to sleep, it was recommended 
that on a Wednesday a small piece of cotton be pressed against the 
affected part; then the cotton had to be burnt and the ashes blown, 
during which time prayers were recited. It was believed that the illness 
was thus expelled. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 407) 
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Exorcism in missionary reports  
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, missionary sources also make 
mention of exorcism rituals such as the one described above. While exorcism 
was carried out for curing mental problems, it was also employed as a cure for 
other illnesses. Besides smallpox and other diseases taking their toll on 
children in particular, a number of foreign accounts speak of the prevalence 
of malaria or the shiver, as it was referred to in the region. Malaria affected 
both young and old and involved a number of healing methods. One of these 
was the aforementioned practice of consulting the päriḫun, who would try to 
expel the evil from the body while accompanied by music. A missionary 
observation in the form of a short story recounts this and illuminates other 
healing methods used if the first ritual was unsuccessful. Keeping in mind that 
L. E. Högberg’s book Yolbas was written as a story and not as a regular 
missionary report, it is clear that the narrative was modified to fit into the 
category of children’s literature. However, just as I have pointed out the 
benefits of other types of sources such as local oral literature, this story is also 
useful. While bearing the missionary bias, there is no reason to suspect that 
the observations of the rituals’ content are erroneous.  

I tell you; last week we really had a ball here. Rave, who is thirteen 
years old, fell sick and lay down as if not hearing or seeing anything, 
but still she kept talking about a whole bunch of things. People said that 
she had been struck by “something evil”. It was not pleasant at all that 
Rave was sick, but here is the fun part. Four or five musicians playing 
dutar, setar*)267,  flutes and drums were  sent for.  Then a  rope  was  
attached from the floor reaching the ceiling of the room where she was, 
and the musicians started to play, at first slowly and then the music  
accelerated both in speed and volume creating a turmoil as if they 
wanted to frighten both heaven and earth with it. Then they made Rave 
dance around the rope. Initially the pace was slow, but it accelerated, 
and she kept jumping and spinning around just like a drunken fly until 
she finally fell to the floor, as if she suddenly had been struck dead. 
Once again she was forced to do her dance, and the musicians chanted 
these strange things that I didn’t comprehend. The musicians called this 
‘to dance for the pir’ (the protective saint), promising that she now 
would get well since they now had exorcized all the spirits with which 
she was possessed. (Högberg 1913 (1915): 9–10) 

The story proceeds by pointing out that despite the ritual having been 
carried out, the girl did not get better: 

267 *) Dutar = a type of guitar with two strings, Setar is just like it but has three strings. 
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However, Rave did not get well despite the fact that the musicians were 
paid a considerable amount of money – and then you should’ve seen 
the amount of food they consumed. So now that Rave didn’t get better 
despite having danced for the protective saint, one ought to try 
something  else and  not let the poor  girl die all  alone.  (Högberg 1913 
(1915): 9–10) 

Next, a practice is highlighted that is also mentioned in other sources , 
which involves stealing a hen and then climbing up onto the roof of the house 
to let the bird’s blood run down from the skylight (Cf. Högberg, L. E. 1907c: 
379). An interesting point is the text’s emphasis on the hen being ‘correctly 
stolen’, indicating that this ritual involved several components that had to be 
carried out according to prescribed rules. Otherwise, the ‘magic’ simply would 
not work. 

Therefore, one night, Rave’s mom sneaked out and stole a hen, cut its 
neck on the roof of the house and let the blood trickle down through the 
aperture in the ceiling and into the room. The blood, as well as the 
slaughtered parts of the hen, were buried in the room’s four corners. But 
Rave did not get any better despite the fact that the hen had been 
correctly stolen. (Högberg 1913 (1915): 9–10) 

Finally, the mother resolves to take another measure, collecting seven 
multicolored threads that she ties together into seven knots while praying. This 
does not appear to work either, and the mother resolves to visit the foreign 
missionaries: 

But mom tends to be able to help when no one else can. She thus took 
seven threads, each of a different color, approached the sick girl and 
twined them above her tying [symbolically] the shivers [i.e. malaria]268 

in seven hard knots while reading something that I did not comprehend. 
Then she tied the thread around Rave’s neck – but that didn’t help 
either. At that point, mom said, “Now I know no other solution than to 
visit the pärängi missionaries. (Högberg 1913 (1915): 9–10)269 

Although they bear the missionary bias, accounts like these can be  
considered highly useful when researching emic conceptions of health. As 
observed in similar missionary accounts, the patient always resolves to visit 
the missionary hospital after testing the local forms of medical care. A close 

268 A similar account is found in Högberg, L. E. (1907c: 379). He writes that “The shiver [ague] 
is a difficult and dangerous disease. Nevertheless it appears that people dismiss [its danger] 
without further questioning. The procedure is simply to tie it up in seven knots on seven silk 
threads while at the same time reading seven prayers backwards. After that the thread is tied 
around the neck of the patient” (Högberg, L. E. 1907c: 379). Note that the translation is not 
literal here. Cf. the translation made by Jarring (Jarring 1979b. 6).
269 *) Pärängi or färängi = A European, something European (actually. Frenchman, French).  
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reading reveals that the texts are highly informative. On the one hand, they 
refer to the various healing methods popularly employed in the region. On the 
other, they show that everyone did not always greet that missionary healthcare 
with open arms. As we will see later in the section of chapter ten dealing with 
stigmas, some influential elements in Eastern Turki society were not 
supportive of the missionary enterprise and openly discouraged people from 
visiting these health establishments (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 9). With regard to 
the tradition of tying knots on threads, we see that similar practices were 
encouraged in medical literature. For example, Subḥān Qulï’s 17th-century 
Chagatay treatise from Western Turkestan stipulates that one should utilize 
seven threads to treat a sty in the eye as follows: 

Take seven thin blue yarns and seven thin white yarns, put them 
together. Seven knots must be tied on it. When each knot is tied, this 
prayer must be recited: In the name of God, the merciful, the 
compassionate. In the name of God. […] (Károly 2015: 146) 

While the method of tying knots mentioned in Subḥān Qulï’s treatise is not 
for the purpose of treating malaria, other sections contain references where 
special prayers are used to avert the disease: 

agar bezgäk üčün <bir kāġiẕ pārča-ġa> […] üč pārča nān-ġa bitib […] 
har kündä birin ašasa-lar yaḫšï bolġay 

For malaria: if someone writes [this] on three pieces of bread and eats 
one of them every day, it will become better. (Károly 2015: 105, 190) 

Translated Qur’an verse (original in Arabic): 

agar bezgäk üčün […] üč pārča tal yïġačï-ga […] bitib har kündä birini 
etäk […] astïda […] tütün etib <arasïdïn> […] küydürsä yaḫšï bolġay 

For malaria: if someone writes [this] on three pieces of willow tree, 
burns and smokes one of them beneath a cloth every day, it will become 
better. (Károly 2015: 105, 190) 

As the aforementioned missionary source reveals, it was perhaps not 
uncommon to perform different rituals in sequence. Just as people would turn 
to different healers, different methods would also be employed if the first did 
not work. Thus, besides ‘dancing’ for the päriḫun and using special prayers, 
the treatment for malaria included both plant and animal-based medicine. 
Some of the animal products were ‘normally’ considered haram for human 
consumption, but for the treatment of serious disease such as malaria they 
were apparently legally approved by the community. Among the plant-based 
ingredients mentioned in the manuscripts (halal) for treating malaria, we find 
samsaq ‘garlic’: 
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här kiši samsaq yärni ʿādat qilsa bälğäm kulli yäl dafʿ bolğay qulaq 
ağriqi häm dafʿ bolur bezgäk häm dafʿ bolur 

Every person that makes it a habit to use garlic will become well from 
all winds originating from the phlegm and earache as well as malaria 
will be cured. (Prov 24. 11b2–4) 

Other recipes for malaria treatments mention gulāb ‘rosewater’ and sanā 
‘senna leaves'. 

här kim bezgäk bolğan bolsa aŋa heč ʿilāj bolmasa yigirmä mis̱ qāl 
gulāb birlä bäš mis̱ qāl sanāni qaynatib su birlä ičsä darḥāl šifā tabğay 

If someone who has malaria and cannot find a way to cure it boils 
twenty mis̱ qāl of rosewater along with five mis̱ qāl of senna leaves, and 
drinks this together with water, he/she will find immediate restoration 
of health. (Prov 24. 18a10–12) 

Among the aforementioned haram animals we find the typically clearly 
forbidden toŋguz ‘pig’ and yilan ‘snake’, of which both bones and urine were 
used.270 Furthermore, the use of tawšqan ‘hare’ was common.271 

ägär kimärsä bezgäk bolsa toŋguzniŋ ustuḫwānini öziğä hämrah qilsa 
dafʿ bolğay 

If someone has malaria and keeps the skeleton of a pig with himself as 
a [travel] companion, the illness will disappear. (Prov 24. 18b2–4)272 

bezgäk bolğan ādam toŋguzniŋ südükini özi birlä tütsä ṣiḥḥat bolur 

If a person who has malaria keeps pig’s urine with himself, he will 
become well again. (Prov 283. 11a1)273 

270 Another source states that if one applies snakeskin to the eyes it is beneficial for gaining
good eyesight, while smoked snakeskin is a cure against the paroxysms of fever and/or malaria 
(Prov 351. 8a6–8). 
271 amma kičik bala (be(s)gäk bolsa tawšqan ötini bärsä dafʿ bolur “Nevertheless, if a small 
child has malaria and one gives to it the gallbladder of a hare, the disease will go away” (Prov 
354. 53a10–11).  
272 Cf. Prov 354. 51a2–3. For further references to the utilization of pig as an ingredient in 
Eastern Turki medicaments, see manuscript sources such as Prov 24. 18b2–3.; Prov 283. 11a; 
Prov 283. 63a15–16; Prov 354. 51a2–3. For references to the pig in medical sources from 
Western Turkestan see Károly 2015: 179, 190, 191, 209.  
273 Cf. ägär kiši bezgäk bolsa toŋguzniŋ südükini özi birlä hämrah qilsa ṣiḥḥat bolur “If a person
who has malaria keeps pig’s urine as his own travel companion, he will become healthy” (Prov 
283. 63a15–16). 
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Fig. 9:5. Dancing for the pir, an exorcism ritual in Eastern Turkestan. Photographer 
unknown (possibly John Törnquist). Location: The Lantern Slide Collection of the 
Mission Covenant Church of Sweden (Svenska Missionsförbundet) at the Museum of 
Ethnography, Stockholm.   
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Chapter Ten. Indigenous conceptions and
management of health and wellbeing from
cradle to grave 

Introduction 
In chapters six and seven, we discussed the sanitary conditions and most 
commonly observed illnesses in the region as recorded by Westerners, such 
as occasional travelers and missionaries from the MCCS. While chapter six 
was centered on providing the background to health and illness, chapter seven 
which followed focused on health-enhancing institutions such as poorhouses. 
In chapters eight and nine, we discussed the spectra of indigenous health 
professionals including ṭabīb ‘doctors’, dārūfurušt ‘pharmacists’, sunuqči 
‘bonesetters’, as well as a range of spiritual healers commonly referred to as 
duʿāḫon, baḫši, pir, among others. 

In this chapter, we will continue that discussion, but the focus will delve 
deeper into indigenous conceptions about what constituted illness, whether 
there existed certain taboos regarding some illnesses, the cause of illness, 
general treatments as well as common beliefs surrounding illnesses and how 
to avoid them. We will also discuss matters such as which medical experts 
(indigenous and foreign) were called upon in times of need and when they 
were consulted. The discussion will make use of both indigenous accounts 
gathered in manuscript source and observations collected in other types of 
material, such as missionary reports and travelogues. For organizational 
purposes, the chapter is divided into three main sections which will provide a 
description of local approaches to health at different stages of life. The first 
part deals with pregnancy, childbirth, growing up and lifecycle rituals 
concerned with these stages of life. This is followed by a section which 
discusses love and marriage – the so-called productive period in life. The final 
part is dedicated to growing old and death. 
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Section I. From birth to adulthood 

Pregnancy and childbirth 
The medical sources contain a number of passages devoted to sterility, 
methods for ensuring pregnancy, potency, measures for saving the fetus of a 
mother who has died, giving birth, taking care of infants and so on. In this 
chapter, these topics will first be examined with regard to the information 
appearing in the manuscript sources, followed by observations from other 
sources which may reveal continuities or change. Contemporary reports 
among Uyghurs in Kazakhstan, for example, confirm both similarities and 
differences regarding a number of the rituals and beliefs involving childbirth 
that we find in material related to Eastern Turkestan. 

The medical vocabulary of pregnancy and childbirth 
A common expression used both for and by pregnant women in Eastern 
Turkestan during the early 20th century was to “become [iki qat] ‘double’”, 
which meant to ‘be pregnant’ (Jarring 1975: 22). The sources reveal that to be 
mothers expressed much pride in becoming ‘double’ and, as the same source 
points out, “why shouldn’t she?” (Jarring 1975: 22) since the Prophet himself 
had expressed that “‘Paradise is to be found at the feet of mothers’” (Jarring 
1975: 22). 

From a lexical point of view, we can see that some of the vocabulary 
employed for describing the period of pregnancy found in “Gustaf Raquette 
and Qasim Akhun’s letters to Kamil Efendi Qasim” is still used today, such 
as ikki qat and ikki qat bolmaq, which respectively signify ‘pregnant woman’ 
and ‘to be pregnant’. Other words found in the medical manuscripts which 
also correspond to contemporary observations are hamildar and ḥāmila 
‘pregnant’. Besides the word ḥāmila ‘pregnant’, Raquette also mentions the 

(Raquette 1927: 89), which ‘pregnant’ ⟩اغيرراق⟨irraqğaand ⟩اغير⟨irğawords 
somewhat resemble contemporary terms mentioned by Öger (2019: 205). Yet, 
many of the expressions found among Uyghurs in contemporary Kazakhstan 
such as igen, yüklük, yük kötürgän, ighir boy, ighir ayaq, ichlig and äwinlig, 
all meaning ‘pregnant’, do not appear in the Eastern Turki sources consulted 
(Öger 2019: 205). The same can be said of words such as yük kötürgän, ighir 
boy bolmaq, éghir ayaq bolmaq, qorsaqta qélish, qorsaq kötürmäq, boyida 
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qalmaq, ighir ustixan bolmaq, boghaz bolmaq, which all have the meaning ‘to 
be pregnant’ and are not found in the Eastern Turki medical vocabulary (Öger 
2019: 205). 

In Eastern Turkestan, the act of giving birth to a child was expressed by 
various words and expressions, the most common being the Turkic and  
Persian words toğuš and tawallud, both meaning birth. To have a child was 
expressed by combining the Persian noun farzand ‘child’ and the Turkic word 
bolmaq ‘to have/to become’, i.e. farzand bolmaq ‘to have a child’. 

To be barren 
Considering the prevalent notion in Eastern Turkestanian society that a child 
was a blessing for the family, life appears to have been harsh for those women 
unable to produce an offspring. To be a barren or sterile woman was expressed 
by the word tuğmas (cf.  tuğmas ayal ‘sterile woman’ (Schwarz 1992: 226). 
These women were frequently faced with the risk of the husband either filing 
a divorce or simply taking a second wife (Högberg, Sigrid 1917a: 219). In 
reports from Iran, for instance, we learn that barrenness was a reason for 
divorce (Donaldson 1973: 24). From that perspective, we may observe that 
those not fortunate enough to bear children took a number of measures in order 
to become pregnant. 

Explanations for barrenness (from the Eastern Turki medical sources) 
We have seen that the manuscript sources contain frequent references to Greek 
philosophers and doctors, Muslim sages such as Luqmān ḥakīm, and 
personages known in the Christian, Jewish and Muslim religious traditions. 
One section of Prov 351 is devoted to the issue of barren women. Here, as so 
often before, his holiness the Prophet Sulaymān ‘Solomon’ appears as the 
mediator of unsolvable problems. In the passage in question, a number of 
barren women approach him for advice on this matter. Sulaymān then resolves 
to gather his fairies for consultation. They propose that barrenness stems from 
seven reasons. It is beyond doubt that the author of the medical manuscript 
has included these personages as a literary device, probably aware that the 
consumers of medical advice would be acquainted with both Sulaymān and 
fairies. From this passage, we can see that indigenous explanations of 
barrenness included both naturalistic and personalistic explanations. The first 
refers to a common belief that if the woman is ‘unhappy’, the sperm will not 
find its way into the womb. Another is yel, a term used for a number of 
unspecified medical conditions. In this case, a possible explanation is that 
there existed a belief that the vagina could be ‘closed’ due to yel and thus make 
pregnancy impossible. We can also see that another explanation is the 
existence of polyps, worms and yellow edema; all believed to be causes of 
infertility. Reflecting humoral concepts, the source also makes mention of 
another reason for infertility; namely if the womb is ‘cold’. Finally, the 
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manuscript source informs us that if a woman is  afflicted  by “demons and 
fairies” (ATMO), supposedly evil ones, she will be unable to conceive a child. 
(Prov 351. 41b5–42a3. Cf. ATMO) 

Sterility and potency – whose responsibility? 
While several foreign reports dealing with Eastern Turkestan maintain that 
barrenness could have multiple negative consequences for women such as 
divorce, local conceptions did not imply that the responsibility for a couple’s 
childlessness was solely placed on the female.274 Furthermore, divorce did not 
carry a stigma even in those cases where a “previous marriage was childless” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 220). As Bellér-Hann points out, it was not common to 
blame barrenness on the woman in Eastern Turkestan. Instead, there existed a 
consensus that it relied more on matters of incompatibility between the couple 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 220). If we look at the manuscript sources, we see that 
similar ideas prevail there as well. These texts reveal that different methods 
existed for clarifying whether the inability to produce offspring was due to the 
man or the woman. One way simply consisted of planting a pair of gourds and 
urinating on each of these. If the plant did not grow, the fault lay with that 
person. 

ägär kimärsä oğul qizi bolmasa ʿayb ärdä mu veya maẓlūm mu maʿlūm 
qilay desä här tofadin qafaq terimä här qaysi tariğanğa siymäk käräk 

If a couple  has  neither son  nor daughter  and  wants to  know if  the 
problem lies with the husband or wife, one should let them plant a pair 
of gourds and then urinate on the one he or she has planted. If either of 
the gourds fails to grow, then the problem lies with the one [who planted 
it]. (Prov 351. 10b6–9. Translation based on ATMO) 

Measures undertaken to become pregnant 
The indigenous sources mention a number of remedies for combating 
childlessness. We have already touched upon the important aspect of mazar 
pilgrimage in chapter nine. Thus, it is sufficient to say that while shrine 
visitation was one of the popular methods of combating childlessness, the 
Eastern Turki medical sources also make frequent mention of this topic.  

tuğmas maẓlūm ärkäk sičqanni kabāb etib yesä farzand bolur ägär ḥayż 
bağlangan bolsa būstān qara gulni issiğ suğa čalab bir kečä yatquzub 
sürüb ičsä rawān bolur 

274 Swedish missionary  Helena Nyström states for example that women “know too well that 
childlessness with unfailing certainty leads to divorce and other [sorts of] misery” (Nyström 
1942b: 170). 
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If a sterile woman roasts a male mouse and eats it, she will have a child. 
If her menstruation is obstructed, she should mix oasis black rose in hot 
water, let it repose for one night, stir it and drink it. Then [the 
menstruation] will come easily. (Prov 283. 14b10–12)  

The recommendation to use different sorts of animal products such as mice, 
lung of a camel, hare excrement and the gallbladder of various types of animal 
for treating sterility and for making the blood flow more easily during 
menstruation is very common in the indigenous manuscripts. With reference 
to the latter component, a treatment which guaranteed pregnancy consisted of 
making a balm by mixing the “gallbladders of a black cow and a black crow 
and the gallbladder of a duck” (Prov 351. 42a9–11. ATMO) of non-specific 
color, which was to be inserted into the vagina before making love with the 
husband (Prov 351. 42a11–12). Another recipe with a similar purpose and 
method of employment specified that a balm should be made from the ground 
“gallbladder of a black crow and a dog” (Prov 351. 42a12–43b1. ATMO) 
mixed together with cottonseed (Prov 351. 42a12–43b1).275 

These two examples exemplify the wide usage of animal products, in  
particular for treating sterility. It appears that regardless of which animal was 
specified, the gallbladder was considered an especially potent ingredient. 
Alongside hare’s milk, parts of the hoopoe, and baby pigeons, the gallbladder 
was the organ used in connection with sterility (Prov 351. 42a10–43b10. 
ATMO) 

To illustrate this fact, the aforementioned section from Prov 351 mentions 
the gallbladder of a cow (no color specified), the gallbladder of a dog,  the  
gallbladders of a hedgehog, and the gallbladder of a fox. In addition, birds 
such as a black crow’s gallbladder, [other] crow’s gallbladder (no color 
specified), gallbladder of a duck, chicken gallbladder, the gallbladder of a bird 
(unspecified species), the gallbladder of a goose, the gallbladder of a sparrow 
and peregrine falcon’s gallbladder also appear (Cf. ATMO for translation). 

Besides animal products, ingredients taken from the human body were used 
in order to achieve fertility. These included hair, which was burned, as well as 
urine, which was used for washing oneself. The procedure according to Prov 

woman’s ) with the انکليک ] ( likŋesort of] rouge [called “mix [a towas351 
urine, keep half of this with herself for a night, and use half to wash her hair 
with water” (Prov 351. 43b1–4. Translation by ATMO).  

Vegetable substances are also mentioned in the section of Prov 351 dealing 
with Sulaymān’s advice on barrenness. However, they are few in comparison 
with the wide range of animal products. The plant-based products found in 
recipes used against sterility include cottonseed, often mixed with the 
gallbladder of various animals in order to make an anointment (Prov 351. 

275 Note that in the manuscript source, the Persian word sag ‘dog’ is used instead of the 
corresponding Turkic word, it, iṭ ‘dog’. 
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42a12–43b3). Other recipes, such as those dealing with “yellow edema” in the 
vagina leading to pain when having sexual intercourse, mention a number of 
both animal and plant-based products which should be mixed and then placed 
in the vagina (Prov 351. 42b3–7). 

The recipe for curing this illness is to take myrobalan, hemp, emblic 
myrobalan seed and gum Arabic with cow’s gallbladder and mix these. 
Then, make stranded balms and put it into the woman’s vagina; after 
that [one should] let her make love with her husband and she will get 
pregnant. (Prov 351. 42b3–7. Translation based on ATMO) 

This information collected in Kashgar may be juxtaposed with the 
information gathered by Katanov in Turpan in 1892 from a local informant 
called Náj-Xan. The first part clearly speaks of a medical condition vaguely 
described in local terminology as a ‘female disease’. The title of the text is in 
fact Mäzlim kišiniŋ  ağriqiniŋ bayāni ‘Explanation for a female person’s 
illness’.276 The second part deals with how to become pregnant, or more 
specifically how to conceive a son. While the texts are not identical, obvious 
similarities with regard to treatment can be observed between the Katanov’s 
material and the texts collected further south in locations such as Kashgar and 
Yarkand. 

Mäzlim kišiniŋ ağriqiniŋ bayāni. Mäzlim kišiniŋ bäčä-dānida yäl bolsa, 
ipār qalāmpur, böreniŋ öti, qarğa öti, qizil qoyniŋ öti, barčeni qošup 
sišädä sāp qilip andin keyin eri-birlä mujāmät qilsa, pärzänt bolur. 
Yänä bäčä-dān örülgän bolsa, ördäk öti badām mağzi-birlä qošup 
šišädä sāp qilip andāmiğa quysun, här kün taza süt issün, hemišä häjdin 
pāk bolur. Andin keyin ğusli qilip eri-birlä yassa, pärzänt bolur. Ägär 
bäčä-dānda qan kelip-qalsa, ḫulunjān, börä öti, qara qarğa öti, bularni 
yumšaq yančip šišägä selip, andin soŋ iškä bašlasun. 

Explanation for a female person’s illness. If a woman has wind in the 
uterus [flatulence in the uterus], she should take musk, clove, the  
gallbladder of a wolf, the gallbladder of a crow, the gallbladder of a red 
sheep, mix all of this and then put it in a bottle to repose. If she then 
afterwards [after drinking it] makes love with her husband, she will 
receive a son. Moreover, if there is [liquid or discharge coming] from 
the uterus, she should take the gallbladder of a duck, mix it with almond 
kernels, place it in a bottle and then afterwards apply it onto her  the  
body (in the vagina); every day she should drink fresh milk 
(unpasteurized milk). Then she will always be cleansed from 
menstruation. Then if she performs the ablution (bathes herself), and 

276 Note that Katanov transcribed the Turpan and Qomul dialects as they  were orally  
transmitted. For this reason, the spelling of some words deviate from standard spelling. 
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sleeps with her husband she will receive a son. If there is bleeding in 
the uterus she should take galingale, the gallbladder of a wolf and the 
gallbladder of a black crow, pound it soft and then put it into a bottle. 
After that, she should go to work. (Katanov 1976: 34–36) 

Adoption for barren women 
Besides praying at mazars, a common practice among childless families was 
to adopt a child, usually within the family. Writing on the Kazakh people, 
Ingvar Svanberg has pointed out a number of types of adoption. Often the 
first-born child of a couple would be ‘given’ away to the grandparents, where 
it would grow up and later in life address its biological parents as brother or 
sister. It should be noted that this example of children calling their parents 
sister or brother relates to Kazakh refugees in Turkey (Svanberg 1994: 235– 
236). The custom of grandparents adopting grandchildren has been observed 
among the Uyghurs as well (Bellér-Hann 2008: 232; Svanberg 1994: 239). 

In the summer of 1986 I met a young Uighur woman in Urumchi who 
lived with her grandmother. Her parents had allowed her to be adopted 
and raised in her grandparents’ household. She was then aware of that 
she was an adopted child and accepted the fact her parents had given 
her away. She often visited them and referred to them as parents. She 
was very independent regarding her parents, and she continued to live 
in her grandparents’ household. (Svanberg 1994: 239) 

Kinship tradition also encouraged couples with children to hand over a 
child to childless close relatives – a tradition also observed among Uyghurs. 
Bellér-Hann writes that “the typical pattern was adoption among close 
relatives, especially between siblings, to counter childlessness; the adoption 
of grandchildren was also widespread” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 232). This can be 
compared to Svanberg, who relates that according to fieldnotes compiled in 
Turpan in 1989 by his colleague Justin Rudelson, “the practice of offering the 
first born to the grandparents” (Svanberg 1994: 239) was common. It was also 
customary for a brother to hand over a child for adoption if his sibling was 
childless (Svanberg 1994: 239). 

From Ingvar Svanberg’s material, we can also observe that within some 
societies, including Western societies, adoption at times implies a therapeutic 
aspect, since having a child present in the home sometimes leads the ‘sterile’ 
woman to become pregnant. Svanberg writes that the therapeutic function of 
having an adopted child is recognized by the Chinese as well as the Mongols, 
since it is believed that “adopting a child stimulates conception” (Svanberg 
1994: 241). I have yet to establish whether such notions of adoption as a cure 
against sterility occur among the Uyghurs. It does not appear to exist among 
the closely related Kazakhs (Svanberg 1994: 241), but this does not  
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necessarily mean that such ideas are absent among the Uyghurs or, 
historically, among the oasis-dwelling Turki-speaking Muslims. 

Medical advice during pregnancy (the Eastern Turki Sources) 
For women who are pregnant, a number of passages in the manuscripts as well 
as other sources offer medical advice on such issues as dietary 
recommendations during and after pregnancy for determining the sex and 
character of the child, and avoiding calamities such as miscarriage. 

An enlightening source describing Eastern Turkestanian protective 
measures during pregnancy can be found in the book Gustaf Raquette and 
Qasim akhun’s letters to Kamil Efendi, which speaks about the period of 
craving, for which the common expression in modern Uyghur is sizik bolush. 
The period in question is called siziklik waqti. The text informs us that in order 
to ensure a fortunate pregnancy and delivery, Qasim Akhun’s sister would 
engage in “nibbling at a clod of clay” (Jarring 1975: 22). The report does not 
develop any further as to why eating clay was considered beneficial. I leave 
this question unanswered for future scholarship. During the same period, she 
also “began eating plenty of pomegranates and drank its juice in order to have 
its rich red colour enter the blood of the expected child” (Jarring 1975: 22). 

Determining the sex and character of the unborn child 
Adem Öger writes that, according to common beliefs among the Uyghurs of 
Kazakhstan, one may determine a number of things, such as the sex or 
character of the unborn baby, during siziklik waqti ‘the period of craving’, 
solely by observing the cravings of the mother. Therefore, if a woman tends 
to eat many sour foods, the expected outcome is that she will give birth to a 
boy, but if she consumes plenty of sweet things, there will be a girl (Öger 
2019: 205–206). Interestingly, a similar but reverse logic is found in Iranian 
folklore, where the sex is also determined by observing the mother’s cravings. 
Unlike the Uyghurs, however, it is believed by Iranians that if the pregnant 
woman craves sweet foods such as honey, it means she will give birth to a 
boy, while craving sour and spicy food is interpreted to mean the child will be 
a girl.277 Different ways to determine the sex or the character of the unborn 
child are also attested in the Eastern Turki manuscript sources. In Prov 351, 
for example, color symbolism and the utilization of insects are recommended 
for determining whether it will be a baby boy or girl.  

If the spider is red, the woman will give birth to a son. If it is yellow, it 
will be a girl. (Prov 351. 8a1. Translation based on ATMO) 

277 See “CHILDREN ii. In Modern Persian Folklore”, In: Encyclopædia Iranica. 
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/children-ii (last accessed 2020-03-23). 
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In the Indian subcontinent, similar approaches are employed and accepted 
as valid within the Unani tradition. In the book Animal Origin Drugs used in 
Unani Medicine, the authors write: “If a lice (sic) is put in the milk of an 
expectant mother, it will die in the case of a male child in the womb but will 
survive in the case of a female child” (Vohora & Khan 1979: 6). In  
contemporary reports from Kazakhstan, other common beliefs relating to 
siziklik waqti ‘the period of craving’ state that if a person tends to stare 
excessively at the mother, the child will later on have the same appearance as
he or she (Öger 2019: 205–206). Similar notions may also be observed in the 
Eastern Turki sources. According to a section in Prov 351, The Prophet stated 
that quince “was brought as a gift to Tayib province” (Prov 351. 19a3–4. 
ATMO) and that if pregnant women ate the fruit, it would ensure that that the 
unborn child would become “handsome and good-tempered” (Prov 351. 
19a3–9. ATMO). 

According to local ideas about procreation, importance was not only 
assigned to diet. Individual actions could also lead to both positive and 
negative consequences. Earlier we mentioned local evaluations of 
childlessness in Eastern Turkestan. According to Bellér-Hann, parallels can 
be drawn between local theories of procreation and childlessness. In both 
cases, compatibility of parents is stressed and childlessness “is rarely blamed 
on the woman; more often it is acknowledged that either part can be at fault” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 220). With regard to procreation or unborn children, for 
example, negative outcomes were attributed to neglect in performing religious 
duties such as ablutions. With regard to the sex of the unborn child, Bellér-
Hann provides a number of interesting examples collected in her work among 
Uyghurs in Eastern Xinjiang. While many of her informants agreed that it was 
ultimately God’s will that determined whether it would be a boy or a girl, other 
explanations such as the level of passion between a couple “at the time of 
conception” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 220) were also highlighted. 

Most agree that the sex of the unborn child depended upon God’s will, 
although several of my informants claimed that the sex of the child 
depended on the degree of affection between the parents at the time of 
conception: if the woman is more passionate, she will have a daughter; 
if her husband is more passionate, a son will be conceived. (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 220) 

Foods that should be avoided during pregnancy 
Just like the Eastern Turki medical sources explain, contemporary sources 
reveal that various foods are considered to have different properties, some of 
which can be beneficial and some of which can be harmful. Among the  
Uyghurs in Kazakhstan, for example, there was a perception that foods to be 
avoided during pregnancy were hare and camel meat. It is therefore 
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recommended that a woman should not even look in the direction of a hare, 
since the child may be born with his lips twisted. In addition, it is agreed that 
the mother-to-be should not eat camel’s meat since there is a risk that eating 
such products will delay the birth of the child (Öger 2019: 206). A very  
different notion is expressed by Donaldson, who writes that mothers in Iran in 
the early 1900s were instructed to eat camel’s meat and walk under a camel in 
order to ensure an “early [sic. secure] delivery” (Donaldson 1973: 26). 

With reference to her own fieldwork in Afghanistan, Danuta Penkala-
Gawęcka has informed me that here too, consumption of camel’s meat was 
dissuaded for pregnant women since it could prolong pregnancy. Penkala has 
kindly explained to me the logic behind this inconsistency. It makes sense if 
one takes into account notions stemming from humoral theory, which assume 
that pregnant women are generally assigned a hot temper, while the cause for 
barrenness is excessive cold (Personal information from Danuta Penkala-
Gawęcka in 2021). This conforms to Good’s explanation that, according to 
humoral theoretical concepts in Graeco-Islamic medicine, men inherit a 
hot/warm temper whereas women are considered cold/cool (Good 1994: 102, 
109).278 Eastern Turki sources point in the same direction. While camel’s meat 
was perceived as harmful during pregnancy, Eastern Turki manuscript sources 
like the one below indicate that consuming it could have positive outcomes 
for barren women. It is thus possible that the efficacy of foodstuffs depended 
on whether these were taken before or after becoming pregnant. 

ägär kišiniŋ közi yaman ağriğan bolsa heč nemärsä birlä dafʿ bolmasä 
tiwäniŋ öpkäsini taŋsä dafʿ bolğay wä öpkädä ḫāṣṣīyat bisyārdur här 
čand farzand bolmaydurğan bolsa häm bolğay 

If a person’s eyes ache badly and nothing [else] helps, then one should 
tie the lung of a camel [onto the afflicted area]. Then the illness will go 
away. Moreover, there are numerous qualities in the lung. For 
whosoever is unable to have children, this works. (Prov 24. 16b11–14) 

Malevolent forces during pregnancy and after birth 
While Gustaf Raquette and Qasim akhun’s letters to Kamil Efendi bring the 
foodstuffs considered efficient during pregnancy to our attention, they also 
inform us of the widespread notions of different malevolent forces considered 
especially potent during this vulnerable period (Jarring 1975: 22). According 
to Qasim Akhun’s testimony, his sister was afraid of approaching the roof of 
the house, since she might encounter jinn there (Jarring 1975: 22). 

278 Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka’s observations about diet and classification correspond to other 
reports from Afghanistan, such as Centlivres et al. who write that “The traditional diet is based 
on the classification of foods into hot vs. cold and wet vs. dry. The efficacy of  a  remedy  
similarly rests on the principle of opposites. For example, hot and dry foods are prescribed for 
an excess of cold and dry “humors” in the patient” (Centlivres et al. 1971: 172). 
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Like the historical material from Eastern Turkestan, recent sources on 
Uyghurs in Kazakhstan also relate a fear of supernatural beings such as the 
jinn and the ways to combat them. This material also suggests that pregnancy 
is considered to be a period of particular vulnerability for the mother and the 
child. Thus, a number of precautions are taken to ward off malevolent sprits 
and so forth. For example, the notion that the mother must under no 
circumstances be left alone as she could suffer from evil beings such as 
albasti279 and jinn-shaytan ‘small devils’, is documented. Among Uyghurs in 
Kazakhstan it is customary for the pregnant woman to hide a knife under the 
pillow. The reason for doing this is to avoid experiencing nightmares, which 
are attributed to these evil beings (Öger 2019: 206). 

Prayers and amulets to secure a safe delivery and protect the infant 
A number of protective measures were undertaken by the family to ensure that 
external harmful forces would not harm the child during and after birth. These 
included the utilization of various forms of incantations, prayers and tying 
amulets onto the baby, its clothes and its cradle (Jarring 1975: 23). The 
commonality of this practice is clearly demonstrated in a manuscript devoted 
to the writing of tumar, Prov 5, which contains a number of amulets partially 
devoted to this purpose (six amulets in the manuscript in question deal with 
these issues). Medical manuscripts such as Prov 24 also make mention of 
amulets. The wolf in particular was considered a potent animal. Thus, both 
adults and children carried its claws and bones as protective amulets (Prov 24. 
17a12–14). Another cure for childlessness was to light a candle in honor of 
her holiness Havva ‘Eve’ on a Saturday (Öger 2017: 62). 

If anyone is sick, he has to light a candle in honor of the Prophet Adam 
on a Saturday. Moreover, [the text expresses that] if someone does not 
have a child, he has to light a candle in honor of the blessed Eve on a 
Friday. If anyone wishes for something, he has to write this amulet and 
place it on the breast, lie down and in his/her dreams, he will see his/her 
wishes and quickly his/her wishes will come true. After this appears the 
text of the amulet in question. (Öger 2017: 62) 

It appears as if reading and wearing the surah aṣḥab-ul-kahf ‘The Cave’ was 
considered especially propitious for securing an easy childbirth. (Öger 2017: 
62) 

279 Also mentioned by Raquette, who describes the albāstī as an ‘evil spirit’ ⟩لباستىا⟨ 
(Schluessel 2015: 54).  
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ägär tawalludi qattiq bolğan ḫatun bolsa aṣḥab-ul kahfniŋ ismilarni 
taʿwīz qildurub özi birlä tutsa tuğuti asan bolur 

If a woman at childbirth reads and wears the names of the surah aṣḥab-
ul kahf, her childbirth will come easy. (Prov 5. 24a10–24b3) 

Adem Öger’s work on Eastern Turki amulets found in the Jarring collection 
at Lund illustrates that both the aṣḥab-ul-kahf and taʿwīz fatḥ-i bāb-ul-qalb 
sections mention this Qur’anic verse. The latter section informs us that Sultan 
Mahmut Gaznevi narrated that “if someone writes down the names of [the 
surah] aṣḥab-ul-kahf and hangs it onto oneself, delivery [of children] will 
come easily (Öger 2017: 64). Similar advice on amulets for childlessness and 
other matters is also common in the medical manuscripts consulted here (see 
chapter 3). 

As mentioned, many amulets mention measures undertaken to protect 
newborns. One such amulet explains that “according to the narration of Ibn 
Abbas […] it is necessary to hang the amulet onto his/her child” (Öger 2017: 
64). Other amulets are more specific with regard to their purpose, such as čičäk 
taʿwīzi dealing with smallpox or isnād-i qorqaq tumari preventing children 
from being afraid (Öger 2017: 64). With regard to locally endorsed customs, 
yet another method to combat children crying over nightmares was to tie the 
tongue of a dog around the neck of the child (Prov 283. 11b9–10). 

ägär iṭ tilini kičik balaniŋ boyniğa bağlasa qara basmağay yiğlamağay 

If one ties a dog tongue around the neck of a child, he/she will not suffer 
from nightmares or cry. (Prov 283. 11b9–10) 

Another method for combating nightmares was to prepare a potion made 
from sweet basil and radish, which was given to the child to eat (Prov 24. 
14b3–5). 

ägär kičik bala tüšidin qorqar bolsa bir mis̱ qāl gul-i rayḥānni bir 
mis̱ qāl turma birlä pišurub yesä qorqmağay 

If a small child suffers from nightmares, one should take on one mis̱ qāl 
of flowers of sweet basil, mix this with one mis̱ qāl of radish, and boil 
it. If the child eats [this], he will not be afraid [anymore]. (Prov 24. 
14b3–5) 

Medical advice for complications during pregnancy and birth 
Although a patrilocal society, local tradition guaranteed that the woman may 
give birth twice in her natal home (the first two children). After this, the birth 
would most often take place in the husband’s family sphere, unless he gave 
his consent to her giving birth on further occasions in the woman’s family 
home (Bellér-Hann 2008: 282). Childbirth could on one hand be a source of 
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joy for the family, but it also entailed a risk of suffering. Thus, we can see that 
many passages in the manuscripts are dedicated to this subject. 

To be a midwife 
The role of the midwife in Eastern Turkestan has been discussed by Bellér-
Hann. As she points out, there is uncertainty around the role of this profession 
in Eastern Turkestan. According to missionary sources, no professional 
midwifes existed in the European sense before the establishment of  the  
MCCS, which started to provide this sort of service to the people. According 
to Bellér-Hann, European observers travelling in the region in the 1870s 
mention the lack of an indigenous professional category devoted to this 
occupation. It was customary for the woman giving birth to be assisted by her 
mother, female relatives and female neighbors. However, in the southern 
oases of the region, some women belonging to economically fortunate 
families would at times invite a special category of women to assist them. The 
female specialists consulted often consisted of women who had prior 
experience of childbirth themselves. 

There was a system in Turpan during the late 19th century whereby persons 
outside the immediate kin who assisted during delivery and cut the umbilical 
cord would receive the informal title of kindik anisi ‘mother of the umbilical 
cord’. Forty days after the birth of the child, the kindik anisi received a set of 
clothes as a payment for her services. This ‘payment’ can of course be seen to 
convey a certain degree of professionalism, but, as Bellér-Hann demonstrates, 
the role of the kindik anisi cannot be understood as identical to the occupation 
of the Western midwife. Instead, after delivering a baby and cutting the 
umbilical cord the kindik anisi would receive a sort of fictive kinship, meaning 
the child would address the midwife as his or her ‘umbilical mother’ later in 
life. Although the child and umbilical mother were not related in a strictly 
biological sense, a strong bond was created between them that was expressed 
by the custom of always asking after his or her umbilical mother’s health later 
in life. 

It was believed that people who came into direct contact with the baby also 
had the potential to affect the child’s future development. Therefore, there was 
a consensus that the umbilical mother had to be a woman of high moral  
standards and a desirable mijäz ‘temperament’. Since she was responsible for 
cutting the umbilical cord, it was believed that her qualities were transferred 
directly to the child. From this perspective, it was not only important that the 
person assisting at birth had practical skills and experience, but they also 
needed to have moral qualities and a good temper (Bellér-Hann 2008: 223). 

Besides local midwifes, Helena Nyström was one of several female 
missionaries who made house visits to assist at births. Her observations are 
valuable since they describe a number of features rarely encountered in 
literature in the form of travel accounts written by Europeans, perhaps since 
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they were excluded from this sphere. According to her account, the people 
who consulted the missionaries at childbirth would be very careful to avoid 
telling their neighbors (perhaps due to undesirable gossip) that they had 
consulted the foreigners. Instead, the missionaries would often be taken on 
long detours before finally reaching the house where the birth was supposed 
to take place (Nyström 1942a: 161).  

To be a midwife out there was something special. While hocus-pocus 
occurred with great frequency at other times, it was even more common 
during child delivery. Especially during the first years, visits to such 
patient would always go via all kinds of roundabout ways so that the 
neighbors wouldn’t notice anything, since who knows what would 
happen if they were informed of the real circumstances. (Nyström 
1942a: 161) 

The secrecy surrounding childbirth is confirmed by other sources. Just as 
the mother and father could affect the health and character of the future child 
in a negative fashion by not respecting customary religious law, such as 
prohibition rules, the first person to come into direct contact with the baby  
could also potentially affect its character in one way or another. Thus, as a 
preventive measure, the families would try to keep the birth of a baby secret 
for everyone save the closest kin. Bellér-Hann writes that this is the reason for 
widespread reluctance to contact the MCSS’s hospitals during childbirth. It 
was only in extreme cases that locals would do so and, according to the 
missionaries, it was often already too late by this stage to save the baby 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 222). Bearing in mind the widespread suspicion towards 
the MCCS’s healthcare among some segments of the population, such 
precautions are perhaps not that surprising. 

According to Helena Nyström, Eastern Turki preparations at birth included 
placing onions on sticks in the room where the woman was giving birth, 
throwing down a shoe through the skylight in the ceiling, removing the 
woman’s earrings and placing amulets onto the woman’s bosom. 

In the homes there was a lot of hubbub, and when one crept on the 
earthen floor – there was often no bed available for the patient – and 
with great effort tried to assist the poor woman, one would start to 
become a bit worried when onions were put on small branches placed 
in the four corners of the small skylight in the ceiling, or when they 
under loud commotion would throw a kefsh (leather overshoe) down 
the small aperture, or when the patient’s earrings would be removed and 
put in a bowl in which tea was poured for the woman to drink, and so 
on. It was also important that prayer formulas written on paper and 
sown into pieces of cloth should be hung in a string around her neck  
and lain on her bosom. However, in those instances when one entered 
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a home and saw a large ugly rifle placed right next to the patient, one 
could but sense some respect since one knew that if the procedure 
would become protracted, it was common to fire a shot right next to her 
ear. As the years passed the situation changed considerably. The 
confidence in the work of the midwife grew, and one did not come 
across such ‘tricks’ anymore. (Nyström 1942a: 161) 

Miscarriage 
Being pregnant in Eastern Turkestan during the late 19th and  early 20th 

centuries involved a high risk of miscarriage. In addition, a significant percent 
of infants suffered a premature death. It was only God who knew and could 
decide whether the child would survive or whether it would be a boy or a girl. 
Thus, before birth, clothes were never prepared in advance (Jarring 1975: 23). 

Medical advice for miscarriage appears quite frequently in the Eastern 
Turki sources. Prov 351 suggests that if a “child dies in the womb, a horse 
hoof is singed and a suppository […] is prepared by mixing its ashes with oil, 
then [the mother] will immediately be relieved” (Prov 351. 10b1–3. ATMO). 
Continuities with the past are also observed in more recent material such as 
Adem Öger’s research on the Uyghurs in Kazakhstan, where precautions 
against miscarriage are plentiful; they also suggest that the rate of miscarriage 
is still quite high today. As Öger illustrates, this is expressed by the Uyghurs 
in day-to-day wisdom expressed in sayings such as bir chüsük on tughuttin 
yaman ‘A miscarriage is [much] worse than ten births’ (Öger 2019: 206). 

Medical advice for a smooth delivery 
From Donaldson’s work in Persia, we see that among the Iranians it was 
commonplace to burn incense in order to ensure a quick delivery. Other 
methods included putting onions and salt into the rectum while the vagina was 
washed with water that had been boiled together with pomegranate peels 
(Donaldson 1973: 27). Similarly, the Eastern Turki manuscript sources 
illustrate that giving birth was precarious and could entail many complications 
for both woman and child. One such method involved the woman ingesting 
horse sweat. 

ägär maẓlūm kiši aṭ teräni ičsä balasi tüšgäy 

If a woman drinks horse sweat, the child will be born (lit. come out). 
(Prov 283. 11a9) 

Just as in the example above concerning miscarriage, the utilization of 
different sorts of suppositories also appears to have been quite frequent for 
making the blood flow more easily during menstruation and for the smooth 
delivery of babies.  
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ägär maẓlūmniŋ ḥayżi rawān bolsun desäŋ balke balasi tüšsün desäŋ 
tüšsä nawšadīrni280 šāf etib farǰigä qoysa ḥayż rawān bolur balasi mu 
tüšär 

If you want a woman’s menstruation to come or if you want her to 
deliver a child, you should put a suppository with salammoniac into the 
womb. Then the menstruation will come and the child will also be born. 
(Prov 283. 14b9–10) 

Western observers such as Ella Sykes mention that precautions for ensuring 
an easy delivery also involved calling for musicians, who would perform a 
ritual in which the woman would dance until reaching a state of giddiness. 
Other methods for assuring a safe delivery were visiting the graves of 
ancestors and asking for their assistance. 

If a woman is about to have a child she calls in the services of the 
magician in order that all may go well. His acolyte beats a drum, while 
he himself chants gibberish and makes the woman dance round and 
round until she is giddy. She will also visit the graves of her ancestors 
and invoke their aid. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 253) 

While calling for a healer or asking for aid from ancestor spirits aid seems 
to have occurred quite frequently, a communal aspect can also be observed. 
With regard to individual actions that could influence the outcome of 
pregnancy, birth or illness, conforming to societal rules such as voluntary 
almsgiving also played a certain role. 

To ease her approaching delivery, a pregnant woman from Kashgar 
engaged a healer to perform a séance. Following the conclusion of the 
ritual, she paid the healer and gave alms to the poor. Offerings to the 
poor could be made to help cure the sick, presumably even without the 
explicit framework of a healing ritual. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 162)281 

After birth 
The manuscript sources offer a number of recommendations for expelling the 
placenta. Among these may be mentioned the benefits of ingesting potions of 

280 Cf. above spelling nawšadīr by Károly, who writes: “nawšādur P ‘ammonium chloride, sal-
ammoniac’” (Károly 2015: 288).  

someone When) to God’. sic dedicating ( ‘a ) هللارذن (< A. nezrillah“ writes: who Jarring, Cf. 281 

has built a new house he makes an offering by killing a sheep, a cow or even some hens. The 
meat is boiled and given to the poor. The same offering is made in order to have sick people 
recover” (Jarring 1951b: 81n.1). 
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boiled walnuts282 or hendelik seeds,283 but also dairy products from animals in 
other cases considered haram such as dog milk. Considering that in Islam such 
haram products may only be used as a final recourse when there is a risk to 
life, we can understand that child delivery, including the expulsion of the 
placenta, was fraught with great dangers for both woman and child. 

ägär maẓlūmniŋ balasi ičidä ölsä iṭniŋ sütini ʿasal birlä ičsä darḥāl 
tüšür 

If a woman’s child dies inside (the womb) and she drinks the milk from 
a dog mixed with honey, the foetus will come out at once. (Prov 283. 
11b11) 

Considerable similarities demonstrating a continuity in the written tradition 
are demonstrated in the following passage. 

här maẓlūmniŋ balasi ičida ölgän bolsa itniŋ sütini qaynatib ičürsä 
darḥāl tüšgäy 

If any woman’s child dies inside the womb and one boils the milk of a 
dog and makes her drink it, the foetus will come out immediately. (Prov 
24. 17b8–10) 

It was also considered efficacious to take the excrement of a dog and make 
the woman drink this. 

ägär maẓlūm kišiniŋ ičida balasi ölüb qalsa wä tüšmäsä iṭniŋ tezäkini 
qaynatib ičürsä darḥāl tüšgäy 

If a child dies inside a woman’s womb and will not come out, then one 
should take the excrements of a dog, boil it and then make her drink it. 
Then, the foetus will come out immediately. (Prov 24. 19b4–6)284 

Yet another remedy for expelling the afterbirth involved the wife burning 
her husband’s hair. This method also involved the utilization of animal 
excrements. 

ägär maẓlūm eši tüšmäsä öz äri sačini kalla tezäkini dūd bärsä tüšgäy 

282 Cf. “If a woman’s placenta doesn’t descend quickly, if she drinks boiled walnuts, it will 
come out immediately” (Prov 351. 12a8–9. ATMO). 

eats and seed ) کل هدنخ hendelik ( boils she out, if come doesn’t placenta woman’sa “If Cf. 283 

it, she will be healed” (Prov 351. 22a1–3. ATMO). 
284 The usage of dog’s excrement is not limited to Central Asia. For example, according to a 
report on Yemeni medicine, dog’s excrement is “is heated up on the fire and the front of a child, 
who is suffering from convulsions, is burnt with it. It is mixed with water and drunk to cure 
mumps (al-bāquranqāḥ) which mostly attacks children” (Schönig 2002: 169).  
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If a woman in labor cannot expel the placenta, she should take the hair 
of her own husband together with cow dung and burn it. Then the 
[placenta] will be delivered. (Prov 283. 11b17) 

Similar notions appear in Prov 351, but without utilization of cow dung. 

ägär maẓlūm kišiniŋ tuğati dušwār bolsa öz äriniŋ sačini dūd bärsä 
darḥāl farzand wujūdiğa kälğäy 

For difficulty giving birth (dystocia), making smoke from her 
husband’s hair [by burning it], will make a woman immediately give 
birth. (Prov 351. 12a4–6. Translation based on ATMO) 

Burial of the afterbirth (placenta) 
Bellér-Hann writes that it was tradition in Eastern Turkestan to bury the 
placenta in the “mud floor of the house where the birth took place” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 282). This corresponds roughly to Justin Rudelson’s observations 
from his fieldwork in Turpan in the 1980s; several beliefs were associated 
with the placenta and the child. One of these was the burial practice mentioned 
above, but according to his field notes, the placenta was buried into the wall 
of the house, not the floor as can be observed in other Muslim lands such as 
Iran. Donaldson, for instance writes: “When the child is born, a needle or other 
piece of metal is stuck into the placenta, a piece of charcoal is added for good 
luck and all are buried in the ground” (Donaldson 1973: 27). 

According to common belief in Eastern Turkestan, it was agreed that if the 
placenta was buried too deeply, the child’s eyes would be cast down all the 
time when growing up. If it was buried too high, he would stare into the sky. 
According to Rudelson, the existence of this practice was apparently unknown 
to many Uyghur intellectuals, who “were shocked” to hear about it (Rudelson 
1997: 83). On the other hand, the same author reports that the Han Chinese 
expressed that disposing of the placenta like this was a waste of nutrition, since 
they often ate the placenta in the belief that it would bring good health.285 

Disposal of nails 
Historical sources explain that it was not only the placenta that was associated 
with virtues or properties. According to common belief, it was important to 
dispose of nails that had been cut correctly; that is, under the threshold of the 
house. This practice stemmed from a belief that during the final days of life, 
that is the Day of Judgment, the world would experience a brief period in 
which Satan would come riding on an ass known as marr-dadjal, whose every 

285 Rudelson writes that among the Han Chinese it is common to use the placenta for making 
medicine “or simply eat it” for its “health benefits” (Rudelson 1997: 83). 
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hair would be made of strings of musical instruments. Purportedly, the music 
produced by these strings would lead people astray and make them follow the 
devil. During this terrible period in time, peoples’ food would consist of the 
excrement of the ass. Furthermore, horns would grow on their heads, thus 
preventing them from entering their homes. In order to prevent the agony of 
this, the custom is to place both fingernails and toenails under the threshold of 
the house for protection (Jarring 1979b: 16–17). As a missionary source 
explains: 

the true believers know how to protect themselves. All nails that have 
been cut off are buried under the threshold of the house. There they have 
grown into thorny hedges which will prevent the people in the house 
from running out and joining the music of Satan. (Jarring 1979b: 17)286 

Other observers such as Skrine, claim that nails had magical properties that 
were used for casting spells upon enemies. According to him, this idea had 
been further developed to also include shoes that could signify bad omens. 

In most countries where witchcraft and the evil eye are believed in, 
portions of the body such as hairs, nail-parings, etc., are peculiarly 
valuable to the enemy who wishes to cast a spell upon their late owner; 
in Chinese Turkistan, by a curious extension of the idea. This property 
attaches also to a person’s shoes, or rather to the kafsh-massi or slippers 
which are worn out of doors over the long boots and taken off on 
entering a house. If you find your enemy’s shoes lying neatly together 
outside the room in which he sits, you turn them upside down or place 
them one on top of the other ; if you want to kill him, you take them up 
and throw them down haphazard. At Yarkand the shoe superstitions 
differ somewhat from those current at Kashgar ; the effects of meddling 
with one´s kafsh-massi seem to be less serious. I was told there that 
when a caller outstays his welcome, he is apt to find on his departure 
that his shoes are lying upside down ; this is a gentle hint not to stay so 
long next time. Omens also attach to shoes at Yarkand ; if one is found 
lying on top of the other-whether by accident or otherwise-it means that 
the  owner, if  a  man, is  going  to  get a  new  wife, if  a  woman, a  new 
husband. (Skrine 1986: 188) 

Breastmilk as a medicament 
With regard to human substances, we may note that while the Uyghurs do not 
use the placenta for medical purposes, breastmilk is mentioned frequently in 
the manuscript sources. For example, if milk was taken from a woman who 

286 The original source used as reference by Jarring is Högberg 1907b: 48.  
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had recently given birth, it was considered to have especially beneficial 
properties, such as for treating eye diseases like glaucoma. 

ägär kišiniŋ közigä aq tüšsä daslab tuğqan maẓlūmniŋ sütini šakar birlä 
ḥall qilib näččä martaba tartsa dafʿ bolur 

If a person suffers from glaucoma, one should apply the breastmilk of 
a woman who has recently given birth together with sugar. If one 
applies this a few times, the ailment will go away. (Prov 283. 11b15) 

With regard to breastmilk, a source from Turpan collected by Katanov from 
a local informant by the name Náj-Xan mentions this in a text entitled 
ḫotunniŋ küčsüzligi ‘the woman’s debility’. While many sources concern 
pregnancy, it is not as common to come across indigenous references dealing 
with the postpartum period. The source in question deals with milk 
congestion, a condition that can be very painful. In addition to a short section 
on the treatment of that issue, a second and apparently unrelated part refers to 
what a woman should do if she has been given poison. 

ḫotunniŋ küčsüzligi. ḫotunniŋ süti suğalsa, öškä sütini käŋrō pušurup 
yäsä, quggät kälgäy. Ägär kiši zär bärgän bolsa, oğlaqniŋ qenini 
üčürsä, saqayadu 

The woman’s debility: If a woman’s [breast] leaks milk, she regains her 
strength if she boils goat’s milk thick and then eats it. If poison has been 
given to her, she will become well again if one makes her drink the  
blood of a goat buck. (Katanov 1976: 36–37)287 

After the delivery: rest, confinement, diet and preventive action  
As with many other cultures around the world, the birth of a child was 
accompanied by ceremonial food and gift-giving. Uyghur customs regarding 
childbirth prescribe that the first forty days after delivery the mother has to 
stay with the child and not leave the house. On the fortieth day after birth, 
qiriq suyi288 ‘lit. the forty water’ “a ritual bathing ceremony of the infant takes 
place.”289 Besides the customs relating to the disposal of the placenta and nails 
discussed earlier, hair was also buried on certain occasions. For instance, Ella 
Sykes informs us that local custom prescribed that hair be shaved off a child 

287 Cf. Afanasyeva, who mentions when writing on Kazakh medicine in the 18th–early 20th 

century that a common remedy for a sore throat was to gargle with warm blood (Afanasyeva 
2013: 169).
288 See Dautcher for a contemporary description of qiriq suyi (Dautcher 2009: 82–87). For 
historic documentation on rituals associated with birth and children see, Bellér-Hann (2008: 
221–232).
289 I use the same wording in Hällzon 2012: 14n31. 
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on the fortieth day following birth and buried together with the bones of a 
sheep sacrificed on the same occasion.  

When the child is born it is kept hidden from outsiders for some time, 
and on the fortieth day the infant’s head is shaved and the hair buried, 
the bones of a sheep eaten at the feast given on this occasion being also 
buried. (Sykes, Ella C. 1924: 253) 

Preference for boys or girls 
Bellér-Hann notes foreign reports indicating that in many families there was 
a preference for boys, expressed by the fact that when a boy was born, visitors 
from the neighborhood community would utter the saying mubaräk bolsun 
‘may it be blessed’ twice for a boy but only once if it were a girl. According 
to Bellér-Hann, however, this does not necessarily have to be interpreted as if 
girls were unwanted, since the preference for a boy or girl depended on the 
“gender balance among existing children in the family and economic 
circumstances” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 225). Thus, at times, such as in low and 
middle-income families, the preference was often girls since this could bring 
economic advantages to the family in the case of the daughter being married 
to a person from a wealthy family (Bellér-Hann 2008: 225). 

Diet: Foods for toddlers  
The MCCS missionary Helena Nyström reports that in Eastern Turkestan, 
mothers would feed the babies solid foods consisting of rice dishes, hard-
boiled eggs, walnuts, thick cream and so on (Nyström 1946a: 161–162). 
According to her, after smallpox, this custom was the most common reason 
for premature deaths among infants (Nyström 1946a: 162).290 

As often as possible, one tried to come to agreement with the mothers 
regarding their way of tending the small ones. Because they had the  
custom of feeding the small recently born with everything good and 
tasty that the neighbors would bring when they came to greet. It 
consisted of different rice dishes, hard-boiled eggs, walnut kernels, 
thick cream and so on and there the well-intended ignorant acts resulted 
in devastating results! (Nyström 1946a: 161–162)  

290 Cf. C. P. Skrine, who writes: “ Infants are fed by their mothers for a couple of months, after 
which all kinds of food, however indigestible, are administered, in order to “ strengthen the 
stomach ” and make the child “ as tough as a mill-stone ” (tigarman-mizāj). In this the Turkis 
merely copy their masters, for, according to D., a Chinese mother will stuff her baby at a party 
with anything she eats herself, and I myself have seen an official administer neat brandy to his 
three-months-old infant” (Skrine 1986: 194).  
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Here we may discern a condescending but well-intentioned tone on the part 
of the missionaries. While acknowledging that it may involve risks to feed 
babies with solid food, we may also add that it is possible that the feeding of 
such foods solely had a symbolic function among the local population and that 
the missionaries failed to recognize this relationship. It is also possible that 
the food was not intended for the babies to eat, but the mother and other 
members of the family. 

Other sources from Eastern Turkestan may put the missionary statement in 
context. Writing on life-cycle rituals, Bellér-Hann describes a ritual meal 
which was undertaken after the baby had been given its first bath and dressed. 
The provision of this meal, which usually consisted of seven ingredients such 
as walnuts (also described above), but also sugar and bread, was referred to 
using the expression eğizlanduruš, literally meaning “making [the baby] taste 
[human food]” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 224. Cf. Jarring 1975: 23) for the first time. 
This took place when the baby was only two days old (Jarring 1975: 23). The 
consumption of this first meal, consisting of “tiny amounts of solid food” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 224) thus had a merely symbolic function and signified 
that the baby was symbolically accepted “into the social world” (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 224). 

If we compare this with observations from other areas in the Muslim world, 
we see that postpartum meals played an important part in the recovery process 
of the mother after birth. Byron Good, who in the company of his wife 
undertook fieldwork in Iranian Azarbaijan in the 1970s, illuminates the logic 
of consuming such meals consisting of calorie rich, ‘hot’ foods. Interestingly, 
the objective of these meals was not only to ensure that the mother stayed 
strong, but to make the body warm in case of the child being a girl, thus 
increasing the chance of the next child being a boy (Good 1994: 102–103).291 

näzir and at qoyuš ‘name-giving’ practices and the protection of 
children 
Three days after birth it was also common to organize a näzir ‘ritual meal’ to 
celebrate the birth of the child. Keeping in mind that the mother was in 
seclusion for forty days, this was, with the exception of the father, mainly a 

291 As Byron Good writes, “Humoral concepts also provided the basis for special diets followed 
at particular stages of life. For example, during their first forty days after the delivery of a child, 
women in the town were known to be weak and cool and thus vulnerable to cool illnesses. A 
special diet of hot foods, such as pistachios and eggs, was given to post-partum mothers to 
strengthen their bodies and combat coldness. It was often debated whether women who 
delivered baby girls should be given a concoction of honey, flour and butter (known as 
khurmagi) to increase their bodily heat and ensure that the next child born would be a boy. And 
so the discussions went. Hot and cold were simply part of everyday cognition and reasoning 
about diet and matters of health, illness and therapeutics, as well as the emotions and social 
life” (Good 1994: 102–103). 
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female enterprise. In addition to being a moment of celebration, it also 
provided an opportunity for visiting childless women to learn more “about, 
birth, baby care and pollution prohibitions” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 226). 

In connection with other birth rituals, the aforementioned at qoyuš ‘name-
giving’ was also performed. It took place once the baby had turned seven days 
old. Although it was counted as an important event, it did not usually involve 
grand celebrations. Here, the baby was first provided with a ğusl ‘ritual bath’ 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 226). After this first bath, the child was not washed again 
until reaching the ‘age’ of forty days (Jarring 1975: 23). It was not only the 
child who was washed; also the mother would take “a bath of purification” 
(Jarring 1975: 23). After the first bath, the child was dressed in beautiful 
clothing and handed over to an imam who, facing in the direction of Mecca, 
would recite “the äzan into the baby’s right ear, then the täkbir into the baby’s 
left ear, followed by his name” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 227). This can be 
compared to Cf. C. P. Skrine’s observations, who writes:  

Seven days after birth the christening ceremony is held;; the Imam and 
Mu’azzin of the mosque are invited, together with the Uttuz-oghle (lit. 
“ thirty sons ”), an assembly of neighbours which corresponds roughly 
to the Indian Panchayat ; the priests give the child its name and recite 
certain verses of the Qur’an in return for small fees. (Skrine 1986: 194) 

Name-giving practices during the early 1900s also reflect high child 
mortality in the region. Hultvall writes that half of the children died before 
their first birthday, while only 25% of the children reached the age of five 
(Hultvall 1981b: III. 5: 16). Thus, it was common to give the children names 
that either gave the bearer good luck or prevented misfortune and the evil eye 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 228; Högberg, L. E. 1913 (1915): 14). It also happened 
that the parents would give the children ‘ugly’ names since it was believed 
that this would fool evil spirits (Hultvall 1981b: III. 5: 17). Other names were 
‘Stay’ or ‘Strong’, the former reflecting that the parents wanted the child to 
stay. Therefore, this was often a name given to children whose elder brother 
had died. Likewise, many names were identified with powerful and strong 
animals such as tiger, lion etc. and reflected the parents’ hope that the child 
would inherit these characteristics too (Bellér-Hann 2008: 228; Hultvall 
1981b: III. 5: 17; Jarring 1979b: 15).292 Interestingly such name-giving 
practices mostly applied to boys who were considered to be “more vulnerable” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 228). As Bellér-Hann points out, this notion perhaps stems 
from the fact that more infant boys than girls succumbed to premature death 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 228). 

292 Name-giving practices among the Uyghurs are also discussed by Äsäd Sulayman (Sulayman 
2007: 109–127). For auspicious and protective name-giving practices similar to the ones 
discussed here, see pp. 114–115 in Sulayman’s article.  
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In the book Jolbas: en kaschgargosses levnad, skildrad av honom själv 
[Yolbas: The Life of a Kashgarian Boy, as Described by Himself], the 
missionary L. E. Högberg provides a colorful and detailed short story of life 
in Kashgar at the beginning of the 20th century, as seen through the eyes of a 
boy called Yolbas293 (< yolbars “tiger” in Turkic/Uyghur) – a student at the 
Swedish missionary school. One section describing a lesson at the school deals 
with the aforementioned protective name practices in an illustrative way. 

A moment later, they showed us a large beautiful drawing resembling 
a tiger (yolbas). Suddenly the whole school started staring at me since 
my name is Yolbas and, just like a rooster, my face turned completely 
red. How should I know why my parents chose to call me ‘the Tiger’. 
But I guess being called the Tiger is just as good as any other name such 
as Samsak [Garlic], Superga [Sweeping broom], Palto [Axe],  Äkhlät 
[Garbage]. My mom has told me that many people give their children 
names that are too beautiful, and then they go off and die. However, if 
someone is given an ugly name he will survive, and that is true because 
I do live and so do Garlic, Broom, Axe and Mr. Garbage. (Högberg, L. 
E. 1913 (1915): 14) 

Common illnesses among children 
Even children who had the support of stable family networks were vulnerable 
to disease. Alongside Western observations from the region, the few local  
sources are very useful for establishing which illnesses were most common as 
well as which vocabulary was used for describing them. In tebīpniŋ xeti ‘the 
doctor’s advertisement’, collected from a Chinese doctor working with 
Eastern Turkestani patients in Turpan in the late 19th century, we see that 
smallpox, cough, ringworm, sores, loss of weight and diarrhea are categorized 
among so-called children’s illnesses (Katanov 1976: 36–37). 

It is unclear, however, if the recipes presented in the same chapter refers to 
the treatment undertaken by the Chinese doctor or if they are recipes collected 
from a medical treatise from that area. In addition, we have already mentioned 
that diarrhea is listed as a child’s disease in tebīpniŋ xeti ‘the doctor’s 
advertisement’. It is unclear, however, if the recipe only refers to children 
having the condition. Regardless, we can assume that the recipes presented by 
Katanov represent the medical tradition as practiced and understood in 
Turpan. According to the source at hand, iči ötkänniŋ bayāni ‘the explanation 
for diarrhea’, the cure was as follows: 

293 I have chosen to use the spelling ‘Yolbas’ instead of ‘Jolbas’ since this follows English 
spelling (rules) more closely. 
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Adämniŋ  iči sürüp ötkän bolsa, sōqtin bolsa, toḫōniŋ tuqumini eqini 
töküp seriğiğa bir dānä jōzni soqup selip qoyniŋ quruq yeği-birlä 
quymaq qilip yäsä, iči toqtar. Yänä zīreni, seriq kōčini, yaŋaq mağzini 
soqup yäsä, iči toqtaydu. Issiqtin iči sürsä, ačciq anār süyi, üzüm 
ğoresiniŋ süyi, alma süyi ičsün. 

If a person has diarrhea due to cold, it will stop if he takes the white of 
an egg and pours it out, then takes the yolk and adds a piece of coconut 
and whisks (mix it with) the tail fat of a sheep and eats it. Moreover, the 
diarrhea will stop if one pounds cumin seed, yellow pepper and walnut 
kernels and eats this. If [a person] has diarrhea due to heat one should 
drink the juice of sour pomegranate, juice of unripe grape juice and 
apple juice. (Katanov 1976: 34–35) 

This information can be supplemented by manuscript sources such as Prov 
357, which mention typhoid and measles; diseases not only affecting children, 
of course, but since they were often more vulnerable, they may have taken 
their toll. 

bāb-i kezik: kezik ağriqini ʿ ilāj-i kezik ağriqi ḥaṣba čiqarsa yā sariğlasa 
burnidin qan kälsä 

Chapter on typhoid: the remedy for typhoid disease. If kezik ağriqi 
294 break out or if one‘measles’ ⟩حصبة⟨baṣaḥordisease’ ‘typhoid 

becomes yellowish or if there is nose-bleeding. (Prov 357. 36b1) 

The development of children 
In tebīpniŋ xeti ‘The Doctor’s Advertisement’, collected in 1892 in Turpan, 
we see that besides so-called children’s illnesses, speaking disorders are listed 
as a separate category (Katanov 1976: 36–37). Eastern Turki medical sources 
recommend that when children did not learn to speak on time, one should 
prepare the tongue of a horse for the child to eat (Prov 283. 11b5–6). 

ägär kiši āṭniŋ tilini kičik balağa bärürsä tili čiqqay 

If a person gives the tongue of a horse to a small child, his/her tongue 
will come out [i.e. he/she will start to speak]. (Prov 283. 11b5–6) 

Here we can observe the underlying logic seen in many societies of treating 
certain conditions with a similar object, in this case the tongue of the animal 
(equal treats equal), in order to attain the desired result. We can only speculate 
about this reference, but perhaps it refers to conditions that nowadays would 
be diagnosed in line with the autism spectrum, for example. It is also possible 

Purpura (disease)” ʻāmm, ḥaṣbaʼi —fever; spotted “Measles; A. ⟩حصبة⟨baṣaḥ,batṣaḥ294 

(Steingass 1892: 421). 
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that the lack of speech refers to deaf children. That explanation is less probable 
however, since the medical sources at hand do mention deafness as a separate 
category of illnesses. 

Although this passage refers to neurological conditions, we unfortunately 
have little information on how these children were regarded in society and 
lack indigenous explanatory models for these conditions. However, as we can 
see from the material at hand (see recipe above) that it was a formally 
recognized condition, perhaps understood in problematic terms, which 
involved specific medical treatment.  

Smallpox 
According to Western sources and local informants alike, smallpox disease 
(čičäk; čäčäk) was very common in the region (Grenard 1898a: 111). 
Oftentimes this had far-reaching consequences leading to premature death 
among children (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 5, III. 5: 16). In Katanov’s texts from 
Qomul, a local informant, Abdullā-Ka informs us that during those years when 
[epidemics such as] qara čäčäk broke out, many deaths occurred among the 
population (Katanov 1976: 32–33). Abdullā-Ka’s testimony is also confirmed 
in other sources dealing with areas further southwest. Ferdinand Grenard 
reports that in 1891, a smallpox epidemic in the region caused more than 
10,000 deaths. A year later, in the winter of 1892, the flu claimed a 
considerable number of victims (Grenard 1898a: 110–111). 

It is evident that smallpox could at times ravage whole communities to a 
point of near-extinction. For instance, when Przhevalsky visited the Loplik 
people in 1877, he estimated that there were 70 households numbering 300 
individuals. This can be compared to his visit 20 years earlier when there had 
existed up to 550 households. However, due to a smallpox epidemic the 
population had been decimated. Svanberg cites another report by Pevcov 
revealing that among the Loplik there had been yet another epidemic in 1890 
which had taken 400 lives (Pevcov 1949: 234; Svanberg 1996: 268). In 1905 
the population had dwindled to 250 people (Svanberg 1996: 268). 

Despite the hardship and high fatality rates described in the literature, the 
situation was not entirely hopeless since a sort of ‘indigenous’ vaccination 
method existed. 

Small pox epidemics were a real curse on the population. People were 
often totally defenceless [sic]. Vaccination in its modern sense was of 
course not at hand, but people had their own ways of trying to protect 
themselves by  taking the scab  of a wound  of a person  suffering  from 
smallpox and pulling a sowing thread through it. The thread was thus 
infected, and it was then pulled through the thumb grip in order to create 
a wound between the fingers. In that way, the infection was transmitted 
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and the antibodies of the body were mobilized. After this inoculation, 
the “infected person” had to be kept under control. In that way many 
people were saved. But people still died in large numbers, especially 
little children. Missionary children too were infected and died. The 
native people had a saying that a person having survived small-pox was 
born again. The sufferings were enormous. (Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 5)295 

Besides inoculation methods such as the one described above, remedies for 
alleviating the smallpox sores or blisters are mentioned in the manuscript 
sources as well.  

ägär kišidä čičäkniŋ yäl(i)ni bolsa qizil gulni qoğun uruğiniŋ qafaqniŋ 
uruğini sütidä qaynatib čafsa dafʿ bolur 

If a person suffers from smallpox (smallpox wind), one should take red 
rose, melon seeds and gourd seeds, boil these in milk, and then smear 
the afflicted area with this. Then the ailment will go away. (Prov 354. 
52b1–3) 

In addition to healing based on naturalistic principles, there were specific 
tumars ‘amulets’ said to help in preventing an outbreak. Such amulets were 
tied onto children who had not yet been affected with the disease, but local 
manuscript sources also emphasize that it was not sufficient alone to wear an 
amulet. The person hanging it onto the child also had to put faith in its 
protective powers for it to function. In Prov 5, a section can be found entitled 
čičäk taʿwīzi ‘tumar against smallpox’. Adem Öger provides a summary of its
main contents in Turkish, which I render here in an English translation (Öger 
2017: 64). 

This section informs that if a person writes down this amulet [text] on 
a piece of paper and with belief ties it onto a child who has not had the 
smallpox, that child will not become be affected by the smallpox illness. 
After that appears the text of the amulet. (Öger 2017: 64) 

Symbolism of ‘the first’ tooth 
We have mentioned that many children did not survive their first year due to 
smallpox and other epidemics. Many succumbed to death much earlier than 
that. For those who did survive, certain points in life were marked by 
celebrations mentioned earlier such as the qiriq suyi ‘the infant’s first bath’ 
eğizlanduruš, ‘the symbolic first solid food given to babies’, at qoyuš ‘name-

295 Cf. Katanov’s description of smallpox treatment and vaccination in Turpan in 1891 (Katanov 
1976: 38–39). 
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giving’ practices, and for those boys who reached their seventh birthday, 
circumcision (Bellér-Hann 2008: 224. Cf. Jarring 1975: 23). 

As Ingvar Svanberg has pointed out with reference to the scholar Carl 
Wilhelm von Sydow, “the first” has an important symbolic importance in 
many cultures. Especially the disappearance of the ‘first tooth’ includes many 
intricate beliefs and customs. As is the case with many Indo-European 
languages, the word for the first tooth, i.e. ‘milk tooth’, has its equivalent in 
various Turkic languages. In modern Uyghur, the two terms oğuz čiš and süt 
čiši are used for describing the ‘milk tooth’ (Schwarz 1992: 435, 492). 
Similarly, different terms used among Turkic speaking populations for 
describing the first tooth are süt tişi and kuzi dişi ‘lamb tooth’ among the Turks 
in Anatolia and uwuz tis ‘biestings-tooth’ among the Kazakhs in Xinjiang, ana 
tiši ‘mother’s tooth’ and kičkinalik tiši ‘childhood tooth’ among the Uzbeks in 
Ferghana (Svanberg 1987: 112–113). 

A global phenomenon can be observed in the custom of different cultures 
around the world of putting the tooth under the pillow, throwing away the first 
tooth in a fire, into the sea, up onto the roof of a house or giving it to some 
animal. Often, the disposal of the tooth also involves reading some sort of 
invocation while ‘throwing [it] away’. As Svanberg has pointed out, “[t]he 
structure of the custom is similar, but the contents vary somewhat. […] 
Usually, it contains an invocation to an animal, which is asked to take the old 
tooth and replace it with a new strong one” (Svanberg 1987: 133).296 In  
Western culture, this tradition nowadays include the so-called tooth fairy, who 
exchanges the milk tooth for a coin, while in countries such as Spain and 
France the tooth is exchanged for a gift from a mouse. Among the Turkic 
peoples as well as Eastern European peoples, the tooth is often offered to a 
crow but also to other animals such as dogs. 

Al karga, çürük dişi ver bana yeni dişi – Crow, take the rotten tooth, / 
And give me the new tooth. (Svanberg 1987: 119) 

In Uyghur, the word for milk tooth is süt čiši. Among contemporary 
Uyghurs, the common procedure is to put the milk tooth in a piece of dough 
which is thrown or given to a dog to eat while uttering the charm “palta 
čišingni manga ber, böre čišingni özeng almang”, which means ‘may you give 
me strong and sharp teeth while keeping the ugly (weak) ones’.297 This  
practice of giving the tooth to a dog accompanied by some sort of food product 
corresponds to traditions observed elsewhere in Central Asia and Anatolia, as 
well as in the Balkans and some southern Slavonic areas (Svanberg 1987: 
127–128; 132). For example, among the Kara Hacılı Yörüks residing in Niğde 

296 For more examples on the terminology of milk teeth, see Svanberg (1987: 112–113).  
297 Zülhayat Ötkür (2020) has provided this information.  
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in Anatolia it was customary to put the tooth “into a piece of bread” which 
was “given to a dog” (Svanberg 1987: 127–128).298 

Ingvar Svanberg reports that it was customary among the Kazakh of 
Xinjiang to sew the tooth into a garment or bind it into “a straw of grass which 
would be attached to the inside of the yurt” (Svanberg 1987: 132). Reportedly, 
it was also common to simply bury the tooth in the ground, something also 
observed among the Uyghurs (Svanberg 1987: 132). Furthermore, a Kazakh 
informant from Xinjiang told him “that they hang the first milk tooth lost in 
the same place where they hung the child’s dried umbilical cord” (Svanberg 
1987: 132–133). It is unclear whether similar customs existed among the 
Eastern Turki population or not. If they did exist earlier, it appears that such 
practices are not common anymore. A Uyghur friend living in Sweden, for 
instance, had not heard of the practice of burying teeth. However, according 
to the same person, some Uyghurs preserve their children’s first teeth as well 
as the umbilical cord and keep these at home. 

Celebrations upon the appearance of the first tooth  
In many cultures, including Turkic ones, the appearance of the child’s first 
tooth is marked by some sort of celebration including food and other 
ceremonial objects. In Turkey, this event is celebrated by inviting neighbors 
over to partake of sweets. The mother in the house is responsible for preparing 
dişbuğdayı ‘a sort of sweet’ or irmik helvası ‘a semolina pudding also 
containing sugar and raisins’. In addition, it is customary for the mother  to  
prepare çörek ‘a bread’ in which a coin is placed. It is believed that the one 
who finds the coin will have luck. Just like other peoples such as the 
Assyrians, Armenians and others, ceremonial objects play an important role 
among the Turks (Svanberg 1987: 134–136). In Turkey, the items used in 
connection with the appearance of the first tooth usually include “a comb, a 
pair of scissors and a pencil [that] are arranged on a tray” (Svanberg 1987: 
135) with the intention that the child will take one of the objects. This in turn 
will determine the future profession of the child when she/he grows up. 
Similar customs are reported among the Kazakhs as well as the Uyghurs 
(Svanberg 1987: 135–136). Ingvar Svanberg provides the following account: 

The Kazakhs cook tisbüdey, and an Uyghur refugee woman from 
Sinkiang recounted that people gave home-made hälva when the child 
got its first tooth. Moreover, the child was to ride a sheep. Thereafter, 
when the sheep grazed again, the following blessing was pronounced: 

298 Cf. Svanberg, who writes that among the Khalka Mongols “the tooth is given to a dog 
together with a little flesh and fat, saying simultaneously: ‘Dog, dog, take my bad tooth, give 
me instead a nice white tooth.’” (Svanberg 1987: 127–128). 
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‘Qoynïŋ tišidek mazbut bolsun’ (May it become as strong as the tooth 
of the sheep). (Svanberg 1987: 136) 

While the Eastern Turki sources do not speak directly of specific teething 
rituals, it is not unlikely that such practices existed. Such rituals are usually 
associated with children not being able to sleep or expressing unease in one 
way or another. Svanberg, for instance, notes that among the Turks of Šumen 
in Bulgaria it was customary to try to alleviate the child’s complaint by 
different means when the first tooth erupted (Svanberg 1987: 136). Giving an 
onion to the child, they would say: 

“Kiymetli bir şeyini sat ana bana soğan al” (Give the most worthfully 
(sic) thing to him [.] he will give an onion to me.) (Svanberg 1987: 137) 

The domestic sphere and the world outside 
While the missionary reports and travelogues deal with the most acute and 
obviously life-threatening illnesses, most healthcare, especially with regard to 
infants, took place at home. As we have seen, the main sphere for women was 
the domestic sphere. They did engage in economically important activities but 
seldom or never received credit for their work outside the home. Their main 
duties were to take care of family matters, cooking and children. As elsewhere 
in the world, women were in charge of cooking. This carried significance not 
only for feeding the family, but also for spiritual needs. While the life cycle 
had importance, so did special days during the year. Preparation of ritually 
important food was the domain of women. Ritual food also had implications 
for health. Spiritually potent food was prepared at shrines and brought back 
home to those who could not take part in the pilgrimage. A modern account 
speaks about the relation between mazar visitation and the Baraka of the 
place. Here the soil from a shrine was used in a bathing ritual (Dautcher 2009: 
57). 

Abidem and her group then left the main tomb, neither leaving nor 
taking anything, and went out to a much smaller tomb standing a few 
dozen yards away. This tomb, only half as large as the last one, was the 
tomb of a woman. Onto the branches of the trees that surrounded it  
visitors had tied dozens of small tufts of cloth. Abidem stooped down 
and gathered up a handful of earth lying a few inches from the tomb. At 
home that evening Abidem rubbed some of the soil over Ilyar’s eyes. 
Months later she would dissolve the same soil into water used to wash 
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her newborn granddaughter Tewsiye in a ritual bathing ceremony. 
(Dautcher 2009: 57)299 

While some diseases and healings methods were especially directed 
towards children, many affected both young and old. Similarly, with regard to 
gender, we can observe that some ailments were more likely to affect men 
than women and vice versa. While women were at risk during childbirth, men 
were more likely to fall victims to military conflict and street brawls in which 
injuries could sometimes be severe, necessitating care outside the home. Here 
we have mentioned the different healers and the MCCS hospitals. While 
poorhouses and institutionalized charity were consulted for most day-to-day 
ailments, the domestic sphere was the safe haven. In Eastern Turki society, 
women were primarily entrusted with taking care of sick children (Jarring 
1951b: 88–89), but this does not necessarily mean that women were left home 
alone. As we have seen, extended networks most often included female family 
members who could assist in different ways. In addition, as we have seen in 
chapter nine, several sources speak of female medical professionals such as 
those called upon for house visits. 

299 It appears that similar customs existed among neighboring peoples such as the Kazakh as 
well. For example, Afanasyeva notes that sand was collected at shrines among various healing 
methods employed by the Kazakh in the 18th–early 20th century (Afanasyeva 2013: 165). 
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Section II. Growing old and forming a family 

Just as different healers and charities can be defined as social institutions, also 
the domestic sphere and marriage is an institution. As elsewhere in the world 
marriage and family life constituted the economic security network so much 
needed for getting along and being cared for in time of need. For those 
belonging to that particular system, it provided a form of safety net. For those 
without, it was harder to make ends meet. In the next part we will thus delve 
into matters concerning the family as a social institution. The first part will 
discuss marriage and its implications with regard to health and wellbeing. It is 
followed by a few examples illustrating how life appeared for those in unstable 
family networks or simply without any. 

Marriage and family life 
The Eastern Turki term for the institution of marriage was turmuš quruš, while 
the common vernacular for wedding ceremony was toy (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
235). Marriage was associated with “divine origins” and referred to the first 
marriage between humans, i.e. Adam and Eve. As demonstrated by Bellér-
Hann, such themes were also expressed in oral literature, as “in a song dictated 
by Bosuq Niyaz in Qomul in 1892” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 235) which deals with 
not only Adam and Eve but also other important “Prophets, Muslim martyrs 
and the famous lovers of Islamic literature” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 235). 

Thus, just like natural life stages such as being born and aging, marriage 
was looked upon as an indispensable natural element of life (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 235–236). It was a “normative expectation that everyone should be 
married” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 238). Getting married also had religious 
significance since it implied following the example of the Prophet Muhammad 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 236). 

Marriage was undertaken very early and often assumed the form of child 
marriages. It usually took place at the age of ten to fourteen among girls and 
slightly older for boys, who were married off when they became fifteen or 
sixteen years old (Bellér-Hann 2008: 238; Jarring 1975: 12). The first 
marriage was always arranged by the parents, who sometimes started looking 
for a suitable partner when girls were as young as eight years old (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 237–238). Some sources such as the Swedish missionary Gustaf Ahlbert 
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make a comparison between the (Christian) children growing up at the 
MCCS’s orphanage and those (Muslim children) outside, implying that the 
Eastern Turki girls did not have any teenage period and went straight from 
childhood to womanhood (Ahlbert 2013: 67). 

So Bachta and her friends were married. They were probably the first 
girls in their country who had ever been allowed a time of adolescence 
between childhood and marriage. All their Muslim sisters would have 
gone straight from childhood into marriage, straight from their carefree 
games propelled into the bitter realities of everyday life. The Muslim 
woman has no adolescence. Her destiny is to be a child and then  a 
mother. (Ahlbert 2013: 67) 

For the first marriage in life, it was the parents and relatives who decided 
on marriage partners – the boys and girls had no say in the matter (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 238). If the marriage partners came from separate mosque 
communities, it was common for a dällal ‘broker’ to undertake the procedure 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 238). 

Before the wedding could take place, it was preceded by a sequence of 
marriage negotiations between the families that followed an intricate 
reciprocal process of gift-giving and house visits, including the mäslihät čeyi 
‘consultation tea’ (Bellér-Hann 2008: 240). When all parts had reached an 
agreement, the nika ‘the religious wedding ceremony’ took place. As Bellér-
Hann has observed, this “conformed to practices elsewhere in the Islamic 
world” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 242). 

While it was the parents who were in charge of marriage arrangements, a 
missionary letter written in Kashgar on November 30, 1929 reveals that in rare 
cases the decision to marry off their children could be met with objection, 
though not verbally exercised in the following case. 

Yesterday we were summoned to one of the town’s most distinguished 
and influential men. The people call him ‘dua akhond’ [duʿāḫon], 
which signifies that his profession consists of reading prayers for  
payment. Many wretched people in need visit him for obtaining help 
and relief, and naturally they have to pay well. Now his daughter had 
fallen sick; he himself could not help, so he summoned the doctor. We 
went there and saw a young fourteen-year-old girl, who was coughing 
very terribly. Dr. Hermanrud, however, realized that the cough was 
made up, something I also noticed. Nevertheless, she was thoroughly 
examined but nothing seemed to be wrong. Thus, Dr. Hermanrud also 
delivered this conclusion to the people and enquired as to whether the 
girl was sad about something particular. Now the case was, which we 
had heard, that the girl’s wedding was going to be held within a week 
and Hermanrud wondered whether this was not the reason for the girl’s 
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idea to cough: to express her disapproval of the parents’ venture to try 
to marry her off. After I had translated this into Turki, the girls’ closest 
relatives became almost happily surprised since they had not believed 
anything other than that a serious disease had afflicted the girl. That she 
had received it so close to the wedding, they interpreted was a great 
misfortune. Now they became glad that her ‘evil’ only consisted of her 
aversion to getting married. The fact that Hermanrud had been able to 
establish this right away surprised them considerably and his reputation 
increased a great deal. (Anderson 2011: 103) 

Following the nika, the previously mentioned toy ‘wedding party’ was 
celebrated (Bellér-Hann 2008: 242). Here, the guests would present the 
wedding couple with gifts. A reciprocal gift-giving system can also be 
observed, since not only those getting married received gifts but also the 
visitors (Bellér-Hann 2008: 243). 

Getting married signified that the bride left her status as unmarried, but it 
also signified a physical shift since from now on she would form part of her 
husband’s household. When leaving the wedding and departing to her new 
home, it was customary to weep, whereupon she would be “consoled by 
friends of her husband” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 243). While it was a symbolic 
weeping for some, it is possible that others wept from the heart, especially 
when being married off to someone for whom they did not care. When coming 
to her new family’s home she would be carried on a carpet (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
244). Over the following days, the families conducted a number of visits 
between the homes, exchanging gifts and other commodities (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 245). 

It was expected that the bride would be a virgin upon her first marriage. 
The punishment for premarital sex could be severe. Thus, in some locations 
so-called virginity tests were carried out (Bellér-Hann 2008: 245–246). While 
sex before the first marriage was not permitted, this actually referred to all 
sexual activities outside marriage.  

In addition to the marital age, foreigners commented upon the high rate of 
divorce among the people. Such reports also emphasized the frequency of 
short-term marriages or that the husband would take a second wife. In the book 
Community matters in Xinjiang, there is the telling heading The Instability of 
Marriage, that aptly illustrates how Westerners described that social 
institution. As Bellér-Hann points out, the observations of foreigners are 
“often contradictory” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 258). While some sources 
interpreted “the instability” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 258) as “detrimental” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 258) to women and suggested that marriage practice in the region 
was no more than “legal prostitution” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 266), others saw it 
differently. Making comparisons with Western Turkestan, where it was 
uncommon to see unveiled women in public, the latter emphasized the fact  
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that in Kashgar women were frequently seen unveiled in the bazaar, and as 
such appeared to enjoy much more freedom than across the border in Russian 
Turkestan (Bellér-Hann 2008: 258). 

While multiple marriages and divorce were indeed common, life-long 
companionship remained the norm. Bellér-Hann has correctly described that 
“on the normative level, marriages were contracted with the expectation that 
they would last [but] at the same time, divorce and remarriage was also 
regarded as a normal part of human experience” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 259). 
While the first marriage usually took place between previously unmarried 
people, secondary marriages included those with a previous marriage history 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 260). 

As we have explained earlier, divorce was looked upon in negative terms 
but did not involve a stigma for women (Bellér-Hann 2008: 220). In addition, 
divorced women, especially those who had proved that they could give birth 
to children, did not find it difficult to remarry (Bellér-Hann 2008: 220, 260). 
While not being stigmatized for being divorced, it was usually the prerogative 
of men to initiate divorce (Bellér-Hann 2008: 261). However, if the woman 
could prove that she was abused by her husband or that he was sick, legal 
options for divorce existed for women too. 

A woman could divorce her husband if she had visible signs of being 
beaten by him six times, if he took a second wife without her consent, 
if he failed to pay for her subsistence for six months, if he left their 
home for a place situated longer than a three-day walk from their 
residence without her consent, if he went crazy, or if he caught leprosy. 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 262) 

Similar terms were stipulated in Tashkent in Western Turkestan, including 
that the abandonment of Islam by either part was grounds for divorce. Other 
reasons for divorce were long-term absence from home on the part of the 
husband, as well as minors who upon becoming adults wished to revoke a 
marriage conducted as a minor. Divorce was also granted in cases where 
“madness or certain diseases became evident [and when] […] it turned out that 
the marriage had not been properly solemnized” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 262– 
263). 

The hair-tying ceremony – a purely female affair 
In Eastern Turki society, a clear distinction was made when referring to the 
different stages in a woman’s life. This change can also be observed in local 
vernacular. Thus, a maiden commonly went by the name qiz ‘girl’, while a  
distinction was made between a married woman who had given birth to a child 
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and one who had not. While the former was called juwan300 the latter received 
the title čoqan. Whereas a married woman who had not yet given birth to 
children would have five or seven long braids, the juwan would have her bangs 
cut off and only two braids. Thus, the woman’s status was defined by her 
outward appearance. Acquiring the new status, or “new stage of her life: 
motherhood” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 279), was followed by a hair-tying ritual 
locally referred to by names such as čačwaq toyi in Kucha and čač qošaq toyi 
in Kashgar (Bellér-Hann 2008: 279–280). The ritual also implied a change in 
dress, but the importance of this “was secondary to changes in hairstyle” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 280). 

As with other life cycles, this ritual was accompanied by the preparation of 
ritually important food and gift-giving (Bellér-Hann 2008: 279). The ritual 
would only be undertaken once during the life of a woman and was often 
regarded as more important than the wedding ceremony, which could be 
performed many times (Bellér-Hann 2008: 282). While the hair-braiding ritual 
has been described in detail by Bellér-Hann (2008: 279–282) and will not be 
dealt with in detail here, it can be added that a missionary report reveals brief 
information about how the hair extensions were prepared. While the report 
makes no mention of the distinction between čoqan and juwan, it provides an 
interesting note about local understandings of what constituted beauty. While 
not directly falling under the criteria of illness, we see that some  of the  
products mentioned in Eastern Turki medical texts were used for cosmetic  
purposes, which provides us with small yet important clues regarding locally 
entrenched ideals of beauty in the region.   

The hair [of women] is worn in long braids, the more they are the more 
beautiful! Therefore, the [hair of] the yak tail is usually used to join onto 
the woman’s own hair, where it is considered to be insufficient [with 
regard to length]. In order to keep the hair shiny and smooth when 
combing and braiding, it is prepared or glued with resin from the [jigdä] 
‘oleaster tree’. An old beggar, who for some time had paid attention to 
one of our female missionaries’ >>ugly<< curly hair, felt such pity for 
her that one fine day he came along with a handful of such resin which 
he presented to her as a gift. (Törnquist 1926: 116) 

In addition to the resin from the jigdä tree, fish products were widely 
utilized for stimulating hair growth and the coloring of hair (blackening of 
white hair), including facial hair. The many references to ‘black hair’ and how 
to achieve it provide us with at least an inkling of what beauty ideals existed 
in the region. 

In the Eastern Turki sources, black hair in contrast to grey or white was the 
beauty norm. Moreover, as we will see later on in this chapter, having red hair 

300 Bellér-Hann writes that “an alternative term was sekiläk” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 279). 
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was looked upon as a severe beauty flaw (Högberg 1915: 14–15). When it 
comes to dental care, having white teeth was looked upon as desirable, as it 
indicated youth and health. While black hair could easily be achieved with the 
help of coloring, it was harder to deal with baldness, which is a sign of aging. 

ägär kiši baliqni qurutub yumšaq soqub baš yelimgä qošub aqarğan sač 
saqalğa čafsa qara bolur 

If a person dries fish, pounds it soft, mixes this with ‘hair glue’ and 
applies it to the whitened hair and beard, it will become black [again]. 
(Prov 283. 26b5–6) 

While we will not discuss the topic at length here, it is interesting to see 
that a product such as baliq yilimi ‘fish glue’ is mentioned in the Eastern Turki 
sources as a substance used for medicinal and cosmetic purposes. This may 
be a continuation of ancient concepts, but more research is necessary for 
reaching absolute conclusions about its general use in Central Asia as well as 
its links to Greek medical thought. Fish glue and its history is described in 
detail in an article by John Scarborough. Although he does not mention its use 
in Graeco-Islamic medicine, he provides a number of examples from ancient 
texts, stating that “ancient texts and the near-modern use of fish glue reveal a 
remarkable product, well understood by Greek and Roman surgeons and 
cosmeticians, and which had intrigued students of natural history and 
fishermen sometime before Dioscorides set down his brief summary” 
(Scarborough 2015: 54). 

Regarding love and sexual relations  
An interesting feature of both accounts is that while disease is stated as a 
reason for divorce, the ability for a man to fulfil his ‘marital duties’ is not 
mentioned in either. However, divorce was indeed a potential danger for a 
man who did not manage to fulfil his marriage duties. Potency, and in 
particular male virility, were associated with youth and strength. Lacking 
sexual ability and the urge to engage in such activities has biological 
explanations. Sometimes it has to do with underlying disease, which was often 
hard to diagnose. In other circumstances, age itself was the explanation, since 
the libido may decline with advancing age. Several sections in the Eastern 
Turki sources offer advice on the matter. 

While Western sources attribute venereal disease to promiscuity and a  
sinful life, it is evident that sexually transmitted diseases were common in the 
region. It is also highly possible that the occurrence of such diseases were due 
to a high number of sexual partners, and that it was a major problem.  

A consequence of the promiscuity was the considerable spreading of  
venereal diseases. Many children were born with such a heritage. Once 
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the Mission health care had been developed some patients with this 
problem could be treated. The missionaries had received special 
training in this field. (Hultvall 1981b: I. 3: 11–12) 

In the Eastern Turki medical texts, considerable room is given to the 
discussion of sexual matters. Due to the limited space here, I will restrict 
myself to a few examples. Common words concerning sexual matters are 
ǰimāğ qil- ‘to have intercourse’, farǰ ‘vagina‘, zäkär ‘penis’, qażīb ‘penis’, 
šahwat ‘potency’, äränlik ‘manhood’ and pat anzāl bolmasliq ‘premature 
ejaculation’ etc.  

ägär kimärsäniŋ šahwati sust kälib yā bağlanğan bolsa 

If someone’s potency is weak or obstructed (Prov 351. 9b.2. Translation 
based on ATMO) 

wä yänä kimärsäniŋ äränlik sust bolsa 

And still, if someone’s manhood is weak (Prov 351. 9b. 5. Translation 
based on ATMO) 

här kiši pat anzāl bolmasliqniŋ bayāni 
A description of preventing premature ejaculation  (Prov 351. 35a6. 
ATMO) 

At times, whole chapters are devoted to sexual matters. In Prov 283, for 
example, the following headings can be found. As observed, they deal with  
issues regarding lubrication and potency. 

bāb zäkärni yağ birlä yağlaydurğan dārīsi 

Chapter: these are the medical fats used for lubricating the penis. (Prov 
283. 65a1–2) 

bāb zäkärğä quwwat bärädürğän dārī bu turur 

Chapter: these are the medicaments used for strengthening the penis. 
(Prov 283. 65b14–15) 

One section states that one should use egg yolk and the gallbladder of a 
goat, for instance. The use of animal products, such as the gallbladder and 
brains of various species, combined with products such as honey, eggs, sugar 
etc. is very common for similar purposes. Thus we find aphrodisiacs such as 
earthworms diluted in other substances such as sesame oil, Indian walnut and 
oil used as ointment, chickens, roosters, hare brains, gallbladder of hens or 
roosters, brains of sparrows, brains of black crows, fat from ringdove, black 
cat’s testicles, the penis of ram, gallbladder of ox, gallbladder of cow and 
more. As demonstrated in the following, many of these products are used for 
smearing onto the penis before sexual intercourse.  
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nauʿ-i dīgar qara makiyanniŋ toḫumniŋ sariğiğa äčküniŋ ötini ališturub 
qażīb sürtüb ǰimāğ qilsa 

Another kind [of recipe]: if one mixes the yolk of the egg of a black hen 
with the gallbladder of a goat and smears this onto the penis and then 
has sexual intercourse [after that]. (Prov 283. 28a2) 

Although animal products are frequently used as aphrodisiacs, plant-based 
medicaments are used as well.  

nauʿ-i dīgar qizil gulniŋ yildizini ačilğan waqtida alib tört bäš mis̱ qāl 
qilib sāya qurutub šakar birlä zäkriğä sürtüb ǰimāğ qilsa 

Another kind [of recipe]: if one picks the red rose at the time it opens 
up, dries four or five mis̱ qāl [of it] in the shade, adds sugar [to it] and 
smears this onto the penis and has sexual intercourse. (Prov 283. 29b5) 

While the manuscript sources make mention of venereal disease, matters 
related to sexuality also include a number of references to potency and how to 
improve one’s sex life. These descriptions are quite vivid, and while many do 
emphasize the importance of virility, they contain references stating that it is 
important to not only provide the man with pleasure. In the same way as the 
Eastern Turki sources dealing with procreation indicate that barrenness was 
looked upon as incapability between the spouses, the sections on marital sex 
life point in a similar direction, where the enjoyment of both the man and the 
woman is considered important (Cf. Bellér-Hann 2008: 220). 

According to the manuscript sources, certain aphrodisiacs had a divine 
origin, as expressed in Prov 351 where it is stated that: “God sends these 
medicines to you” (Prov 351. 12a9–11. ATMO). In the same source, it is 
expressed that these medicines were so powerful that by using these, a man 
becomes so strong that “even if he has a hundred wives he will be able to 
satisfy them” (Prov 351. 12b4. ATMO). Interestingly when speaking of 
potency, a reference is made to Rustam the lion (Prov 351. 30a11–12. 
ATMO).301 While multiple references discuss how to satisfy women, some 
sections, especially in Prov 351, concern female enjoyment. Thus, while 
seeing that potency was the male norm, a weak libido was perhaps of concern, 
since there was a potential risk that the woman could leave him for others.  
One section in Prov 351 thus states that if the medicine is used, the “woman 
will not seek other men in her life” (Prov 351. 32a5. ATMO). Regarding a 
certain ointment that was smeared “onto the penis” (Prov 351. 32a1. ATMO) 
before intercourse, the manuscript source states that, “[you] will see the power 
of God that the women will be happy and lose consciousness” (Prov 351. 
32a2–4. ATMO). The source proceeds to say that the woman “will get so 

301 This is a reference to Rustam, a main character in the famous Persian epic shāh-nāma by 
Ferdowsī, Abuʾl-qāsem. https://iranicaonline.org/articles/ferdowsi-index 
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much pleasure that it will be hard to describe it” (Prov 351. 32a2–4. ATMO). 
I will further strengthen my argument by providing a final sentence from Prov 
351, which points out that when “someone grinds cinnamon and applies it to 
the penis before sexual intercourse, the woman will very much enjoy it and 
never want others” (Prov 351. 31b9–11. ATMO). 

The vulnerable and outcast in society 
Missionary reports from Eastern Turkestan point out that children and women 
were the most vulnerable individuals in society, especially when sick, when 
outcasts or when living outside any established social extended network  
(Hultvall 1981b: III. 2: 5; Ahlbert 1933, 2013). While some children such as 
the aforementioned Yolbas [Tiger],  Samsak [Garlic], Superga [Sweeping 
broom], Palto [Axe] and Äkhlät [Garbage] described above received care at 
the Swedish mission, others received help from local institutions. Although 
children were among the most vulnerable, those without a stable family 
network were also affected. In the story Bachta Khan, the Swedish missionary 
Gustaf Ahlbert speaks of Bachta and her family. At a young age, the mother 
dies and Bachta is left in the care of her father, a poor farmer. During her first 
years, she and her father get along quite well but due to an eye ailment inflicted 
on the father, all the family’s savings are spent on various treatments. Finally, 
the last recourse for both of them is begging. The story in question ends 
happily with the father receiving an eye operation at the missionary hospital 
while those same missionaries adopt Bachta Khan (Ahlbert 1933, 2013). 
However, this kind of successful conclusion was perhaps not the case for 
many poor families. For some, the situation was even worse due to drugs and 
gambling. 

Drugs and gambling 
Foreign reports such as those of Henry Walter Bellew frequently mention drug 
abuse in the region (Bellew 1875: 271–272). Apparently, the smoking of 
hashish was not reserved for men, but women also used the drug (Bellér-Hann 
2008: 155). 

Of the diseases produced by the vicious habits and faulty mode of 
living, we need here only refer to those resulting from the very general 
abuse of opium and hemp, as, owing to their frequency and aggravated 
forms in both sexes, they form an important item in the sum total of the 
defects that combine to deteriorate the physical standard of the people. 
They are found in great variety, principally connected with the 
derangement of the digestive functions, and may be classed under the 
comprehensive term dyspepsia – a disease which, in its aggravated 
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forms, unfits the sufferer from the pursuit of his ordinary avocation, and 
too often develops itself into hypochondriasis and  mania. (Bellew 
1875: 10) 

A British report from 1874 compiled during the era of Yaʿqub Beg (r. 
1864–1877), reveals that the drug trade was not as widespread as during 
Chinese rule, but it still occupied an important position in the trade between 
Leh and Yarkand. The Chinese dealers would buy the drug and sell it in 
specially assigned establishments to the smokers, who in the local Turki 

(Aitchison 1874: 3). The distinction between afyūn ḫor ‘those who eat drugs’ 
and afyūn kaš ‘those who smoke the drug’ illustrates that various modes of 
obtaining drugs were available to the poor. One of these was so-called ‘opium 
ash’, which according to Högberg was used as a substitute for pure opium by 
impoverished opium addicts who did not have the financial means to buy real 
opium (Högberg 1907.57.0050). Other forms of utilizing the drug included 
taking hemp seeds, beating them in a mortar, soaking them and finally 
consuming them as a milky, intoxicating drink (Högberg 1907.57.0052). 
Although the consumption of drugs can be attributed to vice, they were also 
employed as medicine and sold in the bazaars (Jarring 1993: 8). According to 
local conceptions, it was permissible to use drugs such as opium and hashish 
as long as one did not fall into addiction. This statement by the Kashgarian 
author Muhammad Ali Damollah is illustrative: 

If a person does not make a habit of using koknar, opium, wine, hashish, 
tobacco, snuff, and such things, no harm will come to him (when using 
it occasionally). But the harm occurs when it is made a habit. (Jarring 
1993: 7) 

However, as Gunnar Jarring has noted, this liberal view regarding the 
consumption of “wine (and other kinds of alcohol)” (Jarring 1993: 7) perhaps 
did not reflect the commonly expressed negative view of that intoxicant by the 
majority of “Muslims of Eastern Turkestan” (Jarring 1993: 7) 

The usage of drugs appears to have been high across all segments of 
society, but as always, it was the poor who were affected the most. In the book 
Jolbas, L. E. Högberg writes about an Eastern Turki boy who grows up in a 
Caravan saray. While we can assume that the description is accurate, it is more 
difficult to establish how common these living conditions were. The first  
description is of a man called Junos, who spends his days gambling with 
knucklebones. He also spends his money on näšä ‘hashish’. The product 
referred to as näschä [näša] is, according to L. E. Högberg’s definition, the 
equivalent of Indian hemp, but although the name indicates the product is from 
India, its place of origin is [Eastern] Turkestan. “From here, it is exported via 

whothose whereas,⟩کش نافيو⟨n kašūafyastoreferred werevernacular ⟩خور افيون⟨orḫnūafy calledwereeating it of means drug by theconsumed  
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India to reach the international market” (Högberg 1907.57.0053). Regarding 
the mode of preparation, he writes that it is “made from hemp leaves, onto 
which dew has fallen forming a resin-like sticky substance. The leaves are 
ground [into powder]. The näša is used as a drug for pleasure and rivals opium 
with regard to harmful effects, albeit [between the two] these are manifested 
differently” (Högberg 1907.57.0053). 

In terms of gambling, it cannot perhaps be looked upon as a physical illness. 
Nevertheless, as we know today, gambling is an addiction with similar 
symptoms. Much like drug abuse, it requires abstinence for the addict. It also 
has negative implications for those living with that person, since the addiction 
takes over everything else and often leads to economic and social problems, 
which may also have a negative impact on health: 

But Junos has learned how to gamble with knucklebones and he also 
smokes näscha**), and when doing so, he really becomes crazy. 
Sometimes he just sleeps, and on occasions sings funny songs and does 
such weird things that one can only laugh at him. One night he smoked 
näscha, and he was going to make his way back home by taking that 
street, you know which, the one where they have arranged straw mats 
above in order to stop the sunlight entering the stores. Now the 
moonlight oozed in between the straw mats. He believed the specks of 
moonlight were islands in a large river and therefore started jumping 
from one island to the other. It did not work for long. So he sat down, 
pulled off his boots and placed them on his back. Then he fastened his 
coat in the girdle and pulled up his pants as far as possible, and 
continued by wading and jumping down the street. Finally, he arrived 
to a spot where he exclaimed “Praise to God since I now am saved.”, 
and then he took a big leap and ended up in a pond. Now people came 
to help him get out of the water and after the swim, he sobered up. 
Sometimes when Junos has spent his daily wage, his boots and his cloak 
on gambling only to return home dressed with nothing but his shirt and 
pants, we get a good laugh here at the saray. You can imagine how they 
argue and fight. (Högberg 1913 (1915): 6) 

Another description of drugs in Högberg’s book deals with a family of 
opium addicts. According to the description, the child is induced to addiction 
by having the smoke blown into his mouth as a way to make him sleep.  

Now, please follow me to the room next to the stable right over there. 
There a large family with many children has their home. We peep 
through the half open door. In there, on the earthen floor, a man lies on 
a filthy bed. He has a half-meter-long pipe, which looks just like a flute 
– is he going to play for us? – Nope! He definitely will not. Look, he 
has a small brass lamp, which is burning although it is daytime. He also 
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has a sort of resinous substance that he heats with the lamp, then he 
kneads it with his fingers and attaches it to the pipe. After that, he burns 
it over the lamp and inhales the smoke into his mouth. Hey, look how 
strange his eyes become. They look just like glass, and he does not 
know what is going on around him anymore. He is smoking opium. 
When he has quit, his wife takes over. And when they cannot contain 
the smoke in the mouth any longer, they blow it right into the face of 
the children – they say it keeps the children from whining. (Högberg 
1913 (1915): 7) 

Drug use and its implications were not only observed among the poor; the 
rich also experienced problems with drug addiction. Similarly, this problem 
was not restricted to Turkistanis but also the Chinese. For instance, in an 
account of everyday medical work in Kashgar, the missionary Helena 
Nyström relates that while treating some patients in a poor neighborhood, she 
was suddenly interrupted by a man saying, ‘Somebody is looking for you 
Khanim’. The missionary thus had to leave the patient she was attending and 
step outside where a carriage was waiting for her: 

I said goodbye and stepped outside. I was actually quite surprised 
because in front of me I saw a mule tied to a grand carriage and a driver 
who said to me, ‘Please, step up onto the carriage and I will take you to 
the Yamen’ (The dwellings of the mandarin). ‘What! Shall I go to the 
Yamen?’ – ‘That’s right, as you can see the mandarin has sent his own 
carriage to you.’ I sat up and we made our way to the Yamen. During 
the trip, I was told that the driver had been on his way to the mission 
station to pick me up but had received news that I was out in the city. 
The visit was regarding the mandarin’s wife. She was an opium slave, 
pale, meagre and fragile. She was now told that the main reason for her 
weakness was her habit of smoking opium and that she needed to rid 
herself of it right away. After the visit was concluded, I was driven back 
to the station. After having given medicine to those who had come with 
me from the Yamen, it was already three o’clock. (Nyström 1917: 389) 

During their work in Eastern Turkestan, even some of the missionaries 
came under the spell of opium. One of the main reasons for dismissing the 
missionary doctor Mässrur was that he had developed a habit for smoking the 
drug (Hultvall 1981b: II. 2: 11). 

In 1900 the Mässrur couple left Eastern Turkestan and returned to 
Persia where Doctor Mässrur resumed his practice. A couple of years 
later they wanted to come back to Kashgar. At that time it had become 
known that Mässrur was an opium smoker and the missionaries thus 
found him less acceptable in the service of the Mission. (Hultvall 
(1981b: II. 2: 11) 
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Handicaps and stigma 
We have seen that the majority of healing would take place in the domestic 
sphere. When professionals (including members of the MCCS) were 
consulted, they too would often make house visits. This does not mean that 
healing did not take place outside the home. It also involved visits to mazars, 
marketplaces and the Swedish Mission. In terms of the latter, healthcare was 
provided by house visits as well, but since the majority who consulted these 
establishments were suffering from serious conditions, healthcare would 
mostly take place at the hospitals.  

While we have fairly substantial information regarding medical care and 
charity organized by the MCCS, less is known about local welfare systems. In 
chapter eight, we briefly described the local medical institutions, including 
charity as well as the different healers. Much of the information we have 
regarding day-to-day issues comes from the accounts of foreigners. However, 
local material exists as well. From that perspective, the following remark in 
an indigenous text recorded in Kashgar in 1902 regarding Siamese twins and 
their mother is unique. While the text appearing in a manuscript purchased 
sometime in 1929–30 by the Swedish Turkologist Gunnar Jarring (b. 1907–d. 
2002) from the notorious book peddler Roze Akhon has already been 
presented by the former in 1990, I will add a few points to the discussion.302 

Hopefully, it may illuminate some aspects of charity but also how society dealt 
with the most vulnerable in society. The passage in question is found on the 
margin of MS. Prov 360 in the Jarring Collection at Lund University Library, 
Sweden. I hereby first present my transcription of the original text, followed 
by my English translation of Jarring’s Swedish text.303 After that follows an 
interpretation of its contents (See, Fig. 10:1). 

tārīḫqa bir miŋ üč yüz yigirmä māh-i muḥarramniŋ ikkisi yeŋihissarğa 
tābiʿ ṗisend käntidä bir maẓlūm toğup dur ḫudā-yi taʿālàniŋ qudrati 
birlän muḥarram ayniŋ on altäsi kāšqarğa alib yamunlarda dawṭay 
jugan šenkund amban konsullar körüp bolğandin keyin kāšqarniŋ čoŋ 
kičik fuqarālari körsä ikki oğul bala ikki baš tört qol tört fut tört köz 
tört qulaq birdin ikki zäkär bir qoŋi bir kindäki bar birniŋ baši u yan 
bir baši bu yan birbiriniŋ futi birbirigä qiliğliğ här qaysi manṣabdār 
ambanlar körüp kumuš šaŋ qildi Kuaŋšuiniŋ yigirmä yättinči yili üčünči 
ayniŋ on säkkizidä 

302 The translation from Eastern Turki to Swedish is available in the journal Sydsvenska 
medicinhistoriska sällskapets årsskrift 1990: 39–41. The content of the MS is also mentioned 
in Gunnar Jarring’s book, Åter till Kashgar [Return to Kashgar] (Jarring 1979a: 123). 
303 My gratitude goes to Eric Schluessel for clarifying a number of Chinese terms in the text as 
well as useful suggestions on my translations.  
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In the year 1320 (= 1902) on the 2nd day of the month of Muharram (= 
April 12, [1902]), a woman in the district of Ṗisend, which is under the 
jurisdiction of Yengi Hissar, gave birth to a child. With the assistance 
of God the Supreme, she brought the child to Kashgar on Muharram 16 
(April 26). After the (existing public figures in the yamen such as) the 
dotay, jugan, shenkund and amban as well as the (foreign) consuls had 
seen the child, both old and young citizens in Kashgar were able to look 
at it and could see that it consisted of two boys that had two heads, four 
hands, four feet, four eyes, four ears, a penis each, one anus, one navel. 
One’s head faced in one direction (while) the head of the other was in 
another direction. The feet were grown together. After the senior 
official and the ambans had seen the child, the mother was honored with 
silver coins. (Recorded) in Kuang Shiyi’s 27th year, the 18th day of the 
third month.304 

This short but intriguing piece might reflect more about social relations in 
Kashgar in 1902 than may be first assumed. As Jarring points out, we know 
little of the fate of the mother and the children after visiting the local officials 
at the yamen ‘Chinese government building’. The text presents a few curious 
facts which lead to even more questions. Let us start with the first part of the 
text, where the date of birth is mentioned. The children are born in the year 
1320 (= 1902 AD) on the 2nd day of the month of Muharram (= April 12). 
The woman brings the children to Kashgar only fourteen days later. This is 
quite spectacular, considering Uyghur customs regarding childbirth dictate 
that the mother is to stay with the child and not leave the house during the first 
forty days after delivery (Rudelson 1997. 83).305 Such an apparent violation of 
existing cultural norms leads us to ask in what kind of precarious situation this 
woman found herself in. Although the town of Yengihissar is quite close to 
Kashgar, it would still have been considered quite a long trip to undertake, 
especially by a mother who had recently given birth.  

304 Gunnar Jarring’s Swedish translation is as follows: “År 1320 (=1902) den 2 dagen I månaden 
Muharram (= den 12 april) födde en kvinna i distriktet Pisend, som lyder under Yengi Hissar 
ett barn. Med Gud den Högstes bistånd förde hon den 16 Muharram (den 26 april) barnet till 
Kashgar. Sedan de i yamen (befintliga överhetspersonerna som) dotai, djugan, shenkund och 
amban och (de utländska) konsulerna sett barnet fick stora och små medborgare i Kashgar se 
det och fingo då se att det bestod av två pojkar som hade två huvuden, fyra händer, fyra fötter, 
fyra ögon, fyra öron, vardera en penis, en anus, en navel. Den enes huvud satt åt ett håll den 
andres huvud åt ett annat håll. Fötterna var hopväxta med varandra. Sedan de höga 
befattningshavarna och ambanerna sett barnet förärades modern silverpengar. I Kuang Shjis 
27:e år, den 18 dagen i den tredje månaden” (Jarring 1990: 39).
305 For a contemporary report on practices associated with the böşuk toy, see Dautcher 2009. 
Literally, the ‘Forty Water’, among the Uyghur a ritual bathing ceremony of the infant takes 
place on his/her fortieth day (qiriq suyi). For a description of this ritual see, Dautcher 2009: 82– 
87. For a historic account on birth rites and rituals concerned with small children, see Bellér-
Hann 2008: 221–232. For a historic account on circumcision, see Bellér-Hann 2008: 233–235. 
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The second part of the text mentions the names of the local dignitaries that 
she visits at the yamen. Due to the lack of information, it is difficult to decipher 
the woman’s motives for making such as visit. For instance, there is no 
reference in the text to her being accompanied by a spouse or other family 
members. This could of course be interpreted to mean she had been abandoned 
due to stigma (the Siamese twins) or for other unknown reasons. However, 
due to the lack of information we can only speculate regarding such matters. 
The text does not mention anyone else by name (husband or other family 
member), though neither does it explicitly state that the mother came to the 
yamen by herself. 

A curious aspect of this text, albeit not explicitly related to the mother and 
children, is the reference to so many Chinese titles and foreign consuls by a 
scribe who, in Jarring’s words, has written a text in vulgar Turki, thus 
implying that the scribe was not very well educated. Jarring writes, “On the 
inside of the [book] cover, an unknown hand has made a note in a rather 
primitive and unkempt Eastern Turki about a birth of Siamese twins” (Jarring 
1990: 39). Educated or not, the scribe was definitely aware of both local, 
Chinese and European concepts such as diplomatic titles. In fact, in another 
context, the text could well have been taken for a short newspaper article from 
a local ‘journalist’ reporting about the latest local news.  

In addition to the rare content of the text, it is interesting in terms of  
vocabulary since it contains a number of ‘borrowed’ Chinese terms, mostly 
consisting of titles of officials but other words as well. Among such words, 
we find for example yamun < Ch. yámen 衙門 ‘office’ and some of the official 
figures assembled there such as the dawṭay < Ch. dàotái 道台 ‘circuit 
intendant’. Other words in the text also referring to official titles include 
jugan, a corrupt Eastern Turki form of a Chinese word, probably < Ch. 
zhōuguān 州官 ‘prefectural official’. Besides this, we also find shenkund, a 
corrupt Eastern Turki form of a Chinese word, probably < Ch. xiànguān 縣官 
which can be translated as ‘county magistrate’ or ‘district official’ followed 
by the word amban, a name given to a high Chinese official. It is notable that 
the text also includes the word manṣabdār ‘official, office-holder, officer’ 
(Jarring 1964: 188) which is not Chinese. Finally, Guaŋšui refers to the name 
Guāngxù 光緒 used by Chinese emperor Dézōng 德宗 (r. 1875–1909). As 
well as these principally Chinese words all referring to officials and rulers, it 
is interesting to see the inclusion of the word konsul ‘consul’ having made its 
way into the Eastern Turki vocabulary. 

While it is understandable that the scribe used the Chinese titles for the 
officials at the yamen, is there a specific reason for choosing the Chinese  
terminology šaŋ (<Ch.) ‘gift’ in šaŋ qildi ‘was rewarded’ instead of other 
types of phrases used in Eastern Turki such as tapšurup bärdi ‘he/she/it 
handed over’ A possible explanation brought to my attention is that while 
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tapšurup bärmäk could imply a business agreement, šaŋ qilmaq would only 
be used within the context of the Qing administration.306 

Perhaps the scribe was a so-called tuŋči < tōngshi, a local Turkestanian 
Muslim translator307 trained in the Qing administration’s schools, explaining 
the somewhat coarse Eastern Turki language (at least if we agree with 
Jarring’s judgment). According to Schluessel, the Qing administration had 
been working actively from the 1870s to create “a class of translators” 
educated in the Chinese language and thus able to act as intermediaries 
between the local Muslim Turki-speaking population and the Chinese officials 
(Schluessel 2014: 9). 

Another question which appears when reading this text is whether the 
consuls reported about this incident in any private letters or publications. We 
do not have further information about the events of the mother, twins and 
officials and others present in Kashgar on that particular day of Muharram in 
the year 1902. As Jarring writes, “nothing is known about their future 
destiny”308 Perhaps one day, someone will be able to make the story more 
complete since it is not entirely unlikely that someone, a dignitary, consul, 
missionary or other person from the local population may have written about 
the twins elsewhere. We know that at the time, both the Russians (later Soviet) 
and British had consulates in the city. During the time discussed here, Sir 
George Macartney (1867–1945) was stationed as the British consul-general in 
Kashgar and worked there from 1890–1918.309 The Russian consul-general 
Nikolay Fyodorovich Petrovsky (Russian: Николай Фёдорович Петровский 
(1837–1908) was in Kashgar between1882 and 1902, thus probably serving 
as one of the consuls referred to in the text.310 

Jarring concludes his text by stating that there is a photograph kept at the 
National Archives of Sweden. Box 124: 2 in Gustav Raquettes samling.311 The 
photograph was probably taken by Swedish missionary and Turkologist 
Gustaf Raquette and indicates the year 1901 and the names Hassan and 
Hussein, the same names as the famous martyrs in Shiite Islam. These names 

306 Personal communication with Nijat Hushur (2019).  
307 Eric Schluessel (2016) presents a thorough account on this subject in The Muslim Emperor 
of China: Everyday Politics in Colonial Xinjiang, 1877–1933. 
308 Jarring writes in Swedish: ”Inget är känt om deras vidare öden” (Jarring 1990: 41). 
309 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Macartney_(British_consul) 
310 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Petrovsky 
311 While it is plausible that the picture actually depicts the twins, it is less likely that the year 
was 1901 as indicated in the photograph found there by the architect Samuel Fränne. It should 
be noted that while Samuel Fränne (b. 1908– d. 1999) is the person behind this marvelous 
collection of photographs, he was also quite keen on writing his own comments all over the 
material, including photos. The collection is called both Frännesamlingen [The Fränne 
Collection] and Östturkestansamlingen [The Eastern Turkestan Collection] and is located at 
Riksarkivet [The Swedish National Archives] in Stockholm, Sweden.  
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are logical since Hassan and Hussein “are often given to male twins in Muslim 
societies” (Personal information from Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka, 2021).312 

From the scant material available, it is difficult to assess how society 
viewed people with handicaps and disorders affecting their general 
appearance. As we will see as we proceed, commonly observed sicknesses in 
the region would also be subject at times to stigmas and stereotypes stemming 
from various culture-bound perceptions. Sometimes the cause was attributed 
to sinful behavior such as breaking prohibition rules. Bellér-Hann, for 
example, highlights an example where the explanation for ‘deformed’ children 
is attributed to men breaking the socially and religiously endorsed prohibition 
of having intercourse with women going through their menstrual period 
(Bellér-Hann 2015: 110–111). As elsewhere in the world, uncommon features 
were often the subject of glares and discrimination, but as the anthropologist 
Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka has pointed out to me, unusual features could at 
times also be looked upon as ‘positive’ or bringing “luck and prosperity” 
(personal information in 2021). Thus, while we can safely assume that the 
story about Hassan and Hussein is unique in the sense that Siamese twins are 
a universally uncommon condition, the category ‘rare’ cannot therefore 
always be taken as the yardstick for which ailments or physical features are 
subject to stigma. Instead, as Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka has informed me, 
unusual features can be looked upon as an auspicious sign in many cultural 
settings. Thus, regarding interpretation of texts such as this one, we have to 
take into account that multiple explanations may exist. It is of course possible 
that a stigma was attached to the birth of the twins. On the other hand, there 
also exists the possibility that the mother was rewarded for the children’s 
unusual features. Penkala-Gawęcka has suggested to me that there is a 
possibility “that the birth of such unusual twins was perceived as a special 
reward, God’s gift, and therefore the woman was rewarded with money” 
(Personal information with Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka 2021).

 [A]ttitudes towards twins are ambivalent in various societies, but in 
Central Asia and in China they are generally seen as a sign of luck and 
prosperity (not only to the parents, but to the whole community). Thus, 
while the act of providing the mother with silver coins could be 
interpreted as a form of charity, it could also be the other way around – 
that the mother was “awarded” for her unusual but also auspicious 
children. (Personal information with Danuta Penkala-Gawęcka, 2021) 

312 This corresponds to name-giving practices in contemporary Uyghur society where male 
twins are given the names Hassan and Hüseyin, female twins Patime and Zohra and if it is a 
boy and a girl, they are given the names Hassan and Patime (Personal information with Uyghur 
friends in 2021). 
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 Fig. 10:1. Prov 360. 1b. Short note about Siamese twins in Kashgar 
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Blue eyes and red hair! Not beautiful at all 
Indigenous material provides very little information about stigmas based on 
appearance. A few accounts however, touch upon the subject. As mentioned 
earlier, several diseases affected the general appearance of people. Here can 
be mentioned syphilis, goiter as well as various skin problems, which were all 
associated with a certain stigma. This can be observed in indigenous literature, 

scald-head’ and or‘fungal disease ⟩تاز⟨zātassuch where certain conditions 
goiter are depicted in a stereotypical way or as “an object of ridicule” 
(Schluessel 2015: 16). While a number of these conditions were very 
common, some carried a stigma. Missionary material, for example, suggests 
that a harelip could lead to such far-reaching consequences as minimizing the 
possibilities of finding a spouse (Högberg 1915: 13). 

In addition to harelip, the missionary sources claim that in Eastern 
Turkestan, blue eyes and red hair were considered a serious beauty flaw 
(Högberg 1915: 14-15). With the scant material at hand, it is difficult to 
establish how widely spread such conceptions actually were. There are people 
among the Uyghurs with blue or green eyes and red hair, but, at least from 
what I have observed, this is not associated with negative notions today. A 
Uyghur friend, however, explained to me recently that the Swedish 
missionaries’ observations may be true, since traditionally dark eyes were 
looked upon in a positive manner while blue eyes were considered a beauty 
flaw. According to the same informant, a shift in attitudes can be observed 
since the 1990s, and it is now the other way around in that many Uyghurs view 
fair hair and blue and green eyes in a positive vein today. 

While the passage about blue eyes above illustrates obvious tensions 
between the Swedes and the local religious elite, it also brings forth questions 
about stigmas stemming from illness or appearance. If we look to other parts 
of the world, external appearances that deviate from the norm are often 
stigmatized. Parallels may be drawn to Eastern Turkestan as well – the norm 
was to have brown eyes and dark hair – but with time, some of these ‘beauty 
ideals’ have given way to other preferences. Since the sources regarding this 
topic are scant, we may only speculate with regard to possible underlying 
conceptions. Regarding the preference for brown eyes in contrast to blue, one 
possible but admittedly far-fetched explanation may come from religiously 
founded conceptions in Eastern Turkestan. Here, blue eyes are associated with 
death due to “[t]he two angels Munkar and Nakīr, who are said to visit the 
dead in their graves and interrogate them as to their belief in the Prophet and 
his religion. [According to local belief these angels] are described as two black 
angels with blue eyes” (Jarring 1979b: 8). Until presented with additional 
source material on the topic, I will however not be able to provide a better  
answer to the question concerning blue versus brown eyes among the Eastern 
Turkestani populace or the Uyghurs.  
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On the other hand, missionary material speaks of negative attitudes towards 
people with such appearances. Apparently, these culturally shaped ideas were 
also propagated by certain elements of society as a way to discourage seeking 
medical assistance at the Swedish mission. As mentioned earlier, some 
patients did not care to visit the Swedish healthcare establishments in the 
region due to the mere fact that the doctors working there did not engage in 
what locals perceived as ‘proper’ routines, such as those for diagnosis 
(Gustavsson 1917b: 245–246). According to Hultvall, the reluctance shown 
by some Eastern Turkestanis to visit the MCCS’s hospital was also due to 
rumors spread by local mollas, which stated that that the missionaries treated 
harelip with pork. Regarding ‘blue eyes’, similar ideas were said to be in 
circulation. One Swedish missionary report notes that the mollas claimed; “‘If 
the child eats the medicine of the Mission it will have blue eyes!’” (Hultvall 
1981b: III. 2: 9). 

In one instance, the local complaints went as far as the yamen and the 
mandarin in Kashgar and concerned allegations that the missionaries were 
responsible for lack of rain and snow, cattle falling sick and that they were 
‘buying’ children in an attempt steal their religion. With regard to the latter, it 
was partly true since the aim of any mission is to convert people to a new faith. 
L. E. Högberg claims that:  

Some of our [people] have seen him throw medicine into the canals. We 
do not know why sickness and disease has been so prevalent for many 
years. Our horses and cattle have been sick and it neither rains nor 
snows. He buys the children of the distressed. If one examines his 
intentions one understands that he wants to cunningly steal our religion. 
In our water he throws medicine (poison), he separates our people, and 
he ruins our land. (Högberg 1917c: 331) 

Another missionary discusses the reluctance of the locals to sell milk to the 
Swedes. This passage is interesting since it partly relates to local notions of 
halal ‘permitted’ and haram ‘unlawful’. On one hand it illustrates indigenous 
notions about how different the foreigners were assumed to be in appearance 
(rumors about them bathing in milk) but also with regard to customs and 
sensibilities concerning animals considered to be polluting, such as the dog (it 
was viewed as offensive to feed it with such a valuable resource). It also 
demonstrates that matters related to animals providing milk could be 
negatively altered (also pollution) through the act of selling to people 
belonging to another faith. 

At least the people appeared to be kind towards us. Soon enough, the 
first sign of distrust was expressed by the fact that no one wanted to sell 
milk to us. Rumors were spread that in order to obtain white skin we 
bathed in milk, that we fed the dog with milk and that we were not 
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sufficiently careful to avoid spilling a few drops, all of which according 
to folk belief would do harm to the cow that had provided the milk. 
Nevertheless, we got on quite well and enjoyed the whole summer in 
our primitive dwelling. The only thing which disturbed the interior 
comfort were frogs and some reptiles, that on account of the leaky doors 
we were unable to keep from entering our rooms. (Palmberg, Gottfrid 
1917b: 342) 

Regarding rumors, Russian doctors working on the Kazakh steppe and 
elsewhere during the 18th–early 20th century experienced similar difficulties in 
their engagement with the local population. Afanasyeva notes interesting 
examples of both the nomadic and sedentary populations’ resistance to 
vaccination campaigns carried out by the Russian authorities. The Russian 
authorities had for example experienced a violent revolt against vaccination 
in Khodzhent in 1872, leading to the death of those associated with it 
(Afanasyeva 2013: 163). 

Regarding this, “the rumours that vaccinations were ‘imposing a Russian 
brand and inoculating Muslim children with the kafirs’ blood’ had provoked 
the murder of those who encouraged this new medical practice” (Afanasyeva 
2013: 161). Here it should be noted that the Russians did not make vaccination 
compulsory either in the Kazakh steppe or among those Central Asian 
populations leading a sedentary life. It was a deliberate position, perhaps taken 
due to such violent reactions as the one described above (Afanasyeva 2013: 
160–161). 

In an unpublished article about smallpox in Eastern Turkestan, based on 
archival materials from the Qing administration found in Turpan prefecture, 
Kevin Kind has highlighted a number of new findings about local responses 
to vaccination. He demonstrates that the full-scale vaccination policies 
initiated by the Qing administration in the late 19th century were fraught with 
inconsistencies. A number of vaccination bureaus were established, all the 
way from Turpan in the east to Kashgar in the west. Although thousands of 
individuals were indeed vaccinated against smallpox, Kind’s material 
demonstrates that there was deep mistrust among the local Turki population 
in terms of letting the vaccination bureau vaccinate their children. 

In contrast to Russia where similar vaccination campaigns were carried out, 
the reluctance regarding the vaccine did not however stem from religious 
notions. As demonstrated by Afanasyeva’s material dealing with the Kazakh 
steppe, we see that widespread suspicion against Russia’s mass disease-
prevention measures was partly due to the population’s mistrust of Christian, 
i.e. non-Muslim, interference in day-to-day life (Afanasyeva 2013). In Eastern 
Turkestan, it instead appears that the main problem was corruption within the 
vaccination bureau itself. Widespread corruption led to a number of non-
certified vaccinators administering vaccines, for instance, which ultimately 
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led to a number of children becoming sick instead of developing immunity 
against smallpox. Thus, in Turpan and elsewhere, this was one of the main 
reasons for parents hiding children from the vaccinators, which they looked 
upon as doing more harm than good.313 

313 Kind, Kevin (forthcoming). “Protecting the Musulman Children: Smallpox, Vaccination, 
and the Qing Civilizing Mission in Turpan, 1881-1911”. 
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Section III. The state of growing old 

We have seen that beauty ideals and ideas of juvenility and strength are 
intertwined. While signs of aging are highly individual, it is difficult to 
pinpoint a certain age when a person becomes old. Age, however, implies 
changes in the body. For men and women alike, this is demonstrated by the 
hair turning white. Menopause is a physical sign of aging for women. Baldness 
happens to some men. While none of these are diseases per se, they are 
nature’s signs that one is getting older. Although age itself is not a disease, we 
are more likely to contract a number of diseases when elderly. Often-cited 
problems attributed to age include problems with the teeth and potency for 
men. While we have touched upon these earlier, it is sufficient to say that with 
age, we become more vulnerable to a number of ailments, though perhaps not 
always of a dramatic character.  

The Eastern Turki sources mention age in various ways. One is with regard 
to medical prescriptions, where some medications are said to be either 
beneficial or hazardous for elderly people. In Prov 283, for instance, there is 
a section stating that: 

bu faṣlda yemäk bolğan goštlarğa ḫāṣṣiyat aytur qoy gošti fāyda 
qiladur sağliqniŋ gošti quruq issiğ dur qeri kišigä fāyda qiladur qučqač 
gošti qeri kišigä fāyda qiladur äränliki ziyāda boladur 

This section relates the attributes of the meats that one eats. Sheep meat 
is beneficial. It is the meat of health. It is dry–hot and beneficial for 
elderly people. Sparrow’s meat’ is beneficial for elderly people. It 
increases manliness/potency. (Prov 283. 36b11–13) 

Another section in the same medical treatise states that maize is not suitable 
for old people: 

qonaq höl sawuq dur qeri kišigä żarar yätküzür 

Maize is wet–cold and brings harm (is harmful) to elderly people. (Prov 
283. 36b5) 

As Eastern Turki sources also demonstrate, there was a close connection 
between humoral concepts, nutrition and age. It should be mentioned, 
however, that age as a factor discussed in medical texts is not reserved for 
Eastern Turkestan; it was established practice in other parts of the Muslim 
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world as well. In the 15th century, for instance, the Ottoman medical 
manuscript Eşref Bin Muhammed Hazâʾinü’s- Saâʿdât described by 
Şehsuvaroğlu (1961), outlined life’s different stages, indicating that each life 
stage required specific treatment. Thus, 69a-70a of the treatise deals with 
different stages of a person’s life from ömrün evvelinden ahirine ‘birth to life’s 
ending’. The separate stages in life are discussed in terms of oğlanlık 
(çocukluk) ‘boyhood (childhood)’, that is, from the time of birth to the age of 
15. This is followed by a chapter explaining that the period of yiğitlik (gençlik) 
‘young age (youth)’ encompasses the ages of 16 and 30. The next stage is kır 
sakallılık  (kühûlet) ‘gray beard (turning gray)’ between 31 and 45 years of 
age. This is followed by pirlik (ihtiyarlık) between the ages of 46 and 60. The 
last part deals with life past 60 years of age (Şehsuvaroğlu 1961: VI). 

Status of the elderly 
Besides physical changes, age often implies a new social status. As in other 
societies, this was exemplified by a change in rules. Bellér-Hann writes that 
in Eastern Turkestan relations “between persons of equal social standing were 
governed by a number of paternalistic rules, which stipulated that deference 
had to be shown by women to men” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 147). Similarly, this 
type of deference was shown by “younger persons to their elders” (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 147). Equally, those of higher social status were always addressed 
in a subservient way: 

Ceremony is an important feature of Káshghar society, and its forms 
are observed with punctiliousness on the most trivial occasions. Respect 
and obedience to parents and superiors is held to rank in the first place 
of duty. The young and inferiors always stand in a respectful and 
submissive attitude, with the head bowed and hands folded in front, at 
a distance from their superiors, and always address them with the word 
tacsír= “ fault, ” and equivalent in use to our “ Sir.” (Forsyth 1875: 
89)314 

Becoming old signified that the circle of life would draw to an end right 
where it had started. In the same way that children would be tended to by their 
parents at the beginning of life, from this point on, care of the elderly lay with 
his or her children and grandchildren. 

314 As Jarring points out, the word tacsir < taqṣīr means ‘being deficient, unequal to’ (Jarring 
1989: 17). For more information about Eastern Turki etiquette, see Jarring 1989: 17-22.  
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Death 
Funeral preparations were undertaken as soon as the person had died. It was 
an exclusively male affair and involved preparing the body by means of 
washing and shaving it. Thereafter it was dressed in white muslin (Jarring 
1975: 21). While the burial procession and the burial itself were performed by 
men only, women participated in the domestic sphere. Although not visible 
participants, their role in the funeral was equally important since it was they 
who “were responsible for organizing the mourning in the house where the 
death occurred” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 289). Although the funeral should in 
theory have been undertaken within a day in accordance with Islamic 
regulations, this period was at times extended to three days so that relatives 
who lived further away would be given the opportunity to participate too 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 287): 

At dawn the preparations for the funeral began. The deceased was 
washed in water to which campher [sic. camphor] had been added. His 
head was shaved and also the lower third of his upper lip in accordance 
with a custom of ours which we have inherited from our father 
Abraham. Then the whole corps was dressed in a large piece of white 
muslin which was tied together at the foot end and at the head, like a 
sack. Then it was put on a board together with which it was placed on 
the bier. This was covered with white linen (for women and children 
coloured hearse-cloths are used). (Jarring 1975: 21)315 

After that, the procession to the family grave took place. In this particular 
case, it was located close to the famous mazar of Apaq Khoja close to Kashgar. 
When reaching the site, the men prayed together before placing the body in 
the soil. Before lowering the body into the tomb, the knots tying the white  
muslin were untied at both ends. After that, the head was uncovered and turned 
in the direction of Mecca. Thereafter the participants would throw some soil 
into the tomb, which was sealed off with bricks. Finally, if the family had 
financial means, a professional Qur’an reader was consulted. He would stay 
in a tent put up at the site for an assigned period and read the Qur’an both “day 
and night” (Jarring 1975: 22), while for those who could not afford such a 
prayer reader, reading “one or two chapters” (Jarring 1975: 22) was sufficient 
(Jarring 1975: 22). 

Then the train of mourners left the city for the family tomb at the  
Hazrat-i Afaq shrine where some of our men already had prepared the 
tomb. All the mourners had a white girdle tied around their waists. The 

315 The usage of camphor in Islamic burial practice has religious connotations. Nielsen writes 
that it is written in the Qur’an that the water in paradise is “spiced with camphor” (Nielsen 
1984. 58). 
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procession in which only men and boys were permitted to take part was 
led by the closest mourner, the firstborn son of the deceased, my cousin 
MUSA Akhon. Leaning against a long rod he walked the whole way in 
front of four men who carried the bier on their shoulders showing their 
sorrow through loud plaintive cries. When they had arrived at the tomb 
the bier was lowered to the ground, and those present arranged 
themselves in rows and performed the funeral namaz. (Jarring 1975: 
21)316 

The most detailed scholarship on Uyghur ritual practices concerning death 
has been conducted by Ildikó Bellér-Hann. As she has demonstrated, 
participation in funerals was considered to ease the “sins of the deceased” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 287). There was a close connection between the afterlife 
and the living. In Turfan, for instance, a molla was usually assigned to provide 
the deceased person with “instructions […] as to how to reply when [he or she 
met] the angel of death” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 288). Bellér-Hann writes that the 
main “purpose of Uyghur death rituals is to ease the burden of the dead at a 
time of transition from this world to the world beyond through prayer and 
sacrifice, as well as to provide material and emotional support for the living” 
(Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). 

Following the funeral, the deceased person is visited by two frightful 
angels, Munkir and Näkir, who interrogate its spirit. If the person is righteous, 
he will go to heaven. If not, he will endure torture and hell (Ahlbert 1934: 33– 
34, Ahlbert 2009: 34; Bellér-Hann 2008: 284–285). 

It is believed that the spirit of the dead is still in the body during the first 
night after the funeral. He will be visited by two black terrible angels. 
They will invite the dead to sit up and ask him who his lord is, what 
religion is and who man was sent to him is. The righteous will answer 
that Allah is his lord, Islam his religion and that Mohammed was sent 
to him. Thereafter he will be dressed in the cloth of paradise, a lovely 
smell of paradise will come to him and the grave will become so big 
that he cannot see its walls. However, when an unrighteous person 
cannot answer the questions correctly, the black angel will hit him with 
iron-hammers in the head and he will scream so loudly that he is heard 
from east to west by all except for humans and spirits. The grave will 
turn so small that it will crush his ribs. (Ahlbert 2009: 34. Cf. Ahlbert 
1934: 33–34) 

of Islam” (Jarring 1975: 21). Bellér-Hann writes that “death was also a communal concern: to 
attend a dead person’s burial prayer (jinazä namazi) was considered a religious duty (pärz) for 
every adult man belonging to the mosque community; not participating was considered sinful” 
(Bellér-Hann 2008: 287).  

is translated by Gunnar Jarring as “prayer, the divine worship⟩نماز⟨zānam The Persian word316 
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This description can be compared to an indigenous report from Yarkand 
about the afterlife, where the procedure is as follows: 

After  a  dead  man had been  buried and the mourners  had  left the  
cemetery, two angels, ‘one beautiful, the other ugly’ known as Munkir 
and Näkir respectively, entered the grave. After their dreadful arrival, 
they interrogated the dead person in Arabic about his religious 
affiliation. If he gave the right answer that he was a Muslim and 
belonged to the Hanafi legal school, they told him to sleep on and left 
him. But if he did not reply thus, they tortured him. (Bellér-Hann 2008: 
284–285). 

Oil sacrifice – the ancestor cult 
As Bellér-Hann points out, the dead were also believed to influence health and 
well-being. She writes that according to common belief, a “person’s body and 
jan [soul]” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 133) dies while his or her “roh [spirit] remains 
alive” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 133). Since the roh stays alive “until the Day of 
Judgment, when all the dead will rise” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 133), it was 
considered important to not only commemorate the dead but also to maintain 
a good relationship with the deceased person’s jan ‘soul’. 

The way people conducted business with the dead could have positive 
outcomes as well as negative repercussions. If the spirits felt neglected, they 
could take revenge on the family and inflict them with maladies. Thus, 
commemoration not only implied remembering the soul, it also involved 
feeding it by means of sacrifice, such as yağ puritiš ‘spicy and oily fried foods’ 
(Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). 

In her work among the Uyghurs, Bellér-Hann has observed a reciprocal 
dependence between the living and the dead, since the former receive 
blessings if they live peacefully and uphold the society’s normative “moral 
tenets” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). Conversely, the spirit is dependent on the 
living, as in order to not grow weak it has to be well nourished by means of 
yağ puritiš (Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). Foreign observations from the early 20th 

century attest that people from Eastern Turki believed that dead ancestors 
could influence health in their day-to-day lives. The Consul General in 
Kashgar (1922–24), Clarmont Percival Skrine writes,  

A curious idea widely prevalent is that the death of a person affects the 
health of his or her surviving relatives. A boy was once brought to D. 
with the statement that he “ had been ailing ever since his father died 
two years ago.” This might have been a ruse to obtain alms, for 
orphanhood is a valuable asset in Muhammadan countries and is apt to 
be exploited by the orphan’s relations ; but we found instances of  
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widows in a similar manner suffering in health from the death of their 
husbands. (Skrine 1986: 188) 

Among the Uyghurs, it is commonly believed that the spirit may appear in 
“the shape of a fly” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 133) which is believed to make its 
way to Mecca every Thursday and then return on Saturday. Since the 
assumption is that the departure takes place on Thursdays, the most common 
day for this type of oil sacrifice is mainly, but not restricted to, Thursdays 
(Bellér-Hann 2007: 133). The logic behind preparing yağ puritiš is that the 
spicy oil will nourish the spirit and facilitate the journey. Historically, for 
those who did not have the means to afford oil sacrifice, the burning of incense 
and offerings of fruit served as a cheap alternative (Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). 

Communication between the living and the dead often takes place by way 
of dreams. If a dead family member appears in a dream, this is interpreted 
negatively as it implies that the spirit has been neglected, leading to it 
becoming weak. Regarding dreams, similarities can be drawn between shrine 
visitation where “the supplicants ask for the mediation of the saints” (Bellér-
Hann 2007: 134) and dreams in which the soul of the deceased appears 
(Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). 

Besides sacrifice taking place in the domestic sphere, it was commonly 
carried out on major “official Islamic holidays, on special days, as well as 
during the Barat holiday” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 134) and during “[t]he first ten 
days of the month of Muharram” (Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). On such occasions, 
the people would make visits to the graves of their ancestors as well as mazars 
(Bellér-Hann 2007: 134). A missionary report speaks of the same feature: 

Many Muslims believe that dead spirits stay nearby or in the grave until 
resurrection day. That is why relatives go to the grave to visit and pray. 
They also believe that the spirit, especially the time after the separation 
from the body will need some physical nourishment, which is supplied 
by the greasy smoke from the boiling of meat and fat. This is why a pot 
with meat stood over the fire in Mohammed’s home following his 
mother’s death neighbours and friends were also invited to bring foods 
on certain days for the sake of the dead. Sadly, poverty hindered the 
family so that all that was prescribed to be done, could not be followed. 
(Ahlbert 2009: 34–35. Cf. Ahlbert 1934: 34) 
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The afterlife 
Taking the afterlife into consideration also implied leading a life without 
engaging in unlawful activities. As has been discussed earlier, this also 
involved day-to-day ritual actions such as hiding fingernails under the 
threshold of the house in order to protect the home from the donkey marr-
dadjal on which Satan was believed to ride on the Day of Judgment (Jarring 
1979b: 16–17).  

Regarding the afterlife and possible punishments of the unfaithful, an 
Eastern Turki manuscript from the 19th or early 20th century kept in Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art digital collections provides an illustrated 
description of some of these. The resource, which is available online, has been 
provided with a translation by Helga Anetshofer and David Brophy. The short 
but very ‘illustrative’ text gives us an idea of which moral behaviors were 
looked upon as especially despicable.317 The manuscript is rare not only 
because of its general content, but also because of the mere fact that it contains 
illustrations, which are very seldom seen in Eastern Turki medical sources, for 
example. While these images do not directly relate to health and medicine, we 
see that the topic is of value since the text specifies what will happen in the 
afterlife. Here we need to emphasize that the afterlife was not something 
mythical for devout people, but as real as life itself.  

If pain and torture in the afterlife could be escaped by following the norms 
of society, people would most probably try to do so as much as they could. 
Among the ‘sins’ mentioned, we find a section on bearing false witness. Such 
a person appears to be penetrated with arrows as punishment.318 Another 
image deals with the punishment inflicted upon a person who engages in 
eavesdropping: “Snakes are attached to the ears of someone who 
eavesdropped at the door.”319 

Jealousy is also punished greatly. The text informs us that: “[In the case of] 
one who was jealous of another, they hung pots of embers from his neck, and 
on Judgement Day attached snakes to both of his hands.”320 Though the 
punishments are severe, some of the captions may be interpreted as a promise 
to those who follow the ‘right’ path. One of the images has a caption dealing 
with the poor and pious in life who will not suffer in the afterworld. This 
reflects the general view in Turkestan of poor people as especially pious. The 

317 Source: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern Turki Manuscript. 
https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/punishment-in-the-afterlife-an-eastern-turki-
manuscript 
318 Image: M.73.5.581b. The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
319 Image: M.73.5.581f. The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
320 Image: M.73.5.581i. The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
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text reads: “Those dervishes who have toiled and been abused, and have not 
known comfort in this world, they too [like the prophet] will ride Baraq [to 
heaven]”321. 

Yet another bears references to Sufism and is interesting since it makes 
reference to not only ḥarām products such as alcohol, but also tobacco, which 
in other sources is dealt with less harshly (Cf. Jarring 1993: 7). The text, which 
has a few sections missing, reads: “He dedicated himself to his guiding pir 
(Sufi master) and refrained from people’s […] (?) and abstained from illicit 
activity, tobacco and alcohol”322 Some of the captions are difficult to put into 
context. One depicts a person, presumably a servant, with a caption indicating 
that any servant who behaves pleasingly to “his master will not be  
transformed”323. With regard to clothes and nakedness, other images/captions 
deal with general norms of modesty. The text is telling since it delivers a 
straightforward message that “If someone sees a naked person without 
performing prayers, they will have committed much sin”324. We also find 
sexual morality mentioned among the topics. However, this does not 
differentiate between men or women, but refers to both. In a way, earthly 
concepts of compatibility between the spouses with regard to matters such as 
barrenness and sexual pleasure refer here to mutual ‘guilt’ if one engages in 
religiously unlawful intercourse; that is, during menstruation when intercourse 
is forbidden. The caption reads: 

ḥayż nifāsniŋ ičida er maẓlūm jimāʿ qilġan kišiniŋ tilini kičkäsidin tartip 
ʿaẕāb qilur 

They torture a man or woman who has had sexual relations during 
menstruation or the period after childbirth by pulling their tongue out 
of their neck. (Quoted from M.73.5.581e. The Public Domain Review: 
Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern Turki Manuscript. See, Fig. 
10:2.) 

321 Image: M.73.5.581d. The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
322 Image: M.73.5.581g: The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
323 Image: Verso of M.73.5.581g: The full English translation reads: “The appearance of a 
servant who pleases his master will not be transformed (lit. find transformation)” The Public 
Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern Turki Manuscript.  
324 Image: M.73.5.581c. The Public Domain Review: Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern 
Turki Manuscript. 
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Fig. 10:2. Figure from Eastern Turki text (Quoted from M.73.5.581e. The Public 
Domain Review:  Punishment in the Afterlife: an Eastern Turki Manuscript) 

Epilogue 
In this chapter, which is also the final chapter of the thesis, we have discussed 
illness ‘from cradle to grave’. The chapter has been organized chronologically, 
discussing both life-cycle rituals and the different biological stages of life. The 
Eastern Turki material demonstrates that there existed a variety of approaches 
to health. With regard to etiologies, some can be described as naturalistic 
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while others have a more personalistic nature. In the preceding chapters eight 
and nine, the activities of the healers were divided along these lines as well. 
The healing methods provided by the ṭabībs ‘doctors’, dārūfurušt 
‘pharmacists’, sunuqči ‘bonesetters’ and others, for instance, can be assigned 
to the naturalistic spectrum while the activities of healers such as the duʿāḫon, 
baḫši, pir and others whose activities were principally aimed at expelling evil 
spirits and so on, can be distinguished as belonging to the personalistic 
spectrum. It is clear, however, that all of these healers, including those 
advocating naturalistic explanation of disease, utilized Islamic credentials and 
frequently referred to historical personages often associated with Graeco-
Islamic medicine, such as Aristotle, Socrates, Hippocrates and Plato. As we 
have seen, references to such personages were not reserved for the healers of 
the naturalistic spectrum, but also for diviners and others advocating 
personalistic principles. 

As has been observed, the Prophet Muhammad, the Prophet Sulaymān and 
others are quoted frequently in the written texts. Such references also appear 
in references to childbirth, which we discuss in the first part of this chapter. 
We see that many life-cycle rituals have a significance with regard to health. 
One example is childbirth. Childbirth is not a disease, but it can have serious 
and sometimes life-threating consequences. Firstly, some people are not able 
to produce offspring. For those suffering from sterility, it was both a medical 
and a social problem which had to be explained and treated. For those who 
were lucky enough to have children, the act of giving birth was itself 
dangerous for both mother and child. It is therefore not surprising to see that 
the women who succeeded were given the new honorary title juwan. 
Similarly, in a society where only one in two children made it to their first 
birthday, we can assume that life-cycle rituals were of special importance.  

Name-giving practices reveal that the name itself could be of significance. 
To have names that signified something associated with strength or ugliness, 
such as Tiger, Garlic, Sweeping broom, Axe, or Garbage could save the child 
from whatever was out there to cause it harm. Misfortune could be attributed 
to evil spirits or simply the will of God. In a similar vein, one’s own ancestor 
spirits had to be appeased so that they would not be lonely on the Day of 
Judgment or become angry with the family. 

We can conclude that a spectrum of different explanations and treatments 
of illness existed. These were often of a two-fold nature, including elements 
of both Graeco-Islamic healing methods and explanations and those of a more 
magical approach. Just as a pilgrim visits a shrine in a quest to go “from 
problem to answer” (Morinis 1992: 26), people used the medical resources at 
hand to find an explanation for what had caused their problems and the cure. 
Thus, it is not surprising to see that if one cure or explanation did not work, 
the patient would resort to something else. Regarding this, it is difficult to 
establish a “hierarchical pecking order” (Bellér-Hann 2008: 404), as Ildiko 
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Bellér-Hann puts it, when discussing the status of different healers (Bellér-
Hann 2008: 404). Besides the Swedish mission, there was no Western 
healthcare in Eastern Turkestan in the pre-modern era. Most healthcare 
appears to have been undertaken at home, especially by women. While the 
missionary reports speak of women and children visiting the hospital, these 
were most probably the severe cases that could not be handled at home. With 
regard to the general state of health of the people, we often learn of the worst 
cases, be it children with severe handicaps, such as the Siamese twins that we 
have mentioned, or drug abuse. While such cases certainly existed, we seldom 
hear, especially in the Western reports, of cases in which domestic treatment 
was successful. There is thus a lack of knowledge in this area. As  we have  
seen, both personalistic and naturalistic explanations coexisted in Eastern 
Turkestan. While life-cycle rituals and age are not the same thing, we can see 
that life-cycle rituals did have a significance with regard to health. Aspects 
such as birth, a child’s first tooth, circumcision for boys, growing up, getting 
married and reaching advanced age all signified that one had survived critical 
life stages. All of this had to be recognized in one way or the other by means 
of collective engagement. Yet another allegory may be made. Many healing 
rituals, whether taking place at home or in the public sphere, were communal 
and social events. Just as the different stages of social life needed to be 
celebrated, healing practices were of concern for the whole community and 
were intertwined with local understandings of what the circle of life signified, 
not only for the individual but also for the whole group. While the outcasts 
did not share this safety net, we can observe that the existence of close kin was 
crucial for the individual and his or her ability to progress through the different 
stages of life. 
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Chapter Eleven. Conclusion 

Investigation into the vast resources of Graeco-Islamic medicine is still in its 
infancy, and a great number of medical manuscripts have not yet been 
examined. Almost a century ago, Browne noted that Arabian medicine had 
caught the attention of the scholarly community and that some “admirable and 
ingenious research” (Browne 1921: 3) had been conducted, leading to the 
production of “a fairly copious literature” (Browne 1921: 3). Almost fifty 
years later, as Ullman pointed out, that investigation into the field of Islamic 
medicine had just begun. As he correctly states, there are numerous texts “out 
there” to be discovered and worked upon by scholars (Ullman 1978: xxi); and 
yet he is mainly speaking of Arabic sources! With regard to Turkic texts, 
particularly Chagatay materials, even less scholarly work has been 
undertaken. While considerable research has been conducted to investigate the 
most esteemed of all medieval medical treatises, Avicenna’s Qānūn, little 
work has been done on material produced in subsequent centuries, such as the 
Eastern Turki sources found in the Gunnar Jarring Collection of Eastern Turki 
manuscripts at Lund. With regard to medical manuscripts, the lion’s share of 
previous research has dealt with Arabic and Persian texts. With a few  
exceptions, Eastern Turkestan medicine remains a highly unexplored field. 
Here, the Jarring collection in Lund is a goldmine for those who want to learn 
more about Eastern Turkestan culture. Of the approximately 600 different 
documents available in the collection, only a handful have been researched in 
detail. Multitudes of Chagatay sources on medicine exist in other archives, but 
as is the case with the Jarring collection, most of them are awaiting further 
exploration. Since so little research has been carried out on Chagatay medical 
manuscripts, it has been difficult or almost impossible at this time to draw any 
clear conclusions about the historical development of medical thought in 
Central Asia. Apart from Károly’s study (2015), the topic has, with a few  
exceptions, been hardly studied. In light of this, I believe my research will 
help to highlight certain traits of how medicine was practiced and understood 
in Eastern Turkestan during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Eastern Turkestan, located on the crossroads between Western Turkestan, 
Siberia, India and China, has throughout history been shaped by a number of 
cultures, which in turn have made an impact on medicine in the area. It is not 
surprising that the local medical tradition in Eastern Turkestan incorporated 
elements from various cultures, but it is clear in the discussion of medical texts 
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that the main inspiration comes from Graeco-Islamic tradition. As explained, 
the Eastern Turki medical manuscripts in the Gunnar Jarring Collection at 
Lund are of a heterogeneous character in terms of both scope and content. 
Some treatises are explicitly devoted to medicine, while others are of a more 
mixed nature, containing elements of poetry and aspects we can also find in 
folklore and local history. As pointed out, many of the primary sources 
consulted here frequently mention personages connected to Greek philosophy 
and history, as well as famous personages within Muslim lore. A closer  
examination reveals frequent references to religious matters, leading us to 
conclude that all of these components constituted important elements in Turki 
medical lore. With regard to medical lexicon, obvious similarities exist 
between Subḥān Qulï’s treatise and Eastern Turki texts. However, the 
structure of the latter category of medical treatises does not appear to follow 
the same logic as those compiled in Western Turkestan. While the preparation 
of medicines and general themes are similar in both Subḥān Qulï’s treatise and 
the Eastern Turki material, we see that the latter sources are structured very 
differently from the former. While classical Graeco-Islamic texts are usually 
organized according to a principle whereby illnesses are described from head 
to toe, it appears that this is not the case with the Eastern Turki sources. In that 
respect, we have yet to establish whether the Turkic version of Jurjānī differs 
from the other Eastern Turki material examined here. 

An important feature of the Eastern Turki texts examined here is that they 
place considerable attention on the explanation of humoral theory and 
diagnosis. It should also be noted that while these treatises speak of humoral 
concepts, the theories are also presented in the various texts in a strikingly 
similar way with regard to structure and vocabulary. The internal similarities 
between a few of the texts examined here go beyond vocabulary and a few 
expressions, and upon closer examination it is clear that while they are 
different texts, many passages are almost identical. I propose that although the 
overall structure appears chaotic for an outsider, they were not written 
randomly. Instead, the similarities in wording and content indicate a strong 
continuation of manuscript tradition across space and time. Moreover, some 
of the expressions that appear here display similar concepts and expressions 
to those appearing in older Graeco-Islamic sources.  

Besides humoral concepts, the inner system of the body, or microcosm, 
referred to by the term ‘natural’ we also see that the Eastern Turki material 
displays a continuity with classical Graeco-Islamic texts with regard to 
concepts such as the six non-naturals, which dictate that exterior elements or 
the macrocosm could have an effect on a person’s health. As I mentioned in 
chapter two, the six ‘non-naturals’ were of importance as – in contrast to the 
‘natural’, i.e. “the system of humours, elements, qualities, and other properties 
and forces (such as age) at work within the body itself” (Pormann & Savage 
Smith 2007: 44) – these could to some extent be controlled by employing the 
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appropriate measures. Here, the individual’s health could be influenced by 
attaining a balance between aspects such as diet, exercise, rest, and 
psychological modes. Building on the general notion that all four elements 
need to be in balance in a healthy body, the Eastern Turki sources emphasize 
measures such as adhering to a particular diet or abstaining from certain foods. 
Similarly, therapies such as venesection or cupping are recommended for 
removing excess blood. The sources also discuss matters concerning what we 
would today refer to as psychological modes. In this context, I discuss the 
sections dealing with day-to-day matters such as love problems, jealousy and 
finding protection against enemies and thieves. If not resolved, such factors 
could potentially be hazardous to the mental state of the person, which in turn 
could also influence his/her physical health. 

One of the core principles in Graeco-Islamic medicine is diet therapy. As I 
argue in chapter two, a correct diet constitutes one of the core principles of 
Graeco-Islamic medicine. This is also reflected in the Eastern Turki texts, 
which place considerable emphasis on dietary prescriptions. As such, it is 
perhaps not surprising to see that with regard to materia medica, Chagatay 
medical treatises are quite rich and impressive, referencing a considerable 
number of plants, minerals and animals utilized for medicine. With regard to 
general principles in the preparation of medicine, a comparison of Western 
Turkestan and Eastern Turkestan highlights obvious similarities. Not only are 
the methods for preparing medicaments similar between the two areas, so are 
the ingredients and their usage, although differences do appear as well. It is of 
course difficult to speak in general terms here, since the main source of 
comparison for the Eastern Turki material and Chagatay texts written 
elsewhere is Subḥān Qulï’s treatise. 

The vast number of ingredients of foreign origin testify that Eastern 
Turkestan was an area in which trade with other lands played an important 
role in the local economy. With regard to language, it is striking how similar 
and stable the vocabulary of the materia medica has been between Western 
and Eastern Turkestan throughout the centuries. The fact that minor 
differences in vocabulary occur is perhaps not surprising considering the 
geographical differences between Eastern Turkestan and Transoxania. It 
should also be taken into account that Subḥān Qulï’s treatise was written in 
the 17th century, while some of the Eastern Turki sources studied here were 
compiled as late as the 1930s. However, I may go so far as to confidently 
propose that a medical practitioner from either of these eras would not find it 
difficult to read the texts at hand, regardless of whether they were written 
during Subḥān Qulï’s time or during the pre-modern era, i.e. the early 20th 
century. As observed, the medical terminology in the medical texts examined 
here is mainly a mix of Arabic, Persian and Turkic, occasionally interspersed 
with words from other languages such as Chinese, Sogdian, Greek, Punjabi 
and more. The Silk Road not only carried products but also new ideas and 
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religious systems that have shaped Eastern Turki society in various ways. 
While it is possible that the materia medica has been influenced from several 
angles, it is clear when looking at the sources that the strongest theoretical link 
is to classical Arabo-Islamic medical lore. Likewise, the personages described 
in medical texts also figure in the lore of other Muslim societies. As I 
mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, the materia medica of the region is 
an area in which a lot of work remains to be done. While it largely resembles 
what we find in Western Turkestan, a number of terms are specific to Eastern 
Turkestan. It is my expectation that future critical editions of Eastern Turki 
sources will provide even more information in this field. It may even be 
possible in the near future to publish a short dictionary of frequently occurring 
words and expressions in Western and Eastern Turki medical texts. 

While the first five chapters of the thesis focus on the content of indigenous 
medical texts, chapters 6-10 also take into account foreigners’ observations of 
medicine in the region. Keeping in mind that Western reports were often of a 
biased nature, they are still valuable in illuminating how ‘outsiders’ 
understood medical concepts in the region. While by no means exhaustive, the 
documentation in travelogues written by travelers such as Grenard, Bellew 
and Katanov, to name a few, proves important. Their material not only 
provides clues to which illnesses were common in the region, but also local 
medical terminology at times. In this dissertation, I have strived to alternate 
the locally produced sources with such material. In this context, a rather  
unexplored category of source material is the material produced by  the  
members of the Swedish mission in Eastern Turkestan. Ethnographic 
collections such as Högberg’s catalog on Kashgarian medicine along with 
efforts to record the local language by individuals such as Magnus Bäcklund, 
Gustaf Raquette and others, demonstrate that many of the Swedish 
missionaries working in Eastern Turkestan had a personal interest in everyday 
life and local culture. Scholars such as Jarring and myself have previously 
analyzed some material written in Swedish, but there are several reports 
dealing with a number of topics that have not been presented in English 
translation. Apart from published material such as books, newspapers, etc., 
there also exists a large number of diaries, letters and so on that can provide 
us with additional information on topics relating to Eastern Turkestan hitherto 
not widely researched.  

Some of the missionary material is not entirely in Swedish but in Eastern 
Turki. It is written in manuscript form, which is a strong indication that the 
missionaries were not only capable of writing detailed reports in Swedish, but 
also mastered the local language well. I argue that as a category of source 
literature, it is unduly under-researched. In many cases, their observations can 
actually be considered more reliable than other Western reports because, 
unlike other foreigners visiting the area for limited periods, they lived and 
interacted regularly with Eastern Turks and can be looked upon to some extent 
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as permanent residents instead of travelers. Sometimes the relationship was 
complicated, such as when they were accused of being ‘religious thieves’ by 
the religious establishment. On the other hand, they also succeeded in building 
trust with a large part of the population, primarily through their healthcare 
institutions which served everyone regardless of religious, economical or 
ethnic background. 

My objective to emphasize the usefulness of the missionary material is by 
no means to belittle the work of researchers such as Jarring, Katanov, Grenard 
and others who made great contributions to our understanding of the field.  
What I do want to point out, however, is that it is lamentable that the potential 
of the missionary material has not been sufficiently acknowledged. It is most 
probable that this is connected with the fact that such sources have been 
classified merely as ‘missionary material’. I do see an increased appreciation 
of these sources, as can be noted in important publications such as Bellér-
Hann’s book Community Matters (2008). Nevertheless, more of this material 
needs to be translated to reach a wider audience. A lot of the work produced 
by the missionaries can be looked upon as the products of the everyday 
ethnographers they actually were, even though they would not refer to 
themselves as such. Through a close reading of local Eastern Turki medical 
sources, I have now come to the conclusion that the missionaries frequently 
made use of the same local literature that they criticized when compiling their 
published reports in Swedish. A clear example is Prov 283, a medical book 
that belonged to L.E Högberg. As I demonstrate in chapter five (sub-chapter 
entitled Hot and Cold), we see that the information appearing in Högberg’s 
catalog of Kashgar medicine is very much in line with that of Sample 283. 
Another telling example is Gustavsson’s article on local medicine that I 
discuss in chapter eight, where through a comparison of the Swedish text and 
Prov 24 I reach the conclusion that the information presented in the two 
sources is very similar. 

The Swedish mission was the only institution to provide Western medicine, 
and although it faced mistrust from some segments of society, thousands of 
needy people visited their hospitals annually. The missionary reports not only 
provide us with detailed material about common sicknesses and their 
treatment, but also highlight instances of conflict between the EMs of  the  
missionaries and their Eastern Turki patients. For instance, the sources 
indicate that many of the patients visiting the MCCS’s hospitals referred to 
local notions of diagnosis (taking the pulse) and healing influenced by Graeco-
Islamic medicine (dietary prescriptions based on humoral concepts such hot 
and cold) in their interaction with the Swedes, who in contrast did not  
subscribe to such ideas. 

Aside from the Swedish hospitals, there also existed certain types of locally 
endorsed welfare directed towards the poor, outcasts and the sick. As I 
explain, the Qing and later Republican Chinese authorities organized some of 
this institutionalized welfare. Charity for the poor and sick was also provided 
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by the Muslim establishment by means of waqf donations, but perhaps even 
more so by individuals who adhered to religious notions of how to deal with 
the poor. As such, we can see that a reciprocal relationship existed between 
the poor and those who could provide for themselves and others. Charity also 
implied notions about health and sickness, since giving alms to the poor could 
be turned into blessings and protection for individuals and families. The 
aforementioned institutions were only a selection among many others, 
however. The people would also seek the aid of local doctors, pharmacists and 
other professionals. Various professional healers were consulted outside the 
home, at shrines and marketplaces, but the sources also indicate that house 
visits were not an uncommon occurrence either. In fact, a considerable 
proportion of healthcare, including visits by professional healers, took place 
in the domestic sphere. A person was first considered ill when his or her 
symptoms were recognized by either him/herself, family members or other 
members of the community. As is reported from elsewhere in the world, the 
initial detection of illness, diagnosis and treatment were carried out at home. 
Often senior family members with prior experience were in charge of caring, 
nurturing and providing advice to the patient or mother who had recently given 
birth. In times of serious illness, however, the sources indicate that it was 
commonplace to call upon different specialists. Such visitations were usually 
of a communal nature, often engaging the whole community of close kin and 
friends. At the same time it was a domestic event, since the healers often 
conducted their healing practices in the patient’s home. 

Every society has its own models for identifying and establishing what 
defines illness, how to prevent it, where it stems from and how to  act if  
someone falls ill. The Eastern Turki material demonstrates that a multitude of 
approaches existed to prevent illness, uncover its cause, find out why it had 
happened and treat it most effectively. As observed, both personalistic and  
naturalistic ideas were of importance for identifying and treating illness. 
Health-enhancing practices involved a range of ideas regarding the inner 
functioning of the body based on humoral notions and a belief in external 
factors, such as climate and season, having a positive or negative effect on the 
body. Healing also involved a number of religiously embedded ideas. Religion 
played not only an important part in life but was perceived as determining the 
fate of each person from cradle to grave. This did not mean, however, that 
people in Eastern Turkestan were mere fatalists accepting anything as God’s 
will without interference. At times, sickness and other calamities were indeed 
interpreted as ‘divine’ punishment, but such punishment could also be 
mitigated in different ways, such as praying or appeasing ancestor spirits by 
engaging in socially embedded religious rituals. The religious aspect of 
healing has perhaps been commented upon most by Western observers visiting 
the area. Religion was indeed important for explaining illness, but this one-
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sided focus on the religious aspect has obscured the fact that Eastern Turki 
medicine made use of both personalistic and naturalistic illness etiologies. As 
I mentioned in the first chapter, foreign observers often emphasized so-called 
magical healing practices such as exorcism when referring to health-
enhancing practices in the area. It should be noted, however, that both written 
medical sources, i.e. learned medicine, and so-called folk medicine made use 
of such ‘magical’ methods, rendering it impossible to separate religious 
healing from the learned tradition. Just as the information found in medical 
treatises cannot be totally separated from folk medicine, other topics such as 
geomancy, the calendar, interpretation of dreams and so on cannot be simply 
relegated to the category of folk medicine, since these methods are also  
recorded in the written tradition. From a superficial point of view, it may 
appear that practices of a more magical character, for example, bear little or 
no relation to theoretical systems such as Unani medicine. I argue that such 
an approach obscures the fact that many of the healing practices in the region 
do reflect a strong continuity with healing methods found elsewhere in the 
Islamic world. The medical vocabulary at hand shows that Eastern Turkestan 
was an integral part of the Muslim world and that Graeco-Islamic medicine 
was at the core of the pluralistic medical tradition of the area. 

In the first chapter of the thesis, I pointed out that it would be wrong to 
analyze society in Eastern Turkestan as traditional and unchanging. In this 
context, I would like to highlight that while health-enhancing practices 
described in the thesis can be described as ‘traditional’ in many cases, this 
does not mean that people were locked in a cultural paradigm of opposition to 
other non-traditional forms of treatment. This is evident from the sheer 
number of patients visiting the hospitals of the MCCS, for example. With 
regard to more contemporary health-seeking practices among the Uyghurs, it 
should be observed that, until recently, they have tended to oscillate between 
using their own medical tradition and modern biomedicine. Uyghur traditional 
medicine has been used for chronic illnesses while biomedicine has been 
employed for more acute disorders. Similarly, the material presented in this 
thesis shows that people in Eastern Turkestan made creative and pragmatic 
use of the medical resources available in their quest to explain the reasons for 
illness, and how to treat and prevent it. With regard to this, I am of the opinion 
that Hsu’s observations are valid since they emphasize that when researching 
health in a specific area, it is easy to fall into the trap of exotifying other 
people’s strategies and logic – instead of recognizing the pragmatic nature of 
health-enhancing practices that people actually employ.  

One easily projects superstition into people, when observation of social 
practice highlights that they make practice-based decisions; their 
choices are often limited, their decisions therefore often situational and 
temporary. It is important to gain an understanding for people’s cultural 
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logic without, however, locking other people into a cultural paradigm; 
they are far more versatile and pragmatic. (Hsu 2008: 318) 

Medical practices in Eastern Turkestan consisted of a number of 
components that are not easily identifiable, constituting a highly pluralistic 
medical field defined by several overlapping traditions, of which Graeco-
Islamic medicine played one part while the others, including Western 
medicine, also played important and/or complementary roles. Finally, if we 
are to define Eastern Turki medicine of the researched time-period, then I 
would define it as a diverse but still coherent medical tradition closely related 
to that of adjacent societies, especially Turkic and Muslim, but also shaped by 
its own specific historical and cultural context. 

It is my sincere hope that the research presented here will inspire more 
scholars to engage in the rich field of Turkic Central Asian medical 
manuscripts. It is still an unexplored field and many primary sources remain 
out there waiting to be investigated.  While the focus of  this thesis is on the 
period prior to 1949, I would also like to suggest that the medical tradition 
known as traditional Uyghur medicine contains many of the methods and 
theories about the body that are found in Eastern Turki medical texts.  Very  
little research on that topic too has been published outside the Uyghur 
homeland. I hope that in the near future I or someone else will have the 
possibility to research this interesting field. It would enrich the current 
knowledge about this tradition and add another piece to the puzzle of how 
modern Uyghur medicine is related to the tradition described in manuscripts 
collected before 1949. Fieldwork in its true sense is unthinkable in today’s 
China. However, such research could perhaps be conducted by combining 
research on printed medical books from the area in consultation with medical 
experts from the Uyghur diaspora, for example. 
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